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 The Concordance Base material for Paul’s 2nd Letter to The Corinthians 
     (Issue: 03 Sept 2009)     1st Rev. 19 July 2013     2nd Rev. 11 June 2015    3rd Rev. 20 Sept. 2020 
 

The Aim of this document is to:- 
1.  Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds. 
2.  Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today. 
3.  Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us. 
4.  Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates. 
5.  Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study. 
6.  Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere. 
7.  To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus repudiates  “Religion”. 
8.  To  entirely remove all  ‘mystique and mystery’  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”. 
9.  To  cause vociferous debate  and thus bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject! 

The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this translation. 
 

The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  ‘wise’  and 
‘sophisticated’  supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance,  even more so today! 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  ‘master’  
religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 
Chambers Dictionary definition of these words/sayings/topics/reasonings:- 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Paul makes in his letter/epistle. 
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 
Warning = injurious to the  health/wellbeing  of a human. 

Note:  A couple of examples termed  “prophecies”  are more like  “words of advice to yield a result”  but given to keep the 
headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter. 
The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 84 “allegories” to the 85 stated or that a  “reasoning”  should be 
classified as an  “instruction”  (and likewise with the other headings)  –  but they have been given to expose the many 
examples buried within the text,  enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth 
of material given for our consideration! 
Furthermore,  I include  “one liners”  as  “parables”  under the strict definition of parable  (as “a comparison”) because 
these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by  worldly Christian leaders, 
 

The Thrust of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is twofold,  firstly it is directed to  elect/select  144000 
(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,  
requiring  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Future World Leaders.  This is a special grouping of people  (1Pet.2v9, 
Isa.66v8)  proven  to have  precisely imitated Jesus Christ  (to the very best of their ability)  during the following Gospel 
Age,   that only  God/Yahweh  knows how long it shall be,  Matt.24v36  because of Matt.20v23.   Secondly,  “The Real 
Gospel”  teaches The World in fine detail of the future  “New World Order”  of The Millennium and how  all  resurrected 
people of the last some 6000 years  can  be personally successful as  “The Late Adopters” within its  “new operating 
procedures”.  This  “New System”  cannot  occur now  but will  only  occur  when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected 
individuals from out of The Gospel Age.   Presently,  religious leaders who  were/are  false to this duty  were/are  those 
who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees  prior to JC’s ministry and the  worldly Christian Leaders  after JC’s 
ministry.  The Religious Leaders are instructed to set  “The Correct Example”  (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow,  except the religious leaders 
imitate them,  by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires!   People spiritually inhabiting The World 
of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards  are completely ignored  by Yahweh,  they form  no active part in  
bringing forth  The Millennium that finishes  “The 2nd Part”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  (to 
complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  Luke.4v19 – see glossary).  Thus,  the vast majority of allegories and 
prophecies in The Bible have  no relevance to worldly people of today  –  being true on both sides of the equation! 
The allegories and prophecies of today are  only  specifically related to  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh  by 
having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word.  Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do  “their own  (worldly) 
thing”,  and thus personally make themselves  “unelectable”  for a place in the 144000 grouping,  and thus renege on their 
personal  “Contract”  with Yahweh,  which is  “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained”  by means of Anointing! 
People outside the 144000  “Early Adopters”  will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become 
progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age,  of which very many are being fulfilled  now  at The Gospel Age close,  
because  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is almost complete,  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).    
It is  crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  and gives future options for everyone else. 
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Some very important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,      JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)        TC = True Christian.                                          CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{...} = one Greek word                                    .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”    =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative, -  meaning it is  so precisely accurate  to enable a near perfect translation back to 
the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern-day translations;  many are 
human interpretations at crucial locations   and thus loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more 
accessible high level  (of which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).   
By consequence,  I was forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  
together with exegesis in the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!    
To combat the mass corruption by  charlatan Christian Leaders,  I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within  “God’s 
(named “Yahweh”)  Word”  to expose what  was  truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.   
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 

Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 
Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

Paul’s  epistle/letter  corroborated by The Old Testament citations  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  

Thus, I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”. 
It will cause much  “heart searching”  and  “consternation”  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us  –  there is no escape  –  are we prepared to imbue this “new wine – or do we prefer the old?”  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?”  Matt.12v30. 
 
Important Note   Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are  
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally  audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours,  gives freely to  
The Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus  The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  is  
(1) a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology  –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required  “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1) once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules  
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus more applicable today,  (2) and the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this,  I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
 
 
Paul’s 2nd letter to the Corinthians:       Issued date: 01 Aug 2007 
     (Revised: 26 Aug. 2009)   2nd Rev: 19 July 2013   3rd Rev. 12 June 2015    4th Rev. 20 Sept. 2020 
 
1st Comment – Paul is declaring himself to be an apostle  (demonstrated by his fidelity to “The Knowledge”). 
1st Instruction – Only Yahweh assigns “apostles” (= “appointed to tell”,  thus holy = TCs)  -  no  human is able! 
2nd Comment – Paul is edifying the union between The Brethren through declared mutual altruism. 
3rd Comment – The Brethren here are receiving benefits from Yahweh  in/with/through  JCg as “The Intermediary”. 
1st Good News – The Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs receive  gift/favour/benefit  from  “The Word of God”. 
2nd Good News – The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs receive  peace/prosperity/rest  from  “The Word of God”. 
1st Reasoning – “The Word of God”  becomes The Means  (as metaphoric spiritual RNA)  upon which we can build a new 
Creature/Creation  (spiritual DNA of ourselves)  that requires personal reform away from worldly methodology.  When we 
become this new creature,  then we are protected from making worldly mistakes  immorality/fraud/slander/indulgence/etc.  
resulting from worldly methodology.  We therefore gain  peace/prosperity/rest  by receiving Yahweh’s  gift/benefit. 
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2nd Instruction – Yahweh is  The  Forebear/Father  of JC,  where JC is  The  Lord/Master of TCs,  only  because TCs  
choose  to have JC as their Lord/Master (as God’s Word controlling the TCs’ mind); – by definition  “worldly” Christians 
do not choose JC to be their Master,  they choose The World and say “in name”  they are  “Christians”,  but sadly  not  
“in  Character/Authority”  (there is a big difference between the two groupings)! 
3rd Instruction – lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
3rd Good News – Yahweh is The Father of  Pity/Compassion  and  “The Specific God”  of Comfort. 
1st Warning – Yahweh has these qualities to all those people who personally reform and become Christlike.  But He does 
not have these qualities towards iniquitous humans who refuse over their 2 part life to become Christlike. 
1st ‘Allegory’ – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
2Cor.   1v1 og (The) Paul  (the) apostle  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  through (reason of)  
2Cor.   1v1 og (the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  (of the) God [Yahweh],   
2Cor.   1v1 og also  (the) Timothy  the  brother  to the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church 
2Cor.   1v1 og of the  God [Yahweh]  to the (one [ecclesia])  am/being/have  in  (to the [= within]) Corinth,   
2Cor.   1v1 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  to the  blameless/{holy persons}   
2Cor.   1v1 og (to the) all  to the (persons [TCs])  am/being/having  in  (to the [= within]) whole/all/completely/throughout   
2Cor.   1v1 og to the  Achaia   [where,  Achaia = Southern Greece]. 
2Cor.   1v1 = Paul,  the  apostle/{appointed (by Yahweh and not The World) to tell}  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed 

through reason of  the  determination/purpose/desire  of the  God (Yahweh), 
also  Timothy,  the   (spiritual/faithful)   brother  to  God’s  ecclesia/{the calling out}   being  within  Corinth, 
{united as companions}/{in union with}  to all  the  blameless/{holy people}/TCs  being  throughout/all  Achaia. 

 

Paul the invited apostle of the Anointed Jesus   (Paul is  “elected  by Yahweh  to tell”  about  “The Goal of being Anointed”  to be like Jesus) 
through reason of the  determination/purpose  of the God   (Yahweh,  wants this knowledge to be publicised  to gain  “His future Sons of God”) 
also Timothy,  the  (spiritual) brother to God's  {calling out}/ecclesia  being within Corinth, 
united as companions   (to have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  “1st Century Christianity”  within the whole grouping) 
all the  {blameless people}/TCs  being throughout all Achaia   (= Southern Greece). 
 

Note   The Brethren are united as companions with all the TCs establishing  “The Word of God”  throughout the southern part of Greece.  
Thus restating the obvious  (for our time)  The Brethren  were learning  (from the TCs)  to follow  precisely  what  “The Word of God”  from both  (1) 
The Tanakh and what  (2) JC taught us as uniquely given by The 1st Century TCs –  being our  “The Bible”  in its original language   (before our 
translators “got hold of it”,  giving succour to our  present-day  “worldly Christianity”  in all of its witnessed forms of expressed doctrine). 
Where,  Paul teaches us to beware of variation at 2Cor.2v17, 4v2, etc.,  and by now,  today,  the Christian Nation has had 1700+ years to  “perfect the 
art”  of apparent deviance under  “The Pretence of worshipping God”.   

Our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  today  (at  “The Closing of The Gospel Age”  to be brought about by JCg’s 2nd Advent)  are 
demonstrably  no different  to the  “Leaders of Religion”  (scribes/Pharisees)  at  “The Closing of The 1st Epoch of Israel”  at JC’s 1st Advent! 

All this is  thoroughly  explained and amplified within this  letter/epistle,  also throughout all my commentaries of The New Testament  (in the 2012+ CE. 
revisions). 
2Cor.   1v2 og (the) Grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  {to yourselves}  also  (the) peace/prosperity/rest   
2Cor.   1v2 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) God  (the) Father/Forebear  {of/from us} [TCs] 
2Cor.   1v2 og also  (of the) Lord/Master  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
2Cor.   1v2 = The  gift/favour  to yourselves,   

also  the  peace/prosperity/rest  from  God (Yahweh)  our (= TC’s)  Father,   (Yahweh sourcing our spiritual DNA),   
also  of the  Lord/Master  of the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed.     (Been anointed by Yahweh to be The World’s future Ruler,  Rev.19v16). 

 

The  gift/favour  to yourselves   (the Brethren actively aiming to be TCs), 
also the  peace/rest  from God (Yahweh)  our (TCs')  Father   (Yahweh sourcing our spiritual DNA as  “The Word of God”  to reform our mind) 
          (Then the first interpretation … ) 
also  (Yahweh the)  Lord/Master  of the Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh placing JCg into The Position of being the  [premier]  Son of God). 

           (Next, the second interpretation … ) 
also of  (our [TCs’])  lord/master  the Anointed Jesus   (JC becomes our goal to ideally achieve  “The Anointing”  as a future  “Son of God”). 

          (I accept both interpretations as being valid.) 
 

Where - 
Gift/Favour/Benefit = what  “The Word of God”   brings into our minds,  being  “The Power of Reform” (see later in this epistle)   away 
from  worldly methodology,   where,  JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  can lead to us become future  “Sons of God”  (by the 
election/selection  process of  “The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”, James.3v1,  made by Yahweh upon  all  Christians  of The Gospel Age). 
Peace/Prosperity/Rest = what comes from a  “reformed mind”  that has built its new spiritual DNA creature/creation  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  
upon the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”  within our mind.  Thus,  as I explain in later epistles under this heading,  we are given 
protection from  “The Fallout”  that occurs if we operated  upon/{according to}  worldly methodology  (self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt). 

In these opening few verses,  we must get ourselves inside Paul’s head and logically reason upon what is running through Paul’s mind that will clearly 
be consistent to everything given throughout The Bible  –  without certain  neutral  references being  “coloured”  to infer  what they are not  by  worldly 
translators of our English bibles –  beholden to  “worldly Christian Doctrine”  (and Paymasters)!     

Remembering -  “He who pays the piper,  calls the tune”  (hence Matt.6v24, 2Tim.4v3-4, etc.)! 
Here, “God” =  Yahweh”,  Who becomes  “The (Adopting) Father”  “of us”  (TCs)  becoming the  new  Sons of Abraham  (grafted into The Vine of JCg  
–  John.15v1-6  [see also   Rom.11v15-25]);  also Yahweh is  “The Father/Forebear”  of JC  (where JC is The Master of his  faithful  stewards = TCs, 
Luke.19v15-20, etc.).  Furthermore,  JC becomes  “The Head”  of his body parts  (TCs, 1Cor.12v12-22)  who themselves  precisely fulfil  The Instruction  
given by The Head  (John.14v15, 15v10, Mark.12v30-31)  –  else they become severed off The Body,  as we are taught within The Bible.   
“They” (meaning  “worldly Christian leaders”)  as  “the severed body parts”,  become rejected by Yahweh from ruling  “The Resurrected World 
alongside JCg in The Millennium”   –  as perhaps more than half of JC’s parables teach us  (if only “they”  recognised this for  “their warning”)! 
Paul also starts by teaching us of the hierarchy within Yahweh’s Family. 
We have a  very flat  pyramid structure  (noting  by contrast  of what is seen in “Religion”) - 
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1. Yahweh = The Almighty God,  Who  sources  all  {intrinsically  ideal/good}  things into The Universe.   Termed   “The Father”. 
2. JC = The Premier Son of God who became  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and thus  “The Interface/Intermediary”  (1Tim.2v5)  

between us  (as his sinful creation)  and  “The Perfection of Yahweh”  –  to bring about  “The Redemption of Reformed Persons in The 
Culmination”  through  The Procedure that Yahweh has laid out in The Bible  –  but this is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian  
leaders/theologians/scholars.  

3. TCs = “True Christians” = people who  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven entirely by  “agapao”  to yield  “agape”  as I 
thoroughly explain within my commentary at John.13v34,  and profusely elsewhere. 

This is what The Bible tells us throughout,  regarding this subject  –  without  any  “Mystery”. 
(Please see my numerous commentaries at Eph.1v4-14 and importantly at Eph.5v30-32 all of which thoroughly explain this.) 

Noting also regarding “humans”  there are  (1) TCs,  (2) The Brethren aiming to be TCs,  and (3) Rest of The World! 
Then  “Check out Religion”  and see the  man-created  layers within that edifice,  strata of leaders living off those below them! 

Paul states The Hierarchy where,  Yahweh comes first in all things as  “The Subject”  for our praise. 
Yet  after  stating Yahweh is The Father of JC  to show hierarchy,  then  Paul moves on praise JCg as  “The World’s Intercessor to Yahweh” (1Tim.2v5). 
I  very carefully explain   by  thorough exegesis (on this website),  JCg created  “The World”  (StrongsTM = 2889 = Adornment/Decoration = all DNA 
forms of life)  upon what was initially,  a barren rock mass planet called  “Earth”  (Gen.1v26, John.1v1-3, etc.),  which itself was created by Yahweh 
when He set in motion  “The Laws of Nature”  (to create “The Universe”). 
All this is occurred as shown throughout the geological records of this planet’s 4.5 billion year history,  within a presumed 13.7 billion year Universe  
(depending upon Hubble’s Constant). 
2Cor.   1v3 og (the) adorable/blessed/{worthy of praise}  the  {specific god}   
2Cor.   1v3 og also  (the) father/forebear/parent  of the  Lord/Master  {of/from us} 
2Cor.   1v3 og (of the) Jesus   (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2Cor.   1v3 og the  father/forebear/parent  of the  pity/compassion,  also  (the) {specific god}  (of the) all   
2Cor.   1v3 og (of the) imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty. 
2Cor.   1v3 = The  adorable/{worthy of praise}  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh) 

also  The  Father/Forebear  of our  lord/master,  Jesus  Christ/Anointed,    (JC is  The Son  of Yahweh – and JC is  our  lord/master) 
(Yahweh, is)  The  Father/Forebear  of the  pity/compassion,    (to  all  humans who imbue The Word of God,  and  precisely imitate  JC),   
also  ‘The Specific God’  of all  imploring/comfort    (Yahweh as The Source of goodness gives solace to “Reasoning” in The Universe). 

 

The worthy of praise:  “The Specific God”   (Yahweh;  because “ho theos” is referenced to JCg and the 144000 TCs), 
also The Father (Yahweh)  of our  lord/master   (as  “The Word of God”  absolutely controlling our  [TCs’]  mind to fulfil The Master’s Desire) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (JC has  [1] set and  [2] achieved  “The Required Goal”  as  “The First/Head”  of  “The Firstfruits”  for Sonship to Yahweh) 
(Yahweh is)  The Father of the  pity/compassion   (to all people who  ultimately precisely imitate  JC  over their 2 part life), 
also  “The Specific God”  of all  imploring/comfort   (Yahweh sources intrinsically  good/ideal  things to  “Reasoning  entities”). 
 

The questions that any sensible person reading this verse would be - 
1. Why repeat that  “Yahweh is The Father of JC”  again    and  
2. Why switch from “God” (absolute)  to “ho theos” (“the specific god” of the context)? 

Unless Paul is telling us something different! 
Either it supports -   

(1) (vainly) The Trinity view,  OR   
(2) Paul is teaching us the relational aspects Yahweh has with JCg and specific people actively trying to imitate JC by becoming precisely 

like JC within their mind  (rather than the nonsense  “self-righteous”  displays we witness in Christendom principally by our  charlatan 
Christian leaders having the same future prospects as Judas Iscariot)! 

Naturally because of what The Bible precisely teaches us  –  then I can only ascribe to (2),  supported throughout The New Testament,  and also repeated 
throughout The Old Testament with “el” and “Yhwh”  (a tetragram deliberately written to be unsayable,  in deference to “Yhwh”,  but presumed to be 
pronounced as “Yahweh”).   
This holistic understanding up to 2007 CE is absolutely and utterly  unknown  to our “Professional Religious Scholars”  (and still is at my 4th revision)! 
I thoroughly explain all this in several dissertations I have on this subject  –  located on this website   “FutureLife.Org”. 
I already show  to infinitum with almost countless examples explained throughout The Bible  that in JCg’s  heavenly/celestial  state,  he  was/is  not 
Yahweh,  but rather a completely separate reasoning entity who is the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with Yahweh  (Matt.26v39, 42)  –  
just as The TCs are the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with JCg  (John.14v20, 17v21-26).  Which means Yahweh,  JCg and the TCs all 
have the  one/same  purpose that is    

To maximise the number of  “humans”  to be saved in their 2 part life  (being  “The Most Righteous Plan”  enacted by Yahweh).   
To best effect this is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   (It is as simple as that,  Ecc.12v13-14)! 

Thus,  based upon  “The Evidence”  throughout  The Bible,  then we can  rule-out  option (1)  as being tenable,  or even sensible. 
Therefore,  as I propose,  it is option (2)  –  supported by  all  “The Evidence”  in The Bible.  Paul is teaching us that  relative to  JCg and us (TCs),  then 
JCg and us  (who are assiduously aiming to become TCs –  by fully imitating JCg to the very best of our ability)  are looking unto Yahweh as  “The 
Specific God” of “us”  (where “us” = JCg and his potential  brothers/sisters  [as  only  deemed by Yahweh  Matt.12v48-50, 20v23,  and  not  by  worldly 
Christian leaders their very worldly  beatification/canonisation  processes]). 
Consequently,  “we”  (as defined above for “us)  look towards Yahweh as being The Source of all  “intrinsically good/ideal”  things –  especially when 
being  hard-pressed  by  worldly  methodology  pushing-in  from all around us,  and forcing us to respond sharply perhaps less than ideal  (Eph.2v2, 
1John.5v19, John.16v1-4, 2Tim.3v11-13, Matt.24v23-26, 2Cor.11v13-15, etc.). 
 
4th Comment – JCg as The Intermediary,  suffers alongside his steward TCs,  having personally experienced the same! 
5th Comment – JCg as The Intermediary,  calls/entreats  upon the TCs’ behalf to Yahweh in supporting The Ministry work 
of which JC started himself – and of whom,  he (JCg)  and the TCs are  agapao/{edifying loved}  by Yahweh. 
2nd Warning – Being a TC  in Satan’s world will illicit  persecution/suffering/affliction  by copying JC’s ministry,  sourced 
principally by  “Religious Leaders”  because  only they  are motivated to retaliate when having their hypocrisy exposed.  
3rd Warning – Furthermore,  people  aiming to become TCs  will also illicit  persecution/suffering/affliction  from The 
World for the same reason as TCs,  because  “The Public”  actively like or are indifferent to  Brethren/TCs  imitating JC. 
4th Instruction – “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
4th Good News – TCs when suffering persecution absolutely know,  JC having suffered likewise and will provide support. 
5th Good News – TCs having suffered like JC,  have deep empathy with those of The Brethren trying to imitate TCs.   
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Consequently,  TCs will move to assist in what manner they can to provide relief  –  aided by Yahweh through JCg as  
“The Word of God”  to guide our minds to arrive at the best solution. 
6th Good News – TCs have great expectation of those people struggling to become TCs,  because they cleave to Yahweh. 
4th Warning – At some point in a TC’s life  he/she  might face near death for only imitating JC’s ministry. 
6th Comment – We can justifiably assume,  if we are  not  facing persecution from The Religious World while claiming to 
be a “Christian”  –  then perhaps we are  not  imitating JC as deemed by Yahweh because we are  not  disturbing the 
position and  worldly authority  of  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  as judged by Yahweh. 
7th Comment – Though it is quite possible while claiming to be a “Christian” we shall suffer much persecution within The 
Secular World because we  actively disturb the secular world  by  not  imitating JC to remain neutral in worldly affairs. 
2Cor.   1v4 og The (One [Yahweh])   {calling near}/{invoking by imploring}/beseeching/exhorting/entreating   
2Cor.   1v4 og us/our/we [TCs and hearkening Brethren/Sisters]  over/upon/concerning  (to the) all [tribulation]    
2Cor.   1v4 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution  {of/from us},   
2Cor.   1v4 og into/unto [= for]   the (us)   (to be) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  us/our/we   
2Cor.   1v4 og (to) {to set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort    
2Cor.   1v4 og the (persons [TCs/Brethren])   in  (to the [= within]) all  (to the) affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution   
2Cor.   1v4 og through (reason of)  of the  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/encouragement   
2Cor.   1v4 og {of whom/which/that}  (we are) {called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated   
2Cor.   1v4 og they [= ourselves]  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
2Cor.   1v4 = The  (One [Yahweh])  {calling near}/exhorting/entreating  us    (through JCg as “The Word God” instructing/guiding  us)   

upon/concerning  all our  persecution/affliction/burden,    (that The World  [from “Leaders of Religion”]  gives against our ministry work),   
for us  (TCs)  may be  personally  able/capable  to  {call near}/beseeching/entreat  the people   (Brethren aiming to be TCs)   
within all  affliction/pressurization/persecution    (received from outside forces during our ministry work)   
through reason of the  imploring/exhortation}/entreating    (as  “The Command”  to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
{of which}  we are  {called near}/exhorted/entreated  ourselves  under/by  of the  God.    (The Requirement given “The Word of God”). 

 

The One (Yahweh)  exhorting us   (TCs through  “The Word of God”  –  being via  “1st Century Christianity”  instructing TCs and Brethren/Sisters) 
concerning all our persecution   (sourced by  “Leaders of Religion”  within The World trying to suppress  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught), 
for us (TCs)  may personally be able to entreat people   (“The Brethren aiming to be TCs”  to maintain their fidelity to  “1st Century Christianity”) 
in every affliction   (the Brethren receive from  “Leaders of Religion”  attacking the Brethren's public stance on  “1st Century Christianity”)  
through reason of the imploring   (to maintain fidelity to God's Word during this hardship in the 1st part of our physical life) 
of which we   (TCs,  and  “yourselves assiduously aiming to be TCs”)   
are exhorted ourselves by God   (Yahweh;  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to ideally achieve  “The Goal of Sonship to Yahweh”). 
 

As the reader will note this is not quite what standard bibles  give-by-translation  in several areas! 
Firstly,  let me explain what is occurring here  (being Paul’s line of thinking) - 
Verse 1:  Paul states who he is,  and of his helper Timothy  –  of whom The Brethren know,  and together they are all preaching the  one/same  
knowledge of  “The Real Faith”  (see 2Cor.2v17),   –  but deviancy was always a worry for Paul  –   and it is  far worse now  (2009 CE)  with the some 
37,000 very  worldly Christian sects existing on this planet today! 
Verse 2:  Paul now venerates Yahweh and states Yahweh’s recognised Authority over TCs and of JCg  (as shown by TCs imitating JC’s ministry). 
Verse 3:  Paul tells us of Yahweh being  “The Specific God”  of JC  –   hence nullifying The Trinity myth because  “The Specific God”  cannot be in two 
places as two specific Entities  with  individual  choice/{free will},  where one  chooses  to fulfil The Desire of The Other  (hence indicating there  is  a 
personal option  not  to fulfil The Desire of The Other  –   noting Matt.26v39, 42,  amongst others)! 
Verse 4:  Paul states he,  and fellow TCs are persecuted by the worldly focussed Religious Authorities,  but he and the TCs have their  interface/mediator 
(1Tim.2v5)  with them knowing the pain and suffering  –  just as he  (= JC in a fleshly body)  went through during his ministry  (see verse 5 in context)  
when he was  hounded/pursued/persecuted  by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion” (John.11v47-53).  Very much in the same manner as we witness  
practised by  “Scientology”  members around The World  (as one example of many schisms of “Religion”),  or perhaps some members of the Islamic 
faith have done within families – as a supposed matter of  “honour”!   
However it is through JCg as our Master  (being  “The Word of God”  operating within us),  upon which Paul and the TCs call to assist The Brethren 
during their daily struggles against the persecution delivered by the worldly focussed religious authorities  (protecting what  “their patch”  can deliver). 

And from where do JCg and TCs obtain their fortitude and assistance? 
It is  sourced  by Yahweh  “The Adopting Father”  exhibiting both  agapao and phileo  (= edifying and attractively loves)  His sons/[daughters]  (as He   
did/does  His Premier Son, JCg)  –  who shall become the future  “Sons of God”,  just as JC  showed The Way  (John.14v5-15)  to become  The Solution  
to  “The Mystery of God”  as contained within The Bible.   Please see glossary and my commentary at John.3v13  (and my other commentaries). 

The reader will quickly realise  –   absolutely  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders –   because they just choose   not  to 
understand it  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50)  because of the required ensuing personal ramifications within their private life! 

However I entreat  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  to leave their sinking ship  (Rev. chapters  17, 18,  please see all my commentaries)  and come 
aboard  “The Ship of Righteousness”  being  “The Word of God”  correctly  explained so they too  might start  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  
of  “1st Century Christianity”  and what it  should mean in the lives of all people.   Let us do this early,  by aiming for “The Goal”  -  because it will be 
mandatory for personal Salvation,  when  taught in The Millennium  (that shall come upon Mankind  very soon).   Where 99.9+% of the World of the last 
6000 years will be required to learn  “1st Century Christianity”  and practice it with fidelity to achieve personal Salvation beyond The Millennium,  when 
JC’s cover over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  has been removed  (Mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1). 

I explain all this exegesis in much greater detail elsewhere within my commentaries. 
2Cor.   1v5 og Because  just/as/that/how/when   
2Cor.   1v5 og (it) {super-abounds}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}   
2Cor.   1v5 og the  hardships/sufferings/pains/afflictions  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  into/unto  us/our/we,   
2Cor.   1v5 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  through (reason of)   (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
2Cor.   1v5 og (it) {super-abounds}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}   
2Cor.   1v5 og also  the  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/encouragement  {of/from us}. 
2Cor.   1v5 = Because  just/as  {excessively abounding}  the  sufferings/affliction  of  Christ/Anointed  unto/for  us  (TCs) 

       (when JC was physically in the flesh and could feel what the TCs  then feel,  and spiritually feel now as empathy)   
{in this manner}/likewise  through reason  of the  Christ/Anointed  excessively abounds   (unto/for us, TCs) 
also  (is)  of our  (TC’s)   imploring/exhortation/comfort/entreaty. 

 

Because just as excessively abounding the sufferings of the Anointed   (being what must occur if aiming for “The Goal” of Sonship) 
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                (Inasmuch this is what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  bring upon all people who exactly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
for us   (TCs and the  brethren/sisters  actively aiming to be TCs)   
in this manner through reason of the Anointed   (being of  “The Goal”  that JC established as being possible for people imitating him)  
excessively abounds   (being of  “The Driver”  for us,  TCs,  and all people imitating him over their 2 part life)  
also  (JC [as “God’s Word”] is  “The Subject”)  of our (TC's)  imploring/exhortation   (to imitate him  1Cor.4v16, 11v1,  Gal.4v12, etc.). 
 

Paul is trying to draw The Brethren to him,  stating,  I know what hardship you are facing from  “The Religious Authorities”  (John.16v1-4, etc.),  
because we,  as TCs,  face it also.  Yet always know,  JC likewise faced these persecutions from  “The Religious Authorities”  (John.11v47-53),  and he 
was considered righteous by Yahweh and was resurrected as  “The Premier Son of God”  to become our master.  So he knows what we all face because 
he faced all these same things first  -  to lead  “The Way”  (John.14v5-15)  as  “The Head of his Body”  (being the 144000 TCs,  1Cor.12v12-22 exactly 
imitating him). 
We know Yahweh beloved His faithful Son as JC  (Matt.3v17, 17v5).  In likewise manner,  The Son  (as our master driving our mind with  “The Word of 
God”,  Rev.19v13  [and now as JCg])  beloved his  “faithful”  stewards  (of God’s Word imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  and thus shall provide  
comfort/exhort/entreaty  as  “The Interface”  (1Tim.2v5)  between Yahweh and the people who  are  sincerely trying to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   
It must be clearly understood  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  is finally concluded at the end of the 1st part of a TC’s physical life,  
when it can be stated for certainty  he/she  has been fully adopted by  “The Loving Father (Yahweh)”  –  for  he/she  otherwise,  could be like Judas 
Iscariot to become  “Stillborn” (= annihilated)  –  and thus rejected! 
It must be also understood to The Reader,  if  Yahweh becomes  “The Father”  (to adopt us,  as stated in The Bible)  then  we must have the  one/same  
(spiritual)  DNA  to even be  in the position for Yahweh to adopt us  -  else quite simply He would  not  adopt us  –  because  “The Process of Adoption”  
is  bilateral  and  not  unilateral.   
Consequently,  Paul is speaking about Yahweh as being  “The Father”  because he  (Paul [and all TCs])  was truly operating with the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  demonstrated with fidelity in his lifestyle,  and it  is  “The Demonstration of Paul's Fidelity”  (to  “1st Century 
Christianity”)  that distinguishes Paul's statement about his relationship with Yahweh,  and separates him from  worldly Christian leaders subsequently!   

This is  a personal commitment –  not some trifle we can supposedly fob off onto  “someone else”  by money given to “Leaders of Religion”!    
Where that  “someone else”  is  thus  providing an  inferior  representation of Yahweh’s Desire  for an indulgent worldly return  (2Cor.2v17)  being  
“The Reason”  for presenting  “the fob off”  doctrine  to be  getting in between  Yahweh and us  (Matt.23v13)  thereby  replacing JC  as  “The True 
Word of God”  (2Cor.11v4)! 
2Cor.   1v6 og {if too}/whether  and  (we are) {to crowd}/afflicted/narrowed/throng/{suffered tribulation}/troubled   
2Cor.   1v6 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  [entreaty]  {of yourselves}   
2Cor.   1v6 og (of the) imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/encouragement   
2Cor.   1v6 og also  (the) rescue/deliverance/salvation/health/safety,   
2Cor.   1v6 og of the  {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/doing}   
2Cor.   1v6 og in  (the) patience/endurance/{patient continuance}   
2Cor.   1v6 og of the  their [= your]   (of the) hardships/sufferings/pains/afflictions  {of which}   
2Cor.   1v6 og also  {we ourselves}  {experience/feel (usually pain)}/passion/vex/suffer,   
2Cor.   1v6 og {if too}/whether  (we are) {called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated,   
2Cor.   1v6 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  {of yourselves}  
2Cor.   1v6 og (of the) imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/encouragement   
2Cor.   1v6 og also  (the) rescue/deliver/salvation/health/safety. 
2Cor.   1v6 = And  whether  we   (TCs + brethren/sisters  assiduously aiming to be TCs)   

are  crushed/afflicted/troubled   (by Religious Leaders attempting to stop their ministry of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
{for the sake/behalf}  {of yourselves}  imploring/entreaty   (The TCs are greatly distressed to know of the brethren’s oppression) 
also  the  salvation/deliverance  being  {actively working}/{fervently doing}   
in the  patience/endurance  of your  hardships/sufferings/affliction  of which  also  {we ourselves}  (TCs)   suffer/vex/{painfully feel},  
whether  we are  {called near}/entreated  {for the sake/behalf}  of the  comfort/solace  also  the  salvation/deliverance  {of yourselves}. 

 

And whether we (TCs + brethren aiming to be TCs)  are  crushed/afflicted   (by  “Leaders of Religion”  publicly exposed as  “hypocrites”) 
for the  sake/behalf  your  imploring/entreaty   (the TCs driven by  agapao/empathy  for those spiritually weaker brethren) 
and the  salvation/deliverance  actively working   (within The Environment through Yahweh's Plan steadily unfurling through time) 
                (Yahweh is  [1] progressively gaining His 144000 TCs throughout The Gospel Age so that  [2] The Millennium can occur for The World) 
in the  patience/endurance  of your  hardships/affliction   (metered out by  “Leaders of Religion”  retaliating against  “1st Century Christianity”) 
                (The Brethren remain utterly neutral in The World,  showing that persecution  only  comes from their  ministry/lifestyle  copying JC) 
of which we ourselves (TCs)  suffer/{painfully feel}   (both  [1] physically, themselves  and  [2] spiritually, in empathy with the brethren) 
whether we are  {called near}/entreated   (by  “The Word of God”   driving agapao within our mind to move forward Yahweh's Plan) 
for the  sake/behalf  of the  comfort/solace  and the salvation of yourselves   (for the next generation of TCs to ultimately yield the 144000 TCs). 
 

The Bible tells us this  is  the  necessary refining to construct God’s righteous Sons  –  to  galvanise/{make resilient}/adhere  the mind  unto Yahweh’s 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  for doing nothing more in The World,  other than precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that exposes the  
“hypocrisy”  of those people  (Leaders of Religion)  fraudulently claiming to represent Yahweh  (Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1). 

Why? 
Because the TCs become demonstrably trustworthy  (ultimately to  “The Resurrected World”  after Luke.12v2-3 has occurred)  to  “become stewards of 
greater things” (Luke.19v16-19)  -  being the full expression of Yahweh’s HS in The Millennium  –  just as JC used in his ministry to create a mini-
eutopia within the vicinity of his immediate operations.  In the Millennium, this  eutopia/paradise/park  shall cover the whole World  –  made a reality by 
JCg and his  co-heirs/bride  of 144000 Sons of God  (Rev.14v1-4, Rom.8v17,23, 21v2,9, etc.),  having all-authority to ensure  “Righteousness”   prevails  
within and throughout  all  of society  (no resurrected person will escape  the training program  [Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15])! 
Paul is empathising with The Brethren and trying to motivate them to aim towards becoming TCs through the pain and hardship they are presently 
experiencing by  “The Professional Religious Authorities”  (for self-indulgent reasons operating according to worldly methodology)  trying to suppress 
their teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”.. 
Notice the obvious   This does not occur within  worldly Christian circles  –  because quite simply they are  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for them to 
face opposition from The World  (principally the  [religious]  leaders -  John.15v15-25, 16v1-4) –  precisely as Paul explained of Abraham at Rom.4v1-6  
(please see all my local commentaries)!   
It must be clearly understood,  by contrast to the above,  worldly Christians may only face opposition,  because they  are being worldly  (and thus  not  
personally applying JC’s teaching)  and consequently   only  face opposition from The World  (its secular powers entrusted with “Authority”). 

This occurs because  worldly Christians  (facing stress)  have  not  accurately applied God’s Word  (and thus  [1] succumbed to problems of  
vice/finance/immorality/fraud/{self-indulgence}/etc.,  or  [2] rebelled by being political,  ignoring   Rom.13v1-5, Luke.13v1-4).   

Thus,  the  worldly  “Christian not imitating JC”  means stress can only result from  ignoring God’s Word  (hence  not  living  “The Wisdom of God”). 
Thus clarifying - 
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1. A TC  (and brethren assiduously aiming be a TC)  faces hardship only from The World by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  
because of retaliation by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  detesting their hypocrisy being publicly exposed,  because who else is 
motivated to make a TC’s life painful? 
The TC  (and brethren aiming to be a TC)  never  faces hardship from  vice/immorality/fraud/debt/insurrection/{debilitating habits}/etc.  
because they  actively apply  “The Word of God”  in their life to become  “The Wisdom of God”. 

By contrast - 
2. A  worldly Christian  (most of whom live passive lives and thus not face hardship by being lukewarm,  – noting Rev.3v15-19),  but 

facing stress and hardship shows it must be  self-inflicted  because they do  not  actively imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to gain  
peace/prosperity/rest  from The World of  self-inflicted  troubles.    And consequently - 
The  worldly Christian receiving stress and hardship  is  a person who has  actively participated  within one of  (or more)  
vice/immorality/fraud/debt/insurrection/{debilitating habits}/etc.  by ignoring JC’s teaching  and by consequence,  must face the worldly 
return/{fall-out}  of leading a worldly lifestyle. 

This is all extremely hard teaching  –  who can hearken unto it  (John.6v60)?   
However,  worldly  people/Christians  experiencing “the Fallout”  from practising “worldly methodology”  will ideally,  learn from their mistakes 
during the 1st part of our physical lives,  that enables us to grow away from the slime of present worldly methodology unto The Glorious Aspirations that 
Yahweh’s Methodology yields within society  -  that JC gave  “a tasting”  for 3.5 years,  some 2000 years ago. 
2Cor.   1v7 og Also  the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  {of/from us}  (the) stable/firm/sure/steadfast   
2Cor.   1v7 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves};   
2Cor.   1v7 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving [plural]   because   
2Cor.   1v7 og {just as}/{exactly like}  (the) sharers/associates/companions/fellowships/partakers/partners    
2Cor.   1v7 og {you are/belong}  of the  hardships/sufferings/pains/afflictions,   
2Cor.   1v7 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
2Cor.   1v7 og also  of the  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty. 
2Cor.   1v7 = Also  the  anticipation/expectation  of us  (TCs)   is  firm/sure  {on behalf}  {of yourselves},    (Brethren choosing to hearken),   

because we knowing  {you are}  sharers/companions/partakers  of the  hardships/suffering/affliction,    (sourced by Religious Leaders),   
also  {in this manner}/as  of the  imploring/exhortation/comfort/solace/entreaty.    (To be imitating JC as  “The Word of God”). 

 

Also our  (TCs’)   anticipation/expectation   (of The Future Millennium requiring its future leaders  [The Heirs]  drawn-out  of The Gospel Age) 
is  firm/sure  on behalf of yourselves   (you brethren  “actively aiming to become TCs”  could become  “The Heirs”  of  “The Resurrected World”) 
because we knowing you  are  sharers/partakers  of the  hardship/suffering   (“you walk the walk” and  not  “just talk the talk”  of copying JC) 
also in this manner of the  imploring/exhortation/comfort   (to be precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  driven by God’s Word). 
 

The TCs have  “The Anticipation/Expectation”  of those specific people within The Brethren who carefully  {listen and do}/hearken  to be  “investing 
within”  a new personality to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  shall become the next generation of TCs for  “The Inheritance of The World”  
within  The Millennium.  They intrinsically know specifically of their role within it as  “The Heirs”,  being of  “The Responsibility”  this entails of  
actively and accurately  teaching  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  by both word and demonstrable deed  (proven perfect during the 1st part 
of their physical life). 
This fact gives an  imploring/exhortation  of  comfort/solace  to TCs having  “The Reality of  The Anticipation/Expectation”  within their own mind’s eye  
lived-out  within their present lives  (of persecution)  while  “The Kingdom of God” (Luke.17v21)  operates  within  them as agapao   (and outside as  
agape/charity)  because JC’s  presence/parousia  as his  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is working within them. 
As the proficient person will realise by reading this,  is how I have brought many quotations out from The Bible in a holistic manner  without The Waffle  
–  as given by our  worldly Christian leaders  –  who  thus  clearly have  “no  expectation”  -  because they do  not  teach of it –  but rather just merely  
“a  (blind/vain)  hope”   derived from their  weak  knowledge,  based  only  upon  worldly Christian doctrine!    

I cry out to them    “Get a  Real Life!”   That shall last for an eternity!   
(1) Imbue  “The Knowledge”  within our mind,  then  (2) start understanding it,   enabling us to  (3) operate with fidelity upon it! 
Then,  and  only then,  do we gain  “The Real Faith”  that ultimately yields the HS. 

Absolutely do not become lost in the present useless methodology of  “Religion”  that shall ultimately yield  “Death”! 
2Cor.   1v8 og no/not/none  for  (we) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor.   1v8 og (to be) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant},   
2Cor.   1v8 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor.   1v8 og of the  affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution  {of/from us}  of the  (having) {became to be}  {to us}  
2Cor.   1v8 og in  to the [= within]  Asia  because  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
2Cor.   1v8 og (the) {throwing beyond others}/{more excellent}/{beyond measure}/{far more exceedingly}   
2Cor.   1v8 og (we were) {be weighed down}/burdened/charged/heavy/oppressed   
2Cor.   1v8 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead 
2Cor.   1v8 og (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work},   
2Cor.   1v8 og thus/{insomuch that}  (to) {be utterly at a loss}/{be despondent}/despair [middle voice]   
2Cor.   1v8 og us/our/we  also  of the  (to) live/exist. 
2Cor.   1v8 = For  we  (TCs [apostles])   determine/desire  you  Brethren  not  to be  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}   

{on the sake/behalf of}  our  affliction/persecution  the having  {become to be}  {to us}  within  Asia,   
because  {according to}  {beyond measure}/exceedingly  we  (TCs)   were  {weighed down}/burdened/oppressed   
on behalf of  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  {inasmuch that}  we  to be  personally  {utterly at a loss}/{complete despair}   
also  to  live/exist. 

 

For we (TCs [apostles])  desire you brethren not to be,  inclined not to know  
on the  sake/behalf  of our  affliction/persecution  having become to be to us in Asia, 
               (Said not to boast  –  but rather to say   “If we TCs can survive this persecution,  so likewise brethren,  you too can get through it”!) 
because according to beyond measure we (TCs)  were  {weighed down}oppressed   (by orchestrated  “religious opposition”) 
on behalf of the mighty work   (of concerted  “religious opposition”  collectively working against the TCs)   
inasmuch that we be personally utterly at a loss  (as)  also to  live/exist   (we TCs,  thought we would be murdered as was JC,  our mentor) 
 

Paul now continues to explain what TCs expect during the 1st part of their physical life,  and consoles with The Brethren that this  “is the lot”  of TCs 
during the 1st part of their physical  life for  only imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and avoiding worldly issues  (= politics)  like the plague   –   while 
equally,  being  “model/exemplary citizens”  within society.   Because TCs  are  demonstrably model citizens means they are loved by secular leaders (by 
giving them no problems)  and loved by The People  (because TCs help them [Luke.10v33-38]),  means the only  “people hurt by the TCs’ teaching” 
given by both word and deed are those people whose  livelihood is derived from “Religion”  (see “Acts of the Apostles”)  who retaliate! 
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Quite simply if this is  not  occurring to us,  then we  are  “part of The World”,  and we are  not  TCs!  
It really is not  “rocket science”  to understand this  -  but just obvious logic! 

Noting what JC said at Matt.10v35, Luke.12v53,  being the friction that  “1st Century Christianity”  shall yield within The World  (John.17v15-25). 
That might cause a stir!   Perhaps that comment might  initiate  that  “persecution”  of which Paul warns will occur within his epistles! 
If we read the chapters from Acts.13v1 onwards  -  we will read of what occurred to Paul  (as scribed by his associate,  Luke,  the Gospel writer)! 
We must understand  “The Type of Mind”  that wants to take  “The Position of Leadership”  within  this present world  to  “Control People”  for 
personal worldly gain  (of whatever)  will take upon themselves  “the same type of laws of the mind”  as underwritten by the present  (soon to be ousted)  
“Leader of The World”,  Satan  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 
This will all change at Rev.19v16-21. 2Pet.3v8-13 that shall occur sometime in the mid-21st Century CE,  when  “The 1st Resurrection”  shall first occur  
(Matt.24v40-44, 25v6, 1Cor.15v35-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.11v13-15, 20v5-6, etc.)  and then  “The Millennium”  shall follow 3.5 years later with a 
complete regime change at the top -  all worldly leaders will be ejected and become  The Last/Least  within society. 
 
5th Instruction – The TCs will become dead to The Methodology sourced by The World and become alive on  “The Word 
of God”  by accurately imbuing  “The Word of God”  to gain  “The Real Faith”  through the required three stages. 
8th Comment – TCs are dead to The World and do not entrust upon themselves,  but rather entrust Yahweh’s capability to 
“awaken/rouse”  them from this worldly system into “The Kingdom of God” – both spiritually and later,  physically. 
(“spiritually” by imbuing The Knowledge into our brain  and acting upon it,  “physically” upon our resurrection). 
2nd Allegory – “Death sentence”  for TCs operates at two levels:- 

1. TCs reject worldly methodology and by consequence voluntarily enter a spiritual death sentence to The World. 
2. Because (1) exposes the hypocrisy of Religious Leaders,  they retaliate by organising the TCs’ physical death.  

3rd Allegory – “awakening/rousing” = This likewise operates at two levels. 
1. When TCs wholly inculcate God’s Word they are spiritually awakened from the death of worldly methodology. 
2. The Greek word physically shows “The 1st Death”  is only “asleep”  and our single life now comprises of two 

parts because of JC’s ransom sacrifice.  Our single life can continue for an eternity if we ultimately choose to 
imitate JC in our life of two parts  or  it will be terminated in  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation at the end of The 
Millennium  (when JC’s cover is removed –  after “The Great Sabbath Day”).  

2nd Reasoning – TCs are under a death sentence and effectively become dead to The Things of The World.  This means 
they have no self-indulgences that consume time in this worldly system.  Consequently,  their worship is fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire within the time they have and are thus freed-up by  not  self-indulging within The World.  Their time 
becomes used in edifying their neighbour to understand  why they too  should fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
7th Good News – Yahweh through JCg will rush in to assist TCs before their persecution becomes too severe. 
6th Instruction – As a close grouping The Brethren and TCs will  pray/exhort/{practically help}  each other. 
7th Instruction – The Brethren will supplicate with a vow for the TCs to have  {divine gratuity}/{religious qualification}. 
(“Religious Qualification”  does  not  mean paper doctorates – but means to  accurately  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
3rd Reasoning – Yahweh has no call to rescue any person other than TCs who precisely fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  Why? 
Because all humans have the 2nd part of their physical life and are  not  personally  bringing forward this opportunity. 
Yahweh however requires His TCs to  bring-on  next generation of TCs –  thereby bringing ever forth The Millennium. 
2Cor.   1v9 og But  they [= yourselves]  in  (to the [= within]) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]  
2Cor.   1v9 og the  {judicial decision}/sentence  of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality 
2Cor.   1v9 og (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,   that  no/not/none   
2Cor.   1v9 og (the) pacify/conciliate/agree/persuade/confident/assure/trust/obey/convince [perfect, plural] 
2Cor.   1v9 og (we) might/may/can/should/be  over/upon/concerning  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves],   
2Cor.   1v9 og but  over/upon/concerning  to the  God [Yahweh], 
2Cor.   1v9 og to the  (One [Yahweh])  {collecting the senses}/awakening/rousing/resuscitating   
2Cor.   1v9 og of the  {dead persons}/corpses/cadivers. 
2Cor.   1v9 = But  yourselves   (The Brethren aiming to become TCs)    

within  ourselves   (TCs)     (supporting the brethren is always upon the TC's mind) 
we   (TCs + Brethren actively aiming to become TCs)    
have the  {judicial decision}/sentence  of  death/fatality   (physically by other people,  spiritually, personally leaving worldly methodology),   
that  we   (TCs + Brethren aiming to become TCs)    
not  should/be  conciliate/pacify/assure  upon/concerning  ourselves   (we should not fulfil worldly desires to escape this persecution … ) 
but  upon/concerning  The God  (Yahweh)     (we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to accurately imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
to The One  (Yahweh)   awakening/rousing/resuscitating  the  {dead people}/corpses    (into the 2nd part of our physical life) 

 

But yourselves (The Brethren aiming to be TCs)  within ourselves   (TCs are always concerned about their spiritual children,  as individuals) 
we  (TCs and brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   
have the sentence of death   ([1] physically by religious leaders wanting to kill us,  [2] spiritually by personally renouncing worldly methodology), 
that we (TCs and brethren aiming to be TCs)  should not pacify concerning ourselves   (meaning,  do not worry about what occurs to us) 
                (Do not return to worldly methodology,  to alleviate the present hurtful state  when imitating JC  [brought about by “religious persecution”]) 
but upon The God  (Yahweh)    (He is Omnipotent,  and recognises our spiritual transformation  away from  The World  by imitating JC),   
                (Meaning,  we instead,  pacify Yahweh by precisely imitating His son’s ministry/lifestyle) 
to The One (Yahweh)  awakening/resuscitating  the dead people   (into to the 2nd part of their life,  both spiritual and physical). 
 

Paul continuing his theme as separators between The Brethren and TCs  (hence the word  “their/they”  used again)  –  where The Brethren are always 
on the minds of TCs –  which is  why  the TCs  are  facing so much danger from  “The Religious Authorities”.  The TCs are trying with utmost sincerity 
to  accurately promote  “The Word of God”  (unlike those of 2Cor.2v14, 4v2, 11v13-15, Acts.20v29),  for the long term benefit of The Brethren and of 
those people who join them by their accurate  preaching activity, -  all of which  exposes/exhibits  “The Hypocrisy”  of those   worldly  “Leaders of 
Religion”  around them. 
Thus the World following the methodology of its leader  (Satan, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19),  desires to remove TCs  (see  “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary)  
because they  are  an irritant,  and hence  “the sentence of death”  (spiritually away from The World and physically pronounced upon those specific 
people who are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire).   However,  “Professional Religious Leaders”  who operate  within  this present system  (and thereby  not  
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breaking its  [spiritually worldly]  laws)  presume themselves  not  under  “the sentence of death”  being as permanent residents within this existing 
system  (else they would have cast themselves away from it)!    Obvious,  is it not?  

Can the reader understand this righteous logic? 
Thus Paul looks forward to his  2 part life  –  knowing the 1st part of our life is subject to spiritual death by dying away from this world’s sphere of 
operations  (being of its “methodology”)  and living within the vista of our mind’s eye of our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  into The Millennium. 
Where it is  “The One (Yahweh)”  within Whom we trust  is  capable of  arousing/awakening/resuscitating  us into The Millennium,  ideally as future 
“Sons of God”. 
Paul is therefore stating   

We know we are spiritually dead to the worldly desires in our thoughts and actions for self-gratification  (= self-indulge to our neighbour’s 
hurt),  and to this end,  people may desire to kill us because they hate our lifestyle  exposing their hypocrisy.  However,  we trust not in 
ourselves  (to be relieving our present pain,  by returning to  The World  and become a  “passive Christian”,  Rev.3v15-19),  but only in 
Yahweh,  Whose power exercised to express Yahweh’s HS  awakens/rouses/resuscitates  the  {dead people}/corpses. 

Note   Paul is  not  speaking here about  “The Curse of Satan”  = “The Universal Death sentence for  all  humans”  –  but really of an  early  death 
sentence  brought-on  by  (1) spiritually “dying away from worldly methodology”  and  thereafter,  bringing onto ourselves  (2) physically  an early 
death from  “The Anger of The World”  (John.15v17-27)  principally sourced by  “Professional Religious Leaders”  (Luke.22v2).   This  only  occurs 
because of the TCs’ ministry/lifestyle  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that equally brought upon him,  his  “early”  death sentence at the age 
of 33 years  (because of what  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  would lose  [John.11v47-53])! 
2Cor.   1v10 og Who/Which/That  {from/out of}  (of the) {such as this!}/{so  vast/great/mighty}   
2Cor.   1v10 og (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality  (he) {rushed in}/rescued/delivered  us/our/we,   
2Cor.   1v10 og also  (he will) {rush in}/rescue/deliver [middle voice];   
2Cor.   1v10 og into/unto  whom/which/that  (we have) expectation/confidence/entrust   
2Cor.   1v10 og because  also  yet/still/more  (he will) {rush in}/rescue/deliver [middle voice]. 
2Cor.   1v10 = Who   (Yahweh via JCg)   {rushed in}/rescued/delivered  us    (TCs + The Brethren aiming to becomes TCs) 

{from out of}  of the  {such as this}/{so vast}  of the  {deadly result}/predicament   (of v8-9),   
also  He  (Yahweh via JCg)   will  personally  {rush in}/rescue/deliver   (the people in trouble);   
into Whom  (Yahweh via JCg)   we  (TCs + The Brethren aiming to becomes TCs)   have  expectation/confidence   (in the future)  
because  also  yet/more  He  (Yahweh via JCg)   will  personally   {rush in}/deliver/rescue. 

 

Who (Yahweh through JC)  {rushed in}/rescued  us   (TCs,  and the Brethren assiduously aiming to be TCs) 
from out of the so vast deadly result   (of  “The Leaders of Religion”  repeatedly  conspiring/trying  to kill  Paul and his co-workers), 
also He (Yahweh through JC)  will personally  {rush in}/rescue   (TCs and brethren who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle); 
into Whom (Yahweh through JC)  we (TCs,  and the Brethren aiming to be TCs)  have  expectation/confidence   (in the future Millennium) 
because  also yet  (based upon past actions)   He (Yahweh through JC)  will personally  {rush in}/rescue   (us who imitate JC). 
 

A 4th revision addition. 
What does  “Yahweh through JC”  really  mean? 

It is a two-stage process covered by the following statements  
1. Yahweh sources all intrinsically  ideal/good  things into  The Environment/Universe  (also including JCg and other “Sons of God). 
2. JC[g] as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  being  “The Intercessor”  between Yahweh and us,  humans  (1Tim.2v5),  teaches us  

by both  (1) word and  (2) deed/example/exhibit  how to  “gain a mind”  that  Yahweh desires  to  live into The Eternity. 
We  “gain a mind”  that Yahweh gratuitously allows to live into  “The Eternity”  by wholly imbuing  all  “The Word of God”  that means 
reading the Bible and understanding what it means by rigorous  assay/test/proving  it to gain  assurance/competence/authority  of our subject 
matter and then acting with fidelity upon this  “personally proven”  “Knowledge”. 
By contrast, people who call themselves Christians (or children of God) are just  fooling themselves  if they do not rigorously do the above! 

Through this process,  we  then  gain  “Real Faith”  after which,  the HS  (noting its correct definition as given by FutureLife.Org [see later])  then 
starts to  spiritually operate  within  us and Yahweh reciprocates by  physically operating  around  us  -  to further His Desire in The Environment,  
which is likewise our desire  (because we now  think/reason  like Yahweh),  John.14v20, 17v21-26. 
At the  “High Level”. 

Yahweh’s Primary Desire is to attain His 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  from out of The Gospel Age to be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  
(Isa.66v8, 1Pet.2v9, Rev.20v5-6)  to become future  “Sons of God”. 
Secondly after this occurs,  then Yahweh can move to  “Stage Two”  of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  to bring forth The 
Millennium,  3.5 years after  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then begin  “The Resurrection of Mankind”  in a staged manner  (as Isaiah infers at 
Isa.65v20, and the cryptic  “Passover week of unleavened bread” ). 

I fill in all the details elsewhere within my thousands of other commentaries of The New Testament comprising of some 4,000,000+ words. 
The crux of this argument is that    

When  the TCs are  proving themselves worthy to The World  (not to Yahweh –  He knew who the 144000 TCs would be  before  Mankind’s 
Creation, Rom.8v29, Eph.1v4-14, 5v30-32, etc.,)  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (Rom.8v17, 23), 
Then  Yahweh will be working in The Environment to metaphorically open and shut doors around TCs to steer them in the correct place to 
maximise the next generation of TCs.  Please read the numerous examples of this occurring within  “The Acts of The Apostles”. 

This is what Paul is explaining to these  Brethren/Sisters  within Corinth. 
As the reader can see,  this is  not  what occurs within  worldly churches having attendees fulfilling their own  self-indulgent  worldly desires living in a 
“Fool’s paradise”  made  “just so”  by their corrupt and fraudulent  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders! 
An aside – just for completeness. 
Some leaders of Christendom assume this verse is speaking only about - 

“Christians being saved from death, by a resurrection  – because they believe in Jesus”.   
No,  it does not mean this!   Always look at “The Context”. 
From verse seven onwards,  Paul is speaking about  “hardships” during his missionary journeys.    
His hardships repeatedly come from “Human opposition”  -  principally  “Religious Leaders”  either of the Jews or priests of Greek/Roman gods. 
This we can read in The Acts of The Apostles,  several times he had to rely on secular leaders to save him! 
From verse eleven onwards,  Paul is speaking about  “thanking them for their prayers with a vow to yield support”,  and the Corinthian Brethren know 
Paul and his assistants are of pure mind and done nothing wrong  -  so all the religious criticism raised up against Paul is wholly unjustified. 
    How does the context support what leaders of Christendom assume it means and then go on to teach this fabrication to their congregational members? 
Let us return to my commentaries of earlier revisions. 
Paul is trying to both warn The Brethren of what to expect being  (1) the persecution  heaped-up  upon them by  “The Religious Authorities”  (operating 
according to worldly methodology),  but also  (2) to understand,  Yahweh through JCg will  “come in to the rescue”  when the situation looks  
“hopeless”  when viewed by human eyes.  But the caveat is that we  must  be  “personally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire”  by  precisely imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  (and avoid worldly politics like the plague,  Luke.13v1-5, Rom.13v1-5, etc.)  –  else quite simply  –  Yahweh will  not  rescue us! 

Quite obviously it is  not  in Yahweh’s interests to have His premier workers being killed off as soon as they start becoming effective! 
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Thus logically,  He  will  step-in to provide as escape route  (1Cor.10v13)  so the TCs can  still  keep fulfilling His Desire  (to gain the next generation of 
TCs),  and this is the point of understanding of which Paul is explaining to The Brethren. 
As the Bible  repeatedly  teaches us -  TCs and The Brethren  will  become persecuted  (by “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  –  but always knowing 
this is the  very necessary refining  (1Cor.3v13-16)  in which  all  TCs must pass through  (Heb.12v5-15)  to  fully develop their character  (= 
spirit/personality/desires/traits)  to become the  one/same  with Yahweh through JCg  –  by  persistently  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and thereby 
becoming  “The Wisdom of God”  (where  “Wisdom”  =  “Accurately Applied  Knowledge”). 
Paul then looks forward to the future,  knowing that Yahweh will also save us from  “The (1st) Death”  through resurrection,  where those very specific 
people elected by Yahweh  (Matt.20v16, 23, 22v14)  to become His personal Sons will also have  no  fear of  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation  (Rev.2v11, 
20v6).  

Why  should Yahweh be partial  “to whom He rushes in to save”  while in the 1st part of their physical life? 
Because  (1) all humans have the 2nd part of their physical life,  and  (2) they are not personally bringing forward this opportunity. 
Yahweh however requires His faithful foot-soldiers (TCs)  as  “The Early Adopters”  of His Methodology to  bring-on  the next generation of TCs  –  
thereby  personally  bringing forward The Millennium  to make  “The Expectation”  occur. 
Thus clearly Yahweh will step-in within The Environment   “To make His Desire which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
manifest within The Environment” (= the “HS”)  which is to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”   –  that can only come through His  “Early 
Adopters”  (144000 TCs) –  of whom He requires  (as His future Tools)  to make all this righteously occur. 

Can the reader start to understand how all this operates in a most  righteous/virtuous  circle?  
However,  this is absolutely  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders give in their unrighteous teaching,  pandering to the ears of their seduced devotees.   
How does what they teach fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  when it is basically no different to what  all  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  teach around the 
World to their devotees,  and we know the  deviancy/confusion  of “Religion”  shows that it cannot be sourced by Yahweh  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17, 
1Cor.14v33, etc.).  Consequently,  “Religion”  in all its multiple forms must logically be sourced by Yahweh's “Adversary”  =  Satan,  because Satan is 
presently allowed rulership over Mankind for some 6000 years  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19  - as Paul recognised in Hebrews chapter 4). 

Please read all my cited commentaries within this specific commentary. 
Only what The Prophets gave as  “God’s Word part 1”  to yield JC's 1st Advent and what JC as  “God’s Word part 2”  gave as  “1st Century 
Christianity”  that  righteously answered  “God’s Word part 1”,  is  “Absolute”  -  both of which are sourced by Yahweh.   
Everything else on this planet is ultimately sourced by Satan to oppose!   It really does not a great mind to understand that inductive logic!  
       Please read  “Yahweh's Desire”  and also  “Satan's Desire”  in glossary (and my dissertations)  to understand precisely what is occurring today. 
A 4th revision addition. 

Let me explain how JC as  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answers  “God’s Word part 1”  as given in The Tanakh. 
The Tanakh as  “God’s Word part 1”  teaches of Yahweh’s  “Ideal Goal for Mankind”  comprising of the following - 

1. The Physical Rules  (as given in Leviticus)  by means of typification of what is expected to occur in a perfect society. 
2. What this perfect society will be like for everyone. 
3. The Means of making this new society possible. 

JC as  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answers  the above in the following manner. 
1. The Spiritual Rules  (as given at Mark.12v30-31)  that shall make possible  (1) as given above  (allowing for innocent mistakes). 
2. JC lived  “The Wisdom of God”  to show by example (2) above  (from which we can personally learn – “how to do it”) 
3. JC gave  (1) ministry for our personal reform of the mind and  (2) ransom sacrifice for Yahweh to give us a new body to make (3) occur. 

However,  the Tanakh only spoke about a DNA fleshly physical body being possible upon our resurrection  -  because this will occur to about 99.9+% of 
the World over the last some 6000 years,  presently subject to  “the law on works”  (hence a resurrection into  “a fleshly body”)! 
Nonetheless to the above,  JC as  “God’s Word”  (Rev.19v13)  physically expressed in his deportment as  “The Wisdom of God”  moved  “The Goal 
Posts”  to a new level – being that of  “Sonship to God”  was possible for a  few  people during The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14).  These 144000 
people become  “The Early Adopters”  of this new society by living in  “The One/Same Manner”  as did JC during the 1st part of their physical life  
(Luke.17v21).   They have precisely imitated  “The Exemplar/Exhibit/Standard”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Pet.2v21, etc.)  demonstrating themselves 
to be entirely worthy to  “Rule the Resurrected World in The Millennium”  (Rom.8v17, 22-23)  within  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical bodies of a  
wholly different  construction to our present DNA bodies (1Cor.15v35-55).   These people have made themselves subject to  “the law of the mind”  
(hence a resurrection into  “a celestial/spiritual body”)! 
That is the high level explanation  -  all of which I thoroughly underwrite in my thousands of other commentaries given to The New Testament of some 
4,000,000+ words in the most closely argued exegesis – in the same manner as is diamond constructed in its carbon tetrahedral elemental structure. 
2Cor.   1v11 og (of the) {co-auxiliary}/assisting/{helping together}   
2Cor.   1v11 og also  {of yourselves}  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of/from us}   
2Cor.   1v11 og to the (= in/with/by/on)  want/petition/prayer/request,   
2Cor.   1v11 og that  {from/out of}  (of the) many/much/plenteous   
2Cor.   1v11 og (of the) {frontal visages}/countenances/aspects/appearances/faces/fashions   
2Cor.   1v11 og the [gratuity]  into/unto  us/our/we  (the) {divine gratuity/endowment}/{religious qualification}   
2Cor.   1v11 og through (reason of)   (of the) many/much/plenteous  [faces]   
2Cor.   1v11 og (it may/should be) {given thanks}/{expressions of gratitude}/thankfulness [singular]  
2Cor.   1v11 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of/from us}. 
2Cor.   1v11 = Also  of yourselves    (The Brethren aiming to become TCs) 

of the  assisting/{helping together}  {for sake/behalf of}  us  (TCs)   with   (your)   petition/request   
unto  our  {divine gratuity/endowment}/{religious qualification}    (for the ministry work)  
that  {from out of}  many  {frontal visages}/countenances/faces    (of differing people)   
it  may/should  be  {expressions of gratitude}/thankfulness  through reason of many  (persons/faces)  {for the sake/behalf of}  us  (TCs). 

 

Also yourselves   (The brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
assisting for the  sake/behalf  of us (TCs)  with  petition/request   (commensurately prepared to be physically supportive unto the TCs) 
unto our (TCs out in the ministry)  divine gratuity   (of  accurately  teaching God's Word unto The World) 
that from out of many faces   (the recipients of the TCs' teaching The Gospel within the World  [in duress – caused by  “religious opposition”]) 
it   (being of us,  TCs,  using our divine gratuity  [of accurately teaching God’s Word]  to bring more TCs unto Yahweh … … ) 
might be given thanks through many people   (being of  “the more people”  coming to  understand how  God’s Word  is applicable to them) 
for the  sake/behalf  of us   (by supporting the TCs in the ministry  [to escape from death planned by  “the religious opposition”]). 
 

Paul is thanking those specific Brethren who are  petitioning/supplicating  to Yahweh in assisting His TCs during their  accurate  ministry work 
whereupon we are not only to reason the TCs are thankful for this support,  but also,  the new Brethren will be thankful to have been  brought-in  through 
this  very necessary  ministry work.  Thus,  these new Brethren become The Resultant from the  active  ministry work of the TCs supported by the existing  
petitioning/supplication  of the present Brethren.  Where  “petitioning/supplication”  does not stop at saying a few nice things in  “mindless unison”  
with our congregational friends,  but rather it means  the active personal support  that goes along with the  “petitioning/supplication”  (prayer with a 
vow)  else  “faith without works is dead” (James.2v16-26). 
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There were several examples occurring in  “The Acts of Apostles”  where,  Paul was assisted to escape death by his friends  (of new Brethren, e.g. 
Rom.16v4 speaking of what occurred to Paul in Acts)  holding Paul in great respect for what he had brought to them,  being an understanding and 
knowledge of how God’s Plan for Human Salvation was unfolding. 
Thus,  we realise this invocation does not just stop at hypocritical  “prayers”  along the lines of  

“Lord,  we think of these people of whom … … and are wherever … … ;  –  now over to You!” 
Inasmuch  

“We are so good at bringing their plight to Your attention  -  just in case You were not aware of it  -  now,  You do something about it! 
This is an utterly hypocritical farce!   Yet this is what we are profusely taught today as being acceptable to Yahweh;  -  it is  not  acceptable to Him! 
Importantly,  here the Brethren would be offering much physical support  (of many diverse things)  in their far-off work and the use of their homes when 
near.  Moreover,  some members of The Brethren would also be training hard to become ministers in their own right basing their understanding upon  
accurate  knowledge as given by TCs  (rather than stale and useless  worldly Christian  doctrine/customs  as given today,  Matt.23v23, etc.]). 
 
9th Comment – TCs’  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (being moral consciousness)  is that of JC’s,  shown by their works! 
This is witnessed by their works performed for  no  worldly  return/{pay-back}  in  favours/financial/{or anything}! 
8th Instruction – TCs must demonstrate their  singleness/simplicity  (= no worldly return)  in teaching “The Word of God” 
9th Instruction – TCs must demonstrate the  clearness/purity  for the recipient to understand  “The Word of God”. 
10th Instruction – TCs must demonstrate their alienation from Worldly methodology when teaching “The Word of God”. 
10th Comment – TCs  live not by The World’s wisdom of  “pay-back” -  but through gifts freely given to people in need. 
11th Comment – TCs  will always put The Brethren’s needs first – before that of The World – because of the necessity to 
promote/publicise  “The Word of God”,  which will come from the next generation TCs of the present Brethren. 
4th Reasoning – The  gift/favour/benefit  comes from absolutely knowing and operating upon  “The Word of God”  with 
the utmost fidelity  –  and to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire is to  accurately  teach This Knowledge by both word and deed so that 
other people might also gain the same  gift/favour/benefit  that  “The Word of God”  brings unto people, to perfect society. 
2Cor.   1v12 og the  For   (the) {personal glorying}/boasting/glorying/rejoicing  {of/from us}  this/that (specifically)   (it) is,   
2Cor.   1v12 og the  {what is evidential}/{the evidence}/{to be testified}/testimony   
2Cor.   1v12 og of the  coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience  {of/from us}:    because   
2Cor.   1v12 og in  (to the [= within]) singleness/simplicity [= {generosity without self-seeking}/{bounteous without strings attached}]   
2Cor.   1v12 og also  (to the) clearness/sincerity/purity  (of the) God,  no/not/none   
2Cor.   1v12 og in  (to the [= within]) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  
2Cor.   1v12 og (to the) {being fleshly}/animal/temporal/carnal,   
2Cor.   1v12 og but  in  (to the [= within]) grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  (of the) God,   
2Cor.   1v12 og (we) overturned/returned/{busied one’s self}/behaved/conversed   
2Cor.   1v12 og in  to the [= within]  World/Adornment/Decoration/life,   
2Cor.   1v12 og (the) {earnestly driven super-abundantly}/vehemently/{more frequently super-abundantly}   and  
2Cor.   1v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor.   1v12 = For  our  glorying/publicising/boasting  is specifically in this,   

{what is evidential}/{the evidence}/{to be testified}  of our  {moral consciousness}/conscience:  
Because  within  singleness/simplicity    (no hidden entrapment =  having no strings attached to what is given in charity),   
also  the  clearness/sincerity/purity  (“The Disclosing Truth” with no hidden mysteries)   of the  God   (Yahweh),    
not  within  the wisdom  of the  animalistic/{carnal minded},    (worldly applied  knowledge/understanding given  for a return),   
but  within the  gifts/favour/benefit  of the God,    (that comes from “The Word of God”  freely given  to reform  a callous mind),   
we (TCs)  have behaved  (correctly/righteously)  within the  world,   
and  {more abundantly}  towards  {specifically yourselves}  (Brethren). 

 

For our (TCs)  glorying is specifically in this   (Paul is  not  self-glorying  –  but pleased that he has been able to move forward Yahweh's Plan) 
the evidence of our conscience   (the agapao operating within Paul's mind is evidential from the [real] charity of accurately giving God's Word) 
Because within simplicity   (meaning, to have no strings attached to what Paul  freely gives  [there is  no  requirement for any worldly return]) 
                (Compare this with what occurs with most  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders providing a most convenient means to receive money!) 
also the  clearness/sincerity/purity   (The Disclosing Truth  without  mysteries and lures to entrap virtually  all  devotees of “Religion”) 
of the God  (Yahweh)   (Paul operates in precisely the  one/same  mind/manner  as that Yahweh desires  [Paul thinks like Yahweh]) 
not within the wisdom of the animalistic mind  (by not  accurately applying worldly methodology  in our deportment for favourable worldly return)  
but within the  gift/favour/benefit  of the God   (being all the benefits that come from accurately applying  “The Word of God”  within our life) 
                (Inasmuch,  because our mind wholly operates upon “The Word of God”,  then we receive the  gifts/favours/benefits  of this deportment) 
we (TCs)  have behaved  (like JC)  within The World,  and more abundantly towards specifically yourselves  (brethren). 

                (Paul is saying,  You can see what we teach matches how we behave to you in our deportment  [unlike “Professional Leaders of Religion”])   
 

Thus Paul is teaching us of  the sincerity  of their Good News message that comes from a clear conscience which is a  boast/rejoicing/glorying  not in 
themselves  (because they receive  no  return)  but rather,  over the message that they have  accurately  given out to those people who are personally 
interested to imbue it within their life to become part of The Brethren/Sisters. 
Thus Paul,  as one of The Apostles (TCs)  with  “The Word of God”  has behaved decently within The Secular World so that  “no charge can be laid 
against him”  (and the apostles)  from The Secular World  (Rom.13v1-5)  hence can be truly called  “Holy”.  By consequence,  the persecution can  only  
come from  “The Word of God”  accurately applied within their life   which causes great offence to those people who feel threatened by this righteous 
lifestyle held up to be  “The Standard”  as recognised by Yahweh.  Obviously,  those people having their lifestyle of fleshly living threatened by  “a 
contrasting standard”  can  only  be  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  who demonstrably do  not  represent Yahweh become the  only people 
motivated  to cause persecution upon TCs! 
“Ordinary people”  actually like and respect TCs,  thinking they are nice people but a bit strange (by not being worldly),  in the same manner the 
ordinary people of Israel liked and respected JC – thinking him to be a prophet (Matt.21v11, John.4v19 -  it was  only  “Religious Leaders”  who 
organised JC’s persecution and subsequent murder  (John.19v12). 
 
12th Comment – TCs are readily recognised as being wholly different to The World  (continuation from 2Cor.1v12). 
13th Comment – TCs will  accurately teach  “The Word of God”  and not present  mysteries/deviancy/{worldly wisdom}. 
11th Instruction – TCs must live by what they teach, and what they teach is what JC taught  (unlike “Leaders of Religion”) 
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5th Reasoning – The Brethren aiming to be TCs will gain   “The Real Faith”  before the end of the 1st part pf their physical 
life and thus well positioned alongside JCg in  “The Millennial Day”  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”. 
4th Allegory – Day of The Lord = The Millennium when JCg becomes  “The Lord of The Sabbath Day”. (Mark.2v27-28). 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
1st Prophecy – The Brethren aiming to become TCs will ultimately recognise what was given by prophecy occurring within 
The World around them  –  especially in The Day,  being at the installation of The Millennium. 
14th Comment – The active Brethren are early adopters of The Millennium Methodology and thus rejoice within 
themselves through knowing,  The World’s problems will be solved  (not  by Mankind  –  but rather by Yahweh)! 
2nd Prophecy – The Brethren will unite with The TCs in rejoicing when The Millennium shall arrive. 
2Cor.   1v13 og no/not/none  for  else/different/more/other (things)   (we) write/scribe/engrave  {to yourselves},   
2Cor.   1v13 og but  or/than/either/rather  who/which/that/what [plural]   (you) {to know again}/read,  or/than/either/rather  
2Cor.   1v13 og also  (you) {know upon some mark}/recognise/{full acquaintance}/acknowledge/perceive,   
2Cor.   1v13 og (I) expect/confide/entrust/{have confidence}  and  because  also  until/{up to}/while   
2Cor.   1v13 og (the) {set out to/for point/goal/limit}/termination/end/finality   
2Cor.   1v13 og (you will) {know upon some mark}/recognise/{full acquaintance}/acknowledge/perceive. 
2Cor.   1v13 = For  not  we (TCs)  write  {to yourselves}  other/different  things,    (TCs remain faithful in works,  to what they teach),   

but rather what you read,  or also you  recognise/{have full acquaintance}    (in our works, fulfilling Yahweh's Desire),   
and  because  I also  expect/entrust  you  (Brethren)  will  recognise/{have full acquaintance}  until  the  end/termination/finality. 
       (You too will do the same things as us  [= your works fulfil The Word of God]  –   if   you become future TCs!) 

 

(Standard  Translation/Interpretation ) 
For we (TCs)  write no other things to yourselves,  but than what you read,  or also you  recognise/acknowledge. 
                  (= I write nothing other than what you can read and fully  know/understand) 
and because I also expect you (Brethren)  will  recognise/acknowledge  (the more detailed knowledge)  unto the end  (The Millennium) 
 

(An alternative  Translation/Interpretation ) 
For not we (TCs)  write different things  (in what we practise)  to yourselves   (we, “TCs”  are not hypocrites  -  unlike  “Leaders of Religion”) 
but rather,  what you read  (from our letters) 
or  also  (what)  you  recognise/acknowledge   (in our deportment matches precisely what we teach  [all of which fulfils Yahweh's Desire]) 
and because I also expect you (Brethren)  will  recognise/acknowledge  (the more detailed knowledge)  unto the end  (The Millennium) 
 

Two quite different interpretations! 
The first translation merely gives a very flat understanding  -  in fact quite a negative comment with regard to the recipients of Paul's letter. 
Yielding - 

We do not write more to you than what you are reading or able to presently comprehend but you will understand all this and more - either 
when as TCs your mind is very mature – or later upon resurrection into The Millennium (see next verse). 
And over-lying all this our works  (precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)  substantiate what we, TCs teach,  and similarly you likewise. 

But the second alternative translation is one of exhortation  –  to become like  “us”  (and would obviously be hidden by  “You know who”)! 
Yielding by implication - 

We do not write anything different to yourselves to what we practice in our life,  but rather what you read and recognise in our life. 
Nonetheless,  I expect you Brethren will gain the same knowledge and understanding to practise in your life in The Millennium. 
And over-lying all this our works  (precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)  substantiate what we, TCs teach,  and similarly you likewise. 

But from either  translation/interpretation  we can further realise the Apostles knew very much more than they wrote to us in these epistles  –  it would 
have been wonderful to have spoken to them and hear of the revelations they knew,  but not formally written down. 

Now I ask the reader to consider both translations of this verse within the context of the verses either side and then determine which one fits 
more holistically with what Paul is generally teaching us,   and which one  “sticks out like a sore thumb”  as being entirely  “dumbed-down”! 

Sadly,  this is what we face with Bible translations,  the translators may know what Greek words mean  (and that is questionable with regard to  [1] ho 
theos',  [2] “he/it”  with Yahweh,  JC and the HS  [3] agapao and agape,  [4] courageously and boldly,  [5] etc.),  but demonstrably they absolutely do  
not  understand what they are translating,  being  “The Word of God”  as taught by JC as “1st Century Christianity”.  Consequently,  they hide  (by 
ignorance)  what Yahweh is really teaching us  through mistranslation  brought about by  “The Mask”  of  “worldly  wisdom/reasoning”.    
By contrast,  rather than suppressing  “Yahweh’s Intent”  “FutureLife.Org”  draws this knowledge out of original Greek text for public discussion. 
Finally what do we read elsewhere within the two Corinthian epistles and further,  Paul’s other epistles  (likewise,  of Peter and John)  being constant 
warning against  “Professional Religious Leaders”  “bending The Truth’  to  please the ears of the recipients’  for instance Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, Eph.5v6, 
Phil.3v2, 18, Col.2v4, 8, 1Thes.2v3-6, 2Thes.2v3, v3-6,  2Tim.4v3-4, Acts.20v29, 2Pet.2v1, 1John.2v18-19, etc.    

How many do we need as examples before we heed this warning?    
Furthermore,  perhaps most of JC’s illustrations and parables gave by warning of what likewise would occur throughout The Gospel Age! 
It was Paul’s constant striving to set  “The Correct Example”  on how to behave  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17,  together  in the context of those 
citations is how we  are  to behave,  being utterly different to the people operating according to worldly methodology.  This is The Holistic Nature of 
what we are taught within The Epistles,  that our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  care to ignore  (“agnoeo”)  being what JC taught us in Matt. 
chapter 23  –  all of it! 

Consequently,  again I return full cycle,  and ask The Reader   –  What do you think Paul is telling us within this verse? 
2Cor.   1v14 og just/as/that/how/when  also 
2Cor.   1v14 og (you) {knew upon some mark}/recognised/{full acquainted}/acknowledged/perceived  us/our/we   
2Cor.   1v14 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part/extent,   
2Cor.   1v14 og because  (the) boasting/joyousness/rejoicing/glorying  {of yourselves}  {we are/being},   
2Cor.   1v14 og {exactly as}/{precisely so}  also  {specifically yourselves}  {of/from us}  
2Cor.   1v14 og in  to the [= within]  Day/{Period of Time}  of the  Lord/Master  (of the) Jesus. 
2Cor.   1v14 = Also  just/as  you   (Brethren aiming to become TCs)   recognised/{fully acquainted}  us  (TCs)   from  of the  part/extent,  

because  {we (TCs) are}  {of yourselves}  glorying/rejoicing,    (The Brethren are pleased to be led by TCs out of worldly methodology),   
also  {exactly as}  {specifically yourselves}  of our  (TCs)   glorying/rejoicing   
within  The Day  (The Millennium)   of the  lord/master  Jesus. 

 

Also just as you (Brethren aiming to be TCs)  recognise us (TCs imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)  from of the  part/extent/limitation 
                 (meaning,  you presently only have limited comprehension of how to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
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because we (TCs)  are of your rejoicing   (you brethren are so pleased to have escaped worldly methodology by our [TCs] ministry unto yourselves) 
also exactly as specifically yourselves  (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  are of our (TCs’)  rejoicing   (we TCs are so pleased you hearkened) 
within The Day  (The Millennium)  of the  lord/master  Jesus   (The TCs will be so pleased to have brought more TCs to be JC’s Bride). 

                 (meaning,  The TCs are genuinely pleased of the fruits of their labours [done under persecution]  especially if Sons of God in The Millennium.) 
 

The Brethren only understand a little of what the TCs presently teach but are joyful in what little they do know and are thankful in their rejoicing to the 
TCs for bringing this accurate Good News message to them.   Likewise,  the TCs will also be  glorying/rejoicing  over those specific members within The 
Brethren who personally come through successfully in  “The Day of the Lord”. 

So,  what does this mean? 
Clearly  “The Day of the Lord”  = The Millennium of 1000 years  (2Pet.3v8)  where JCg is  “The King of kings”  (Rev.19v16,  and JCg is  “The Lord of 
The Sabbath”,  where  “The  Millennium/Sabbath”  was made to  (purify)  men (Mark.2v27-28),  because JC covered Mankind over  “The Great Sabbath 
Day”  (John.19v31, 20v1).  This is the time when the Apostles rule over the fleshly resurrected World as  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, 
Rev.1v6, 20v21, etc.),  to become Yahweh’s Tools  (proven to be  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”  to be ruling their mind,  Luke.17v21)  
having proved successful in  “The Special/Greater Judgement”  (James.3v1)  for Sonship to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  as both 
The Old and New Testament teach us. 

This paragraph genuinely answers the rest of the verse. 
These Brethren are not TCs,  because we are to look at the reasoning behind the verse. 
The Brethren were with  “little understanding”  (yet, some of them were working hard to become TCs)  are trying  (see v13)  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.   
The Apostles (as TCs) are saying  

Yes,  we apostles are pleased with your hard work now and you  glory/rejoice  in us giving you this knowledge,  but we look to  “The 
Expectation of The Inheritance”  and when there,  we  (TCs)  shall equally  rejoice/glory  in those of you brethren who are successful – 
particularly if you equally come through as TCs like us  –  being  “The Desired Goal”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

After knowing what Paul is teaching us - 
Can we say the same today of our “Leaders of Religion”  who have  even  less  understanding of Yahweh’s Plan than do these brethren! 

 
12th Instruction – Mature TCs will carefully nurture people weak in The Faith to guide them into personally fulfilling  
Yahweh’s Desire  –  to edify the weak in faith  (rather than to “milk them” as do the religious charlatans of this world). 
2Cor.   1v15 og Also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) this/that (specifically)  to the [= in/with/by/on]  reliance/confidence/trust   
2Cor.   1v15 og (I) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intended/purposed  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
2Cor.   1v15 og {specifically yourselves}  (to) accompany/appear/bring/come  (the) previously/before/former   
2Cor.   1v15 og that  (the) {Second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd  (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit   
2Cor.   1v15 og (yourselves may/should) hold/take/possess/obtain/have. 
2Cor.   1v15 = Also  in  this specific  reliance/confidence/trust,   

I  intended/purposed  to  personally  come/appear/visit  {specifically yourselves}  previously/earlier/{before now},   
that a  second/afterwards  gift/favour/benefit  you  may/should obtain/have. 

 

Also in this specific confidence   (of the future,  and of their growth to ideally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to become of  “The Early Adopters”), 
I intended to personally come to specifically yourselves earlier, 
that a  second/afterward  gift/favour/benefit  you might obtain   (gain more understanding and knowledge from Paul’s face to face meeting). 
 

Paul desires to get in amongst them and teach  further/new/more  understanding through word of mouth,  rather than limited to the Epistles. 
It is the immediacy of 2-way communication that aids to rapid learning within  “compliment/receptive  pupils”  (rather than  “adversarial pupils”). 
2Cor.   1v16 og Also  through (reason of)  {of yourselves}     
2Cor.   1v16 og (to) traverse/come/depart/go/abroad/{pass by/over/through}  into/unto  Macedonia,   
2Cor.   1v16 og also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  off/away/separated/from  Macedonia   
2Cor.   1v16 og (to) accompany/appear/bring/come   toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves},   
2Cor.   1v16 og also  under/through/inferior/below/by  {of yourselves}   
2Cor.   1v16 og (to be) {sent forward}/escorted/aided/accompanied/{conducted forth}  into/unto  the  Judea. 
2Cor.   1v16 = Also  to  traverse/{pass by}  into  Macedonia  through reason of  {yourselves},   

also  {back once more}/again  from  Macedonia  to  come/appear/visit  towards  {specifically yourselves},   
also  (after)  under/by  (staying with)  {of yourselves}  to be  {sent forward}/{conducted forth}  into the Judea. 

 

Also to traverse into Macedonia through reason of yourselves   (Paul plans to extend his travels so he may visit them), 
Also back once more from Macedonia to visit specifically yourselves, 
Also  (after)  by  (staying with)  yourselves to be sent forward into the Judea   (returning back to Peter and John,  to give a status report). 
 

Paul is trying to plan his route to include the Corinthians again in his travel schedule. 
Paul now moves quickly onto a topic he has bursting to get off his chest  –  being one of fidelity to  “The Real Faith”  as taught by gaining 
“The Knowledge”  as contained within  “1st Century Christianity”! 

 
13th Instruction – TCs will never present “The Word of God” in a frivolous manner  –  it  is  a Life or Death situation. 
6th Reasoning – TCs sincerely know they are personally responsible for their  charge/children  to Yahweh and will be 
required to account for themselves  –  charlatan Christian leaders truly believe this situation will  never  occur and thus 
live for the moment to self-indulge themselves  before/upon  their  flock  (stolen from JCg)  –  as we witness. 
15th Comment – The Word of God is to lift humans away from  The  Animalistic/Carnal  Mind  (of self-gratification). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
14th Instruction – “The Word of God”  must be clearly explained with no mysteries, half-truths, delinquent reasoning, etc,  
but based solely upon Bible fact and careful exegesis so the recipient clearly understands what is required of them. 
15th Instruction – TCs are never  “Yes People”  -  to be agreeable with the recipient solely,  to illicit favours by means of 
a worldly return.  The role of a TC is  improve/edify  those hearkening people that requires saying, “Unpleasant things”! 
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7th Reasoning – TCs imitate JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and give similar ministry where The Word taught is 
Trustworthy, True, and thus dependable as Yes, No, answers.  (This is  not  what we receive by  worldly Christian leaders). 
8th Reasoning – JC gave  Yes/No  promises of certainty,  and likewise TCs must equally  speak/act  with absolute certainty 
to fulfil these promises made upon those people trying to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
5th Warning – Do not go to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who state:  “It is a mystery to them!”,  “We are not 
given to know!”,  etc.,  because they are clearly  “not given to know” –  and obviously do not represent Yahweh  
(Matt.13v11-13, Matt.15v14. Luke 6v39).  Obviously,  they are not an  “Authority”  in their subject matter  (Mark.1v22). 
8th Good News – The TCs bring real  glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh within  sane/reasoning  minds when the recipients 
are  accurately given  “The Word of God (parts 1 and 2)”  with all its support structure as presented within The Tanakh. 
2Cor.   1v17 og that/this/there/here  (matter)   therefore/then 
2Cor.   1v17 og (the having) advised/deliberated/resolved/consulted/determined/purposed/councilled   
2Cor.   1v17 og no/not/none  {some/any/certain thing}  {(interrogation to which a negative answer is assumed) therefore}   
2Cor.   1v17 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  levity/fickleness/lightness  
2Cor.   1v17 og (I) {furnish a need}/employ/{use it}/{act towards someone}?   
2Cor.   1v17 og or/than/either/rather  whom/what/that  (I) advise/deliberate/resolve/consult/determine/purpose/council,   
2Cor.   1v17 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal/animalistic mind}   
2Cor.   1v17 og (I) advise/deliberate/resolve/consult/determine/purpose/council   
2Cor.   1v17 og that  might/may/can/should/be  near/beside/with/against/alongside  {to me}   
2Cor.   1v17 og the Yes  Yes,  also the No  No. 
2Cor.   1v17 = Therefore/then  the  having  advised/deliberated/proposed   (“this matter”  of teaching yourselves  [by my brethren and I]).  

Not  I  employed/used  {any/certain thing}  in  levity/fickleness/lightness?    (I have not tried to trick your sensibilities,  to make my gain) 
Or  what  (this matter)   I  advise/deliberate/propose  according to  the  animalistic/{carnal minded}   (worldly methodology) 
that  may/be  {to me}  the  Yes  Yes,   also  the No  No?   

 

Then having deliberated this matter   (regarding how to teach you to become like us,  TCs, being of  “sound of knowledge”  and operating in fidelity) 
Not I have employed anything in  levity/lightness   (this is a serious matter, –  being  [1] of our future and  [2] how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)? 
              (Paul has not used “smooth talking” to win over new devotes  -  being the strategy of  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  for a worldly living.) 
Or what   (of this matter,  that should be  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for us to ideally become TCs)   
I advised according to the animalistic mind   (I did  not  give God’s Word in the manner  worldly and charlatan Christian leaders give it  then/now) 
that to me maybe the Yes - Yes,   also  the  No - No?   (To be feigning agreement in a worldly reasoning mind as might a  “Yes Man/Woman”.) 
              (Paul was not a  “Yes Man”  agreeing to whatever worldly thinking people  “want to believe”  to then milk them as do  “Religious Leaders”!) 
 

Paul is stating,  “I am not using fickle worldly ideas to present my case  -  as would do The Professional Religious Leaders around me”. 
(Some examples on Paul’s mind would be given at 1Thes.2v3-6, Gal.3v1, 1Cor.2v1, etc.,  being what he had witnessed,  and likewise of what I constantly 
witness,  almost whenever they open their mouth in their sermons and prayers,  full  of subliminal  (and sometimes, outright)  error to what The Bible 
specifically teaches us). 
We must understand  “Paul’s Mind”. 
He is constantly 24/7 (24 hrs, 7 days a week)  striving to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire which is to produce more TCs for Yahweh’s Pleasure,  who precisely 
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to achieve the same acknowledgment as did JC  (Matt.3v17, 17v5)  and the same goal as JC – that of Sonship. 
Actually,  the 24/7 is not an accurate description of Paul’s mind!    
Rather,  Paul’s mind  (like that of all TCs)  is  60/60/7/24,  meaning every second of every minute of every hour he is constantly thinking about  

(1)  understanding The Tanakh  (God’s Word part 1)  and how this relates to what JC did and taught (God’s Word part 2),  extended to be   
(2)  how can he translate this information and knowledge to become ingrained into welcoming people,  personally expressed as   
     “The Wisdom of God”  within Paul’s deportment. 

For this reason,  Paul gives  quality  Yes / No answers to your questions of  “The Real Faith”. 
My reference point is Yahweh’s Standard and  not  The World’s standards.   
I do  not  change my answers as a  “Yes” to be agreeable with worldly  “customs and standards”  of the recipient’s  “Yes”  that are in a 
constant state of flux through the generations  (generally downwards). 

From the end of the 20th Century and on into the 21st Century we are  all  witness to how  “The World’s Standards”  have fallen  -  leading to greater 
inequality within society around The World  (where the individuals take what they can)  and morality has sunk to that of  below  Sodom and Gomorrah! 
But as we are told   So that all humans might fully express themselves during the 1st part of their  physical/spiritual  life to show either their good or bad 
self,  thus  enabling Yahweh to righteously draw out His Sons of God –  without any person having a cause to shout out  “The Choice was unfair”  
(Rom1v16-32, etc.)!   

For those people with the opportunity and knowledge -  only have themselves to blame!    
Demonstrating those people (leaders)  “with the most”  to be  “the most iniquitous”! 

Where  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  “play to the crowd”  giving what  “The Crowd wants to hear”,  therefore the  worldly 
Christian leaders follow “The Crowd”  being like the carnivores of the Serengeti  “following their lunch”  (Matt.7v15, 10v16, Luke.10v3, John.10v12, 
Acts.20v29),  rather than to be leading as do  “The TCs  from The Front”  to be exhorting  “The Crowd”  to be following these TCs  (1Cor.11v1),  where 
The TCs  sacrifice their life  rather than be feeding off  “The Crowd”.   

Can the Reader understand what is occurring around them  (see verse 13 again  –  the alternative rendition,  all in context)?    
It is only by  thoroughly understanding  “The Word of God (of its both parts)”  does all this  stand-up  in sharp relief! 

The Millennium shall be  -  Oh!   So vastly different to now,  in how it operates!   Amen! 
All precisely as The Bible tells us,  and  “FutureLife.Org”  so very carefully explains for our edification! 

2Cor.   1v18 og (the) trustworthy/believe/faithful/sure/true  And  the  {specific god}  because  
2Cor.   1v18 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  {of/from us}  the  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
2Cor.   1v18 og {specifically yourselves}  no/not/none   (it) {become to be} [middle voice]   Yes  also  No. 
2Cor.   1v18 = And because  “the specific god”  (is)  trustworthy/faithful/sure/true 

(then)  our  word/sayings/reasoning  towards  {specifically yourselves}  (is)  not  {become to be}   Yes  also  No! 
 

And because  “the specific god”  (is)  trustworthy/faithful/sure/true   (inasmuch He is  dependable/reliable)  
             (The Specific God,  Yahweh relative to Paul [TC, future Son of God],  sources all intrinsically  ideal/good  things into the  environment/universe) 
             (The specific god,  JC relative to the World,  as  “the messenger”  gives  “The Word of Yahweh”  to us who  ideally hearken  to become TCs) 
(then)  our words   (driven by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the TCs being exactly the  one/same  as Yahweh via JC as God’s Word) 
towards specifically yourselves  (is)  not become to be  Yes also No!    (TCs  “tell it – as it is”,  unlike   “You know who!”) 
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Let me address the issue  “the specific god”  being used  (a hitherto  unknown  concept to our Greek scholars for the last some 1700+ years).  
As I always state,  when  “ho theos”  (nominative case)  is used,  it is a floating point  based upon context. 
When based upon - 

1. The World,  then  “ho theos”  represents JC  (our only Intercessor to Yahweh, 1Tim.2v5, Gal.3v20) 
2. JC or the TCs  (and The Prophets of Old)  then  “ho theos”  represents Yahweh  (The Almighty God of The Universe). 

Where,  we are also told, JC is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and thus by inductive reasoning “The Word of God”  is  “trustworthy/faithful/true”. 
Thus because  “the specific god”  (at its  two  levels)  is absolutely  trustworthy/sure/true,   then His representatives  (demonstrably  driven  [without 
hypocrisy])  are  not  to give  uncertain answers  but  only clear answers without mysteries!   
These answers must not be mixed and  laced-in  with worldly understanding  (as sadly given by  “You know who”  today,  not understanding their 
subject matter  [Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39, etc.,  hence Luke.12v47, 20v16 , etc. shall occur to them,  hence they shall by return,  Matt.8v12, etc.]). 

Why are TCs  only  able to give  “The Disclosing Truth”  (and  never  lie  [or be  “economical with the truth”  to quote a UK politician])?   
Because quite simply the TCs  have  the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh that is 
pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  which is to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment” (= the “HS”,  
hence John.14v20,  17v21-26)! 

Consequently,  I just ask the reader to give a cursory look at those  worldly Christian leaders and muse upon their antics! 
What lead do they give!   “A lead”  of  utter confusion  within and throughout their some 42000+ schisms!  (2014+ CE)  
Do they really know where they are going  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)? 

They are  utterly and hopelessly lost  in their  confused and unrighteous reasoning  only  because it has been  mixed-in  with The World’s understanding  
because they desire to be part of The World  –  because  The World feeds them  –  rather than they to feed at The Lord’s Table  (Matt.8v11, Luke.13v28,  
noting what these allegories really mean  –  please see my local commentaries that thoroughly explain the allegories used)! 
Thus we understand  “Professional Religious Leaders”  cannot  have the  one/same  spirit/etc. of Yahweh  (by definition of “professional”) –  by 
consequence,   cannot  be  pure/holy/innocent/blameless  and are thus  not  making Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment,  thereby  cannot  
have the HS!   But these individuals are the most vocal when it comes to be claiming to have the HS for precisely the  one/same  reason as we witness 
within the secular world.  “Rogue Traders”  are so eloquent about their supposed capabilities,  but their real work shows differently,  but by contrast,  a 
good trader has no need to shout about their demonstrable capabilities  –  because their acclaimed work precedes them!   Moreover,  like their 
namesakes  “spiritual paedophiles”  they are so capable in grooming their victims,  for a worldly return. 

It is all  just so obvious,  supported by what we witness today,  as recorded likewise in The Bible,  same minds reoccurring generation after 
generation to take their respective positions within “Religion”  (Matt.23v27-32, etc.)! 

We understand from The Bible that - 
{JC = JCg}  guides apostles to always be consistent with  “The Word of God”  and separate it away from worldly reasoning. 

Note again,  how Paul uses  “the specific god”  so he can point to  both  Yahweh and JCg in the same verse. 
Where Yahweh is  “The Specific God”  of JCg and TCs,  but JCg as  “The Word of God”, (as The Interface)  becomes  “the specific god”  of The World,  
both spiritually and physically  (because he created us,  John.1v1-3 correctly translated  –  please see my local commentaries,  noting the  “plural, us”  
used at Gen.1v26). 
2Cor.   1v19 og the (one [son])  For  of the  God  (the) son  (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2Cor.   1v19 og the (one [JCg])   in  {to yourselves}  through (reason of)  {of/from us} (TCs)   
2Cor.   1v19 og (we) heralded/proclaimed/publicised,   through (reason of)  {of me}/mine   
2Cor.   1v19 og also  (of the) Silvanus   also  (of the) Timothy,   
2Cor.   1v19 og no/not/none   (it) {became to be} [middle voice]  Yes  also  No,   
2Cor.   1v19 og but  Yes  in  (to the [= within]) him  (he/she/it has) {become to be}. 
2Cor.   1v19 = For the  Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed  the son  of the  God (Yahweh),   

the one   (JC as The Word of God, Rev.19v13)   within  yourselves   (in  presence/parousia of JC)   we  (TCs)  proclaimed/preached, 
through reason of  us  (TCs),   through reason of me,   also  of the  Silvanus,   also  of the  Timothy, 
(where we, TCs, did)   not   (teach)   “Yes also No   (= uncertainty)”   
but   (rather)   it has  {become to be}  “Yes within him”   (thus certainty in JC as  “The Word of God”). 

 

For the Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh for Sonship as The Premier Son of God to rule as  “The Lord of lords”  in The Millennium  [Rev.19v16])   
the son (JCg)  of the God  (Yahweh)   (as  two  separate reasoning entities) 
the one (JC as  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13])  within yourselves   (as the  presence/parousia  of JC  operating as  “The Word of God”) 
we (TCs)  proclaim   (the TCs  accurately teach what The Word of God  really means,  so the recipient  desires to be ruled by  “The Word of God”), 
through reason of us (TCs),  through reason of me (Paul),  also of Silvanus,  also of Timothy, 
(where we,  TCs,  did)  not  (teach)  “Yes also No”   (being that of  “uncertainty”  -  1Cor.14v8) 
But  (rather)  it has become to be  “Yes within him”  (“Yes within JC”,  thus “The Certainty”  in  “The Word of God”  controlling our minds) 
 

Therefore TCs are to behave as their master (= JCg)  where  Yes in him’  always means certainty  based upon  accurate  knowledge,  because the TCs 
have built their mind upon  “The Word of God”  and  assayed/tested  it to gain  assurance,  then finally operate with  fidelity  upon what is known and 
tested,  from which process,  the TCs have then gained   “The Real Faith”. 

And  only  from having ultimately attained  “The Real Faith”,  then the TCs  have  gained the HS  –  and by contrast,  we have the following 
exposed within this verse - 

The answers given must  not  be based upon the fickle knowledge sourced by The World and of its methodology  (as given by our  “Professional Leaders 
of Religion”).  We can witness the shambles of the various religious messages given out by the leaders of  “The Religious World”  -  all  of which  are  
unrighteous to at least one grouping of society  - if not,  the many!    

Would you go to them for  “The Knowledge”  when what they have is demonstrably based upon worldly sourced  myths/hearsay/concepts?     
They are just an embarrassment to the  sane/reasoning  mind  (hence their demise as prophesied in Revelations chapters 17 and 18). 

Furthermore,  as The Bible  tells us  (Deut.28v37, 1King.9v7, 2Chron.7v20, Psm.44v14) -   
The Christians,  as with The Jews,  shall become a  “byword”  in The Millennium,  having served their purpose of being a continuum for the 
respective epoch to deliver  “the prophets,  JC’s 1st Advent,  the 144000 TCs and then JC’s 2nd advent”  to bring forth The Millennium. 

I just plea for the reader to turn unto The Bible  correctly translated and explained  (as given on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  –  which is becoming 
so difficult within a technological world that can,  by industrialisation,  churn out  so much rubbish  –  so quickly,  –  thus enabling The World to  “drown 
under a plethora of useless muses”  to fulfil  “Satan’s Desire”  (see glossary)  of  hiding/{crowding out}   “The Absolute Truth”  –  in an attempt to  
excuse/nullify  his very necessary  recompense/demise  (at Rev.20v1-3 and then at v10)! 
2Cor.   1v20 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  For  (the) announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises   
2Cor.   1v20 og (of the) God  in  (to the [= within]) him  the  Yes,   
2Cor.   1v20 og also  in  (to the [= within]) him  the  Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}!   
2Cor.   1v20 og To the  God  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence    
2Cor.   1v20 og through (reason of)  {of/from us}. 
2Cor.   1v20 = For  the  many  announcements/pledges/promises  of the  God    (are made possible to us TCs  hearkening to God’s Word)   
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(which become)   within  Him  (Yahweh)   the  Yes!     (The pledges become fulfilled by Yahweh) 
also  within  Him  (Yahweh)   (when He says “Yes”  it means)   the  Amen!    (affirming the “Yes” will occur)!   
To the  God (Yahweh)   towards   (“towards”   meaning  “meriting/deserving/worthy”) 
the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence    (in reasoning minds throughout The World gaining Real Faith) 
through reason of us.    (TCs  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to new people). 

 

For the many divine  promises/assurances  of the God   (are made possible to us,  TCs,  and the people actively aiming to be TCs)    
(which become)   within Him  (Yahweh)  “The Yes”   (inasmuch Yahweh will certainty fulfil these divine promises for the TCs)! 
             (“The Promises are Assured”  [become guaranteed]  by  “fulfilling God’s Word”  that means  “imitating JC”  thereby  “gaining the HS”) 
Also within Him (Yahweh)   (then when He says  “Yes!”  It means )   “Amen”   (affirming  “The Yes”  will occur). 
To the God (Yahweh)  meriting the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   (occurring within  sane/reasoning  minds throughout The World). 
through reason of us   (accurately teaching The World about  The True Nature  of Yahweh  [and not the nonsense as taught by “Leaders of Religion”]) 

             (Sadly,  what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  teach about The Almighty God,  “mocks/shames Yahweh”  within  sane/reasoning  minds!) 
 

There are many  announcements/pledges/promises  made to TCs,  over and above the promises made by Yahweh  to  “worldly people”. 
Level 1   The Basic Promise 
Worldly people only have the  same promise  as that given to Adam and Eve. 
Being   Provided  they remain without  (premeditated)  sin  (to the deliberate hurt of their neighbour),  then  a promise of an everlasting life within a 
perfected DNA fleshly body to co-exist in a wonderful society without blemish is possible.  This is a Divine Promise. 
However, for the next level - 
Level 2   The Elevated Promise 
Successful TCs on the other hand,  have this Divine promise  (given above)   guaranteed,  but  also  they have  (1) The Promise of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  
that comes in  (2) a  heaven/celestial  body  not  based upon fleshly DNA  (1Cor.15v35-55),  (3) the promise to fully express Yahweh’s HS  (as  was/is 
JCg able to do likewise)  and  (4) the participating at His heavenly table to gain so much more knowledge for an eternity and finally  (5) The 
Responsibility as  “The Heirs  (kings/priests)  over  The Inheritance”   meaning    “to teach  The Resurrected World  Righteousness”. 
These are The Additional Divine Promises given to TCs. 
Where,  these  “additional promises”  (and  “Responsibility that comes with them”)  are - 

Never  correctly taught  (if at all)  by  worldly Christian leaders  –  because they do  not  understand them! 
By consequence,  they are  unable  to personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  (as I very carefully explain elsewhere). 

This section also goes on to state that  if  we  are  to imitate JCg,  who himself was the  reflection/image  of Yahweh  (John.14v5-11, hence the allegory of 
“moon” reflecting The Sun [allegoric to Yahweh]),  then  we too must not deceive others through  “half-truths”  if we choose to become TCs as the 
future Sons of God.   
It becomes obvious to the reader,  present day  worldly  leaders  (religious/political/commercial)  cannot  be TCs as they now stand, because their 
driving methodology  (= their  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  dictates they speak in  “half-truths”  to  successfully  operate within The World  (as 
leaders)  –  and thus their  “synapse construction mapping”  (that defines them as  “individuals”)  becomes  seared/scarred/damaged.  This personally 
created  faulty  “heavenly treasure”  cannot upon our resurrection be placed within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body,  but only a representative 
fleshly DNA body  given in trust  for 1000 years.  That is  why  worldly leaders (religious/political/commercial)  can  only  come back  (= resurrected)  
into a fleshly DNA body,  as a  {conscious entity}/soul  to  then  retrain   (= learning)  their  “synapse construction”  for  “The New Worldly System”.  
When this occurs,  they might learn,  their Yes  truly means  Yes,  and their No  truly means  No;  –  rather than a  “Yes that should have been a No”,  
they presently give  (being the  “half-truth”,  to gain out of their neighbour,  leading to their neighbour's hurt,  by operating according to worldly 
methodology)! 

As copious evidence is always being made available  –  and recorded –  of which The Internet can provide   “The Record”! 
But  -  there is  “The Most Important Caveat”  that comes with Yahweh's preferable  pledges/promises! 

Quite simply stated    We  must  precisely fulfil His Desire  (Ecc.12v13-14)!    
(Which for  “The Record”  is   “To  precisely imitate  JC”  Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.) 

Else  equally quite simply stated  -  He  will  fulfil what He states as  'Yes  -   being what we shall find unpleasant in our 2 part life'! 
Where this unpleasant  “Yes”  (to Gen.2v17)  is  “The 2nd Death of Annihilation”! 

Hopefully  my   “Yes means Yes”,   and  my   “No means No”  to the reader’s sensibilities  -  and to your  gain/edification  into the eternity. 
 
9th Good News – The active Brethren shall be established as TCs by Yahweh’s HS operating  within/around  them. 
9th Reasoning – For the HS to be operational within a person then they must fully imbue  “The Word of God” to gain Real 
Faith by  assaying/proving testing “The Word of God” to gain assurance and then operate with fidelity to The Knowledge. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
10th Good News – The 144000 TCs shall be anointed as “Sons of God”  to rule as  kings/priests  in The Millennium. 
16th Instruction – It is Yahweh at  “The 1st Judgement”,  sealing The TCs future role as anointed  “Sons of God”. 
17th Instruction – It is Yahweh sourcing a small part of the future HS available now as a  bond/surety  of what is possible 
in The Millennium for the future Sons of God,  upon which they can call as needed (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15, as for the wife) 
10th Reasoning – The TCs are entirely motivated to  (and do)  fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  as their side of The Agreement to 
what Yahweh gives to them now  (demonstrably proven in small things)  and He will give more to them in The Future. 
2Cor.   1v21 og the (One [Yahweh])  And  (the) substantiating/confirming/establishing  us/our/we   
2Cor.   1v21 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to yourselves}  into/unto   
2Cor.   1v21 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2Cor.   1v21 og also  (the) {(idea of) contact/smear/rub (with oil)}/consecrating/anointing  us/our/we   (the) {specific god}. 
2Cor.   1v21 = And  The One  (Yahweh through JCg)   is  substantiating/confirming/establishing  us   (TCs) 

{united as companions}/{together with}  {to yourselves}   (The Brethren aiming to be TCs)   into/unto  the  Christ/Anointed 
also  the anointing  us  is  “the specific god”. 

 

And  The One   (Yahweh through JC)    (please read my commentary at 2Cor.1v10 to understand what this terminology means) 
is  substantiating/establishing  us (TCs)    (to become “The New  Mountain/Temple”  [Dan.2v35, 45, 1Pet.2v5, 2Cor.6v16, etc.]) 
united as companions with yourselves   (the Brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
unto the Anointed   (being anointed by Yahweh as co-heirs  [Rom.8v17, 23,  alongside JCg, Matt.20v23]  to The Promise as given to Abraham) 
also anointing us (as successful TCs)  is  “The Specific God”   (Yahweh placing us into this position of adoption over  “The Inheritance”). 
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Paul is stating  
Yahweh is substantiating us TCs by His  “Word of God” (JC)  growing a new  Creature/Creation  within us  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  to reform 
our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become at  one/same  with Yahweh’s  “Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits (= a character)  that is  
pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”  (which by the definition given,  shall yield the  “HS”). 

Interestingly we should ask - 
Why is  “(ho) theos”  used at the end? 

Because again it becomes the double floating pointer.  
It is JCg as  “The Word of God”  wholly imbued  and  practised with fidelity, who anoints us with his Father’s HS  (John.15v26, 16v7,v24, v26, etc.  –  
please see my local commentaries,  because it is  not  as we are errantly  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders).  Yahweh shall ultimately anoint the 
TCs with Sonship at the beginning of the 2nd part of the TC’s physical life  (at “The 1st Resurrection”),  having perfected  his/her  mind upon  “The Word 
of God”  (= having perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  while in the 1st part of their physical life). 
Again,  this further supports my suggestion as to why Paul alternates between  “Jesus Anointed”  and,  the alone  “Anointed”,  because he is telling us 
more within these parts of his epistles  –  inasmuch he is teaching us of  “The Goal”  for ourselves  which is  only  possible  if  we  precisely imitate  JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  now during the 1st part of our physical life.   This must start firstly,  by absolutely imbuing  “The Word of God”  –  being the  first stage 
on the route of  three  stages,  to be gaining  “Real Faith”  –  which means  daily reading a good quality Bible  (invariably a translation  prior  to 1950 
CE  –  the watershed being the NIV  –  a  travesty of a translation  in key doctrinal places,   as I fully discuss in applicable commentaries)! 
2Cor.   1v22 og the (One [Yahweh])  also  (the having) stamped/attested/{sealed up}/{made private/finalised}  us/our/we,   
2Cor.   1v22 og also  (the having) given/bestowed/granted   
2Cor.   1v22 og the  (part of a purchase price as security for the rest)/pledge/security/bond   
2Cor.   1v22 og of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  in  to the [= within]  hearts/{seat of motivation}  {of/from us}. 
2Cor.   1v22 = Also  The One  (Yahweh)   having  attested/sealed/{made finalised}  us,    (deeming TCs as being worthy for “anointing”),   

also  the having  given/bestowed  the  pledge/security/bond   (as part of)   of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
within  our  hearts/{seat of motivation}   (to  seal the pledge  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 

 

Also  The One (Yahweh)  also having  attested/sealed  us   (TCs, because they precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  for  “The Anointing”) 
             (Yahweh foreknew the 144000 TCs, thus prewritten on The Scroll of Guaranteed Life for JC to collect/unwrap during the Gospel Age, Rev.5v1+) 
also having given the {part security/bond}  (being)  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (growing ever closer to Yahweh in our mind) 
             (TCs having gained “Real Faith”  proved themselves worthy  to “The Invitation”  hence the natural reciprocation of HS  as part  of The Goal.) 
within our  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (thereby sealing  “The Part Pledge”  of  “The Whole”  by  perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life). 

             (The Goal of Future Sonship  shall be achieved because the TCs have proved “The Motivation  is to gain more TCs  for Yahweh’s Pleasure”.) 
 

There is much more in this verse than what is immediately obvious  (of which I have exposed through my additions within parenthesis). 
It must be understood,  Paul can  only  be speaking of TCs and  not  The Brethren  (= Christians)  generally  –  though obviously he is inclusively 
imploring them to become TCs in their own right,  so they too might  also  become accepted as being part of  “The Body of Christ”  (1Cor.12v12-22). 
Only Yahweh determines who is part of the 144000 parts of JC’s body  (John.15v1-6, Matt.20v23, etc.,) at the end of the 1st part of a Christian’s physical 
life  (when ideally having perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life).   I have written this from a human viewpoint for human understanding once having 
hindsight,  noting Yahweh knew who these 144000 TCs would be before the creation of Mankind (Rom.8v29, etc.,  hence Rev.5v2-9 was opened to be 
described over Revelations chapter 6 onwards for their collection at Revelations chapter 19 over some 2000 years of  proving their worthiness  to  “The 
World”).   None  of this is understood by our leaders of Christendom as demonstrated by educated and intelligent audit of their output!   
Furthermore,  

We should recognise,  Paul is  only  speaking of Christians sincerely and assiduously working to become Christlike. 
Paul is  not  speaking of  worldly Christians being flattered by their errant  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  having an obvious worldly 
motive  (Matt.6v24)  when fraudulently claiming their devotees are  “Children of God”  (noting Paul's warning reference at Heb.12v8). 
Where obviously,  “The Fruit”  growing on  “The Tree”  can  only  have the  one/same  metaphoric spiritual DNA  (Matt.7v16-19)! 

Thus Yahweh,  as this website states,  is  constantly assaying  “Christians”  during the 1st part of their physical life   (Rev.4v6, please see my local 
commentaries  to/around  that citation)  and is thus,  through JC as  “The Word of God”  ideally operating within a  “Christian”  that shall yield 
Yahweh’s HS appropriate to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the TC  stoically working in duress  to  accurately  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   
This can only occur by having JC's presence/parousia  operating within a  total  of 144000 TCs,  where JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  the  
lord/master  (= truly controlling)  of The Mind,  that becomes a compliant body part  (1Cor.12v12-22)  else it will be amputated  (rejected for Sonship). 
Consequently,  it is The Standard attained by the TC  assayed by comparison  to  “The Golden Standard”  as was given by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that 
allows Yahweh to  “attest/seal/finalise”  the future of a TC.  Yahweh chooses to give a  part payment  of what has been promised in the future  (in the  
bilateral  agreement undertaken by  both  Parties at baptism)  –  all again being precisely what this website specifically states  (and  not  what our 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  teach by both word and deed). 
Therefore the  “part payment”  of the HS  (which is built within a TC through  JC as “The Word of God”)  is what grows upon successful acceptance of  
“The Weight of Responsibility” (Talents/Minas Matt.25v15-19, Luke.19v16-19)  as the TC becomes more effective in  his/her ministry work to strangers.  
This is  not  done for  any  form of self-indulgence,  please see 1Cor.12+13 in various places for the natural DNA gifts given,  directed and amplified 
through use by God’s Word  as correctly explained  within my many local commentaries.   
As we can reason from The Scriptures,  when the faithful steward (TC)  of the 1st part of their physical life is  awakened/roused  at “The 1st Resurrection”   
to become a  “Son of God”  then  the full payment  of expressed HS is bestowed upon them for  “The Greater Responsibility”  over 5 and 10 cities”  
(Luke.19v12-26)  to teach  “The  Resurrected  World.   This shall occur within The Millennium,  where members of  “The Resurrected World”  living 
within these cities shall be taught  “Righteousness”  by these 144000 Sons of God using the full capability of Yahweh’s Authority operating through the 
TC to express Yahweh's HS. 
Most importantly,  it is The Motivation,  being the  drive/zeal/passion  within a TC to stoically push forward in the  accurate  teaching work to tell The 
World precisely what  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19)  really means  –  both in words and deeds  –  because up to 2007 CE  (and 4 
revisions later at 2020 CE)  I have  never  heard any  worldly Christian leader get anywhere near to telling us what this terminology really means  (of 
which I thoroughly explain in many places on this website)! 
 
Instruction – repeat - Mature TCs will carefully nurture people weak in The Faith to guide them into personally fulfilling  
Yahweh’s Desire  –  to edify the weak in faith  (rather than to “milk  them” as do the religious charlatans of this world). 
5th ‘Allegory’ – “soul” = the “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is not an allegory but a  very 
necessary definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by leaders who claim to know  –  but obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word in this website  –  that clearly explain what the word  really  means! 
18th Instruction – TCs will not use their knowledge to “lord it” over their flock,  but rather work alongside to assist in the 
dispersion of  “The Real Knowledge”  accurately  presented and  thoroughly  explained to be understood by all concerned 
(Worldly religious leaders hold knowledge back within mystic waffle to remain aloof so their fraudulent nature might not 
be exposed together with an unsubstantiated knowledge base.  Just keep asking questions  and the charade collapses!). 
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16th Comment – TCs will caringly correct people accordingly and say Yes and No as appropriate for the edification of the 
recipient,  thus likewise in reprimand,  the failings will be clearly explained,  but only to edify rather than to destroy. 
11th Good News – TCs joy is made complete when  reform/adjustment  is made within the recipient’s lifestyle. 
2Cor.   1v23 og (emphatic) I/me  And  (the) witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}  the  God [Yahweh] 
2Cor.   1v23 og (I) entitle/{invoke decision/aid}/appeal/{call upon} [middle voice]   over/upon/concerning   
2Cor.   1v23 og the  my/{of me}/mine  (the) breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence},   
2Cor.   1v23 og because  (the) abstaining/{treating leniently}/forbearing/sparing  {of yourselves}   
2Cor.   1v23 og {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  (I) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  unto/into  (the) Corinth. 
2Cor.   1v23 = And  emphatic I (Paul)   personally  appeal/{call upon}  the  God   (Yahweh)   

(as)   the  martyr/{for the record/cause}  upon/concerning  my  breathing/soul/{conscious existence},   
because  the  abstaining/sparing  {of yourselves}  {not yet}  I  accompanied/came/visited  unto  Corinth. 

 

And  emphatic I (Paul)  personally call upon the God (Yahweh)  witness/{for the record}  concerning my  life/soul/{conscious existence}, 
             (Paul has been exceedingly busy elsewhere  [as Yahweh has witnessed]  which has allowed The Corinthians  to respond positively to his letter) 
because  (I was)  the sparing of yourselves  (that)  not yet I came unto Corinth   (to admonish yourselves). 

             (This letter  “buys time”  for The Corinthians to  “put their house in order”,  thereafter Paul only needs to praise them in a face to face meeting.) 
 

Paul states,  Yahweh is witnessing the record Paul is providing during his  {conscious existence}  of the 1st part of his physical life that while he has 
given them space to sort themselves out,  but he cannot allow the Corinthians to go on their own way any longer  –  he needs to go and correctly align 
their thinking. 
Note   Paul is being recorded as  a conscious reasoning entity  –  not  as a disembowelled  “ethereal thing”  supposedly wandering about in the ether  –  
as proposed by  worldly  “presumptuously learned”  religious leaders as to their faulty definition of  “soul”  –  see glossary for what this term  really 
means! 
2Cor.   1v24 og No/Not/None  because  (we) {have dominion}/rule/{lords it over}  {of yourselves}  of the   
2Cor.   1v24 og faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},  but  (the) {companions in labour}/{fellow workers/helpers}   
2Cor.   1v24 og {we are/being}  of the  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy  {of yourselves},  to the  for  
2Cor.   1v24 og (to the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (you) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide. 
2Cor.   1v24 = Because  no/not  we  rule/{lord over}  The  Faith/{Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity}  over yourselves,   

but  {we being}  {companions in labour}{fellow workers}  in your  cheerfulness/joy, 
for  you  {stand staunchly}/{hold up}  in  The  Faith/{Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity}. 

 

Because not we rule the faith over yourselves   (meaning,  we do not use the faith to rule over you  -  and take a  tithe/”donation”  for doing so!) 
                  (Inasmuch   It is your choice to  be level with us  [Acts.10v26]  or leave us, -  Yahweh does  not  want conscripts,  but only willing servants!) 
but we being  companions in labour  of your joy   (when you freely choose to  align your cognition with ours  -  to make The Millennium possible) 
for you stand staunchly in the  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
                (That can only occur when you start imitating us  –  driven by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of Yahweh). 
 

As we read again,  the apostles  were/are  not trying to ram  “The Knowledge”  into The Brethren,  nor at the other extreme having a lofty attitude as 
being  “The Remote Keepers”  assumed to be  “All Knowledgeable”,    and the people outside  (our clan/position)  are  “without knowledge”. 
A position deliberately maintained by the religious leaders  (fraudulently)  “claiming to know”  so the people below can be kept at the bottom of the 
pyramid to support the fleshly desires of those people above them!   It is just an abomination!   
However by contrast to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,   the TCs with the wholly  accurate  Knowledge  are correctly behaving  with  “The 
Knowledge”  so as to work with,  and fully impart,  the deeper understanding of this knowledge in  a  logical/righteous  manner. 
TCs have absolutely no desire to use mystic waffle as a means to remain aloof and provide what could be considered a protective wall behind which to  
“duck and dive”  when  “the going gets tough”  by external searching questioning! 
Because TCs  are  truly genuine in their work of  accurately  spreading  “The Knowledge”  then  they are sincerely pleased at the uptake and internal 
growth displayed within The Brethren actively applying their knowledge in both by words and deeds  (thereby ultimately to become the next generation of 
TCs for Yahweh’s Pleasure). 
Here Paul and the TCs are setting the correct standards,  as references in how we too  –  are to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  where ultimately,  
Yahweh shall take the best,  144000 TCs,  who demonstrably copy JC to the very best they are able,  over the last some 2000 years.  The remaining some 
3 billion “Christians”  are rejected,  precisely as Matt.20v16, 22v14 tell us,  and therefore we realise the vast majority  (and I would venture “all”)  of  
“Christian leaders”  are rejected for Sonship,  because as The Bible tells us by numerous illustrations,  it is the  “non-professional lay-preachers”  who 
are  most likely  to be chosen by Yahweh,  being correctly motivated  (Matt.6v24, 22v21  –  please see my local commentaries to,  and including,  the four 
Gospels of almost 2,000,000 words). 
 
 
19th Instruction – TCs are to operate the  “carrot-stick”  approach upon those Brethren  (Christians)  operating in a 
deviant nature to the scriptures,  and when all else fails then reneges must be ejected for the sake of the faithful brethren. 
17th Comment – There are both good and bad people in congregations –  coming to fulfil a legion of desires –  but it is 
only few specific individuals fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  shall make TCs glad  –  the remaining people distress TCs. 
11th Reasoning – Readjustment/reform  must come from inside the individual  (being the synapse construction),  where the 
person becomes self-motivated to drive  him/herself  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  Yahweh has  no  desire for a conscript –  
but rather a person who  freely chooses  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  
All people need to understand why they must not be self-indulgent  (that ultimately leads to the hurt of their neighbour). 
2Cor.   2v1 og (I) {judiciously/mentally decided}/{have tried}/concluded/judged  And  (to the) {my own}/myself   
2Cor.   2v1 og that/this/there/here (thing),  the  no/not/none  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   
2Cor.   2v1 og (to) accompany/appear/bring/come  in  (to the [= within]) sadness/grief/heaviness/sorrow   
2Cor.   2v1 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor.   2v1 = And  I have  {judiciously decided}/concluded  within  myself  this  thing,   

not  to  personally  accompany/come/visit  again  within  sadness/grief   (to rebuke, reprimand)   towards  {specifically yourselves}. 
 

And I have concluded within myself this thing, 
not to personally come in sadness  (to  rebuke/reprimand)  towards specifically yourselves. 
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Paul had travelled to Corinth  (Acts.18v1)  to teach and straighten out their  reasoning/understanding  and was writing this letter prior to his next visit  
as he was trying to arrange at the end of this letter,  13v1. 
2Cor.   2v2 og if  For  (emphatic) I/me  (I) distress/grieve/sorrow  {specifically yourselves},   
2Cor.   2v2 og also  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (he/she/it) is  the (one [the reformed Brother]) 
2Cor.   2v2 og {putting/becoming in good frame of mind}/{being glad/merry}  I/me/my,   
2Cor.   2v2 og if  no/not/none  the (one [the reformed Brother])   (the being) distressed/grieved/sorrowful   
2Cor.   2v2 og {from/out of}  {of me}/mine. 
2Cor.   2v2 = For if  emphatic I (Paul)  distress/grieve  {specifically yourselves},    (by my hard instruction,  as did JC [John.6v60]),   

also  the person  (brethren member)   who  {he/she is}  making  me  glad,   
if not  the person  (errant brethren)   being  distressed/grieved   (that leads to personal reform)   {from out of}  me   (my instruction)?   

 

For if  emphatic I (Paul)  distress specifically yourselves   (to bring about much needed reform to certain members within your grouping),     
also the person  (brethren member)   who is making me glad   (being the person who  reforms away from  worldly methodology) 
if not  (= is especially)   the person   (formally errant but is now a reformed  brother/sister  made so by … … )    
being distressed from out of me   (by Paul's hard words of  “heeded instruction”). 
 

Paul is telling them  (and us likewise) - 
Though I upset you,  I do this  to turn you around, away from being worldly  –  for which I am pleased! 
Distressed people are  forced to decide,  either to reform or rebel.  Paul is pleased if they reform caused by his distressing instruction. 

Paul does not take any immediate delight in the reproof he gives –  but rather he is caring for  the long term  wellbeing  of the recipient  –  Paul is trying 
to re-educate the individual’s  “synapse construction”  –  to make the  “synapse mapping”  more ideal to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Interestingly today,  our  worldly Christian leaders do a  “pick and mix”  upon what Paul teaches us!    

They  (falsely)  presume to have a   “better connection”   to Yahweh,  having  “supposedly more”  HS than that of Paul  (a foremost apostle).   
Well quite simply   “I hardly think so!”   

Except our  worldly Christian leaders of today are  rebellious/adversarial/satanic  to Yahweh and His  “Word of God”  (as JC to be operating within us),  
and create their own worldly methodologies  (Rev.22v18-19)  to  “sooth the ear”  of the  “millions upon millions”  of adoring listeners  (2Tim.4v3-4)!    
They preach  “The Gospel of Excuses”  (of  “a new Jesus”,  2Cor.11v4)  to  “Remain human”  (Jude.v4)! 

Their hypocritical  “habitual deeds”  show them to have  no  HS operating within them  (2Tim.3v5, Titus1v16, etc.)! 
Though they might feign to their adoring crowds –  to have their  “supposed HS”  coming from  “every orifice”  of their body in apparent  “sweetness”! 
However,  let me repeat  “For the Record”     

Not all  “Christian”  leaders are like this,  there  are  some good leaders,  but  very few and far between,  and they are not within the positions  
The World might put them.  These good Christian leaders will be taking  The Last/Least  position within society while giving a good account 
of themselves –  teaching at a  “one to one level”  in a non-hypocritical manner,  precisely as Paul taught us at 1Cor.9v18-23, etc. 

The TCs are producing  “Quality”  for Yahweh to use as  “The Future World Leaders”  to rule in The Millennium and  spiritually feed its inhabitants! 
By contrast,  “Religious Leaders”  produce  “Quantity”  to  physically feed their own fleshly  desires/living  in this present world!  

That  is  the distinguishing feature separating the two motives,  and forms  “The Basis”   of Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgment”. 
None of this  “is rocket science” -  any person can understand it -  if they understand  “The Mind of Yahweh”  regarding  His Plan  (John.17v21-26). 
2Cor.   2v3 og Also  (I) wrote/scribed/engraved  {to yourselves}  that/this/there/here  it/same (thing),   
2Cor.   2v3 og that  no/not/not  (the having) accompany/appear/bring/come  (the) sadness/grief/heaviness/sorrow   
2Cor.   2v3 og (I may/should) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  off/away/separated/from     
2Cor.   2v3 og {of whom/which}  (it is) necessary/behoves/should/ought/must    
2Cor.   2v3 og I/me/my  (to) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting   
2Cor.   2v3 og (the) pacificification/conciliation/agreement/persuasion/confidence/assurance   
2Cor.   2v3 og over/upon/concerning  (the) all (persons)  {specifically yourselves},   
2Cor.   2v3 og because  the  [joy]   my/{of me}/mine  (the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy   
2Cor.   2v3 og (of the) all (persons)  {of yourselves}  (it) is. 
2Cor.   2v3 = Also  I wrote  {to yourselves}  this  same  thing,    (so you may reform before I come the 2nd time) 

(so)  that  I  may/should  not  have  distress/grief/sorrow   (when)   I  accompany/come,    (having reformed, thus leading to my gladness), 
(because)   from  {of whom}  it is necessary  I  to  rejoice/{be cheerful}    (in your reform away from worldly methodology) 
(having)   confidence  concerning  all  {specifically yourselves},    (= of the reformed brethren aiming to become TCs),   
because  my  cheerfulness/joy  is  all   {of yourselves}.     (We all share the same joy when errant people repent and reform.) 

 

Also I wrote to yourselves this same thing,   (Repeating   You must reform away from  “worldly thinking”  ideally before I come in a few months 
(so)  that I (Paul)  might not have distress  (when)  I  personally come   (because if you reform early,  then there will only be gladness between us) 
(because)  from of whom  (yourselves)  I should rejoice   (by virtue you hearkened to my council in my previous epistle to personally reform) 
(having)  confidence concerning all yourselves   (having personally reformed away from worldly methodology and started to imitate JC)   
because my joy is all of yourselves.   (We shall all be of like mind,  to have errant people reforming and start imitating JC’s ministry/deportment.) 
 

Paul states - 
I write so that I need not grieve when I come,  because you would have turned back from your worldly ways,  to fulfil all our joy. 

 
Instruction – repeat - Mature TCs will carefully nurture people weak in The Faith to guide them into personally fulfilling  
Yahweh’s Desire  –  to edify the weak in faith  (rather than to “milk  them” as do the religious charlatans of this world). 
6th 'Allegory' – Love = (Sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao” the highest form of Love being “Love by 
Principle” where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by worldly Christian leaders  –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  ‘love by principle’  operating within The Mind   to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of  (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly, needs to be explained)  JC commands us  “By Principle”  to Love your brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so as a TC,  he/she  is to fully commit their very  existence/being/methodology  of the 1st part 
of their life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  humans,  with no 
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encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics  –  just as JC clearly showed us  –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
20th Instruction – TCs are sincerely  troubled/disturbed  when delinquency occurs,  and use  {agapao love to edify the 
recipient}  by working as carefully and effectively as possible to bring The Delinquent people back to “The Fold of JCg”. 
18th Comment – TCs will sincerely identify the problem to The Individual rather than collectively punish the group. 
21st Instruction – TCs would rather encourage the group to show  {agape love given as charity time}  to bring The 
Delinquent around  –  rather than for Paul to impose something from outside  (but he will - if nothing else is successful). 
12th Reasoning – It is through expending  {Charity Time}/{agape love}  with The Delinquent people to show we sincerely 
care for their future and carefully explain The Wisdom in deportment resulting from The Knowledge shall bring success. 
13th Reasoning – In doing this very thing for The Delinquent people shows the pastoral care for the genuine  {agapao 
love}  displayed through righteous works.   This is not to advocate brainwashing techniques as used in religious cults, 
where invariably  bullying/oppression  tactics are used.  True  {agapao love}  will leave the door wide open and The 
Delinquent person is free to go back to The World and  come back if they so choose  –  ultimately that is how Yahweh 
desires compliant people to be  (not zombies),  because the individual understands both sides and  freely chooses  what 
they deem is correct – and shall ultimately be judged by JCg and the 144000 in The Millennium accordingly! 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
14th Reasoning – Behaving in this manner means we are not using Satan’s methodology which is to  self-indulge  in The 
Power/Control  over another entity –  or be repulsing The Delinquent people away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
All Yahweh Desires is a perfectly operating society into The Eternity,  by  “The Most Righteous Route”  possible,  thereby 
proving Yahweh  “holy/innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this world of sin”  from  any charge  laid at His feet. 
6th Warning – Unless we are wholly knowledgeable in The Scriptures then Satan and his agents  (“Leaders of Religion”)  
will  “walk all over us”  to gain a worldly hold over our sensibilities  -  of which they can then use for fleshly gain. 
2Cor.   2v4 og {from/out of}  For  (of the) many/much/plenteous  
2Cor.   2v4 og (of the) compression/affliction/pressurise/burden/persecution   
2Cor.   2v4 og also  (of the) restraint/anxiety/anguish/distress  (of the) heart/{seat motivation}  (I) wrote/scribed/engraved   
2Cor.   2v4 og {to yourselves}  through (reason of)   (of the) many/much/plenteous  (of the) tears,   
2Cor.   2v4 og no/not/none  that  (you be) {sad/distressed/grieved/heavy/sorrowed  (from  pain/distress/trouble/affliction)},   
2Cor.   2v4 og but  the  benevolence/charity/dear/love/agape  that   
2Cor.   2v4 og (you) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  whom/which/that  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
2Cor.   2v4 og (the) {earnestly driven super-abundantly}/vehemently/{more frequently super-abundantly}   
2Cor.   2v4 og into/unto  {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor.   2v4 = For  {from out of}  the  much/plenteous  pressurization/burden   

also  of the  anxiety/anguish/distress  of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  I wrote  {to yourselves}  through reason  of the  many  tears,   
not  that  you be   distressed/grieved/sorrowful,   
but  the  benevolence/{charity love}/agape   that  you  {absolutely know/understand}   
that  I have  {frequently more abundantly}  unto   (= for/towards)   {specifically yourselves}. 

 

For from out of much burden  also anxiety of the  heart/{seat of motivation}   (Paul deciding how to write his  “reproof and correction”) 
I wrote to yourselves through reason of many tears   (an expression of Paul’s grief,  how they had become wayward –  see epistle  “1Corinthians”) 
that not you be distressed   (by receiving Paul’s first epistle –  where he had to reprimand and redirect –  but now  far worse  today in Christendom) 
but that you absolutely  know/understand  the  agape/charity  that I frequently have in abundance for,  specifically yourselves. 
 

Paul is sincerely troubled by his necessary forceful correction and redirection of the Corinthian brethren back on the path to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  
(hence his first  letter and other communication via his fellow apostles, Timothy, Apollos, etc.),  inasmuch he does not want to cause them to wobble 
entirely by rebellion,  back into The World. 
Paul has deep concern for their spiritual welfare  (being dissipated by worldly standards),  and he is letting them know,  he is repeatedly thinking about 
their spiritual development to become more Christlike.  Paul always shows the ideal form of  real  love  –  being that of  edifying  the recipient to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire for  no  worldly return to Paul,  who is physically giving his time  freely/simply  (without strings attached). 

This is one of  several  separators between TCs  (conscious of their position to Yahweh)  and the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
(conscious of their position to The World). 

Another separator is the  “political correctness”  in not to reprove or correct deviant natured people within Christendom,  where now there are practices 
within  “Christendom”  that are perhaps  far worse now  than what occurred in Sodom and Gomorrah,  and yet we have The Word of God,  and they did 
not  (to make us doubly culpable)!   Yahweh will be most  vengeful  against those “Christian”  leaders who condone such behaviour  -  when passing  
“The Word of God”  (being what is  personal  to Yahweh  [His Word via JC])  through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19  to excuse deviant behaviour as I 
very carefully explain within my  inter-verse  commentaries of 1 Corinthians. 
2Cor.   2v5 og if  and  {some/any/certain person} 
2Cor.   2v5 og (he/she has) {sadness/distress/grief/heaviness/sorrow  (from  pain/distress/trouble/affliction)},    
2Cor.   2v5 og no/not/none  I/me/myself   
2Cor.   2v5 og (he/she has) {sadness/distress/grief/heaviness/sorrow  (from  pain/distress/trouble/affliction)},    
2Cor.   2v5 og but  off/away/separated/from  (of the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part,  
2Cor.   2v5 og that  not  (I) {be heavy upon}/severe/overcharge/overbear  (the) all (persons) 
2Cor.   2v5 og {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor.   2v5 = And  if  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  has  distress/grief,   

(then)   he/she  has  not  distressed/grieved  me   (over all of you),   but  (only)  from  of the  apportion/part. 
(so)   that  not  I  be  {heavy upon}/severe/overbear  {specifically yourselves}  all  people. 

 

And if some person  he/she  has been distressed   (at receiving Paul’s rebuke to their thinking and behaviour) 
(then)  he/she  has not distressed me   ([1] over all of you who are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,   [2] because this directed rebuke was necessary),   
but  (only)  from of the part   (inasmuch my wrath was directed to one person) 
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(so)  that I might not be overbearing on specifically all yourselves   (because most of you are doing your personal best,  in trying to imitate JC). 
 

Paul states  
I am only grieved by the actions of a few people,  and thus do not include you all. 

Clearly Paul is making  distinctions  between those people  (“{specifically yourselves}”  –  see later)  who work hard in trying to imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  and of those people within The Brethren who are reverting to The World of  self-indulgence  or passivity  (to become  worldly 
Christians,  or worse,  charlatan Christian leaders,  spinning  “The Truth”  so they might personally gain out of the resultant). 
We must understand that while all people must be given the opportunity to reform and be redirected,  but if they stubbornly refuse to be redirected,  and 
continue a program to ensnare the remaining Brethren with worldly reasoning –  then they  are  to be removed   (please see 2Cor.12v21, 13v2, etc.). 
2Cor.   2v6 og {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/enough  to the [= in/with/by/on] 
2Cor.   2v6 og {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such one}  the  (price paid on citizenship)/penalty/censure/punishment   
2Cor.   2v6 og this/that (specifically)  the (one [Brethren member reverting to The World])  under/through/inferior/below/by   
2Cor.   2v6 og of the  more/greater/many/majority  (persons [of The Brethren]). 
2Cor.   2v6 = Ample/Enough  with  {truly this one}/{such person}  the  censure/punishment 

that  the  specific  (rebellious)   person  be  under/below  of the  more/majority  people   (meaning,  the remainder of the brethren). 
 

(It is)  ample/enough  with truly this person  (that  he/she  receive)  the censure   (of which I Paul,  have given by initial warning and instruction) 
that this specific person be under the majority   (and now yourselves come together to apply warning and instruction to this rebellious person)    
            (Therefore,  give this person one last chance,  do not yet excommunicate  him/her  but ensure  he/she  becomes submissive to the majority). 
 

The person must exhibit reform under the directional kindness expressed by the majority to edify this dissident individual to leave The Worldly ways of  
“self-indulgence and lethargy”  to the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desires, –  else they should be excluded from The Ecclesia –  because they are  not  fulfilling 
what  “Ecclesia”  ( = “the calling out”)  means within an individual’s life. 

It may seem hard –  but the reader must understand what Yahweh’s Desire is within the 1st  part of a person’s physical life. 
Yahweh Desires more TCs so that He shall  bring-on  The Millennium to offer  the last chance of reform to all humans  now  “asleep/(dead)”!    

This understanding is absolutely  never  taught by  worldly  Christian leaders  –  but this specifically is all part of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  
(Luke..4v16-19)  that JC  explicitly taught  in his ministry  as  “1st Century Christianity”  based upon The Tanakh  (as “God’s Word part 1”)    often to 
the  same  grouping of people for  three days  (Mark.8v2-3)  with all-authority  (Mark.1v22)! 
Could that occur today,  hardly!    Most Christian leaders would dry-up after three minutes and the remaining time would be sycophantic waffle! 
2Cor.   2v7 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  (the){on the contrary}/contrariwise  {greater degree}/{more than}/better   
2Cor.   2v7 og {specifically yourselves}  (to) {grant favour}/{gratuitously in kindness}/forgive/rescue   
2Cor.   2v7 og also  (to) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat,   no/not/none   
2Cor.   2v7 og {in what manner}/how  to the  {ever flowing super-abundant}/{overflowing beyond measure}   
2Cor.   2v7 og (the) sadness/grief/heaviness/sorrow  (it may) {drink down}/{gulp entirely}/devour/drown/{swallow up}   
2Cor.   2v7 og the (person)  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such one}. 
2Cor.   2v7 = Thus  {on the contrary},  rather  {specifically yourselves}  to  {grant favour},    (spend time with them),   

also  to  beseech/entreat/exhort,    (accurately teach  “The Word of God”  by both instruction and deportment),   
(so)  not/none  in some manner  the  {ever flowing abundant}  sadness/grief/sorrow   
it might  devour/{swallow up}  {truly this}/{such one}  the  person.     (Before  he/she  come to their senses and express Godly Wisdom). 

 

Thus,  on the contrary,  rather specifically yourselves  (as the majority)   to grant favour   (thus spend time with the errant person) 
          (Therefore yourselves,  contrary to rejecting him/her,  try one last time to  “Bring them around”  after my initial directed warning and instruction.) 
also to  beseech/exhort   (to accurately teach  “The Word of God”  by both instruction and deportment) 
          (both qualities of which shows the correct heart condition of the majority  -  being what is required for the future rulers of The Resurrected World) 
(so that)  not in some manner the constant grief might overwhelm the person   (Paul is still trying to retain the person within the fellowship). 
           (Paul is using the carrot and stick approach  -  come down hard to set The Standard of  correctness,  but  also  set  “The Standard”  of  agapao) 
 

Throughout this section of 2Cor. 2v5-7 we understand the following - 
Though this person deserves to be thrown out,  but first teach them how they might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by straightening out their reasoning 
processes,  so they learn from the error of returning to their worldly ways  (1John.5v14-16)  –  see next verse. 

But it does not mean keep them in the community  (1Tim.1v19-20),  if  they persistently continue in their worldly manner because it  (1) does not help the 
individual if  he/she  has greater aims to mislead the congregation  (see my commentaries at Luke.17v2, Matt.27v3, Acts.5v1-10),  nor does this dissident  
(2) help The Brethren to continue what they are instructed to do,  which is to personally drive ourselves to become TCs  (= to be wholly Christlike). 
2Cor.   2v8 og Therefore/Consequently   
2Cor.   2v8 og (I) {to set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort    
2Cor.   2v8 og {specifically yourselves}  (to) {make authoritative}/confirm/ratify  into/unto  (the) him   
2Cor.   2v8 og (the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love. 
2Cor.   2v8 = Consequently  I  beseech/entreat/exhort  {specifically yourselves} 

to  {make authoritative}/confirm  unto him   (the wayward person)   the  {charity love}/agape.    (required for  the necessary repentance). 
 

Consequently,  I exhort specifically yourselves   (Brethren  [as The Elders]  assiduously aiming to be TCs) 
to make authoritative unto him   (the wayward person able to repent)    
the  agape/charity   (in  “our freely given time”  [by explaining The Scriptures]  to bring him back to Yahweh via JC  [as God's Word]). 
 

We read Paul's continual insistence not to lose the individual into The World –  “all in keeping”  with JC's teaching at Luke. Chapter 15 throughout,  to 
return the person back into the safety of  “The Small Flock”  Luke.12v32   “entering through the tight gate”  Matt.7v12-14. 
2Cor.   2v9 og into/unto  that/this/there/here  for  also  (I) wrote/scribed/engraved  that/{so as}     
2Cor.   2v9 og (I may/should) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}   
2Cor.   2v9 og the  {to test/assay}/trustiness/experiment/trial/proof/audit  {of yourselves},   
2Cor.   2v9 og if  into/unto  (the) all (things)  {attentive listening}/submissive/obedient  {you are/belong}. 
2Cor.   2v9 = For  unto  this  I wrote,   

that  I  may/should  {absolutely know/understand}  the  assay/proof/trustworthiness  {of yourselves},  
if  unto  all things  {you are}  {attentive listening}/obedient.    (to the requirements of  “The Real Faith”  contained within JC’s Two Laws). 

 

For unto this   (purpose  [1] to reform the dissident and  [2] as a test for fellow members to prove themselves  “up to the job”  of being TCs) 
I wrote   (previously in my first epistle requiring my reproof of the dissident), 
that I might absolutely  understand/know  the  assay/proof  of yourselves   (are you able to  “come up to the mark”  of God’s Standard?) 
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if you are obedient unto all things   (that I,  Paul as a TC,  are teaching you.   [Do  worldly Christian leaders hearken to Paul today,  -  hardly!])  
 

Thus,  Paul is asking,  if The Brethren  (leaders)  are able to demonstrate themselves to act correctly as TCs  –  by putting their neighbour’s interests 
before their own.   The Standard is for The Brethren to be spending their personal  unpaid  time  (= agape/charity)  driven by  {principled/edifying 
love}/agapao  of the mind)  to assist in the wellbeing  (being the education)  of those deficient people  –  provided  those deficient people  realise  they 
are “deficient”  (= spiritually  poor/beggars, Matt.5v3  please read my local commentaries). 
Most humans are  stiff-necked  and have absolutely no desire to reform  (their present worldly  “synapse construction”, Isa.2v11, Luke.18v14) –  these 
are people who must be removed –  else  “they shall spoil the good habits” (1Cor.15v33)   of those people remaining within The Brethren.  However it is 
so bad today within  “Christendom”  that generally it is the leaders themselves who  are  “the bad apples”  giving the instruction  as  “a diseased tree”  
(Matt.7v16-19)  and that is why we are taught by prophesy   “To get out of her”  at the close of The Gospel Age  (Rev.18v4). 
It must always be remembered,  The Brethren were ideally to become  “The Vanguard” (TCs),  –  that is what The Apostles were trying to train them to 
become  -  to reach  “The Goal”  to fulfil  “The Zenith of Yahweh’s Desire”,   to become future Sons of God.  That is  why  Paul,  Peter, etc.  were  The 
Apostles/TCs  because they were actively motivating The Brethren  (= early “Christians”)  to become likewise  Apostles/TCs. 
Similarly today  –  Apostles/TCs  are only as such  –  because it is  only  they who teach  all  Christians to become  “The Active Vanguard of Yahweh’s 
Pleasure”  –  this does  not  mean the promotion of  worldly  religious customs of  schisms/divisions/sects/etc.  pandemic within  worldly Christianity,  
counter to what JC taught us at Matt.23v23, etc.   Essentially “Christianity” over the some 2000 years of the 2nd Epoch Israel,  has become precisely like  
“Judaism” over a similar magnitude of time of the 1st Epoch Israel  –  that yielded JC’s 1st Advent to fulfil The Prophecies of The Prophets. 
Now it is The Fulfilment of Prophecy (Rev.14v1-4)  by the 144000 TCs  themselves  within The Christian Nation  (2nd Epoch Israel)  that shall yield JCg’s 
2nd Advent,  relatively soon   (mid-21st Century CE). 

Can the reader understand this,  and how it all links together by virtuous circle?     
I explain everything more thoroughly elsewhere. 

2Cor.   2v10 og {to whom/which}  and  {some/any/certain thing}   
2Cor.   2v10 og (you) {grant favour}/{gratuitously in kindness}/forgive/rescue,  also  (emphatic) I/me;   
2Cor.   2v10 og also  for  (emphatic) I/me  if  (the) {some/any/certain thing}   
2Cor.   2v10 og (I have) {granted favour}/{gratuitously given in kindness}/forgiven/rescued  {to whom/which},   
2Cor.   2v10 og (I have) {granted favour}/{gratuitously given in kindness}/forgiven/rescued  
2Cor.   2v10 og through (reason of)  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor.   2v10 og in  (to the [= within]) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
2Cor.   2v10 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
2Cor.   2v10 = And  {to whom}  (the  reforming  dissident)   you  {grant favour}/forgive/rescue  of  anything,  

(then)   also   emphatic I (Paul);    (by endorsement,  {grant favour}/forgive/rescue});  
for  also  if   emphatic I (Paul)   have  {granted favour}/forgiven/rescued   {to whom}   (the)  {some/any/certain thing}, 
I  have  {granted favour}/forgiven/rescued    
through reason of  {specifically yourselves}   (operating)   within  the  countenance/fashion/face  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

And to whom  (the reforming dissident)  you grant favour of anything   (meaning,  yourselves overlook what  he/she  may have done), 
(then)  also  emphatic I (Paul)    (likewise,  can overlook what  he/she  may have done) 
for  also if  emphatic I (Paul)  have granted favour to whom  (concerning)  the something   (at some time in the past) 
(then)  I have granted favour  (to this person amongst yourselves)  through reason of specifically yourselves   (I am showing you  “The Lead”) 
          (Inasmuch Paul has confidence this can become  “a learning occasion”  on how TCs should behave to a dissident amongst them.) 
within the countenance of the Anointed   (I am showing you how to behave,  being people actively aiming to become  “anointed TCs”  -  like JC). 

          (This learning process becomes ingrained,  ready for what is required to occur in The Millennium by The Anointed”  required  “to lead”) 
 

Not quite what we are taught in many differing English Bible translations of this verse  (of which I have about ten different translations at hand),   
because the translators have  not  “got inside the mind”  of Paul,  to thereby be operating according to Yahweh's Methodology. 
Paul teaches us - 

Moreover,  if you forgive any brethren member  (because they have returned to think as do the apostles),  then I will forgive them,  because 
you have acted in the same manner as JC.  This is what JCg does to  genuine members  of his body,  and you  (= “us”)  are to imitate JCg,  
provided it is genuine  repentance  by the specific sinful individual! 

A note on  “forgive”.   It is figuratively used to  “rescue”  someone from their “downhill plight”.  However,  “forgiving someone”  does not necessarily 
“rescue” –   if through that  “forgiveness”  there is  no instruction  on how improvement is to be made  -  to initiate the  “rescue”  to be driven by the  
internal  knowledge causing  “the all-important”  self-reform.   That is precisely why the  worldly/distorted  interpretation of  1Cor.15v29 by The 
Mormon Church is so dastardly wrong,  because no one else can cause  self-repentance and the required internal reform – but  the individual themselves  
while  “consciously alive”  -  please see my local commentaries! 
That is where the  “grant favour”  comes into play –   by the TC  expending Agape (Charity) Love of works  explaining with  accurate  knowledge to 
bring the dissenting individual around to The Lord’s way of understanding the things of life  –  thereby ideally to be gaining  “The Wisdom of God”. 
This fulfils the instruction given by JC throughout Luke. Chapter 15 and what John taught at 1John.5v14-16. 
These sentences  are utterly critical  –  and the full implication of which is just ignored by  worldly Christian leaders in what they teach to  “tickle the 
ears”  with their demonstrably frothy soundbites  (of  no  critical substance)! 
2Cor.   2v11 og That  no/not/none  (we be) covetous/{over-reached}/{get an advantage}/defraud/{make gain}   
2Cor.   2v11 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  Satan/opposer/adversary,   
2Cor.   2v11 og no/not/none  for  (of the) him  the  perceptions/purposes/intellects/dispositions/devices/minds/thoughts   
2Cor.   2v11 og (we are) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant} 
2Cor.   2v11 = (So)  that we might not be  overreached/{make gain}/{taken advantage of}  by  Satan/opposer/adversary,   

for we are not to be  {inclined to know}/{rather be ignorant}  of his  purposes/dispositions/intellect/thoughts. 
 

         (And by  doing/behaving  as the above  [to edify our brethren driven by agapao through agape],  so … ...) 
That we might not be taken advantage of by the  adversary/opposer   (being against Yahweh's Desire for Mankind to yield a perfected society) 
         (Inasmuch his  “Methodology”  pervading over the whole World  can impose upon how we should now behave,  as it shall be in The Millennium.) 
for we are not to be  “inclined not to know”  of his (Satan's)  purposes/thoughts   (being his  “worldly methodology”  superimposed upon us) 

         (Satan’s methodology as  “The Norm”  can supervene into our newly acquired  Yahweh’s Methodology and undermine it  -  unless well protected!)  
 

Paul is warning us of how crafty Satan is in his machinations by allowing certain people  (imitating their leaders of  Religion, Politics,  and Commerce 
setting the Bar [seemingly “below the floor”])  to  beguile  (other) people into thinking they are doing the correct thing  (in this instance believing 
themselves to be perfect by pushing an errant person away).   Most people  (especially those taking the lead in this world)  like to think  “they are above 
the rest”  and by consequence exhibit no humility,  religiously pious people practise a  “holier than thou”  attitude  (inasmuch “we are saved”  and  
“other people are not”)  but actually they are not behaving in the same manner that JC would have done within his ministry.    

Only  “the sick need the doctor”  as JC told us  Matt.9v12, Mark.2v17, Luke.5v31. 
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Importantly a person  (1) “recognising they are sick”,  (2) “motivated to go to the doctor”  and finally  (3) “prepared to take the medicine”! 
That physical example is especially true at the spiritual level with  “The Real Word of God”! 

Clearly if the errant person refuses correction  (= the medicine from the doctor)  and thus remains  “dissident”  then expulsion is required  –  but The 
Brethren must always be there  “at the ready”  to receive back into their grouping the penitent return of the individual in the future  (for their medicine)! 
Again,  as JC's instruction throughout Luke's chapter 15 teaches us. 
Sadly,  I see  so many members of virtually  all  the various Christian denominations  who gaily think they are so wonderfully righteous  –  but have 
utterly missed what Yahweh  actually desires  from/of  them  –  their mindset has been confused!   They are  not  evil  –  but just completely beguiled  
(principally by their errant  worldly religious leaders who often have their  “own agenda”  –  which is anything other than fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)! 

So then why does Paul make the comment,  we must not be overtaken by Satan? 
Is it the limp reason  (as given by  all  spiritually blind  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  might teach)   We must remain   “good”! 

No!  -  When given the context! 
However,  if we take  on-board  what this website  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches throughout being   

“The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  to be taken over a person's 2 part life  (including The Millennium)  –  then all becomes obvious! 
From what we know of  “FutureLife.Org”  then - 

Shall I leave it there?   Or have I need to explain it again? 
As for clues,  quite simply stated to explain why we should  not  “be ignorant of Satan's machinations” - 

1.  Yahweh requires His 144000 TCs to  bring forth  The Millennium,  to then  bring forward   “The Lord's Acceptable Year”  to  The World. 
2.  The 144000 TCs only come from  “The Word of God”  correctly imbued,  assayed and implemented with fidelity to perfect the 2nd part of a 
TC's spiritual life thereby  completing  “The Lord's Acceptable Year”  for  the TC. 
3. Any departure from the above means failure to achieve Yahweh’s Goal for us to achieve Sonship,  which means by imitating JC’s 
ministry/deportment,  we must  never  lie, defraud, hurt or harm  any  person, company, institution, authority but to only have a humble mind 
that is not self-seeking.  If we can do the above,  then we  can  rule the future World of The Millennium as a future Son of God.  It also 
explains why Yahweh can  only  find 144000 TCs over the some 2000 year Gospel Age who fulfil the above criteria -  and why  worldly (and 
worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  in their millions  are rejected (Luke.20v16),  if at the very least,  they are defrauding both their devotees 
and Yahweh in their  “near useless ministry”! 

Yet supposedly in a perverse manner  (according to worldly wisdom) - 
To be successfully selected by Yahweh to become a future world leader of  “The Resurrected World”,  then Yahweh does  not  want anybody 
in this position who likes  “to control people”  (because the person is driven by worldly methodology to be successful within this  (Satan’s) 
world,  and thus demonstrably  unsuitable  (in Yahweh’s Future World). 

Our world leaders should carefully consider this  most righteous statement,  and its  full implications  across the whole spectrum of  people/situations! 
 
19th Comment – Yahweh expresses His HS within The Environment that initially comes through  “The Word of God” 
operating within receptive people thereby enabling TCs to effectively spread  “The Word of God”  to new recipients. 
Likewise,  Yahweh uses His  Authority/Capability/Power  to also express His HS within The Environment  (= Universe). 
20th Comment – TCs have a deep concern for fellow members in  “The Body of Christ”  and assist whenever possible. 
12th Good News – TCs recognise after  “The Event” with hindsight,  how Yahweh expressed His HS around the TC by 
using His Capability in manipulate The Environment to make their teaching work more effective. 
7th Allegory – “sweet smell” = indicative to The Priest offering sacrifice at the altar of Yahweh,  and is the TC’s personal 
sacrifice in teaching with  {agape love}  to bring new TCs unto Yahweh through  “The Word of”  God accurately  taught. 
15th Reasoning – “The Word of God”  accurately taught gives  “The Knowledge”  to hearkening people on how to imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  which if followed  (precisely imitated),  will give eternal salvation within those individuals who are 
presently dying within the present existing worldly knowledge. 
8th Allegory – odour = Paul uses the contrast between stench of death  (rotting corpse)  to the that of frankincense being 
that  “sweet smell”  of sacrifice  (dying away from this world’s methodology)  for a life where the person has a lifestyle 
that imitates JC’s deportment ready for The Millennium. 
3rd Prophecy – TCs living “The Real Faith”  (accurate knowledge/assurance/fidelity)  absolutely know there is nothing 
better than what is to occur upon their  “awakening/rousing”  (1) Sonship to Yahweh living within  (2) a perfected society. 
2Cor.   2v12 og (the having) accompanied/appeared/brought/come  and  into/upon  the (place)  Troas  into/unto   
2Cor.   2v12 og the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2Cor.   2v12 og also  (the) door/portal/entrance/gate  {to me}/mine  (the having been) {opened up}  
2Cor.   2v12 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master. 
2Cor.   2v12 = And  having  accompanied/come  into Troas  unto/for  the  {good news}/Gospel  of the  Christ/Anointed,   

then the door opened to me made possible  within  the Lord. 
 

And having come into Troas for the Gospel of The Anointed   (meaning,  to teach of  “The Goal”  available to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
then a door opened   (meaning, an opportunity presented itself) 
to me made possible within the  lord/master   (“The Word of God”  controlling our mind  –  made this possible within our deportment). 
 

Now when Paul went to Troas  (twice,  Acts.16v8,11, 20v5-6)  to preach The Gospel of The Anointed  (being  “The Goal”  JC achieved as The First of 
The Firstfruits  [see by allegoric prophecy of Lev.23v5-25 of The Barley {JC}  and of  “Ingathering/Pentecost”  The Wheat {144000 TCs}]  over the next 
2000 years)  he found receptive individuals.    Paul correctly reasoned,  Yahweh’s HS had operated within The Environment by directing him  (Acts.16v9,  
hence Acts.6v10-12)  enabling this visit to be successful in The Ministry Work,  including a step off to gain Lydia,  a very influential lady  (Acts.16v13-15, 
40)  before arriving at Thessalonica (17v1-4).  This opportunity only presented itself  “to teach of The Gospel”,  because of  “The Word of God”  as  
“The Lord/Master  driving The Mind”,  leading to  agape/charity  in deportment making the opportunity present itself  (importantly,  Paul driven by  
“The Word of God”  made  “The Opportunity”  arise  -  and Yahweh metaphorically  “greased the wheels”).   

Can the reader see the circular nature of this reasoning and why it is so aptly written? 
Consequently we reason by example,  Yahweh’s HS was  not  used in a self-indulgent manner – called upon  “at will”  by what I would term a  charlatan 
Christian leader  (ignoring Matt.7v4 and thus demonstrably  not  having the HS)    but rather,  Paul had an inclination to go to Troas and,  by reflecting 
upon the situation,  Paul realised Yahweh had worked with Paul to make the trip  successful in  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to strangers.  
This testifies to the full  three  stages required to yield  “Real Faith”  (rather than the  “blind faith”  of devotees beholden unto “Religion”)! 
Notice again Paul's use of  “Anointed”  rather than  “Jesus Christ”  -  adding further support to  “The Goal of The Gospel Age”   –  of which The 
Prophets could not know,  nor attain  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10)  –  but is only available to the 144000 TCs able to make the transition of The 
Mind based solely upon  “The Word of God”  to fully attain the HS. 

Again,  this is all  unintelligible  to our  worldly wise  Christian theologians  -  it just passes  “straight over their heads”  (as we witness),  
because their mind is  not  tuned to Yahweh’s Methodology  (they have “The Knowledge”, but cannot  [actually, “chose not to”]  apply it)! 
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There are demonstrably few people like  “Nicodemus”  in academia with the penitent mind to search out Yahweh’s Methodology,  because the route 
within  “academia”  can  set the wrong mindset to most  (not all)  people  -  being that of  “differentiation”,  rather than  “inclusion”  to all people. 

I know – I have been there, done it  (to mix within these circles – where I find the ambience of competing superiority,  to be oppressive)! 
2Cor.   2v13 og No/Not/None  (I) held/took/possessed/obtained/had  (the) relaxation/relief/eased/liberty/rest   
2Cor.   2v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {of me}/my/mine,   
2Cor.   2v13 og to the  no/not  (to) find/obtain/see/perceive  I/me/my  (the) Titus  the  brother  {of me}/my/mine;   
2Cor.   2v13 og but  (the having) {said adieu}/parted/{took leave}/{went away}  {to them}   
2Cor.   2v13 og (I) issued/{came forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded  into/unto  Macedonia. 
2Cor.   2v13 = I  had/obtained  no  relief/ease  in  my  spirit/personality/desires/traits    (= I was  worried/uneasy/anxious)   

with me  not  finding  my  (spiritual)  brother  Titus;   
but having  {taken leave}  {of them}  (the Brethren at Troas,  then)  I  {went out}  into  Macedonia. 

 

I had no ease in my  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (Paul was worried) 
with me not finding my  (spiritual)  brother Titus; 
but having taken my leave of them  (the brethren at Troas,  then)   I went out into Macedonia. 
 

Paul was worried that his spiritual brother Titus might have been persecuted or murdered by the religious authorities prevailing at the time. 
2Cor.   2v14 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  and  God [Yahweh]   (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  to The (One [Yahweh])   
2Cor.   2v14 og {every when}/{at all times}/always   
2Cor.   2v14 og (to the) {noisy iambus}/{triumphant procession}/{leading in victory}   
2Cor.   2v14 og us/our/we  in  to the [= within]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed;   
2Cor.   2v14 og also  the  fragrance/odour/savour  of the  knowledge/science/enlightenment  (of the) him [Yahweh] 
2Cor.   2v14 og (to the) {rendering apparent}/{making visible/manifest}/declaring  through (reason of)  {of/from us}   
2Cor.   2v14 og in  (to the [= within])  every  (to the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room. 
2Cor.   2v14 = And  to/in  the  God  (Yahweh)  the  (= be the)   gifts/gratitude/benefit; -  

to The  One (Yahweh)  always  {leading in victory}  us (TCs)  within the  Christ/Anointed; 
also  the  fragrance/savour  of  His  (Yahweh's)   knowledge/enlightenment  in the  {rendering apparent}/{making manifest}   
through reason of  us  (teaching the Real Gospel)  within every  spot/location/{place of occupancy}  (hence Matt.24v14). 

 

And in the God (Yahweh)  be the  gifts/gratitude/benefit   (being what  “The Word of God”  [JC]  delivers to a repentant and reformed mind); 
to The One   (Yahweh,  The Almighty God of The Universe) 
always leading us (TCs)  in victory within The Anointed   (Yahweh  through His Word [JC]  successfully leads the TCs to fulfil His Goal for them) 
also the fragrance   (allegoric to  “a wonderful environment”  of serene bliss  [where worldly methodology does not exist])    
in the rendering apparent of His  knowledge/enlightenment   (through our deportment unto hearkening people -  who could become future TCs) 
through reason of us (TCs fulfilling His Desire)  within every location   (the TCs are  accurately  explaining  “The Word of God”  to The World). 
 

Paul expresses  gratitude/thanks  to Yahweh from Whom all  {intrinsically ideal/good}  things are sourced  (to yield a perfected society).   
Where,  Paul in triumph is able to instil Yahweh’s Word  (through JC =  “The Word of God”)  within receptive people,  who themselves are released 
from Satan’s Curse and ultimately become TCs in their own right to copy Paul imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 1Cor.4v16, 11v1)! 
Paul and all TCs,  are insistent to be always  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to The World by  both  word and deed  –  thereby showing 
themselves not to be hypocritical.   
“The Word of God”  is metaphorically like a wonderful sweet fragrance penetrating the senses of a human  (being a wonderful environment within which 
to exist),  within the ears of a hearkening recipient  –  who,  as an individual,  is internally driven to be within  “Christ”  for the  one/same   “Anointing”  
as received by JCg as  The First (Barley)  of The Firstfruits.  The following 144000 first fruits of Humans  (Wheat,  by allegoric prophecy of Lev.23v5-
25)  began The Gospel Age some 50 days later (Acts.2v1+)  at  “The Ingathering/Pentecost Feast”  to being  “The First Harvest”  throughout the next 
some 2000 years of The Gospel Age within which to gain the 144000 TC Early Adopters  (Rev.14v1-4).   These 144000 TCs are “The Early Adopters”  of  
“The Future Methodology”  to be physically ruling  “The Resurrected World”  (but  “presently ruling their minds”, Luke.17v21  proving themselves to 
The World  “worthy”  to rule over “The Resurrected World”).   The “Early Adopters”  married to JCg  (Matt.25v1-12, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v4-9, 
21v2,9, etc.,)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6)  shall yield their spiritual children as  
“The Late Adopters”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”   
2Cor.   2v15 og Because  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the) {good-scentedness}/fragrance/{sweet smell}   
2Cor.   2v15 og {we are/being}  to the  God [Yahweh]  
2Cor.   2v15 og in  to the ([= within] persons [TCs])   (being) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved   
2Cor.   2v15 og also  in  to the ([= within] [iniquitous] persons)   (the being) lost/perished/destroyed/annihilation/(= The 2nd Death). 
2Cor.   2v15 = Because  {we are}  to the  God (Yahweh)  the  sweet smell  of  Christ/Anointed    (pervading all places in the ministry work) 

within  the people  being  delivered/saved/{made whole}    (through  “The Real Faith”  that yields  “The Wisdom of God”  within us)  
also  within  the people  being  lost/perished/destroyed/annihilated.     (When currently following worldly methodology) 

Because we (TCs)  are to the God (Yahweh)  the fragrance  (wonderful environment  [Zion]  at His altar)  of The Anointed   (for Sonship) 
within the people being delivered   (these are the  hearkening  recipients to our Gospel message of  what is to occur  in The Future Millennium) 
also within the people being  lost/perished/annihilated   (while  continuing under their present methodology  without hearkening). 
               (But they still have The Millennium  [2nd part of their physical life]  within which to reform  [but not annihilated  charlatan Christian leaders]) 
 

JC’s ministry/lifestyle  set  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”,  being  “The Knowledge”  (The Word of God)  accurately applied  to become  “The Wisdom 
of God”  that gives the sweet smell  (of the successful environment)  within those people who become TCs  having reached their goal  (2Tim.4v6-8),  
because they have entirely followed The Rules (2Tim.2v5).   These rules are    To precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle personally fulfilling 
Mark.12v30-21,  thereby enabling us to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”. 
In Rev.5v8, 8v4  (please see my local commentaries)  we see how this sweet smell is explained through application.   

We are taught,  TCs are effectively proving themselves for the position of Priesthood  (Rev.1v6)  during The Gospel Age imitating the 
sanctifying  (to make  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world})  work of the temple priests of The Old Israelite Nation  (where 
Christians generally are  “The 2nd Epoch fleshly Israelite Nation”  as a whole).  “The Sacrifice”  today is still to imitate JC  (as he likewise 
was the sacrifice  [and not an animal])    is  “the dedication of our time in the ministry work”  of precisely imitating JC.   
Furthermore,  in the sacrificial offering of our life on Yahweh’s Altar  (of our local environment)  being presented for the new next generation 
of TCs receiving our ministry work within our local environment to give them  “Guaranteed Salvation”.   
Yahweh Primary Desire is to receive 144000 TCs gathered from out The Gospel Age  before  He will move into the next stage of His Most 
Righteous Plan for  “Human Salvation”  (= The Millennium).   

Please see my commentaries at Matt.27v52, Mark.15v38, Luke.23v45. 
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Clearly,  as this verse is telling us,  these new TCs are  preserved/{made whole}  within their  “synapse construction”  by living  away  from this world’s 
methodology ready for their awakening into commensurate  (with their purified minds)  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies as the future Sons of God. 
Then in their new role,  their primary responsibility is to rule as  kings/priests  to teach  “Righteousness”  within The Millennium upon whom  “The 2nd 
Death of Annihilation”  will not hurt nor have power over them (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  having been blessed in  “The 1st Resurrection”  at the 1st 2nd C of JCg.  
Please see what many of these terms mean in Glossary. 

Hence the lead-in into the next verse - 
2Cor.   2v16 og {to whom/which/what} [plural]  truly/indeed/{that one}  (the) fragrance/odour/savour  
2Cor.   2v16 og (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality  into/unto  (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality, 
2Cor.   2v16 og {to whom/which/what} [plural]  and   (the) fragrance/odour/savour  (of the) life/existence   
2Cor.   2v16 og into/unto  (the) life/existence.   
2Cor.   2v16 og Also  toward/nearness/{accession to}  these (things)  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
2Cor.   2v16 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/enough? 
2Cor.   2v16 = {To whom}  (these people)   truly/indeed/{that one}  the  odour/savour  of  death/fatality   (of the present system) 

and  {to whom}  (these people)   the  fragrance/odour  of  life  (physical 1st part now)   into  life   (physical 2nd part of The Millennium). 
Also  (expectantly looking forward)   towards  these things,   
(then)  what   (else is)   the  ample/enough/sufficient?   

 

To whom  (these people)  truly/indeed  (the present  system/methodology  is)  the odour of the  death/fatality  (meaning to have  “no future”) 
And  (yet)  to whom  (these people)  the fragrance  (a wonderful environment)  of life   (being the 1st part of our physical life  now  shall lead … ) 
unto life  (being  the 2nd part of our physical life  that occurs in The Millennium upon our resurrection  [either fleshly or celestial body]) 
              (Where the hearkening person builds the mind upon “The Word of God”  can  “sniff”  the wonderful future environment of The Millennium) 
Also  (wholly understanding the)  accession to these things   (being what is available in The Future  [by imitating JC now]), 
(then)  what  (else is)  the  ample/enough?    (We TCs,  are after  nothing  from The Present World  –  because The Future is  so much better!) 
 

Where,  from v15,  we understand,  it is JC who made all this possible  –  to become  “The Enabler”,  thereby allowing Yahweh to  then  operate in a 
righteous manner without contravening His Decree on Sin  (Gen.2v17).  Thus it  is  JC  (now JCg)  who  was/(is)  able to give us all  {intrinsically 
ideal/good}  things  (spiritually now,  yielding a protection from The World as it presently stands).  Furthermore,  by righteously enabling  Yahweh to  
awaken/rouse  all of us into The Millennium  (according to what we have sown in the 1st part of our physical life when we are supposedly purifying the 
2nd part of our spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  -  see 1Cor. 15v35-55,  also Gal.6v15). 
Firstly,  “life into life”  is to mean the 1st part of our physical life enters into the 2nd part of our physical life to become a whole 2 part life that can be  (1) 
terminated early in  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  or  (2) continue for an eternity  (provided we precisely imitate JC). 
However,  “The 1st Death”  can be equally and accurately understood at the spiritual level  (being how the brain operates)  in the following manner - 

1. As TCs,  they spiritually die away from the methodology of this present worldly system  –  because they look intently forward to the 
everlasting Life in The Millennium based upon  agapao  (= edifying our neighbour to our own hurt)  sourced by Yahweh's Methodology. 

2. As TCs,  they can see where the present worldly methodology  (= self-indulge to the hurt of our neighbour)  leads  –  is to  “death”  and is to 
be removed by Yahweh through JCg.  Thus again,  TCs look intently forward to the  guaranteed  everlasting Life in The Millennium. 

Reinforcing the sense that Yahweh  “is pleased”  by  breathing-in  the scent,  this being the TC’s works demonstrated to Him within The World of people.  
This comes from the old commanded practice of the Levi Priests burning incense when they came to offer their animal sacrifices in the temples.   

The practice of sacrifice in the Old Israelite nation  was to typify  The Christian Nation of the Gospel Age. 
The animal sacrifice life was replaced by  “The Once  only”  JC’s selfless sacrifice of his life  (Heb. chapters 8, 9 and 10). 

Furthermore, 
This is what TCs do in their life,  they sacrifice what is  “their life”  away from what The World could give to them  (if behaving worldly)  by 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/deportment  that seeks nothing nor takes anything from this world. 

This does not define a  worldly (or worse, charlatan)  Christian leader falling afoul of Matt.6v24 and Matthew chapter 23. 
This action of JC spiritually hurt Yahweh,  because JC was perfect to  “The Law of Moses”  and did  not  deserve to die  –  thus JC  was(is)  the most 
perfect thing between Yahweh and us.  Likewise,  the animal sacrifice of old,  had to be perfect so  it personally  hurt  the owner within their mind  
(spiritual)  to give their best  –  this type of sacrifice was acceptable  only  because it was through  the motives of the person offering.  Normally this type 
of sincere person would also live a godly life  (because they also demonstrated it by offering their  very best  sacrifice),  thus Yahweh would consider this 
person  “Righteous”. 

So how does this affect us today? 
The selfless,  righteous sacrifice of JC atones/{buys back}/resets  our sins for all humans  (1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.)  that ever existed during the 1st part of 
their 2 part life  –   to give  everyone,  just the  ONE  (only)  opportunity  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.)  to learn  “Righteousness”  within 
The Millennium.   
But during this Gospel Age,  now the members of The Christian Nation having taken-on JC in their life,  must  now  produce works  being sacrifices that  
hurt  them being  “the owner of the sacrifice”.  If the Christian produces the works commensurate to the Apostles  (to the very best of their ability  –  
within their limitations, Matt.25v15),  then they  are  accepted by Yahweh as being a TC,  whose works are  “the continual sacrifices”  –  just like the old 
Priests  (as Paul calls himself  –  elsewhere)  being pleasing to Yahweh. 
By living a righteous life  (= precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  [not  in the manner as do  “Professional Leaders of Religion”])  in the 1st part of 
our physical life,  then,  if accepted by Yahweh (Matt.20v23),  we shall be deemed a  TC with  guaranteed  everlasting life  in and after The Millennium.  
We shall be given a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body,  upon our  awakening/rousing  at the  Early  (Firstfruits)  harvest of  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  (= the 1st 2nd C of JCg,  1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v12, 20v6, etc.). 
However,  everyone else becomes  awakened/roused  (= resurrected)  in  “The  General Resurrection”  (in stages)  that occurs  after  JCg has instituted 
The Millennium 3.5 years  after  “the 1st Resurrection”  that becomes his 2nd 2nd C.   These people some 99.9+ of all people having lived over the last 
6000 years will be resurrected into a perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  that is therefore subject to  “The 2nd Death”)  to then learn what  
“Righteousness”   really means  at their last opportunity to live forever  (provided they now keep to  “The Real Faith”),  whether they were aware of it 
or not,  within the 1st part of their physical life! 
This verse fully supports the thrust of understanding given on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  being precisely what JC taught us as  “1st Century 
Christianity”,  being a million miles away from what our worldly representatives  worldly Christianity preach to us! 
 
21st Comment – TCs are  honest/sincere/genuine  with  “The Knowledge”  they have and freely want to give as much away 
as the recipient can imbue and will take  nothing  from their fledgling congregations  (as Paul tells us in this epistle). 
7th Warning – Many religious leaders are  hawking/corrupting/toting/peddling “The Word of God”  (for self-indulgence) 
and yet they too sound  honest/sincere/sincere  just as  conmen/paedophiles  are so able to their innocent victims. 
22nd Instruction – TCs only speak  “The Word of God”  in  clearness/sincerity/purity  by precisely imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  (as “The Word of God”  expressed as  “The Wisdom of God”  in deportment)  absolutely knowing that 
Yahweh is auditing them (TCs)  in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  for future Sonship. 
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2Cor.   2v17 og no/not/none  for  {we are/being}  {in that manner}/likewise/as  the (persons)  many/much/plenteous   
2Cor.   2v17 og (the) hawking/corrupting/toting/peddling  the  word/sayings/reasoning/topics  of the  God [Yahweh],   
2Cor.   2v17 og but  {in that manner}/likewise/as  {from/out of}  (of the) clearness/sincerity/purity,   
2Cor.   2v17 og but  {in that manner}/likewise/as  {from/out of}  (of the) God [Yahweh],   
2Cor.   2v17 og (the) {directly in the face of}/{in the sight}  of the  God [Yahweh],  
2Cor.   2v17 og in  (to the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (we) speak/utter/say. 
2Cor.   2v17 = For  {we (TCs)  are}  not  {in that manner}/like  the many  people   (“Leaders of Religion”  for a worldly return of whatever) 

the  hawking/corrupting/toting/peddling  The  Word/Sayings/Reasoning  of the  God   (Yahweh);   
but   (speak/act)   {from out of}  of the  clearness/sincerity/purity,   
but  within the  Christ/Anointed  we  speak/say  -  {in that manner}/as  {from out of}  of the  God   (Yahweh),   
{directly in the  face/sight}  (= The Special/Greater 1st Judgement for future Sonship)   of the  God   (Yahweh). 

 

For we  (TCs of the previous verse)   are not like the many people   (“Leaders of Religion”  “supposedly giving”  for a worldly return -  now) 
               (This shows  “Leaders of Religion”  have no future vista of  “The Wonderful Environment”,  because they desire something  now) 
               (Thereby inductively excluding themselves from  “The Ideal Offering”  of The Future –  can the reader understand this logical reasoning?) 
hawking/peddling  “The Word of God”   (so these must be  “the new”  worldly Christian leaders taking ascendancy,  then in 60 CE,  fulfilled today) 
but  (we TCs,  speak/act)  from out of the  clearness/sincerity/purity   (to what  “The Word of God”  delivers within a reformed mind), 
but within the Anointed   (being what JC delivered as  “The Future Vista”  of  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  ideally taken up by the TCs) 
we (TCs)  speak in that manner as from out of the God  (Yahweh)   (The TCs like JC,  become Yahweh’s mouthpiece  [hence “angels”]), 
directly in the  face/sight  of the God   (Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater [1st]  Judgement”  made upon all  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age) 
 

Such an important verse and repeated in most of the epistles  (and in several instances,  more than once)! 
TCs are  not  like Religious Leaders  (now “Christian”)  who feed off their congregations after throwing in a few scraps of food  (Luke.16v19-22+, being  
unreasoned  and  unsubstantiated  phrases from The Bible  tossed-out  as soundbites).  The TCs are  acting in fidelity  to  “The Accurate Knowledge  (of 
“1st Century Christianity”  [and  not  21st Century Christianity])  they have at the time,  thus they - 

1. Present a  clear  message logically argued  (by the supporting Old Testament – 2Tim.3v15-17,  “God’s Word part 1”)  without  any mysteries. 
2. The  words/acts/deeds  are  sincerely  given to what they know  (freely/simply  for absolutely  no  worldly return to colour what is taught – 

Matt.6v24)  and thus  “The Word of God”  is not spun for a  self-indulgent  return  -  whenever/whatever/wherever/however. 
Therefore the TCs are entirely objective in what they teach  (Matt.6v24, 22v21)  because of verse 16 earlier in context. 

3. The  words/acts/deeds  are  pure/holy/innocent/blameless  by not being  adulterated/blemished  by  “The Methodology of The World”  (= “to  
self-indulge  to our neighbour’s hurt”). 

It is known by Christians that JC is   “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  accurately practised  within our deportment to become  “The Wisdom of God”.  
This means   JC would naturally be = The Chief “Angel”  (= The Chief  “messenger/{bringer of tidings}” -  being  “The Giver” of  “The Word of God”)  
being the very definition of  “Angel”  (StrongsTM = 32;  see glossary)  while he was here on Earth  in a fleshly body,  likewise being  “the specific god”  
of us when in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body in the heavens  as JCg,  but in both instances,  JC/JCg  was/is  always subject to and subordinate to his 
Father  –  “The Almighty God”,  “Yahweh”  (= “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”).   All this is totally Scriptural and supported by  every  
verse on the subject in The Bible irrespective of what our most errant  worldly  Christian leaders preach and  worldly Christian theologians  “dream up”  
(please see my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  -  when completed). 

So where am I going with this? 
“for we are not as many persons peddling” –  Clearly Paul is speaking of leaders making personal,  worldly gain from something! 
“The Word of God” – This must be about  “The Real Faith”  (= Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity),  being  “The Real Gospel”  of JC  
(taught as  “1st Century Christianity”),  who himself was God’s mouthpiece on The Earth,  to teach “The World”  (= “adornment/decoration”  from  
“kosmos”,  StrongsTM=2889). 
Therefore,  assembling all this together -  

Paul is warning The Brethren about  “worldly Christian leaders”  (arising during The Gospel Age, Acts.20v29)  making personal worldly 
gain for self-gratification when preaching  “Christianity”  to be a  massaged/morphed  version to their  congregations/clientèle.   

Paul cannot be speaking of the Jewish Pharisees because at the time,  they did  not  have  “The (Full) Word of God”!    
Therefore,  it can  only  be of   “false prophets/teachers  beguiling  the flock”  coming  “growing up in Christianity”  (1John.2v18-19, 2Pet.2v1, etc.). 
These leaders become  very believable,  (Matt.24v23-26, etc.,)  occurring then  (hence the apostles’ constant warnings within their epistles),  and so very  
much more applicable today  (when there is  no-one  countering their sales-spiel  and they have had some 1900+ years to perfect “The Act of Deviancy”  
2Thes.2v10-12, Gal.5v6, etc.).  I ask the congregation to now audit their preacher’s  teaching  and  lifestyle  against specifically  what The Bible  tells us  
-  see explanation of 1Cor.9v9. 
However,  Paul is further telling The Brethren   

We are speaking with  The Sincerity  of  “The Word of God”,  witnessed by Yahweh with JCg operating within us as The Word correctly 
defused throughout our mind  (re-wiring our  “synapse construction”).  God’s Word  controlling our mind  (as our lord/master)   having been 
assayed and acted upon with fidelity to be yielding Yahweh’s HS within us to deliver the fruits of the HS  (Gal.5v22-23, Eph.5v9)  within our 
ministry work  (freely and simply,  without  strings attached). 
     (Most importantly  we  must  daily read  The Bible to know what is God’s Word – else it cannot have any chance of controlling us!) 

How do we know that Paul is being sincere? 
Because he says elsewhere   Do not listen only to my words but look at my lifestyle to see my fruits being the derivatives of the HS,  then the next verses. 
Repeat note   “Angel”  really means “messenger”.   In most contexts it can be read as  “bringer of tidings  (from Yahweh)”. 
 
 
22nd Comment – Worldly leaders of whatever,  often use  “behind the scene”  personal negotiators to  “pave the way”;  –  
but TCs  are   “The Vanguard of The Absolute Truth”  working for Yahweh to move His Plan forward to completion. 
23rd Instruction – TCs truly lowly lifestyle and fruitage  (precisely imitating the TCs)  exhibit the mind Yahweh Desires. 
This is in direct contrast to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  maintaining a demarcation as an  “us and them”  to 
ensure  “payment”  for a  “professional”  worldly service is obtained  -  to substantiate “His/Her position in society”. 
16th Reasoning - The Fruitage (as the recipients) of the TCs’ work is prepared to imitate the TCs,  whereupon The World 
can physically see the  honesty/sincerity/purity  of their lifestyle concordant to The Message presented.  The  “synapse 
construction”  is being formed by the same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of the TCs,  of JCg,  as that of Yahweh. 
9th Allegory – Letter = What is written on The Brethren’s  heart/{seat of motivation}  can be visibly read by The World in 
their actions,  being their ministry/lifestyle  –  driven by the  accurate  Knowledge given to them by the TCs. 
10th Allegory – tablets = The stone tablets upon which The Law was given to The Israelites through Moses  (Ex.24v12),  
that are  steadfast/immoveable/resilient  throughout the ages (Matt.5v17-18). 
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17th Reasoning – The stone tablets were outside the  human/body  and thus ignore by most people –  they were not 
internally motivated for The Law of Works.  Paul’s point is the two Laws of JC  (Mark.12v30-31)  were accepted by those 
specific people who personally  desired  to write JC’s Laws into their existence and thus  self-motivated to live by them. 
18th Reasoning – TCs are able to clearly recognise if the seed they planted is starting to grow by the action of  “ho theos”  
(JC as “The Word of God”)  working within  them/{and with}  TCs actively helping by  “watering”  (1Cor.3v6). 
19th Reasoning – TCs will yield people of the same spiritual DNA to become the next generation of TCs as The Fruit of the 
Tree  (Matt.7v16-19)  -  this is observed by outsiders,  who then recognise the  legitimacy/authority  of the original TCs. 
11th Allegory – heart = “Seat of  passion/zeal/desire/motivation”  to get something done  –  guided by  The Mind/Brain  
gaining its information from  “The Knowledge” of “The Word of God”  given to us by JC’s ministry (lifestyle/wisdom). 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
24th Instruction – No human can gain a mind like Yahweh’s  (with regard to this planet)  without firstly wholly inculcating 
“The Word of God parts 1 and 2”,  to thoroughly understand it by rigorous  assay/questioning  and then acting with 
fidelity to what has been tested for accuracy.  Then and only then,  we gain “The Abundance of Knowledge” from Yahweh.  
This knowledge teaches us how to behave – and gain a 6th sense to “read the environment” before other people can. 
2Cor.   3v1 og (We) {precedence/commencement (in time)}/begin/start [middle voice]    
2Cor.   3v1 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]   
2Cor.   3v1 og (to) {set together}/{introduce favourably}/approve/commend/exhibit?   
2Cor.   3v1 og or/than/either/rather  no/not/none  (we) {make necessity}/{be in want of}/{have need}   
2Cor.   3v1 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  {some/any/certain persons}   
2Cor.   3v1 og (of the) introductory/recommendatory/{of commendation}  (of the) {written messages}/epistles/letters   
2Cor.   3v1 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves},  or/than/either/rather  {from/out of} 
2Cor.   3v1 og {of yourselves}  (of the) introductory/recommendatory/{of commendation} [ones/letters]? 
2Cor.   3v1 = Do we  personally start again  to be  commending/approving  ourselves?   (Because you’ve been seduced by false teachers)?   

Or/Rather,   not  we  {have need}/require  of  commendatory letters   (sent)   to  {specifically yourselves},  
as  (do)  {some people}   (require),   
or/rather  introductory/commendatory (letters)  {from out of}  {of yourselves}?    (Letters sent on to recommend us to other listeners)? 

 

Do we (TCs)  personally start again to be commending ourselves   (because you seem to be seduced by ascendant  worldly Christian leaders) 
Or  (perhaps):  Not we require commendatory letters  (sent)  to specifically yourselves,  as  (do)  some people   (requiring introductions)? 
Or  (perhaps):  Introductory letters  (sent)  from out of yourselves  (forwarded-on  to other new people)? 
 

So there  were  other teachers who  were  claiming to be Christian Leaders  (of the new faith)  requesting letters of commendation from perhaps beguiled 
congregations  –  being all part of the  “networking”  without the use of the various Internet Portal websites as used today. 
These new  worldly Christian leaders hawking and peddling  “The Word of God”  as a prolific practice for the last some 1700+ years  –  precisely as JC 
warned would occur by prophecy  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23 etc.)  and of which the apostles saw occur all around them (1John.2v18-19, etc.).. 
Thus, it must be realised by The Reader,  

“This  is  (very)  common practice today  (as it was then and for every generation since)!”    
Because  “The Word of God”  has  not  reformed these professional religious leaders’ minds  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)! 

However,  the only way the reader shall recognise this deception is to  thoroughly know and understand  The Bible,  else quite simply you  will  be 
deceived/seduced  by these very skilled craftsmen,  wordsmiths  as JC told us that   “Even the TCs  could almost  be deceived” (Matt.24v24),  therefore,  
“the standard congregational member”  most certainly  will be  deceived!   And this is upon what these spiritual paedophiles rely  (Luke.17v2). 
But if like me,  thoroughly knowing and understanding  “The Word of God”  to gain a 6th sense,  then I can spot a  worldly (or worse, charlatan)  
Christian leader  before they even open their mouth  (by only looking at their deportment)  and when they do open their mouth,  they confirm what I 
surmised!   But you  could  be like me  –  if  and  only if,  you read and understand The Bible, –  that is all that Yahweh desires  (He utterly detests  
everything  that is associated with “Religion”  and of its practices that divert the devotee away from Yahweh  [Matt.23v13, 23,  and then all of the 
chapter 23 is most appropriate for what occurs today]  hence Rev.18v4). 

In writing this  –  I am only trying to shake the reader’s mind to think and thoroughly consider what they know. 
If you do not know much,  then read a good quality Bible to gain that knowledge  (Luke.2v45-51, Acts.22v3, 26v3-6, 2Time.3v15-17, etc.). 
This is what Yahweh Desires  Matt.7v7-8.   Do not become indoctrinated  (by people claiming to represent God – most likely,  they do not)!    
Rigorously challenge everything for  “righteousness”,   to gain  assurance/competence/authority  in what you know! 

Thoroughly challenge what you read on this website   “FutureLife.Org,   only then,  do we iterate together towards  “The Disclosing Truth”! 
How many  “Leaders of Religion”  would invite you  “to challenge what they state”?   None! 

I think that shows   Who might be speaking  “The Truth”,   and conversely   Whose doctrine is full of unrighteous holes  (to be hidden in “darkness”)! 
2Cor.   3v2 og The  {written message}/epistle/letter  {of/from us} {specifically yourselves}  {you are/being}   
2Cor.   3v2 og (the having been) engraved/inscribed/written  in  to the [= within]  hearts/{seat of motivation}  {of/from us},   
2Cor.   3v2 og (the being) {with certainty}/{absolutely known/understood}  also  (the being) {to know again}/read   
2Cor.   3v2 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) all  (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men. 
2Cor.   3v2 = {specifically yourselves},  {you are}  our  letter/epistle,   

the having been  engraved/inscribed  within  our  heart/{seat of motivation},   
the being  {absolutely known/understood}  also  the being  read  by  all  of the  Mankind. 

 

Specifically yourselves,  you are our letter    (a marvellous spin around by Paul,  to state they are The Resultant of God’s Word  as taught by a TC) 
having been  (spiritually)  engraved within our  heart/{seat of motivation}    (The Recipients become the reason for Paul’s existence) 
being absolutely  known/understood,  also being read by Mankind    (The Deportment of the recipients to a TC’s teaching is widely recognised). 

               (Confirming,  TCs are constantly  assessed/judged  by The Watching World  for suitability of Leadership  (when everyone is in The Millennium) 
 

A repeat of what JCg teaches at Matt.7v16-19,  -  where The Fruit (= the congregational members)  of The Tree  (= the Christian leader)  yielding the 
spiritual  (good or bad)  DNA in the fruit  (thus bringing forth the HS built  only  upon the  unadulterated  “Word of God”).  This is absolutely  not  as we 
are taught today by delinquent  worldly Christian leaders to be  “merely good deeds”  (as taught by  all   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  operating 
under worldly methodology),  and thus spinning  “The Word of God”!    Please see my commentaries at Rom.4v1-8 where Paul explains the difference 
using Abraham as an illustration between  (1) good deeds and  (2) what Yahweh really desires! 
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Paul is stating,  TCs demonstrate their fidelity to JC’s Ministry by showing TCs’ lifestyles are  not  of The Present World,  and The Sincerity 
presented within the TCs is amplified within those people receptive in The Brethren eagerly becoming TCs in their own right  (to the very best 
of their ability  –  Matt.25v15). 

Clearly this is witnessed by The World  (as The Bible tells us)  as a  “Mark on our Forehead”  (= to mean  “easily recognised by the general public”)  – 
TCs have  no  need for  “The Garb”  (= the physical clothes/trinkets)  hanging off their bodies.  Importantly,  “The Mark”  becomes the metaphoric  
“clothes”  (easily viewed by the public)  of our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  becoming as the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  
“Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this present world of sin}”  (= the “HS”). 
Consequently,  I ask the reader to carefully examine  all  those  people who supposedly come in  “The Name of The Lord”  principally by examining what 
is their fruitage,  being the congregations they lead   –   

Are the congregational members equally precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in humility? 
This firstly requires learning  all  the subject matter first  (2Tim.3v15-17)!   
Or merely claiming to have the HS for personal vanity –  but are clearly  not  operating by  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle? 

Because obviously  -  if  it  is  for  personal  vanity  –  then it is  not  the HS operating within these people,  because  Yahweh is directing its use  to fulfil 
His  Desire and  not  the  charlatan  (Christian Leader)  fulfilling  his/her  own  desire!    It is really,  all very obvious! 
2Cor.   3v3 og (The being) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest/plain}/declared/revealed  because   
2Cor.   3v3 og {you are/being}  (the) {written message}/epistle/letter  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
2Cor.   3v3 og (the) {waited upon menially}/{servant assisting}/ministered  under/through/inferior/below/by   
2Cor.   3v3 og {of/from us},   (the having been) engraved/inscribed/written  not  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) ink,   
2Cor.   3v3 og but  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) God  (the) living/existing,  
2Cor.   3v3 og no/not/none  in  (to the [= within]) {moulding boards}/{flat surface plates/tablets}  
2Cor.   3v3 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) stony/{made of stone},   
2Cor.   3v3 og but  in  (to the [= within]) {moulding boards}/{flat surface plates/tablets}  (to the) heart/{seat of motivation}   
2Cor.   3v3 og (to the) {similar to flesh}/soft/fleshly. 
2Cor.   3v3 = Because  the being  {rendered apparent}/{made manifest}   (to The World),   

you   (Brethren aiming to become TCs)   are}  the  letter/epistle  of the  Christ/Anointed   (of  “The Ideal Goal”) 
ministering/{servants assisting}  under/through  us   (TCs);      (The Brethren are being accurately trained to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
the having been  written/inscribed  not  by ink  but within  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  living/existing  God   (Yahweh);   
not  within  stone  (cold and dead)   tablets,   but  within fleshly tablets  in the  heart/{seat of motivation}. 

 

Because being rendered apparent    (to The World in your imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle), 
You  (brethren aiming to be TCs)  are the  letter/epistle  of the Anointed   (being  “The Required Standard”  to become a future  “Son of God”) 
servants assisting under us  (TCs),    (= accurate  “on the job”  training as instructed by JC at Luke.10v1-10, etc.) 
having been written not by ink,  but within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   of the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh); 
                 (= it is  only  by inculcating “The Word of God” and doing it,  that we gain the  one/same  spirit/etc.  of Yahweh  -  there is  no  other route) 
                 (Any person who suggests any other [easy] route is simply  “A Liar” and  “A Fraudster”  to  “The Ideal of which Yahweh Desires”.) 
not within stone tablets,  but within fleshly tablets in the  heart/{seat of motivation}. 
 

My point  (made earlier)  being that Paul  is  writing  to the elders  of The Brethren  (= “{specifically yourselves}” –  see later)  who  are  motivated to 
become TCs in their own right.  Obviously Paul is  not  writing an endorsing phrase like this if it were to be misappropriated towards the deviant 
Brethren  back-sliding  into The World to become  “Worldly Christians”  (as we read later)  –  of whom atheists and those people of other religions are 
able to state   “Being  {rendered apparent}  (to The World)”  …  as being  “hypocrites”  to the message they claim to espouse! 
Sadly I need to state  “the obvious”  because  charlatan Christian leaders spin verses like this around to be supportive of their  malevolent/deceptive  
behaviour  (under the cover of  “fine [delusionary] words”)  which is  not  fulfilling Yahweh s Desire  –  thus they  are  blaspheming against the HS  
(Matt.12v31, etc.). 
2Cor.   3v4 og (the) reliance/confidence/trust  and  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}   
2Cor.   3v4 og (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  through (reason of)  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
2Cor.   3v4 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  God [Yahweh]. 
2Cor.   3v4 = And  we  have/possess  {truly this}  reliance/confidence/trust     (of  {specifically yourselves}  faithful Brethren  elders)   

through reason of the  Christ/Anointed  towards  the God  (Yahweh). 
 

And we have truly this  reliance/trust   (of specifically yourselves brethren,  assiduously aiming to be TCs,  by  precisely imitating  JC) 
Through reason of the Anointed  (JC became The Reason for Yahweh to obtain His 144000 TCs)   towards the God  (Yahweh). 
 

Paul has confidence these specific brethren  (as the elders)  are truly motivated to become Sons of God through JCg’s presence/parousia  as “The Word 
of God”  correctly operating within TCs as judged by The World,  to be  “different to The World”  (1Peter.2v9)  –  perhaps  “a little odd”  to The World,  
because they do  not  follow the same methodology of  “indulging the self”  as do those people firmly planted within The World.   
TCs imbued by the methodology of their future adopting father,  Abraham (Yahweh)  -  and are thus are  only sojourners  within this present world while 
they  await the time where they can make a permanent home within this world  -  but physically under the rulership of JCg  (Rev.19v16)  within The 
Millennium as  kings/priests  (1Pet.5v4, 2Tim.4-6, Rom.8v17, 22-23, Rev.1v6, etc.)  over  “The Resurrected World”. 
Again,  notice the wording  “anointed”  in relation to Yahweh,  being the  only  Entity able to make this possible  (Matt.19v26). 
2Cor.   3v5 og No/Not/None  because  (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient     
2Cor.   3v5 og {we are/being}  off/away/separated/from  (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]   
2Cor.   3v5 og (to) reckon/calculate/reason  {some/any/certain thing}  
2Cor.   3v5 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  {from/out of}  (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves],   
2Cor.   3v5 og but  the  {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient  {of/from us}   
2Cor.   3v5 og {from/out of}  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
2Cor.   3v5 = Not  because  {we are}  ample/fit/sufficient  to  (correctly)  reckon/reason  {some/any/certain thing}  as  off/from  ourselves,   

but  our  ampleness/fitness/sufficiency  (is sourced)  {from out of}   of the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

Not because we are ample to  (correctly)  reason anything of ourselves,  as from ourselves   (we cannot competently judge things/ourselves) 
but our ampleness  (is sourced)  from out of the God  (Yahweh)    (Yahweh judges and supplies what we require to fulfil His Desire). 
 

What a fine and accurate statement –  being stated by TCs who sow and water the seed  (God’s Word)  with wholesome knowledge for  no  worldly 
return  but only to fulfil  “The Goal”  set by JC  (precisely as JC taught us at John.4v36-37)  being the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire to firstly attain 
144000 Sons of God out of The Gospel Age! 
However,  we must be so extremely careful!   Because while the  charlatan  Christian leader might state similar sentiments  

“The  (presumed)  Power”  of their works  “does not come from them”  in a supposed public act of humility and deference to “God”!   
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Any proficient auditor of their  words/deeds/lifestyle  and  more importantly  a similar audit of their congregational members clearly show this  
fine/sweet  talking  “Christian leader”  is  “running a racket”  –  being a  self-indulgent  lifestyle  on the back  of  “The Word of God”!   
This is precisely  why  Paul says  (Rom.1v16-32),  Yahweh allows these many,  many  charlatan Christian leaders to have  “their day”  in the 1st part of 
their physical life  (that may be for the  iniquitous  leaders their  only  life/existence)  to fully express their  self-indulgent  desires to be fully revealed. 
This is what Paul means by fire  (1Cor.3v13)  being Yahweh's  “Special/Greater 1st Judgement”  –  that shall become exposed in The Millennium  –   
when everything done in secret now  (in the 1st part of our physical lives)  shall be shouted across the roof-tops in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)! 
Noting  “The Power”  is absolutely  not  “feigned miracles”,  but rather  “The Power of The Word of God”  to reform a  callus/hardened  heart that has 
been built upon years of worldly methodology!   Then Yahweh works in and around the TC within The Environment to make the TC more effective in  
accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to  his/her  neighbours for absolutely  no  worldly return  (Matt.6v1-7, etc.,)  except abuse  (John.16v1-4). 
 
Instruction – repeat - Only Yahweh assigns “apostles” (= “appointed to tell”,  thus holy = TCs)  -  no  human is able! 
25th Instruction – TCs imitate their Master JC,  they rush around in lowly positions taking nothing from The World for 
their work,  and truly serve The World by giving out Yahweh’s Word to those people interested in receiving it. 
23rd Comment – TCs are truly motivated in utter  sincerity/genuineness  to fulfil the above instruction  –  for they truly 
recognise Yahweh is watching and assaying their behaviour –  worldly religious leaders truly  believe in themselves! 
20th Reasoning - The Fruitage of the TCs’ work are people prepared to imitate the TCs,  whereupon The World can 
physically see the  honesty/sincerity/purity  of their lifestyle with that of The Message presented.  Thus,  the synapse 
construction is being formed by the same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of the TCs,  of JCg,  as that of Yahweh. 
12th Allegory – “Letter Kills” = The Law written upon stone tablets set The Standard that humans,  sourced by Adam,  
failed!   What is written on The Active Brethren’s  heart/{seat of motivation}  can be visibly read by The World in their 
actions,  being of their  ministry/lifestyle  –  driven by the  accurate Knowledge given to them by the TCs. 
13th Allegory – Covenant = Baptism into The Bilateral Agreement with Yahweh through JCg.  “Everlasting Life”  is 
possible  provided  we  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (operational over a 2 part life)  –  where  “Everlasting Life”  is 
guaranteed if we imitate JC in the 1st part of our life  or  optional if we leave it to occur in the 2nd part of our life. 
21st Reasoning – The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  constructed by  “The Knowledge” of “The Word of God”  being 
The Methodology of our life will deliver everlasting life,  conversely the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  constructed from 
the knowledge of The World  (including worldly religious leaders)  shall lead to death,  being  outside  Yahweh’s Desire. 
2Cor.   3v6 og Who/Which/That [singular, masc.]   also  (we) enabled/qualified/{made able}  us/our/we   
2Cor.   3v6 og (the) {runners for errands}/attendants/{waiters on duty}/ministers/servants  (of the) new/fresh   
2Cor.   3v6 og (of the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement,  
2Cor.   3v6 og not  (of the) {a writing}/letter/note/epistle/book/scripture   but  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits;   
2Cor.   3v6 og the  for  {a writing}/letter/note/epistle/book/scripture  (it) kill/{put to death}/slay (intention to destroy)   
2Cor.   3v6 og the  and  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (it) vitalises/{makes alive}/{gives life/existence}. 
2Cor.   3v6 = Who  (Yahweh)   also  qualified/{made able}  us  (TCs)   the  {runners for errands}/ministers/{waiters on duty} 

        (the TCs are expected to run about with  “The Real Gospel”  to new people  [is this what we see with our Christian leaders]?) 
of the  new/fresh  (bilateral)  Contract/Covenant/Agreement,    (between Yahweh and The Christian Nation to yield 144000 TCs),   
not  of the  writing/letter,     (“The Law of Moses”  given to the old  Fleshly “Israel”  based solely  on works),   
but  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits,    (given to us by JCg to the  new  fleshly “Israel” = Christian Nation based on the mind),   
for the  writing/letter  kills/slays,    (we cannot meet its requirements if driven by worldly methodology within the mind),   
and  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {makes alive}/{gives life}.    (when mind is purified + resurrected within a perfected body). 

 

Who (Yahweh through JC)  also qualified us   (TCs inculcate  all of  “The Word of God”,  thoroughly  assay/test  it  and  fulfil it with fidelity)   
the runners for errands   (to accurately teach  “The Word of God”  as slaves to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)   
of the new  (bilateral)  Contract/Covenant   (between Yahweh and the members of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  =  “Christians”,  to yield 144000 TCs) 
not of the writing   (not by   “The Law of Moses”  written down on stone tablets  [being  “outside”  us]) 
but in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (the  reformed person's mind,  having personally built it upon  “The Word of God”  [Gal.6v15, etc.]) 
for the writing kills   (inasmuch it only addresses  “The Works”,  and  not  “The Mind”  behind/sourcing  our works) 
and the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of  “The Reformed Mind”  [being  “inside”  us])    
gives life   (we have perfected our mind upon “The Word of God”  [= JC]). 
 

Beware of The Spin our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders put of this verse  (to excuse themselves from making  “The Required Reform 
of their mind”   -  inasmuch they push  “The Responsibility”  off themselves,  unto some  “nebulous thing”).   This is  not  what Yahweh Desires,  He 
wants us to make  “The Personal Reform of our mind”  so we  can  live forever,  but  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  get in the way of this 
requirement!   That is exactly why we need The Millennium so they  can  be  “booted out of office”  and replaced with the 144000 TCs and prophets  
(Luke.20v16, etc.,)  having proved themselves worthy by taking personal Responsibility of precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Important note  (based upon what The Bible  precisely tells us)  

The corrupted physical body yielding corrupted works against our neighbour dies for an eternity,  but the mind  (= “synapse construction 
mapping”)  created  by our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  based upon the knowledge within our local environment,  being the  “synapse 
construction mapping”  is  captured by Yahweh  upon our death and is safely retained as our  “heavenly treasure”  (see glossary)  in 
Yahweh's Depository  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33). 
In this manner Yahweh can give us  the possibility  of life forever when a  new  body is programmed with this saved  “mapping profile”  to 
recreate a precise clone of our reasoning  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits)  that  only  becomes  “conscious”  when  this reprogramming 
has occurred  (see Eze.37v1-28 particularly v8-10  being metaphorically the reprogramming process).   Where  “The Resurrection”  of  
“Israel”   is over  two  time periods  -  “The Early Adopters”  (= The Spiritual 3rd Epoch Israel)   “supremely blessed”  at  “The 1st 
(Firstfruit) Resurrection”   and then the second time period being  “The Resurrected World”  (= The Fleshly 3rd Epoch Israel)  in  “The 2nd 
(Main) Resurrection”.   

Note what  “Israel”  really  means   “persevere with subjector”  over the 3 epochs of time which the term is to be understood! 
Where,  with  “The Knowledge” (of God’s Word),  we can either persevere  positively  or  negatively  with the subjector  (= God). 

Statement - 
“The Law of Moses”  physically sets  “The Righteous Standard” of which our works should match  -  to physically yield a perfected society. 

However because our thoughts  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  based upon worldly methodology  (= the 1st part of our spiritual life)  are  not  driven 
“Righteously”,  then we fail within our works that follow our  “unrighteous worldly thoughts”  for  self-satisfaction/gratification/indulgence   (to the hurt 
of our neighbour [worldly methodology]).  Obviously this does not lead to a  “perfect society”  –  but a very imperfect society that we have witnessed   
(and “have need to witness [and participate within]”  else we would deny we would be like it – unless “lived it”)  for the last some 6000 years ! 
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However - 
“The Law of Moses”  set  “The Required Physical Standard”  that JC operating solely upon  “righteous thoughts to The World of God”  
demonstrated works that did surpassed “The Law of Moses” (Matt.5v17-18).  

Reasoning - 
That without  “The Law of Moses”  then JC could  not  be  “righteously assayed by Yahweh as being perfect”  –  in the midst of all the 
judging witnesses within The Universe  (hence Rev.5v2-9 occurring at the beginning of The Gospel Age – after his resurrection)! 
All this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders/scholars/theologians  - evidential – because they never teach it! 

Outcome - 
This demonstrated to The World  (and all reasoning entities of the Universe  –  especially Satan,  who would personally delight in finding any 
logical loophole in Yahweh’s decision)  that JC  was  righteous and thus  worthy  (Rev.5v9,10),  exactly as TCs must do within the 1st part of 
their physical life  (while perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon JC as  “The Word of God”)  to be considered  “Righteous”  by 
Yahweh  (as judged in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  made by Yahweh  based upon JC’s Golden Standard),  and thus also likewise 
become resurrected as the future  “Sons of God” = The Bride of JC  (Rev.21v2,9, Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, etc.,)  in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  
bodies  (Rev.19v6-9, 1Cor.15v35-55, etc.). 

Conclusion:-  
Thus JC fulfilled  “The Law of Moses”  (Matt.5v17-18)  and then JC’s Law  (Mark.12v30-31)  supplemented/added  to  “The Law of Moses” 
because his Two Precepts  drove the thoughts that motivate the heart  to deliver  “unfeigned righteous works”.  Likewise,  TCs following JC 
lifestyle,  by precisely imitating him are resurrected as Priests  (1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.),  to teach  “Righteousness”  (the thoughts that direct 
the heart)  to the resurrected fleshly people (in The Millennium),  thereby giving them their last opportunity to live as the TC did and more so 
then,  in  their last opportunity.  This occurs over  “The Great Sabbath/Lord’s Day” “provided to make Mankind holy”  (Mark.2v27-28)  that 
lasts for 1000 years  (2Pet.3v8, John.19v31, 20v1, Rev.20v1-7).  This demonstrates the  righteous/logical  nature of Yahweh’s requirements 
totally supported by  all  verses within The Bible.  Please read all my cited commentaries. 

Let us examine the  two very separate  scenarios:-  
Firstfruit  or  Main Harvest? 

The Firstfruits comprises of - 
1. The  Prophets/{Ancient Worthies}  from out the 1st Epoch Israel  (Jews) 
2. 144000 TCs elected from out of the 2nd Epoch Israel  (Christians) 

I will only discuss the 144000 TCs – being applicable to  our  epoch of time. 
The TC’s are presently  (during The Gospel Age)  living in  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  during the 1st part 
of their physical life and try exceptionally hard to follow Yahweh’s requirements in their demonstrable “Real Faith”  (see Heb.11v1+ as 
examples of people within the 1st Epoch Israel,  noting specifically what Paul says at Heb.11v36-40). 
This  “Righteous to Yahweh’s Requirements”  deportment  (to become a TC/{Son of God}  is  not  possible when driven by  “blind faith”  as 
shown by  all  worldly  “Pious Religious People”  who choose  not  to thoroughly question the  “unrighteous religious nonsense”  they are 
told by their  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.  

Because the TCs have taken upon themselves JCg in  “The Real Faith”  through baptism,  they are now  not  living directly to  “The Law of Moses”,  but 
to  “The Law of JC”.  They are now judged by Yahweh according to their  desires/motives  and  not  their works,  being fully repentant  (not feigned)  
should they fail  “The Law of Moses”.  This is why Yahweh  (through JCg as our intercessor [1Tim.2v5] operating as  “The Word of God”  within  “The 
Environment”)  becomes known as the Heart-Knower  (see  Luke and Acts)  “determining the genuineness to The Required Standard”  of  “The Word of 
God”  ideally operating within us,  which perfected,  shall be yielding the HS.  Thus, the TCs will be judged as being righteous for a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  incorruptible  (= not  a DNA fleshly)  body,  from which they can  never  die,  living for an eternity (Rev.20v6).   
This comes with an especially important note of clarification (because of the  unrighteous nonsense taught by Leaders of Christendom)    

For the Firstfruits (144000 TCs),  The Judgement to  (guaranteed)  Life eternal  (being “The 1st Judgement”)  is made by Yahweh  BEFORE  
their  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev. 20v6)  that occurs 3.5 years before the Gospel Age close  (and then 
the start of The Millennium). 

By contrast  (hence, see my most important commentary of some 17,000 words at Rev.20v5 that explains why the 1st sentence is a copyist addition)  
For the Main Harvest  (for 99.9+ % of all people)  The Judgment to (future) Life eternal  (being  “The 2nd Judgement”)  is made by JC and 
the 144000 TCs  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, Rev.3v21)  comes very much later  AFTER  their  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  
at  “The 2nd Resurrection”  (inasmuch logically,  it follows “The 1st Resurrection”).  This Main Judgment for The Main Harvest occurs some 
1000 years later for most people - 

Thus for the remainder of us  (approximately 99.99+% of all humans having existed)  we will be resurrected into perfected DNA 
fleshly bodies given in trust   (of which Adam and Eve had)  that being  “corruptible”  can  possibly die for an eternity being  
“The 2nd Death”   (Rev.2v11, 20v6)   if  they  consciously/desire  to sin.  

Because JC  only died  the once  for us  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.)  –  hence our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (= 
resurrection)  from the 1st part of our physical life  –  there is now  no  other  atonement/{buy back}/reset  for  our future premeditated sin  
after  our awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (= resurrection)  into The Millennium. 

However we  are  taught  “Righteousness”  with Satan  removed,  (Rev.20v3, 7)  and the  “flow of the stream”  will then be with us to be successful to 
“The Law of Moses”,  where  “the climate”  will be of helping,  being charity (agape)  form of  “love”  mutually operating within all people.   
Those people who then  refuse  to reform their mind to become Christlike,  (millions of people, hence Rev.14v19-20)  will be “surgically” removed  
(Matt.13v29-30)  that becomes their/”The 2nd death”  of  finality/annihilation. 
At  “The End of The Millennium”  training period,   Satan will be released for 3.5 years  (to “replicate/imitate” JC’s ministry and temptation taken into 
account by Yahweh where JC must not cause  premeditated  sin  “even the once”  during this assay 3.5 year period being between Matt.3v17 and 17v5 
as Yahweh’s  “Good to go”  unto  “the next stage”  confirmation to JC).  The remaining humans  (now with those people having grown up from dying as 
a child,  or having some mental incapacitation,  or perhaps as aborted foetus in the 1st part of their physical life having  not  been tested in Satan’s 
original system of some 6000 years of Mankind from Adam/Eve)  will be fully tested even  as will all other people  not  making the grade of TC  during 
the 1st part of their physical life.    This is  true  “Righteousness”  in The Whole of Yahweh's Plan  –  to be the  perfect  balance into the eternity! 
We must understand during this period,  any person who  deliberately  sins  (over their neighbour = family member then)  the once  during this 3.5 year 
period  for self-indulgent reasons  (at the end of The Millennium  [Rev.20v7]  will experience  their/”The 2nd Death”  of  finality/annihilation  
(Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15, etc.). 
JC  only  died for premeditated sins in the 1st part of our physical life  (hence the “buy-back”  of his Ransom Sacrifice)  to get us all into the 2nd part of 
our physical life  –  but  not  during our last opportunity of leaving The Millennium into The Eternity.  Furthermore,  irrespective of the unrighteous 
nonsense preached by our “Professional Leaders of Christendom” JC did not cover us in death beyond The Millennium*,   we stand or fall on  “what we 
personally choose to do”  beyond The Millennium into The Eternity,   else it contravenes Yahweh’s Law   “The day you sin  –  you will  (begin to)  die” 
(everlastingly)  (Gen.2v17)  which has never been,  nor will be rescinded Matt.5v17-18.   
Thus for 3.5 years at the end of The Millennium,  all people having lived through The Millennium must never commit any  premeditated  sin  =  no selfish 
acts,  but only the charity form of love is to be displayed.  Note my comments in The Gospels when I discuss the prophetic allegory Yahweh instituted 
regarding  “The Sabbath Week of Unleavened Bread”  and its representation going forth into The Jubilee Year for all of successful Mankind. 
*Most Important Note   

All  humans  (irrespective of who they are or what they have done [being the most heinous of crimes])  are covered  over/during  The 
Millennium  (because JC covered  all  of us  [without favour, Matt.22v16, 1John.2v2]  over/during  “The Great Sabbath Day”  by his death  
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[John.19v31, 20v1]).  This is the time  (in the 2nd part of our physical lives, given in trust)  where we are constructively learning how to 
replace our sinful state  (= replacing worldly methodology with Yahweh's Methodology to be worked out in our life). 

But  “The Cover”  JC gave is  not  extended for habitual unrepentant future sin into The Eternity  (else how does this lead to a  “perfect society”)  –  but  
“The Unconditional Atonement” is to get absolutely  all  of us from our previous life into the 2nd part of our life of The Millennium to be taught by 
“Good Leaders” JCg and his wife  (144000 TCs).   This is available for every human,  irrespective of religious belief  (because religious leaders 
represent the present god of this world,  Satan,  as innumerate Bible references teach us). 
Moreover,  “The  Limited Cover”  during The Millennium is  only  provided for sideslips and inadvertent transgressions  (as JC taught us at Luke.17v4, 
etc.,)  it does not excuse deliberate premediated sin to hurt our neighbour which firstly shall be stamped upon  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  with 100% 
success rate  before  the sin occurred!   Repeated offence during the Millennium shall result in  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation come early for 
persistent perpetrators of deliberate premeditated sin. 
We might ask ourselves - 

How are the elected 144000 TCs able to make  “The Required Grade”  (of Sonship)  in the 1st part of their physical life? 
Because the TCs now are living in  “The Real Faith” through the required 3 stages   (driving them for  The Expectation of The Inheritance)  when The 
World  (as orchestrated by the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  is against them,  and thus cements their  “real faith”  within Yahweh,  to stoically 
persevere to  “The Goal”,  while   they have  not  yet experienced what “Real Life”  is to be like in The Millennium.   Their mind is wholly driven by 
“The Word of God”  as the lord/master  (JC, Rev.19v13,16)  truly/unfeigned  operating within them  -  hence Luke.17v21 is occurring within their 
thoughts to imitate JC in their  real/unfeigned  charity output (Matt.6v1-8).  We realise these specific individuals have shown the correct mentality 
(agapao)  delivering the visible works  (agape)  to The World,  not for Yahweh's sake,  because He already knows who they will be,  but rather these 
144000 TCs need to show The World they  are  demonstrably worthy to receive  “The  Respect/Honour/Glory/Dignity”  from  “The Resurrected World”. 
By contrast - 
Most people  (99.9+% of Mankind)  cannot demonstrate themselves as having  brought forward  The Millennium in the manner as did JC or the 144000 
future Sons of God demonstrated in the 1st part of their physical life.   JC and the 144000 TCs operated in an impassioned  “Expectation”  to make The 
Millennium become a reality  [1] in their mind by imitating JC  (Luke.17v21)  and  [2] by doing [1]  physically placed themselves in the driving seat to 
make The Millennium occur by being part of filling  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  for JC's 2nd Advent to occur. 
Therefore,  most people only had perhaps  a vain hope  of what “Religion”  pretended to offer  and are thus righteously captured within  “The General 
Resurrection”  -  because  “Religion”  failed them!   The members of  The Resurrected World shall then become part of  “The Inheritance”  in their new 
perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  (to then be taught “Righteousness”  by the 144000 “Heirs”).  These people shall  not  live in  “a hope”,  
because it becomes  a  certainty/reality  -  when  “living it”  for 1000 years as a practical experience in the most wonderful conditions!   

JCg is with them,  they have learnt from Yahweh’s equivalent of the  {HD DVDs}/{flash memory}  of the previous 1st part of their physical life,  
everything will have been explained. 

Then at the end of the 1000 years of practical training in a perfect environment there can be  no  excuse to fail,  except a wanton desire to rebel  
(Rev.22v15-17) –  thus  rejected now by JCg  and the  kings/priests  (not  Yahweh,  see all of John chapter 5)  when JCg and the 144000 TCs then judges 
The World  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28,  Luke.22v30,  1Cor.6v1-3, Rev.3v21, etc.  = The 3rd Epoch of “Israel”).  
Noting that it was Yahweh who previously judged to gain  His  personal  “Sons of God”  (during The 2nd Epoch of “Israel” = “The Christian Nation”)  
made visible at the 1st 2nd C of JCg  =  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, 20v6, etc.). 
Hopefully,  the reader can see the  very  logical  differentiation  between all the aspects of the two  awakenings/resuscitations  (= resurrections)  spoken 
about within The Bible,  and the  two very different   judgements  –  also  spoken about within The Bible.  This however is  never  explained by  worldly 
Christian leaders because it is all still  a  big mystery  to them  (up to 2007 CE)  –  they even get  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  muddled-up 
with torture  –  clearly something that Satan would desire to be confusing  (Satan does  not  want Sons of God bringing his nemesis, Rev.20v1-3, 10)! 
Also note    
Claiming to have Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits (= HS)  does not mean we have it!   And feigning to have  “the gifts of the spirit”  also does  
not  mean  “we have the spirit”  or the  “real gifts”.  Understand  why  Yahweh operates through His HS in the manner that He precisely does  –  then  
this becomes the key to unlock whether people actually have the HS  –  or  not,  ,  where,  “not”  is  exceedingly likely to be the case! 
 
24th Comment – The Law given on stone tablets occurred at the same time Moses’  countenance/face  glowed,  so that for 
many days Moses needed to cover his face from The Israelites – it was so bright they could not look upon him. 
22nd Reasoning – If the given Law could not save humans  (because they chose to ignore it),  but was given from The Same 
Source that caused The Giver (Moses)  to glow so Israel could not look at him  (but faded after time),  then how much 
better is the given Law as practised by The Giver (JC)  that  is  able to  freely give  eternal life to all humans? 
14th Allegory – “Moses countenance faded over days” =  was representative in prophecy of The Law given on stone 
tablets to fade in effectiveness because it could not give life to humans.  Importantly, it set  “The Standard”  upon which 
“The Countenance/face”  of  “The Next Giver” (JC) will never fade and likewise his Laws shall never fade being  “The 
Golden/Kingly Standard”  upon which Yahweh might give life to all humans that can never fade? 
Allegory – repeat - heart = “Seat of  passion/zeal/desire/motivation”  to get something done,  guided by  The Mind/Brain  
gaining its information from  “The Knowledge” of “The Word of God”  given to us by JC’s ministry (lifestyle/wisdom). 
23rd Reasoning – The Law of Moses set The Standard for JC’s Ministry/Lifestyle  to surpass  (which it did)  and it shall 
never  be repelled;  that is  why  JC told us he came to fulfil The Law and not to destroy The Law  (Matt.5v17-18). 
15th ‘Allegory’ – The Expectation = The Utter Certainty a TC has within  his/her  mind of The Millennial Expectation, 
based upon  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Righteous Logic”  within Yahweh’s Plan that supremely surpasses anything this 
World can invent,  ensures the TC will imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  “The Expectation”  of precisely what JC 
received upon his  awakening/rousing = “Sonship to Yahweh”  being  The Most Wonderful Thing  that surpasses anything 
available else within this Universe  –  upon which  The Inheritance  of The World will be given with Sonship.  
26th Instruction – The TCs will  “{with all out speaking}/plainly/boldly”  accurately  teach “The Word of God” to The 
World freely,  because it means so much to them –  given to them freely –  they dispense it freely to any hearkening person. 
2Cor.   3v7 og [Ex.34v34]  if  And  the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}   
2Cor.   3v7 og of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality  in  (to the [= within]) {writings}/letters/notes/epistles/books/scriptures   
2Cor.   3v7 og (the having been) engraved/written/scribed  in  (to the [= within]) stone,   
2Cor.   3v7 og (it) {became to be}  in  (to the [= within]) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence [singular],   
2Cor.   3v7 og thus/{insomuch that}  not  (to be) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  
2Cor.   3v7 og (to) {gaze intently}/{behold earnestly}/stare/{fix eyes upon}  the  sons  (the) Israel  into/unto   
2Cor.   3v7 og the  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  (of the) Moses   
2Cor.   3v7 og through (reason of)  the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   of the   
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2Cor.   3v7 og {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  (of the) him;   the (thing [writing on stone])     
2Cor.   3v7 og (the being) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified/annulled/wasted/{done away}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Ex.34v34  
2Cor.   3v7 = And  if  the  ministry/{servicing in the world}  of the  death/fatality   

(given)  within  writing/letter  the having been  engraved/written  within  stone,    (“The Law of Moses”  given on two tablets),   
{became to be}  within  glory/honour/dignity    (sourced by Yahweh to Moses and it  could  give  “life”  –  of which it did  to JC) 
inasmuch  the sons  of the  Israel  (were)  not  able/capable  to  {gaze intently}/stare  unto  the  {frontal visage}/face  of  Moses, 
through reason  of the  glory/honour/dignity  of  his  {frontal visage}/face; 
(and yet all this)  the  (thing = The Law written on stone)   {rendered useless}/abolished/nullified   (for human salvation). 

 

And if the servicing in the world of the death   (If what was given to  serve/help/aid   The World actually yielded “Death”) 
having been engraved in letter within stone   (“The Law of Moses”  given on two tablets)  
became to be  (into existence)  within  glory/honour/dignity   (as sourced by Yahweh in the most spectacular manner  –  and  could give  “life”) 
inasmuch the sons of Israel  (were)  not able to gaze intently into the face of Moses   (Ex.34v34-35) 
through reason of the  glory/honour/dignity  of his frontal visage   (Moses' face expressed Yahweh's Glory) 
(and yet after all this glory of Yahweh transposed to Moses)   the   (thing = The Law written on stone)   rendered useless   (to yield human salvation).  
 

The point being made by Paul in his analogy is this    Just as  
When Moses saw  “the back of Yahweh”  on the top of Mount Sinai  (Ex.33v20-23),  the encounter of This Knowledge caused Moses’ face to  
radiate/glow  which  departed over time  (hence the covering in v13)  that was representative of our salvation under  “The Law of Moses”.   

Then likewise,   
Paul is calling upon this event by means of an allegory to what occurred with  “The Law of Moses”  which had its part to set the correct 
standard; but no person was able to meet it  –  thus it was weak and lost its radiant glow to gain everlasting life  –  just as Moses lost his glow 
over a few days.  But it was JC’s ministry that  radiated/glowed  with JC’s  “2 Laws”  directing The Mind  (Mark.12v30-31)  created by the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  (fusing with Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits)  being  “The Knowledge”  given by  “The Word of 
God”  (= JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  that enabled JC  to fulfil  “The Law of Moses”  (Matt.5v17-18).  This is precisely  why  JC  (together with 
his ransom sacrifice)  becomes  “The Golden Standard”  against which for Yahweh to judge  “Christians” (in  “The Special/Greater 
Judgement”)  and  also  becomes  “The Righteous Lynch Pin”  to enable the success of Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan”  for  all  humans 
within The Millennium as carefully and correctly explained  only  on this website   “FutureLife.Org”. 

Moreover,  an extension of this analogy from another angle would be - 
After ministering the  “Law of Death”  (only because humans could not fulfil it to gain “Life”)  through  “The Law of Moses” upon the 
tablets of stone given in glory  (by Yahweh)  to Moses.  So much so,  the sons of  “Israel”  (allegorically applied through the 3 epochs of 
“Israel”)  could not intently look upon Moses' face because its glory nullified Moses’ former feature,  typifying the former corrupted Worldly 
standards to be replaced by JC’s new standards for The Millennium  (as layers of  “The Remnant are taken out of Israel”  over  “The 3 
Epochs of Time”   –  1. Old Israel,  2. Christians,  3. The World  –  in The Millennium). 

Can the reader understand the righteous logic behind all these allegories?   
This  righteous  logic  (an infinitesimal amount shown here of what  is  available within The Bible)   is  specifically what separates The Bible when  
correctly explained  from   all  the utterly worthless  (regarding  “Human Salvation”)  worldly  sourced religions within The World  (including equally 
useless  worldly Christian doctrine)  as  “FutureLife.Org”  clearly and  freely  gives to The World. 
2Cor.   3v8 og {In what manner}/How  {not indeed}/{did not}  {greater degree}/{more than}/better   
2Cor.   3v8 og the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
2Cor.   3v8 og (it) {shall be}/{come to pass}  in  (to the [= within]) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  [singular]? 
2Cor.   3v8 = How  {not indeed}  better/rather  the  ministry/{servicing in the world}    (accurately teaching The Real Gospel) 

of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (when aligned with Yahweh’s)   {shall be}  within  glory/honour/dignity. 
 

How not indeed rather the servicing in the world   (“The Accurate Teaching”  of  “The Real Gospel”  of   “1st Century Christianity”)   
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (within a  reformed  TC imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  internally driven  by  “The Word of God”) 
shall be within  glory/honour/dignity   (being the analogy of Moses likewise operating with the  same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh) 
 

Note   The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within us  is to be perfected,  having been entirely built upon  “The Word of God”  to perfect us.   
Again,  Paul is making a 2 part analogy  

He is calling upon the account in Exodus and explains it was fulfilled some 1440 years later when JC demonstrated it fully in his  
ministry/lifestyle  in serving The World  (please see next few verses). 

However it is  also  again fulfilled within the TC’s 1st part of their physical life  (v16 onwards)  while purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  made 
evident to The World by Yahweh’s acceptance of their  ministry/lifestyle  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6,  being  “The 1st 2nd C of JCg”)  when JCg 
collects his faithful Bride  (of 144000 TCs  –  an event that is relatively soon to occur  –  referenced to 2013/20 CE). 
These TCs shall become  “Sons of God”  in their own right  –  where they too,  shall being afforded  glory/honour/dignity  by The World in The 
Millennium  (where being  The  Last/Least  within society  in the 1st part of their physical life,  become  The  First/Most  within society  [Matt.19v30, 
20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.]  in the 2nd part of their physical life that shall last for an eternity). 
2Cor.   3v9 og if  For  the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  of the  {sentencing adversely}/condemnation 
2Cor.   3v9 og [was]   in  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence,   (to the [= in/with/by/on]) many/much/plenteous   
2Cor.   3v9 og {greater degree}/{more than}/better   
2Cor.   3v9 og (it) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}   
2Cor.   3v9 og the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  of the  righteousness/equality/justification   
2Cor.   3v9 og (to the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence [singular]. 
2Cor.   3v9 = For  if  the  ministry/{servicing in the world}    (the Law given to the Israelite Nation administered by the priests,  was)   

of the  condemnation  (The Law of Works)   given  in  glory/honour/dignity,    (through Moses,  written by Yahweh on stone tablets),   
(then)   much  better/rather  the   ministry/{servicing in the world}    (The 2 Laws of JC espoused)   
of the  righteousness/equality/justification   (it is)   {super abounding}/exceeding  within  glory/honour/dignity. 
     (being JC’s thoughts,  motivating the heart  demonstrated by works of his ministry  to be imitated by the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age). 

 

For if the servicing in the world   (The Israelite Priests administering The Law for  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  [to then  teach The World]) 
of the condemnation   (“The Law on Works”  that yielded “Death”)   given in  glory/honour/dignity   (by the encounter of Yahweh via Moses), 
(then)   much better the servicing in the world   (Initially JC,  then the TCs administering The 2 Laws for the 2nd Epoch Israel  [to  teach the world]) 
of the righteousness  it is super abounding within  glory/honour/dignity   (because JC made it happen to give Life,  as copied by 144000 TCs). 
                  (= being JC's thoughts,  zealously driven to yield his  ministry/deportment,  imitated by the 144000 TCs of some following 2000 years) 
 

Paul is teaching us - 
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If  the ministry of  “The Law of Moses”  (as taught by the priests of the 1st Epoch of Israel)  being that which condemns  (brings to death) 
Mankind is considered glorious by Yahweh  (because it  is  righteous/equitable  to His standard of perfection),   
Then  how much more glorious is the  ministry/sacrifice  of JC  (as taught by the priests [= TCs] of the 2nd Epoch of Israel)  that brings 
righteousness  (enabling [guaranteed] life)  to those TCs  (as “The First Phase”[firstfruits]  of Salvation)  out of Mankind  who desire to 
precisely imitate JC.  

Moreover,  for those humans  (being some 99.99+% of Mankind)  who do not  (and cannot,  retrain their present mind while under Satan’s authority)    
make Yahweh’s required  “Golden/Kingly  Standard”  at  “The 1st 2nd C”  of JC  (= “The 1st Resurrection” Rev.20v6). 
They have been given their last opportunity to become  “Righteous”,  by learning of  “The Knowledge”  within The Millennium under a new  “heaven 
and earth”  (allegoric to “authority and systems”, 2Pet.3v11-13)  to wholly “believe in JC”  (by imitating him),  only because of JC’s ministry and 
selfless ransom sacrifice for  all  of humanity  (1John.2v2). 

Is this not  “Most Righteous”. 
Can  any  religion on this planet  (including worldly Christianity)  be as  “Righteous”  as that scenario explained above? 

Please will the advocates present themselves for examination by “FutureLife.Org”! 
2Cor.   3v10 og also  For  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}   
2Cor.   3v10 og (it has been) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified  the (thing)   
2Cor.   3v10 og (the having been) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified [singular]  in   
2Cor.   3v10 og {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  to the  apportion/division/section/share/piece/part   
2Cor.   3v10 og {on account of}/{by reason of}/{for the sake of}    
2Cor.   3v10 og of the  {throwing beyond the usual}/surpassing/exceedingly/excelling/passing   
2Cor.   3v10 og (of the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence. 
2Cor.   3v10 = For  {and not}  also  it has been  {rendered glorious}/magnified  the   (thing = “The Law of Moses”) 

the having been  {rendered glorious}/magnified    (= as shown by Moses’ countenance  -  as having been sourced by Yahweh) 
within  the  apportion/part  {by this},     (yet this 1st event was only but a small part of what was to be given through JC) 
{on account of}/{by reason}  of the  surpassing/excelling  glory/honour/dignity.     (= by the Laws of JC,  displayed by JC's ministry). 

 

And for not   (forgetting  -  hence keep at the forefront of our mind … … … ),   
also it has been rendered glorious the thing   (The Law of Moses,  that  could  give life  [and did to JC]  but only gave death to us, humans) 
having been rendered glorious   (when given to Moses,  by his frontal visage as viewed by  “The 1st Epoch Israel”) 
          (Moses led the way for the 1st Epoch Israel” to recognise by countenance,  what was on offer and they quickly rebelled against what was required!) 
within the apportion by this   (meaning,  but this event was only a small part of what was to occur through JC as viewed by  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”), 
on account of the excelling  glory/honour/dignity   (of JC's ministry/deportment  and resurrection unto Sonship to Yahweh). 
          (JC leads the way for the 2nd Epoch Israel”  to likewise recognise his countenance,  but like The Jews,  Christians rejected what he  truly means) 

 

Again,  Paul likes to expand on these analogies from the Tanakh  (The Bible’s Old Testament but written in different ordered sections). 
“The Law of Moses”  given by Yahweh,  was considered glorious then,  because it separated The Israelites away from The Heathen and gave 
an opportunity for everlasting life  (if The Law was correctly fulfilled within the recipient), verified by Moses’ radiant countenance as a seal 
of approval by Yahweh to “Israel”. 

However  “The Law of Works”  given by Moses was only given in part for us  (because we  “humans”  could not fulfil it)  but yet it did become glorious  
only because it was verified  through JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by giving JC   

“The Right” to become  “awakened/roused” (= resurrected as JCg)  because he surpassed The Law of Moses. 
By consequence,  JC added legitimacy to  “The Law of Moses”  for everlasting salvation  (for Israel’ over  “The 3 Epochs of Time”   [1. “Jews” prior 
JC’s ministry;  2. “Christian Nation” of The Gospel Age;  3. “Resurrected World” in The Millennium]).    
Furthermore,  this gave JC  “The Legal Right”  for him to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant of Yahweh”  with Mankind at his murder,  but ratified unto  
“The Christian Nation (= the “2nd Epoch Israel”)”  by Yahweh at JCg's resurrection. 
Now,  this 2nd Covenant is something that humans can pass with the one caveat - 

Every single person of Mankind over their 2 part physical life must learn to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 
JC gave  

The Ransom Sacrifice to enable all humans to have a second part of their physical life (= resurrection)  of which Yahweh makes possible. 
The Ministry to enable all humans to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (by gaining “Real faith”)  of which is a personal responsibility. 

The TCs are able to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life in the 1st part of their physical to become  “The Early Adopters” and hence future  “Heirs”. 
Most people need The Millennium,  2nd part of their physical life to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual to be “The Late Adopters” and “The Inheritance” 
We must realise - 

JC’s methodology,  being his  spirit/personality/desires/traits,  was the  one/same  with  “Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits” (= HS)  
that drove JC’s mind to deliver righteous works  (as we are told  [Matt.5v17-18]  JC did not removed any of The Law but  “fulfilled The 
Law”).   

Because of this,  JC then became  “the surpassing glory”,  being The Methodology he used upon which to establish  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for 
all humans to follow – thereby making possible for eternal salvation to occur within reformed people over their 2 part life as described above. 
This salvation can be guaranteed if  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  of  “The Surpassing Glory”  is practised with fidelity within a TC’s life,  or for all 
other humans when given the opportunity in The Millennium to  truly  “Believe in JC”  during their whole life comprising of 2 parts  (that may be an 
eternity). 
Where we must clearly understand - 

To  “believe in JC”  means  “to precisely imitate JC lifestyle”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
By contrast,  it is not  “the belief”  that Judas Iscariot had of JC  (John.6v64) which is  no  different in reality to  “the belief”  within most  “Christians”  
throughout The Gospel Age,  especially of “The Leaders”  when we audit their output against of what we are instructed to do – hence the terms of  
“hypocrisy”  and “darkness”  are much used in The Bible! 
2Cor.   3v11 og if  For  the (thing)  
2Cor.   3v11 og (the being) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified/annul/waste/{done away} 
2Cor.   3v11 og through (reason of)   (of the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence, 
2Cor.   3v11 og (to the) many/much/plenteous  {greater degree}/{more than}/better   
2Cor.   3v11 og the (thing)  staying/remaining/abiding/dwelling/enduring/standing   
2Cor.   3v11 og in  (to the [= within]) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence. 
2Cor.   3v11 = For if  the   (thing = “The Law of Moses”)   

it was  rendered useless  through reason of   (JC’s)   glory,    (within his  ministry/lifestyle  to become “The Wisdom of God”),  
the much  better/rather  the  (thing = The Law of Moses  surpassed{made better}  by JC’s 2 new Laws  enabling The 2nd Covenant)   
the  staying/enduring/remaining  within  the  glory/honour/dignity   (for an eternity  [in the 2nd part of our physical lives]). 

 

For if the thing  (The Law of Moses)   was rendered useless through reason of   (JC's)  glory/honour/dignity   (being of JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
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the much better thing  (The Laws of JC  [Mark.12v30-31]  exemplified by JC's ministry/lifestyle  to yield The 2nd Covenant that  can  give Life to  us) 
staying within the  glory/honour/dignity   (being its fruits existing for an eternity within all people choosing to imitate JC’s deportment.). 
 

All as I stated earlier.   
JC showed the more perfect way to enable fulfilment of  “The Existing Law of Moses”  that by itself was rendered useless in its prime aim to give “Life”   
(effectively became useless – because no human could successfully achieve it).  Consequently JC gave us The Methodology  (sourced by Yahweh)  in 
which to fulfil  “The Law of Moses”  and thus perfected  “The Law of Moses”  enabling Yahweh to resurrect humans on the back of what JC did for us,  
and give “Life”.   This can only legitimately occur,  provided we  truly  “believe in JC“  =  precisely  imitate JC  (which is what  [1] the TCs do during 
the 1st part of their physical life,  when purifying the 2nd part of the spiritual life upon “The Word of God”),  and what  [2] all  successful humans  must  
do in the 2nd part of their physical life when taught  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium. 

Therefore,  we  all  must ultimately  imitate JC lifestyle over our 2 part life to attain everlasting life. 
However,  the TCs become  “The Early Adopters”  and imitate  both  JC’s ministry and lifestyle  in  the 1st part  of their 2 part physical life. 

        Therefore,  by being  “The Early Adopters”  TCs have purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life on  “The Word of God”  to imitate him  (Rev.19v13)  
Hence,  the TCs receive a  (celestial)  physical body  commensurate  to their perfected mind  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to become “the Firstfruits”.  
From the above,  we eternally become  atoned/reset  by JC’s once-off ransom sacrifice  (only resetting the 1st part of our life  against The Law of Moses)  
while living in the 2nd part our life  upon the 2 laws of JC  (Mark.12v30-31)  –  thus driven by our then educated  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
commensurate with that of Yahweh’s  Desire/Personality/Desires/Traits –   only when  “we are imitating JC”  (the cover of which ends at the end of The 
Millennium.    
         We stand (live)  or fall (annihilated)  upon what  (1) we have learnt while having the opportunity  (2) to put it into practice what we have learnt. 

Can the reader see the utterly righteous logic of this?  
It is  staggeringly  simple  –  and most importantly,  utterly  “Righteous”! 
Regrettably,  never  taught like this by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  fraudulently  claiming to know! 

Most importantly,  Satan cannot righteously claim,  Yahweh has been unrighteous to any specific human individual who has existed on this planet! 
This specifically makes  “Yahweh Holy”  -  inasmuch no  “claim of blame”  can be legitimately made against Yahweh regarding any single human who 
has existed on this planet over some 6000 years.  “Yahweh is wholly innocent”  of all supposed charges regarding  “Life”  given to all reformed 
Humans into The Eternity,  and conversely,  for those people ultimately annihilated having proved themselves to The World as being “iniquitous”  
(knowing what is wrong and enjoyed sinning by doing  “what was known to be wrong”)! 
2Cor.   3v12 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]  therefore/then   
2Cor.   3v12 og {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}  (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence,   
2Cor.   3v12 og (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicly/plainly/clearly   
2Cor.   3v12 og (we) {furnish a need}/employ/{use it}/{act towards someone}, 
2Cor.   3v12 = Therefore/Then   (we as TCs)   the having  {truly this}  anticipation/expectation/confidence   

         (= of new 2nd part of our life in The Millennium based upon JC’s 2 Laws  [Mark.12v30-31]  and selfless sacrifice)   
we  employ/use/{work out}  much  {all out speaking}{plain/bold communication}.    (To accurately teach all about The Expectation). 

 

Therefore  (we as TCs)  having truly this  anticipation/confidence/expectation   (of the new 2nd part of our life based upon JC's actions) 
we employ much all out speaking   (boldly driven to  accurately  teach of this expectation given by The Gospel,  truly of  “1st Century Christianity”). 
 

I just simply ask the reader  
Do  worldly Christian leaders explain “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  –  or has your information only come from reading this website? 
Noting what Isaiah said throughout chapter 5 about his  “Leaders of Religion”,  same mindset but different  faces/names  as those of today! 

This website   “FutureLife.Org”  very  carefully  explains the profound depth of Yahweh’s Plan for  “Human Salvation”  over a 2 part life! 
Surely that must raise questions about what we receive from  “paid-up members of The World”  supposedly representing Yahweh? 
How can they represent something  heavenly,   if they are paid by the very  worldly  source that is  demonstrably counter  to Yahweh’s 
Methodology (Matt.6v24, 22v21, etc.)?    
How can they be objective in what they teach – when they have contrasting goals  (Matt.6v24)?   

Clearly,  “Professional (by definition of “paid by the world”)  Leaders of Religion”  are  not  representing  “The Almighty God of The Universe”,  but 
only representing  “the local god over this present World”  of people through their leaders,  and likewise of The Earth,  representative of its  
systems/protocols/procedures/mechanisms,  all of which shall be  over-turned  by about mid-21st Century,  2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.19v16-21  -  Amen!    

A  qualified  auditor thoroughly knowing and understanding  his/her  subject matter can discern all this,  behind the presented glitz! 
 
16th Allegory – “Petrified thoughts” = People refuse to imbue new knowledge because of “agnoeo”,  “preferring not to 
know” because they prefer what worldly methodology yields to please an animalistic mind lust for  “The Immediacy”. 
Comment – repeat - The Law given on stone tablets occurred at the same time Moses’  countenance/face  glowed,  so that 
for many days Moses needed to cover his face from The Israelites – it was so bright they could not look upon him. 
Reasoning – repeat - If the given Law could not save humans  (because they chose to ignore it),  but was given from The 
Same Source that caused The Giver (Moses)  to glow so Israel could not look at him  (but faded after time),  then how 
much better is the given Law as practised by The Giver (JC)  that  is  able to  freely give  eternal life to all humans? 
Allegory – repeat - “Moses countenance faded over days” =  was representative in prophecy of The Law given on stone 
tablets to fade in effectiveness because it could not give life to humans.  Importantly, it set  “The Standard”  upon which 
“The Countenance/face”  of  “The Next Giver” (JC) will never fade and likewise his Laws shall never fade being  “The 
Golden/Kingly Standard”  upon which Yahweh might give life to all humans that can never fade? 
17th Allegory – “Israel” = “Persistence with Subjector” (see glossary).  “The Israelites”  were  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”, 
“The Christian nation” is  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”,  “The Resurrected World” shall be  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”. 
From which “The Remnant” (100% agapao/phileo)  is  drawn-out  at  each Epoch  to ultimately fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
This becomes Yahweh’s Plan of Human Salvation over  “The Acceptable Year of the Lord”  applicable to The Individual. 
24th Reasoning – We must understand,  “The Remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22, out of Epochs 1 
and 2)  are The Early Adopters  (while The World is under Satan’s heaven/authority)  to become the two flocks mentioned 
in John.10v3, 16,  that come together to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.  “The Early Adopters” had 
Yahweh’s Authority as their local spiritual heaven that become a physical reality in The Millennium of which they 
administrate to then yield  “The Late Adopters”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”. 
25th Reasoning – (1) Israelites generally rejected The Law given on stone,  (2) The Christian Nation generally rejected 
JC’s two Laws  (being  “The Stumbling Stone”  to people knowing of it)  and finally as we are told  many  resurrected 
people will choose to reject  “The Wonderful Society of The Millennium”  after their resurrection.  This resultant is after 
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the allegory of Lot’s wife lusting for what she was leaving,  given for our warning ,  or iniquitous Christian Leaders 
hankering after the self-indulgences of their former existence and thus prepared to reject the wonderful experience of  
“The New World Order”  lusting the self-indulgences that hurt their neighbour of the 1st part of their life. 
Note:  While Lot’s wife  will  be resurrected to allow herself to reform in The Millennium,  righteous logic  (together with 
Bible exegesis)  tells us the  iniquitous/charlatan  Christian leaders shall  never  be resurrected! 
18th Allegory - veil = A “covering” of which humans choose to pull down so they might not see something that hurts them; 
Moses did it for the sake of The Israelites,  representing  “they chose not to imbue The Law”,  but Baptism is a voluntary 
choice to commit oneself to  “The Law of JC”  –  but then cover their  heart/{seat of motivation}  because in this present 
worldly system it is too hard to fully imbue  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  within one’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits.  
19th Allegory - outstretched = fully visible to The World for examination  (both  negatively/positively  as context dictates). 
20th Allegory – Mirror = TCs imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (being  The Inherent Genuineness  that JC practised). 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
26th Reasoning – TCs choose to unveil their  heart/{seat of motivation}  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the 
very best they are able  (by imbuing The Full Knowledge)  and thus move from  (1) the glory of this working within their 
very existence,  to  (2) further glory at their resurrection to become  kings/priests  in The Millennium as future Sons of God 
21st Allegory – Freedom = The ability to extract oneself from “The Curse of Satan” (Death/Annihilation)  through JC’s 
“ministry and ransom sacrifice”,  together  enables Yahweh to express His HS to make all this occur. 
2Cor.   3v13 og also  no/not/none  {exactly as}/{precisely so}  (the) Moses   
2Cor.   3v13 og (he) {to place}/ordained/settled/{laid down}/purposed/put  (the) cover/veil  over/upon/concerning   
2Cor.   3v13 og the  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  (of) {my/our/your/him self} [= himself],   
2Cor.   3v13 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the (thing)  not   
2Cor.   3v13 og (to) {gaze intently}/{behold earnestly}/stare/{fix eyes upon}  the  sons  (the) Israel  into/unto   
2Cor.   3v13 og the  {set out to/for point/goal/limit}/termination/end/finality  of the (thing [Law of Moses superseded])   
2Cor.   3v13 og (of the being) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified/annul/waste/{done away}. 

Old Testament reference located at Exodus.34v29-35. 
2Cor.   3v13 = Also   (the situation given by JC was)   not  {exactly as}  Moses   

he  placed/put  the  veil/covering  upon/concerning  his  {frontal visage}/face  
(for)  the  sons  of the  Israel  not  to  gaze/{look upon}   
towards  the finality  of the  (thing = {his glowing countenance} + {The Given Law})   
being  rendered useless    (Moses face losing its glow over several days,  being representative of The Law replaced by JC’s two laws). 

 

Also   (the situation as given by JC in establishing  “The 2nd Covenant”  was … … )   
not exactly as Moses   (in establishing  “The 1st Covenant”  through  “The Law requiring Works”  for Mankind’s Salvation) 
                (Inasmuch  [1] the glory on Moses would fade  [see later v14],  and  [2] The Law was proven useless to  directly  save Mankind) 
                (However,  it was  “The Righteous Means”  to a  “Righteous End”  that required JC as  “The Key”  to make everything  “Righteously Occur”) 
he placed the covering upon his frontal visage   (to cover his glowing face – because the Israelites were frightened) 
(for)   the sons of  (the 1st Epoch)  Israel not to gaze towards the finality of the thing   (of Moses' glowing countenance and of The Law) 
being rendered useless   (in saving us  “humans”  but it was given as  “The Standard to save JC”  to personally inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”). 

                (Where,  The 2nd Covenant can save humans,  provided they imbue  “The Word of God [JC]”  over their 2 part life – hence  “it does not fade”) 
 

Thus as we read here,  “The Law of Moses”  based upon Works  was to be  superseded  with the Law of JC  based upon The Mind,  which is something 
better that  “fulfils The Law”  and thus enables “The Original Law”  to  then  righteously work.   

Clearly  “The Law of Moses”  is  not  to be repealed,  it still stands (Matt.5v17-18).    
However,  “The Law of Moses”  was “{rendered useless}/nullified”  personally  within our minds  while still being driven  by  “worldly methodology”  -  
but when we have  “The Law of JC”  (Mark.12v30-31)  driving our minds as  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  that is to edify our neighbour to our own hurt,  
then  “The Law of Moses”  is worked out correctly by us.   Because we are internally desirous  not  to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt!    
Then,  as we read in the next few verses,  a righteous mechanism is now established to extract  “The Remnant”  out of the 3 epochs of “Israel”  (where 
The Christian Nation is  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”, and  “The Resurrected World”  becomes “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  (hence John.5v22-30, 
Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, Rev.3v21, etc.).   For completeness,   “The 1st Remnant”  were The Prophets of “Israel”  prior to the 1st Advent of JC  –  they 
were necessary to make possible JC's 1st Advent,   –   just as the TCs fulfilling prophecy  (to become The Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs)  are to make 
possible JCg’s 2nd Advent  –  both groupings being  “The Early Adopters”  of John.10v3, v16).   
Where  The Remnant’  of each  “Epoch of Israel”  are/{will be}  able to gaze to imbue this new vista within themselves for their own Salvation during  
“The Acceptable Year of the Lord”  specific to their particular 2 part life –  see glossary on all these terms. 

Why do Christian leaders  not  teach this? 
This is  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles -  to the same people – in one instance for 3 days (Mark.8v2-3)! 
Sadly,  up to 2007 CE being the time when this website “FutureLife.Org” became live to The World  –  this knowledge  is/was  unintelligible  to them! 

Now they know  –  then they become responsible to teach it  –  else they become culpable to Yahweh  (as many of JC's parables teach us)! 
See the next verse in context  –  repeated again today! 

2Cor.   3v14 og But  (he/she/it was) petrified/{rendered stupid/callous}/blind/hardened [singular]   
2Cor.   3v14 og the [plural]  perceptions/purposes/intellects/dispositions/devices/minds/thoughts  {of them},   
2Cor.   3v14 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  for  of the  {this day/night}/presently/now/hitherto  the  it/(same)   
2Cor.   3v14 og (the) cover/veil  over/upon/concerning  to the  {the act of reading}/reading   
2Cor.   3v14 og of the  antique/{warn out}/{not recent}/old  (of the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   
2Cor.   3v14 og (it) stays/remains/abides/dwells/endures/stands  no/not/none  
2Cor.   3v14 og (the being) reversed/unveiled/{opened up}/uncovered,   
2Cor.   3v14 og who/what/which/that  (the) {some/any/certain  thing}  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
2Cor.   3v14 og (it is being) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified/annul/waste/{done away}. 
2Cor.   3v14 = But  it was  petrified/hardened/callous  their  purposes/intellect/thoughts    (of the Jewish Nation);   

for  {as far as}/{up to}  of  {this day}/hitherto  the  same  veil/covering   
upon/concerning  to the  reading  of the  antique/old  covenant/contract/agreement,    (they chose to remain under The Law of Moses),   
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it  stays/remains  not  being  reversed/unveiled/uncovered,    (the Jews chose to reject JC’s laws and remained with the old covenant),   
which  the  {same thing}  within the   Christ/Anointed  it   (Old Covenant)   is being  nullified/{made void}. 

 

But their   (“The 1st Epoch Israel”  [Jews]  to be mirrored later by  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  [Christians]) 
purposes/thoughts  were  petrified/callous   (the Jewish [then Christian] Nation generally,  was  not deferential  to Yahweh's Requirements) 
for up to of this day   (of Paul  writing/dictating  this epistle) 
the same covering concerning to the reading of the old covenant   (the Jewish Nation continued to ignore  the intent  behind The Law of Moses) 
it   (“the covering”,  being  “the access” to  understanding/hearkening  what is required to fulfil “The Law of Moses”)    
remains not being  reversed/unveiled   (people without  “God’s Word part 2”  [JC]  cannot grasp the requirement behind “The Law on Works”), 
which the same thing  (as the covering)   is being nullified within the Anointed  (JC's action to fulfil Yahweh's Desire removed The Cover). 

             (Most importantly,  TCs aiming for The Anointing Goal”  have purified their minds,  and thus  nullified Moses’ Law being applied to them) 
 

Paul is telling us - 
When worldly people are given the full information  (then  and now)  they choose what suits their worldly desires -   rather than  “The Truth”  
(even though people say they want The Truth,  generally they do NOT,   if  it adversely  affects  their present worldly lifestyle).  

Paul is trying to explain  “The Old Law (of Moses)”  was rendered useless in saving humans  –  because humans  chose to ignore  The Law,  and wilfully  
carried-on  according to where their  worldly  conscience/methodology  took them.  Likewise the same occurs today,  my 4th revision is being done during 
the Covid-19 outbreak – some people obey the law(s) to try and reduce the “R” number, while many other people just flagrantly disregard these laws. 
By consequence we had the 2nd peak and that seriously hurt the people who are rigorously obeying the law because quarantine laws are introduced 
between countries and I personally lost travel and accommodation money when forced to postpone some medical work for 12 months because of other 
people deliberately breaking the law! 
Moving on with what Paul is teaching us. 
Then  “The Old Testament”  prophesied of JC coming as  “The Lord’s perfect servant”  and  “The New Israel”  (“Christians”)  coming to supposedly 
surpass  “The Old Israel”  (“Jews”),  but  “The Jewish Nation”  choose not to recognise this understanding  to enter  “The Fledgling Christian Nation”  
(thus this knowledge remained veiled to them).  Moreover,  even today The Jews still expect their Messiah to come sometime in the future.  The ironic 
thing is that He  will  at his 1st 2nd C  (= The 1st Resurrection)  and it will  then  be  too late  for them,  and  likewise,  also  too late  for so very many  
worldly Christians for  precisely the  same  underlining reason  (Matt.25v1-12 represented by the five foolish virgins)! 

Therefore, all this is still  “veiled to them”  and for people today of  all  nations.   
But,  to specifically those people who  take-on  JC by exactly  imitating his  ministry/lifestyle  (because that is the  only  demonstration of  “real belief”),  
then  “the veil”  becomes lifted within our mind  (hence  “personalised” see v13),  because JC has nullified the requirements in this life of just works 
only to fulfil  “The Law of Moses”,  but set  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  of thoughts driving the motives of the heart,  so   “The Works of The Law”  
have become  “{rendered useless}/nullified”  for those people taking on  “(1st Century) Christianity”  through Baptism.  

Why? 
Because we, as “Christians”,  become judged  only upon  “thoughts and motives” by Yahweh  (in “The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement” for Sonship),  
rather than upon  “Works”,  because it is through  “The 2nd (New)  Covenant”  we  take-on  JC’s Laws through baptism into  “The Christian Nation”.   
Hence by imitating The Standard of JC,  then  we  desire  to do  no  harmful/hurtful  things to any person  –  but rather edify them to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire themselves.  Moreover,  if we are  accidentally  hurtful,  then we truly repent,  most profusely,  and make genuine amends to the innocent person –  
thus we are  not  judged on that slip-up (hence sin)  –  because we  never  intended to hurt in the first instance. 

Can the reader see the difference,  and upon what we are specifically judged?     
Being  “The Essence of Difference”  between the Old and then New Law! 

Provided we as  “Christians”  do  not  deliberately change or attack Yahweh’s Unique Word of Accuracy =  a  “Personal”  attack on Yahweh,  for 
which Yahweh is “vengeful”  upon a  charlatan Christian leader = annihilation),   then we  (and non-Christians)  all are atoned to enter into The 
Millennium,  within which we are covered by JC.   
Thus.  if we wish to  (1) reach and then  (2) be successful in The Millennium,  we are  not  to say   

“Cannot believe all of The Bible”,  nor  “distort/twist  The Bible message”  to suit our self-interests  (compare within 4v2).  
The “vengeance” is more wrathful  (Luke.12v46-48)  upon the more vocal people  (leaders)  and deviant members of  worldly Christianity  –  where  “in 
the limit”  “being better that they have a millstone around their necks and be jumping into the sea rather than mislead the  flock/children”   operating as 
spiritual paedophiles  (Matt.18v6, Luke.17v2, etc., please see my local commentaries to fully explain all this). 
2Cor.   3v15 og But  until/{up to}/while  (the) {this day/night}/presently/now/hitherto,   
2Cor.   3v15 og {at which time}/when  (it is being) {to know again}/read  (the) Moses,   
2Cor.   3v15 og (the) cover/veil  over/upon/concerning  the  heart/{seat of motivation}  {of them}   
2Cor.   3v15 og (it is) {out-stretched}/{be (appointed)}/{laid up/down}. 
2Cor.   3v15 = But  {up to}/while  {this day}/presently,  when  it is  being read  (The Law of)  Moses  (by The Jews),   

then  the  covering/veil  upon/concerning  their  heart/{seat of motivation}  is  {out-stretched}/{laid out}   
       (= because the Jews chose not to see the requirements of The Law and by consequence can only lead to death). 

 

But up to this day,  when it is being read   (The Law of)  Moses  (by The Jews) 
          (Also read by allegory    But when it is being read  The Law of JC  [ministry/lifestyle]  by The Christians) 
then the  (mental)  covering upon their  heart/{seat of motivation}  is laid out   (= their covering [by rejection] of motivation is evidentially seen) 
         (because the Jews chose  not  to see the requirements of The Law then by consequence it can only lead to death as the 1st part of their physical life) 
         (Also,  by allegory   The Christians chose  not  to see the requirements of JC's Law and likewise follow  the same course as the Jews.) 
         (However,  Paul’s point is that  -  by imitating JC and  choosing to fulfil  his Laws shall lead to  guaranteed  everlasting life as realised by the TCs) 
 

Most importantly JC  was  able to see  “The Requirements of The Law of Moses”  and as JC tells us  (Matt.5v17-18) –  The Law does  not  change,  but 
that JC came to  “fulfil The Law”  (Matt.5v17-18),  thereby enabling Yahweh to  righteously operate  His Plan of  “Salvation for Mankind”  –  while  
still maintaining  “The Law”  as  “The Basis”  required for a good society. 

Because we are told both in  The Old and New Testament,  Yahweh does  not  change  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17). 
Interestingly this is all repeated by subsequent generations of leaders claiming to represent Yahweh under  “The 2nd (New) Covenant”! 
The reason why  charlatan Christian leaders are  “iniquitous”  (“knowing what is sinful and enjoy participating within sin”)  is that they too know  “The 
Law of JC”  (Mark.12v30-31)  -  but ignore its personal instruction  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16).  They present themselves as “christs”  (supposedly 
“anointed”  by Yahweh to save the devotees by their output)  and yet as hypocrites,  they spin  “The Word of God”  around so they might make self-
indulgent gain out of it from their  “millions upon millions”  of adoring  fans/minions  -  all as JC forewarns at the close of The Gospel Age  
(Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc).    
That is why these specific leaders are following  “The Path of Annihilation”  just as did Judas Iscariot  (John.12v6)  and are betraying JC,  being what  
“The Word of God”  truly means to The Populace  –  precisely as did Judas  (John.13v29  –  both physically and of its spiritual equivalent). 
A 4th revision addition. 
I notice an additional clarification is required to explain my given parenthesis.  
The crux of understanding where Paul is going with this through his use of allegories is the following. 

The Jews only had access to  “Life”  in a  fleshly  DNA physical body if they kept The Law of Moses  (as given to Adam/Eve).   
They did not – and consequently would face annihilation  (had it not been for JC’s Ransom Sacrifice). 
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The Christians could have access to  (guaranteed)  “Life”  in a  celestial  physical body if they kept The Law of JC  (greater than Adam/Eve).   
They did/do not – and consequently can only achieve  “Life”  (like the Jews) in a fleshy body  (because of JC’s Ransom Sacrifice). 

The point is this,  only 144000 TCs  (being now about 1 person in 30,000 Christians  [as an order of magnitude])  truly keep  “The Law of JC”  that 
yields a wholly reformed mind built upon agapao to produce a truly selfless,  wholly sacrificial lifestyle away from worldly methodology. 
The TCs can do this because they have “Real Faith”  because  “The Word of God”  wholly inculcated,  transformed their mind to become like JC,  like 
Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  and become driven by the  heart/{seat of motivation}  to edify their neighbour to the TC’s own hurt  (by personal 
sacrifice of laying their life on Yahweh’s Altar [of their local environment]).   All of which is to achieve Yahweh’s goal of gaining the next generation of 
TCs until  “The Trigger Threshold of 144000”  TCs (Rev.14v1-4)  is achieved so that He can close  The Gospel Age and bring in The Millennium,  
having accrued the required number of Future World Leaders to teach “Righteousness”  to The Resurrected World. 

Can the reader see how extremely simply is Yahweh’s Plan? 
And yet,  as Paul tells us in this verse,  “The Veil is pulled over the seat of motivation”  for  both  “Epochs of Israel”  to make this plan occur. 
Noting - 

The Jews were the vehicle to produce  “The Early Adopters”  (Prophets)  to give  God’s Word in prophecies  to yield JC’s  1st Advent. 
The Christians were the vehicle to produce  “The Early Adopters”  (TCs)  fulfilled  God’s Word of prophecy  to yield JC’s  2nd Advent. 

It is all so incredibly stupendous and meticulously laid out  -  but The Professional Leaders of Religion (of both epochs)  have  no care  for it! 
They are only interested in preaching  “Religion”  which is utterly worthless trash   -  when considering  what is really on The Table! 

Now the next verse in context to the above reasoning - 
2Cor.   3v16 og {at which time}/when  and  wish/suppose   
2Cor.   3v16 og (it [heart/motivation]) reverts/{comes/goes  again}/converts/{re/turns  around}   
2Cor.   3v16 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) Lord/Master,   
2Cor.   3v16 og (it is) {removed all around}/unveiled/{cast off}/expiates/{takes away}  the  cover/veil. 
2Cor.   3v16 = And when  wish/suppose   (a human is self-motivated)   to  revert/{turn around}   

towards the  lord/master     (by  ideally  becoming a TC during the 1st part of  his/her  life)   
(then)   the  cover/veil  is  removed/{taken away}. 

 

And when suppose   (a person is self-motivated)   to revert   (when given all of  The Knowledge  in an  accurate/understandable  format) 
         (Note symbolically,  this is why John the Baptist  had to come first  -  to lead JC [God’s Word]  by “Repentance”  to firstly,  condition our mind) 
towards the  lord/master   (of our mind,  ideally by becoming  “The Early Adopter”,  as  only  elected by Yahweh  to be a TC) 
(then)  the cover   (being our  willingness to comprehend)  is  (personally [see v13])   is removed. 

         (We understand  why and how  we are to wholly change our mind away from worldly methodology,  gain agapao to yield agape into society.) 
 

Thus,  Paul is explaining from v13 about the situation is  not  quite the same inasmuch  “The Ideal Goal”  is slightly different. 
The ideal goal for The Jews  (by following The Law of Moses) was to achieve “Life” in a fleshly body  (as that given to Adam/Eve). 
The ideal goal for The Christians  (by following The Law of JC) was/is  to achieve “Life” in a celestial body  (as that given to JC). 

This is what Paul had expanded to The Corinthians in his previous letter at  1Cor.15v35-55,  and he is here developing the spiritual aspect of that goal. 
Therefore,  in that manner the Israelites chose not to hearken to what Moses gave through The Law but over time yielded The Prophets (to be given 
perfected fleshly bodies [prophets] with guaranteed life [as “Early Adopters”]),  then likewise with The Christian Nation – but to a new level – being of 
Paul’s exhortation. 
The Christian shall as a whole,  choose not to hearken to what JC gave through  The Law,  but over time shall yield The TC  (to be given perfected 
celestial bodies [TCs] with guaranteed life [as “Early Adopters”])  to become The Bride of Christ when of metaphoric  “one flesh” body  (Gen.2v24),  
but being at “The Spiritual Level”  (perfected mind)   to mean  “one  heavenly/spiritual/celestial” body. 

Can the reader understand how Yahweh’s stupendous plan stretches out before us? 
Therefore,  there are a few humans (of v18)  as TCs of The Gospel Age  (being of Paul’s Goal)  who  will  truly turn to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  
set by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and implement  precisely  the  one/same  methodology within their existence  –  thus the  veil/covering  has been  personally  
removed to see the wonderful radiant glowing glory again,  of what Yahweh has given to us through what JC did for us  (as his creation). 
This is  why  JC became  “The Word of God”,  being  “The Knowledge”  that he fully expressed within his lifestyle to become  “The Wisdom of God”  –  
to become  “The Chief/Only Begotten Son of God”   from a fleshly body  back into his heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  –  as The First of the Firstfruits 
(Rom.11v16,  and then following 8v23, Rev.14v1-4).  That is why JC was The Firstfruit  Barley  waved  (at his resurrection)  to The (Future) Temple  
immediately after  “The  (Covered)  Great Sabbath” of The Passover as  The Very First  thing done on that day was to eat the flesh of The Passover 
Lamb – being metaphoric of what we must spiritually do  (and The Resurrected World must do upon its resurrection into The Millennium). 
Furthermore,  why 50 days later at Pentecost The Firstfruit  Wheat  was waved at  The (Future) Temple  when Yahweh  started the process  to collect His 
144000 TCs throughout  “The Gospel Age”  of some 2000 years to gain the  “Firstfruit harvest”  of Wheat  before  “The Main Harvest”  of Wheat in 
The Millennium from out of  “The Resurrected World”. 
It should be noted by allegoric prophecy,  “The Perfect Lamb”  was held back from sacrifice by four days  (Ex.12v3,6)  just as was JC by 4000 years 
from the first sin by  Adam/Eve  where  “A day of The Lord is as a 1000 years”  (2Pet.3v8,  said twice so we have no excuse to be ignorant).  Moreover,   
likewise there are several examples in The Gospels (of which I discuss)  we are taught,  JC holds back for 2 days after his resurrection before he returns 
with  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  and beginning of The Millennium of which Paul recognised at Heb.4v4 would occur in about 2000 years from 
his ministry  (hence his statement at 2Tim.2v18). 
I repeat - 

Can the reader understand how Yahweh’s stupendous plan stretches out before us? 
Is there anything vaguely like this in “Religion”? 

Of course, not!    
Because “Religion” is sourced by Satan  “to confuse minds and hide Mankind’s Salvation”  (to “save his neck” Rev.20v1-3, 10). 

That is precisely why “worldly Christianity”  is  “sourced through Satan’s agents”  –  because all this is hidden by his representatives! 
Christian Leaders should be teaching  “FutureLife.Org”  to their congregations to give  real  glory/magnificence  in an  educated  mind! 
Yet worldly Christian leaders can only preach  “Religion”  (and they  do it so very well –  with great gusto  for its worldly returns)! 

Thus for the receptive and specific individuals  (144000 TCs)  then JCg will come and have supper with them  (Rev.3v20)  to dispense  “The Word of 
God”  within them  –  which is personally assayed  (= the metaphoric  “discussion during supper”)  and when the person starts operating with fidelity to  
“The Word of God”  within  his/her life  –  then  he/she  is operating according to Yahweh’s HS within the mind and in the local environment (by 
opening metaphoric doors),  thus the covering is removed and JCg  has his  parousia/presence  operating within them  (see glossary) Luke.17v21. 
2Cor.   3v17 og the  and  (the) Lord/Master  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (he/it) is,   
2Cor.   3v17 og {which/where so ever}  and  the  spirit/personality/desire/traits  (of the) Lord/Master,  
2Cor.   3v17 og there/thither  (the) freedom/liberty. 
2Cor.   3v17 = And  the  lord/master    (Yahweh made possible through JC as  “The Word of God”)   

is  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
     (Yahweh sources  The Word of God via JC  that operates within a receptive individua l – thereby changing  him/her  to think like Yahweh)  
and  {where so ever}  (is)  the  lord’s/master’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  there   (is)   the  freedom/liberty. 
     (Away from “death/annihilation” and from “Satan”; –  being Satan’s death sentence over us,  if we operate according to his methodology). 
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And the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh sourcing JC as “The Word of God” [Rev.19v13], “the interface master” [1Tim.2v2] to our mind to yield The Master)   
         (“The Lord” of JC [and Paul, Ps.110v1] is Yahweh,  people need JC [God’s Word]  infused throughout our mind to reach Yahweh, John.17v21-26) 
He (Yahweh)  is the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (Yahweh sources JC [God's Word] that yields His  spirit/etc.  in a  hearkening  person) 
and where so ever  (is)  the Lord's  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (operating within a  repentant/receptive/hearkening  individual imitating JC) 
there  (is)  the freedom   (from worldly methodology that otherwise results in annihilation,  JC as God's Word sets our mind free  [John.8v32-36]). 
 

As I state profusely elsewhere    
All the integral information contained within  “The Original Greek”  is lost through  inept/abysmal  worldly  translations of The Bible.  
All given by worldly translators  not  understanding  “The Spiritual Subject Matter”   (though they may know basic Greek better than do I.) 

Furthermore,  in many places the original Greek uses  “Case differentiators”  that are lost in translation,  whereupon,  unless the translators concisely 
understand how these case differentiators precisely operate  (the nominative [= relative] and accusative [= absolute])  then the original information is 
lost!   Notwithstanding the translators have understand  “the basics”  between nominative and accusative for the last 1700+ years. 
I have brought this low-level information through and it fully supports what I state at the high-level throughout this website,  and in The Bible.  

No doubt they will object, – but only to “save face”,  rather than embrace new enlightenment of the scriptures (Luke.5v37-39). 
Grasp for  “The New Mind”  wholly built upon  “The Word of God”  accurately explained,  and throw away all the chains of worldly methodology 
holding you back from achieving Yahweh’s  “Ideal Goal”  that is required to make possible The Millennium to yield  “The Most Perfect Society”  within 
a  Paradise/Park!    Surely you want to do this!  
2Cor.   3v18 og {we ourselves}  and  (the) all (persons [TCs])   
2Cor.   3v18 og (the having been) reversed/unveiled/{opened up}/uncovered   
2Cor.   3v18 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
2Cor.   3v18 og the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) Lord/Master   
2Cor.   3v18 og (the) {mirroring ourselves}/{seeing reflected light}/ 

/{beholding ourselves as in glass}  [pres., middle voice, plural],   
2Cor.   3v18 og the  her/same  likeness/image/representation/resemblance   
2Cor.   3v18 og (we are being) transformed/metamorphosed/changed/transfigured  off/away/separated/from   
2Cor.   3v18 og (of the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  into/unto  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence,   
2Cor.   3v18 og {exactly as}/{precisely so}  off/away/separated/from  (of the) Lord/Master   
2Cor.   3v18 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits [neuter]. 
2Cor.   3v18 = And  {we ourselves}  the  all   (TCs/{eager Brethren})   

the having  unveiled/uncovered  to the  {frontal visage}/face  of the  lord’s/master’s  glory/honour/dignity   
         (= firstly gaining  “accurate knowledge”  and then  understanding it)   
personally  {mirroring ourselves}/{seeing reflection}  the  same  likeness/image/resemblance    (of JC,  The Word of God  operating  in us)   
we are being  (spiritually)   transformed/changed/transfigured  from  of the  glory/honour/dignity  into/unto  the  glory/honour/dignity,   
{exactly as}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  off/from  of the  lord/master. 

 

And we ourselves all  (TCs/{eager brethren})   having unveiled the face of the lord's  glory/honour/dignity 
              (by thoroughly imbuing  “The Word of God”  within us,  operating as a  presence/parousia  within us,  to yield agape to our neighbour)  
              (Furthermore,  by  understanding Yahweh’s Mind,  we can recognise The Stupendous & Meticulous Nature of Yahweh’s Plan yields  real glory)  
personally mirroring ourselves the same likeness   (having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates in Yahweh) 
              (where this can  only  occur  if  we  thoroughly inculcate  God's Word through JC as The Intercessor between us and Yahweh [1Tim.2v5]) 
we are being   (spiritually)  transformed/transfigured   (internally,  but visibly seen outside by our  [genuine]  agape of imitating JC) 
from of the  glory/honour/dignity  (as originally delivered by JC)   unto the  glory/honour/dignity   (when we become like him) 
exactly as the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh who sources all intrinsically  ideal/good  things). 

              (Yahweh sources God’s Word [JC] as The Goal both spiritually and physically, so that John.14v20, 17v21-26 occurs first; then Sonship second) 
 

Thus as individuals within The Brethren start to  accurately  imbue Yahweh’s Knowledge  (= The Word of God)  within their very  being/existence,  then 
the veil starts to become personally removed  (unveiled/uncovered)  within their reasoning centres  (being the  “synapse construction”)  because  his/her  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  start to become the  one/same  with  “Yahweh’s Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/{separate from this 
world of sin}  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment” (= “HS”).  Thus the individual’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  becomes  
changed/transfigured  to become Christlike  -  to start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus become what I term a “TC”,  and consequently far along 
the road to become a future Son of God.  This becomes the process of generation  (of a new embryo growing within us),  within our mind,  a new 
creation/creature  as Paul tells us at 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15 and elsewhere.  Where it is  “The Word of God”  that becomes the RNA upon which our mind 
grows this new entity within us so that ideally if our mind is perfected upon  “The Word of God”  during the 1st part of our physical life,  then we can be 
physically  “Born Again”  at “The 1st Resurrection”  in  a commensurate  heavenly/celestial  physical body, as a Son of God,  and be  “The Bride of 
Christ” (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.). 
As the reader can clearly see  -  those people who successively operate within The World as it now stands  (given a convenient label as “leader” of this 
world and thus operating according to  “The Present World’s standards”  to be  “A Leader of The World”)  just cannot become TCs unless they  “die 
away from this world”  (as the Bible comprehensibly tells us, Matt.10v39, 16v35, Mark.8v35, Luke.17v33, John.12v25,  hence becoming the  last/least  in 
this world Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, and there are more!).  All these citations mean that we must die away from being a leader within 
this world (because for leaders to be leaders means they conform this present world’s  standards/mechanisms/protocols/etc.),  all of which means we 
must die away from  self-indulgent  gain  that is often to the hurt of our neighbour. 
The  leaders lead  “The Present World”  (by definition)  within the existing system  within its present methodology,  but TCs behave as  contrite/humble  
leaders of  “The New World”  and take  no  position within  “the leading”  of this present world  -  else their  “synapse construction”  becomes  
blemished/seared/scarred.   

TCs only  canvass/promote  “The New System”  under  their  leader JCg  (Rev.19v17)!   
Consequently,   the TCs lead for  “The New World System”  and do  not  partake as a leader within this present worldly system  –  else they are two 
minded and Yahweh cannot work with them  (James.1v6-8). 

The above is just so important to  fully comprehend  –  that I would like to emphasis the rational from another angle. 
We apostles, as TCs  (and The Brethren aiming to become like us),  have personally uncovered the veil from our face,  so that our face may mirror the 
same image of JC  (because we are to imitate him  –  and this is to be witnessed by The World  –  just as a  “Mark on our forehead”  would be easily 
witnessed).  Thus any glory we may have is amplified by the  glory/honour/dignity  of JCg dispensing  “The Word of God”  within us to yield Yahweh’s 
HS to operate within us  –  where the HS is growing within us during  the gestation period  in the whole process of being  “Born Again”  (see glossary 
for the  accurate  definition of “Born Again”.  “Born Again is absolutely  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders  errantly  teach us,  because if they 
really knew what it meant  -  then they would not dare to use that terminology! 
We see how Paul is using the example of Moses to show that it is the glory expressing Yahweh’s HS being reflected in his face as he gave out Yahweh’s 
Law,  just as we TCs  (imitating Paul, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  reflect the  glory/honour/dignity  of JC,   through JCg dispensing  “The Word of God”  within 
us to yield Yahweh’s HS to enable us to  accurately  broadcast JC’s Law  by both word and deed. 
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I need to explain what  “God’s glory shining from our faces mean”. 
To answer this,  then I need to ask a further question. 

Why is  “the face”  used? 
Because  “the face”  is The Front upon which everyone else  (from the outside)  looks,  when they have some form of social interaction with us. 
Furthermore,  something that shines,  draws people’s attention to it,  as being special and different,  having  energy  to give out to other people. 
Put the two together,  “having a shining glorious face”  means,  people are drawn to the person because of what they see about this face. 
Meaning,  they are drawn to the person’s (TC)  works because they are seen as being righteous within this world and come to the TC to ask  why  do they 
behave like this.  The TC now  becomes a “temple”  (see glossary)  where the TC is able to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to the listeners.  
 
 
25th Comment – TCs have readjusted their lifestyle to become humble  –  having imbued  “The Knowledge”  into their 
very existence,  are then imitating JC’s ministry knowing they are in a physical weakened  worldly state,  but also knowing 
they have the enormous strength of Yahweh working through  their ministry  of  “carefully reasoned exegesis”. 
(The Bible calls this ministry as  “fire coming out of their mouth to consume the words of their enemies” Rev.11v5). 
27th Instruction – TCs will renounce shameful  hidden/secret  things  (being  “the practices”  of The World)  in their life. 
28th Instruction – TCs will not have a lifestyle of craftiness nor deception in  “The Word of God”  for any worldly return. 
29th Instruction – TCs exhibit themselves as The Truth in commending themselves by unfeigned works to other people. 
8th Warning – Iniquitous  Christian leaders will  craftily/adroitly  spin God’s Word to  seduce/bewitch  their devotees. 
9th Warning – Iniquitous  Christian leaders will  {fornicate into The World}  God’s Word to  seduce their devotees. 
10th Warning – Iniquitous  Christian leaders will operate secretly (pretence/darkness)  to  “present a pure”  public image! 
27th Reasoning – TCs have this  sincere transparent lifestyle  to validate  “The Word of God”  in the minds of all men. 
26th Comment – Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  will be assaying the TC’s lifestyle against that of JC’s 
27th Comment – TCs teach The Gospel of  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year” -  worldly religious leaders have absolutely  no  
understanding of this  concept/construct  and thus try to mask it under their  worldly preaching for their  worldly return. 
11th Warning – Iniquitous Christian leaders  rejecting/covering  over  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  within their 
preaching to their congregations  (for worldly self-indulgence)  will experience  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 
28th Comment – Iniquitous Christian leaders choose to be blinded by  ‘the god’  (Satan)  of this present system by 
preferring to operate under Satan’s methodology  –  being  “the methodology”  of this present system of things. 
28th Reasoning – Iniquitous Christian leaders choose to be blinded because they  prefer  the self-indulgence this system 
offers and thus close their eyes to the light that  “The Real Gospel”  (given by JC)  has put into our lives. 
22nd Allegory – Light = The Accurate Knowledge of Yahweh’s Desire for all people as given by JC and the TCs,  enabling 
us to see how to correctly deport ourselves not fearing public observation upon our lifestyle. 
People who operate in the light have no fear of public examination of their private lives which match what they teach. 
30th Instruction – TCs will  never  vaunt themselves in a worldly manner on Yahweh’s Word,  but  always remain humble. 
12th Warning – Iniquitous  Christian leaders will use Yahweh’s Word to vaunt themselves over their adoring devotees,  by 
appearing wonderful according to worldly standards of perceived honour and magnitude  (note, John.13v8). 
29th Reasoning – TCs’ interests as faithful servants are to vaunt  (and thus glorify)  their Master’s Interests.  But 
iniquitous servants will use their Master’s interests to vaunt and glorify themselves for the resultant self-indulgence.  
23rd ‘Allegory’ – master = The Ruling Authority over a compliant lessor entity  –  else the inferior is ejected. 
TCs are utterly compliant to The Master JC,  sadly “Leaders of Religion” are not compliant,  but  pretend  compliance! 
24th ‘Allegory’ – slave = A person fulfilling his master’s desire for  no  worldly return  (power/money/honour/leverage). 
TCs fulfil this requirement.  By definition,  “Leaders of Religion”  are intrinsically unable to fulfil this requirement! 
13th Good News – We who have  seen/imbued  JC  (“The Word of God” correctly taught)  have seen The Father (Yahweh). 
30th Reasoning – It is  “The Word of God”  that expresses  “Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is separate 
from this world of sin” = the HS.  Where, Yahweh is eminently able to make His Desire manifest within The Environment. 
2Cor.   4v1 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]   
2Cor.   4v1 og the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  this/that (specifically),   
2Cor.   4v1 og just/as/that/how/when  (we have/obtained) compassion/{shown mercy}  no/not/none   
2Cor.   4v1 og (we) {feel weak}/{fail in heart/motivation}/faint/{be weary}; 
2Cor.   4v1 = Through reason of  this   (reforming personality change of 3v18,  to then take upon ourselves … … … )    

the  having/obtaining  this specific  ministry/{servicing in The World},   
just/as  we  have/obtained  compassion/mercy  (from Yahweh)   (then)   not  we  {feel weak}/{spiritually frail}/{fail in motivation}. 

 

Through reason of this   (being the  complete change  of personality  [3v18] to become entirely Christlike,  =  imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)  
having this specific servicing in The World   (having become motivated to be imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  to give God’s Word to the World), 
just as we  (as TCs,  exhorting you to be like us)   obtained  compassion/mercy   (from Yahweh,  because  we  are  imitating JC and thus “beloved”), 
(then)  not we feel weak   (because we are accepted by Yahweh as imitating JC  -  then we have  “The Strongest Ally”  over our 2 part life) 
 

To reach this position requires  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued  –  so we fully understand the intricacies and minutiae of how it all harmoniously 
and righteously holds together –  then,  and  only then,  we have the  boldness/confidence  to speak with “Authority” to  any  person  because we  
thoroughly know  and understand  our subject matter.  To be fair,  most  worldly Christian leaders have a more than average knowledge of the 
scriptures,  but they are lost in a mystery of  worldly Christian doctrine that has as many unrighteous holes in its  “supposed exegesis”  as a colander! 
Most importantly,  what separates me from our spiritually blind worldly Christian leaders  –  is that I  thoroughly  understand  the righteous nature  of 
“Yahweh’s Master Plan”  to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  –  and thus it becomes my responsibility to teach of it at  “The Closing of The 
Gospel Age”  –  else I stand accused of remaining silent like the 1 talent steward  (Matt.25v15-22, Luke.19v20-22)  –  and condemned  (Eze.33v1-20)! 
We  cannot  reach 2Cor.3v18,  unless we thoroughly know and more importantly  understand The Scriptures,  –  then become motivated to do something 
about it –  which is simply   To tell our neighbour  - freely and simply  without any coercion,  it must be through  free choice  of the recipient! 
Yahweh does not want conscripts to lead  “The Resurrected World”,  but  only  those people who  “Personally make  the Millennium  occur”  to 
personally fulfil  “The Trigger Threshold”  by freely imitating their mentor,  JC. 
Now we can understand within context,  Paul has earlier stated - 
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“Christians”  are  called/invited  to become elected TCs by Yahweh,  then by wholly inculcating God’s Word,  they are motivated to express 
JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and thus precisely imitate his ministry/lifestyle.  By doing this,  they are now  not  part of this worldly 
methodology because they have obtained Yahweh’s mercy through the implanting of His HS within them via  “The Word of God”  
comprehensively known, understood,  and exercised with fidelity  –  else how can we imitate JC and The Apostles to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 

Consequently,  because a TC is now spiritually  “no  more part of this world”  by precisely imitating JC,   (and thus  he/she  is  not  being driven by 
worldly methodology)  and the TCs  are  only  persecuted  (by “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  because  TCs are now  not  spiritually part of this 
world  (and hence expose the hypocrisy of these Leaders),  then the question must be    

Does a TC become weakened by not being part of this present worldly system  (intimidated by its leaders) –  when living outside its practices? 
Paul categorically states for himself    

As a TC,  he does  not  feel weary through this ministry work because … ... ... -  is answered in the next few verses - 
2Cor.   4v2 og But  (we have) {say-off for oneself}/disowned/renounced  the (things)   
2Cor.   4v2 og (the) concealed/confidential/{kept  private/secret}/restricted  of the  shame/disgrace/dishonesty,   
2Cor.   4v2 og no/not/none  (the) {treading all about}/walking{deporting oneself}/{occupying one’s life}   
2Cor.   4v2 og in  (to the [= within]) adroitness/trickery/sophistry/cunning/craftiness/subtlety,   
2Cor.   4v2 og {and/but  not}/neither/nor  (the) ensnaring/beguiling/adulterating/{handle deceitfully}/falsifying   
2Cor.   4v2 og the  word/saying/reasoning/topics  of the  God [Yahweh],   
2Cor.   4v2 og but  to the [= in/with/by/on] exhibition/expression/bestowment/manifestation  of the  truth/verity   
2Cor.   4v2 og (the) {setting together}/{introducing favourably}/approving/commending/exhibiting   
2Cor.   4v2 og (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]   toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) all   
2Cor.   4v2 og (the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience  (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men   
2Cor.   4v2 og (the) {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
2Cor.   4v2 = But  we (TCs)  have  disowned/renounced  the  shameful/disgraceful/dishonest  hidden/secret  things,   

          (being that of a worldly character,  of which its protagonists desire to  “hide in darkness”  away from public scrutiny) 
not  {deporting ourselves}/{occupying our life}  within  adroitness/craftiness/subtlety, 
          (to fraudulently make gain from the neighbour  –  by use of a  silver-tongue  taking control of a recipient’s mind) 
nor  {ensnaring with}/adulterating/{handle deceitfully}  The Word of God,   
          (Spinning  “1st Century Christianity”  into  “worldly Christianity”  that presently covers the planet like a malevolent virus!) 
but  with the  exhibition/manifestation  of The Truth  {introducing favourably}/commending/approving  ourselves 
          (TCs express  “The Wisdom of God”  which is to edify our neighbour  freely/simply  -  this is recognised by The World) 
          (This is precisely why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  detest TCs providing a distinct public contrast in deportment) 
towards  the  {moral consciousness}/conscience  of  all  men  {in the face/sight of}/midst  of the  God (Yahweh). 
          (This is what The World witnesses and judges as commendable,  Yahweh then validates this worthiness at  “The 1st Resurrection”.) 

 

But we (TCs)  have renounced the  shameful/dishonest  hidden things   (corruption, fraud, lying, etc.  ['The End justifies The Means']), 
not deporting ourselves within  adroitness/craftiness/subtlety   (to  [1] be excusing ourselves and also to  [2] gain out of our neighbour), 
nor  {ensnaring with}/{handling deceitfully}  “The Word of God”   (The Leaders bewitching  the  deluded/seduced  Christian minions) 
but  (we TCs operate)  with the  exhibition/manifestation   (within our deportment) 
of The Truth commending ourselves   (our deportment precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  shows God's Word operates within us) 
(shown)  towards the conscience of all men   (leading to their repentance and imitating the TCs  –   rather than be called   “religious hypocrites”) 
in the  face/sight  of The God   (Yahweh making  The Special/Greater Judgement  on the TCs;  and of The Recipient's growth  –  to ideally be TCs). 
 

Paul now writes important instruction for us. 
Such a key verse.   

Is  this what we witness from our  charlatan/iniquitous  Christian leaders  deluding/seducing  their minions?   
I  exclude  worldly  Christian leaders  –  only because they are  not  deliberatively scheming,  but only  “spiritually blind” (Matt.15v14). 

Let me ask - 
Why  does the reader think Paul wrote this down  (and many other similar passages)  –  unless this rogue practice was starting to grow then – 
and has had a further 1900+ years to fully develop  –  particularly within the last 100 years  –  to become even  more  deviant? 

This is one reason  why  there are so many atheists within The World because they witness the shenanigans performed by our  utterly spiritually corrupt  
religious leaders that fall within this  charlatan/iniquitous  category. 
These  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  broadcast the most wonderfully crafted  “public face”  in front of their congregations  (to supposedly justify 
their position)  –  just as did The Pharisees in the day of JC  –  and we should know what JC had to say about them  –  please read the four Gospels  
(perhaps best Matt. chapters 9, 15 and 23 are good starting places)! 
Again I am  not  saying all Christian leaders are like that  (there are a very  few  good teachers –  from Yahweh’s vantage point)  –  but it becomes 
incumbent upon us  to carefully  audit  our Christian Leaders against specifically what  The Bible  instructs of us,  and to become positioned to do this,  
then we must have a very good working   knowledge/understanding  of The Bible to become  a competent auditor  –  else we  will  be wholly deceived!  
I only speak about  “Christian”  leaders because they are the  only   “Leaders of Religion”  having  the whole  “Word of God”  and thus  “having been 
given more  –  then  more is expected”  (to quote JC,  –  and if we fail badly,  then we shall be chastised more severely  –  Luke.12v46-48). 
Thus,  we are instructed  not  to twist God’s Word,  both in what we preach by word and in our lifestyle for  self-indulgent worldly return. 
That is what Paul is telling us here,  within this verse  –  where clearly there were Christian Leaders falling away from The Core Brethren,  and creating 
their own  sects/divisions  (1John.2v18-19)  by spinning  “The Word of God”  as given by JC to suit their own  aims/desires  as we fully witness within 
The World today.  Hence John’s comment at 1John.4v1-3,  because he could see starting to occur “The Anti-Christ”  being  “The Anti-Anointing”  being 
“The  anti/against  producing the next generation of TCs”  -  hence  “anti/against  making Yahweh’s Desire from occurring”  and thus  “Blaspheming 
against the HS”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc.).    

Can the reader see how all this is interlinked? 
If there are people who would dispute this  –  then please contact me by the easy email route provided on this website  –  thereby allowing me to expound 
fully with examples,  and be quoting many instances in the epistles –  where Paul and John could see all this occurring then  –  some 1900+  years ago. 
Consequently if we have Yahweh’s view on life  (being His HS is operating through us)  then this becomes seen by all people within The World as sincere 
and genuine knowledge to rework their own  “synapse construction”  by understanding  why  they too must die away from this world’s methodology  –  
and thus  “die in Christ”.   Where the Fruitage has the  one/same  spiritual DNA as The Tree sourcing the fruitage  –  either diseased or wholesome fruit  
(Matt.7v16-20, 12v33, etc.). 
2Cor.   4v3 og if  And  also  (it) is  (the being) {to cover over}/concealed/hidden  the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}   
2Cor.   4v3 og {of/from us},    
2Cor.   4v3 og in  to the ([= within] persons [charlatan Christian leaders])   (being) lost/perished/destroyed/annihilated  
2Cor.   4v3 og (it) is   (the being) {covered over}/covered/hidden. 
2Cor.   4v3 = And  if  also  our  {good news}/gospel  is  being  hidden/covered, 
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it is  the being  hidden/covered  within  the  (people = iniquitous Christian leaders of v2)   the being  lost/perished/destroyed/annihilated  
(were these persons  desiring not to understand  preferring what The World can deliver to feed their lifestyle on the back of God's Word). 

 

And if  also our Good News  (of  “1st Century Christianity”)   is being hidden,   (starting to occur then –  but comprehensibly everywhere today) 
               (The  “if”   meaning,  it is certainly  not  hidden by the TCs ably broadcasting it out into the World) 
it is being hidden within the people   (iniquitous worldly Christian leaders,  becoming  charlatan Christian leaders of v2) 
               (These leaders beloved by  millions  of devotees,  spin God’s Word to suit their worldly desires,  becomes hidden in them and of their output) 
being  lost/perished/annihilated   (these  beloved/iniquitous  Christian leaders become part of the 13th “tribe of Israel” headed up by Judas Iscariot). 

               (There was no 13th Tribe of Old Israel”  hence  “a tribe of annihilation”  in The Gospel Age for the 2nd Epoch of Israel  -  Christianity) 
 

The Gospel = JC’s ministry to The World  explaining  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” completed by The Millennium closing  “The Year”  of  “7 
days”  (Heb.4v4, etc.)  for almost all humans who are not prepared to become  “The Early Adopters”,  but could become  “The Late Adopters” 
Up to 2007 CE  –  “The  Acceptable Year of The Lord”   (Luke.4v16-19)  has  never  been explained correctly to  the congregational members  –  if at all,  
by  worldly Christian Leaders!   I ask the reader   Have  you heard your  “Leader of Religion”  explain precisely what this terminology mean? 

However,  this website fully explains all the aspects avoided by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
We must consider the context of this verse,  to understand,  Paul is speaking of  iniquitous  Christian Leaders of v2 who through  self-indulgent  reasons 
are spinning  “The Word of God”  in the most  wonderful and convincing manner  –  so they might live off the back of it for worldly gain.   

This  is  an abomination to Yahweh,  and He will give His vengeance upon them as we read later in this Gospel  (“reaping what you sow”). 
Notice also how Paul switches to “apollumi”  (carefully used in his writings)  StrongsTM = 622  translated as  “lost/perished/destroyed/annihilated”  to 
mean these  iniquitous  Christian Leaders are now living in the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (having offered the 1st part of their spiritual life back to 
Yahweh at baptism),  and consequently have nothing upon which to fall back,  because they are living supposedly under JC’s atonement,  but freely 
stepped smartly away from underneath it  -  to face  “The Wrath of Yahweh”  (the worst,  being ignored at both resurrections = annihilation)!   
It must be clearly understood,  the  only  perfect thing humans have to hand back to Yahweh upon entry into the 2nd part of their life is JC's Ransom 
Sacrifice as an  atonement/{buy back}  from Yahweh's critical glare  (Ex.33v20)  upon His involvement in our resurrection against His Decree  
(Gen.2v17).   Therefore, if we throw away JC as “The Word of God”  -  inasmuch we treat him  (and what he means in our reform)  with utter disdain,  
then we have nothing perfect remaining to hand to Yahweh if we have effectively rejected JC  (as  The Word of God  –  so  personal  to Yahweh).   
Thus righteously,  Yahweh shall be  vengeful  against  charlatan Christian leaders and consequently ignore them at the  only  two resurrections 
(Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  –  and by consequence,  they shall be annihilated  (following after the rejected tribe of  “Judas”   –  in  “The 2nd 
Epoch Israel”). 
They pretend to their congregations of having an understanding in their mind of where people want to go,  but they are resolutely driven by the goals of 
this corrupted and  “apollumi”  worldly system (of v2).  Note always,  it is only  the spiritual aspect  that Yahweh captures within the  “synapse 
construction mapping”  (created by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the individual  –  that ideally is the  one/same  with Yahweh’s HS)  that is to 
be reproduced into the 2nd part of an individual’s life.  However,  if we  “blaspheme against the HS”  (Matt.12v31-32, Mark.3v28-29,  etc.  and see 
glossary what this really means)  then how is it  righteously logical  for this person be resurrected again? 

This is all as this website states throughout  –   without  any  contradictions. 
Then note the switch to  “the specific god”  in the next verse and how Paul uses this terminology  –  within context. 
2Cor.   4v4 og In  {to whom/which/that}  the  {specific god} [= Satan]  of the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}   
2Cor.   4v4 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  (he [Satan] has) {made blind}/obscured/blinded   
2Cor.   4v4 og the  perceptions/purposes/intellects/dispositions/devices/mind/thoughts   
2Cor.   4v4 og of the (persons)  disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen,   
2Cor.   4v4 og into/unto [them]  the  [light]  no/not/none  (to) {beam forth}/shine/{see distinctly}  {to them}   
2Cor.   4v4 og the  illumination/light/brightness  of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}   
2Cor.   4v4 og of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  who/which/that   
2Cor.   4v4 og (he/it [JC]) is  (the) likeness/image/representation/resemblance  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
2Cor.   4v4 =  {Within whom}   (iniquitous Christian leaders)   “the specific god”  (Satan)   {from concerning this}  (Gospel)  age,   

has  blinded/obscured  the  intellect/thoughts/perception  of the  people  disbelieving/{without real faith}    (like Judas at John.6v64). 
Not  the  illumination/light    (God’s Knowledge to successfully guide our  deportment/lifestyle)   
to  {beam forth}/shine    (not to expend  energy/work  for our successful deportment – as determined by Yahweh)   
unto  {to them}  of the  {the good news}/gospel    (= Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for  “Mankind’s Salvation”  over a 2 part life)   
of the  glory/honour/dignity  of the  Christ/Anointed  who  he  (Jesus)   is the  likeness/image/resemblance  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Within whom   (supposedly  “the most wonderful”  charming  charlatan Christian leaders deluding their  “millions upon millions”  of devotees) 
“the specific god”   (Satan,  being his  self-indulgent  methodology driving their mind)   from concerning this  (Gospel)  Age 
(he [Satan])   has blinded the  intellect/thoughts/perception  of the people without  (real)  faith   (as like Judas at John.6v64) 
(Because)   not the illumination   (meaning,  not  “The Word of God”  [that should ideally guide our mind to precisely imitate JC])   
of the Good News   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  that  [1] tells us how, and  [2] becomes  “The Means to yield Mankind’s Salvation”) 
to beam forth   (in the expending of energy in the form of charity work in our life  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  –  as judged by Yahweh) 
unto them   (the so very  “worldly wonderful”  charlatan  Christian leaders,  beloved by millions upon millions of worldly devotees) 
of the  glory/honour/dignity  of the Anointed   (“The Goal”  as laid down by JC,  of  The Responsibility and Position  of future  “Sons of God”) 
who he (JC/JCg)  is the  likeness/image/resemblance  of The God   (Yahweh  [John.14v5-15]). 
 

The terminology   “Satan has blinded their eyes”  -  does not mean Satan has physically interacted with these spiritual  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”.  Quite simply these  “Leaders of Religion”  do  not  believe in what they are teaching  (neither do they even believe “Satan” exists),  but being 
driven by worldly  (Satan’s)  methodology,  they use  “The Word of God”  as a convenient tool for them to gain a worldly living  (Luke.16v3)  and 
anything else they can get while on top!  
Thus because Satan is the  “ho theos”  of the context  –  then we understand these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are merely following The 
Methodology originally sourced by Satan which is quite simply   “To self-indulgence to our neighbour’s hurt”. 

Satan does  NOT  want  “The Disclosing Truth”  to be known by people on this planet,  and will ensure his cohorts (2Cor.11v13-15)  fulfil  
their own  self-indulgent desires which obviously does not gain any TCs for Yahweh  –  and thus “'puts on skids'  Satan's future internment  
(Rev.20v1-3)! 

We must realise,  worldly  Christians beguiled by their  iniquitous  Christian Leaders ignore this verse  (and many other verses saying the same thing)  
because they do  not  understand how it becomes a  personal  responsibility to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  for every human on this planet.  Sadly people do 
not even know what  is  “Yahweh’s Desire”  (please see glossary)  and thus are unable to leave the  “1st square”  to get going on  “The Ideal Journey”  
of  “The Real Life”  that shall continue into the eternity. 
Further confusion is added when  contrary  to everything stated in The Bible,  our  worldly Christian Leaders infer Yahweh is complicit with this world’s 
operations by stating,  “this is God’s World”,  without the necessary differentiation for the poor hapless listener to yield clarity  (thus a  half-truth to be 
more deceptive than an outright lie)!   This occurs because  no  useful explanation is given between  “The Ideal World”  (in The Millennium)  and of the 
disgusting regime of the present system within which  worldly Christian leaders embroil themselves  -  imbued by Satan’s inept management style. 
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This allows some  worldly Christian Leaders to become  iniquitous Christian Leaders with  apparent  impunity  “supposedly sanctioned”  by Yahweh! 
I shall stop my ever ranting  (only because this subject appears so often in the epistles),   and now to continue the explanation of this verse! 

What  worldly Christian leaders  should declare is   
Yahweh God has  allowed  “The Prince of this world”  (John.14v30,  [having no power over JC])  Satan,  the full leasehold of this Earth for a 
period of 6000 years  (1John.5v19, Heb.4v4),  hence this present worldly system is  allowed  to go its natural route driven by leaders making 
this just so,  as sanctioned by Satan  (see  why  in glossary under “Satan’s Desire”),  and that is precisely  why  The World is in such a mess!  

That is also precisely  why  Yahweh allows Satan himself to permit  worldly Christians to take high positions of power to  “plug”  these worldly positions 
of power to promote this propaganda,  along with much other foolishness,  but assumed by many people as  “wisdom’  (of the world)”.  Therefore,  as we 
are told,  in Rom.1v20-32  (to show the worst)  and  1Cor.11v19  (to extract the best)   these religious leaders  (and all other people)  might fully expose 
themselves during the 1st part of their physical life  (that for an  iniquitous  Christian leaders might be their  only  life/existence).  Thus  also  those people 
who were  {The Ancient Worthies}/{prophets of old}/TCs  equally fully expose  themselves as  being righteous  to Yahweh’s Desire  (as required for the 
specific epoch)  to be worthy people,  able to sit and feast at Yahweh’s Table in The Millennium (Matt.8v11, Psm.45v13-17, Heb.11v37-40, etc.). 

Can the reader  fully  understand the  implications  of the  logic and reasoning behind these various statements? 
Likewise the  iniquitous  Christian Leaders face the same future as Judas Iscariot after being baptised,  and with the most precious thing they have being 
Yahweh’s Word  (JC, Rev.19v13),  but distorted within their mind to fulfil their own wanton  carnal/animalistic  desires misleading their followers  
(Matt.18v6, 23v15)  can only face the same future of  “apollumi”  being of  no  resurrection  –  best if they had not been born (Matt.26v24),  than to be 
behaving as spiritual paedophiles (Luke.17v2, etc.).   
Often these  iniquitous/charlatan  Christian leaders will beguile their innocent congregations (Rom.16v17-18)  and sound the  “most wonderful”  of all 
people with  their  huge flock of adoring crowds  (2Cor.11v13-14, Matt.7v12-15, 24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, Acts.20v29, etc.)  out of which they can 
extract tithes of whatever to fuel their lifestyle! 
To substantiate what I state,  I simply ask the reader to  carefully  cast  his/her  analytical eye around what is seen within this world of utter deception – 
but I cheerfully state  “this will all be removed”  (2Pet.3v8-13)  when The Millennium is instituted by  “The Rightful Owner”  –  “Christ Jesus”  using 
Yahweh’s Capability to express Yahweh’s HS. 
Actually,  the very last part of this verse is   The Definition of “Michael”  =  “Who is like God/Yahweh”  and we know that to be JCg  (John.14v5-15). 
Now we can see that contrary to what our  worldly Christin leaders falsely teach us  “Michael”  as used in The Bible must be referenced to  “JCg”  as  
“The Son of God”.   We know that  “JC”  is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13),  to mean  “The Messenger of God”  and that  “JC”  was  “The Bringer 
of Tidings”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  and thus must be  “The Chief”  of all things pertaining to  “The Message”  as  directly sourced by Yahweh 
which makes JCg singularly  “The Chief Angel”  of Yahweh.  As the reader can see this is an inductive argument resulting in a righteous conclusion and 
wholly supported by The Bible into a unifying understanding  fully consistent with what The Bible tells us  –  Do I speak any error?   
Yet contrary to this wholly coherent exegesis,  our  worldly Christian leaders are  so absolutely spiritually blind  (actually they do  not  care for “truth” 
being like their spiritual fathers of The Pharisees and see what JC had to say about that at John.8.28-58)  invent nonsense about what  “Michael” and 
“Archangel”  mean,  so that a confused unscriptural picture results!    
We should ask  

Therefore,  who amongst  “us”  represents   Yahweh  –  or Satan? 
The answer is obvious! 
2Cor.   4v5 og no/not/none  For  (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]   (we) herald/proclaim/publicise/broadcast,   
2Cor.   4v5 og but  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the) Jesus  (the) Lord/Master;   
2Cor.   4v5 og (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]  and  
2Cor.   4v5 og (the) slaves/{bond servants}  {of yourselves}  through (reason of)   (the) Jesus. 
2Cor.   4v5 = For  not  we  proclaim/preach  of  ourselves  (TCs),    (TCs never  source/invent  “gospels”  for a worldly return),   

but  the  Christ/Anointed  Jesus  the  lord/master,    (TCs accurately  repeat/teach  “The Word of God” – with absolute fidelity);   
and  of  ourselves  ([= we] TCs)   your  slaves/{bond servants}    (TCs are genuinely slaves and take no worldly return from the recipients) 
through reason of  the  Jesus.     (inasmuch JC acted as a slave to work for our salvation – given free of charge).    

 

For not we proclaim of ourselves (TCs)    (TCs  never   [1] invent material   [2] take pride of place upon a rostrum  -  to  hype-up  a crowd) 
but  (proclaim)  the Anointed Jesus   (not in empty words of hype and thrill to enthral and excuse worldly minds) 
               (TCs  deferentially  publicise The Position and Responsibility  in “The  Character/Authority of JC”  yields within  humble/compliant  people) 
the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controls and regiments  “The Hearkening Mind”  to successfully achieve  “The Goal”  of  “Sonship”)  
               (TCs  clearly explain  how JC  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answers  “God’s Word part 2”  by recalling many hundreds of prophecies.) 
and we (TCs)  your slaves   (The TCs  “slave for The Master”  [Luke.17v7-9]  to freely edify people  and  sequestrate/defraud  Yahweh  of  nothing) 
through reason of the Jesus   (We TCs,  imitate JC  because we ardently respect  [1] his ministry and  [2] his ransom sacrifice). 
 

Paul teaches us  
We do not proclaim our abilities,  being  our “gospels”  for mutual self-indulgence,  but rather,  we  accurately  repeat what our Lord JC 
teaches as  “The Word of God”  to bring about  real  reform/transformation  entirely away from worldly methodology.  This yields Yahweh's 
HS within hearkening recipients -  enabling Yahweh to achieve His  “Anointed/Christ”  144000 TCs throughout The Gospel Age.   
It is for this reason  we  slave  to  teach  God’s Word to you,  given freely and simply as a slave would behave. 

A very interesting verse when we cast an educate  “analytical eye”  around the various congregations of The World and see the  “apparently wonderful”  
things supposedly done in the name of JC  (but  is  it really being performed in his  character or authority)! 
Because we should ask    

What is “The End Goal”  of all this activity?     
Who is it really benefiting? 

Because these theatrical stage acts of  “presumed miraculous works” are supposedly done in the name of JC,  supposedly glorifying God,  but  
is  it done in humility,  in poverty  outside  the media or publicity machine  (as we read in The Bible)  -  or the very converse,  for notoriety?   

We are instructed to precisely imitate JC  (Mark.8v30, 9v9, Luke.5v14, 8v56, etc.,)  and these  modern-day  stage acts do  not  imitate the three of many 
tests that we need to ask of what we witness  –  thus though these  charlatan Christian leaders are  claiming  these works are done in JC’s Name,  only 
for  the visible worldly returns,  -  it is  not  done in JC’s Character nor Authority  to lead unto a  righteous conclusion! 
Consequently,  while these works are claimed to be done in JC’s name,  but  the motive  is in Satan’s character  (for self-indulgence)  and the authority 
of The World equally sourced by Satan.  Where  “The Mind” of these leaders is  not  of the correct material  (being that of “deviancy”)  and are thus  not  
suitable  to lead  “The Resurrected World”  and be teaching “Righteousness”  in The Millennium.   These people are the subject to perhaps half of JC’s 
parables – being  rejected  to rule  “The Resurrected World”. 

So,  I ask  –  can all these most  “wonderful miraculous”  signs of presumed power be done with Yahweh’s blessing? 
The answer is an obvious – No!   
Especially when we read of what JC said of Satan at Matt.4v7  (a versed clearly written out of the bible in the minds of these leaders)! 

Yahweh finds it all disgusting,  and these charlatans are  “having their day now”  –  being perhaps their only existence running on an ego trip supported 
by the rules of  this present world  (imitating the god of this present worldly system  –  Satan, John.8v40-50). 
Those duped humans who attend these showmen circus acts will be resurrected to learn how they frivolously  wasted  the 1st part of their physical life 
following after a spiritually dead  (with regards to Yahweh's Methodology)  human leader who had  no  real interest in their minions  - as  “individuals”  
–  but their minions are merely  “the commodity”  like cattle to be bought and sold  (as Rev.18v13 distinctly tells us)!    However in Yahweh’s 
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“Righteousness”,  He will resurrect these presently  “beguiled minions”  enabling them to experience the wonderful 2nd part of their physical life  –  for 
them to then make an educated choice between Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  or Satan’s worldly methodology  (to 
self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt).   
Thus these resurrected  “individuals”  shall have this new opportunity during which to  truly  “believe in JC”  by  “imitating his lifestyle”  when taught 
by those TCs having demonstrated their worthiness in the 1st part of their physical life  (of  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  –  of which most  
will  successfully do to become  “The Late Adopters”  (when given this last opportunity). 

Interestingly slaves are not paid!   
Thus,  congregational members today should  not  be paying the  “Leaders of Christendom”  (noting 2Thes.3v6-12, Acts.18v3)! 
JC teaches us,  everything should be done  freely/simply! 

I give my time to research and write the contents on  “FutureLife.Org”  freely/simply,  and yet our  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  are paid by 
The World to deliver to The World,  what The World wants to hear.   

Therefore,  based upon what The Bible  tells us   Who represents Yahweh  -  and who does not? 
Please see my most important commentaries at 1Cor.9v9, 1Tim.5v18. 
 
Allegory – repeat – Light = The Accurate Knowledge of Yahweh’s Desire for all people as given by JC and the TCs,  
enabling us to see how to correctly deport ourselves not fearing public observation upon our lifestyle. 
People who operate in the light have no fear of public examination of their private lives which match what they teach. 
25th Allegory – darkness = Worldly knowledge ultimately sourced by Satan to confuse and confound peoples’ “reason” 
Representative of people operating to worldly methodology preferring their private life hidden from public scrutiny. 
31st Instruction – TCs will see the light as being brilliant  –  by imbuing The Knowledge of Yahweh into their lives. 
Allegory – repeat - heart = “Seat of  passion/zeal/desire/motivation”  to get something done,  guided by  The Mind/Brain  
gaining its information from  “The Knowledge” of “The Word of God”  given to us by JC’s ministry (lifestyle/wisdom). 
26th Allegory – Frontal Face = The stark realisation of  assessment/recognition/understanding/comprehension. 
In front of JC it is  “The Word of God”  operating within us,  in front of Yahweh it is “The 1st Judgement of Christians”. 
27th Allegory – JC = “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13) that operates as a  presence/parousia  within a receptive individual. 
28th Allegory – Treasure = Being what is valuable to The Individual,  for a TC = Yahweh’s Knowledge through JCg. 
Note:  our “Heavenly Treasure” = our  “stored synapse construction mapping”  created by our habitual choosing of  
“The Environment”  (which ideally should be  “The Word of God”,  but will be so in The Millennium for all people). 
29th Allegory – Earthen Vessels = Human bodied frame based upon DNA whose elements come from the Earth’s “dust”. 
30th Allegory – Vessel = A volume able to  contain/displace  something.   Ideally to contain  “The Word of God”  which is 
to wholly replace worldly methodology  (gained from The World in the 1st part of our physical life) 
31st Allegory – Miraculous Work = JC as  “The Word of God”  to bring complete reform of a mind away from present 
worldly methodology to ultimately yield Yahweh’s HS within TCs so they too might  accurately  teach.  Yet within a hostile 
environment – made hostile by  “Leaders of Religion”  also claiming to represent “God”  (but Satan becomes their god as 
demonstrated by their two-tone lifestyle of two masters, Matt.6v24, – showing whose methodology they represent). 
32nd Instruction – TCs must never exalt themselves in the midst of other people during this miraculous work that will 
operate quietly  without  fanfare,  only to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire which is to magnify Yahweh  (to gain more TCs). 
(Never taught,  but that  is  Yahweh’s Desire during The Gospel Age  is  to attain His quota of 144000 TCs,  Satan’s desire 
is to stop this,  else  when  this number is reached,  then  his leasehold over this planet is finished –  he will be “chained”). 
Warning – repeat - Being a TC in Satan’s world will illicit  persecution/suffering/affliction  by imitating JC’s ministry. 
29th Comment – TCs will  never  be restrained by The World – living only to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for The Millennium. 
30th Comment – TCs will be perplexed as to why people around them will not equally imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to 
receive protection from the natural pain of following worldly standards,  and  to receive  possible  Sonship to Yahweh. 
31st Reasoning – TCs will  never  totally despair when beholding the chaos of The World around them,  because they 
absolutely know  that Righteous Yahweh will sort everything out in the most righteous manner over a person’s 2 part life. 
32nd Reasoning – TCs will be perplexed as to why The World cannot  recognise/understand  what TCs can so easily 
understand,  and why  “reform unto paradise”  is so abhorrent to the members of The World claiming to desire paradise! 
33rd Reasoning – TCs who are  accepted as such by Yahweh  as having suffered affliction and remained utterly faithful to 
“The Cause”  of imitating JC’s ministry shall receive  “guaranteed  everlasting life”  as future  “Sons of God”. 
31st Comment – Quite simply,  worldly people prefer The Animalistic Immediacy that worldly methodology brings to them. 
They really know of no other society and thus live according to what they know,  but “The Early Adopters”  see The Vista 
of Yahweh’s Methodology being “The Physical Reality” in The Millennium they desire to operate within themselves  now! 
32nd ‘Allegory’ – Lost/Perish (always) = “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation  =  a complete and absolute  “non-existence”. 
14th Good News – The TCs know by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire while facing all forms of persecution sourced by  “Leaders 
of Religion”  that might lead to their present Death,  but they shall be resurrected,  upon which  “The 2nd Death”  has no 
power  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
2Cor.   4v6 og Because  the  {specific god}  the (One [Yahweh])  saying/uttering/speaking/commanding/granting: 
2Cor.   4v6 og {From/out of}  (of the) shadiness/obscurity/darkness  
2Cor.   4v6 og (the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance/luminosity   
2Cor.   4v6 og (he/she/it shall) beam/{radiate brilliantly}/{shine out (like a torch)}  who/which/that   
2Cor.   4v6 og (he/she/it) beamed/{radiated brilliantly}/{shone out (like a torch)}  
2Cor.   4v6 og in  to the [= within]  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of/from us},   
2Cor.   4v6 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) illumination/light/brightness/{shining forth}/effulgence   
2Cor.   4v6 og of the  knowledge/science/enlightenment  of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   
2Cor.   4v6 og of the  God [Yahweh]   in  (to the [= within]) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
2Cor.   4v6 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
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Old Testament reference located at Isa.9v2. 
New Testament reference located at Matt.4v16. 

2Cor.   4v6 = Because  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh, referenced upon JC)   the  uttering/commanding:   
{From out of}  shadiness/obscurity/darkness,     (= worldly methodology driving our works which we choose to hide from public gaze),   
the  light/illumination,     (The Knowledge sourced by Yahweh to show how we are to fulfil His Desire in our deportment),   
it will  {radiate brilliantly}/{shine out}    (energy expelled by  “The Early Adopters”  fervently teaching  “The Word of God”) 
which  it  {radiated brilliantly}/{shone out}  within  our (TCs’)   hearts/{seat of motivation};    (motivating the way we deport ourselves);   
towards  the  brightness/illumination    (TCs migrating to  “The Absolute Truth”  as contained in God's Word)   
of the  knowledge/enlightenment  of  God’s  glory/honour/dignity    (we gain great respect for Yahweh when we understand God's Word) 
within  the  {frontal visage}/face    (what is readily visible  [known/understood]  about  “The Word of God”)   
of the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed.   (The splendour of JC as  “The Word of God”  and of his actions to save his creation from annihilation). 

 

Because  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh,  by virtue the reference in this verse is placed upon JC)  commanding:- 
  From out of the darkness   (worldly methodology,  where  [religious]  leaders hide their private works from public  scrutiny/examination) 
  the  light/illumination   (Yahweh’s Methodology to show us how to fulfil His Desire,  TCs have no fear of public scrutiny of their private lives) 
  it will radiate brightly   (through Yahweh’s spokespersons   [1] prophets  [2] JC  and  [3] TCs,  and onto into  “The Resurrected World”.) 
Which it radiated brightly within our (TCs’)  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (TCs chose to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
of the  knowledge/enlightenment  of God’s (Yahweh)  glory/honour/dignity   we as “TCs” hearkening to God shall recognise His Qualities) 
within the face   (TCs have invited JC into their mind  [Rev.3v20]  and inculcated  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC, 1Coir.11v1, 1Pet.2v21) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (TCs recognise  “The Goal”  JC offered to all hearkening people of The Gospel Age,  for us to  “Imitate him for Sonship”). 
 

Paul is writing this from a TC’s point of view,  obviously trying to  engage/exhort  those people within The Brethren who might be receptive to this rally 
call to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (and become TCs themselves).  
Notice Paul’s use of  “the specific god”  as a double pointer.   

Yahweh declared this to occur originally. 
However,  we can also understand it was JCg who in a fleshly body of JC  (having the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JCg placed there by 
Yahweh’s Desire expressed [= HS])  that became  The Word of God  (being  The Witness of God  and thus logically  cannot  be God 
(Yahweh) – John.3v32, 5v36, 8v18).   

Consequently,  JC  (as The Chief Messenger  [as the “mouthpiece of God’s Word”  Rev.19v13]  and hence  “Chief Angel”)   declares  (by his 
deportment)  the light  (Yahweh’s knowledge)  out into a darkened world,  presently operating under the principles orchestrated by Satan’s knowledge 
leading to  premeditated  error/sin/{missing the [required] mark}  away from Yahweh’s Methodology practiced within our life. 
(Please see the commentary at the end of 2Cor.4v4). 
Thus Paul is stating this knowledge given by JC expressed by deportment as  “the Wisdom of God”  is  The Witness of Yahweh  to become the perfect 
ambassador for Yahweh and those people who imbue this  “Knowledge”  and imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  (as “God’s Wisdom”),   do so in the  
face/midst  of JC as  “The Word of God”  in their presence  (as supposed Christians)!   

Thus,  if  we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  built entirely upon  “The Word of God”  to have JC’s presence/parousia  operating  
within us as really our  lord/master  controlling our mind  (Luke/17v21)  -  then  we shall have Yahweh’s HS operating within and around us.   

Reiterating,   the TC is taking upon themselves  “the countenance of JC”  (1Pet.2v21-24)   –  being how The World views the activity of this TC is being 
so vastly different to  “normal people”  of The Present World  where JCg’s presence, “parousia” operates within the TC to be viewed at by The World as 
“The Mark on The Forehead”.  This is not  a physical paid  position/appointment  within society today merely as a  “Leader of Religion”  –  but rather,  
a demeanour 24-7  (24 hours a day, 7 days a week)  where we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as did JC’s apostles  free of charge  (2Thes.3v6-
12) –  for  no  worldly return  –  except abuse from  “Leaders of Religion”  having their hypocritical lifestyles exposed  –  by the deportment of a TC. 
However,  while the possibility of being a TC is rejected by virtually all people  (99.99+%  about  1 100,000)  during this present worldly system being 
as the air we breathe (Eph2v2),  there is The Millennium!   This has been righteously instituted by Yahweh so that during this period,  the majority of 
people will change from the  “normal person”  of this present worldly system,  to become a  “normal person”  of The New World  (= The Millennium)  
by taking upon themselves  “the countenance of JC”  (1Pet.2v21-24)  in their lifestyle.   Why?   Because most people will then realise by education and 
“living it”  in the 2nd part of their physical life,  will recognise this is a much better society than that of the 1st part of our physical life  (now). 
The test upon our future success in  “The New World Order”  will be this assessment - 

Quite simply if we do not like this wonderful future society where people go out of their way to  help/edify  each other  (where there is to be no  
persecution/fraud/crime/locks/disease/pain/starvation/thirst/passwords/keys/spam/phish/etc./etc./etc.)  and not to be living off the backs of 
each other  (as parasites in this present old worldly system)  then foolishly our free choice is  “annihilation”  at  “The 2nd Death”! 

What would you prefer? 
The answer to that question  –  speaks about your future  (and of your mind now)! 

2Cor.   4v7 og (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  And  the  {a deposit}/treasure/wealth  (of the) this (specifically)   
2Cor.   4v7 og in  (to the [= within]) {terracotta}/earthenware/clay/earth/earthen 
2Cor.   4v7 og (the) implements/equipment/apparatus/vessels,   
2Cor.   4v7 og that  the  {throwing beyond}/exceedingly/{beyond measure}   
2Cor.   4v7 og of the  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  might/may/can/should/be  of the  God,   
2Cor.   4v7 og also  no/not/none  {from/out of}  {of/from us}. 
2Cor.   4v7 = And  we (TCs)  have/possess  of this specific  (spiritual)  deposit/treasure/wealth    (of our  reformed/transfigured  mind),   

within  earthen  vessels,     (a fleshly DNA bodies),  
that  the  {excellence beyond measure}  of the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  be  (sourced)  of the  God   (Yahweh) 
also  not  {from out of}  {of us}.     (importantly,  we are  [1] not sourcing worldly reasoning or  [2] pretending to have miraculous power). 

 

And we (TCs)  have this specific  (spiritual)  deposit/wealth   (being of an entirely reformed  “synapse construction”  for our  “heavenly treasure”) 
within earthen vessels   (being of our present human DNA fleshly bodies of the 1st part of our physical life) 
that the excellence beyond measure of the miraculous power   (making possible our  spiritual personal reform  by inculcating God’s Word)    
be  (sourced from)  of the God  (Yahweh) 
also  (this capability is)  not from out of us   (we,  TCs as  true slaves  of The Master,  do not pretend to have anything,  by being  humble/lowly). 
               (TCs never advertise miracles nor supposedly make miracles occur by demand,  as if having Yahweh as a puppet on a string to do their bidding) 
 

Thus  “the specific treasure”  is  “Yahweh’s Knowledge”  (“The Word of God”)  imbued within us as TCs  to reform our mind    (away from worldly 
methodology that leads unto death).  This process will yield a  new  mind  (to become our perfected “heavenly treasure”)  unto  “The Expectation of The 
Inheritance”  (which will occur in the future in the 2nd part of our physical life at the start of The Millennium)  while presently within  fleshly/earthly  
based DNA bodies  (created by JCg)  during the 1st part of our physical life.  These DNA fleshly bodies are “The Earthen Vessels”. 
The  “{miraculous power}/{mighty work}”  is  “The Word of God”  operating within a repentant,  hearkening  compliant recipient  that changes a  
hardened/callous  mind  away from  worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbours’ hurt)  -  to become a mind that is entirely Christlike.   
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Paul uses this terminology much in his writings because he is always mindful of what he was like  before  he was personally invited to become a 
Christian by JC  (as The Word of God)  –  as we are told in Acts.9v1-12.  He was previously a murderous predator  (as part of the progeny of a  
“seminary”  [Matt.23v15])  and he reformed entirely away from this  (1Tim.12-16) –  and it left a lasting  impression/guilt  within his mind  –  hence the 
use of  “mighty power”  in the context of reforming his mind. 
What this  “power”  is absolutely not -  

It is absolutely  not  “feigned miracles”  performed by  charlatan Christian leaders towards their duped onlookers  –  attending for a  “circus 
performance”!   Where obviously the  “{miraculous power}/{mighty work}”  of  “The Word of God”  has had no effect on their worldly mind! 
Noting what much of Isaiah teaches us,  I give two listings of examples at Isa.5v1-30, 29v19-21, etc. 

Thus we realise the mighty power of  “The Word of God”  in a reformed mind yields the HS within those people who with humility fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
during our growing period  “making us grow” (1Cor.3v6)  unto maturity to yield a mind operating according to the HS,  for us to then  reason/think  like 
Yahweh and thus becomes an assistance to understanding,  that yields special abilities to edify our neighbours within our local environment. 
Clearly for all this to righteously occur,  means it cannot be sourced by worldly humans  –  because as we know,  the first thing that collapses within 
human organisations is  “The Plan”  sometimes within the first day,  thus for  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan”  to unfold precisely as prophesied in The 
Bible over millennia in its minutiae,  shows us,  Yahweh  is  Omniscient/Omnipotent  in capability.  Furthermore,  because TCs are part of this Righteous 
Plan demonstrates they too are not speaking of The World but  are  apostles,  or could be classed as “messengers/{bringers of tidings}/angels  sent to 
tell”  The World how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
2Cor.   4v8 og In  (to the [= within]) every (thing [worldly interface/intercourse/interaction])   
2Cor.   4v8 og (the being) {too crowded}/afflicted/narrowed/thronged/{suffering tribulation}/troubled [plural],   
2Cor.   4v8 og but  no/not/none  (the being) {hemmed in closely}/cramped/distressed/straitened [plural];   
2Cor.   4v8 og (the being) {to have no way out}/{being at a loss}/{being perplexed} [plural],   
2Cor.   4v8 og but  no/not/none  (the being) {utterly at a loss}/despondent/{in despair} [middle voice, plural]. 
2Cor.   4v8 = (We)  being  persecuted/afflicted  within  everything,   (worldly intercourse,  mainly the opposition by  “Leaders of Religion”),   

but  (we)  not  being  cramped/distressed,    (because we know this present worldly system is only temporary  [to close mid-21st century]),   
(we)  being  {at a ‘loss’}/perplexed,     (why people refuse to accept the obvious Truth),   
but (we)  not being  despondent/despairing.                    (= because Yahweh will righteously sort everything out over a person’s 2 part life). 

 

(We, TCs)  being persecuted within everything   (by  “Leaders of Religion”  opposing the TCs ministry of  “1st Century Christianity”), 
but not being  cramped/distressed   (knowing that the 1st part of our physical life is transient,  and The Millennium leads into an eternity)   
(we, TCs)  being perplexed   (as why people  [1] inflict us for only teaching “1st Century Christianity”  [2] refuse to accept this wonderful knowledge) 
but  (we)  not being despondent   (because Yahweh will righteously resolve  all things  over our 2 part life into The Culmination/Eternity). 
 

Paul tells us here of what JC precisely warned in John chapters 14 to 17  (particularly 16v1-4)  -  where the TCs precisely imitating JC’s ministry  (being 
entirely neutral in worldly affairs,  and most importantly,  avoiding political issues like the plague)  will  be persecuted by the Worldly Leaders  (egged-
on by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  feeling threatened by the righteous  (to Yahweh’s Desire)  lifestyle exemplified by TCs.  This has occurred  
throughout all time  (a notable example would be William Tyndale)  even today where character assignation will be used in a vain attempt to rubbish 
what a TC does in public eyes  (precisely as the  “Leaders of Religion” first did to John the Baptist and then JC,   Matt.11v18-19, Luke.7v33-44, etc.). 

We know a TC demonstrates  {charity love}/agape  (for absolutely  no  worldly return)  by freely using their time to feed the mind and become 
worthy/competent  to  educate/edify  other people  -  and  not  to feed the fleshly body to  self-indulge  over our neighbour! 

The present fleshly body is  only  destined for destruction  (to rot in “hell” [= a  “hole in the ground”,  and  nothing more],  see Acts.2v27, 31),  and it is 
to be replaced by a perfected body  (by Yahweh making this possible)  it being simply a  “robotic carcass”  within which our mind operates to drive this 
physical frame.  However,  it is the mind  (in the form of the  “synapse construction mapping”)  that shall be retained  (by Yahweh as the  “heavenly 
treasure”,  Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  to be placed within that  new  physical body  (by Yahweh,  Eze.37v1-12,  firstly to  Spiritual  Israel (TCs to be  
The Heirs  at  “The 1st Resurrection”, Rev.20v6)  and then  “Fleshly 3rd Epoch Israel”  (to be  “The Inheritance” = “The Resurrected World”  at  “The 
2nd Resurrection”).  This new physical body can either be  (1) ideally into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as a Son of God  for  The Inheritance  or  
(2) into a perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  as  part of  “The Inheritance”.   Where the new physical body  (like a “robotic carcass”)  is to be 
loaded with our  “Heavenly Treasure”  as safely stored by Yahweh during our “asleep”  (“The 1st Death”,  John.11v11-15)  period that is to be loaded 
into  a commensurate physical body  upon our resurrection being either at The 1st or The 2nd Resurrection. 
Thus TCs though being constrained by religious leaders using The State’s powers  (as we witness throughout The World –  throughout time,  for example 
John.19v12),  these TCs have The Assurance to maintain The Fidelity to the Accurate Knowledge that keeps the TC motivated  (by the heart)  to stoically 
persevere through these difficulties,  always personally striving to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   TCs  “Absolutely Know”  (not in “blind faith”)  with 
Assurance  (see Heb. Chapter 11)  “The Inheritance”  is possible  -  fully confident Yahweh will ultimately provide a means of escape  (1Cor.10v13)  so 
we may continue  “The Furtherance of His Desire”.   That is why He will support us in the background. 
As I keep stating - 

This  “1st Century Christianity”  is at the time of writing  completely  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars! 
2Cor.   4v9 og (The being) {followed after}/pursued/ensued/persecuted/suffered [plural], 
2Cor.   4v9 og but  no/not/none  (the being) {left behind}/{remained over}/deserted/forsaken [plural];   
2Cor.   4v9 og (the being) {thrown down}/{cast down}/descended/{laid low} [plural],   
2Cor.   4v9 og but  no/not/none  (the being) lost/perished/destroyed/annihilated/{= The 2nd Death} [middle voice, plural]. 
2Cor.   4v9 = (We, TCs)  being  pursued/persecuted/afflicted    (by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”),   

but  (we)  not being  {left behind}/deserted/forsaken;     (= Yahweh will  never  abandon us over our 2 part life);   
(we)  being  {thrown/cast down}/{laid low},    (becoming  The Last/Least  within this present worldly system,  as the scum of the World),   
but  (we)  not  lost/perished/destroyed/{= The 2nd Death}.     (if as TCs,  then  “The 2nd Death”  has no power over us.  Rev.2v11, 20v6). 

 

(We, TCs)  being  pursued/persecuted   (by “Professional Leaders of Religion”  exasperated by being publicly exposed as  “hypocrites”) 
but not being  deserted/forsaken   (Yahweh will never abandon a TC of a 2 part life,  and will always be working within and peripheral to the TC) 
(we, TCs)  being cast down   (becoming  The  Last/Least  in society,  as  “scum of The World” [1Cor.4v13],  taking nothing off people for God's Word) 
But not  lost/perished/annihilated   (Yahweh will resurrect the TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to be  “Anointed”  as future Sons of God) 
 

Thus,  TCs are being persecuted by  “The Religious Authorities”  through whatever apparatus the leaders choose to use.   
We must note the example of JC  –  the  secular  authority  (Pontius Pilate)  desired  not  to persecute JC  three times  (John.18v38, 19v4, 6);  but it was  
“The Religious Authorities”  of the time,  feeling threatened  (John.11v47-53),  were the specific individuals who are on record  (both then,  and 
throughout The Gospel Age)  who pressed forward to  “{to crowd}/afflict/narrow/throng/{suffer tribulation}/trouble”  JC  (as “The Word of God”)  with 
his murder.   It was “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  then who wanted to destroy  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and this  has been repeated  
throughout The Gospel Age delivering what we have today  “Worldly Christianity”. 
Then by extension to JC’s faithful slaves of The Apostles as we can read in  “The Acts of the Apostles”  as Paul reported at 2Cor.11v24-28,  likewise 
precisely the same occurs to TCs throughout The Gospel Age  (precisely as JC foretold us John.16v1-4).   This reoccurs generation after generation,  
because the  one/same  minded people take these places within  “The (worldly) Religious Establishments”,  which is why they prefer  “Darkness”  to 
cover their private lifestyle from public  audit/examination. 
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Quite simply  if  this is  not  occurring to us for  only  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (which means being  utterly neutral  in 
worldly affairs)  then  “just perhaps”  Yahweh does  not  consider us to be a member of JC’s body  (part of the 144000 TCs)!   

This judgment is  not  my call  (but Yahweh's),   but it  is  “my responsibility”  as a  demonstrably qualified auditor   “to give warning”. 
To effect this warning,   I only offer a logical deduction based upon  copious  amounts of  “The Evidence”  from both The Bible and what we are able to 
witness through a cursory scan on  The Internet  –  and I am quite prepared to pursue this with the  very  best  worldly  Christian theologians this world 
has to offer  -  by email,  and I shall publicise the correspondence on this website for The World to read! 
Thus continuing,  TCs shall  always  be  remembered by Yahweh as  “The Adopting Father”  because they have fully imbued JC as  “The Word of God” 
within their  lifestyle/deportment  now  (that yields Yahweh’s HS within them to support their faithful publicising  “The Word of God”  only).   
Consequently,  Yahweh in The Millennial Expectation of a TC,  shall yield the  “awakening/rousing” (= resurrection)  to become a Son of God.    
Like Paul,  a TC shall be similarly cast down  (see 1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-27)  by those religious leaders refusing to accept our Gospel of JC in their  
hearts/{seat of motivation}  -  but TCs shall  never  be subject to  “apollumi”  =  annihilation. 

Why? 
Because as The Bible  tells us  (and  never  preached by  worldly Christian leaders)  a TC is  “awakened/roused”  (= resurrected)  as one of the 144000 
Sons of God at the 1st 2nd C of JCg to collect his bride  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.).  These TCs  (as former humans)  will now be 
inhabiting  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies like JCg,  to be  created then by Yahweh  (and not JCg’s creation of fleshly DNA bodies)  upon which the 
“apollumi”  has no power  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  “being blessed as having taken part in The 1st Resurrection”  (a sentence just running on quotes from The 
Bible,  and yet  never  preached by  worldly Christian leaders [Luke.16v19-21+]). 
 
33rd Allegory – dying = to be  non-responsive to  “the things of The World”,  but unto which  worldly  people respond. 
(Generally, means self-indulging one’s self -  either to the hurt of one’s neighbour  and/or  not fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.) 
34th Allegory – The Body = The 144000 TCs  accepted as such by Yahweh  – it does  not  mean  “The Christian Nation”. 
35th ‘Allegory’ – “the life of JC” = JC’s ministry /lifestyle  that perfectly fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire. 
34th Reasoning – TCs will bear similar suffering from Religious Authorities  (whoever/wherever)  while imitating JC so 
The Body parts might demonstrate purity to “The Word of God”,  by  imitating/hearkening  to “The Word of God” (JC) 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
36th ‘Allegory’ – “carnal/fleshly mind” = animalistic mind where the individual desires  “The Pleasure”  delivered by 
“The Immediacy”  and ignores the reasoned consequences of what will follow  “fulfilling the lusts of The Immediacy”. 
37th Allegory – “living to death” = “dying”  to The World makes TCs  “targets for removal”  by  “The Religious 
Authorities”  feeling their comfortable lifestyle is threatened by the righteous lifestyle of people  really  imitating JC. 
Why?  Because  “The Public”  now has a visible  “contrasting standard”  upon which to judge  “The Professionals”! 
35th Reasoning – Paul personalises our saviour by using the word “Jesus” –  but uses “Christ” in isolation to mean  “The 
Appointment of Office”  for the future 144000 TCs anointed by Yahweh for that future position. 
36th Reasoning – TCs as martyrs  (not necessarily physically losing their life, but certainly spiritually dead to The World) 
intrinsically desire The Truth to be expressed within their lifestyle and thus reveal JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
(as a  presence/parousia)  within their fleshly bodies for The World to take note and ideally learn at  ‘The Temple’. 
38th Allegory – Temple  (worldly defn.) =  presumed to be where  “God”  resides  (but,  a place of hypocritical piety). 
39th Allegory – Temple (spiritual defn.) =  a place to learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  so that we as a group may  be 
in the position to worship Yahweh by imitating JC  (as The Word of God –“The Ecclesia”) “calling out” in our lifestyle 
40th Allegory – Temple  (ultimate defn.) =  The 144000 TCs resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life  (as sons of 
God)  to teach  “The Resurrected World” “righteousness”. 
41st Allegory – “Life in you” = The Knowledge imbued within a willing recipient will adjust their former  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to produce a new synapse construction worthy for Yahweh to retain its mapping and then 
program into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body,  that as a Son of God,  a TC can never die  (Rev.2v11, Rev.20v6). 
37th Reasoning – The Life of JC revealed in us – means precisely that – we imitate JC because we are driven by his 
presence/parousia  as  “The Word of God”  operating within us that is witnessed by The World,  as the onlookers. 
Now look at “Leaders of Religion”,  being how they behave  –  do they really have JC truly revealed within them? 
2Cor.   4v10 og {Every when}/{At all times}/Always  the  decrease/impotency/deadness/dying   
2Cor.   4v10 og of the  Lord/Master  (of the) Jesus  in  to the [= within]  {whole/sound body}/bodily   
2Cor.   4v10 og (the) {conveying around}/{transporting hither and thither}/{bearing/carrying about},   
2Cor.   4v10 og that  also  the  life/existence  of the  Jesus  in  to the [= within]  {whole/sound body}/bodily  {of/from us}   
2Cor.   4v10 og (it may/should be) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest/plain}/declared/revealed. 
2Cor.   4v10 = Always  the  decrease/deadness/dying    (The 144000 TCs live in a dying physical body,  and spiritually die from The World)   

of the  lord/master  Jesus  within  the  body    (“The Word of God”  making the 144000 TCs become worthy of election by Yahweh)   
{transported around}/{carrying about},    (the 144000 TCs teaching  “The Word of God”  to The World in the manner instructed by JC) 
that also the  life/existence  of the Jesus    (The 2nd part of our life – being  “The Word of God”  yielding a perfected mind) 
within  our (= TC’s)  {whole/sound body}    (the whole group of 144000 body parts as  “The One Body”  of  Christ/Anointed) 
may be  {rendered apparent}/declared    (the 144000 TCs resurrected in celestial bodies as  “Sons of God”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”). 

 

Always carrying about the  deadness/dying  body of the  lord/master  Jesus   
             (TCs exist in a dying physical body,  and spiritually die away from The World  [of its methodology “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”]) 
             (TCs have God's Word  purifying their mind that can exist for an eternity,  while existing within a dying physical body,  as did JC)   
that  also the  life/existence  of the Jesus   
             (being The Methodology as sourced by Yahweh that gave  life/existence  to JC to be resurrected as JCg by Yahweh) 
may be rendered apparent within our (TCs’)  whole body  
            (TCs driven by  “The Word of God”  (as JC’s presence/parousia)  operate as JC's body parts of the  one/same  Methodology) 
 

It must be clearly understood,  Paul is only using the simile of JC physically dying – as a  spiritual  metaphor of the 144000 Firstfruits coming up 
through The Gospel Age of some 2000 years.  Inasmuch it is  “The Word of God”  being imbued within freely repentant and compliant recipients that 
transforms them to be entirely Christlike,  thereby enabling them to become future Sons of God  –  in the manner described with the given parenthesis 
above. 
Paul is stating this by simile    
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In due recognition of JC’s works and precious personal sacrifice through his holy nature of being separate to this worldly system of 
operations,  we TCs operate together as a body moving around in the present world imitating JC’s actions by working hard to precisely 
imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we are able.  Thus, we demonstrate these works of ours to The World now,  by having JC’s  
presence/parousia  within us,  to be  fully  revealed at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to have JCg’s  coming/parousia  to collect us.    
Bu consequence,  we are declared spiritually worthy to become the future  kings/priests  within The Millennium  (though we are considered  
“the scum”  in this present world by being so demur,  1Cor.4v13). 

2Cor.   4v11 og {continued duration}/ever/regularly/earnestly/always  For  {we ourselves}  the (persons [TCs])   
2Cor.   4v11 og (the) living/existing  into/unto  (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified  
2Cor.   4v11 og (we are being) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  through (reason of)   (the) Jesus,   
2Cor.   4v11 og that  also  the  life/existence  of the  Jesus   
2Cor.   4v11 og (it may/should be) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest/plain}/declared/revealed   
2Cor.   4v11 og in  to the [= within]  mortal/{capable of dying}  (to the) flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}  {of/from us}. 
2Cor.   4v11 = For  always  {we ourselves},    (Paul is inclusively speaking specifically about the TCs),   

the people (TCs)  living  into/unto  the  death/fatality    (rejecting worldly methodology, that brings on persecution from religious leaders) 
we are being  {yielded up}/betrayed/{cast over}  through reason of  the Jesus,   
            (meaning,  God’s Word driving us to be Christlike,  yields persecution from religious leaders hating their  “Hypocrisy” exposed) 
that  also  the  life/existence  of the  Jesus    (the standards required in a  lifestyle/deportment  for a future son of God) 
may be  revealed  within the  mortal flesh  of us.    (The TCs imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle in their life to become a standard for Sonship). 

 

For the people (TCs)  living   (Paul is exclusively speaking about the TCs,  he is certainly  not  speaking about  worldly Christian leaders) 
we are always being yielded up unto death   (TCs accurately teaching “1st Century Christianity” are  [1] persecuted,  [2] dead to world standards) 
through reason of the Jesus,   (JC's  [1] ministry has transformed our mind,  [2] Ransom sacrifice gives us an infinite respect for what he has done) 
that  also the  life/existence  of Jesus   (being JC's  [Yahweh's]  methodology that perfects our mind,  to ideally be  short-listed  for  “Sonship”) 
may be revealed in our mortal flesh   (JC's ministry/lifestyle  is replicated within our existence to edify our neighbour to our hurt =  real charity) 
 

Paul is telling The Brethren  (us as Christians)  about the difficulties of which we must expect when we  individually  aim to start fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire to become a TC at any point throughout The Gospel Age.   

Why is it the same throughout The Gospel Age? 
Because while  the names change  in all positions of  “The Religious Edifices”  throughout The World  (having for example  iniquitous  Christian leaders 
at one extreme,  worldly Christian leaders taking the middle ground,  and TCs at the other)  throughout the various generations,  but  the mindset is the 
same  throughout these generations driven by the  heart/{seat of motivation}  to put these specific individuals within their respective positions in both  
[1] as  “supposedly representing”  Yahweh   [2] under The Standard Gaussian Distribution curve. 

The Motivation – being    What is The Reason  -  Why any specific individual behaves as they do   within their respective generation. 
Paul tells us of what to expect if we are personally motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

A TC is under daily persecution by those specific proponents of this worldly system who feel threatened.   
Clearly an atheist will not be threatened by what a TC teaches,  the TC is ignored as being “odd” -  thus an atheist will  not persecute  a TC. 
Likewise,  the general apathetic public will ignore a TC,  thinking them to be different to the normal (present) worldly system and thus “odd”! 

The Detectives within the police force will always look for  “motive”  when trying to solve a crime. 
Therefore,  we can correctly deduce - 

Only  people whose  lifestyle/methodology  is threatened by what is taught will retaliate with persecution! 
These will be  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  having power and a vestige interest to maintain  “the status quo”  through the 
symbiosis with politics and commerce naturally at the  (present) worldly level!  

For example    
In the political world  (and I remain utterly neutral  – but merely report what I see),  when the founder of Wikileaks,  Julian Assange,  published the 
100k+ emails,  or Edward Snowden went public on PRISM,  then the worldly political leaders used whatever was in their arsenal to  “religiously”  
pursue these people  –  setting them up as example to others  not  to copy what they are doing.  All they were doing was to expose  “hypocrisy”  at the 
highest level!   Therefore,  this becomes The Motivation of The Worldly Leaders to quell any exposure  –  by  “whistle-blowers” (martyrs)! 
From those examples in the political world,   then - 

Who will attack the TCs in  “The Religious World”?    
Obviously,  it is  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  being exposed as  “hypocrites”  by the TCs’ ministry, lifestyle and deportment. 
This is exactly what infuriated  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  with regards to JC   (John.11v47-53, etc.).  

So the TC fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to be imitating JC’s ministry must die away from the desires of holding onto the fleeting  self-indulgences  
deliverable by this present worldly system,  thus being “holy”,  because we are now  {separated away from this world of sin}  that fuels  self-gratification  
delivered from a  self-centred  attitude.  Thus,  the TC is fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to be edifying our neighbour so they too,  might understand  why/how  
they should equally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  themselves. 
The mental strength comes from  “The Certainty of The Knowledge”  given to us through  “The Word of God”  being JCg operating within us through 
his  presence/parousia  that ultimately yields Yahweh’s HS  (being its correct composite definition)  to assist us in our ministry work  –  and the positive 
feedback becomes our strength. 
Again,  just for The Record  (to combat the nonsense taught by  worldly Christian leaders),  the HS means - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

Because a TC imitates JC’s lifestyle having  “The Word of God”  within us  –  then  that is  why  JCg desires to operate with us,  this becomes a 
symbiotic relationship,  being our  mate/partner  coexisting together spiritually now,  but physically within The Millennium. 
Finally our lifestyle must be exactly the same as JC’s lifestyle,  being made visible to The World,  which is mortal flesh in  “The Fleshly Body of Christ”  
operating within The World during The Gospel Age distinguishes it from the  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body gift given to TCs in the 2nd part of their 
life.  The TCs in the 2nd part of their physical life,  are positioned by Yahweh to be  Kings/Priests  ruling  Their Inheritance  of  “The Resurrected World 
in The Millennium”  (where  The Last/Least  will then become  The First/Most  within society,  all precisely as JC taught us,  Matt.19v30, 20v16, 
Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30. etc.). 
2Cor.   4v12 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  the  truly/indeed/{that one}  (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified   
2Cor.   4v12 og in  {to [= within] us}  (it) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily works/does},   
2Cor.   4v12 og and  the  life/existence  in  {to [= within] yourselves}. 
2Cor.   4v12 = Thus  truly/indeed/{that one}   the  death/fatality  within us  it  {actively works}   (occurs)  

and  the  life/existence  within  yourselves   (occurs). 
 

Thus, truly the death actively works within us   (the TC dies away from what The World can self-indulgently deliver to  consume/waste  our time) 
and the  life/existence  within yourselves   (We, TCs,  use all our time to  accurately  teach God's Word to you,  by both word and deed). 
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“Time”  is the most important commodity we can have,  and yet so many people use it to self-indulge themselves,  or just waste it watching television or 
play  video/internet  games!   How can people in that present state of mind be edifying people,  or preparing their mind with  “The Responsibility”  to 
correctly rule The Resurrected World? 

As the Late Joshua Daniel said,  –  “people race away with Time”  and waste it,  “give people little trinkets saying this is how it must be”! 
This is one form of  “passively dying into The World”,  that shall ultimately lead to our annihilation unless we personally reform. 
By contrast,   

TCs are  actively dying  by  avoiding  worldly  self-indulgences  and are thus  using their time to imitate JC’s ministry  in their own life.  
In doing so,  during the 1st part of their physical life,  then  the TCs shall achieve  guaranteed  (everlasting)  life by becoming Sons of God upon their 
awakening/rousing/resuscitation/{collecting the senses}  (when part of a physical resurrection). 

Why? 
Because - 

1. Yahweh recognises the pain and suffering this lifestyle will bring and thus  “pay for it”,  the TCs being  “worthy of their hire”. 
(where   “The Pay” = becoming a future Son of God,   “Worthy of their hire”,  they precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle, Matt.20v1-10) 

2. The mindset of the individual cleaves to  “The Adopting Father (Yahweh)”,  and thus becomes a trustworthy subject for full access to,  and the 
use of Yahweh's Capability to express His HS  (to perform all forms of mighty works)  within The Millennium  (to further fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire  –  being the further salvation of  “awakened/roused”  humans). 

3. Being proven in The Ministry work as faithful stewards in the 1st part of their physical life,  then they shall be fit for  “The Greater Ministry”  
work of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium during the 2nd part of their physical life  (when having authority of  “5 or 10 cities” – 
Luke.19v16-19). 

4. The TCs having imitated JC’s ministry for  the  one/same  expectation as had JC,  then Yahweh shall honour His part of the  bilateral  
covenant made at baptism and  “awaken/rouse”  the TCs in a precise  like-for-like  body as that given to JC to match  the  one/same  attire  as 
that of The Bridegroom to be befitting his Bride  (where   “attire/clothing”  always means  “personality/character”). 

 
33rd Instruction – TCs are desirous to imbue  “The Word of God”,  and once subsequently knowing  –  then they become 
internally driven to tell The World about what they know –  for absolutely  no  worldly return. 
38th Reasoning – TCs have the same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as does Yahweh sourcing “The Knowledge”  in The 
Bible for our edification –  obviously because  they choose to learn  from  “The Knowledge”  as written in The Bible! 
39th Reasoning – Real Faith = Accurate Knowledge + Assurance  based upon Knowledge + Fidelity  to the Knowledge. 
42nd Allegory – Real Belief = (sadly I had need to write this)  “Precisely work out in our life what we actually know.” 
(There is often a huge disparity between  “what we want to believe”  and  “what we actually do in our life when ignoring 
what we know”)! 
40th Reasoning – But for TCs who honestly believe in JC,  then they imitate him –  thus TCs  accurately  teach  “God’s 
Word”  by both word and deed  -  the latter being the most effective way in to teach our neighbour! 
Allegory – repeat = “awakening/rousing” = This is what the Greek word means to show “The 1st Death” is only “asleep” 
and our single life now comprises of 2 parts because of JC’s ransom sacrifice.  Our single life can continue for an eternity 
if we ultimately choose to imitate JC in our 2 parts  or  it will be terminated in  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 
41st Reasoning – Yahweh will resurrect the TCs to be alongside JCg,  because of what JC did for us at two levels:- 

1. The Ministry to purify our mind  (and if we become “The Early Adopters”)  then:- 
2. The Ransom Sacrifice giving the Firstfruits  “The 1st Resurrection”  unto  heavenly/celestial  bodies. 

15th Good News – TCs absolutely know those people who chose to imitate TCs,  who then precisely imitate JC (1Cor.4v16, 
11v1),  will be united together as  “The Bride of Christ”  at JCg’s 1st 2nd C just prior to The Millennium start. 
32nd Comment – TCs desire to  magnify/glorify  Yahweh’s position in The Universe through their real worship by bringing 
more people worthy of Sonship to Him in their personal self-sacrifice at  “the altar”  –  this is sweet odour to Yahweh. 
2Cor.   4v13 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]  And   
2Cor.   4v13 og the  it/same  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
2Cor.   4v13 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the (words)   (the having been) written/scribed/engraved: 
2Cor.   4v13 og [Prophecy, Psa.116v10 ]   (I) committed/believed/entrusted  therefore/consequently  (I) spoke/uttered/said. 
2Cor.   4v13 og Also  {we ourselves}  (we) commit/believe/entrust  therefore/consequently   
2Cor.   4v13 og also  (we) speak/utter/say; 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.116v10  
2Cor.   4v13 = And  the  having/possessing  the same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

according to  the  words  having been written   (in Tanakh/{Old Testament}): 
“I am  entrusting/committed/believing –  therefore I spoke.” 

Also  (likewise)   {we ourselves}  (TCs)   are  entrusting/committed/believing -  therefore  we  (TCs)   speak/utter! 
 

And having the same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the faith   (what  “accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity”  delivers to  The Mind) 
according to the words having been written   (in the  Tanakh/{Old Testament}  as sourced by Yahweh through His spokespersons): 
“I am  entrusting/committed  -  therefore I spoke”   (being of The Prophets, then JC  and then -)  
Also  (likewise)   we ourselves (TCs)  are  entrusting/committed   (to  “The Word of God”  operating within us,  by  precisely imitating JC) 
therefore we (TCs)  speak   (to  accurately  teach  “1st Century Christianity”  as did JC and the early apostles   [built upon The Tanakh]). 
 

Therefore,  the question we must ask of  ourselves  (being  “each one of us”  who claim to be a  “Christian”)  
Do I  “really believe”  in JC to  truly understand  precisely what  was/is  his desire  –  that fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire?    
Do I  “really know”  what JC taught,  or do I just glibly state  “I believe in JC”?   And state what a most wonderful person he  “was -  Is”? 

Moreover,  I could further counter with these questions and observations to simply provoke reasoning   
How is this different,  to the  “belief”  Judas had when he witnessed JC in the flesh and perhaps performed miracles himself? 
Surely  “The Belief”  of Judas,  must be  much greater  than could be ours  -  because of what he witnessed! 
However,  JC told us,  Judas did  not  believe (John.6v64).  Thus,  how should our  “belief”  be different to that of Judas? 
But  the other 11  truly  believed  (John.6v68, Matt.19v27, etc.,)  and what did they do with the remainder of the 1st part of their physical life? 

I leave it with the reader to  carefully  consider the  full ramifications  of this. 
Furthermore,  I ask,  How the concept of  “Belief”  applies to  “The Professional Religious Leaders”,   being  equally,  what they should be asking of you  
(the reader)  –  if  these religious leaders where  truly  imitating JC’s ministry and lifestyle  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)! 

The answers to  all  these questions show us  why  there are  only  144000 people who make  “The Grade of Sonship”. 
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I sometimes wonder how Yahweh can even get that number out of The Christian Nation over only 2000 or so years  –  because that is all the time we have 
before society implodes and begins a course of  self-destruction  as we will soon witness (2013,  now in motion, 2020 CE with the  recognised/audited  
decline throughout The Environment caused by Mankind),  and this future was all prophesied by JC,  being a time very soon when Mankind shall take  
self-indulgence  beyond what The World can withstand. 
2Cor.   4v14 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving [plural]  because  The  (One [Yahweh])   
2Cor.   4v14 og (the having) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  the  lord/master  (the) Jesus  
2Cor.   4v14 og also  us/our/we  through (reason of)   (of the) Jesus  (He will) {collect the senses}/awaken/rouse/resuscitate,   
2Cor.   4v14 og also  (He will) {stand beside}/exhibit/present/substantiate/provide/yield  [us, TCs]   
2Cor.   4v14 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to [= in/with/by/on] yourselves}. 
2Cor.   4v14 = Because   (we)  the  knowing/understanding  The  (One [Yahweh])   having  awakened/roused  the  lord/master  Jesus 

also  He  (Yahweh)   will  awaken/rouse  us  (TCs)   through reason of  the  Jesus,   
(then)   also  He  (Yahweh)   will  present/commend/substantiate/exhibit  us  (TCs)   {united as companions}   {with yourselves}. 

 

Because  (we [as TCs)  knowing/understanding  The One (Yahweh)   (“Yahweh” meaning,  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”) 
having  awakened/roused  the  lord/master  Jesus   (JC as “The Word of God”  controls/directs  the  repentant/humble/contrite  mind of a TC), 
also  He (Yahweh)  will  awaken/rouse  us (TCs)  through reason of the Jesus   (being of his  [1] ministry and  [2] ransom sacrifice) 
(then)  also He (Yahweh)  will  present/exhibit  us (TCs)  united as companions with yourselves   (brethren  actively  aiming to be TCs)   
 

Interesting verse  (particularly when considered alongside  worldly  Christian doctrine)! 
When is this time frame?    

This is  not  prior to the  “awakening/rousing” (= resurrection),  so it must be  after  the  “awakening/rousing” (= resurrection). 
Thus,  the TCs and The Brethren  (if  they become TCs themselves)  are  not  to be  commended/substantiated/exhibited  in the 1st part of their physical 
life because - 

Why make a special point of this occurring  after  the  “awakening/rousing” (= resurrection)  into the 2nd part of their physical life? 
Thus the TCs must be  elevated/proved  (before/over  other people)  not  in the present 1st part of their physical life,  but as The Bible  tells us  in the 2nd 
part of their physical life at  “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6).   This confers with what JC taught us many times about the  Last/least now to become the  
First/Most (kings/priests)  in The Millennium and the  First/Most  today (leaders)  shall be placed as the  Last/Least  in The Millennium. 
This also tells us,  there must be other people who become  “elevated over”  so the TCs might be in the position to be  “exhibited”. 

Seems a logical deduction based upon what The Bible has just told us. 
Thus again,  my explanation is showing full consistency throughout The Bible.  
TCs  (“The Early Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology)  and The Brethren  (actively aiming to become TCs)  will be  afflicted  within The World during 
the 1st part of their physical life  (because they are  “not part of this world”  John.15v17-18),  where,  through works they shall demonstrate themselves 
as being  “Righteous”  (as did Abraham,  being as the expression  “Son-like-Father”).  
TCs are  only  “considered righteous”  by  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire),  then for doing this they  will  be 
elevated in The Millennium  (thus  “Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance”)  over other  people  (in fleshly bodies  –  being  part  of  “The Inheritance”)  so 
they  (the proven resurrected TCs in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies)  may teach  “Righteousness”  to them as  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4,  
Rev1v6, etc.). 
2Cor.   4v15 og the (things)  For  (the) all (things)  through (reason of)  {specifically yourselves}  that   
2Cor.   4v15 og the  grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  (the) {to do/make/{be more}/super-abound/abundant/{make to increase}   
2Cor.   4v15 og through (reason of)  of the (persons [Brethren/TCs])  more/greater/many    
2Cor.   4v15 og the  {act of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks}   
2Cor.   4v15 og (it may/should) {super-abound}/excessive/overflow/exceed/{more than needed}   
2Cor.   4v15 og into/unto  the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
2Cor.   4v15 = For  all  the things    (“The Word of God”  yields Yahweh's HS,  enabling us to correctly reason,  minimising worldly problems) 

through reason of  {specifically yourselves}    (Thereby to be gaining more active Brethren for Yahweh's Pleasure)   
(so) that  the  gift/favour/benefit    (being  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  yields in our minds to make us  “truly better people”) 
{make increase}/{super abound}  through reason  of the  many/more  people    (Brethren coming into  “The Real Faith”)   
the  {act of gratitude}/thanksgiving  may/should  {excessively abound more}     (ultimately more TCs are fulfilling Yahweh's Desire) 
into/unto  the  glory/honour/dignity  of the  God.    (These TCs validate Yahweh's Position within their life and proves Him  “Righteous”) 

 

For all things   (being what  “The Word of God”  yields within a  receptive/contrite,  completely reformed mind,  ideally for Sonship in The Millennium) 
through reason of specifically yourselves   (The Brethren aiming to fulfil Yahweh's Desire – so The Millennium yields a perfected society) 
(so)  that the increased  gift/favour/benefit   (God's Word in a reformed mind removes all the self-centred problems that worldly methodology yields) 
might excessively abound more   (being  “The Chain Reaction”  that  “1st Century Christianity”  yields) 
through reason of the many people   (yielding more Brethren members becoming future TCs,  so The Trigger Threshold of 144000  occurs sooner) 
for the  glory/honour/dignity  of the God   (TCs  validate  Yahweh's  “Right to Rule”  to Mankind  by their lifestyle). 
 

More  new  Brethren can  only  come into  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate  Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity)  by the  existing  Brethren  accurately  
teaching  “The Word of God”  to their neighbours and strangers within The World by both word and deed.  This does  not  occur by remaining passive 
and by  “attending church”  once or more a week to have an enjoyable time!   Where the definition of  “church”  should  mean  “A Calling Out”  to 
obviously strangers  –  logically it is impossible to  “Call Out”  to people of whom you already know, –  thus we are instructed  not  to be introverted  –  
but extroverted  –  where we must - 

1. Do all things according to  “What the Bible  specifically states”  as be required to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (= “1st Century Christianity”). 
2. Do  not  promote anything as being a supposed requirement to fulfil Yahweh's Desire, The Bible does not mention  (“Christianity” take note). 

This means   Never invent things   customs, pilgrimages, myths, actions, gibberish, etc. all being built upon worldly aspirations (Matt.23v23) 
It is this sentiment of expanding  “The Body of Christ”  to generate more  genuine  worship  (that means “bring forth next generation of TCs”)  through 
a deportment that imitate JC,  of which Paul is capturing within this verse. 
For completeness,  a  “Christian leader” who promotes  (1) apathy at one extreme or  (2) self-indulgent hype at the other extreme  (and ignoring the 
fact,  we  all  must precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle),  then these leaders are  absolutely not  TCs,  however high they might  climb-up  within a 
religious edifice!   It is of my opinion that   “They higher they climb within the worldly edifice,  then the further away they take themselves from Yahweh”  
(being specifically what The Bible tells us in numerous places).   However,  we must intimately know The Bible to recognise these teachings  –  and  not  
selectively  “read-out”  this knowledge by passing The Bible through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19.    
Luke.12v46-48 is a useful read of many citations on this topic,  which gives great insight into the mind of people who operate like this! 
 
42nd Reasoning – TCs have no worries about their body decaying,  finalised in death  (“1st Death” = “asleep”). 
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TCs always know the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is being renewed daily by God's Word faithfully operating within to 
yield Yahweh’s HS that  readjusts/reforms  the  “synapse construction”  whose mapping is to be retained by Yahweh upon  
“The 1st Death”  to be used in  “The  Awakening/Rousing”  (Eze.37v1-12  [of two Israels,  of its two resurrections]). 
43rd Reasoning – TCs know the 1st part of their physical life of  suffering/affliction  (for only imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  is utterly nothing to an eternity in the 2nd part of their life being  weighty/important  as a Son of God. 
43rd Allegory – “Things seen” = This present worldly system follows  “The Methodology of Satan” (= self-indulgent). 
44th Allegory – “Things unseen” = Not seen in this present worldly system, =  the future worldly system starting in The 
Millennium where society will be taught to follow  “The Methodology of Yahweh”  (to edify your neighbour). 
34th Instruction – TCs will take  no  notice of this present worldly system  (and will  not  partake in it),  for the TC only 
takes note of The Millennium system where JCg is ruling as he has done by his  presence  during the 1st part of a TC’s life. 
44th Reasoning – TCs know the present worldly system will  dissolve/{pass away},  but The Millennium system will 
continue into an eternity  -  and thus the TCs make this  work/operate  within the 1st part of their physical life. 
2Cor.   4v16 og Therefore/Consequently  no/not/none  (we) {feel weak}/{fail in heart/motivation}/faint/{be weary};   
2Cor.   4v16 og but  if  also  the  outside/{away from}/without/outward  {of/from us}  
2Cor.   4v16 og (the) countenance/{human-being}/man     
2Cor.   4v16 og (it is being) {rotted thoroughly}/ruined/{decayed utterly}/corrupted/perished/destroyed,  
2Cor.   4v16 og but  the (man)  {from inside/within}  (it is being) renovated/renewed  (the) day/{period of time}   
2Cor.   4v16 og also  (the) day/{period of time}. 
2Cor.   4v16 = Consequently,  not  we (TCs)  {feel weak}/faint/{be weary}/{fail in motivation},     (in our ministry work under adversity),   

but  also  if  our  outward man   (our present fleshly body)   decays/ruining/perishing,     (while under worldly adversity),   
but   (our)   inside/{from within}     (= spirit/personality/desires/traits  –  being our mind)   
is being  renovated/renewed  day also day. (= daily)     (by our reasoning upon  “The Word”  of God over the previous day’s events). 

 

Consequently,  not we (TCs)  feel weak   (in our ministry and under religious persecution,  while aiming to behave precisely like JC) 
but  also if our outward man   (of our present corrupted fleshly body)  decays/perishing   (under adversity,  never to exist again)  
but  (our)  inside  (spiritual body  =  our  “synapse construction mapping”  =  spirit/personality/desires/traits  becoming the one with JC and Yahweh) 
is being renovated day by day   (“learning”  how to purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life to become like JC,  to become  “begotten”). 
             (This is  “the gestation process”  of  firstly,  growing the new  spiritual  mind/creature [Gal.6v15]  in us,  becoming mentally entirely Christlike) 
             (Then  secondly,  Yahweh reciprocates if, and only if,  we have fully made the transition,  for the  “1st Resurrection”  physical  celestial body). 
 

Note   It is this  spiritual/personality/desires/traits  created by reasoning upon  “The Accurate Knowledge”  given by  “The Word of God” (through JC).   
This creates a righteous  “synapse construction”  whose mapping becomes  “the Treasure in Heaven”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  that Yahweh reloads 
into a new perfected physical body upon our  awakening/rousing (= resurrection),  see the explanation given at Rom.6v18  how this occurs. 
Thus the present fleshly body dies into dust  (=  rots away to nothing in  “a covered hole in the ground” = “hell/sheol/hades/grave ”  –  all being the one 
and  same  thing in  different languages)  –  but it is the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that  ideally  has been educated during the 1st part of our 
physical life to conform to JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that enables  (1)  
a TC to become a future son of God  (as deemed by Yahweh  –  and  not  by our  erroneous  worldly Christian leaders).   
Else the second option  (2)  (for the vast majority of humans)  an  awakening/rousing  into a perfected DNA fleshly body  (given in trust)  to  then  
personally learn how to have a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  similar to JC during The Millennium worthy  then  to live for an eternity. 
Where the perfected physical DNA fleshly body is given in trust for the period of 1000 years so that the mind (= spirit/personality/desires./traits = 
character)  can become perfected like the perfected DNA physical body.  Where |Yahweh has given us a perfected body based upon  (1) The Ransom 
Sacrifice so kindly given to us by JC,  and it is our  personal  responsibility to then  personally  purify our mind based upon  (2) The Ministry so kindly 
given to us by JC as  “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)  -   within a perfected environment  (paradise/park)  when covered by JCg as The Lord of The 
Sabbath Day  (mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1, etc.) 

Can the reader see how all this logically aligns?  –  Without the worldly mystic waffle  -  but utterly scriptural sourced by God's Word. 
So why should some of us,  as humans,  be rejecting this -  and perhaps be vehemently attacking this solid Bible based exegesis? 

An important aside. 
Based upon my many mature years  –  speaking for myself and witnessing what has occurred to others whom I have spoken regarding  “The Real Faith” 
– an interesting  repeated  phenomena has been observed and so I make mention of it here  –  perhaps to which Paul is alluding here. 
I pass on my experience as a word of a warning to the reader. 
I have noticed that when a person starts to come into  “The Real Faith”  (contrary to the “blind faith”  of  “Religion”)  then certain events seem to crash 
onto us from nowhere!   These are  not  self-inflicted by  our personal stupid interaction with The World  (see later),  but sadly totally arbitrary which 
can be any number of things that seem to hit our very  “soft-part”  within our defence.  I consider this is a direct attack from Satan to pummel us while in 
a weaken state before becoming hardened against Satan’s direct attacks to stop a  potential  future TC,  who,   if  joins forces to make-up that number of 
144000 TCs shall bring about Satan’s demise (Rev.20v1-3)  and  bring-on  the onset of The Millennium  (see “Satan’s Desire” in glossary). 
The same thing occurred to JC at Matt.4v1-12,  when he properly started his ministry  -  initiated at his Baptism  –  noting the cryptic comment at 
Matt.3v15  (please see my important local commentary). 
Therefore.  I give this warning and valuable instruction  –  be prepared and become mentally strong in  “The Word of God”  –  put on The Armour  
(Eph.6v12-19)  as given by The Scriptures throughout.  Being forewarned  –  is forearmed!   Sadly,  we must expect it during Satan’s present tenure! 
We must not forget,  Yahweh  never  sources evil,  but He  will  allow The World to chastise those individuals whom He  {edifying loves}/agapao  to build 
up their character  against  “The World’s Methodology”  (to personally learn to hate  “worldly methodology”)  so that we might become His children  
(Heb.12v5-14).  Fortunately,  we also know He  agapao/phileo  us and will not allow us to be tempted beyond what we can endure  (1Cor.10v13). 

Yahweh will not allow a good tool to yield the next generation of TCs to become broken at the time of its construction – that would be stupid! 
Moreover,  “The Judging World”  must see TCs become hurt through  undeserved persecution  -  to show these 144000 TCs have  truly imitated JC  
while under duress and thus  wholly worthy to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
2Cor.   4v17 og the  For  {at the very instant}/momentary/{for a moment}  (the) lightness/easy/{no problem}   
2Cor.   4v17 og of the  compression/affliction/pressure/burden/persecution  {of/from us}  [= of our] 
2Cor.   4v17 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
2Cor.   4v17 og (the) {throwing beyond others}/{more excellent}/{beyond measure}/{far more exceedingly}  into/unto   
2Cor.   4v17 og (the) {throwing beyond others}/{more excellent}/{beyond measure}/{far more exceedingly}   
2Cor.   4v17 og (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting  (the) {going down}/weight/load/abundance/authority/burden  
2Cor.   4v17 og (of the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence     
2Cor.   4v17 og (it) accomplishes/performs/finishes/fashions/{works out} [middle voice]  {to us}. 
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2Cor.   4v17 = For  the  {very instant}/momentary    (being the 1st part of our physical life when compared with eternity,  then) 
lightness/easy/{no problem}    (we are prepared to carry these problem now – knowing that we have an eternity in the 2nd part of our life) 
of  our  (TCs)   affliction/burdening/persecution    (principally sourced from  “Leaders of Religion”  detesting our stance in The World) 
according/intensity  to  the  {far more excellent}/{beyond all measure}  into/unto  {far more excellent}/{beyond all measure}  

(what is on offer in the 2nd part of our physical life is beyond all human comprehension) 
The  perpetual/eternal/everlasting  weight/abundance/authority    (the eternal future importance of the TCs position over society)   
of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence    (where the 144000 TCs become the future  “Sons of God”  alongside JCg – Matt.20v23, etc.,) 
personally  accomplished/performed/{works out}  within  us    (TCs with perfected minds are correctly positioned to teach righteousness). 

 

For our  affliction/persecution   (sourced by leaders of “Religion”  trying to suppress our teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
being momentary   (the 1st part of our physical life is merely  “a flash of time”  –  when compared with  “eternity”  as a future Son of God) 
(is)  no problem.   (Thus something a mature TC can live with  -  “take it on the chin”  -  always knowing Yahweh is observing and  “taking account”) 
        (This  affliction/persecution … … ) 
Personally works out within us   (to yield a  mature, dependable, responsible, trustworthy, resilient  mind that Yahweh can use in The Millennium) 
according to the far more excellent   (being what we can presently comprehend of  “The Word of God”  leading to our internal reform) 
unto the far more excellent   (being what  “The Word of God”  will yield through us,  while we teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”) 
the everlasting authority   (of the 144000 TCs  awakened/roused  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to become future  “Sons of God” being “The Heirs”) 
of the  glory/honour/dignity   (that a future Son of God can bring to Yahweh through  “The Repentant World”  in The Millennium). 
 

Firstly,  I ask the reader to compare this  “Most Accurate Translation”  with that given within their own bible,  there may be subtle but key differences 
and I ask the reader to carefully consider the departures from this most faithful translation given here in the light of what FutureLife.org teaches. 
Let me now continue. 
It the reader  should recognise,  secular  (political)  authorities have  no  problem with TCs  –  because TCs  are model citizens  (Rom.13v1-6)  –  for we  
(actively aiming to become TCS)  are instructed  not  to partake in any worldly matters  (to remain entirely neutral)  –  so that we might  only  be known 
for being persecuted for  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  in the  one/same  manner as would JC and the apostles.   

Consequently,  the persecution can  only  be orchestrated by those specific people who feel threatened by the TCs’ teaching!    
Therefore,  these people threatened by exposure,  are  “The Religious Authorities”  who operate  “hand in glove”  with the secular authorities  (having 
the same mentality  –  but using different tools to extract worldly gain from the populace).  To keep these religious leaders’ hands supposedly clean then 
they motivate the secular authorities to do their dirty bidding for them  (John.19v12),  hence cloaking  “The Religious Authorities”  from being accused 
of initiating the permanent removal of any TC. 

For the last 2000 or so years of The Gospel Age this is how  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  operate,  and will continue to do so,  until 
displaced by The Millennium’s inauguration. 

However,  Paul is saying to us,  for the some  “5 to 50” years of an  active  TC’s  1st part of their physical life is a mere  “{very instant}/momentary”  
transit of time within which to bear this religious persecution and thus this transient period can be considered as being  “lightweight/{of no problem}”. 
       Why?    Because of The Vista of The Millennium drives the TC to continue through this fleeting painful period within their blissful eternal life.   
TCs are always being driven by The Expectation that Yahweh will honour His portion of  “The Bilateral Agreement”  that he likewise had with JC  -  
where the TC becomes a future  “Son of God”  which will naturally continue for an eternity  after  The Millennium is  just so  infinitely  better  –  having  
“glory/honour/dignity/majesty”  only because the TC was  assayed as being worthy by Yahweh in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  upon this  
momentary  1st part of our physical life. 
It should be noted,  Yahweh cannot reciprocate by honouring His end of  “The Bilateral Contract”  if a standard Christian has firstly reneged on  his/her  
end of  “The Bilateral Contract”  by refusing to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  that firstly requires absorbing  “God’s Word part 1 and 2”,  then 
rigorously assaying it and finally acting with fidelity to it.   
Now the obvious question - 

So  why  do the members of  “The Religious Authorities”  then  not  become TCs themselves  -  if the future is so much better for TCs? 
Because quite simply – the leaders  “Absolutely do  not  believe it will occur”  –  and thus rather  “take their cake”  now,  from their deluded devotees  
(in what they deem to be the  only  part life  that concerns them)!    

Therefore,  they are expressing an  animalistic/carnal  mind lusting for “The Immediacy”  (as does  any  worldly person)! 
Where we can inductively reason that -   

If  that is the  only  part of their life,  within which they are interested,  being “now”  –  then  they are hardly likely to be interested in the 2nd 
part of their devotees’ life either!    
Then we are back to JC’s illustration of The Tree and of its fruits  (Matt.7v16-21, 12v33, etc.)! 

That  is  “The Hypocrisy”  of what they represent  –  being specifically what JC spoke upon during his ministry  (Mat.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1)! 
2Cor.   4v18 og no/not/none  (of the) {taking aim at}/spying/regarding/considering/{taking heed}/{carefully watching}   
2Cor.   4v18 og {of/from us}  the (things)   (the being) beheld/seen/look/beware/{taken heed},   
2Cor.   4v18 og but  the (things)  no/not/none  (the being) beheld/seen/look/beware/{taken heed}.   
2Cor.   4v18 og the (things)  for  (the being) beheld/seen/look/beware/{taken heed}   
2Cor.   4v18 og (the) {for the  occasion/season  only}/temporary/awhile/{not lasting} [plural],  
2Cor.   4v18 og the (things)  and  no/not/none  (the being) behold/seen/look/beware/{taken heed}   
2Cor.   4v18 og (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting. 
2Cor.   4v18 = (We,  TCs are)  Not  to  {specifically regard}/consider/{carefully watch}    (TCs are to ignore,  take no regard)   

our  things  being visible/seen/beheld,  (now in the 1st part of our life)   (being the present worldly things that interact within our life),   
but  the  things  not  visible/seen/beheld.   (Our mind’s purification,  for the  responsibility/interaction  during JCg’s rule in The Millennium) 
For  the  things   (now)   visible/seen/beheld  are  {only temporary}/{not lasting}    (they finish at the end of the 1st part of our physical life) 
but  the  things  not  visible/seen/beheld  are  eternal/everlasting.   (These things continue for an eternity in the 2nd part of our physical life) 

 

       (We TCs are … … )   
Not to carefully watch   (and hence,   TCs are to ignore,  meaning TCs must have no concern,  hence,  do not involve ourselves within) 
our  visible/beheld  things   (being the things that interact with us during the 1st part of our physical life within the present worldly system) 
               (being what affects, effects,  and interacts with our physical body … … ) 
but  (to carefully watch … … ) 
the things not  visible/beheld   (The Mind of a TC is to be trained for the things, responsibility, interaction during JCg’s rule in The Millennium) 
               (being what affects, effects,  and interacts with our spiritual mind,  being how we think and reason  [1Pet.2v18-24]  to purify our mind) 
For the things  (now)  visible/beheld  are not lasting   (they finish at the end of The Gospel Age  [Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v10-13, etc.]) 
but the things not  visible/beheld  are eternal   (these things start at The Millennium and continue on into The Eternity [Rev.21v1-4, etc.]). 

               (The purified mind to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt” –  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  will give us  “guaranteed life”) 
 

We must ask ourselves  
What does this mean? 
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Paul is teaching us,  TCs are  not  to involve themselves in the present  “worldly operations”   (and thus certainly not by being a leader of religion, 
politics, or commerce  -  because that develops  the wrong type of mind  to be successful in The Millennium).   
TCs must avoid worldly politics like the plague  (of which it is),  so the TCs do  not  become  blemished/stained/tainted  (within their own  “synapse 
construction”  –  and likewise within the mind of external observers tainting our character by association)  by the contamination  (worldly methodology)  
of the present worldly system  –  because it is operating under Satan’s methodology of  “self-indulgence”.   
Thus,  TCs must focus their mind upon things that cannot be presently seen  –  being  “The Word of God”  applied within us,  and thus be teaching of  
“The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  where The Culmination of  “The Year”  is  “The Spiritual Growth”  (summer)  upon  “The Light of Yahweh’s 
Environment”  and  “The Harvest of People”  (autumn)  upon their acceptability.  Where ideally,  we should become  “The Early Adopters”  (TCs)  -  or,  
for virtually all people,  it will be The Millennium period. 

It  (“The Year” being “The Process”)  is  “acceptable”  (to Yahweh)  because it is a  “Righteous process”  made possible by  “Righteous 
Yahweh”  through the actions  (ministry + lifestyle culminating in his ransom sacrifice)  of  “Righteous JC”. 

Thus,  the TC focussed upon  the correct  methodology,  being The Lifestyle that imitates JC’s lifestyle appropriate for success in The Millennium.  
Paul is stating,  –  absolutely do  not  participate  in  anything  worldly  during the 1st part of our physical life  –  we must only concentrate in JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  to educate other people to become TCs in their own right.   
By consequence,  AVOID ANYTHING  to do with present day worldly politics. 

Why? 
Because worldly politics of today has  nothing  to do with  “The Politics of The New World Order”  under  “JCg’s Millennial Rule”.   
Furthermore,  because the methodology  (being the mindset to operate within)  today’s worldly politics is  so completely alien  to what it will be like in 
JCg’s new system,  then what occurs today is  “{only temporary}/{not lasting}”  and thus will be removed,  done away with  –  as The Bible tells us   

“The old heaven and old earth will be dissolved”   (2Pet.3v10-13).   
Where - 

“Heaven” (singular)  =  The Authority over The Earth = Satan’s (present) Methodology. 
“Earth” (physically supports Mankind) = The  systems/protocol/operations  upon which Mankind presently operates for its support. 

This change  will  occur at the onset of The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
The TCs with this central focus within their mind will  not  be clouded with present day worldly issues  –  but will enthusiastically teach everything 
concerning  “The World of this New System”  by  both  word and deed  –  thereby showing themselves  not  to be  “hypocrites”.   The TC will canvass 
and  “party-promote”  JC’s Millennial rule and avoid  anything  pertaining to present day party politics  –  because it will be  “done away with”.   

It would be like a Far-Left thinking person  canvassing/{promoting the ideals}  for a Far-Right party!  -  Absolutely unthinkable! 
That is precisely  why  any person who becomes involves with political issues of the present day absolutely  cannot  be TCs unless  he/she  seriously 
repents to begin internal reform,  to then start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  The Bible tells us just this  throughout! 

The TC focuses upon  “the things not  visible/behold/beware/{take heed}  (and thus with the mind’s eye)  are  eternal/everlasting”. 
I should explain this means - 

1. Ignore and utterly reject what  “Leaders of Religion”  preach to us –  most of it is  entirely wrong –  start afresh  (Luke.5v35-39). 
Else quite simply we shall not even get off the 1st square  (Matt.23v13,  actually all of chapter 23 is an enlightening read). 

2. Get our mind correctly thinking like JC  (1Pet.2v21-24)  is the next stage. 
3. Gain  “The Knowledge”  of how Yahweh’s Plan is progressively unfolding through millennia  (= daily  read a  GOOD older Bible). 
4. Thoroughly/vigorously  assay/prove  to our satisfaction that what we know is entirely righteous – thus sourced by righteous Yahweh. 
5. Become responsible and careful in our thinking  (Luke.10v3)  and of  sane/reasoning  mind  (Titus.2v2-8). 
6. Act with fidelity to what is known and proven,  by teaching  “The Word of God”  to other people by both word and deed. 

In this manner we become  “Authorities”  on the subject matter by gaining The Armour  through active use  (Eph.6v13-17). 
We become more mentally agile to combat  “Professional Leaders of Religion” on their  “home turf”,  and demonstrate to The World 
that we are  not  self-indulgent  with our  vast and comprehensive knowledge,  but  give everything freely  for absolutely  no  worldly 
return.  As such,  we become  The Last/Least  within The World of today,  to be considered by The World as  “The Scum”,  inasmuch 
they would not want our position of taking nothing from The World! 

7. When we have done  all the above,  then  we become on the short list –  of  perhaps/maybe/might  become a future Son of God. 
Where we have demonstrably proven ourselves to  “The Judging World”  that we have  “The Required Qualifications”  to rule  “The 
Resurrected World”  absolutely  not  for any personal gain  (and absolutely  not  to “control people” being the opposite for a leader of 
today)   –  but to be TRUE  servants/ministers  freely edifying  “The Resurrected World”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
That is why we can understand there are  only  to be 144000 TCs who are able to fulfil the criterion given above  when  elected out of 
the some 3 billion  “Christians”  of the some 2000 year Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14, etc.). 

 
 
45th Allegory – residence = Operating  spirit/personality  being our consciousness  =  what makes us an individual. 
46th Allegory – “earthly residence” = Our consciousness captured within the synapse construction (of a fleshly body). 
47th Allegory – tabernacle = tent/{mobile covering} = our mobile fleshly body. 
48th Allegory – destroyed = Satan’s Curse = “The 1st Death” –  where our corrupted (“Junk”)  DNA body dies. 
49th Allegory – “residence ... hands” = Our  spirit/personality  has been adjusted to become the same with Yahweh’s HS. 
Where our perfected consciousness  (= our  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  comes into existence as a  “Son of God”  
within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body created by Yahweh  (having many additional attributes over a mere  fleshly 
body)  that can never die. 
50th ‘Allegory’ – heaven [singular] = immediate zone above the Earth = The Sky  (infers local control of The Earth). 
51st ‘Allegory’ – heaven [plural] = multiple zones above the Earth = The Universe  (infers universal control by Yahweh). 
The difference is  only  seen in The Original Greek and on this website’s direct translation.  This fine detail is lost in many 
errant English translations of The Bible  (translators proudly choose to ignore the difference  [ref NIV Foreword])! 
33rd Comment – TCs in the 1st part of their life  groan/sigh  at the horrible system operating around them and yearn for 
the institution of The Millennium  –  it is this knowledge that drives them on,  in the face of all affliction and persecution. 
45th Reasoning – TCs know that upon their awakening/rousing  they shall be alongside JCg in the  sky/heaven/(authority)  
– to mean they shall be ruling The Earth as  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”  righteousness. 
52nd Allegory – Clothing = How people see us from outside = “The Personality”  displayed in  works/lifestyle/deportment. 
53rd Allegory – naked = No clothing = A personality that does  not  conform to Yahweh’s Desire  (= the corrupted body). 
54th Allegory – clothing one’s self = The individual personally imbuing Yahweh’s HS within their very  being/existence. 
This is done by thoroughly learning God’s Word parts 1 and 2, assaying it and then operating with fidelity to it. 
46th Reasoning – TCs do not aspire to suicide and will not choose to leave their present affliction for a much better system 
upon their  awakening/rousing,  because knowing they must presently exist to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to bring  new  TCs to 
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Yahweh from their ministry work.  Thus,  deliberately shortening the active 1st part of their physical life is  not  fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire  –  but is throwing His expectation of the TC back in His face  (= blaspheming against the HS). 
But this does not stop a TC from yearning to leave their present body,  for the future body to be given to TCs by Yahweh! 
2Cor.   5v1 og (we) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  For  because  if/whenever   
2Cor.   5v1 og the  worldly/earthly/terrestrial  {of/from us}  (the) residence/house/household/family   
2Cor.   5v1 og of the  hut/{temporary residence}/tabernacle/{human body}   
2Cor.   5v1 og (it is) {loosened/taken down}/disintegrated/demolished/{over thrown}/undone   
2Cor.   5v1 og (the) structuring/building/confirmation/edify/embolden  {from/out of}  (of the) God   
2Cor.   5v1 og (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,   
2Cor.   5v1 og (the) residence/house/household/family  (the) unmanufactured/inartificial/{not made with hands},   
2Cor.   5v1 og (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting  in  to the [= within]  heavens. 
2Cor.   5v1 = For  we  (TCs)   know/understand  because  if  our  earthly/terrestrial  house/residence    (being our  “conscious existence”) 

of the  {temporary residence}/tabernacle/{human body}  is  demolished/{thrown down},    (ideally,  firstly spiritual and then physical),   
we have a  building/structure  from out  of the  God  (Yahweh),    (a new  {spirit/personality/etc.}/mind,  and then a new physical body) 
the  house/residence  not  {made by hands}/{of human origin}  (being)   perpetual/eternal  within  the  heavens.    (see commentary) 

 

For we (TCs)  know/understand  because if our  earthly residence   (our  present/old  conscious existence based upon worldly methodology) 
of the  {temporary residence}/{human body}  is demolished   (firstly by rejecting worldly methodology,  and then physically at our death) 
we have a structure from out of the God  (by spiritually imbuing Yahweh’s Methodology,  then physically a celestial body at “The 1st Resurrection”) 
the  house/residence   (being our  new  “conscious existence”  based wholly upon Yahweh’s Methodology) 
not made by hands   (Yahweh supplies His Methodology through JC,  and will physically supply a  heavenly/celestial  body for the 144000 TCs) 
                 (being what affects, effects,  and interacts with our spiritual mind,  being how we think and reason  [1Pet.2v18-24]  to purify our mind) 
(being)  the eternal within the heavens   (Yahweh is  “The Source”  of this new eternal residence  =  2nd part of  both  our  spiritual/physical  life). 
 

Paul uses some important concepts. 
Let me just assign some understanding to the phrases used before I then fully explain what Paul is teaching us here. 

“earthly/terrestrial  house/residence  of the  {temporary residence}/tabernacle/{human body}” = the fleshly body within which our  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  presently resides creating the  “synapse construction”  for Yahweh to  “capture the mapping”  upon our 
death.  JC terms this  “asleep” = “The 1st Death”,  John.11v11-15,  counter to JCg terming “annihilation”  = “The 2nd Death”  Rev.2v11, 
20v6,  hence  the reason  for capturing our  “synapse construction mapping”  for use in our resurrection at either The 1st or 2nd Resurrection). 
Paul is speaking of our  “soul/{conscious existence}/life”  that requires  both   (1)  a functioning physical body and what we term  (2)  a 
cognitive  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to operate within the  “fit for purpose”  functional physical body.  It is absolutely  not  the nonsense 
our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preach to us,  who are merely representative of  “The Father of The Lie” (John.8v44)  to perpetuate 
his lie of Gen.3v4 in direct contravention of what Yahweh told us at Gen.2v17.    
Therefore,  we may ask,  who do our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  represent?   The answer is only too obvious! 
“building/structure  of the God  we have”  = The New Temple built of metaphoric stones  (1Pet.2v5, 2Cor.6v16),  each  “stone”  being a TC 
(1Cor.3v16) to complete the 144000 stoned temple (Rev.14v1-4).  Where  “stone”  in prophecy always means  “steadfast/eternal/dependable”   
“a  house/residence  not  {made by hands}/{of human origin}” =  the TC’s perfected  “synapse construction”  (through “The Word of God” 
correctly imbued to yield Yahweh’s HS within that  repentant/contrite/compliant/hearkening  individual)  worthy to be placed within a future  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body created by Yahweh  (through His HS operating)  that is  not  based upon fleshly DNA.  The 144000 TCs 
enter into their new celestial body  (being a creation of Yahweh)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= 1st 2nd C of JCg),  where it is JCg who comes 
to collect his Bride  (Matt.25v1-12, 24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, 20v6, etc.). 
“eternal in the heavens”  = Plural heavens,  thus telling us The Source is not terrestrial,  but from The Creator of The Universe. 
And clearly with the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  placed within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body by Yahweh,  then it will be eternal! 
However the reader will not gain that information from their bible,  if this has been translated with a singular “heaven”  -  check it out and 
also read  James.3v11-12  –  showing the problem we have with our  worldly bibles! 

Now let me explain the verse  
This is one of those very few verses within The Bible that could be  misconstrued  to  “suggest”  humans leave the planet forever. 

However,  that is an assumption forced upon us by  errant  worldly  Christianity doctrine that  ignores copious more verses to the contrary. 
Thus,  this can be said to be  “wishful thinking”  by some leaders  perpetuating falsehoods,  but who chose  not  to analyse The Bible scriptures,  hence 
the need for my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  to finally squash once and for all time,  religious falsehoods,  quickly and simply! 
Assuming,  Yahweh created the planet  (indirectly – inasmuch creating the Laws of Physics/Chemistry for the Universe to operate, to yield the planet 
Earth by consequence)  and JCg to  “adorn/decorate”  this planet with  “World/Life”   (StrongsTM = 2889)  then consider this. 
It would seem presumptuous to conclude that after humans have totally despoiled this planet, Earth,  for Yahweh and JCg would wish us to move to 
another planet and do the same thing to that new planet!   I hardly think so!   Once on what could be a wonderful planet supplying all our needs,  then 
return the human race and its home,  both back to a perfected state – by means of the  “Most Righteous Route”  as given in The Bible.   If any person 
disagrees,  then please would they suggest an alternative? 

What is Paul really telling us? 
Let me translate what he is telling us into something we can understand,  in the manner of my interjected parenthesis given above.  
The explanation below comprises of quotes from The Bible  (has your “Leader of Religion” made you aware of the citations used?  –  If not,  Why not)! 

TCs know that  should/when  their fleshly body dies,  then Yahweh will place their  intellect/reasoning/{previous life’s experiences}  (as I term 
elsewhere  “heavenly treasure”  being the  “metaphoric software”  from Yahweh’s depository)  into  “a heavenly/spiritual/celestial body”. 
This  “programming”  into a physical operating frame shall occur upon their  “awakening/rousing”  (= resurrection)  at JCg’s 1st 2nd C for 
all 144000 TCs to become  “The Bride of Christ” (Rev.21v2,9),  where each member will be a mentally reasoning clone of  his/her  former 
existence  (within a body created by Yahweh and  not  the fleshly DNA body originally created by JCg  [Gen.1v26, John,1v1-3, etc.]). 
The TCs will be taken  “away from this Earth”  (to “The Heavens”)  to  learn of their new roles  (being an extension of what they have 
already demonstrated as the  “faithful stewards”  in the 1st part of their physical life)  during  “3.5 years”  before the immediate  “start of 
The Millennium”. “The Earth during this period will experience The Wrath of God”  when  “the oblation  (= TC’s sacred service)  has been 
removed”  (Dan.9v27 [noting this is a dual prophecy to close two  “epochs of Israel”], 12v11)  at JC’s 1st 2nd C. 
The  “individual TCs  (metaphorically)  form the individual building stones of Yahweh’s Spiritual Temple”  (= The Bride)  that shall return  
“down to Earth to remove the existing  leaders/protocols”  so that  “the old heaven and old earth will be no more”  (2Pet.3v9-13, Rev.19v16-
21).  This process will  bring-in  “the start of The Millennium” (Rev.20v2,9,10)  headed-up by  The New Jerusalem  (= Yahweh’s organisation 
operating upon this planet –  not  physical bricks). The TCs are the  “kings and priests  (2Tim.4v6-8)  to then rule”  over the Earth to  “teach 
righteousness”  to  “all the resurrected people”  “in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (given  in trust  –  for the mind to be reformed over  “The 
Great Sabbath Day”  by  “The Lord  [JCg]  of The Sabbath”,  Mark.2v27-28  -  while covered over “The Great Sabbath”, John.19v31, 20v1). 

Where we are aware that - 
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All this is under the full control of Yahweh.  Yahweh uses His Capability  to  make/ensure  it all occurs  precisely as prophesied  within The 
Bible  within full righteousness  as seen by all  reasoning entities  operating within His Domain  (= everywhere in The Universe). 
     This magnifies His  glory/omnipotence  throughout The Universe,  as it is seen  “another world”  has been righteously reformed! 
JCg is His premier faithful son who has made all this possible through his selfless sacrifice and thus now the  rightful  king of operations, 
where he is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and  “shall be King of kings and Lord of lords”  (Rev.19v16). 

The reader can now see from this understanding of what will occur in the future.   
Only  the TCs  “go to a zone elevated above solid earth”  (= the real meaning of the Greek word  “ouranos”  StrongsTM = 3772),  but then  they return to 
Earth again  (as The Temple within The Middle  [= Command and Control Centre]  of Jerusalem coming from the sky – Rev.21v1-2, etc.)  to further 
Yahweh’s Desire for the edification of the  whole of Mankind.  To teach the whole of Mankind so that all members of it have their last opportunity to 
learn  “Righteousness”  with Satan temporally removed  (Rev.20v2-7).  This is the true righteousness of Yahweh,  because He is giving non-righteous 
humans a head start to learn the benefits of living a righteous life before Satan is released for a short while (= 3.5 years)  at the end of this 1000 year 
teaching regime  (Rev.20v7-12).  
Where  “coming from out of The Sky” means the 144000 TC have  “The Full Authority”  of  “The Sky/Heaven [singular]”  pertaining to this planet. 
2Cor.   5v2 og also  For  in  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  [body + knowledge]   (we) sigh/{having grief}/murmur/groan,   
2Cor.   5v2 og the  residence/habitation/house  {of/from us}  the (place)  {from/out of}  (of the) heaven/sky  
2Cor.   5v2 og (to) {invest upon oneself}/{be clothed upon} [middle voice, infinite]   
2Cor.   5v2 og (the) yearning/{doting upon}/{intensely craving}/{greatly desiring/lusting}. 
2Cor.   5v2 = For  also  in  this   (present body and knowledge)   we  (TCs)   sigh/groan/grieve   (our present existence is The Last/Least),   

(for)  our  residence/{dwelling place}/house  {from out of}  the  heaven/sky    (conscious existence is for  “the zone above the earth”) 
to  personally  {clothe ourselves}    (to be a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  appropriate/commensurate  to our now perfected mind)   
yearning/{earnestly desiring}   (for this wonderful gift from Yahweh appropriate to the perfected 2nd part of a TC's spiritual life). 

 

For also within this  (body and knowledge)  we (TCs)  sigh/groan   (now as the Last/Least -  we yearn for  “The Righteousness of The Millennium”) 
(for)  our  residence/house  from out of the sky   (conscious existence is from  “the zone above the Earth”,  away from worldly methodology here) 
              (We choose to train our mind by “The Word of God”  being of Yahweh’s Methodology  “clothing our personality”  to be like JC) 
yearning to personally cloth ourselves   (to be given a physical celestial body  commensurate to our purified mind,  as deemed by Yahweh) 

              (Once fulfilling our part of The Agreement with our mind,  Yahweh righteously reciprocates by providing a commensurate physical body.) 
 

An interesting question  
Why does Paul switch from plural heavens (v1)  to single heaven (v2)? 

As I robustly maintain - 
Plural heavens mean,  “everything pertaining to The Universe”,  and by contrast, 
Singular heaven means  “the envelope pertaining to The Planet Earth”.  

Thus in v1,  Paul was teaching us of  “The Capability/Authority”  to form the new  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body physically comes from Yahweh  -  
being  “The  Authority/Capable  Source”  of The Universe. 
Yet in v2,  Paul switches the emphasis from that of  “The Authority/Capability”  making The Event  (= the 1st 2nd C of JCg)  occur,  to that being of the 
individual TC.  Where it is the TC making it possible through the personal actions taken within the 1st part of their physical life to produce  (by working 
with Yahweh’s HS)  a  “synapse construction”  sufficiently righteous to be considered by Yahweh worthy for placement within a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 
Consequently, the TCs presently groans within the fleshly body having  “The Knowledge of Expectation”  that ideally they shall become Sons of God to 
rule in  “Authority”  over The Earth from of the singular  heaven/sky  (= “Local Authority”)  where The Extra-terrestrial Authority to make this occur 
comes from out(side)  the singular heaven (sky)  –  being The Universe  (called plural heavens’).   
It is important to recognise  “the groaning”  occurs absolutely  not  for  “The Power to control people”  –  but rather to experience The Wonderful 
Environment where  all  the humans shall have a wonderful and righteous future  –  because quite simply    

If a person wants to  “control people for personal gain”  (as do our  all  present worldly leaders,  hence “leaders” of politics, religion,  and 
commerce)  then they shall  not  be selected by Yahweh!   If this is not their present goal,  why not resign from their position and take a lowly 
position,  and why do they cling to these  “positions of power”  by their fingertips  -  as we have witnessed throughout the ages? 

They clearly have  “The Wrong Mindset”  to rule The Resurrected World  -  and hence  comprehensibly rejected  by Yahweh! 
We must understood that  “to clothe”  means  “to operate under specific  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  being The Methodology of how a person 
specifically conducts their lifestyle  (our  “clothing”  is  “how others see us”  -  see glossary).  Ideally the methodology should be Christlike being what 
all people should aim towards,  but it is only the TC  –  considered as a TC by Yahweh in  “The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  that becomes 
successful in  “dressing themselves correctly”.  Please see JC’s parable speaking of a person sitting at the table  (Matt.22v11-14   representing “The 
Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  upon  “Christians”  (actually this reference is being specifically addressed to  worldly Christian leaders),  please see 
my local commentary. 

Hence the lead-in to v3. 
As an aside.  It seems logical future TCs are most likely to come from members within society at  “middle management”  level having gained experience 
to manage “Responsibility”,  thereby  “behaving graciously”  to those people “beneath them”  and yet  “suffered graciously”  from leaders above them.  
The New Testament teaches much on this subject being the two aspects that a person must experience to become a future leader of The Millennium  
(subject as a loyal slave to  The Master JCg [Rev.19v16]  and gracious to The Resurrected World “beneath them”),  again my electronic  “Concordance 
of Topics”  will make this information readily and quickly available to The World. 
2Cor.   5v3 og {If indeed}/{Seeing that}/Unless/Otherwise/{If so be that/yet}  also   
2Cor.   5v3 og (the being) {sunk into a garment}/endued/{put on}/clothed [middle voice, plural],   
2Cor.   5v3 og no/not/none  (the) nude/naked  (we shall be) found/obtained/seen/perceived. 
2Cor.   5v3 = {If indeed}  also  the  being  personally  dressed/clothed,   we (TCs)  shall  not  be  found/seen/perceived  the  nude/naked  
 

If indeed   (being at  Yahweh’s  Special/Greater  [1st] Judgement  of  “Christians”  during The Gospel Age)   
also being personally clothed   (in a claim  [ideally not fraudulent]  to have a  “Christlike”  personality  =  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle), 
              (Middle voice means it is occurring within us,  we are personally making that change within ourselves  -  building upon the RNA of God’s Word) 
we  (ideally aiming to be TCs)  shall not be found nude   (to be having  a base  worldly personality commensurate to our  dying  fleshly body). 

              (A future facing most Christians presumptuously thinking  “they have made the grade of Sonship”  - yet  exposing an unreformed worldly mind) 
 

Though such a short verse,  it is still an important verse indicating  self-auditing  is  required beforehand –  to ensure - 
That we should  not  be  “found/obtained/seen/perceived”  naked. 

“Internal Company”  self-audits are conducted within,  to discover the  true nature  of adherence to  The Procedures  within the various departments. 
What are the individuals doing within a department? 

The company desires to find out  before   “The External Auditor”  arrives and  makes everything public! 
Likewise as a body of TCs,  we should be auditing  ourselves  to ensure we are precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  while we have the opportunity 
to  reform ourselves  during the 1st part of our physical life by  putting on new clothing  (being how people see us)  and thus having the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to follow  “The Procedures”  as given in  “The Quality Manual”.   These procedures for a TC,  is simply stated,  to 
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precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (sorry to keep repeating this verbatim  –  but it is just  ignored  by virtually  all  Christians,  especially by The 
Leaders)!    
Where - 

“The External Auditor”  is Yahweh assaying during His  “Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement”  over the 1st part of a Christian’s physical life. 
And - 

Yahweh is examining  “The Quality”  of the 2nd part of our spiritual life  -  being of its construction upon  “The Word of God”  (1Cor.3v13). 
So we  (as TCs who  are  desiring  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  perform this  continuous  audit process  (= “watching”)  to produce steady improvement 
during the 1st part of our physical life so that we become ready as the five faithful virgins  (having perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  awaiting 
their perfect bridegroom (JCg)  to come and collect them  (Matt.25v1-10)  at the 1st 2nd C  (“The 1st Resurrection”)  to become the future Sons of God. 

Can the reader see how the Bible  locks-in  together with all these quotes to produce a holistic picture of Yahweh’s Plan? 
Clearly the point in Paul’s mind following in the context of fleshly corruptible bodies is that  if  we do not make that very necessary personality change 
away from The World,  and thereby to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then  upon Yahweh’s scrutiny over the 1st part of our physical life,  He will see us in our 
naked and corrupted worldly fleshly state  (commensurate to our unreformed corrupted mental state),  without the necessary perfected  “clothing of 
spirit/personality/desires/traits”  imitating that of JC’s covering atonement. 
The discriminating point that must be made is - 

Fleshly humans over their  whole two-part  life have firstly JC’s atonement for a resurrection and then secondly his covering over  “The 
Great Sabbath Day”  of The Millennium. 

By contrast - 
The TCs can  break-out  early from not requiring this covering over The Great Sabbath Day,  after having demonstrated their  
“Righteousness”  to  “The Requirement”  (imitating JC’s ministry/deportment)   during the 1st part of their physical life. 
This enables them to become adopted by The Father (Yahweh)  during the 2nd part of their physical life  without  requiring the covering by 
JC’s death  over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  in the 2nd part of their life. 
Hence  by right  they can  “rule alongside JCg”  to  “teach righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”. 

Can the reader fully grasp the righteous logic behind this most critical statements? 
The point I am trying to make is that we will see nothing of this righteous logic being presented within the master manuscripts of  worldly  religions – 
they are just  “wish-washy  fairy  stories”  put out by Satan to confuse  –  clearly with half-truths lying within to provide the required lures! 
Furthermore,  to cover over  “The Brilliant Whiteness”  of Yahweh’s Plan with the shoddy drabness of Satan’s pathetic “Religion”  allowed by the 
world’s present Leader(s)  so that  sane/reasoning  people logically assume anything pertaining to “supernatural”  is rubbish – being the reasoning of 
half crazed people – yes “Religion” is,  but  not  “1st Century Christianity”! 

Sadly,  our  worldly Christian leaders just run blindly along after these falsities of “Religion”  having “Just a mind to do so”!    
What an unfortunate farce,  when they have  “The Knowledge and Understanding”  staring at them from The Bible and yet,  they have no mind for it,  
being so stiff-necked   –  to which they are most culpable to Yahweh  (Luke.12v46-48)!    I would not wish to be in their shoes  (Matt.8v12, etc.). 
2Cor.   5v4 og also  For  the (persons [TCs])  being/have  in  to the  hut/{temporary residence}/tabernacle/{human body},   
2Cor.   5v4 og (we) sigh/{having grief}/murmur/groan  (the being) {weighed down}/burdened/charged/heavy/pressed;   
2Cor.   5v4 og over/upon/concerning  who/what/which/that  no/not  (we) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}   
2Cor.   5v4 og (to) {sink out of}/divest/strip/{take off from}/unclothe  [middle voice],   
2Cor.   5v4 og but  (to) {invest upon oneself}/{clothe upon} [middle voice],   
2Cor.   5v4 og that  (it may/should be) {drunk down}/{gulp entirely}/devoured/drowned/{swallowed up}   
2Cor.   5v4 og the  mortal/{capable of dying}  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  life/existence. 
2Cor.   5v4 = For also  the people (TCs)  being within the  {living place}/{human body}  we  groan/sigh  the being  burdened/pressed,  

upon/concerning  that  not  we  determine/desire  to  personally  unclothe,   (to have no worldly methodology within us,  else we be nude)  
but  to be  personally  {invest upon}/{clothe ourselves}   (gaining a new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  built upon The Word of God) 
that  the  mortal/{capable of dying}  life/existence  might be  devoured/{swallowed up}   (thus our old self  [spirit/etc]  is utterly removed). 

 

For  also the people (TCs)  being within the  {living place}/{human body}   (during the 1st part of our physical life) 
(we, TCs)  groan/sign   (spiritually we TCs detest present worldly methodology,  and make it our goal to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
concerning that we desire  not  to personally unclothe   (TCs desire  not  to have any vestige of worldly methodology operating within themselves), 
but to be personally clothe ourselves   (be gaining the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as sourced by Yahweh via JC,  as God’s Word) 
that the mortal life might be devoured   (by consequence of having the  one/same  spirit/etc.  of Yahweh that yields a commensurate celestial body). 
 

We TCs groan now,  because we are burdened within our fleshly bodies by  (1) spiritually seeing the pain and suffering of our neighbour under the 
control of our leaders  “throughout all of society”  operating according to worldly methodology,  and  (2) feeling the religious affliction this World 
throws at us during our ministry  (John.17v15-25)  when  only  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  
Nonetheless,  we rather endure this necessary purification  (Heb.12v5-12)  process to  fully qualify  us for our future  ministry  work  in The Millennium. 
In this manner  we are clothing ourselves  with the ideal and thus correct  “synapse construction”  for Yahweh to capture its mapping  (= our 
spirit/personality/desires/traits)  so as to become fully clothed  (away  from worldly methodology)  shown to The World by Yahweh raising us in  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  for  “The Anointing”  (as  kings/priests)   -  just as He did for His premier son JCg.  
It is only  correct/fitting/appropriate  that  “The Bride of Christ”  (being  “The Body of Christ”  comprises of the 144000 TC body parts  –  Rev.14v1-4, 
1Cor.12v12-22)  should have the same type of body as  her’  husband  (= heavenly/spiritual/celestial)  in The Culmination to be along JCg’s side in the 
administration of  “The Resurrected World”  (= resurrected fleshly humans). 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
47th Reasoning – JC as  “The Word of God”  dispenses The Knowledge in his ministry and this yields Yahweh’s HS within 
TCs having the  presence/parousia  of JCg operating within them.  The TC receives a  {small portion}/deposit  of HS as a  
security/pledge  (to see if they are able to correctly operate with this small portion)  for the much greater supply upon 
their resurrection as a  “Son of God”  when metaphorically married to JCg. 
34th Comment – TCs are confident during their  affliction/persecution  always knowing their consciousness is only in a 
temporary body that will inevitably die,  thus fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  now  means they can expect to be within a body 
identical to their  Lord/Master  =  a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body worthy to be in union with their husband  (JCg). 
35th Instruction – TCs will imbue  accurate knowledge,  gain assurance, and then act with fidelity to this knowledge.  This 
becomes their lifestyle that cannot yet seen to be The Standard in this worldly system,  but it will be in The Millennium. 
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48th Reasoning – TCs physically away from The Lord in a fleshly body will always  strive/labour  in this condition to 
joyfully fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  always knowing that while they are doing this,  then their “expectation”  shall be fulfilled. 
Equally the TCs as the future Sons of God will also enjoy being with  The Lord/Master  striving/labouring  equally in  The 
Ministry Work during The Millennium while teaching  “The Resurrected Humans”  “Righteousness”. 
36th Instruction – TCs operating according to  “The Real Faith”  will  never  deport themselves in a showy manner placed 
as  The First/Most  to please the eyes of the beholder –  as we witness occurring with  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
2Cor.   5v5 og the (one [specific god])  And  (the having) accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{worked out}   
2Cor.   5v5 og us/our/we  into/unto  it/same  (thing)   that/this/there/here  (the) {specific god},   
2Cor.   5v5 og the (one [specific god])  also  (the) giving/bestowing/granting  {to us}  the   
2Cor.   5v5 og (part of a purchase price as security for the rest)/pledge/security/bond  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
2Cor.   5v5 = And  “the specific god”  having  accomplished/fashioned  within  us  unto  this  same thing   (perfected mind,  immortality),   

also  the one  (“specific god”)  giving  {to us}  (TCs)   the  {pledge of security}/{part of the rest}/deposit   
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

And  “the specific god”   (JC as  “The Word of God”  for our mind,  and then  “us”  becoming TCs look unto Yahweh giving  “us”  immortal bodies) 
having  accomplished/fashioned   (God’s Word purifies our  entirely hearkening  mind,  and then Yahweh as  “The Adopting Father”  elects us) 
also the one (“specific god”)  giving to us (TCs)   (being  [1] JC as The Word of God,  [2] Yahweh sourcing His Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits) 
the  {pledge of security}/{a part of what is to come}   (being  “the small bit” given in trust  [Matt.25v15]  for  “The More”  as Sons of God) 
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (being what we can presently use  –  but shall receive much more when feasting at Yahweh’s Table). 
 

All worldly bible translations just slap the word  “God”  in at these places,  using  “the broad brush approach”  that covers all the fine detail of the 
original Greek text. 
My vastly  more accurate  and faithful translation allows the reader to  discern the subtleties  within the writings given by the original scribes,  to get into 
their very mind to understand what they were trying to explain to us. 

As I carefully explain in so many places when this wording occurs,   “ho theos”  is a  “floating pointer”  that  depends upon  context. 
Also in places,  such as here,  it can the dual nature of both JCg and Yahweh,  where the scribe is telling the reader that the fashioning methodology is 
sourced by Yahweh,  but supplied through JCg  (a separate reasoning entity)  communicating to us as the intercessor (1Tim.2v5)  who himself desires to 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (and the TCs demonstrably likewise). 

This is all  precisely  as The Bible  tells us  throughout elsewhere  –  but in no way is this to be misconstrued as supporting The Trinity myth. 
Thus all  {intrinsically  good/ideal}  things are sourced by Yahweh,  but Yahweh does not usurp JCg’s rightful position over JCg’s personal creation.   
As the Bible precisely tells us;  all things  (pertaining to the planet Earth)  are rightfully assigned to JCg having proved himself worthy. 
Also notice the correct translation of   “arrhabon”  (StrongsTM = 728)  given in my translation to be   “part pledge of something greater”  translated as 
“earnest”  in many worldly bibles,  which somewhat loses the complete sense of what Yahweh is teaching us through Paul  -  compare this with your 
bible translation  (then read James.3v11-12)! 

Now let me move-on to explain the verse  
JCg has dispensed  “The Word of God”  with compliant recipients  (Rev.3v20)  yielding Yahweh’s HS thereby enabling the TCs to more effectively  
teach/broadcast  “The Word of God”.  But this is only a small part,  being  just  the deposit  of something  much greater.  Clearly upon the TC’s  
“awakening/rousing”  (= resurrection)  at the 1st 2nd C,  “The 1st Resurrection”,  as a Son of God,  then they will receive unlimited capability to express 
Yahweh’s HS,  exactly as did JC when he received it  “without measure”  during his ministry.  Thus these resurrected TCs when  awakened/aroused  as  
Kings/Priests  within  heaven/y/spiritual/celestial  bodies precisely like their future husband JCg will  also  be able to perform all the  miracles/{mighty 
works}  of which JC was able to do,  plus  infinitely  more. 

Why? 
Because the TC’s heart condition was correctly motivated as  demonstrated by works  during the 1st part of  his/her  physical life to  always  put 
Yahweh’s Desire first,  rather than that of worldly self-gratification  (Matt.6v24).  They proved themselves righteous  (by correctly clothing themselves)  
–  to be entrusted with Yahweh’s HS in  small measure  2 and 5 talents during the 1st part of their physical life,  but  much more  in The Millennium as the 
faithful stewards with 5 and 10  (plus a bit more with another 1 added  –  Luke.19v24)! 
We will gain so much more in the 2nd part of our physical life,  when having proved ourselves righteous with  “small  things/responsibilities”  during the 
1st part of our physical life.  This will occur when  “we”  as proven TCs,  are at Yahweh’s Table gaining more knowledge/capability that Yahweh’s HS 
yields within us noting the correct composite definition of the HS  (and  not  the unrighteous nonsense taught by  worldly Christian leaders about it) - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

2Cor.   5v6 og (the) {exercising courage}/{being bold}/{having confidence}  Therefore/Then 
2Cor.   5v6 og {every when}/{at all times}/always,  also  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving    
2Cor.   5v6 og because  (the being) {in one’s own country}/home/{be at home}   
2Cor.   5v6 og in  to the [= within]  {whole/sound body}/bodily   
2Cor.   5v6 og (we are) {absent from one’s place}/{have gone abroad}/{be away from home}/ 

/{to emigrate}/vacate/quit/{be absent}/away   
2Cor.   5v6 og off/away/separated/from  of the  lord/master, 
2Cor.   5v6 = Therefore/Then  always  the  (= be)   courageous/bold/confident,   

also  knowing/understanding  because  being  {at home}  within  the  (fleshly)  {whole/sound body}    (now existing in our present body) 
we  (TCs)  are  vacant/absent/away  from  of the  lord/master   (existing in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body home as that of JCg’s) 

 

Therefore,  always be  courageous/bold/confident   (having  “The Assurance”  that is built upon  assaying/testing  “The Accurate Knowledge”) 
also  knowing/understanding  because being at home within the whole body   ( our present DNA fleshly body that will rot away to nothing) 
we (TCs)  are  (physically)  absent from of the  lord/master   (JCg in an undying  heavenly/celestial  physical body that lasts an eternity) 
 

Why would Paul state it like this unless he was inferring the following - 
Provided  (consequently this forms an  “if  statement”)  we are  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (v5,6 telling us  -  to be personally  clothing  
ourselves)  then  “always be  courageous/bold/confident”  to imitate JC’s ministry  because  if we are martyred  (= The Witness  being The 
Evidence),   
Then  Yahweh will clothe us in a  physical  body appropriate to what  we spiritually clothed ourselves  within during the 1st part of our 
physical life  (1Cor.15v35-55),  being a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body to contain a demonstrably worthy  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
during the 2nd part of our life commensurate to that given to JCg by Yahweh. 

Hence this becomes the  lead-in  to the next few verses  
2Cor.   5v7 og through (reason of)   (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  For  
2Cor.   5v7 og (we) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life},   
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2Cor.   5v7 og no/not/none  through (reason of)   (of the) form/appearance/fashion/shape/sight, 
2Cor.   5v7 = For  through reason of  faith/{knowledge + assurance + fidelity}    (this is certainly not “blind faith”) 

we (TCs)  {deport ourselves}/{occupy ourselves}    (our lifestyle within the 1st part of our physical life)   
not  through reason  of the  form/appearance/fashion/sight    (we do not  pretend to be like JC,  for worldly returns, 2Tim.3v5,  Titus.1v16) 

 

For through reason of  (real)  faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,   and thus Paul is  not  speaking about  worthless  “blind faith”) 
we (TCs)  deport ourselves   (TCs imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  in the 1st part of their physical life) 
not through reason of  form/appearance/sight   (TCs do  not  pretend to be  “Religious”  in a worldly sense  -  as do  worldly Christian leaders). 
 

Paul explains,  “we”  TCs  live a lifestyle during the 1st part of our physical life commensurate with knowing what The Expectation of the 2nd part of our 
physical life is to be for us  -  provided  we  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Thus our   new  lifestyle now comes from our knowledge  (= “The Word of God”)  of  “The Future Expectation”   practised with fidelity  
within our life based upon what we cannot presently see around us  (being hazed within worldly methodology operating all around us within 
The World  Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, etc.). 

Therefore what we absolutely know from imbuing and understanding “The Word of God”  (given by JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  being that it is completely 
different to what we presently see in this awful worldly system of pain and suffering to the majority of the inhabitants  (Rom.8v22).  Thus by imitating 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then we are operating with  “The Kingdom of God”  driving our mind  (Luke.17v21)  yielding the righteous charitable works now,  
that will be amplified upon our  awakening/rousing  to become  “The New System of Operations”  that shall cover the whole World under JCg’s most 
righteous rule  (Rev.19v16). 
Note the full definition of “Faith” - 

1. Get  accurate  “Knowledge”  upon which to  rely/depend. 
We shall then know in what direction to aim! 

2. Gain  absolute  “Assurance”  from this knowledge by thoroughly  assaying/testing  it and carefully reasoning upon The Resultant. 
We gain  authority/competence/capability  in our professed subject matter (Mark.1v22). 

3. Then  practice  “Fidelity” to the Knowledge and Assurance gained. 
We now operate as  “the Wisdom of God”  -  in that manner as did JC. 

Doing  all  these  three  things delivers  “Real Faith”   –  anything other,  only becomes the  “Blind Faith”  of “Religion”  and thus wholly worthless,  
but moreover,  dangerous and alien to what Yahweh desires of us when steered by  self-indulgent  religious leaders  –  (consider religious suicidal 
bombers of certain “faiths”,  passive Christian believers to the  “evangelicals”  at the other extreme  –  “who all”  have what I would term  “blind faith”  
when  questioned deeply  about what they supposedly  “accurately know”  during an auditing process). 

How can anyone  fulfil  “Yahweh’s Desire”  if  they do  not  have the  accurate  knowledge,  as to know what  is  Yahweh’s Desire that is to 
be fulfilled within our life!  (See glossary),  because by definition,  we will not get it from worldly   “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

2Cor.   5v8 og (we are) {exercising courage}/{being bold}/{having confidence}  and,   
2Cor.   5v8 og also  (we) {think well of}/approved/{thought it good}  {greater degree}/{more than}/better   
2Cor.   5v8 og (to) {be absent from one’s place}/{have gone abroad}/{be away from home}/ 

/emigrate/vacate/quit/{be absent}   
2Cor.   5v8 og {from/out of}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily,   
2Cor.   5v8 og also  (to) {dwell in (a place)}/{being in one’s own country}/{be at home} 
2Cor.   5v8 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Lord/Master. 
2Cor.   5v8 = And  we are  courageous/bold/confident,    (driven by  “Real Faith”  wholly  built upon  “The Word of God”) 

also  we  greatly  think well of  to be away  from/out  of  (our)  fleshly body,    (becoming  “asleep”/dead  awaiting “The 1st Resurrection”) 
also  to be at home  towards  the  lord/master.    (regain conscious existence at The 1st Resurrection 3.5 years before The Millennium start) 

 

And we (TCs)  are  courageous/bold/confident   (by  thoroughly  knowing/understanding  “The Word of God”) 
also we greatly think well of to be away from the home of our fleshly body   (becoming  asleep/dead,  awaiting “The 1st Resurrection”) 
also to be at home towards the  lord/master   (to regain our  “conscious existence”/soul  at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  Rev.20v6). 

            (This is how TCs reason,  to become true martyrs “For the cause” and thus become fearless to worldly opposition – leaders cannot handle them!) 
 

Notwithstanding,  my last parenthesis addition,  certain religious leaders want to create mindless zombies to do their dirty work for them! 
This is  not  how Yahweh, JCg or TCs view things but the absolute opposite, 
The former wants to self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt,  while the latter grouping only desire to edify their neighbour to the giver’s hurt! 
The former yields a persistently fractured society (as we have seen of the ages),  while the latter shall yield a harmonious society in The Millennium. 

That is the fundamental difference between the two groupings! 
We have seen some deviant worldly sects  (led by their spiritually blind leaders)  are taught to think this verse would mean commit mass suicide,  of 
which we have seen occur in recent history. 
However,  the whole tenure of The Bible  is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by imitating JC’s ministry  –  and we cannot do that  when we are dead! 
The whole point being    

We as TCs,  are to  accurately  teach/publicise  God’s Word  (by both word and deportment)  to all The Nations of The World  –  being  “The 
Acceptable Year of The Lord”   and what this intrinsically means to each human  at a personal level -  this can only occur  when we are alive  
–  for as long as possible! 

Now clearly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  will  greatly disturb  all  the “Professional Religious Leaders”  likewise personally claiming to represent “God”,  
but who are  not  teaching of  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  and yet further,  they are disgustingly living off the backs of their congregations like human 
parasites  (contrary to what we are told in The Bible).  
Thus it is in The World’s religious leaders’  best’  interests to stop TCs from  “stealing the show”  (John.11v47-53)  through God’s Word being  
accurately  explained,  which consequently demonstrates the fraudulent nature of the  charlatan  leaders within the other worldly religions! 

Hence the obvious and resultant persecution brought down upon TCs! 
This is painful and worrying at a fleshly level during the 1st part of our physical life,  causing much grief to the TC  (all as The Bible tells us  will  occur). 
Consequently,  Paul is trying to calm the situation and remove the worry from The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs in their own right. 
Paul is stating  

Do not worry  –  it is all in Yahweh’s capable hands. 
Either Yahweh - 

1. Will provide an escape route while still in your fleshly body  –  because you have further work to complete for Him (1Cor.10v13). 
2. Or allow the worldly pain and suffering to cease  (in a warn-out fleshly body)  because our work load is finished during the 1st part of our life 

– so if people choose to murder us and we are unable to evade them  –  always understand from  “Real Faith”  that  
Because  we  have  imitated JC’s ministry to the very best,  we are able, 
Then  we  will be  resurrected into a much better  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body to be with The Lord at the 1st 2nd C of JCg to collect his 
worthy and purified bride   (hence  “virgin”  now proven untainted by worldly methodology). 

Noting what JC teaches us at Luke.12v4-5. 
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The point must be emphasised,  only  a TC would think like this,  because a  worldly Christian having  “blind faith”  would not accept this,  nor would 
they have the confidence of knowing they had imitated JC’s ministry  –  by being so weak in knowledge  (or assurance or fidelity)  as not to be useful in 
The Ministry work. 
It  is  a hard message  (see later in this epistle)  –  but it just depends whether  “we look at the things seen,  or the things unseen”  (4v18)! 
2Cor.   5v9 og therefore/consequently  also   
2Cor.   5v9 og (we are) {fond of honour}/emulous/{eager to do something}/labouring/striving,   
2Cor.   5v9 og {if too}/whether  (the) {dwelling in (in a place)}/{being in one’s own country}/{being at home},   
2Cor.   5v9 og {if too}/whether  (the) {absent from one’s place}/{having gone abroad}/{being away from home}/ 

/{having emigrated}/vacated/quitted/{being absent}/{gone away},   
2Cor.   5v9 og (the) {fully agreeable}/acceptable/{well-pleasing} [plural]   (to the) Him  {to be/exist}. 
2Cor.   5v9 = Consequently,   also  we  (TCs)   are  striving/labouring/determined  whether  being at home    (now in DNA fleshly body)   

whether  being  vacant/absent/away  from home,    (in The Millennium within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body), 
to  be/exist  {fully agreeable}/{well pleasing}  to the  Him.  (Yahweh)    (TCs fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 

 

Consequently,  also we (TCs)  are  striving/labouring  whether being at home   (now in our DNA fleshly body in the 1st part of our physical life) 
or whether being  absent/away  from home   (in The Millennium within a  heavenly/celestial  body in the 2nd part of our physical life) 
to  be/exist  fully agreeable to the Him  (Yahweh)   (The TC has entirely purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life ready for a celestial body). 
 

It can only be TCs and  not  worldly Christians because we should ask the question - 
Are  worldly Christians striving in a fleshly body  (in persecution  solely  sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”),  or prepared in the 
future heavenly body to teach  “The Resurrected World”  how its members should fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (in the  one/same  manner as 
demonstrably shown by TCs)? 

How many  worldly Christians  (within congregations)  could state,  they are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –   and further - 
How many  worldly Christian Leaders could also sincerely state,  they are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire? 

Furthermore,  to belabour the point - 
How many Christians actually know what is Yahweh’s Desire for each one of us  –  and thus know what we should strive towards? 
All are salutary questions that we must ask of ourselves  –  perhaps the answer might not be too pleasant! 

But I only raise it  –  because that is what Yahweh is doing  right now  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
He is auditing  each  “Christian”  for Sonship  (or not,  as the result might be)  and it is only my duty to make everyone aware of it!    
Else I too become accountable by keeping quiet on what I know  (Eze.33v1-20)!   

Note   I am  not  suggesting that I am competently able to pass The Grade  –  but I can only present  “The Grade”,  knowing there are many people out 
there far more eligible than myself.   It is  only  Yahweh Who ultimately chooses who is worthy –  not me,  nor any human –  not even JCg  (Matt.20v23),  
and hence it is  only  He,  Yahweh,  who knows when to close The Gospel Age (Matt.24v36)  having achieved  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 
144000 TCs elected out of The Gospel Age. 
If we do not actively push for this goal of  “The Anointing”,  or worse,  hide it or excuse it away,  then we have become “Anti-Anointing”,  an Antichrist! 
I cannot make the conclusion any starker,  being what The Apostles could see occurring around them  (2Cor.11v4, 1John.2v18-19, Jude.v4, etc.,)  and we 
having now some 1900+ years for our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to  “Perfect the Art/Craft”  of being  “The Antichrist”! 
 
49th Reasoning – TCs will be revealed  (in The Millennium)  as being  “Righteous”  during the 1st part of their physical 
life  because  they  are  awakened/roused  as  “Sons of God”  to stand alongside JCg in judgement over  “The Resurrected 
World”  after they have been taught  “Righteous”  during the 1000 years  (Millennial)  period. 
50th Reasoning – The TCs have  “tended/cared/provided”  by teaching  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”  
during The Millennium period and its members are thus being judged by the TCs upon what they have habitually 
practised,  either intrinsically good,  or worthless over their 2 part  “single life”  -  that might last forever,  or become 
terminated through  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation. 
37th Instruction – TCs knowing of the above and with  fear/awe/deference  to The Lord are motivated to teach The World 
now during the 1st part of our physical life about what is to occur  –  their labouring is  witnessed/assayed  by Yahweh. 
35th Comment – TCs expectantly trust  “The Active Brethren”  will become revealed through assay by Yahweh as being 
TCs in their own right when they stand  alongside  at  “The Judgement Seat of JCg”  as  fellow  Sons of God. 
Instruction – repeat - TCs will  never  boast/vaunt  themselves to gain any form of worldly return  –  they remain humble. 
38th Instruction – TCs will use themselves as The Standard for those  “children of the faith”   to emulate and will actively 
encourage The Brethren to surpass whatever standard the TCs set to bring more glory to Yahweh  (in more Sons of God). 
51st Reasoning – The Brethren are actively encouraged by the TCs to surpass  The Standard  set by the mature TCs 
because TCs are sincerely trying to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to  gain/give  more TCs in their personal sacrifice to Yahweh.  
Also, to counter the fraudulent claims of  charlatan/iniquitous  (of the worldly) Christian leaders  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire but only fulfil their own desires that effectively makes Satan their god by imitating his methodology for “life”. 
13th Warning – Beware of worldly religious leaders who  boast/vaunt  themselves through mass public showing  –  their 
heart/motivation  is for themselves,  and  not  for Yahweh –  they follow the methodology of their master –  Satan. 
55th Allegory – Sacrifice = TCs by dying away from this world,  sacrifice all their time by becoming faithful stewards to 
fulfil The Master’s Desire,  they avoid all things worldly,  but in doing so they:  “Will not abdicate their responsibility by 
shutting themselves away from The World,  but rather  live within The World  actively teaching The Word of God”. 
2Cor.   5v10 og the (persons [us])  For  (the) all (persons)  us/our/we [TCs] 
2Cor.   5v10 og (to be) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest/plain}/declared/revealed   
2Cor.   5v10 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must   
2Cor.   5v10 og {in front of}/against/at/before/{in the presence/sight of}   
2Cor.   5v10 og of the  rostrum/tribunal/{judgement seat}/throne  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2Cor.   5v10 og that  (he/she/it may/should) {to tend}/{take care of}/{provide for}/{carry off}/obtain/receive  [middle voice] 
2Cor.   5v10 og each/any/every (person)   the (things)   though (reason of)   of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily,   
2Cor.   5v10 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  whom/which/that [plural]  
2Cor.   5v10 og (he/she) {habitually practices}/{repeated deeds}   
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2Cor.   5v10 og {if too}/whether  (the) {intrinsically good}/{wellbeing}/ideal,   
2Cor.   5v10 og {if too}/whether  (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked. 
2Cor.   5v10 = For all  the people  of  us (TCs)  must  to be  {rendered apparent}/{made manifest} 

{in front of}/before/{midst/presence of}  of the  throne/{judgement seat}  of the  Christ/Anointed,   
that  he/she/it  may/should   (singular = the  authority/position  of the throne)    
personally  tend/{take care}/provide/{carry off}  each  person   (worldly people)   
the things  through reason  of the  {whole/sound body}, 
towards  whom  he/she  {habitually practised}/{repeated deeds}   (in his/her life) 
whether  the  {intrinsically ideal/good}   (or)   whether  the  worthless/bad. 

 

For all of us  (TCs)  must be rendered apparent   (The Position of the TCs shall be made apparent  at 1st Resurrection and to The Resurrected World) 
            (The proven deportment of the TCs driven by agapao operating within their mind will be made manifest when judging The World) 
in the presence of  (= within the vicinity)   of the throne of the Anointed   (being in  “The Position of Sonship”  to Yahweh), 
that it might  (= what  'the throne'  represents)  tend/{take care}/provide  each person  (= of  “The Resurrected World”) 
the things  (what has been done)   through reason of the whole body  (being of the two parts of our physical life,  pre/post The 1st Death) 
towards whom  he/she  habitually practised  (in their whole life,  comprising of two physical parts  [= Now + The Millennium]) 
if intrinsically  ideal/good   (or)  if  worthless/bad. 
 

A 4th revision addition. 
What is the context? 

We must  never  ignore the context,  but by contrast,  our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  “craft masters” of ignoring context  to place a spin! 
Let us look at  “a key word”  that is common in both verses either side of this verse -  that word being,  “we”. 
“We”  means,  people like  Paul, Titus, Apollos, Timothy  (= TCs)  and becomes  an exhortation  to  “The Ecclesia Leaders”  to become TCs. 

Paul is absolutely  not  speaking about  “normal Christians”  (and  certainly not  “Professional Leaders of Religion”). 
Paul is speaking about  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointed”. 

I would like to draw the reader’s attention to Matt.19v28, Luke.22v30, Rev.3v21, 20v4  being the metaphoric twelve thrones of  “The Spiritual Israel” 
representing the 144000 TCs as  “The Heads/Rulers  over  Fleshly Israel”  in The Millennium. 
Therefore start putting all this together,  means Paul is speaking of  “The Goal for The TCs”  being that of  “The Anointing”,  hence they shall be in the 
presence  -  to mean  “with JCg”  jointly judging,  as we are told at these earlier citations. 
It most certainly does not mean the TCs are being judged  {in front of}/by  JCg because Yahweh judges Christians  to yield the TCs,  they are not judged 
twice,  however they are being judged by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  upon JC as  “The Standard required for The Anointed”. 
Let us return to my earlier revisions. 

What does this verse really mean?    
Is there contradiction either in Worldly Christianity  or  in my General Explanation   or  both? 

First rule of which we all must follow,  is this   Put the verse back into context! 
What are the earlier verses telling us?  

These verses speak of the TCs having the confidence knowing they will be part of  “The Expectation”  of being  “Sons of God”.  
They desire to leave their present fleshly bodies to be with their Lord in  heavenly/celestial  bodies.  

They have no fear for their future wellbeing  –  for they know what their future will be! 
Of what is this  throne/{“judgement” seat}   speaking  -  that can be either good or bad? 
Moreover, there is the intriguing “tend/{take care}/provide/{carry off}” attributed to the TCs  about people habitually practising good or bad. 

This verse 10 must be speaking  two  groups of people   (1) the TCs  and  about a  different  group of people  –  being  (2) “The People”  (who are 
“habitually good or bad”). 
Let me now write out amplified what Paul is teaching us in this verse 10. 

From v8-9 we are told,  Paul  truly  serves The Lord  (as demonstrably shown)  in the 1st part of his life  and  then  continues in the 2nd part of 
his life  (as a Son of God) during The Millennium  doing likewise.  Then in this latter condition,  Paul speaks in the beginning of v10 of the 
TCs exhibiting themselves in the presence of the throne of the  Christ/Anointed   –  and  what  is the reason for this  “showing”? 

Noting that Paul has  not  used  “Jesus”  adjacent to  “Anointed”  -  thus indicating as I speak profusely elsewhere  –  being  “The Position of Anointed” 
rather than that of  “The Individual Person”  –  “Jesus”.   
        So where does all this observation and reasoning take us in understanding what this verse teaches us?  

This does  not  mean the TCs are being judged or tended  -  but rather,  they are displaying themselves  as judges or carers  alongside  JCg! 
Inasmuch,  they are in the  presence/vicinity  of the throne of  “The Anointed”  (as The Bride alongside her Husband JCg).  
We are told this by JC in Matt.20v23, 19v28 and others,  also by Paul in 1Cor.6v2 amongst others. 

Now the verse moves on to teach us - 
The middle of v10 moves onto  “The Reason”  why  the  “Sons of God”  are in this position both  (1) to care and  (2) to judge - 
For the fleshly  worldly people  (some 99.99+% of all humans)  are resurrected in  “The General Resurrection”  into The Millennium  (into a 
similar condition as Adam and Eve,  but having a recollection of the 1st part of their physical life through their  “cloned self”  of the 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  [stored as “heavenly treasure”]  down loaded by Yahweh see by allegoric prophecy Eze.37v1-12). 
During the Millennium,  these resurrected people now in perfected DNA fleshly bodies will be taught  “Righteousness”  (hence “tend/{take 
care}/provide/{carry off}”)  by the  kings/priests  (= the 144000 TCs to be then Sons of God)  alongside JCg.  
Thus these fleshly people  (of group 2)  will receive judgement  (either of  “The 2nd Death”  or  not [= everlasting life])  -  depending upon 
what they did  during The Millennium  –  being what will have been a 2 part life  (that could be foreshortened,  or continue for an eternity).  

The question being - 
Was their 2 part life  (upon an individual assessment)  habitually  good  (did they take upon themselves “Righteousness”  to imitate JC  [= to 
“Believe in JC”])  or  habitually  bad  (did they still stubbornly refuse to learn  “Righteous”  when they had everyone helping them to 
succeed,  but rather themselves to practise selfishness). 

Hence the lead into the next v11,  being Paul’s urgency,  showing my explanation is all within context on both sides of this verse and holistic to Yahweh's  
“Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.    
Then we might ask    

What do our  worldly Christian leaders tell us? 
Is it righteous? 
Is it even vaguely sensible? 
Is it what The Bible tells us? 

No,  no,  and no! 
2Cor.   5v11 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  Therefore/Then   
2Cor.   5v11 og the  alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence/dread  of the  Lord/Master   
2Cor.   5v11 og (the) countenances/{human-beings}/men  (we) pacify/conciliate/agree/persuade/confident/assure,   
2Cor.   5v11 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) God  and   
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2Cor.   5v11 og (we have been) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest/plain}/declared/revealed;   
2Cor.   5v11 og (I) expect/confide/entrust/{have confidence}  and   
2Cor.   5v11 og also  in  to the [= within]  coperceptions/{moral consciousness}/consciences   
2Cor.   5v11 og {of yourselves}  (to have been) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest/plain}/declared/revealed. 
2Cor.   5v11 = Therefore/then   

the  knowing/understanding  the  alarm/fear/terror   (of infinite capability)   of the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh),   
(then)  we  (TCs)   persuade/assure   (worldly)  men   (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire),     (Yahweh’s Desire is only to have  a perfect society), 
and  with  God  (Yahweh),   we  (TCs)   have been  {rendered apparent}/{made manifest};    (exhibited Yahweh’s Desire faithfully) 
and  I  expect/trust  also  within  your   (The Brethren/Christian)   consciences  to have been  {rendered apparent}/{made manifest}.  
          (Paul expects The Brethren  [= Christians]  have made known to The World  [equally to Yahweh]  they too fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 

 

Therefore  knowing/understanding  the  alarm/fear  (of His infinite Capability)   of the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh) 
(then)  we (TCs)  persuade/assure  (worldly)  men  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire)    (so as to yield a perfect society over our 2 part life), 
and with God  (Yahweh)    (being of His assessment of us TCs actively imitating JC’s Ministry/Lifestyle) 
we (TCs)  have been rendered apparent   (to personally exhibit Yahweh's Desire within Mankind) 
and I  expect/trust  also within your  (= The Brethren/Christian)   consciences to have been rendered apparent   (you become like us, TCs). 
 

Paul fully understanding the ferocity of Yahweh  (not quite  “The Bland Love”  [read into it whatever you like]  as taught by  worldly Christian leaders 
in their utter confusion of the subject matter)  then Paul feels compelled to  toil/labour  so worldly people know of   “The Real Faith”  (through its 
necessary three stage process)  for their sake in the future.  Paul is motivating The Brethren to imitate him so that they too might show themselves as 
becoming worthy TCs and of  “The Future Appointment”. 

Let me now explain further  
How does this follow on from the explanation I gave in v10,  because Paul is speaking of teaching in this present world? 

The whole point of Paul’s missionary work is to  accurately  teach  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate  Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity),  to 
bring more TCs unto Yahweh. 

Yahweh’s Desire is to have  only  “righteous people”  living in The Culmination  (= The Eternity after The Millennium,  because The Millennium is just 
Yahweh’s tool to produce  “justified righteous people (as “The Late Adopters”)  from pool of unrighteous,  personally unjustified  humans living within 
the present system of 6000 years!   This has been made possible by JC’s Ransom Sacrifice to get these people into the 2nd part of their physical life during 
The Millennium and for JCg to become  “The Cover in death”  over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  of 1000 years for their possible purification process  –  
(Mark.2v27-28, etc.). 

So how does Paul’s teaching work facilitate Yahweh’s Desire? 
Obviously,  anything that Paul does will help!   But I have need to explain it in context of these verses. 
Yahweh’s 1st Requirement  (chronologically)  now  (= 1st stage of Yahweh’s Righteous Plan)  is to produce  proven  faithful  (to His Desire)  workers to 
teach  “Righteousness”  to fleshly people in The Millennium  (= the 2nd stage of Yahweh’s Righteous Plan).   
These individuals of Yahweh’s 1st stage of His Plan  are  “The Early Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology to become the  few  144000 TCs elected from 
out the  many  (“Christians” over some 2000 years)  who did not quite make the grade  (as we are told at Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
To do this,  Yahweh needs  “The Real Faith”  to be  accurately  taught so that the  few  hearkening,  receptive people become fully committed to fulfil the 
required number  (= 144000)  elected  (from out of the Christian Nation)  during The Gospel Age,  ready for  The Millennium work. 
Note   
The Prophets were the Part (A) of this two part 1st Requirement  and The 144000 TCs are Part (B) of this 1st Requirement,  both groupings of whom were 
required to yield JC's two Advents  ([A] ministry and ransom sacrifice and [B] The 1st Resurrection to collect the 144000 TCs) . 
Yahweh’s 2nd Requirement  is  (in the future)  to provide a righteous opportunity for all people  (about 99.99+% of the present population  not  prepared  
(or physically/mentally unable)  to live in  “The Real Faith”  by imitating JC’s deportment to ultimately become righteous to Yahweh’s Desire to then 
become part of The Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology.   Ideally when living in the 2nd part of their physical life within a perfected environment of 
paradise/park  environment  (= New Heaven [=Authority]  and New Earth [= systems/protocols/operations]),  in The Millennium and everything is made  
perfectly  clear to them,  then they shall gladly reform to imitate JC.  They shall take upon themselves  “The Real Faith”  (taught by new leaders, [former 
TCs]  who demonstrably care for the populace’s wellbeing).  This opportunity will be available to all people having existed over the last 6000 years  (of 
whatever heinous crime),  to be resurrected into perfected DNA fleshly bodies  given  in trust  within The Millennium,  for them to perfect the 2nd part of 
their spiritual life  (to be commensurate with their body  given in trust)  while living in a perfected society.  
Thereby these resurrected fleshly people shall be in the then  educated  position to freely choose either  (1) worldly methodology  (of the 1st part of their 
physical life)  or  (2) Yahweh's Methodology  (of the 2nd part of their physical life in The Millennium)  - hence Rev.20v7-15  at the end of The Millennium  
(please see all my inter-verse commentaries of Rev. chapter 20). 

That  is  Yahweh’s Desire succinctly explained for the human species  (irrespective of what nonsense  any  worldly religious leader tells us). 
However  it must be obvious that  if  humans are given an opportunity within the 1st part of their life to actively work against Satan in this present 
worldly system,  then  they have acquired some early practice in readiness for the specific 3.5 year Satan’s thrust at the end of The Millennium period 
(Rev.20v7-12)  to draw out any individual with a propensity to revert towards  “The Old System”  (that occurred within the 1st part of our life). 

However,  the converse is equally true.  
If someone knows of  “The Real Faith”,  baptised into it and then resolutely turns their back upon what it means to them personally,  by twisting The 
Truth to suit their own worldly  self-gratification  over their  neighbour/brother.  Then the very same thing is highly likely to occur in The Millennium if 
they were ever resurrected again to be in this position.  They are closely familiar to,  and thus feel wonderfully comfortable in turning their back against 
God  (for self-gratification = basic selfishness)  when they should know Him intimately,  then they are likely  to repeat the same thing. 
Beware –  this  is  a most serious warning to those people twisting Yahweh’s  accurate  pure word contained within The Bible to suit their personal 
desires  –  Yahweh,  and equally JCg,  are the  “heart knowers”   and are able to read our personal motives.  They can read our very synapse 
construction – 1Sam.16v7-13 ready for future kingship over “Israel”,  in prophetic allegory,  for  “The 3rd Epoch Israel” of  “The Resurrected World”! 
That is specifically  why  JC made the comment he did at Matt.10v15, 11v21, etc.  (please see my local commentaries  -  and the inhabitants of these 
towns during the ministry of JC by prophetic representation,  being the reason why it is recorded several times)  to  represent  “The Christian Nation”  
whose members equally hear and know of JC’s ministry  -  but do not welcome him,  by becoming TCs themselves! 
I do not make any judgement  –  Yahweh is presently making the continual assessment in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”,  but yet having given 
me this extensive knowledge,  then it  is  my responsibility to alert The World to this fact  –  else equally,  I become accountable  (Eze.33v1-20)  for 
withholding  “The Knowledge”  that Yahweh has clearly made known to me at   “The Close of The Gospel Age”  (about mid-21st Century). 
2Cor.   5v12 og no/not/none  For  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]   
2Cor.   5v12 og (we) {set together}/{introduce favourably}/approve/commend/exhibit  {to yourselves},   
2Cor.   5v12 og but  (the) {starting point}/{means (to achieve an object)}/opportunity/occasion  
2Cor.   5v12 og (the) giving/bestowing/granting  {to yourselves}  (of the) boasting/joyousness/rejoicing/glorying   
2Cor.   5v12 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of/from us},   
2Cor.   5v12 og that  (you may) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the (persons)   
2Cor.   5v12 og in  (to the [= within]) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
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2Cor.   5v12 og (the) boasting/vaunting/glorying/joyous/rejoicing [middle voice, plural]   
2Cor.   5v12 og also  no/not/none  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) heart/{seat of motivation}. 
2Cor.   5v12 = For  not  we  {introduce favourable}/commend  ourselves  again  {to yourselves},    (not giving seducing “soundbites”) 

but  give/bestow  {to yourselves}  the  {starting point}/opportunity  to  boast/publicise/rejoice  on  our  behalf/sake,   
         (that you Brethren can rejoice in having  “The Real Knowledge”  that we TCs humbly gave to you)  
that  you  have/possess  towards/accession    (= you have a good  position/stance  to answer)   
the people  (worldly Christian Leaders)   who  personally  boast/vaunt/glory  within  countenance/appearance     (being of their position),   
also  not  within  heart/{seat of motivation}.     (They are not motivated to practice what they know,  but glory in their position over you). 

 

For not we commend ourselves again to yourselves   (we do not give you seducing soundbites to titivate your brain receptors,  high on emotion) 
but give to yourselves the starting point to  boast/publicise  on our behalf   (being glad you have received  “The Disclosing Truth”  from TCs) 
            (We TCs become your example as a stepping-stone from which to launch your lives to become better than us in what you can do to other people) 
that you have towards   (inasmuch you are now educated in  “The Disclosing Truth”  to counter the nonsense taught by  “Leaders of Religion”) 
the people   (the ascendant  worldly Christian leaders  polluting  “1st Century Christianity”,  after it was correctly taught by the TCs) 
            (hence you become a contrast to other ascendant people wishing only to use God’s Word as a tool to make a fleshly living out of other people) 
who personally  boast/vaunt/glory  within appearance   (as we often see in the media today – looking good, smooth talker, pushing all the buttons!) 
also  (but)  not within the  heart/{seat of motivation}   (inasmuch they are not truly driven by agapao to edify the recipient unto Yahweh’s Glory). 

            (Being silver tongued for a worldly show [as a conman],  but their motivation is  far from glorious – being self-interested in worldly gain.) 
 

Such an important verse and just ignored for convenience  -  by the  Worldly Christian  community! 
What does it mean? 

Paul is coxing those worthy individuals within The Brethren to move forward,  to  accurately  promote  “The Word of God”  to strangers both in word 
and deed,  –  because Paul knows there are some individuals within The Brethren who are sincerely capable  (driven by the correct heart condition)  but 
through shyness are holding back.  Paul knows these few individuals are genuine and thus he is urging them forward to  boast/publicise/rejoice  in a 
manner worthy of their sincerity that accurately reflects the lifestyle of the TCs  (Paul/Titus/Timothy/etc.). 

In this manner these worthy members of The Brethren will  “shame down”  the fraudulent charlatans within  The Worldly Christian 
Leadership,  being specifically those leaders who make personal gain  (of whatever self-indulgence  –  or many)   from  “The Word of God”.   

These charlatans,  use  “The Word of God”  as a tool for their personal worldly gain.  They are  “having their day now”  (throughout The Gospel Age  –  
same positions are taken,  but different names and faces within the generations)  –  but  (if ever resurrected)  these leaders  (with The First/Most)  will be 
brought  very low  (as  The Last/Least)  within The Millennium  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.)! 

Therefore,  in this verse Paul tells us - 
We do not approve ourselves to you again  (in the fancy self-indulgent words or fanfare  –  as do the  charlatan Christian leaders),  but we give  
specifically yourselves the opportunity,  through  “The Knowledge”  wholly given,  to excel above us  (in the work that you do for the Lord  –  based upon  
“The Accurate Knowledge”  that we have given to you).   You are demonstrably  (1) “competent to teach”  by having The Real Knowledge  and  (2) 
being correctly motivated to edify our neighbour,  then by consequence able to shame those other people taking upon themselves  “Leadership of the 
flock”  for self-indulgent gain  (all its guises)  producing their own flocks  (John.10v1-6,  please read my local commentaries). 

These  iniquitous  Christian leaders  are liars  to  “The Absolute Truth”,  because they are  not  correctly motivated to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle,  but make claim to it for the worldly adoration and the other returns that come from the position they climb into.  Like all 
conmen,  these wonderful sounding people are beloved by their seduced victims (2Pet.2v1, Acts.20v29)  –  until the congregational victims 
come to their senses in The Millennium and will look back in anger at what occurred to them  (hence Luke.16v1-8,  naturally unintelligible  to 
the very people  of whom JC was directing this parable  –  please see my local commentary). 

It is absolutely essential the reader audits their Christian leader with what  The Quality Manual  states within its procedures. 
To be proficient,  you  (the reader)  must  intimately  know The Bible  (use a  good quality Bible –  not  the NIV or its equivalents being  poor 
interpretations)  else you  will be  deceived,   because these leaders  (taking their positions)  are very intelligent,  cleaver,  skilled and polished in their 
craft,  to gain the maximum  out of you  resulting in your ultimate impoverishment! 

That is why they do it  (noting Luke.16v3)! 
 
36th Comment – TCs are filled with amazing accounts of their ministry work –  and upon reflection see how the HS was 
used effectively within The Environment to maximise the TCs’ capability.  Also TCs are filled with the capability to present 
detailed exegesis of a  sane/sober  mind to show the veracity of  “The Word of God”  to change The World. 
39th Instruction – TCs will operate in charity love  (to have no  worldly return)  by giving their time freely,  to  accurately 
present  “The Word of God”  to The World of  all  JC’s ministry by both word and deed,  to imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle. 
52nd Reasoning – TCs fulfilling the above,  demonstrate they have the  correct motivation  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  for 
The Resultant is  not  the immediate return of personal worldly inducement –  but rather for The Future –  a perfected 
society where The Return is for  all  members of society and  not  only for the leaders’ self-indulgence to the hurt of others. 
53rd Reasoning – Adam sinned (from JCg) and caused all descendants to die,  JC the 2nd Adam (from God)  was murdered  
having  not sinned  and thus able to righteously atone the death for all Mankind,  thus enabling Yahweh to express His HS 
in a resurrection for  all  people into what is the 2nd part of their single life,  for  (the 1st)  death now becomes  “asleep” 
40th Instruction – Because TCs reason,  JC died for all people,  then likewise TCs imitating their Master will also die to 
this world by not following its inducements,  but rather imitate their Master’s ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return. 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
4th Prophecy – TCs reason,  because JC was resurrected as a Son of God to become JCg,  then likewise TCs who precisely 
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  for  no  indulgent return,  shall equally be resurrected exactly like JC to become fellow 
Sons of God  –  being married as  The “Virgin” Bride  to The Groom  (as the premier “faithful bachelor”). 
56th Allegory – Virgin – Not soiled herself to worldly interests that are ultimately sourced by Satan and his methodology  
This is after first having been purified by JC’s murder  (caused by religious leaders, John.19v12)  and maintained this 
purified state by gaining  “Real Faith”  over its requisite three stages  (of  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
2Cor.   5v13 og {if too}/whether  For  (we are) {put out of wits}/astounded/insane/amazed/bewitched/wondered   
2Cor.   5v13 og (to the [= in/with/by/on])  God   
2Cor.   5v13 og {if too}/whether  (we are) {sound/clear/right/calm minded}/sane/moderate/soberly/humble/disciplined   
2Cor.   5v13 og {to yourselves}   
2Cor.   5v13 = For  whether  we are  astounded/bewitched/amazed  (it is)  to/by  the  God  (Yahweh),   
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(or)  whether  we are  {sound mind}/sane/sober  to yourselves, 
 

For whether we (TCs)  are  astounded/bewitched/amazed  (it is)  to/by  the God  (Yahweh)    
                 (In how Yahweh metaphorically  opens The Doors around us  – to  “make us more productive”  in accurately teaching God’s Word) 
(or)  whether we (TCs)  are  {sound minded}/sane  to yourselves   (as recipients of God’s Word), 

                 (When  “The Knowledge”  is correctly explained in a logical and formatted manner  [not in showy, glitzy manner].) 
 

Paul is taking the opposites  (from one extreme to the other)  to make the point     
In  all  instances and occasions Paul wants to edify his recipients for  no  worldly return or gain as he moves onto in the next verse.   
Paul does not materially capitalise on how Yahweh moves around him – to aid Paul’s ministry. 
Paul does not vainly claim to be a miracle worker  once/twice  a week in a showman like manner – this is an anathema to Yahweh! 
   (Noting Paul perhaps had Yahweh perform one miracle per year  to further his teaching  [as I explain in my local commentaries to Acts].) 

He has no desire to  charge/tithe  recipients of his services,  he  freely gives/gifts  his knowledge  and separately,  does secular work  “to earn his keep”  
to provide for his fleshly body  (Acts.18v3),  and repudiates what he sees beginning to arise around him,  “religious leaders”  living off the proceeds that 
misappropriating God’s Word can yield  (to be the spiritual paedophiles “grooming their spiritual children”). 
It is interesting to note,  Paul states this immediately after the point he made  (and I expanded within my commentary)  in the previous verse! 
Paul in his writings likes to spin things around  in adjacent verses  –  to get us thinking more deeply in his presented subject matter;  it shows his stirring 
mind that considers all possibilities when reasoning throughout the subject matter,  he is always stressing – it is of our  innermost driver  that must be 
correctly focussed in edifying our neighbour  (and not of ourselves).   It is of this  “innermost driver”  of which Yahweh is judging  worthy for “Sonship”. 

Paul really has an incredible mind driven by the HS that is displayed within all his writings. 
2Cor.   5v14 og the  For  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
2Cor.   5v14 og (it) {holds together}/compresses/crowd/compels/preoccupies/constrains/holds/straitens/{be taken with}   
2Cor.   5v14 og us/our/we,   (the having) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged [plural]  that/this/there/here   
2Cor.   5v14 og because  if  one/singular (person)  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor.   5v14 og (of the) all (persons)   (he/she has) died/death/deceased/expired,   
2Cor.   5v14 og therefore/thus/consequently/haply/surely/perhaps/supposing  the (persons)  all (persons)  
2Cor.   5v14 og (they have) died/death/deceased/expired; 
2Cor.   5v14 = For  the  {charity love}/agape  (of works)  of the  Christ/Anointed    (= as  “The Appointment”  freely given for ministry)   

it  {holds together}/compels/constrains  us (TCs),    (driven internally to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and not worldly desires) 
(when we TCs)   the having  {judiciously decide}/conclude/judge  this:- 

Because  if  one person   (*?)   he died/expired  {for the sake/behalf  of}  of all  people,    (= all of humanity, 1John.2v2),   
consequently/surely  all  the  people  (*?)  they have  died/expired! 

 

For the  agape/charity   (of selfless works given for no worldly return  -  hence  “Truly gifted”  [contrary to what is practiced in “Religion”])   
of the Anointed   (being  “The Requirement”  of  “The Appointment”  as JC laid down for his  “Expectation of Sonship”  given by Yahweh) 
compels us  (TCs)   (likewise  internally driven  to achieve  “The Appointment”  that JC laid down as  “The Goal for The Gospel Age”), 
             (unlike the charlatans of  [pre-]ascendant  “Christendom”  [= “worldly Christianity”]  given by example in the earlier verse) 
(when we as TCs)   judge this   (within the mind):- 
because if  one  person  (*?)   he died for the sake of all people   (meaning all humanity  –  without exceptions Matt.22v16, 1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.) 
surely all people  (*?)  have died! 
 

The second part of this verse can be read one of several ways  (hence my *?)  and they are - 
1. One possible understanding   Because if JC died on behalf all people,  then all people have died. 
I have seen this interpretation in some  worldly Christian documentation and translations,  where the word  one’  has a capital O’ to indicate “The 
Almighty God”  -  which is actually a “false interpretation”  derived from the satanic (= opposing/adversarial)  Trinity myth -  of which I profusely 
explain  “why it is a myth”  elsewhere – with innumerable Bible citations. 
The question the theologians promoting this interpretation need to explain - is this - 

Why would JC desire to die so that all people die? 
This is counter to all Biblical scripture!   
The Bible tells us that JC came to save humans  (to bring and give life).  JC did  not  come to kill all humans,  so that they all die! 
So clearly this inferred understanding is completely illogical! 
2. Another possible understanding   Because if Adam died for the sake of all people  (inasmuch Adam seeded Mankind)  then surely all people have 
died by following in the wake of Adam’s sin,  by imitating Adam’s failing at some time in their life  (Rom.3v23). 
This seems quite a plausible understanding especially with the next verse in context,  after this introductory verse,  inasmuch JC becomes the exact 
balance to give all of us a 2 part physical life – as I explain in the next section – as Paul explained earlier to them at 1Cor.15v21-22. 
This standard interpretation stops there! 
3. My understanding that ramps the verse to the next level   
The understanding comprises of two parts – operating at 2 levels,  building upon (2) given earlier. 
1st Level - The Mirror.  The mirror being of Adam that Paul builds upon in the next verse. 
Because if Adam  over/behalf  (being the forebear)  all people  (whole humanity)  died  (because he sinned initially on behalf of his descendants),   
then all  (whole of Mankind)  people die  (being his descendants). 
To achieve the accurate understanding of this verse we must 

1. Place the text into context. 
2. Get into Paul’s mind. 
3. Be supported elsewhere. 

Context   Paul is speaking of the work the TC must carry out.  This work is to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  (= JC Rev.19v13),  and to 
carefully explain why JCg came to this Earth, as JC.  Furthermore,  irrespective of what people think of us;   we (as TCs)  are going to tell everyone what 
all this really means to The World  (irrespective of what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do to us  [as we read through the Gospels and epistles])! 
Paul’s Thinking   Then Paul says    
After everything that is said,  this is what Part 1 of what the Gospel is really telling us   

One Man (Adam) sinned and died,  and because of that sin,  all  men/(women)  die  (1Cor.15v21-22) 
That was the situation into which we,  of all humans,  were born.  
However,  now we are proclaiming JC came onto the Earth  over/{on behalf}  of all men  (1John.2v2,  being all the descendants of Adam)  to 
then set all people free from  “living out”  this  “death sentence of sin”,  and yet,  we all should be living as did JC,  who rescued us.  

This would demonstrate  “Real Belief”  at  “Great Respect”  in our saviour  –  if  we  “imitated him”! 
All of this is stated in the following verse 15,  and thus in context. 

Supported elsewhere  This message is part of The Gospel Message spoken everywhere in The New Testament. 
Now with this new understanding of this verse which is no more than what the rest of the Bible says  –  with no contradictions,  being that   

“All humans are under  The Death Sentence  through the actions of one man (Adam).” 
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2nd Level - The TC’s Response.  Where the TCs work  with/alongside  JC to redeem the situation of  “1st The Mirror”.  
This becomes Part 2 of The Gospel. 
JC becomes “The Last Adam” who dies on behalf of  (the first)  Adam (1Cor.15v21-22),  and through this one action then  all  his descendants become 
the retrieved Mankind from  “The Curse of Satan” = “Death” that was annihilation  (changed to be “The 1st Death”  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice).    
Note   Contrary to  worldly Christian doctrine  –  there is  no  distinction  (Matt.22v16, 1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.),  thus  all  humans have the opportunity  
(and shall be)  covered for   “The 1st Death”.   

Thus,  all  humans  (without distinction)  shall be resurrected -  to be taught  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium. 
I repeat  (to counter the unrighteous nonsense taught by worldly Christian Leaders,  making themselves the supposed conduit to God,  to collect money)   

All  humans of the last 6000 years regardless of what heinous crime committed shall be resurrected – and taught “Righteousness” in The 
Millennium,  noting that many of these people may well fail if still rebellious – but they all shall be given an opportunity to reform in a perfect 
society.   That is  “True Righteousness”. 

Importantly,  it is  only  the TCs  (recognised as such by Yahweh)  who are sincerely motivated by The Heart  (by imbuing this knowledge  and acting 
upon it)  spiritually  die/expire  to The Present Worldly System  (under Satan’s rule)  –  by only imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  
Therefore,  we can logically reason (at the next level  [to that given in option 2 earlier]) - 

The two  “*?”  in v14 can be replaced with JC as being the 1st *?’,  and TCs in the 2nd *?’  position who themselves recognise that JC died,  
and they  die likewise  –  being martyrs as  “The Evidence of themselves”  demonstrated within their lifestyle of precisely  imitating JC. 

Following on,   naturally Part 3 of The Gospel is that all humans who missed the opportunity of salvation  (= eternal life)  in the 1st part of their physical 
life  (to become a TC)  have the 2nd  and last opportunity  (while for many it will be their 1st opportunity)  to imitate JC’s lifestyle for an eternal life in a 
perfected DNA fleshly body  (given in trust).  Noting,  any person refusing to imitate JC in the 2nd part of their physical life during, and especially at the 
end of The Millennium  (during the 3.5 year assay), – shall be annihilated  by JCg and the 144000 TCs  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v27, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 

Then let us move to  “The Righteous Solution”  as sourced by Yahweh,  further explained in verse 15. 
A 4th revision addition. 

It must be clearly understood – The Gospel Age is exclusively to produce  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Rulers of The Millennium. 
Noting that by virtue of their new position after resurrection  -  then their “saving”  is guaranteed. 

The Gospel Age is  not  here to save any person – except by virtue of  “The Appointment”  of  “The Anointed”  yields  “guaranteed salvation”. 
For some 99.99+% of the  World/population,  the future will be no more or less than what was given and promised to Adam/Eve  -  being  “the 
possibility of an everlasting life in a perfected DNA fleshly body”  –  with the following caveat - 

“Do not commit premeditated sin” - else you will die,  and there is no second  atonement/{buy back}  because JC was only murdered  the 
once,  Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22. 

However,  we all shall be covered over this period by JC’s death over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  to learn how  “not to sin”  and  “get to like living in a 
perfected society”  under completely new rules!  
Two most important over-riders to the above paragraph. 

1. Charlatan Christian leaders will  never  be resurrected to see The Millennium  (hence annihilated at the end of their present existence). 
2. JC’s cover runs out at the end of The Millennium,  we stand (live)  or fall (annihilated)  on how we behave at the end of The Millennium. 

This is  “The Real Gospel”  and  not  the  “unrighteous nonsense”  as preached by  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  behaving like their 
counterparts  (siblings)  of “Religion”  -  out there to live of the backs of their deluded devotees!   Because once told of  “The Real Gospel”  we then 
realise  “Professional Leaders are  redundant  for our salvation”  and that is precisely why advocates of  “1st Century Christianity”  were detested by 
the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  motivated to annihilate the TCs  -  as we have witnessed throughout The Gospel Age. 
2Cor.   5v15 og also  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the) all (persons)   
2Cor.   5v15 og (he [JC] has) died/death/deceased/expired,   
2Cor.   5v15 og that  the (persons)  living/existing  {no longer/further}/{not anymore}   
2Cor.   5v15 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves/themselves]   (they may/should) live/exist,   
2Cor.   5v15 [1st half of v15]  = Also  he  (JC)   has  died/slain  {for the sake/behalf  of}  every  person, 

that  the people  living/existing  no more  they  may/should  live/exist. 
 

(1st half of v15) 
Also he (JC)  has died for the  sake/behalf  of every person, 
that the people  living/existing  no more they might  live/exist. 
 

Interestingly this verse can be read two ways depending where the non-existent Greek comma is placed  (exactly like Luke.23v43,  please see my 
exhaustive local commentary,  having to be  “needlessly long”  to counter the plethora of unrighteous nonsense taught by   “You know who”). 

1.  Also he (JC)  has died for the sake of every person,  that the people living,  no more  us/they  might live. 
2.  Also he (JC)  has died for the sake of every person,  that the people living no more,   us/they  might live. 

Actually,  both make scriptural sense (taking the positive spin for both at the spiritual level). 
1.  “That the people living,  no more they live”  =  The  (worldly) people operating in a conscious state  (as “that the people living”)  can only 
remain in this state for eternity  if  they do  not  live to fulfil their worldly desires for self-gratification  (= no more themselves live [according 
to worldly methodology]),  but follow Yahweh’s requirements of us as given by JC as  “The Word of God”. 
2.  “That the people living no more,  they live”  =  The people (TCs) have spiritually died to this present worldly system  (= “that the people 
living no more”)  and because of this,  now trusting in Yahweh by having JC’s presence/parousia  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus now 
able to live for an eternity  (= themselves live  [as a matter of certainty]). 

In both explanations  “The Offer”  is open to  all  people either now,  or later in The Millennium,  again  no differentiation within the original Greek text. 
The Crux of this verse is that it is   “Open invitation and applicable to  all  people”! 

Being that  all  these people become  dependent  upon JC’s selfless sacrifice for their personal survival,  so their death does not mean eternal,  but now 
only  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15,  and thus becomes “The 1st Death”), = awaiting the  once only  resurrection for any specific individual  (there are no 
further opportunities after this single  awakening/rousing/resuscitation/{collecting the senses}  into the 2nd part of our physical life).  
Consequently,  this verse includes  all  humans  including worldly ones now  (either passive Christians,  people of other religions,  atheists,  babies or 
adults, irrespective of worldly deeds),  raised in The Millennium to learn righteousness.  There is  no  differentiation here in text  –  if any  worldly 
Christian theologian disagrees,  then I simply ask   Please can they show me where is their evidence within the text here,  or elsewhere in The New 
Testament  (noting the all-important context,  and holistic nature of The Bible)?   All of which “FutureLife.Org”  thoroughly explains. 
2Cor.   5v15 og but  to the (one [JC])  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of them}   
2Cor.   5v15 og (to the [JC] having) died/death/deceased/expired [singular],   
2Cor.   5v15 og also  (to the [JCg] having) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated. 
2Cor.   5v15 [2nd half of v15] = but to  the (one [JC])  having been  dead/expired  over/{on behalf}  {of them}   (all humans),   

also  to the (one [JC])  having been  awakened/roused/resuscitated   (now as JCg). 
 

(2nd half of v15) 
But to the one (JC)  having been  died/expired  on behalf of them   (all humans), 
also to the one (JC)  having been  awakened/roused/resuscitated   (to now be JCg alongside Yahweh within  the heavens  [plural]) 
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The last part of this verse just wraps it all up,  by saying   
Yes,  we  all  have become beholden to JC's selfless sacrifice to give each one of us personally a  ONCE only  “Credit Life”  (= what becomes 
the 2nd part of our physical life)  before/{in the midst}   Yahweh’s decree on sin  (Gen.2v17),  where the HS is   “Yahweh’s Desire exercised 
within The Environment”  to give us the opportunity for  life/existence.  
It is  only  Yahweh who chooses  His  Sons at the end of the 1st part of their physical Life,  but it is JCg  (along with his 144000 kings/priests, 
pervious TCs)  who himself judges  all the remaining  people for  “The 2nd Death”  (during/end  of The Millennium John.5v22-30, Matt.13v30, 
19v27, etc.). 
The Millennium makes possible JC’s  once only  credit life  (= the 2nd part of our physical life)  he offered for those people who,  one way or 
another,  ignored  (or just not known of)  “The Word of God”  in the 1st part of their physical life. 

Can the reader see the culmination of  righteous  logic  in this wonderful scenario? 
No entity in The Universe can fault it  (not even Satan who desires to find fault in anything that Yahweh  [or JCg, hence Rev.5v1-10]  does). 

Therefore,  I ask any human on this little insignificant planet in The Universe  –  can they find fault within what has been explained here? 
What can someone else offer in  any  worldly  religion  (any of which being a subset of “Religion”)? 

I ask the  very best  spokespersons of these  demonstrably  errant religions  to contact me by the email route provided,  for them to  logically  
explain their  “supposed righteousness”!   And then substantiate to me –  why,  what they  “believe”  is  not  purely  “blind  faith”! 

Returning back to the demonstrable reality of  “Real faith” - 
JC has offered his free gift to  all  humans  (of any religion)  irrespective if they turn from their ways or not during the 1st part of their life  –  verse 15  
(besides many others)  have just told us this!   So that  all  people have the opportunity  to righteously  (= to really)  “believe in JC”  (noting the 
difference between John.6v64 and 68, Matt.19v27)  by then practising their belief in the most righteous manner  (either now as TCs,  or later for all other 
people in The Millennium  [to be personally successful]).   

So,  after having this opportunity of learning  “Righteousness”  then  they/we  must permanently prove it in  their/our  life.   
All this is supportable by righteous logic both to  (1) yield a perfect society and for us  (2) to get into it.   

No  religion in The World other than  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the early apostles   (but  not  the  worldly  
Christianity we have today)  can offer this universal  self-supporting  and externally reasoned righteous logic. 

I invite any advocate of any religions  (including worldly Christianity)  to propose something different to the above  -  if they dare! 
 
 
37th Comment – Because of what JC did  (2Cor.5v13-15)  in  self-sacrifice  then likewise:- 
41st Instruction – TCs while in the fleshly body must not behave as though they are as of the fleshly body,  meaning,  
behave under the methodology of this present worldly system that glorifies in any manner  “The Self”  of whatever. 
42nd Instruction – And if TCs did operate with a  animalistic/carnal  mind before they become a TC –  then no longer do 
they behave with a carnal mind but rather with a mind  (= the same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JCg)  imitating JC 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
43rd Instruction – To become a TC means,  we must personally throw away our old  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (built 
upon worldly methodology)  and bring in upon ourselves  a wholly new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as a new spiritual 
creature  only  built upon  “The Word of God”  while living in our present fleshly physical body. 
54th Reasoning – Though TCs endeavour to drive themselves to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  they might  unintentionally  
sideslip  (= not  premeditated sin)  and quickly repent and make amends - to be more careful next time =  learning/reform! 
55th Reasoning – Because Yahweh through JCg have given TCs all  good/ideal  things for our edification,  being our 
readjustment  (in our “synapse construction”)  then we are to imitate JC and pass this knowledge on to other people 
within The World so they too might have the benefit of these things sourced by Yahweh  for their personal readjustment. 
56th Reasoning – Because Yahweh was working within JC,  then likewise He works within TCs who have themselves 
become reconciled to Yahweh –  because of what JC did for  ALL  the World without any caveats given  (1John.2v2). 
Because JC gave  “The Word of God”  (The Knowledge)  that was  hearkened  upon by TCs  who themselves  [middle 
voice]  readjusted their synapse construction based upon this knowledge,  and thus become reconciled to Yahweh. 
Likewise,  The World,  if at a personal level the members readjust their synapse construction over their 2 part life then 
they too can become reconciled to Yahweh –  all through the  original  actions of JC’s ministry and self-sacrifice. 
57th Reasoning – Thus TCs and ultimately all humans who  make  The Readjustment  then  become a  “New Thing”  (New 
Spiritual Creation/Creature being generated  within  our present physical body)  (but not yet “Born Again” see glossary),  
because  “the old self” of  the 1st part of our  spiritual  life  is dying,  to be a new second,  whole life comprising of 2 parts. 
57th Allegory – Life  (because of what JC did for all humans  without conditioners )  = “Life” now comprises of  2  parts.  
58th Reasoning – Our Death has become now a 1st Death = “Asleep”.  There is both the physical and spiritual halves to 
form our “conscious state” (= “Soul”).  Physical (body) comprises of two parts and Spiritual comprises of two parts. 
Both  physical/spiritual  are not coincident because the 1st Death is “asleep”,  thus can operate independently at any time.  
In TCs  (The Early Adopters)  the spiritual reform comes first   before  (The 1st) Resurrection,  but in worldly people  if  
spiritual reform  occurs  (The Late Adopters),  then  it occurs second,  after  (The Main) Resurrection. 
59th Reasoning – Because TCs sincerely avoid all worldly things and shun any forms of premeditated sin  (but do sideslip)  
then Yahweh will overlook  (= forgive)  these things because of  the  sincere  adjustment having been made  in a TC. 
14th Warning – Beware!   It is absolutely  not  as our  worldly Christian leaders  errantly  teach us in their bad prayers: 
Please help us Lord in:  Making us  “better/kinder/nicer” –  or “Helping other people”, etc.  -  all sounds “so very nice”! 
But rubbish soundbites!   Nowhere in the Bible does it teach us to pray like this -  but rather instructs us to carry out The 
Reform ourselves – based upon imbuing  “The Word of God”,  of which we all have,  but most people conveniently ignore! 
And  “The Resultant”  if we fail to reform -  we can effectively blame Yahweh if we do not improve!  -  How blasphemous! 
TCs work at fulfilling Yahweh's Desire –  and only ask Yahweh to assist in what the TCs are  unable  to do themselves! 
These are the  twists/distortions  our “Leaders of Religion” preach to  tickle/please  our ears,  hence  they are condemned! 
2Cor.   5v16 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  {we ourselves}  off/away/separated/from  of the  now/present/immediate   
2Cor.   5v16 og (the) {not even one}/{no one}/none (person [TC])   (we) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
2Cor.   5v16 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded};   
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2Cor.   5v16 og if  and  also  (we have) {with certainty}/{absolutely known/understood} 
2Cor.   5v16 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded} 
2Cor.   5v16 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,    
2Cor.   5v16 og but  now/present/immediate  {no longer/more}/{yet not to}   
2Cor.   5v16 og (we) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}. 
2Cor.   5v16 = Thus  {we ourselves}   (Paul speaking as a TC)   from  of the  now/presently   (today) 

{no one}  (TC)   we  know/perceive  accordingly/under to  the  flesh/animalistic/{carnal minded};   
     (from now on,  we as TC,  choose to  know/perceive  nothing  according to the animalistic mind) 
and  if  also  we  have  {absolutely known/understood}  the  Christ/Anointed  accordingly/under  to  the  animalistic/{carnal mind},   
     (and if we TCs had absolutely known The Christ according to the animalistic mind  [while still very immature Christians]) 
but  now  no more  we  (TC)   {absolutely know/understand}. 
     (but now we as TCs,  absolutely know The Christ  without  an animalistic mind  [now being  mature  Christians]) 

 

Thus we (TCs)  ourselves from of today   (we TCs,  have entirely reformed our mind away from worldly methodology and now imitate JC) 
not one  (person as a TC)  we know according to the  animalistic/carnal  mind;  (context tells us the TC has wholly reformed  his/her mind) 
and if  also we have absolutely  known/understood  the Anointed  (If we thought we knew the requirements of The Anointed,  while still  a novice) 
                   (People having only a little knowledge  –  think they know  “everything about The Subject”  –  but actually they know  “virtually nothing”) 
according to the  flesh/{animalistic mind}   (a novice with  little knowledge  and  “blind faith” –  thereby still  only think with a worldly mind) 
but now  (as a mature TC with “Real Faith”)   no more we (TCs)  absolutely  know/understand   (to the  fleshly/{animalistic mind}). 
 

Sadly,  worldly translations  (including the KJV)  put a worldly spin  “to abdicate the required responsibility”  this verse places upon those leaders who 
claim to represent Yahweh through JCg today  –  and of course they would  –  would they not?  –  To distance  “The Responsibility”  of which  “The 
Word of God”  places upon  us  as  individual people. 

What do I mean? 
Worldly translations place  “the spin”  on the translation to infer that this piece only refers to  “1st century Christians”  who would have seen JC in the 
flesh and thus have seen him no more  (in the flesh  [=fleshly body]). 

No  –  this verse absolutely does  not  mean this at all! 
For a start - Paul  never  saw JC physically  in the  flesh,  but within a vision as JCg  (when JCg  personally  invited/called  Paul to become 
The Official 12th  [replacement]  Disciple as we read at Acts.9/22v1-12,  to replace “the stand-in” Mathias at Acts1v26 invited only  by lots)! 

So how can Paul speak of this event being in the 1st person having seen JC physically  in the flesh  (2Cor.12v2-3)? 
See also my important commentary at 1Cor.15v8. 

Clearly this verse does  not  mean this  –  it is a  false interpretation  of which there are many within standard  worldly bible  interpretations  –  that is 
why modern translations  (the NIV being the  “watershed of deviance”)  are such  aberrant and untrustworthy  translations  –  being merely  “worldly 
interpretations”  to suit  “the  thinking/excusing  of modern times”  being  “The Falling Away”  from true  “Christianity”  (2Thes.2v3)  and resulting in 
a spin upon the translation. 

Let me explain of what Paul is teaching us by instruction - 
Paul speaking as a TC  (= “we ourselves”)  and  encouraging  The Brethren to imitate him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12),  he speaks on behalf of TCs,   

We are  not  to live according to the desires of The World  –  being the various  self-indulgences  to satisfy  “The Animalistic/Carnal Mind”  
seeking the  pleasures/emotions  of  “The Immediacy”  of which this world can offer. 

Then Paul states   
If  we did live according to the  self-indulgences  to satisfy  “The Animalistic/Carnal Mind”  (as previously in our life),  
and  “if also  we”  knew JC as  “The Word of God”  (thus a  worldly Christian  –  perhaps being part of The Brethren while still  a child’  in 
The Knowledge)   
Then  “now all has changed”  having matured as a TC  “we  no more  absolute know”  according to  “The Animalistic/Carnal Mind”.   

Inasmuch we actively avoid  self-indulgences  to feed  “The Animalistic/Carnal Mind”,  but we had earlier while immature,  occasionally faltered 
towards  “The Animalistic/Carnal Mind”  (perhaps not  deliberately)  and thus earlier  “known the flesh”  but  not  “absolutely”. 

Why not  “absolutely”? 
Because The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs sincerely try to avoid  “the  animalistic/carnal  minded desires of the flesh”  (i.e. self-indulgences)  
but  unintentionally  slipped  –  (see Rom. Chapter 6)  then it was  not  “absolute”  –  but nonetheless it was  “known”. 
Thus,  Paul is stating - 

We now as TCs do not have a worldly lifestyle,  we do not actively satisfy self-gratification,  but we always put  other people first  and 
endeavour to always remain  “Guiltless”,  consequently,  we are “holy”  and hence  “separate from the world of sin”. 
Therefore,  our TC lifestyle is different to fleshly (= worldly)  people  (“worldly people”  being about 99.99+% of the population)  and we 
TCs follow JC’s lifestyle which is  not  of  “The Animalistic/Carnal Mind”  (because TCs  [and brethren/sisters actively aiming to be TCs] 
have  adjusted  their  spirit/personality/desires/traits). 

After having read my commentary – now again read our  worldly bible translations.  You will see the translation is slanted differently! 
My translation follows  “The Thrust”  of Paul's teaching,  yet by contrast,   our  worldly bible interpretations are just insipid and follow  “the Excuses of 
The World to remain human),  and give  none  of the underlying message of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and his apostles.    

What should we be reading?   
What would Yahweh desire us to read? 

2Cor.   5v17 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  if  {some/any/certain person}  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
2Cor.   5v17 og (the) new/fresh  (the) formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance/creature,   
2Cor.   5v17 og the (things)  original/primeval/{old time}  
2Cor.   5v17 og (it) {came near}/{passed aside}/approached/{gone by/away}/perished,    
2Cor.   5v17 og Behold/Lo/Look/See!   (It has) {become to be}  new/freshness  the (things)  all. 
2Cor.   5v17 = Thus  if  {some/any  person} (TC)  within  the  Christ/Anointed,    (thus correctly living as a TC based upon “Real Faith”),   

(they become)   the  new/fresh  formation/Thing/creation/creature  ,   
(for)  the  old/original  things   (of the self  [lifestyle/motives of the former worldly operating person])   {passed away}/{now gone}. 
Look/Observe!   It has  {become to be}  new/fresh  all  things.     (= within our new  lifestyle/deportment  imitating JC). 

 

Thus,  if some person (TC)   (is) within the Anointed   (being in  “The Position for Sonship” “ to Yahweh,  as determined  only  by Yahweh) 
(this person becomes)   a  new/fresh  formation/creation/creature   (to be placed ready for  “The Anointing”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
              (then we must be part of a  new spiritual  creation/creature  growing within our mind  [away from  “The Present World”]) 
(for)  the  old/original  things now gone   (we have mentally cut away all ties to worldly methodology,  no more  to  think/reason  like worldly people) 
Look/Observe!   All things have become to be  new/fresh!   (We  only  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  = The New Creature within us).   
 

Thus in context from v8 onwards Paul is driving to the point that a TC firstly desires to serve JC truly as his master  (being JC’s presence/parousia  as  
“The Word of God”  absolutely controlling  our mind),  and then becomes totally committed to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Thus in doing so,  the 
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TC’s lifestyle  comprehensively changes  –  because it is driven from within by  “a new  Thing/Creation”,  being a spiritual creation within The Mind that 
is continuously forming by the union with  “The Word of God” (= JC) presence/parousia  to yield Yahweh’s HS within us to become as the  one/same   
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that within Yahweh and JCg  (John.14v21, 17v21-26).  Thus going through that process  (= “gennao” StrongsTM = 
1080  procreation/generation  stages)  of being  “Born Again”  being  the spiritual growth  (fusing with the RNA of  “The Word of God”,  see glossary)  
while in the metaphoric Womb of our present fleshly body.   Ideally we await for our liberation  (as Paul said earlier)  at our physical birth  (to then  be 
Truly “Born Again”)   into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body at the 1st 2nd C of JCg  (because we will have  passed  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  set 
by JC)  through the assessment by Yahweh during His  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement made  only  upon “Christians”  during  The Gospel Age.    
All  non-Christians have a free pass  (because of JC’s ransom sacrifice  freely given  –  for which  nothing we can personally do  can pay for it  –  thus  
inductively reasoned to be freely given  to  all  people  [1John.2v2])  into The Millennium within which to then truly  “Believe in JC”  (as “The Word of 
God”)  and thus imitate him as  “The Late Adopters”. 
We must recognise the  “Judgement of Christians”  over  The Gospel Age  can go permanently  one  of THREE ways - 

1. Ideally  The Physical Birth  of being demonstrably  “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as the future 144000 Sons of God to become  
The Kings/Priests  to rule over The Millennium  (Rom.8v17, 23, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, 14v1-4, 20v6, etc.). 
These individuals are the exact opposite to those individuals of category (3) below. 

2. The  “not so ideal” but still acceptable,  being some 99.9+% of the worldly population who are physically resurrected to continue the  
spiritual generation  of our spiritual mind  (= the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  within a perfected DNA fleshly body.  This perfected fleshly 
body is given  in trust,  as to be the 2nd part of our physical life,  to be taught under the guidance and jurisdiction of the 144000 future sons of 
God in The Millennium.   So that at  The End  of  The Millennium during Satan’s last 3.5 years of  assay/testing  (Rev.20v7-15)  of a society 
whose spiritual mind has experienced both societies  (1) Satan’s’ 6000 year rule  (Heb.4v4)  and the  (2) JCg’s rule of 1000 years to complete 
The Assessment Week (of 7000 years)  on  “The Great Sabbath Day”  to then bring to birth all those fleshly people to  then  be completely 
“Born Again”  to Yahweh’s Standard  (through The Assay/Test  of Rev.20v7-15)  and thus become the children of The Union between JCg 
and his Bride  (= the 144000 TCs)  until the eternity.  Those people who revert to their former life  (to self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt)  
shall be effectively  “Stillborn”  into  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation. 

3. This is the  detestable  grouping  –  being the people who  “blasphemed against the HS”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31, etc.,  noting its correct 
composite definition)  headed-up by Judas Iscariot  –  being the first person to enter this grouping of individuals.  These individuals  shall be 
ignored  by Yahweh during His Two Resurrections  (1st for the TCs – Rev.20v6,  and the 2nd for  all  other people during The Millennium)  -  
and because there are  only  two  resurrections,  then these individuals shall be annihilated upon the ending of their present existence!    
These individuals are the  charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age  –  who presently spin  “The Word of God”  around for their 
personal gain in all manner of deviant means.  These individuals are rapidly increasing in number now at the close of The Gospel Age  –  
perhaps  in their millions’  today  seducing their hapless devotees as might a very crafted and competent conman.  I call these people  
“Spiritual Paedophiles” (Luke.17v2, Matt.18v6, etc.),  “Spiritual Rogue Traders”  who are mentioned in Matt.24v23-26  calling themselves  
“christs”  (claiming to be anointed by Yahweh for their present position)  and elsewhere the apostles call them  “antichrists” (1John.2v18-19, 
4v1-3) as defined below - 

The  “Anti-Christ”  =  “Opposing  The Anointed  [by Yahweh]” = “Opposing JC (of what he achieved)”  = “Opposing  The Word 
of God”,  thereby opposing  “The  {Bringers Tidings}/Messengers/Angels”   of  “The Word of God”  throughout generations “  =  
opposing  “The 144000 TCs”  of  “The Word of God”  –  being “Apostles” = “appointed  (by Yahweh  [and  not  The World])  to 
tell”  facing constant persecution  (John.16v1-4, 2Tim3v11-13, etc.)  for only imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  
worldly return,  except religious sourced abuse! 

Would a  worldly Christian leader dare to challenge that inductive string of reasoning  (entirely supported by scripture)? 
Therefore,  we competently conclude - 

That is true dedication of the TCs  –  being the  exact opposite  to the individuals called  “Charlatan Christian leaders”  of the third category 
giving to  “please the mind”  of their paying  (by one means or the other)  clientèle  (2Tim.3v3-4, etc.)  because of 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc. 

2Cor.   5v18 og the (things)  And  (the) all  {from/out of}  of the  God [Yahweh],   
2Cor.   5v18 og of the (One [Yahweh])   (having) {changed mutually}/exchanged/{compounded a difference}/reconciled   
2Cor.   5v18 og us/our/we  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {my/our/your/it them self} (= Himself)  through (reason of)  
2Cor.   5v18 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2Cor.   5v18 og also  (the having) given/bestowed/granted  {to us}  the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}   
2Cor.   5v18 og of the  exchange/adjustment/alteration/restoration/reconciliation. 
2Cor.   5v18 = And  all  the  (intrinsically ideal/good)  things  (are)  {from out of}  the  God  (Yahweh),    (being ideally:  Sonship to Yahweh) 

(being)  the  (One [Yahweh])   having  {changed mutually}/reconciled  us  (TCs)   to the  Himself  (Yahweh) 
through reason  of the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed,    (it required JC  as  “The Word of God”  within us to make this reconciliation possible) 
also  having  given/bestowed  {to us}    (TCs and the brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   
the  ministry/{servicing in the world}  of the  adjustment/alteration/restoration   (to teach strangers of  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”). 

 

And all the   (intrinsically good/ideal)   things  (are)  from out of the God  (Yahweh), 
(being)  The One (Yahweh)  having  {mutually changed}/reconciled  us (demonstrable TCs)  to Himself  (Yahweh) 
through reason of the Anointed Jesus   (it needed JC as “God’s Word”  to give  [1] his ministry and  [2] ransom sacrifice,  to make this possible) 
also having given to us   (the truly  hearkening  individuals becoming  “The Early Adopters”  [by precisely imitating JC]) 
the serving in the world of the  adjustment/alteration   (God’s Word  wholly imbued  changes our mind away from The World,  unto Yahweh). 
 

This is an important verse  –  but sadly hijacked and spun out of all contextual meaning within The Bible by our delinquent  worldly Christian leaders! 
The soundbites go along the lines - 

“God loves us!” 
“We are the children of God”! 
“Jesus loves us!” 
“We are full of the HS” 
Etc.!   Unto almost  “the infinitum of their imagination”! 

Sadly as given  (without  the required caveats and explanations)  –  these expressions are utterly devoid of truth  –  spun into barely  (if at all)  half-
truths,  and as such,  are presented in a manner  to deceive the populace by excuse,  thereby promoting the  “supposed eminence”  of those leaders 
claiming to represent “God” or “Jesus”  for the worldly return this position gives to them.   This is precisely how Satan operates  (2Cor.11v13-17)  as 
we can see at Gen.3v1-5, Matt.4v1-12, etc. 
And  “The Reason”? 

So,  these  “supposed eminent” people might  personally gain  from  “the people”  in the pretence these leaders form some conduit to “God”!    
It is all a detestation to  “The Disclosing Truth”! 

Shall we examine this verse together  (in the context of The Bible teaching throughout). 
Firstly,  let us start at the front end of what is most important! 

It is  through  “Jesus  Christ/Anointed”  noting as I state elsewhere,  Paul is personalising  “The Individual”  rather than  “The Position”  
towards which we should be personally striving!   This is an important observation to be noted throughout The Scriptures. 
“Jesus Christ”  is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13),  and as  “The Word of God”,   it does  not  stop there by  “supposedly knowing it”! 
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Else quite simply   We become a hypocrite to The Knowledge!   (That is assuming we actually know it – without Rev.22v18-19). 
We have a  personal  responsibility to get to  “{absolutely know/understand}   The Word of God”  (v16 in context). 
This means we must gain  “The Real Faith”  which is  only  possible through the 3 stage operation that I profusely give elsewhere. 

Then  we are perfecting our mind to become  “Christlike”. 
And now - 

Only now  are we entering this verse!    
There is  no  short-cut  to jump straight to this verse  (as so errantly taught by our utterly delinquent  worldly Christian leaders 
who obviously have  not  got this far themselves,  because they have missed at least the 3rd stage to gain  “The Real Faith”  –  if 
they teach such nonsense)! 

We should realise this verse is  only  speaking about the TCs and the ardent Brethren  actively  aiming to become TCs themselves. 
Now we have passed through from the front end  –  we are now positioned to enter the body of this verse  –  being how Paul views the situation in his 
exhortation to  “us”  (being of The Brethren who are actively aiming to imitate him as he copies JC – 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 
Paul continues - 

He recognises all  (intrinsically ideal/good)  things come from Yahweh!    
Where    “The Very Best thing”  is to become a future  “Son of God”! 

Just as JC taught us,  there is  only one  Entity that is “Good” and that is Yahweh  (Matt.19v17, Luke.18v19)  which does somewhat question 
the validity of the Trinity (myth)  –  please see my local commentaries! 
This is contrary to what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders who  –  pray to God in such a manner to stop this,  that,  or the other 
– inasmuch  “He is supposedly sourcing it”  or perhaps  “just in case He is not aware of it occurring – and needs us to tell Him!” 
Or perhaps to  “call evil down upon other people”!    Our leaders would obviously state they do not do this!    

Yet by example we have priests praying for the success of their country’s military over  “the opposition”!    
That is hardly  “good”  to the innocents  (as “collateral damage”)  in both sides of the  worldly  conflict!    

And I could go through so many examples  –  line by line  -  almost to infinitum! 
From the above,  we gain an early conclusion  

The TCs are internally  (within The Mind)  changed/adjusted  upon  “The Word of God”. 
Worldly Christian leaders  (along with  all  leaders of “Religion”)  are  not  changed/adjusted  upon  “The Word of God”! 

All as determined by Personal Audit  –  precisely as instructed by JC and the Apostles. 
By consequence,  we might ask - 

Where does this reasoning take us? 
The Crux of this verse is the middle section  (after  we have gained  “The Real Faith”) - 

“The One (Yahweh)  having  {mutually changed}  us to Himself” 
This is an interesting verse in relation to what we are taught at Mal.3v6, James.1v17 being that Yahweh  never  changes. 

So,  does this is  “mutual”  mean    Both  sides have changed?    
Is there a contradiction? 

Well obviously,  there is a contradiction -  under what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders in their nonsense exegesis! 
However,  there is  no  conflict,  if The Gospel is to be taught as given by “FutureLife.Org”  being only as we are taught in The Bible. 
Where - 

1.  The TCs were  formally  worldly,  and they have  changed  to become precisely Christlike in their methodology  (and deeds). 
2. Yahweh did  not  phileo/attractively  love us in our worldly state,  but then He changes to  phileo/attractively  love us  when  we 

change  (to become Christlike,  hence Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.  –  being that JC set  “The Required Golden Standard”  for Sonship)! 
This precisely fulfils what The Verse and The Bible tells us throughout both  The Old and New Testaments. 
Where we notice Yahweh has  not  changed His Standards and thus fully consistent with Mal.3v6, James.1v17,  and yet He  has  changed His 
favour upon a formally  “hardened criminals” (Rom.3v23)  to His Methodology.  All this was only possible through JC’s ministry  (and later 
to be physically manifest as a future Son of God at  “The 1st Resurrection”  through JC’s ransom sacrifice). 
It is all common sense  –  and yet when I listen to the  “pitiful efforts”  of our  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons,  it makes me 
shudder in horror at the  illogical and unrighteous waffle  they give out to their spiritually poor devotees  (Luke.16v19-21, 19v20-22, etc.)! 
We realise that actually  contrary to the nonsense our worldly Christian leaders teach us  – we are  not  presently phileo loved by Yahweh! 
But He is  agapao/edify loving us as “Mankind"  to draw out   The (3) Remnants  (of the 3 Epochs)  of Israel that return to The Lord  
(Isa.10v20-21) 
Moreover, He does  not  forgive our sins  –  because presently as a worldly person then it is  only  JC who forgives our sins (Matt.9v2-7, etc.). 

BUT - 
In the Culmination we  will  become beloved by Yahweh over our 2 part life  –  provided  we ultimately precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle. 
And yet this can come earlier for  “The Early Adopters”  (= the 144000 TCs)  –  and the Brethren who are trying their best to imitate JC. 

That is precisely what Paul is teaching us here within this verse. 
Paul is speaking of  “The Reformed/Adjusted  Person”  –  who has made  “The Personal Transfiguration”  of their mind far  away  from worldly 
methodology because of The Ministry that JC did by  both  word and deed.  The physical transfiguration will occur upon our resurrection based upon 
what we sowed in the 1st part of our physical life as Paul so very carefully explained at 1Cor.15v35-55, Gal.6v7.  Consequently,  we realise The TCs who 
become “The Early Adopters”  are  not only  “just good people”  (as might be any  atheist/{of any other religion},  noting Rom.4v1-6)  but because they 
have fulfilled Yahweh's Desire to  precisely imitated JC’s ministry  as we are taught here and elsewhere  –  “ministering/{serving in The World}” –  to 
be truly giving an  unadulterated  “Word of God”. 

Because TCs  are  unlike  worldly Christian leaders as we have reasoned above –   therefore we ask   Are  worldly Christian Leaders  TCs?   
Obviously  not,  moreover they  demonstrably  have not the HS  (being its composite definition)! 

I leave the reader something I wrote in my earlier revision - 
Paul is speaking of  “us” (TCs)  who are personally reconciled to  The Adopting Father,  Yahweh through JC,   also  they are  “given The Attendance”  
(inasmuch they take it upon themselves)  to  “Serve The World”  for absolutely  no  worldly return,  thereby showing the genuineness of their motivation. 

Where obviously  “given”  to be gladly taken by those people with a sincere heart  (that can  only  be said of a TC –  as deemed by Yahweh). 
Thus,  irrespective  of what  any  worldly Christian leader preaches,  The Perfect Yahweh does  not  phileo love a human who is  not  personally 
reconciled to Him.   JC becomes The Bridge to make this possible  (1Tim.2v5)  but we must  “walk the walk”  befitting of  “The Bridge”  given. 
That is  why  the apostles truthfully teach we  must  individually become reconciled to Yahweh,  and the TCs demonstrated it  early  by personally being  
adjusted/altered/restored  to  “The Righteous State”  by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become “The Early Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology. 
JC started this process for his creation,  but is it is dependent upon us  as individuals  to respond positively to his call.  Either it is now in the 1st part of 
our physical life to become a TC,  or later in The Millennium in our  very last opportunity.  But if we leave it till The Millennium,  then we have 
permanently missed the glorious opportunity to become part of God’s exclusive family member =  “Son of God”. 
Yahweh  will  “love”  all  those humans  who  turn to Him  in The Culmination  (either now as TCs or fleshly humans at the end of The Millennium),  
meaning “beloved”  of  agapao/phileo/storge  (edify/attracted/family)  love as He said to JC at the various stages of “Good to go”  Matt.3v17, 17v5). 

Paul substantiates precisely what I am explaining here,  in the next verse - 
2Cor.   5v19 og {In that manner}/Likewise/As  because  (the) {specific god} [Yahweh]   (he) was   
2Cor.   5v19 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the) World/Adornment/Decoration/Life   
2Cor.   5v19 og (the) {changing mutually}/exchanging/{compounding a difference}/reconciling   
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2Cor.   5v19 og (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= Himself],  no/not/none  (the) reckoning/calculating/reasoning   
2Cor.   5v19 og {to them}  the  {side-slips}/{unintentional errors}/transgressions/deviations  {of them},   
2Cor.   5v19 og also  (the having) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed  in  {to [= within] us}   
2Cor.   5v19 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  exchange/adjustment/alteration/restoration/reconciliation. 
2Cor.   5v19 = Because  {in that manner}/likewise  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)   

was   (working)   within  the  Christ/Anointed  {changing mutually}/reconciling  the  world/life  to  Himself   (Yahweh),   
not  reckoning/charging/accounting  {to them}  their  sideslips/{unintentional errors}/transgressions,   
also  the having  ordained/purposed  within  us  (TCs)   the  topics/sayings/reasoning  of the  adjustment/alteration/restoration. 

 

Because likewise  “The Specific God”   (= Yahweh,  because the referenced is upon JC,  and then later upon the 144000 TCs) 
was  (working)  within The Anointed   (being  [1] JC making Salvation possible,  and then ultimately  [2] the 144000 TCs in The Millennium) 
              ([1] JC to gain “The Early Adopters”,  then in The Millennium it is  [2]  JC and  “The Early Adopters”  required to gain  “The Late Adopters”) 
{changing mutually}/reconciling  the  world/life  to Himself   (Yahweh,  as explained in this,  and the  previous commentary), 
not  reckoning/accounting  to them their  sideslips/{unintentional errors}   (within  truly repentant  persons), 
also having  ordained/purposed  within us (TCs)  the  word/topics/reasoning  of the  adjustment/alteration. 
 

A 4th revision addition. 
Notice Paul’s switch between  “Jesus Anointed”  in the previous verse and now just “The Anointed”. 

Is this just  “absent mindedness” within an elderly man?  
I hardly think so,  Paul’s writings are like a sharp knife able to dissect through anything – he is most unlikely to regularly slip on these matters, 
especially when you see how his mind works,  moving progressively forward to a goal – which is always The Same – being that of  “The Anointing”. 

“The Anointing”  – being of a  “Position/Office/Appointment of The Early Adopters”  to bring forth The Millennium. 
Let us return to my earlier revisions. 
Before I explain this verse  –  I ask the reader to carefully read through this verse several times and consider  every word. 
Then look to The World now  –  and the people behaving within it,  and then how Yahweh would desire this World to be like in The Culmination. 
Then  carefully reflect  upon what our  worldly Christian leaders  errantly teach us  –  with all  unrighteousness in their  “worldly wise logic”! 
Now I ask for  only  our  worldly Christian leaders to read this verse again  –  because their seminaries have  poisoned their mind  against  God's Word 
(Matt.23v15),  and thus this verse might be difficult for them to comprehend  –  unlike  The General Public  who will find this verse relatively easy to 
understand  (Luke.5v35-39). 

Let us consider  about whom  this verse is being written - 
Yahweh is  “not reckoning”  the  “unintentional errors”,  also ordained in  us  the  topics/sayings/reasoning  of the  adjustment/alteration/restoration. 
This verse is obviously written about those specific people  within  The World/Life  who  have  used Yahweh’s Word to make  adjustments/alterations  
within their life to  “restore”  their lifestyle to what it should have been in the days of Adam and Eve  prior  to their initial sin.  This  has  occurred within 
TCs,  hence the word “us” and it  will  occur within those successful people of all resurrected humans who also make The Adjustment when they too have  
“The Knowledge”  and imbue it within their life  (= the 2nd part of their whole life)  during The Millennium. 
These TCs and those other people who later successfully readjust in The Millennium shall  only  commit  “unintentional errors”  and  not deliberate,  
premeditated errors (= sin)  –  for if;   deliberate,  premeditated errors are made,  then how would  righteous  Yahweh desire to reconcile? 
Thus clearly  “The Reconciliation”  of which has been spoken,  is  only  to those very specific people who  “adjust/alter/restore”  themselves to what 
Yahweh Desires to occur within a perfect society.    
Moreover, those specific people are  only  those individual who precisely imitate JC  (hence Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.). 

Thus,  Paul is writing about  “The Goal”,  (at its two layers)  being what is to occur in The Culmination. 
Paul is  not  writing about  all  humans now  –  where many people premeditate their offence against their neighbour - before Yahweh. 

Clearly those people have  no  accurate  knowledge of Yahweh  are  excused during the 1st part of their physical life,  but they shall absolutely  not  be 
excused during the 2nd part of their physical life when they  have  “The Accurate Knowledge”  taught to them by the demonstrably proven 144000 TCs! 
Then the next logical question must be asked - 

If  Yahweh will  not  excuse those people who have  “The Accurate Knowledge”  during the 2nd part of their physical life, then - 
Carefully consider   

Then  how  is Yahweh able to excuse those people  with the accurate  knowledge during the 1st part of their physical life,   and thus obviously 
living in the 2nd part of their  spiritual  life,  as will be those people who refuse to imitate JC during the 2nd part of their (physical) life above? 

Please see my commentaries at Luke.10v12, etc. regarding the inhabitants of Chorazin. 
Hence this dire warning to  iniquitous  Christian leaders  now  during The Gospel Age living in their  only life  (and not the 1st part as for other humans)! 
After that very necessary warning both to the iniquitous leaders and the millions upon millions of those people beguiled,  being duped by these 
charlatans,  then please let me explain how this verse fits holistically in with Yahweh’s Plan. 

Clearly this verse needs to be explained in context with the overall understanding of The Millennium training period.  
The virtually all humans are resurrected and still only know of their present  sinful/worldly  ways  (principally the 1st part of their spiritual life that must 
be modified),  thus destined for  their/The  2nd Death of annihilation  –  because Yahweh  never  changed His decree of -  

“In the day you sin you will die”  still stands  (Gen.2v17).   
This has  never  been rescinded and  never  will be repealed for an eternity  (Matt.5v17-18).   

All Entities of the Universe for their eternal survival  must agree  (when they have  “The Knowledge”)  to this Foremost Rule of The Universe. 
So resurrected humans face a death sentence of  “annihilation”  virtually upon their resurrection in the midst of Yahweh  (this is something that the 
doctrine of worldly Christianity just totally ignores within its reasoning  –  likewise all monotheistic religions  –  Islam/Judaism, etc.). 
Thus,  JC  steps-in  to become The Buffer (or “Cover”).   

Firstly,  he has provided The Mechanism for Yahweh to legitimately  (before His own Edict)  to resurrect all humans  –  irrespective of their 
lifestyle  (during what becomes the 1st part of their physical life).  
Secondly,  he has covered all humans in his Death over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (John.19v31, 20v1),  so they are effectively covered from 
Yahweh’s gaze by JC for all humans to make genuine efforts to reform – mistakes will be made – and rectified  - but it does not matter – JC is 
still covering them over that Day of The Millennium  (2Pet.3v8). 
However,  JC’s cover shall be removed at the end of The Millennium as we enter the next epoch of time – we must have personally reformed 
by that time.  else it is personal annihilation for people who choose not to imitate JC. 

What else must we consider  -  when we are resurrected into The Millennium? 
1. As stated  –  All humans have been  “awakened/roused” (= resurrected),  and yet ignorant,  but now in the position to learn “Righteousness”. 
2. Satan has been removed  (Rev.20v1-3) – and thus the  “climate”  (at the start of The Millennium)  with  “new management”  shall be set 

ready for the conditions demonstrated during JC’s local ministry during 30 - 33 CE. 
JCg is in legitimate  global  control  (not  “local”  as in 30-33 CE)  and Yahweh desires to operate  His  authority/capability  to express His 
HS channelled through JCg as The King of kings  (Rev.19v16). 

3. TCs then,  as  Kings/Priests  proven  (as was JC during his ministry)  to be legitimate stewards of JC to  teach/administer  “Righteousness”. 
They will be resurrected within  incorruptible (not  able to die)  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies entirely expressing Yahweh’s HS as had 
JC during his ministry  –  and shall be operating alongside JCg in The Millennium as  “his brothers/sisters”  (Sons of God) –  Matt.12v48-50. 
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They will be able to perform miracles and call upon 12 legions of angels  (Matt.26v53)  to assist them  –  if ever required. 
Note   One angel could destroy 185,000 men in one night  (2Kings19v35)  -  dismissed as usual,  by our  “very worldly acclaimed scholars”! 

4. We are told the first thing JCg does,  is communicate to the resurrected people.  He gives everyone a lecture  (Rev.21v5-8)  (being what 
companies would call an  “induction meeting”  to new employees)  and explains exactly what is required of them and how it is going to occur. 
Furthermore,  what will happen to any person if the requirements of the righteousness to be taught to them is ignored,  being   “Disobey 
Yahweh and they face  their/The  2nd Death of annihilation”.  Note this reference  (and many others)  is utterly ignored in all  worldly 
Christian doctrine! 
Out of shear magnificence of the surroundings and atmosphere of  “The Occasion”  (Rev.20v1-4),  the vast majority of humans will be 
bedazzled,  utterly dumb-founded.  Consequently,  the most people will  start-off  being “Righteous”,  and not sinning from the immediate 
start of their resurrection.   But  “the slide”  will occur within a few people as we are to read by example below - 

Therefore,  out of total deference of wat has occurred,  the resurrected  people experiencing this first-hand,  will not sin,  and thus not counter Yahweh’s 
Universal Edict.  Very much like  The Exodus  of the Israelites out of Egypt.  The TCs as  Kings/Priests  plus the experienced leaders for example Joshua,  
King David and King Solomon will be controlling things at ground level. 
However there  will  be a few rebellious humans  (symbolised by Korah,  Num.16v1-49)  who will face  “The 2nd Death of Annihilation”  during this 
period,  where after repeated attempts to bring them around to  “Righteousness”  (they shall be righteously removed –   judged by JCg and his Priests  –  
and  NOT  by Yahweh  (Matt.19v28, Luke.22v30, Cor.6v1-3,  see also my commentaries of John chapter 5 throughout). 
This replicates the situation of the Israelites a few months in the Wilderness after their exodus,  so just like Korah  (who only received  “The 1st Death”  
= asleep’)  where these specific individuals will rebel and receive what becomes for them  -  their/The 2nd death = utter annihilation.  

Note   As we have seen   “Egypt”  in prophecy for The Gospel Age can now be likened to the 1st part of our life,  The Millennium period being 
the Israelite period learning the Laws of God (= righteousness)  before they enter Canaan  (= eternity with God).  At present we are in the 
metaphoric Egypt  (=  worldly system under Satan)!   Please see the document entitled   “What does Israel mean?” 
Note   “The Early Adopters”  (represented by Joshua and Caleb,  Num.13v1-18, 25-32, Num.14v1-10),  take  “The Knowledge Early”,  
worldly Christian leaders are typified by the other ten false witnesses giving a poor account of Canaan,  being the prophetic allegory of The 
Millennium.  Where   The Christian Nation as a whole wants to return back to “Egypt/{worldly methodology}”  frightened of what 
“Canaan/{The Millennium}”  represents  (please read my citations in The Old Testament  “Numbers”)! 

The Millennium is the first phase to bring humans back to “Righteousness”.  The Bible then tells us after 1000 years,  Satan and his assistants will be 
released  (Rev20v7,8)  to deceive the nations again.  This is the final 3.5 year testing phase to  “replicate/mimic/emulate”  JC’s 3.5 year ministry period  
(for ultimate righteousness to be seen  [precise  “like for like”] –  the creation to follow its creator’s actions to be justified  “Righteousness”  before The 
Ultimate Authority of Yahweh).  Those people who fail this period by deliberately sinning after they have known both Good and Evil systems  (back to 
what was said in the Garden of Eden at the start of this – Gen.3v5)  are righteously removed by facing  their/”The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 

Now after that brief synopsis  (unknown  to our leaders of Christendom [witness what they preach]),  let us return this verse! 
We can see how humans being the creation of JCg become reconciled to Yahweh through JCg’s actions as himself  (JC)  in a fleshly body some 3000 
years earlier  (= 2000 year Gospel Age + 1000 year Millennium). 
At this point JCg hands  “The Resultant Perfected World”  (of Mankind)  back to his Father Yahweh as a gift to show power has not  “gone to JCg’s  
head”  –  to falsify  the human claim   “Power corrupts,  and ultimate power corrupts absolutely”.   

JCg performs this in utter deference to his Father Yahweh. 
Yahweh accepts this gift and then returns it back to the one who made it thus  (JCg)  in acknowledgement to all Entities of The Universe that JCg is the 
rightful heir to his personal creation (Rev5.v2+). 

Please also see my critically important commentary to the account at Gen.14v18 within my commentaries of Hebrews,  it is utterly astounding 
the number of prophetic allegoric overlays when Paul makes comments concerning Melchizedek and Abraham exchanging gifts. 

Important notes   
1. Revelations is absolutely  not  a single sequential time frame  –  it has in places,  twelve overlapping time frames  –  being a description of The Gospel 
Age and The Transition into The Millennium from various differing vantage points .   Please see my explanation of Revelations and my many hundreds of 
commentaries of some 770,000 words within it to thoroughly explain precisely what is occurring in Revelations in a manner that you will  not  read 
elsewhere on this planet. 
2. The first sentence in Rev.20v5 is a copyist addition and must be removed  –  the whole context of the verses either side read much better with the 
anomalous  (and hence offending)  sentence removed  –  I thoroughly explain why alongside in my commentary of some 17,000 words. 

Now perhaps a note on   “Anointed”. 
Look carefully at the context  

Clearly,  JC set  “The Required Example”  to become  “The Christ/Anointed”  -  but now look at the following  “Office of The Anointed”. 
The World becomes reconciled to Yahweh through  “The Office of The Anointed”.   Thus it extends to The 144000 TCs who take their position along JCg 
in The Millennium as the future  kings/priests  to reconcile The World  (being The 3rd Remnant of  [the 3rd Epoch of]  “Israel” that returns to The Lord 
[= Yahweh])  in the manner as  “FutureLife.Org”  so very carefully explains  –  being  precisely what The Bible  teaches us. 

Sadly,  this  “Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is absolutely  never  taught by our  utterly delinquent  worldly Christian leaders! 
Again,  we must ask the reoccurring question    Who then,  is truly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire?    

Obviously those leaders who are  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (being the vast majority of them  –  as determined by audit)  – have  no  HS,  
irrespective of however much they might fraudulently claim to the contrary  –  as do  “Rogue Traders”  about their supposed  skill-set  in about the same 
inverse relationship between the competence and how much they verbally claim to have  “ability”! 
 
38th Comment – TCs physically extend The Ministry that JC physically pioneered. 
44th Instruction – TCs  faithfully imitating  JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  become ambassadors for Yahweh  –  inasmuch they 
speak on behalf of Yahweh and thus as apostles they effectively become  “angels”  of Yahweh. 
Note:  Virtually all people who claim to  “come in JC’s name”  are  not  accepted by Yahweh as  “coming in JC’s name”. 
To mean,  they do  not  come in JC’s Character and Authority  (“wholly knowing God’s Word”  and then   “doing it”)! 
45th Instruction – TCs personally  beseech/plead The Brethren become reconciled to Yahweh through JC as  “The Word 
of God” –  this means,  we must  do something ourselves,  not personal abdication  (pushing onto TC, JC, Yahweh). 
JC has thrown out The Life Ring,  we must now swim to it and put it around our waist for ultimate salvation! 
60th Reasoning – The best manner to become reconciled is to first:  Carry out a genuine  Self-Audit  to discover how far 
we are away from The Ideal -  being the whole tenure of The Bible and we are taught,  the person takes upon themselves 
the  {new body}/readjustment  that can  only  occur  if  the person  ardently desires to reform.  Then repent and thoroughly 
change.  Yahweh will not perform this Himself –  else we effectively become  zombies/robots –  or the claim can be made  
(by Satan,  as he did of Job)  we are only good,  because good things are given to us  (nurturing a self-indulgent attitude). 
We are equally told - Yahweh is allowing us to develop ourselves to show our  true nature,  for Him to elect His Sons! 
61st Reasoning – JC was proven innocent of all sin during his 3.5 year assay period  (after his baptism – Matt.3v15)  and 
thus deemed perfect for this period, –  to be equally mirrored for  all  humans at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-8). 
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Likewise,  TCs having the 1st part of their spiritual life atoned by JC’s ransom sacrifice,  are being audited by Yahweh 
over the 1st part of their physical life   (being the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  for  possible  Sonship. 
46th Instruction – JC  gave us his ministry for us to personally change the 1st part and purify the 2nd part of our  spiritual  
life  and he atoned/{bought back}  the 1st part of our  physical  life by his ransom sacrifice,  both  are needed for salvation.  
62nd Reasoning – Thus if we have no need for the 2nd part of our physical life to purify our mind,  because we are  “The 
Early Adopters”  then we are accredited with a physical body  (in the 2nd part of our physical life)  worthy of our purified 
mind that occurred during the 1st part of our physical life.  This occurs if we become within JC as  “The Word of God”  
now  –  to then become reconciled to Yahweh for Him to  elect/select  us to become  His  144000  future Sons of God. 
2Cor.   5v20 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor.   5v20 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  therefore/then   
2Cor.   5v20 og (we are) {seniors/representatives}/ambassadors/{Yahweh’s legitimate representatives}   
2Cor.   5v20 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  of the  God [Yahweh]  
2Cor.   5v20 og (the) {setting beside}/{calling near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseeching/exhorting/ 

/entreating/urging/comforting     
2Cor.   5v20 og through (reason of)  {of/from us},   
2Cor.   5v20 og (we) {beg, as binding oneself}/petition/beseech/pray/{make request} [middle voice]   
2Cor.   5v20 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead/{in place}  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
2Cor.   5v20 og (yourselves be) {changed mutually}/exchanged/{compound a difference}/reconciled  to the  God [Yahweh]. 
2Cor.   5v20 = Therefore/Then  {on behalf}/instead  of the  Christ/Anointed,   

we  (TCs)   are  ambassadors/{legitimate representatives}  of the  God  (Yahweh)   exhorting/urging  through reason of  {of us},   
we  (TCs)   personally  {beg as a binding commitment}/beseech/{pray for}/plead:   yourselves    (the Brethren aiming to become TCs) 
to be  {changed mutually}/reconciled  to the  God  (Yahweh)   {for the sake/behalf of}  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Therefore,  on behalf of the Anointed   (being that we  [TCs]  are  carrying-on  where JC  left-off,   for  “The Goal of The Anointed”) 
we (TCs)  are ambassadors of the God  (Yahweh)    (TCs speak as  “The Word  of God”  while JC is away  [Matt.25v14]  hence  “angels”) 
exhorting through reason of us   (being  “The Reason of the TCs’ existence as The Early Adopters”  as JC’s  compliant  body part), 
we (TCs)  personally beg as a binding commitment  (for)  yourselves    (The  Brethren/Christians  to imitate us  TCs  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.) 
to be  {changed mutually}/reconciled  to the God  (Yahweh)   (thus obviously it has  not  occurred yet while still as  “worldly Christians”) 
for the behalf of the Anointed   (so that you too,  can become part of  “The Anointed”  –  thereby wholly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire). 
 

This verse is to be read in context with all the verses either side,  to show that TCs  are  special  and  so very different  to  worldly Christians who 
demonstrably express none of this within their lifestyle.  Note the  “middle voice”  of which I chose to write  “personally” in the text to show this.   
The TCs make this adjustment  to occur within themselves  –  rather than through the  appalling  worldly Christen prayers    

“Lord we pray that You give us this ...  or make us love You ... etc.”. 
I go through the righteous failings in what is practiced throughout  worldly  Christians in their prayers in various sections elsewhere, where 
what is done globally,  is absolutely  not  done in the manner as we are taught by The Bible  –  if our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
actually chose to read the appropriate sections!   Hence  worldly Christians are presently ignored by Yahweh  –  precisely as we are taught in 
The Bible  –  but again we must ask   Who actually reads The Bible  “to know”  –  but rather only listen to what  worldly Christian leaders 
teach them after it has been pushed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19.    It is my driver to expose this corruption to God's Word that I write 
this website to become  “The Whistle-Blower”  to  “Deviancy”. 

It is interesting that Paul uses the word “ambassador”  to mean a person who truly represents the  Authority/Affairs of The Country/Realm  espoused. 
Then we consider the millions of representatives of “Christianity” being ambassadors to their  own  fractured  40,000+ schisms for us to realise none of 
them can represent  The One Minded  Yahweh and therefore,  they all must be fraudsters to varying degrees! 
Regarding our prayers of supplication of specifically to edify our neighbour,  we might ask - 

Where is the  self-exertion  [middle voice]  to make something occur because we wish it to occur?   
– Something has value  only  if personally worked to attain it! 
It is only when a person has been pushed through  exhaustion/pain  is then  “The Resultant”   truly  personally  valued.   
This is true in all walks of life,  irrespective of what our fraudulent  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders teach us by both word 
and deed  (they have so much for which to answer)! 

This  “something worked for”  is  not  speaking of the most wonderful and undeserved gift JC gave  (of his ransom sacrifice),  for which we have  
nothing  of comparable value to give by return,  and thus logically  it must be freely given to each and every person irrespective of whoever they might 
be  (if no person can pay for it),  which means both to   “Christian”  and  “non-Christian”. 
If fortunate to be fully conscious of everything about JC,  then - 

Operating  in righteous acknowledgement,  we should  try  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in  recognition/respect/deference  for this most 
wonderful gift from JC  -  being what it should truly mean within our mind as outputted in unfeigned  agape/charity. 

Notice how the TCs  beg/appeal  directly to their adopting Father Yahweh  “{for the sake}/instead  of the Anointed”  inasmuch they are accepted by 
Yahweh as being in the position to make this request for the next generation of TCs  (from the seed of The Tree, Matt.7v16-19).    
Worldly Christians and all other people are presently  not  in this accepted position  (though they could be  -  if  they  put in the effort  to make  “The 
Required Personal Reform”)  but they can only appeal through JCg.  This is the reason  why  ho theos’  is used in the appropriate places as a floating 
pointer  (but sadly just  broad-brushed  out/over  by our  “near useless”  bible translations at these key doctrinal places)!   Indicating the translators 
“know the mechanics of Ancient Greek”  -  but have  not a clue  to  “The Real Gospel”  underneath,  which means they require interpreters to explain  
“The Understanding”  behind the high-level translation. 
Consequently,  with the apostles knowing the future as I very carefully explain in v19  (and much elsewhere),  then they redouble their efforts to spread 
this Gospel News where - 

1. As  “The Early Adopters”  they become personally reconciled to Yahweh during the 1st part of their physical life. 
2. “The Resurrected World”  after  being taught in a wonderful environment,  then every individual has been given the best opportunity to 

become reconciled to Yahweh.  Those specific people who do become reconciled to Yahweh during The Millennium become  “The Late 
Adopters”  of  “The Resurrected World”  who successfully come through the final 3.5 year assay period at  “The Close of The Millennium”  
(Rev.20v7-15),  to become truly  “Born Again”  after the passage through “The Assay”. 

Thus - 
       “The Whole World”  (comprising of  “The Successful Individuals”  – over their 2 part life)  become reconciled to Yahweh through  “The Anointed”! 
“The Anointed”  being  “The First of The Firstfruits”  (= JC as The Waved  Barley  after The Passover)  and also the following Firstfruits  (as we are 
told at Rev.14v1-4,  being 144000 TCs as  “The Waved Wheat”  starting some 50 days later at The  Pentecost/Ingathering  (allegoric prophecy at 
Lev.23v5-25),  being start of  “The Collection/Ingathering”  throughout The Gospel Age). 

When are our  worldly Christian leaders going to start teaching this in their sermons to give a  solid rock foundation,  and not build on sand? 
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2Cor.   5v21 og the (one [JC])  For  no/not/none  {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}  
2Cor.   5v21 og (the) sin/fault/offense,   over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead/{in place}  {of/from us}   
2Cor.   5v21 og (the) sin/fault/offense  (he [JC]) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided, 
2Cor.   5v21 og that  {we ourselves}  (we may/should) {become to be} [middle voice]   (the) righteousness/equality/justification   
2Cor.   5v21 og (of the) God [Yahweh]  in  (to the [= within]) him [JC]. 
2Cor.   5v21 = For  the  (one [JC])   not  {absolutely knowing}   (refusing to participate in)   sin/fault/offence,   

he  (JC)   made/performed   (took upon himself)   the  sin/fault/offence  {for the sake/behalf  of}  {of us}  (TCs)   
(so)  that  {we ourselves}  (TCs + Brethren)   might  {become to be}  righteous/justified  of the  God  (Yahweh)  within  the  him  (JC). 

 

For the one (JC)  not  absolutely knowing   (refusing to participate in)   sin/fault/offence   (Matt.4v1-12, etc., hence Matt.17v5) 
he (JC)  made/performed   (took upon himself)   the  sin/fault/offence  for the sake of us   (all humans,  –  given without any caveats)    
(so)  that we ourselves   (TCs and The Brethren actively aiming to be TCs  [and  “The Reformed Resurrected World”  of The Millennium]) 
might become to be  righteous/justified  (to)  of the God  (Yahweh)    (over our 2 part life being   2 part physical and 2 part spiritual) 
within him   (JC who made all this possible through  [1] The Ministry for our mind,  [2] The Ransom Sacrifice for our body  [both of which = soul]). 

              (In due recognition of what JC has done,  then it becomes incumbent for us  to imitate him  for our  ultimate salvation as a mark of due respect) 
              (What Christian leader will ever teach that sentence to their devotees?) 
 

Note   Our worldly translations smudge the contents of this verse to insinuate Trinity myth!   But actually within the given context,  we understand that 
Paul is speaking about  two  separate  Entities  –  where I have been forced to place the respective Entities within parenthesis. 

Where it was through JCg’s selfless sacrifice at  two levels  that gives  all  humans the opportunity  to become righteous  before Yahweh over 
our 2 part life  (2 part spiritual, 2 part physical). 

Where JC provided - 
1.  “The Ministry”  for us to personally  “perfect our mind”  to enable us to become righteous before Yahweh  (as a “Son of God”). 
2.  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to enable Yahweh to righteously resurrect us into the 2nd part of our physical life. 

Worldly Christian leaders ignore (1)  because it is too painful,  and only teach (2)  because we have to do nothing  (thereby  remaining  sinful)! 
Can the reader understand my hostility to the manner in which  worldly Christian leaders falsify what JC did for us?   

Where they teach a methodology that  endorses/excuses  “worldly methodology”,  that leads to  no  personal reform  –  thereby pleasing the ears of their 
duped devotees (2Tim.4v3-4),  and Satan in the background  (because his nemesis is delayed, Rev.20v1-3, 10)! 

Just a comment on  “TCs”  placed within the text - 
Firstly,  the  “worldly Christian scholar”  might take offence to the use of  “TCs”  and not the use of  “humans/people”  (or even Christian’). 
Quite simply if the  worldly scholar took that stance then they do  not  understand The Bible!   
Because quite simply - 

How can a presently sinful  spirit/personality/desires/traits’  of the vast majority of humans that itself is  not  “at  one/same  with Yahweh’ 
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits”  be presently  “reconciled to Yahweh”? 
Quite simply   they are not  (please see verses and commentaries at 6v15-17+  to substantiate this assertion). 

However taking upon ourselves  JC’s  (ministry)/lifestyle  then we start  “the process  of becoming reconciled”  to Yahweh,  where in The Culmination 
we might become  “Born Again”  at the end of The Process  “as being alive”  and thus  then reconciled  to Yahweh in a  “conscious existence”.   
It is JC being  “The  Intercessor/Buffer/Mediator”  (1Tim/2v5)  between us in our sinful state  (noting specifically what Matt.9v2-6, etc. teaches us)  –  
desiring  the  exchange/adjustment/alteration/restoration/reconciliation  and thus be doing something about it over our 2 part life  that enables  ultimate 
reconciliation. 
I consider this to be a  “million miles”  away from the  utter distortion  taught by our feckless  worldly Christian leaders  –  for which they will need to 
give an account to JCg  (being those leaders fortunately enough to be resurrected  [and thus deemed  not  to be “charlatans”]. 
These resurrected  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will no doubt state   Did we not do these things in your name’ – and JCg shall say  Get away 
from me you workers of lawlessness – Matt.7v21-23)’  after which they shall gnash their teeth in utter frustration at what they missed  (Matt.8v12)! 

Let me now explain this verse - 
When JC bore upon his shoulders the ministry work that started at his baptism (Matt.3v15, and acknowledgement by Yahweh that JC was “Good to go” 
[NASA terminology] to the next stage at Matt.3v17),  he showed himself perfect  (= no offence/sin/fault)  for 3.5 years.  This was JC’s supposed Crime of 
being perfect and  righteously answering  “God’s Word part 1”  to personally become  “God’s Word part 2”  for which he was murdered by  “The 
Worldly Religious Representatives”  (of Satan only as such)  because they were following  “The Methodology of Satan”  (being that of self-indulgence,  –  
the very opposite to that shown by JC operating under Yahweh's Methodology).   
Hence this practice made  “Satan” their  “god”. 
Because JC was able to remain without  sin/offence  unto his murder,  then we,  as individuals,  have the  one  opportunity of resurrection from death  =  
a  token of a  “one credit”  life  (which translates our life effectively into 2 parts).  Thus “The 1st Death” becomes as The Bible tells us  “asleep” 
(John.11v11-15),  because effectively we are  awakened/roused/resuscitated  as cloned  “software”  (computer operators call a  “Ghost backup”)  
downloaded into a new physical body.  For the vast majority of people this will be a perfected DNA fleshly body  (given  in trust  for us to perfect our 
mind to be commensurate perfected fleshly body (as that given to  Adam/Eve),  based upon our previously faulty DNA frame of the 1st part of our physical 
life  (without its present faults).  

Upon our death JCg can legitimately hand Yahweh this  “token credit life”  back to Yahweh on behalf of  each  individual.  
Effectively JCg can state to Yahweh - 

I,  JCg,  take this specific individual and offer my life for  him/her  on  a once only  basis  –  to bring this individual back to life. 
Then   JCg can take the next person,  and for that one specific person,  JCg  can state precisely the same thing above to Yahweh. 
This can be repeated infinitum until every person  (who has  not rejected  JCg as did Judas = charlatan Christian leaders)  has 
been resurrected back into The Millennium to learn in the 2nd part of their physical life how to precisely imitate JC's lifestyle. 

Only then,  can Yahweh legitimately,  because of His still standing Decree  (before all accusing entities  –  Satan being foremost),  use His 
authority/capability/power  to express His HS and thus resurrect us,  as individuals,  against this  “once only to be used credit life token”  (Eze.37v1-20).   
As I speak in many other places on this website this  “credit life token”  can be  “cashed in early”  during the individual’s 1st part of their physical life to 
aspire to become a TC  (to participate in  “The Greater/Special [1st] Judgement”  for Sonship – James.3v1),  by first entering  “The Christian Nation” 
through baptism.   This is precisely what The Prodigal Son did at Luke.15v11-32,  and why JC used this as an apt illustration of exactly what is occurring 
for Christians – but principally directed to charlatan Christian Leaders of The Gospel Age – else it  is  annihilation if they do not return to The Father. 
This Inheritance  (of which the younger son squandered)  is   “The Acceptance of The Invitation”  that  “The Word of God brings to us  -  being  “The 
Possibility of The Anointing to Sonship to Yahweh” over  “The Inheritance”  if  we are elected by Yahweh  (being precisely what The Bible tells us at 
Matt.20v16, 22v14).   It absolutely does  not  mean what our hypocritical worldly Christian leaders state by inference that it is only they who  “have been 
called”  to be a  “supposed minister of God”  and the Christian minions have not  -  what utter hogwash!   “The Invitation/Calling”  has gone out to  
“The Whole World”  through “The Ecclesia”  -  and if by inference our  worldly Christian leaders are  not  exhorting us to become future  “Sons of 
God”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  then they are practising of what JC taught against  at Matt.23v13,  and the rest of chapter 23 is 
equally applicable to our  worldly Christian leaders!    
Thus  “called”  –  but rejected –  Matt.22v1-13 [specially v11-13], Mark.11v13-14, 20-21,  Luke.20v16, etc. 
Now returning - 
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If  this  “cashing-in”  of JC’s Ransom Sacrifice occurs  (for The Inheritance of “The Goal”  to be alongside JCg as “a leader” in The 
Millennium)  -  then  this individual  cannot  righteously use it again  (if reneging upon The Responsibility of which a Leader takes)! 
JC gave it to us for  “The Once”  to get us into the 2nd part of our life.   Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc. 

Therefore,  this becomes a  most serious personal warning  for our  worldly Christian leaders actively working against  “True Christianity”  (= “1st 
Century Christianity”  for  “The Anointing”  to be achieved for 144000 people)  during the 1st part of their physical life.   They have been baptised and 
are thus effectively operating in the 2nd part of their spiritual life and thus must sincerely repent of their actions leading to serious reform of their actions 
else they have nothing upon which to fall back  (having burnt their boat upon acceptance of The Invitation and then reneging upon The Responsibility to 
precisely imitate JC as a leader).   This required repenting action is like  “the lost sheep coming back” to the fold – Luke.15v4-7,  and the prodigal son  
Luke.15v11-32  because they cannot be resurrected into The Millennium after their death  (that for other people would be  “The 1st Death”),  which in 
reality becomes  their/The 2nd Death  of annihilation.  
The reader must understand that it is  not  the physical body which is of interest  (that rots away to nothing),  but rather,  it the  “spiritual body”  
captured within  “The Synapse Construction”  of our brain  (= the “Heavenly Treasure” [Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33]   being stored by Yahweh in The 
Heavens,  and is most precious to us because it  is  “us”  as  “individuals”;  –  what can be more precious to us than that!),  whose mapping is retained 
by Yahweh upon our (1st) death  –  to be used again upon our  “awakening/rousing/{collecting the senses}”  (= resurrection).   

Satan tries to feed the fleshly body destined for death  (and thus  rots  our  “synapse construction”  in the process).  It is these concepts that 
the reader must  clearly understand  –  that is presently lost in mystic waffle presented by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  lost in 
their own confusion (Luke.6v39).  They are self-motivated in this manner because they demonstrably have  not  “The Mind of Yahweh”,  so 
they go for the next best thing,  hawking/peddling  God’s Word around for their  self-indulgent  gain to the hurt of their neighbour  (the 
spiritually poor congregational member)!   Is that Agapao or Eros love? 

The Bible proposes this 2 part scenario of our life in many, many places.  Thus,  those people having never been baptised,  have obviously never 
committed themselves to  “True Christianity” (“1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles)  and thus cannot  cash-in  their  “credit life”  
early.  This tells us,  those  non-baptised people  –  irrespective of whatever they may have done in the 1st part of their physical life  will  be given the 
opportunity of  “life”  in The Millennium.  This does  not  automatically give them  “everlasting life”  –  but merely  an opportunity to learn 
“Righteousness”  before the final test of 3.5 years  (that  “replicates/mimics/emulates”  JC’s ministry)  at the end of The Millennium  (that might lead to 
eternal life for them)  based upon what becomes a personal decision,  and  not  a decision made for them by their ancestors  (Adam and Eve). 

That is True Righteousness  –  and thus  is  “The Absolute Truth”  as  sourced by Yahweh! 
I ask The Reader   It may have taken perhaps  30 minutes  to digest this one commentary explaining  just part  of  “1st Century Christianity” –  but - 

Were you able to gain this knowledge from your  worldly Christian leader after many  years  of attending their sermons? 
Again,  I might ask    Who do you think truly represents Yahweh in what is taught? 
 
 
Allegory – repeat - The Body = The 144000 TCs  accepted as such by Yahweh,  it does not  mean  “The Christian Nation” 
47th Instruction – TCs urge The Brethren  (Christian Nation)  not to  vainly/worthlessly  take upon themselves The Gifts of 
Yahweh,  and thus obviously we are  to work with them  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire = to fill 144000 places with  “TCs”. 
15th Warning – Vainly/Worthlessly  means anything other than specifically fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.  It means,  “The 
Christian Nation”  should not be passive,  nor should its leaders behave in a  self-indulgent  manner –  for these options  
(and many between)  are not constructive to creating the type of synapse construction mapping that Yahweh Desires. 
Yahweh requires  “wholly  trustworthy/unblemished  people”  prepared to be champions  to make The Millennium occur! 
58th Allegory – Day = The Greek word means “Day” or “Period of Time” – The Bible also  specifically tells us,  “The 
Lord’s Day”  is 1000 years (2Pet.3v8) –  quoted  twice  in the same verse  and  told alongside:  “So that we might not be 
ignorant”.  Clearly, we should  not  be ignorant,  but so many Christian scholars are -  because they  choose  to ignore it!  
When said like this,  then  “Day”  clearly means something particularly special = The Millennium = the 7th Day 
JC becomes “The Lord of The Sabbath Day”,  being  “The Day of  completeness/perfection” = Hebrew (root) for “7” 
5th Prophecy – The TCs look forward to “The Day of Salvation”,  knowing Yahweh will Authorise JCg to come in,  to 
remove Satan and his cohorts  (Leaders of politics/religion)  as foretold at Rev.19v16-21 –  and replace them with people 
deservedly of those positions to then teach The World  “Righteousness”. 
59th Allegory – “Day of Salvation” = The Millennium of The World’s Salvation.  This is the point where most humans 
fully repent and  truly “believe in JC”  –  but TCs have done this earlier  before  The Millennium.  TCs become  The 
Mechanism  enabling The Day to occur –  TCs are  The Early Adopters  during The Gospel Age and thus form the 144000 
themselves  required to herald in The Millennium  –  being what they demonstrably exhibited during The Gospel Age. 
That is  why  “The Day”  has started with them,  being those people who ultimately become accepted by Yahweh as TCs. 
2Cor.   6v1 og (the) co-operating/{working together}/{helping with}  and  also 
2Cor.   6v1 og (we) {to set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort   no/not/none   
2Cor.   6v1 og into/unto  (the) emptiness/worthlessness/vanity  the  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  of the  God  [Yahweh] 
2Cor.   6v1 og (to) receive/accept/take/welcome [middle voice]  {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor.   6v1 = And  {co-operating}/{working together}   (as The Body of JC)   

also  we  (TCs [as The Leaders])   {call near}/exhort/urge/beseech  {specifically yourselves}   (The Brethren aiming to become TCs)   
not  to  personally  receive/accept/take  (unto yourselves)   into  emptiness/vanity  the  gift/favour  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

And the working together   (as the  one/same  body of  “The Anointed”  driven by  “The Head”  = JCg as  “The Word of God”) 
also we   (TCs as The Elders exhorting The Brethren to become TCs themselves)   
exhort specifically yourselves   (to become like us,  TCs  [1Cor.4v16, 11v1])   
not to personally receive the  gift/favour/benefit  of the God (Yahweh)  unto vanity   (do not reject  “The Reform”  that God’s Word brings). 
 

The  “vanity”  becomes the  self-glory,  self-righteousness, etc.,  that can  come-in  by many forms,  but under the same envelope of “self-indulgence”  
having misapplied what  “The Knowledge”  from Yahweh is  supposed to reform  within “The Mind”  (being our of thought processes to yield a 
perfected society and environment). 

Just simply thinking  (the errant statement of which I often hear)   “I believe in Jesus and will go to heaven”.  
This is another example of  worthless vanity  because it causes the person to back-slide,  as Paul keeps warning us upon which to beware. 

As explained,  this attitude of  self-indulgence  (1Cor.4v8)  means the  gifts/favours  are  not  being fully utilised to further Yahweh’s Desire.   
Consequently,  this errant statement is merely  vanity/worthless  because  only  Yahweh can make that decision  –  and the  “synapse construction”  has 
become distorted to put  “the self”  first.  We should be  reckoning/deliberating  on how  “the self”  can actually put their neighbour’s interests  before  
“the self”,  inasmuch guiding the neighbour  (at their level)  to how they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  which is to personally achieve  “The Goal”. 
These are some examples of the so  very many  subtleties that pull us away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and thus  by default  -  fulfil Satan’s desire. 
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Therefore,  Paul is telling us in this verse  
Do not be vain with your knowledge by keeping it to yourself in a self-smug and self-righteous manner  (as did the 1 talent steward – 
Luke.19v20-22),  because it is  only  Yahweh who sources the  gifts/favour  that we have and use.  Thus,  with this knowledge then we must act 
as Yahweh desires of us,  to be  worked-out  in JC’s ministry to strangers we meet every day.  Do this in an  accurate  manner  to become a 
TC and then perhaps we,  as individuals,  may/could/might/possibly  receive God’s Sonship. 

Again,  notice the  “middle voice”  of the  “receive/accept/welcome”.  Paul is trying to explain,  to become an accepted TC  (by Yahweh)  then we must  
actively grasp  for these gifts  to start using them.  We cannot passively receive these gifts –  because we must use  “The Word of God”  to nurture these 
gifts we have,  so they might be used to fulfil Yahweh's Desire thereby showing to The World that we truly have the HS operating within us!    
A  worldly Christian will not use  “The Word of God”  to amplify their own gifts to bring the next generation of TCs to Yahweh's Temple  –  because a 
worldly Christian is not prepared to sacrifice their life as  “The Example”  upon Yahweh's Altar  (being The Local Environment around the individual).  
Thus we understand,  a passive Christian,  or a person  “living according to what The World can deliver”  (to specifically include worldly Christian 
leaders)  shall mean,  Yahweh  cannot  work with a two minded person  (James.1v6-8)  –  because  he/she  has two masters  (Matt.6v24, 22v21). 
All this is contrary to what I can only assume the 1000’s upon 1000’s of  worldly Christian leaders state  regarding the “supposed use”  of Yahweh’s HS. 

I only repeat what The Bible tells me –  rather than the inventions  “worldly wise”  leaders  errantly  tell me,  for  their self-indulgent gain! 
2Cor.   6v2 og (He [Yahweh]) states/exclaims  For: 
2Cor.   6v2 og [Prophecy, Isa.49v8 ]   (to the [= in/with/by/on]) time/season/occasion   
2Cor.   6v2 og (to the) approved/propitious/accepted/favourable  (I) hearkened/{listened (favourably)}/{heard upon}   
2Cor.   6v2 og {of thee}/thy/thou/you   [= the Israel over its 3 Epochs  - to yield “The Remnant”] 
2Cor.   6v2 og also  in  (to the [= within]) day/{period of time}  (of the) rescue/delivery/salvation/health/safety   
2Cor.   6v2 og (I) aided/relieved/helped/succoured  {to thee}/thine/thou/thy.   
2Cor.   6v2 og Behold/Lo/Look/See  now/present/immediate  (the) time/season/occasion   
2Cor.   6v2 og (the) {well received}/approved/favourable/accepted   
2Cor.   6v2 og Behold/Lo/Look/See  now/present/immediate  (the) day/{period of time}   
2Cor.   6v2 og (of the) rescue/delivery/salvation/health/safety. 
2Cor.   6v2 = For  He  (Yahweh)   states   (in the scriptures - of The Tanakh):- 

I  (Yahweh)   hearkened/responded/replied  (favourably)   (to)  you  within the  approved/acceptable  time/season/occasion 
also  within the  day/{period of time}  of the  rescue/delivery/salvation  I  aided/helped  you. 

Behold/Observe!   
Now/Presently  the  time/season/occasion  approved/acceptable.   

Behold/Observe!   
Now/Presently  the  day/{period of time}  of  the  rescue/delivery/salvation. 

 

For He (Yahweh)  states   (in the scriptures = The Old Testament):- 
I (Yahweh)  hearkening  (favourably)   (to)  you in the  approved/(correct)  time/season/occasion 
within the  day/{period of time}  of the  rescue/salvation  I (Yahweh)  helped you   (“Israel”,  noting of its 3 Epochs). 
Behold/Observe!    (You take note!) 
Now  (is)  the  approved/(correct)  time/season/occasion   (Start imitating JC  now  during the 1st part of your physical life  [Christians]) 
Behold/Observe!    (You take note!) 
Now  (is)  the  day/{period of time}  of the  rescue/salvation   (Aim to be elected and become a future Son of God with  guaranteed  salvation). 
 

It is  very worthwhile  for the reader to place this quote into the context of Isaiah by reading Isaiah chapter 48 and continue on for perhaps the next five 
chapters  (ideally to the end of Isaiah)  as it gives in fine detail of Yahweh’s Plan of Human Salvation!    

But when did our  worldly Christian leaders last teach this section of Isaiah to their doting crowd?   
It becomes clear to us,  Isaiah is speaking about the return of  “Israel” to The Lord  (Isa.10v20-22),  being the point,  I specifically make. 
What Isaiah did not understand in prophecy is that it would be over  three  phases of  “Israel”,  where  “Israel”  assumes  The Same Definition  for the 
respective groupings of people through the various epochs of Yahweh’s Plan  –  but Isaiah is still  holistically accurate. 
Israel means   “Persevere with Subjector/God”. 
Where humans,  once having  “the most up to date”  “Word of God”  as it  steadily/righteously  unfolds to yield Mankind’s Salvation can - 

Persevere (positively) with God to ultimately achieve salvation. 
Persevere (negatively) with God that shall ultimately lead to annihilation. 

This is exactly what JC regularly taught in his parables being the  “Two-way split”  for people having “The Word of God”  (there was no third option). 
Important note    

Virtually all of Bible Prophecy was  not  understood by the faithful scribes  –  the prophets merely repeated word for word with the absolute 
and utmost fidelity to what Yahweh told them.  The Prophecy was given to be fulfilled in due season  as desired by Yahweh   –  that ultimately 
demonstrates His Righteous Authority,  Omniscience and Omnipotence throughout The Universe in The Culmination when we look back  after  
The Millennium has been completed. 

Now continuing  
Paul is teaching of this idea by recalling this verse from Isaiah  –  being that,  the context is similar in both instances  –  inasmuch Paul is exhorting The 
Brethren  to make this prophecy occur  by becoming part of The 144000 TCs,  thereby  triggering The Prophetic Threshold  (Rev.14v1-4)  and thus 
freeing Yahweh's Hand to fulfil His Prophecy;  to  bring-in  The Millennium.   This fulfils Yahweh’s Desire of drawing out  “The Remnant of Israel”  
from out of the various epochs of  “Israel”  -  noting specifically what “Israel” means  (see above and in more detail elsewhere). 
Thus in Paul’s time,  we are entering  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  over The Gospel Age comprising itself of the two “Israel’s” –  the  fleshly  Israel being 
The Christian Nation  (signified by Esau,  Rom.9v13),  and the  spiritual  Israel  (as “The Head”)  of which Paul is a member  (as a TC,  signified by 
Jacob,  Rom.9v13).    Paul is therefore,  exhorting The Brethren to become like him  elected out  from the fleshly Israel  (mirroring  the old Israelite 
nation prior to JC’s ministry from out of which The Prophets were elected  as  “The Early Adopters”,  Matt.23v37, Heb.11v37-40)  into  The New 
Spiritual Israel’  as future Sons of God  (likewise the new  “Early Adopters”  but in a  different  “Israel Epoch”). 
That is precisely  why  Paul calls upon Isaiah’s prophecy to  “roller start”  this  new  epoch so that 144000 Sons of God might occur,  and specifically  
why  Paul then states   

“Look the time is now  (The Gospel Age)  to  elect/select  out the 144000 Sons of God so  The Day of The Millennium  might occur”. 
Yahweh is patiently waiting for that prophetic number of 144000 to occur so He might move onto the next and final stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan 
for Human Salvation” requiring the use of The Millennium for about 99.9+% of all people.  It is absolutely  not  an allegoric number,  numbers are  
never  allegoric in The Bible  (Gen.37v7-10, 40v5-13, 41v25-32, Dan.8v20-22, Rev.17v9-12, etc.),  please also see my commentaries at Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-
4 and importantly Rev.13v18 written in a unique style.    

Perhaps a  worldly Christian Scholar might investigate to see if  he/she  can find  any  example in The Bible to the contrary? 
Which is again  why  Paul then states    

Look now is  “The Day of Salvation”  (can be seen)  because Yahweh is working through The TCs to make this Day occur  –  when this 
number of 144000 TCs is complete.   
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At all times  Paul is exhorting and encouraging The Brethren to become like him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)  so that this future wonderful event of 
The Millennium will occur as soon as possible,  because of the present  awfulness  of the World today  (Rom.8v22). 
Remember Paul has  “The Vista”  of this wonderful future of  “The Inheritance”  permanently in his mind  –  he is  “spiritually dead”  to the present 
World  (being of its methodology)  and thus can only see  “The Day of The Millennium”  in front of him!    

Hence Paul’s drive is to make The Millennium a physical reality  –  as soon as possible! 
However it is  only  TCs and certain members of The Brethren who are so excited about this imminent advent of JCg’s 1st 2nd C that will occur,  the  
timing  of which shall be as  “a thief in the night”  (Matt.24v43, Luke.12v39, 1The.5v2-4)  and immediately before The Millennium start by 3.5 years and 
some 45 days  (see Dan.12v11,12). 
The reason for this is,  the TCs  (and active brethren aiming to become TCs)  have JCg’s  parousia/presence  operating within them yielding Yahweh’s 
HS to  accurately  spread  “The Word of God”  to all other people.  This is  all  that Yahweh desires in The Gospel Age during the 1st phase of His Plan  
for  “The Early Adopters”  out of 1st Epoch Israel  prior  to The Gospel Age  and 2nd Epoch Israel of The Gospel Age.   
Yahweh is  drawing-out  by  election/selection  those very specific individuals  (“The Early Adopters”)  entirely dedicated  (while suffering adversity 
through Satan’s worldly affliction to  “prove by fire”, 1Cor.3v13-15)  to add new parts into The Body of JC (1Cor.12v12-22)  to  seal/attest  the required 
number of  Kings/Priests  for the 2nd phase of His Righteous Plan requiring The Millennium. 
This is just simply  some  of the things  worldly Christian leaders  should  be teaching their congregations  –  but they do not – nothing of worthwhile but 
“Religious gibberish”,  because for the very reason it is  not  within their own vista of  self-indulgence  –  because it is not even on their radar screens  
(because they have turned  “the radar”  off,  the day they entered a seminary)! 

Else surely,  they would  –  if  they  were  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!    
For this is all part of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  of which JC taught  as  “1st Century Christianity”  and yet is  never  taught today! 

 
48th Instruction – TCs must  never  give cause for any human to stumble –  that is  why  worldly customs  (both religious 
and secular)  will be avoided by the TC,  likewise politics and national issues would be utterly avoided by any TC. 
TCs are  not  of this present worldly system –  but constantly  advocate/canvass  by their lifestyle for The Millennium. 
63rd Reasoning – Worldly humans must have every opportunity to come to know about JC through the words and deeds of 
the TC and potential Brethren  (perhaps later possible TCs).  They must  not  be put off by  petty/worthless  issues in the 
greater scheme of things!   Else upon resurrection,  worldly people could complain: “They were not TCs because of a 
supposed TC had put them off The Word of God  -  by a worldly issue”!   It is righteous for  no  TC to place any  “worldly 
impediment in the way of any person in the 1st part of their life”  to not grasp at the first concepts of becoming a TC.    
This  (if a valid accusation)  would nullify the position of a future  king/priest   (see 1Cor.8v1-13 as an example). 
49th Instruction – TCs must always be exhibiting themselves favourably in everything they do,  clean and tidy,  also how 
they present themselves that could be the type of clothing they wear.  Importantly,  it should be the metaphoric clothing 
(the personality)  to set TCs apart and  not  through physical clothing denoting “a supposedly higher class of person”,  
and thus would only wear  normal clothing  and most certainly  not  religious garb hanging off them  (Mark.12v38, etc.)! 
64th Reasoning – In this manner,  TCs become persecuted  only  because they set themselves apart by  imitating  JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  and for absolutely nothing else.  Thus, the TC is not condemned,  but The World is  (likewise, Heb.7v11)! 
Warning – repeat - Being a TC in Satan’s world will illicit  persecution/suffering/affliction  by imitating JC’s ministry,  
being principally  “Religious Leaders”  because only they are motivated to retaliate when having their hypocrisy exposed. 
Warning – repeat - Those people aiming to become TCs will also illicit  persecution/suffering/affliction  from The World 
for the same reason as TCs,  because  “The Public”  actively like or are indifferent to  Brethren/TCs  imitating JC. 
50th Instruction – While TCs are being persecuted  (by The Religious Authorities)  they must always be  amiable/patient  
and thus give  no worldly cause for their persecution.  TCs must be perfect secular citizens  and cause  no secular offence. 
As JC showed to The World – by the Roman Governor’s judgment of JC – “I find no fault in him”! 
65th Reasoning – In this manner TCs show they have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC during 
his  ministry/lifestyle  and subsequent persecution by  “The Religious Authorities”  (as occurred to  The Master  [JC]). 
6th Prophecy – TCs will be persecuted for only  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (while being model secular 
citizens and remaining  utterly neutral in worldly affairs  –  so that no barrier might be presented 1Cor.9v19-23). 
51st Instruction – While being persecuted  (by  “Leaders of Religion”)  TCs must always be exhibiting themselves in the 
following manner of purity, righteousness, knowledgeable, enlightenment, forbearance, longsuffering, kindness, usefulness 
52nd Instruction – While being persecuted  (by “Leaders of Religion”)  TCs must always operate within the  holy/pure 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is  sincere/unfeigned  benevolence/agape  (freely/simply given – for no return). 
2Cor.   6v3 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (offence)   in   (to the [= within]) {not even one}/{no one}/none (thing)   
2Cor.   6v3 og (the) giving/bestowing/granting  (the) stumbling/{occasion of sin}/offence,   
2Cor.   6v3 og that  no/not/none  (it may/could be) {found fault with}/carped/{censured (discredit)}/blamed   
2Cor.   6v3 og the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}. 
2Cor.   6v3 = The  giving/bestowing  {not even one}  {a stumbling}/{occasion to sin}/offence  within  {not even one}  thing, 

(so)  that  the  ministry/{servicing in The World}  may/should  be  not  discredited/blamed. 
 

          (When operating as a TC,  imitating JC then -) 
The giving not even one occasion to sin,  not even within one thing   (we must be utterly blameless  [hence “holy”]  in everything we do), 
(so) that the ministry might not be discredited   ([1] to set “The Goal of Anointing” for other people,  [2] be personally worthy of the  “Anointing”) 
 

This is a most important verse,  –  but utterly ignored by  worldly Christian leaders  (the parenthesis contents being entirely  unintelligible  to them). 
This verse teaches us to  avoid worldly issues  –  particularly political issues that are firmly tied into the machinations of this present world. 

How can I state this? 
Because the members of The World combined have a  “million and one opinions”,  being all shades of grey in the melting pot of all people.   
Most likely all these opinions are based on  much less  than 100% of the full knowledge required to make a fully  educated/accurate/absolute  decision,  
therefore the TC’s opinion will inevitably be at variance to any other member of The World. 
Therefore,  if the TC expresses a personal worldly view that is counter to that of a possible future convert  –  then quite obviously this worldly view  (that 
is likely to be wrong based upon an incomplete set of facts on  both  sides)  becomes automatically a  “cause of stumbling”  for the recipient to “The 
Word of God”  (please see all my commentaries at Rom.14v1-23, 1Cor.8v1-13). 
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Thus the TC must become like the listener  (1Cor.9v21-22)  so  he/she  might be  non-controversial  and place  no reason  for the recipient to object  
(now,  or be presented as an excuse to JCg upon their resurrection)  to be the  “supposed reason”  for  not  receiving/welcoming  “The Word of God”  
when having the opportunity. 
The other obvious reasons would be  

1. Less time would be committed to that of God’s ministry,  always knowing the vast majority of those people claiming to represent Yahweh are  
useless  to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (of them individually)  and are thus  not  accepted by Yahweh  –  consequently there are  so few  TCs 
actually out in The World to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   Hence the great need of those very few TCs  (accepted as such by Yahweh)  to use 100% 
of their time in the  active  ministry work  (Matt.9v37-38, Luke.10v2 [for the Firstfruits],  Acts.6v1-3). 

2. The  “synapse construction”  becomes  blighted/seared/scarred  by the  “wheeler-dealing”,  machinations,  “knife in the back”  required to 
be practised for supposed success within present day worldly politics.  Clearly the  blighted/seared/scarred   “synapse construction”  cannot 
be loaded as it is into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as a future “Son of God”,  but rather back into a fleshly DNA body  (given in trust)  
to then learn how to succeed in  “The New System”  of standards,  where the neighbour is placed first in our life   –  and  not  “the self”. 

3. “The Word of God” would become contaminated by worldly issues and thus the distinction become unclear.  That is precisely  why  Yahweh 
has stepped back to allow all humans to learn from their mistakes by following after Satan’s methodology  –  so that in The Culmination it 
becomes perfectly clear,  humans  “left to their  own  devices fail”,  but they require Extra-terrestrial intervention from The Source that 
desires the best for us  –  so that we turn towards Yahweh as our means to ultimate salvation.  Else there will always be some person stating   

“We could do it ourselves  –  just give us long enough!”    
Sadly,  Yahweh needs to prove to these  “stiff-necked people”  the foolhardiness of their  “worldly wisdom”! 
All this reasoning is utterly alien to what  worldly Christian leaders preach and teach  (by both word and deed),  being  the exact opposite  to what I state  
–  where what I state is taught by The Bible,  as the reader can view for themselves  –  so what bible do these  worldly Christian leaders read? 
Therefore   Do not contaminate The Ministry with what is worldly  –  politics/commerce/religion  -  being  issues/consumerism/customs. 
This is a common theme of Paul      Just keep out of worldly affairs,  else a potential barrier is put up between the listener and the TC. 
2Cor.   6v4 og but  in  (to the [= within]) every (thing)   
2Cor.   6v4 og (the) {setting together}/{introducing favourably}/approving/commending/exhibiting   
2Cor.   6v4 og (of) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (of the) God [Yahweh] 
2Cor.   6v4 og (the) {runners for errands}/attendants/{waiters on duty}/ministers/servants,   
2Cor.   6v4 og in  (to the [= within]) patience/endurance/{patient continuance}  (the) many/much/plenteous   
2Cor.   6v4 og in  (to the [= within]) affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution,   
2Cor.   6v4 og in  (to the [= within]) constraint/distress/{must needs}/necessity/emergencies,   
2Cor.   6v4 og in  (to the) {narrowness of room}/calamity/distress/anguish. 
2Cor.   6v4 = But within all things   (deportment/lifestyle/deeds/teaching),   

the   {introducing favourably}/commending/exhibiting  ourselves (TCs)   
{in the manner}/as  of  God’s  {runner for errands}/{waiters on duty}/servants 
within  the  much/plenteous  endurance/patience/continuance 
within  the  affliction/pressured/persecution,  within  constraint/{must needs}/emergencies,  within  difficulties/anguish/distress, 

 

         (When operating as a TC,  imitating JC then -) 
But within all things   (regarding our  deportment/lifestyle/deeds/teaching) 
the commending ourselves   (TCs show themselves worthy of  “The Goal”  [of The Anointing],  by imitating JC,  driven by agapao yielding agape) 
in that manner as the  (true)  servants of the God  (Yahweh)    (these people are absolutely  not  members/leaders  of  “Religion”) 
within much  endurance/patience   (in our workload  –  frustrated by  [1] religious opposition  [2] human intransigence to God's Word) 
within  affliction/persecution   (sourced by  “Leaders of Religion”,  because no other grouping has sufficient motive to hurt a TC [= a model citizen]) 
within  constraint/{must needs}   (inwardly confined to act precisely as did JC to any situation –  steadfast and unswerving in everything we do) 
within  calamities/anguish   (uncertain what adversity will next befall us,  resulting from the machinations of people threatened by our deportment) 

         (I repeat,  a TC is a model citizen,  beloved by The Public, respected by secular authority  -  detested by  “Leaders and pious people of Religion”.) 
 

Paul is stating - 
We  (as TCs)  must exhibit ourselves to The World in the following manner - 

To become God’s  servants  =  a TC is  working  to fulfil The Desire of his Lord  (where it is solely  “The Word of God”  driving The Mind). 
In which for only imitating JC’s ministry  –  avoiding worldly politics and worldly issues  (as we have been told)  so that we are  only  known 
for God’s Word  –  displaying patience and endurance until  “The Day of The Millennium”  arrives. 
TCs live according to the instruction at Gal.5v22-23, Eph.5v9, 1Pet.2v17-24, Matt.6v1-8, etc. 

And for this  –  then what does the TC receive from The World  (principally from the religious leaders threatened by exposure of righteous teaching)? 
The TC receives from  The World’s  (religious)  leaders “much” - 

“affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution/constraint/distress/{must needs}/necessity/emergencies{narrowness of 
room}/calamity/distress/anguish”  (John.16v1-4, 17v5-15,  and it does not stop here within this verse  –  see the next verse)! 

The point being  -  if as a person,  we are not,  –  then perhaps as an individual,  we are  not  yet a TC? 
Most importantly,  the Bible stresses this “distress/affliction”  must  only  be from imitating JC’s ministry and absolutely  not  by causing secular trouble.   
The TC must be completely neutral in  all  worldly issues,  and only be known for  helping/assisting  their neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   
The TC must be an absolute model secular citizen upholding  “The Laws of The Land”  –  provided they do not conflict with Yahweh’s Laws. 
This  “distress/affliction”  is  “The Refining”  a TC  must  transit through during the  “1st part of  his/her  physical life  –  so they might  

(1)  learn to be of humble mind,  by controlling their thoughts and deeds during stress,  also   
(2)  cleave to  his/her  adopting Father and become utterly faithful and thus  responsible later over the more important matters  (especially 
with handling the full power of Yahweh’s  Capability/Authority  to be expressing His HS). 

None of this is difficult to understand  -  the problem is that leaders of The World do  not  behave like TCs,  but the very opposite,  as we read alongside 
those citations given in the epistles.  That is  why  they are leaders in this  present world,  because their mind operates according to its  present standards  
being that of Satan’s methodology yielding  “worldly methodology”  to  “self-indulge to the hurt of our neighbour”! 
2Cor.   6v5 og in  (to the [= within]) strokes/woundings/plagues/stripes,   
2Cor.   6v5 og in  (to the [= within]) guardings/cages/holds/prisons/watchings,   
2Cor.   6v5 og in  (to the [= within]) instabilities/disorders/commotions/confusions/tumults/riots,   
2Cor.   6v5 og in  (to the [= within]) {sapping toil}/pained/{strength wanes in labour}/weariness [plural],   
2Cor.   6v5 og in  (to the [= within]) sleeplessness/{keeping awake}/watching/vigils  [plural],   
2Cor.   6v5 og in  (to the [= within]) abstinences/{lack of sustenance/indulgences}/fastings. 
2Cor.   6v5 = within  strips/wounding,  within  jails/imprisonments,  within  commotion/turbulences/riots,   

within  {hard work}/{sapping toil}/labour/weariness,  within  {watching over others}/vigils,  within  abstinences/{lack of food}/hunger; 
 

        (When operating as a TC,  imitating JC then -) 
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within  strokes/woundings   (instigated by people threatened by the impact  “1st Century Christianity”  has on their worldly income of whatever) 
within  cages/prisons   (instigated by people threatened by the impact  “1st Century Christianity”  has on their worldly income of whatever) 
within  tumults/riots   (instigated by people threatened by the impact  “1st Century Christianity”  has on their worldly income of whatever) 
within  {sapping toil}/weariness   (a TC's self-imposed continual workload of  imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
within  sleeplessness/vigils   (from  [1] escaping the above,  [2] preparing themselves for the next day to be  imitating  JC's mission.) 
within lack of physical substances   (by  not  self-indulging from what The World can deliver  - by means of social position  [Matt.6v24, 22v21]) 
 

A useful question might be asked - 
Are these things faced by  worldly Christians  –  for supposedly  “precisely imitating”  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v18-24)? 

I wish not to be disagreeable,  and simply step back after asking the question.   
I can only suggest those people who feel insulted,  might take up the issue with Paul upon their resurrection  –  when he  will be  a Son of God  (with the 
full access of Yahweh’s Authority to express His HS)  and perhaps they may be a fleshly human smarting over what they have lost  (Matt.8v12, etc.)? 
I do not write to hurt the reader,  but only to provoke  self-reflection  –  to sound a clear and distinct trumpet call out over the present stupor pervading 
throughout this planet.   I did not write what was written within The Bible  –  but it was Yahweh’s faithful Scribes;  –  all I am doing is only asking 
provoking/examining  questions,  and stating    “The Obvious”  as written within  “The Word of God”  to stimulate reasoning!    
Needless to say – it will provoke an inevitable  reaction … … … by those people hurt by  “plain speaking”! 

I invent none of what I teach  (unlike  “You know who”)! 
Of course,  our  worldly Christian leaders would state,  to excuse themselves and of their teaching the following - 

Yes  –  That occurred then  –  but it does not occur now  –  times are different! 
Being their general mantra  (ignoring Mal.3v6, James.1v17)  –  when something in The Bible is at variance to what they scurrilously preach! 

And I would reply    
Of course,  they would say that  –  would they not! 
Because their mind is demonstrably  not  the  one/same  as that which operates within the TCs, or JC or Yahweh   (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

They are deliberately being amiss  (again  –  virtually everything they state is to  be evasive  when cross-examined during an  audit process.)!  
Let us understand why - 

1. Simply,  “1st Century Christianity”  has  completely morphed  into something that  “Christian Societies”  can accept as being worldly! 
Hence there is now  no  need to strive to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  worldly Christianity is now “Worldly”  by definition  –  and become 
like  any  religion on this planet,  a subset of “Religion”  –  being full of alluring soundbites simply  “built upon sand” (Matt.7v26-27)! 

2. There  is  persecution to  “Christians”  in  “non-Christian” countries”.  This does not necessarily mean these martyrs are representing  
“1st Century Christian”  teaching  (perhaps they may be violating Rom.13v1-5 or ignoring JC's teaching  at Luke.13v1-3)  –  but only as 
I state elsewhere - 

“Leaders of Religion”  (operating to a worldly methodology)  detest having their sphere of influence and worldly returns affected 
by other people coming “onto their patch”  they do not desire change requiring reform away from  (worldly) “Business as Usual”. 

It must be clearly understood  
All leaders in the world operate on a “Need to know basis”  -  this forms  a protection to their position of leadership – “knowledge is power”! 

This occurs in  all  the three bastions of society,  Politics, Religion, and Commerce. 
The most hypocritical is that of  “Religion”  because it should  not  be like that – The Almighty God wants  all  people to thoroughly know His mind. 

Therefore,  Yahweh is showing an  opposite  characteristic to that of  World Leaders! 
World Leaders being  “Professional”  are paid to be in that position,  and the more they differentially know to other people,  then the more they are paid! 

This again is the exact  opposite  to what TCs are like – having discovered  “The Mind of Yahweh”  through JC as  “The Word of God”! 
They are so pleased about what they have discovered they invest more into it (of their time)  as JC said at Matt.13v44-46  (as metaphoric money), and 
then they go out and  freely  tell everyone about what they have discovered. 

Again,  this is the exact  opposite  to what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do. 
Professional Leaders give out a measured amount of repeated fluff being the scraps of God’s Word  (Luke.16v19-21+). 

By contrast the TC can keep giving knowledge freely to any recipient  -  being upon whatever the recipient can gorge to become stated. 
Therefore,  I ask the reader - 

Who has a mind of The World,  and who has the mind of Yahweh? 
Surely the answer is so obvious that I have no need to write it here! 
2Cor.   6v6 og in  (to the [= within]) cleanness/blamelessness/pureness,   
2Cor.   6v6 og in  (to the [= within]) knowledge/science/enlightenment,   
2Cor.   6v6 og in  (to the [= within]) {long-suffering}/patience/fortitude/forbearance,   
2Cor.   6v6 og in  (to the [= within]) usefulness/excellence/gentleness/goodness/kindness,   
2Cor.   6v6 og in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
2Cor.   6v6 og (to the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin},   
2Cor.   6v6 og in  (to the [= within]) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love   
2Cor.   6v6 og (to the) sincere/{without dissimulation/hypocrisy}/unfeigned, 
2Cor.   6v6 = (and while we  [TCs]  accept all this foregoing worldly pain and abuse for  only  precisely imitating JC we operate accordingly:-)   

within  pureness/righteousness,  within  knowledge/enlightenment,   within  forbearance/patience/longsuffering,   
within  usefulness/excellence/kindness/gentleness,   
within the  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  (that is)  pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”     (the “HS”) 
within  sincere/{without hypocrisy}/unfeigned  benevolence/{charity love}/agape.    (freely given,  having no strings attached). 

 

        (When operating as a TC,  imitating JC then -) 
within  pureness/righteousness   (mentally driven to operate  without  cunning/craft/guile/deception) 
within  knowledge/enlightenment   (having thoroughly learnt The Scriptures and operated with fidelity upon what God’s Word teaches us) 
within  forbearance/longsuffering   (both  [1] suffering worldly return now,  but   [2] longing for The Millennium  to repair  The World) 
within  usefulness/excellence   (Yahweh’s Methodology practised  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”) 
within the spirit holy   (the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}) 
within  sincere/unfeigned  agape/charity   (the physical works  “freely gifted”  demonstrate the agapao operating within The Mind). 
 

Paul is teaching us,  TCs must accept the worldly abuse that  only  comes from imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  being  neutral in world affairs. 
We are told  –  it is only for this of which we should be known  –  being absolutely  non-worldly,  and  only  contentious with The World by the  accurate  
teaching  “The Word of God”  within a worldly system whose present leaders  (religious/political/commerce)  practice  self-indulgence  (as we witness 
throughout  –  see The Traditional Media,  and now also The Internet to substantiate what I simply and accurately report). 
Notwithstanding the above  –  then we must  never  contend with the leaders personally,  and  we must respect their position  that they choose to adopt 
for themselves  –  always knowing,  Yahweh presently allows them that position   (John.19v11, Rom.13v1-5, etc.,)  and we must in  no manner interfere 
with what Yahweh  allows  to exist,  by antagonising their position in a worldly manner.    
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Because  if  we cannot show respect to  “Authority”  now in the 1st part of our physical life  (while purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life) – 
then  what right should we expect respect for ourselves from “The Resurrected World”,  if we may become  kings/priests  of The Millennium? 
This is all part of demonstrating to The World of what  “The Vista of The Millennium”  means within our lives now! 
Both now,  and  when all is publicised to  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (Luke.12v3)  to justify  “The 1st Judgement”  made by 
Yahweh that will go any  one of  THREE  ways for any specific  “Christian”  of The Gospel Age. 

Thus the TC will humbly continue being  “The true Servant to Yahweh, God”,  through  The Master JCg as God’s Word to fully develop a righteous  
“synapse construction”  (as a  presence/parousia  operating within a TC)  worthy to become a future Son of God in the 2nd part of a TC’s physical life by 
precisely imitating  “The Premier Son of God”  =  “JC”  (regarding this planet). 

Thus,  the TC  must  behave precisely as Paul states within this verse. 
 
53rd Instruction – TCs having the girdle of Truth and use  “The Word of God”  as a metaphoric sword  (Eph.6v17)  to cut 
through the machinations  (including mystic waffle of varying degrees)  given by  worldly professional religious leaders. 
16th Warning – TCs will have all forms of worldly praise,  or criticism,  from different members of society depending how 
The Message given by the TC impinges upon the recipient.  If the recipient desires reform,  then they shall praise the TC, 
however if the recipient has no desire to personally reform then they shall lash out against the TC –  and blame the TC. 
54th Instruction – It is for the above warning  -  why  it is imperative for the TCs to  remain utterly neutral  in all forms of 
worldly affairs so that  no  charge of whatever can be laid against them in their ministry  =  true  righteousness/equity. 
Except being the criticism levelled at them for the ministry work for which  no  truthful blame can be made against a TC, 
thus seen by Yahweh as being a truly worthy TC having met  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as  set/given  by His Son, JC. 
17th Warning – Thus rebellious humans will  cause/say  towards TCs:  “Disgraceful, give evil report, deceivers”  but all 
the time TCs will be honourable,  praised and expose  “The Disclosing Truth”  to The World by both word and deed. 
Allegory – repeat - “living to death” = “dying” to The World makes the TCs  ‘targets for removal’  by The Religious 
Authorities who feel their comfortable lifestyle is threatened by the righteous lifestyle of persons  really  imitating JC. 
Allegory – repeat - “Life in you” = The Knowledge imbued within a willing recipient will adjust their former  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to produce a new synapse construction worthy for Yahweh to retain its mapping and then 
program into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body,  that as a Son of God,  a TC can never die  (Rev.2v11, Rev.20v6). 
66th Reasoning – Thus TCs will dismiss these hurtful things  said/done  against them and will be recognised as being very 
different from The World,  having  “The Mark”  of JC’s ministry/lifestyle  operating within them  (metaphorically written 
on their forehead for every person to see through their actions).   Thus,  in this manner TCs are to put themselves  “to 
death”  (= ignore all worldly methodology)  regarding these things of The World and yet TCs  still live amongst it! 
Consequently,  TCs are learning  (disciplined as a child – Heb.12v5-12)  to have a  humble/contrite  synapse construction  
created by a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is worthy to administer  the infinite power  of Yahweh’s Capability to 
express His HS upon their  “awakening/rousing”  as Sons of God to teach  “Righteousness” to “The Resurrected World”. 
39th Comment – TCs during this training regime  (while not experiencing death),  will be  sorrowing/suffering  (over the 
worldly conditions),  however,  always cheerfully looking forward to  “The Day of Salvation”  (of The Millennium). 
60th Allegory – poor = (physically without material goods) –  but spiritually  it means  without “The Word of God”. 
61st Allegory – rich = (physically with material goods) –  but spiritually  it means  imbue  “The Word of God”  to be a TC 
40th Comment – TCs will be materially poor but through their ministry they bring recipients incredible  spiritual  wealth if 
they too become TCs  (this “wealth” is not “money”  as many Christian charlatans claim today –  exposing their focus). 
41st Comment – TCs will have nothing worldly upon which to cling,  but they have  “everything”  pertaining to Yahweh. 
67th Reasoning – Thus TCs readjust their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  by rewiring their synapse construction so as to 
cleave to Yahweh to become the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate from this world” = the “HS” 
55th Instruction – TCs will cling relentlessly to  “The Word of God”,  knowing The World  (operating upon its present 
methodology has no future – 2Pet.3v8-13) –  because TCs have  “The Vista of The Millennium”  controlling their mind. 
2Cor.   6v7 og in  (to the [= within]) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (of the) truth/verity,   
2Cor.   6v7 og in  (to the [= within]) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  (of the) God,  through (reason of)   
2Cor.   6v7 og of the  {busy with implements/utensils}/armours/weapons  of the  righteousness/equality/justification   
2Cor.   6v7 og of the [sides]   (of the) {right (hand side)}  also  (of the) {left (hand side)}, 
2Cor.   6v7 = Within the  sayings/topics/reasoning  of  The Truth/Verity,    (“The Word of God” – given by JC’s ministry) 

within the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of the  God  (Yahweh),    (The Power of  “The Word of God”  to reform a callous mind) 
through reason  of the  righteous/equitable/just  tools/weapons/implements  of the  right hand-side,  also  the  left hand-side. 

 

         (When operating as a TC,  imitating JC then -) 
Within the  sayings/topics/reasoning  of The Truth   (speaking only in the manner as  “The Word of God”  truly dictates  within our mind) 
within the mighty work of the God  (Yahweh)   (God’s Word can reform a callous mind,  and ultimately yield a perfected society) 
through reason of the  righteous/equitable  tools/implements   (where we become the useful body parts of JC  [1Cor.12v12-22]) 
of the right hand-side,  also the left hand-side   (being either side of  “The Requirement”  [= imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  hence Matt.20v23]). 
 

 Noting,  the  “hand”  in the Bible metaphorically means  “{occupational effort}/work”  being what we do with our life  –  being how we interact with 
The Environment. 
I deliberately do not use  “word”  in my translations because I desire the reader to contemplate on what is really being stated. 

What do I mean? 
We hear  “The Word”  being said,  as if it were read out of The Bible,  but no real understanding is given by those leaders who claim to know and 
represent Yahweh  (being perhaps like their congregation,  they do not understand what it  [really]  means either),  and thus allow  “word”  to sink 
without trace and meaning within the recipient’s mind.  
Thus,  I rather give the alternative renderings to explain that it means  “so much more”  –  being that it should be imbued within  “the very being”  of the 
hearkening individual,  and how is that possible without explanation given by  The  Sayings/Topics/Reasoning  of the subject matter? 
Now explaining this verse  
Clearly it is as I stated   “The Word of God personally understood”,  being imbued within our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  fusing as it were,  with 
that of God’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  and thus perhaps becoming worthy to be a future Son of God.  In this manner,  then Yahweh desires to 
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work through us because as  truly faithful  servants  (precisely fulfilling The Desire of their Master)  showing aptitude and diligence  –  thereby  not  
reflecting badly on our Master.  We become known as faithful ambassadors to our Master  –  demonstrating the true characteristics of our Master,  
because  “The Word of God”  has made a long lasting and  positive effect upon our  hardened/callous  mind originally built upon worldly methodology.   
Once this  has occurred,  then  Yahweh is pleased to be using His mighty  power/works,  and will manipulate The Environment around the TC to ensure 
that  he/she  is  more  efficient/effective  in  “The Ministry Work”,  being a continuation of  “The Ministry of JC”  until the requisite number of TCs  
(144000 in number – Rev.14v1-4)  occurs.  The  implements/tools  are the diverse DNA supplied skills peculiar to individual TCs employed  (directed and 
honed by  “The Word of God”  yielding the HS)  to form The Whole Body  (as much of 1Cor.12v12-22 and Eph.6v10-17 tell us). 
Most naturally  we operate in this manner - 

(1) to whom we meet either to the left- or right-hand side of us  (being the  interaction/intercourse  we have with our neighbour)   and   
(2) being representative of The Goal in The Millennium  –  the 144000 TCs being appointed by Yahweh either side of JCg as  “The Heirs”  
having inherited  “The Inheritance”  of  “The Resurrected World”  -  thereby completing  “The Prophetic Promise”  given to Abraham by 
Yahweh some 4000 years ago. 

2Cor.   6v8 og through (reason of)   (of the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence     
2Cor.   6v8 og also  (of the) indignity/disgrace/dishonour/reproach/shame,   
2Cor.   6v8 og through (reason of)   (of the) defamation/{hurtful/evil/malicious report}/slander   
2Cor.   6v8 og also  (of the) {good language}/praise/{ideal/virtuous report},   
2Cor.   6v8 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {roving (as a tramp)}/impostors/misleaders/deceivers/seducers   
2Cor.   6v8 og also  (the) {true (as not concealing)}/truly/truths [plural]; 
2Cor.   6v8 = (Paul speaking about the contrasts within a TCs life,  being their goals attacked by “Leaders of Religion”) 

Through reason of the  glory/honour/dignity  also  of the  indignity/disgrace/dishonour/reproach,   
through reason of the  {hurtful report}/defamation/slander  also  of the  {good report}/praise,   
{in that manner}/as  deceivers/imposters/seducers  also  the  {disclosing truths}. 

 

       (When operating as a TC,  imitating JC then -) 
Through reason of the  glory/honour/dignity   (TC’s lifestyle as recognised by receptive minds of people having reformed upon God’s Word) 
also of the  indignity/disgrace/dishonour   (being of the TC’s position within society taking  The  Last/Least  of what The World can yield), 
through reason of the  defamation/slander   (that TCs receive today,  as sourced by “Leaders of Religion”  [exactly as received by JC]) 
also of the  {good report}/praise   (a  TC’s lifestyle recognised as being the ideal for  “exemplary model secular citizens”  to lead The Millennium) 
(and deemed)  in that manner as  deceivers/imposters   (put out by  “Leaders of Religion”  to crush  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by TCs) 
also the disclosing truth   (this is  “The Focus”  that all TCs give out to The World,  TCs have  no other motive  –  as  only  determined by Yahweh). 
 

Paul tells us of the  worldly religious leaders,  slander the TCs as not preaching The Truth  (just as The Pharisees  [= “Leaders of Religion”]  stated of 
JC).   However,  the TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The New (Yahweh’s) Methodology”  only  teach  “The Disclosing Truth”  as sourced by  “The 
Word of God”  –  unadulterated;   by  not  passing it through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19  (to otherwise gain a worldly return). 
Paul is telling us,  TCs will be honoured by some people and disgraced by others,  likewise defamed by some people and praised by others;  and thus in 
that manner  (TCs become portrayed as)  deceivers/imposters,  but yet TCs always speak   “The Disclosing Truth”  (never concealing what is true). 

As it can be seen,  TCs do  not  behave as “Leaders of The World”,  because their world  is  different  (Luke.17v21)! 
2Cor.   6v9 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the being) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant} [plural] 
2Cor.   6v9 og also  (the being) {known upon some mark}/recognised/{fully acquainted}/acknowledged/perceived [plural] 
2Cor.   6v9 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the being) dying/{being slain} [plural] 
2Cor.   6v9 og also  behold/lo/look/see  (we) live/exist,  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
2Cor.   6v9 og (the being) {trained up child}/educated/disciplined/chastened/instructed/taught  [plural]  
2Cor.   6v9 og also  not  (the) dying/{experiencing death}/{being slain}/expiring [plural]; 
2Cor.   6v9 = (Paul speaking about how TCs are to be seen by the people of The World  [operating from a worldly person’s perspective]):- 

{in that manner}/as  the being  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}    (The World chooses to remain ignorant of what TC teach) 
also  the being  {fully acquainted}/recognised/{known upon some mark},    (The World sees TCs are truly representing Yahweh) 
{in that manner}/as  {being slain}/{putting to death}     (The World sees TCs are sacrificing their life away from worldly methodology) 
also  observe/behold  we (TCs)  live/exist;    (The World sees TCs cannot be exterminated by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
{in that manner}/as  the being  educated/chastened/taught    (The World sees by their demeaner,  TCs are being trained for a future role) 
also  not  {put to death}/killed.     (Because TCs will keep “popping-up” – and they shall ultimately become everlasting future Sons of God) 

 

         (When operating as a TC,  imitating JC then  [operating from a TC’s perspective] -) 
In that manner as being  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}   (a TC must be inherently driven to ignore worldly methodology) 
also being recognised   (God’s Word operating within a TC to become exemplary ambassadors of Yahweh  [worthy of their greater role later]) 
in that manner as being put to death   (TCs become spiritual witnesses to  “The Word of God”  in their lifestyle  –  refusing worldly methodology) 
also observe we (TCs)  live/exist   (Yahweh’s Methodology operating within a TC gives guaranteed life,  and “live against”  “Leaders of Religion”) 
in that manner as being  educated/chastened/taught   (TCs are being taught ideal qualities  [v6 above]  qualifying them to rule in The Millennium) 
also not killed   (TCs as spiritual martyrs will keep coming,  until Yahweh attains His 144000 TCs for  “The Goal”  and become Sons of God). 
 

The two explanations given in parentheses above for both the intermediatory translation and of the final translation are  not  deemed to be contradictory 
in some instances,  but rather I am using the opportunity to cover  all  aspects given by the one verse -  being both sides of the same coin – so to speak. 
We need to ask - 

So,  what does this verse mean? 
I have need to highlight a required correction in  standard worldly  bible translations  –  they  “promote the wrong inference”! 
The Greek word is  “paideuo” StrongsTM = 3811  that really means  “train up a child”  it does  not  mean  “flogged”  as given in some translations or 
“beaten”  as used in the  typically poor  translation NIV  (best to burn or bury that version  –  so it does not contaminate a hapless recipient of it). 
The KJV  (being a sincere translation)  is fairly accurate with  “chastened”  but overall,  the translations lose the essence of what Paul is teaching here. 
All through these verses Paul is speaking in contrasts  –  so clearly  “flogged/beaten”  is not a contrast to “killed” – but rather close to it! 
Therefore,  Paul does  not  mean  “flogged/beaten”  and thus this shows  another  very poor understanding by the translators doing  “their work”! 

So,  what does Paul mean when he uses “paideuo”? 
Quite simply the word really means   “Train up a Child”. 
Paul is speaking of TCs reaching further states of maturity by the influences of The World acting upon them. 
Therefore,  a TC is constantly being  refined/honed  by the interactions with The Present World,  so the TC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  might 
become ever closer to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC.  These might be floggings,  but it can equally be general interaction with people, 
perhaps not handling a situation correctly,  causes reform,  or “The Splinter” at 2Cor.12v7 will cause reflection as we are told.   
Thus,  it is the constant worldly interaction when  teaching/publicising  and reflection upon this when guided by God’s Word as contained within an  
accurate  translation of The Bible. 
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Thus,  the reader will understand,  Paul is speaking about a positive outcome when  “training up a child”  to full maturity  –  precisely as we are 
supposed to teach our children and  not  to beat or flog them! 
Consequently,  Paul is taking the positive nature of the many difficulties a TC experiences in life  (here and 1Cor.4v9-14)  to grow ever closer towards 
Yahweh in strength and fortitude as a child would to  “The Adopting Father”  being the necessary chastising  (carrot/stick, Heb.12v4-8)  The Father 
performs to a  son/daughter  whom He  agapao/{edifying loves}  to yield a respectable mature adult.   
Then Paul moves to the contrast  –  while these interactions with The World are difficult and lead to the  “positive cleaving”  to Yahweh,   yet the TC is 
not  {put to death}/killed  to become  “out of it/world”  and receive no more  “on the job”  training  –  being  “The Experience”  required for the much  
greater  role/responsibility  in The Millennium  (Luke.19v16-19).   This is all part of  “The Invitation”  for  “The Ideal Goal of Sonship”! 
The point I am trying to make is the positive aspect Paul is trying to convey out of the hardships,  being lost in what I would term  poor  translation. 

Now let me explain the whole verse in context. 
As I state in many places on this website a TC must be  “Blind to The World”  and thus  {be inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}  and thus avoid 
worldly politics like  “The Plague”  (that it is)  –  because it will ultimately be  “done away with”/”dissolved”  (2Pet.3v10-13,  Rev.19v16-21, etc.)  and 
TCs must not be associated with worldly malignancy.  Because as politicians regularly acknowledge,  “Politics is a dirty place”  -  so what more have I 
need to add,  except the obvious,  a  “dirty place”  is not wanted in Yahweh’s  “clean/pure place”! 
Because the TC is utterly dead  (= wholly neutral)  to  “Worldly matters”,  then the TC will be  “{fully acquainted}/recognised/{known upon some 
mark}”  by other people  watching/judging  the  output/personality/character  of a TC.    This  “mark”  shall not be worldly garb hanging off as  
ornaments/{physical clothing}/etc.,  but rather,  the TCs is known for their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as  being different  to that which operates 
within The World.  -  For it must be understood,  a TC’s Standard is so  vastly different  to that of The World  –  and this will be  acutely/distinctly  
recognised by  worldly  members with whom a TC has daily interaction.  Their personality will stand out like the writing on their forehead saying   

“I am a TC” – and the TC will need  nothing  else  –  certainly  not  a  “dog-collar”  to state,  this person is a TC! 
People often require  “garb”  to state for the person,  what the person cannot at the time express themselves!    

I think that is an interesting observation! 
Paul moves on to  “dying but yet existing”. 
In the context this does not mean being almost physically killed,  but still he lives,  but rather he is constantly dying  away from  this world  (being its self-
indulgences  –  hence the  follow-on  being   “Train up a child”)  and yet  he/she  lives/exists  (more strongly)  because a  genuine/sincere  TC through 
life’s experiences,  will become ever closer  (almost fused/welded)  to Yahweh through imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus dying further away from 
The World  –  all as The Context of the verse tells us.  Therefore,  becoming suitable material,  if  Yahweh so determines,   to be a future Son of God. 
2Cor.   6v10 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  
2Cor.   6v10 og (the being) {sad/distress/grieved/heavy/sorrowful  (from)  pain/distress/trouble/affliction} [plural],   
2Cor.   6v10 og {continued duration}/ever/regularly/earnestly/always   
2Cor.   6v10 og and  (the) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoicing/greeting [plural];   
2Cor.   6v10 og {in that manner}/likewise/as   (the) poor/pauper/beggar [plural],   
2Cor.   6v10 og (the) many/much/plenteous (people)  and  (the) {making wealthy}/enriching [plural];   
2Cor.   6v10 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
2Cor.   6v10 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having,  
2Cor.   6v10 og also  (the) all (things)   (the) {held down}/clinging/retaining/possessing/adhering [plural]. 
2Cor.   6v10 = {in that manner}/as  the being  distressed/grieved/sorrowful,    (over how this world presently operates,  personally/systems) 

and  always  the  cheerful/{calmly happy}/rejoicing,     (Knowing that Yahweh has  everything under control – with The Millennium) 
{in that manner}/as  the  poor/pauper/beggar    (physically – by not reaching out to attain worldly things) 
and  the  many people  {making wealthy}/enriching,    (spiritually – by feeding upon  “The Word of God”  accurately sourced) 
{in that manner}/as  the  having/possessing  nothing   (physically – not basing our methodology upon material wealth) 
also  the  clinging/adhering/retaining  all things.    (spiritually – by reforming The Mind to become Christlike) 

 

        (When operating as a TC,  imitating JC then -) 
In that manner as being  distressing/grieving   (over the present state of The World -  [1] personally received  and  [2] “everyone” spiritually blind) 
and always  cheerful/rejoicing   (for Yahweh’s Omnipotence  able to yield  [1] The Early Adopters  [2] The Reform in The Millennium for all people) 
in that manner as the  poor/pauper   (not striving to physically attain worldly return,  upon which to self-indulge) 
and the many people  {make wealthy}/enriching   (freely giving out  “The Word of God”  to edify The Mind of the recipient to become Christlike) 
in that manner as having nothing   (not driven to acquire  physical/material  wealth  [by direct contrast to  charlatan Christian leaders]) 
also  clinging/adhering (to)  all things   (being The Teachings of  “The Word of God”  that reforms our mind to become the   “Heavenly Treasure”). 
 

Paul is teaching us that as a TC,  we have intense distress over the worldly system at present  (Rom.8v22, we detest its operations in every  “sphere of 
life”)  within and between nations.  However,  while violently disturbed internally about  “the nastiness of society”,  the TC will always look forward to 
“The Millennial Truth”,  always knowing JC is now proven victorious  (being his practised methodology over The World’s methodology)  and Yahweh is 
simply    

Patiently waiting  (and assisting in the background as appropriate)  for the 144000 names to become  personally confirmed  on  “The Scroll 
of Life”  (Rev.5v2-10),  thereby allowing Him to move forward with  “The New System of The Millennium”  that will wipe away  (“dissolve”)  
this evil present system of   Self-indulgence run wild  –  that would ultimately destroy the planet and human life upon it. 
This would occur,  unless Yahweh steps in  Matt.24v22, etc.  with  “The 1st Resurrection”,  followed 3.5 years later with Rev.19v16-21,   to 
remove  absolutely all forms  of worldly government in what is termed  “The Great Tribulation”  to close The Gospel Age! 

Thus a TC has  no desire  for  “The Present World”,  and a TC  exists  only  as a sojourner in this world  thus having no  ties/involvement/commitment  
either with its practices  (politics)  or physically  (material wealth)  and thus a TC is deemed by The World as being  poor/beggar.   
However,  the TC has an  “enormous reserve of knowledge”  that is  freely given out  to all people within The World willing to  “hearken”,  to listen and 
inculcate this  “proven accurate knowledge”  within their lifestyle.  This wealth of  accurately  assayed/tested  knowledge makes many people spiritually 
wealthy inside,  because they too then learn of  “The Goal”  (see glossary and dissertation on this website)  and personally know how to get there 
(John.14v5-15),   “through the tight gate” (Matt.7v12-14).  Clearly this wealth is displayed by a lifestyle that precisely imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  
where the neighbours’ interests are  paramount/foremost  beyond our own personal interests.  This must be displayed in our deportment,  else we  cannot  
become a TC,  but only a hypocrite to what we profess to know. 

We must realise Paul is using these sets of apparent contradictions to cause us to think very carefully about what he is teaching us to be like,  
when we are assiduously aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Thus while a TC appears to own nothing in this present world of real value and thus not self-seeking,  he/she  is extraordinarily  rich/wealthy  in the long 
term because  he/she is driven by  “The Real Faith”  (= Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity).  This  True Faith  correctly displayed  within 
their present existence  (to be a tiny, short period of perhaps 70 years)  will become transmuted into an eternity.  While in this future state,  having full 
access to Yahweh’s  Capability/Authority  to express His HS as a Son of God able to  “dine at The Father’s Table” (= gain much knowledge)  –  being 
the most wonderful gift available to any entity within The Universe  –  The Accolade that can never perish  (1Cor.9v25)! 
Note   Because these attributes appear to be contradictions,  shows how  so very deviant is this present world away from The Ideal  that Yahweh desires 
to see operating within society.  I only state  “The Obvious”  to counter the claim made by many misguided  worldly Christian Leaders who infer this is a 
wonderful system supposedly endorsed by Yahweh because   “It is God’s World”!   This is a  grotesque  half-Truth/Lie  put out by those charlatans 
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representing Satan’s interests to confuse  “The Hapless Populace”  –  witnessed by the TCs who  intimately  know The Bible.  TCs are fully aware of the 
machinations and  half-truths  “The Father of The Lie”  (John.8v44, Satan)  uses  (via his cohorts, 2Cor.11v13-15)  to steer people away from fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire by blinding their reasoning faculties to  “The Absolute Truth”!   Where it is the cohorts  (“Leaders of Religion”)  who are operating 
according to  “worldly methodology”,  are thereby making Satan their god  –  by following his methodology  “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”   
(under the pretence they are ministering to us –  as does a Politician to  his/her  deluded devotees   [same mind,  but different  “shop-window”])! 
 
56th Instruction – TCs are motivated to encourage The Brethren  (Christians)  to become like TCs themselves.  Always 
knowing that  when  people have the correct knowledge and guided in the accurate application of it,  -  then  they will! 
But people need the  accurate  knowledge first and  correctly guided – rarely occurs today,  but it will in The Millennium. 
16th Good News – TCs are  sincerely caring  for the future wellbeing of their  students/charges,  and will endeavour to 
correctly  educate them in  “The Word of God”  for the student’s gain and  not  for the  self-indulgent  gain of the teacher. 
17th Good News – The Brethren aiming to become TCs – and when becoming mature themselves,  they will genuinely 
appreciate and thank their mentors for bringing them into this  “new creature state”  recognising the effort given by the 
mature TCs.  And they too will imitate their mentors –  precisely as Paul instructed at  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 
42nd Comment – By contrast what will The Congregational Members of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders 
think about their “education program”?  What have they personally gained?  More importantly who has gained from what 
the congregational members supposedly learnt?  What does the Bible teach us on this?  Do these members even know? 
Why not?   Whose fault is it,  that they do not know  (Luke.12v46-48)?   And of whom would Yahweh approve? 
2Cor.   6v11 og The  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  {of/from us}  (it is) {opened up}   
2Cor.   6v11 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves},  Corinthians,   
2Cor.   6v11 og the  heart/{seat of motivation}  {of/from us}  (it has been) widened/{made broad}/enlarged. 
2Cor.   6v11 = The  mouth  of us  (TCs)   it is  {opened up}  towards  {specifically yourselves}  Corinthians,   

the  heart/{seat of motivation}  of us  (TCs)   has been  widened/enlarged; 
 

Our (TCs’)  mouth is opened up towards specifically yourselves,  Corinthians,   (to teach God’s Word by instruction  [both carrot and stick]), 
our (TCs’)  heart/{seat of motivation}  has been enlarged   (driven to enlarge The Body of JC  by instruction and guidance); 
 

TCs are sincerely motivated to  accurately  preach/teach  of  “The Millennial Expectation”  and provide this knowledge  free-of-charge  for absolutely  
no  worldly gain  –  thus the  only  gain is within the TC’s  “synapse construction mapping”  created by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  learning 
from The Knowledge contained within  “The Word of God”  (JC’s ministry),  where this mapping profile is retained by Yahweh to be programmed in a  
physical  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body worthy of Sonship. 
2Cor.   6v12 og No/Not/None  (you are) {hemmed in closely}/cramped/distressed/straitened  in  {to [= within] us},   
2Cor.   6v12 og (you are) {hemmed in closely}/cramped/distressed/straitened  and    
2Cor.   6v12 og in  to the [= within]  intestines/{inward affections}/bowels/{tender mercies}  {of yourselves}. 
2Cor.   6v12 Not  you are  distressed/{cramped up}/restrained  within  us  (TCs) 

and  you  (The active Brethren)   are  distressed/{cramped up}/restrained  within  your  bowels/inside/{inward affection}. 
 

Not you (brethren aiming to be TCs)  are  cramped/straitened  within us  (TCs)    (We give you  rest/release  from  worldly methodology) 
and you (brethren aiming to be TCs)  are  cramped/straitened  within your  inward affection. 
                 (= you are still of two minds,  hesitating  whether to make the jump to entirely operate according to Yahweh’s Methodology) 
 

Paul is stating that TCs just ooze sincerity and  freely give  what is required to assist in the mental development of their  “children of The Real Faith”  
for no  return  -  of anything  (thus given in unfeigned “agape”  =  true charity love  –  1Cor.13v1-8). 
Paul also recognises that with the Brethren  –  being those elders of The Corinthian Ecclesia,  they have an inner passion to become like Paul  –  a TC,  
but at present they are restraining themselves and hence this tension is building up within them,  a possible conflict  –  and this stress should be released 
by imitating the TC’s ministry work.  
They are to stop internally fighting themselves by warring within themselves over fleshly issues and desires  but move forward in The Ministry work. 
Likewise,  the same can be said of all individuals throughout The Gospel Age.  The  invitation/calling  is there  –  but do we wish to personally respond? 
If we personally respond to precisely imitate JC,  then  perhaps/maybe  Yahweh might  elect/select  us to become a future Son of God. 
2Cor.   6v13 og the  and  her/same   
2Cor.   6v13 og  (the) {requital/correspondence/recompense as pay/reward}/{return for an action (done earlier)}   
2Cor.   6v13 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) children/{daughters/sons}  (I) state/exclaim,   
2Cor.   6v13 og (you be) widened/{made broad}/enlarged  also  {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor.   6v13 = And  the  same  requital/correspondence/recompense/{return for an action}  {in that manner}/as  the  children  I state,   

also  {specifically yourselves}  (brethren aiming to become TCs)   be  widened/enlarged. 
 

And I (Paul)  state the same  correspondence/recompense  in that manner as children   (I am giving you instruction to operate like us,  TCs) 
Also specifically yourselves (brethren aiming to be TCs)  be enlarged   (welcoming to this knowledge on how to be a  mature/enlarged  TC). 
 

The Corinthian  “Spiritual Children”  are being taught by TCs having a great inward  (genuine)  affection to edify their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
to become Christlike,  and yet these  “spiritual children”  are being tugged back to The World by worldly influences,  hence Paul's comment,  they are 
being cramped within by two opposing methodologies.  Thus Paul is explaining to The Corinthians,  become like us TCs,  where we have a wide open 
affection for edifying our neighbour upon  “The Word of God”  –  so that you too,  might become motivated like us TCs by return. 
Thus,  become emboldened and widen your mind with knowledge by practical ministry work to grow into maturity as a TC. 
You Brethren become like us,  TCs,  confident in The Expectation,  having Yahweh’s HS operating within us,  demonstrated by our works within the 1st 
part of our physical life working hard to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of ourselves.  Be  broad-minded  to accept and exercise this new truth we bring to you,  
then you will become a more wholesome person mature in  “The Real Faith”  (comprising of three requisite necessities   knowledge + assurance + 
fidelity). 
 
18th Warning – The Brethren should avoid intimate worldly intercourse that will pull upon our capability to serve The 
Lord in a wholesome manner.  Examples would be associating  intimately  (= {close friendship}/{socially everyday})  with 
heathens  (any human who is not a member of  The Brethren/Sisters).  However,  we  are  to associate with heathen daily 
so they might learn from our knowledge and deportment,  so ultimately be encouraged to become part of  “The Brethren”. 
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57th Instruction – For what  union  is there between  “righteousness and lawlessness”?   “Light and darkness?”  What 
agreement is there between “JCg and Belial  (god of worthlessness)”?   What  “apportion”  has  “a TC with a heathen”? 
Allegory – repeat – Light = The Accurate Knowledge of Yahweh’s Desire for all people as given by JC and the TCs,  
enabling us to see how to correctly deport ourselves not fearing public observation upon our lifestyle. 
People who operate in the light have no fear of public examination of their private lives which match what they teach. 
Allegory – repeat - darkness = Worldly knowledge ultimately sourced by Satan to  confuse/confound  peoples’ “reason”. 
Representative of people operating to worldly methodology preferring their private life hidden from public scrutiny. 
62nd Allegory – Apportion = The (1/144000) Portion of The Inheritance that will come to the TC upon “awakening”. 
68th Reasoning – What union has the temple of God  (= a TC, 1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2v5-9)  associating with idols? 
Allegory – repeat - Temple  (worldly defn.) =  presumed to be where  “God”  resides  (but,  a place of hypocritical piety). 
Allegory – repeat - Temple (spiritual defn.) =  a place to learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  so that we as a group may  
be in the position to worship Yahweh by imitating JC  (as The Word of God –“The Ecclesia”) “calling out” in our lifestyle 
Allegory – repeat - Temple  (ultimate defn.) =  The 144000 TCs resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life  (as sons 
of God)  to teach  “The Resurrected World” “righteousness”. 
63rd Allegory – idol = image worship =  anything  within The World  (= “image of lust”  created within the mind of the 
devotee)  that  consumes time  to serve the image  (= worship)  by the devotee. 
69th Reasoning – Provided  a TC does these things  then  Yahweh’s influence will be within that person  –  however the 
converse is true,  if a person does  not  do these things  then  Yahweh is  not  within that person  (James.1v6-8).  Therefore, 
what  an utter  lie  is that statement given by  worldly Christian leaders:  “God is in you”!   Obviously these leaders who 
state such nonsense do  not  represent Yahweh  because this term is  nowhere  to be found in The Bible  (= an invention),  
and the closest is at John.14v7-12 where JC is:  “The Image of his Father”!   Thus,  we reason  “Leaders of Religion”  
have a god  “within them”,  being a god of delusion  (of self-indulgence)  -  ultimately sourced by Satan! 
70th Reasoning – Over the 3 epochs of “Israel”  Yahweh will extract His people as  “The Remnant”  of  “Israel”. 
Allegory – repeat - “Israel” = “Persistence with Subjector”. “The Israelites”  were  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”,   
“The Christian nation”  is  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”,  “The Resurrected World”  shall be  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”. 
From which “The Remnant” (100% agapao/phileo)  is  drawn-out  at  each Epoch  to ultimately fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
This becomes Yahweh’s Plan of Human Salvation over  “The Acceptable Year of the Lord”  applicable to The Individual. 
43rd Comment – Yahweh presently spiritually walks with us through “The Word of God”  as an interface  to first purify us 
7th Prophecy – Yahweh shall physically walk through His people,  firstly with  “The Early Adopters”  (in The Millennium),  
and then  after  The World has been  completely purified  following The Millennium –  then He shall be walking with us. 
58th Instruction – To be part of The Remnant,  then people of The Remnant must not attach themselves to unclean things. 
71st Reasoning – Once part of The Remnant,  then Yahweh will specifically take “us”  into His family.  However though 
general quotation the specific here is referring to people who become TCs,  to then become  sons/daughters  of God. 
19th Warning – Yahweh is  not  physically presently present with us  –  else Exodus.33v20,  but  only His Interface  (JC’s 
presence/parousia  as “The Word of God”, Rev.19v13)  while we are  presently spiritual imperfect  resulting in our 
presently imperfect bodies.  This is all contrary to what our worldly Christian leaders infer in their  “near to useless 
exegesis”!   Do they get anything correct?   Extraordinarily little  regarding 1st Century Christianity”  as my audits show!   
Hence this website to righteously expose their  “unrighteous nonsense”! 
2Cor.   6v14 og No/Not/None  (you) {become to be} [middle voice] 
2Cor.   6v14 og (the being) {yoked up differently}/{associated discordantly}/{working fractiously/unequally} [plural]  
2Cor.   6v14 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) disbelievers/uncommitted/{without faith}/infidels/heathen,   
2Cor.   6v14 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  for  (the) participation/intercourse/fellowship   
2Cor.   6v14 og (the) righteousness/equality/justification  also  (the) violation/lawlessness/transgression/wickedness?    
2Cor.   6v14 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  and  (the) participation/intercourse/fellowship   
2Cor.   6v14 og (to the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance/luminosity   
2Cor.   6v14 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) shadiness/obscurity/darkness? 
2Cor.   6v14 = Not  you  personally   {become to be}  the being  {tied unequally}/{associate discordantly}  with  unbelievers/heathen, 

for  what  partnership/{social intercourse}/fellowship  (working together)   the  righteousness/equality/justification   
also  the  lawlessness/{deliberate transgression}/violation? 
And  what  partnership/fellowship  (is there between)   light/illumination    (knowledge of The Truth  exposing  our deportment)   
near to  shadiness/darkness?    (worldly ideas/faiths within which practitioners want to  hide  their deportment). 

 

Not you personally become to be  {tied unequally}/{associate discordantly}   (within the mind between  two opposing  methodologies) 
with unbelievers   (people stating they are  “Christians”  but are leading you astray by their discordant worldly methodology). 
for what  partnership/fellowship   (is there between   “1st Century Christians”  of JC  and  “worldly Christians”  of  “Religion”) 
(has)  “the righteousness”  also  (with)  “the lawlessness”   (two groupings  –  both  claiming to represent Yahweh through JC  –  Matt.7v19-23)? 
And what partnership  “in the light”   (God’s Word via JC and the TCs)   near  “to darkness”   (“Religion” as sourced by The World)? 
 

This verse is often abused! 
It does  not  mean either - 

1. Completely quarantine yourself from society  (for example  monasteries/nunneries)  because it ignores JC’s and the apostles’  instructing us 
to live among people of The World to accurately teach them about  “The Real Faith”  by both word and deed.   This is obviously impossible,  
if we lock ourselves away from humanity  –  and thus these people  are logically rejected  by Yahweh for a future position of Sonship.  

2. Completely ignore it!   Because Paul tells us here,  and in other places (1Cor.15v33)   Do not associate with bad company. 
After explaining what this verse does  not  mean,  then we should ask ourselves - 

What does Paul mean? 
It means we are to live amongst all people,  but we are  not  to become identified with their traits  (by people looking upon us in our daily interaction),  
nor are we to take upon ourselves,  their traits within our lifestyle  (see what JC did in The Gospels).  Other people should be spiritually learning off us,  
and thus we must physically live amongst them  (just as The Sons of God will do in The Millennium)  so people get to know us and of our deportment! 
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What does all this mean in context? 
1. Not to become identified with them  =  Do not work for people having businesses that clearly conflict with Biblical principles. 
2. Not to take on their lifestyle  =  This occurs when people have close association with certain people having very worldly habits during their 

social activities.  It is inevitable that a  “clean-living”  person who regularly spends much of their time in unsavoury company will become 
associated with them  –  internally and by public scrutiny.  It is accepted that more than 50% of human behaviour is drawn from peers and 
environment.  Moreover,  so many maxims based upon life’s experience also support the veracity of this statement  (“birds of a feather flock 
together”,   “a bad apple spoils the rest in the barrel”, “lie down with a dog having fleas and you will catch them”  as a few examples). 

Quoting “Judge Judy”,  she states   “If you lie down in dirt,  then expect to become dirty!” 
Likewise,  we know a personal valet knows exactly how their master thinks and operates – “warts and everything”!   Nothing is hidden to the valet,  and 
that is how Peter is can,  speak about JC at 2Pet.2v21-23,  knowing JC since a child  (please see my explanations in the Gospels,  e.g. Matt.4v22, hence 
also John’s comment at Matt.3v14 – as Jesus’ cousin,  Luke.1v36 noting Luke.2v41 when stopping off to see each other). 
That is how JC demonstrated his deportment in his public teaching to  bring-on  more TCs alongside  (and thus become a suitable  presence/parousia 
within a hearkening recipient’s mind;  –  how therefore,  are monks and nuns able to do this  –  when locked away from society in cloisters? 

I suggest that  perhaps  they are hiding their  “warts and everything”  from public gaze,  because  perhaps  they have much to hide! 
We then lead into v15. 
2Cor.   6v15 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  and  (the) unison/accordance/concord/agreement    
2Cor.   6v15 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
2Cor.   6v15 og (the) worthlessness/{as an epithet of Satan}/Belial?    
2Cor.   6v15 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
2Cor.   6v15 og (the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  (to the) trustful/believer/faithful/sure/truthful   
2Cor.   6v15 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  (of the) disbeliever/uncommitted/{without faith}/infidel/heathen? 
2Cor.   6v15 = And  what  accordance/concord   (has)   the  Christ/Anointed  nearness/{accession to}  worthlessness/Belial? 

Or  what  part/sharing/apportion  has  the  believer/trustful  together/with  the  unbeliever/heathen? 
 

And what concord  (has)  the Anointed near to worthlessness   (How can  “The Stupendous Goal of The Anointing”  be regarded as  “nothing”)? 
Or what apportion has the believer with the unbeliever   (What part has   “1st Century Christianity”  to be alongside  “worldly Christianity”)? 
 

In the first part,  Paul is teaching us,  the two modes of reasoning are incompatible.  There is  “The Methodology”  of  “The Future New World Order”  
in The Millennium under JCg  (“to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”)  and there is  “The Methodology”  of  “The Present World under Satan”  (“to 
self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”). 

The future  new  world order is  “The Kingdom of God”  that ideally should start operating within our mind  now  (Luke.17v21,  being 
Yahweh's Methodology  –  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”)  –  so we are ready and prepared for it when  “The Physical Reality”  of 
it occurs upon our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (= resurrection).  

Clearly if we  fully imbue all aspects  of  “The Kingdom of God”  now  within our synapse construction during the 1st part of our physical life,  then we 
become ideally placed to  become a leader  (= Son of God = an Heir)  of that new system  upon our  “awakening/rousing”  at the 1st 2nd C of JCg. 
The next section is where Paul is teaching us,  the  lifestyle/habits  between the two  “Methodologies”  cannot be shared.   

That is specifically  why  a leader today,  taking the position of leadership within this  present  system today,  shall become a successful leader 
because  they operate according to the norms   within this present system's methodology,  therefore they  cannot  be a leader of  “The New 
System”  of which we are told is the  opposite  to that which we witness today to make people  “successful leaders”.   

The synapse constructions of the two types of leader are  alien to one another!   
One mindset currently prospers in this system  (under the methodology of Satan)  is destined for destruction,  while the other mindset is growing upon the 
metaphoric RNA of  “The Word of God”  to generate a new  [spiritual]  creature within our brain (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15) ,  that it is  ready to prosper  
(when placed in a perfected physical body)  in the next system under JCg’s Millennial rule  –  for an eternity! 
That is  why  it is a sad joke when I hear excusers for our present-day leaders stating that disagreeable private matters  should/does  not impinge upon 
their capabilities as a public leader!   What a  “worldly wise”  comment  –  being made for Worldly consumption!   Interestingly,  that is perhaps why 
they are such a good leader,  being the hypocrisy within which they operate during this present worldly system  –  that shall be exposed in due season  
(Luke.12v3). 
Clearly an individual who has the methodology to behave badly in their private life and excuses themselves for it  –  will obviously have the same 
methodology in their public life!   “Leopards do not change their spots”  –  the same processes operate within The Brain;  else we are schizophrenic,  
noting what James says about this type of mind,  James.1v6-8!  
Therefore,  for an individual to excuse this by saying it does not impinge upon their competence as a public leader just shows the  accepted  low  level of 
The Standard’  within public life  (true throughout all time)  -  becoming the present worldly norm of the last 6000 years! 

People with this type of synapse construction mapping  cannot  become Millennial Leaders  –  it is like   “Chalk and Cheese”!   
However,  that does  not  mean they are not able to repent and reform.  That is precisely  why  a TC must not treat them any differently than any other 
member of society  (JC was  “no respecter of persons” -  Matt.22v16, 1John.2v2, etc.)  –  always giving them the opportunity to come to know about  
“The Absolute Truth”   –  spend time with them and encourage them to imbue  “The Knowledge”  so as to change their present worldly mindset to a  
subservient  humbled mindset that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire. 

In this manner the TC,  as an individual,  constantly fulfils Yahweh’s Desire. 
2Cor.   6v16 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  and   
2Cor.   6v16 og (the) {disposition (of sentiment)}/{in company with}/agreement/union/consent/parity/alliance   
2Cor.   6v16 og (to the) {to dwell}/shrine/temple  (of the) God  {amid/together/with (meta)}   
2Cor.   6v16 og (of the) {image servants/worshippers}/idolaters?    
2Cor.   6v16 og {specifically yourselves}  For  (the) {to dwell}/shrine/temple  (of the) God  {you are/belong} 
2Cor.   6v16 og (of the)  living/existing,    
2Cor.   6v16 og just/as/that/how/when  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  the  {specific god}:  
2Cor.   6v16 og [Prophecy, Lev.26v12, Eze.37v27 ]   because  (I will) indwell/inhabit  in  {to [= within] them},   
2Cor.   6v16 og also  (I will) {perambulate on a place}/{be occupied/living  among people}/ 

/{walk amongst}/{be conversant with}  (them);   
2Cor.   6v16 og also  (I) {shall be}/{come to pass}  {of them}  (the) {specific god},   
2Cor.   6v16 og also  they  {shall be}/{come to pass}  {to me}/my/mine  (the) populace/{grouping of people}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Lev.26v12,  Eze.37v27  
2Cor.   6v16 = And  what  union/agreement/consent  (has)  the  temple  of the  God  together/with  of the  {image worshippers}/idolaters?  

For  {specifically yourselves}  (Brethren aiming to become TCs)   are  of the  living/existing  temple  of the  God  [Yahweh],   
just/as  “the specific god”  he  said/commanded: 

Because  I  will  indwell/inhabit  within  them,   also  I  will  {walk/occupy  amongst}  them,   
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also  I  shall be  “the specific god”  {of them},   also  they  shall be  {to Me}  the  populace/{grouping of people}. 
 

And what  union/agreement  has the temple (TC)  of the God (Yahweh)  with image worshippers   (devotees of  “Religion” [and atheists])? 
For specifically yourselves (brethren aiming to be TCs)  are the  living/existing  temple of the God   (“The Temple”  of John's Revelations) 
just/as  “The Specific God”  commanded:    (Note  Yahweh for  “The Early Adopters”,  JC for the World to yield  “The Late Adopters”) 
  Because I (Yahweh)  will dwell within them   (as  “The Word of God”  correctly/wholly  operating  within a TC's mind), 
  also I (Yahweh)  will walk amongst them   (the TC displays Yahweh's  spirit/personality/desires/traits = character  to  his/her  neighbour), 
  also I (Yahweh)  will be  “The Specific God”  of them   (the TC's mind  only  operates upon Yahweh's Methodology), 
  also they will be My people   (the 144000 TCs become The New Spiritual Israel elected out of The Christian Nation in the Gospel Age [1Pet.2v9]). 
 

This is quite an important verse of prophecy –  but until now,  incorrectly interpreted by The World –  and it does not help with  poor  bible translations! 
Firstly,  Paul as a continuation of his theme,  makes the specific point,  Yahweh being perfect,  has absolutely  no  union with that which is  not  perfect  
(hence my commentary located at 5v21). 

Likewise those specific people who choose to take upon themselves Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  must  not  have union with that 
which is worldly  (hence “not perfect”),  thus  “the methodology of  The World”  must  not  contaminate  “Yahweh's Methodology operating 
within a TC”.  

Again,  this is alien to what is taught,  to excuse what is practised within  worldly Christian circles  –  as sadly,  we only too readily  witness. 
Consequently,  we are to understand from Paul - 

The TC therefore becomes a temple of God where  “The Temple”  is a place for people to come and  accurately  learn how to please Yahweh.   
The praise and worship  come from pleasing Yahweh  (which ideally is done  outside  The Temple  –  rather than just inside)   by fulfilling 
Yahweh s Desire  (please see  “Yahweh’s Desire”,  “Temple”  and  “The Goal”  in glossary).   

This is at utter variance to the definitions and understanding,  our  worldly Christian leaders give when they follow  the reasoning of worldly religions   
(= “Religion”)  –  being of the antics and shenanigans performed in  “supposed praise and worship”  that misguided religious devotes perform in error 
within their own worldly religions.   This occurs under the direction of  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  because the leaders are trying to draw 
the devotees to themselves at  “the place of worship”  rather than to Yahweh,  yet under  “The Pretence”  it is to Yahweh).   What hypocrites they are! 
Now Paul targets  {specifically yourselves}  being The Brethren specifically aiming to become TCs.  
Paul quotes two identical passages within The Bible to state  “The Specific God”  shall dwell within the people as we read within the verse. 
Which obviously means that He does  not  presently dwell with His people today”  –   which is again in direct contrast to what  worldly  Christian leaders 
indulgently teach today to supposed  “Christians”  presumptuously claiming to be His people!    

However, He states   They  will  be My people!    
Where  “The Route”  to become  “His People”  is as precisely described on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  (being  only  what The Bible succinctly 
teaches us,  nothing is invented)  and absolutely  not  as we are daily given by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  throughout The World! 
Now two things - 

1. Why switch from  “God”  to  the specific god’? 
2. What does this prophecy  really  mean? 

Let us explain the first item. 
As usual in this type of context  “ho theos”  is a double pointer that takes on the variability of The Context to show us to which Entity is The Subject. 
It is particularly significant here,  because of the floating nature of The Remnant  (of Israel’)  depending upon which Israel epoch is referenced. 

What do I mean? 
In the Gospel Age there are  (1) TCs  as the small “Remnant”  and   (2) the majority becomes The World. 

Thus  “ho theos”  referenced to TCs  (striving to be  The Righteous Early Adopters)  points to Yahweh  as  “The Adopting Father”. 
And  “ho theos”  referenced to The World  points to JCg  as  “The Intercessor”  (1Tim.2v5)  between Yahweh and  The Sinful World. 

Therefore,  in the Gospel Age  
JC as  “God's Word”  (Rev.19v13)  becomes the  “parousia”/presence  within the TCs,  and thus the TCs gain Yahweh's  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to have Yahweh walking amongst the TCs,  consequently they  spiritually  look to  “The Adopting Father”   
(Yahweh)  while in the 1st part of their physical life. 
Even though this is internal to the TCs,   yet their  character/deportment/personality  externally shows Yahweh's Methodology physically 
operating within The World as  “agape/charity”  by an extension to JC's body as  “The Word of God”  controlling  “The Body Parts”  solely 
comprising of the 144000 TCs. 
Thus,  the TCs walk (by deportment)  within  The World,  and by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  they then teach the inhabitants how to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire.  Sadly,  most people ignore them because The World has “grown wise”  to the millions  of religious fraudsters  claiming to 
represent Yahweh by name,  but certainly  not  by His character or authority. 

Then  during The Millennium everything jumps up by one level. 
Thus  “ho theos”  referenced to TCs  (then as Sons of God on a par with JC)  physically walk with Yahweh as does JC  (Matt.20v23),  Yahweh 
treats these 144000 TCs as His Sons in celestial bodies  –  and thus Ex.33v20 no longer applies  (Yahweh has  Personally adopted  them). 
Secondly,  “ho theos”  referenced to  “The Resurrected World”,  then having “Religion”  wholly stripped off this Planet,   shall be learning  
“Righteousness”  under proven faithful stewards  (= 144000 TCs)  alongside JCg as  “The King of kings”  (Rev.19v16). 
“The Resurrected World”  is covered over  “The Great Sabbath of The Millennium”  by JC  (Mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1)  and thus  
“The Inheritance”  looks to JCg as being “ho theos”  while being purified  (validated by Matt.9v2-6, etc.). 

Therefore,  into The Culmination  
Yahweh walks amongst the Sons of God. 
JCg  (and his bride of 144000 sons of God)  walk amongst  “The Purified World”  having taught the members  “Righteousness”. 

Now for the second item. 
As I have alluded in the first section,  it is the  multi-layered  understanding of “Israel” = “persevering with subjector”  where  “persevering”  can 
either be  “persevering to remain faithful”  (= positively with Yahweh)  or  “persevering in rebellion”  (= negatively with Yahweh),  when a grouping of 
people have access to  “The Word of God”. 

This occurs over the three various epochs - 
1. Prior JC’s ministry;  2. The Gospel Age;  to yield  “The Early Adopters”  actively  rejecting  Satan’s methodology/heaven 
3. The Millennium.  to yield  “The Late Adopters”  actively  embracing  Yahweh’s Methodology/heaven. 

(1) “God’s Word part 1”,   (2) “God’s Word parts 1 and 2”   (3) All of God’s Word,  where it is  universally  put into practice. 
The summation of these three epochs represents   “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (at The Individual level  [being that of  “assessment”]),   where 
what is  “acceptable”  to Yahweh is  “Righteousness/Equality/Justice”  these terms describe just one aspect of Yahweh. 

What is  “righteous/equitable/just”  (to Yahweh’s Standards)?   
Present Scenario - 

All humans were subject to a decision made for them by Adam and Eve that resulted in annihilation for  all  descendants . 
This means  “The Personal Choice”  for   “Life or Annihilation”  had been  taken away  from us!    Not very fair! 
However JC in his mercy for his creation,  volunteered  his very existence,  to give us all,  one  new  opportunity to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
This now becomes a  personal  decision  –  that can be made when being fully educated  upon two methodologies. 
We experience Satan's methodology in the 1st part of our life,  and Yahweh's Methodology in the 2nd part of our life,  while being covered by 
JC's ransom sacrifice  “over The Great Sabbath Day”  of The Millennium.  “The Early Adopters”  can fulfil Yahweh's Desire during the 1st 
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part of their physical life,  while for the vast majority of people  (99.9+% of all people)  it requires the 2nd part of their physical life  (in The 
Millennium)  to ultimately reform and start imitating JC's lifestyle. 

We inductively reason - 
All people have been given The Information and are  freely  allowed to experience the results of their actions without Yahweh’s knowledge  
(6000 years now)  and then with Yahweh’s knowledge  (1000 years in The Millennium).  After which,  they are all allowed to make a  personal  
educated  decision  

Do they want to live in   (1) a perfect society,  or  (2) not?    
Then they   (1) live or   (2) die  [annihilated]  accordingly  (upon a  fully educated   personal  decision). 

To me  -  that is  perfect  “Righteousness”! 
During these stages Yahweh draws out by  election/selection  “The Remnant of Israel”  as  “Israel”  (being those people with  “The Word of God”)  as 
the term  “Israel”  changes it worldly  class/state  but still maintains  “The Definition”. 
“The Remnant”  (Isaiah. 10v20-22)  drawn out by  election/selection  as  being deemed righteous by Yahweh  are as follows - 

The Other Flock  (John.10v16)  =  The Ancient Worthies and prophets  prior to JC’s ministry.  
(To be giving  “The Word of God”  to deliver  “The Word of God”  [= JC]  by  given  prophecy  for  The 1st Advent). 

The  Small/Own  flock  (Luke.12v32, John.10v3)  of JCg  =  the TCs  taken out of The Gospel Age. 
(To be giving out  “The Word of God”  to deliver  “The Word of God”  [JCg]  by fulfilment  of prophecy  for  The 2nd Advent). 

Moreover,  these two flocks will combine  (John.10v16)  to feast together at Yahweh’s Table  (as  we are told  by JC during his ministry  Matt.8v11, etc.). 
And the final Remnant will be those perfected DNA fleshly bodied people of  “The Resurrected World”  who successfully learn  “Righteousness”  during 
The Millennium to become  “The Children”  of  “The Special Marriage”  (Eph.5v30-32)   between their parents  –  being JCg  (as the groom)  and the 
144000 TCs  (as the bride, Rev.21v2,9).   For this all to mechanically occur,  then JCg and the TCs have The Father,  Yahweh,  as  “The Matchmaker”  
making the union occur between the groom and bride over The Gospel Age  (by working with the selected TCs, Matt.20v16, 23, 22v14, etc.). 

Can the reader see the righteous logic behind all this? –   
All I am doing is  only  quoting The Bible  –  none  of this is a figment of my imagination!     
I have  not  invented anything  –  as do our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in their millions! 

Can the  very best  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  please dare to contradict me  –  I cordially invite them to by the email 
route given on this website,  noting the terms and conditions off the home page! 

But sadly,  NONE  of this is taught  by people who claim to represent Yahweh,  and yet they are paid by The World  not  to tell of this –  how bizarre!   
This information of which I teach  is  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” –  that JC taught  (Luke.4v16-19)  and instructed those individuals who follow  
(= imitate him)  to teach this unto The World and  then  “The End of The Gospel Age”  will occur  (Matt.24v14)  –  to herald in The Millennium,  when 
144000 TCs have proved themselves to The World! 
Thus in The Culmination,  “Israel”  = “persisting  (in righteousness)  with subjector”  will cover The Earth  (being   The Promised Land  of The Future 
for  all  humans  –  precisely as we are told in The Bible by metaphor of The Israelites leaving Egypt travelling in The Wilderness before Reaching The 
Promised Land of Canaan).  The number of allegories being  many of  thousands  between The Old and New Testament,  and then onto The Millennium,  
are utterly stupendous  –  that  clearly shows  The Bible  as having been sourced by The Intelligence that sourced The Universe  (unlike absolutely  all  
other religious manuscripts within The World)   –  how absolutely  mind-blowing  for us,  as mere cretins!   

Yet our supposed  worldly Christian   scholars/theologians  know or understand  none  of this  (it is just like a  foreign language to them)  –  
because they never  teach it,  else if they do know,  then they stand  doubly accountable  for knowing it and remaining silent (Luke.19.v20-22).    

Therefore   Are they true representatives for Yahweh?    
Obviously not,  and hence of their wholesale rejection by Yahweh  (Matt.22v11-13,  Luke.20v16, etc.,)   because they intrinsically rejected  “The Word of 
God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)   from making any personal reform in their life!   Yet use it to make a worldly living!   How hypocritically bad is that! 
A 4th Revision Addition. 
During my repeated iterations  (through my revisions)  to bring consistency to The Bible within people’s minds,  then I would like to draw attention to 
Rev.21v22  (as the only place in The Bible)  referring to  “The New Jerusalem”  representing the 144000 TCs. 

Is this an inconsistency within The Bible,  when everywhere else in The Bible suggests the following? 
1. The New Temple represents the 144000 TCs  (and JCg leading them). 
2. The New Jerusalem consists of The Prophets, Ancient Worthies,  and other support  staff/angels/etc. 

We must recognise The Sanhedrin  (Israel’s Law Makers and Judgment Seat)  consisting of 71 leaders of Israel resided in The Temple Complex within 
Jerusalem.  Therefore “The Temple”  was  “The Command and Control Centre”  (CCC)  of Jerusalem that itself  (consisting of administrators)  then 
issued out the enacted laws  (derived by The Sanhedrin)  to control all of Israel. 
It is most important to overlay the physical of the above with the spiritual significance of what will occur in The Millennium  (over 1000 years “covered 
by JC’s death” of  “The Great Sabbath Day”  demonstrating Yahweh’s perfect “Righteousness”  of His  “Acceptable Year”). 

The Temple/Sanhedrin  represents 144000 TCs and JCg. 
Jerusalem  (= City/Organisation of Peace)  represents The Organisation comprising of assistants (under the 144000 TCs)  distributed all 
around  “The Resurrected World”  to ensure Peace and Security abounds throughout all of society. 
Israel (= People who persevere with God/Subjector)  is  “The Resurrected World”  of  both  groupings of people. 

1. People learning “Righteousness”  -  being how to imitate JC’s deportment  (to edify our neighbour [to our own hurt]). 
2. People refusing “Righteousness”  -  preferring worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt) 

After stating the above – as it will occur in the very near future  (certainly at 2067 CE,  as the final incremental step of The Next Jubilee Year for Israel 
[because this is how Yahweh operates to demonstrate His Omnificence])  then let me explain this apparent contradiction at Rev.21v22. 
The best way is by means of examples as can be seen today within any organisation. 

It is stated that the  quality/operations/ethos  of a  school/company/country  is a reflection of its leaders – being how they behave. 
As an aside,  we can see how the attributes deteriorate within the example of school, company and then finally country as a reflection of its leaders! 
However in The Millennium,  by contrast to what occurs today with our country’s leaders,  we shall have Yahweh’s selected leaders,  having proven 
themselves to The World during the 1st part of their life as being truly  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
These 144000 world leaders are thus recognised by  “The Resurrected World”  as being truly worthy Leaders to rule over them – to guide Jerusalem,  
that itself administers over  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”,  and by consequence have assigned unto themselves legitimate authority to rule and demand respect 
– because this is how they operated in the 1st part of their life to  “Authority”.  They respected “Authority”  primarily that of Yahweh  (JC as The Word 
of God ruling their minds,  Rev.19v13, Luke.17v21)  and secondarily that of Mankind’s inasmuch they never rebelled against secular authority and 
proved themselves  “Model Citizens”  in their local environment  (as we are taught at Luke.13v1-5, Rom.13v1-7). 

By consequence,  these 144000 TCs demonstrably proved themselves  not  “to be hypocrites”  and thus exhibited themselves worthy to rule 
because they were  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology having taken upon themselves JCg to rule their minds. 

This is in direct counter to the leaders of The Present World taking upon themselves the methodology of the ruler for the last 6000 years over this world,  
being that of Satan (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  as we can witness  (by generalisation)  of their lies and deceptive lifestyle – hence preferring  “Darkness”  
to cover their tracks from  “Public Scrutiny”  ignoring Luke.12v2-3. 

After that fairly long preamble,  then how does this explain Rev.21v22? 
Quite simply  “The Qualities and Attributes”  proven within the 144000 TCs are downwardly reflected through into their support staff  (see Matt.11v11),  
being that of  “Jerusalem”,  therefore  “Jerusalem”  becomes assigned to  “the 144000 TCs”,  because it reflects the qualities of its leaders taking 
responsibility, accountability and ownership of what they lead. 
A similar comment was made by JC on his last journey south into Jerusalem – knowing that he would be murdered in about eight days by “The 
Professional Leaders of Religion”  on  “The Passover”. 
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“Oh Jerusalem, Jerusalem,  you that killed the prophets …”   (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34).  
JC was not specifically speaking about The City,  but rather he was speaking about the  conspiracies/plots/machinations  of  “The Religious Leaders”  
based within the  “CCC” (Sanhedrin in the middle of The Temple)  scheming the downfall of any opposition in  “The Land of Israel”  and then sent out 
their henchmen to execute their dastardly connived plan!   Much as they did to Judas (Matt.26v3-4, 14-15)  and their instruction to Saul (Acts.9v1-3). 

I hope that explains what initially appears to be a contradiction – but it is not. 
It simply is an expression at The End of The Bible telling us,  in The Culmination the 144000 TCs have compete control and authority over Jerusalem,  
but by contrast during The Gospel Age – the first goal for the TC is to be part of The Temple. 
2Cor.   6v17 og Therefore/Consequently  (you) issue/{come forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed  {from/out of}  
2Cor.   6v17 og (of the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  {of them}  
2Cor.   6v17 og also  (you be) {set off by boundary}/limited/excluded/appointed/divided/separated/severed,   
2Cor.   6v17 og (he) states/exclaims  (the) lord/master,   
2Cor.   6v17 og [Prophecy,  Isa.52v11 ]   Also  (of the) impure/unclean/foul (thing)  no/not/none  
2Cor.   6v17 og (you) {attach oneself}/{to touch (in relationships)};   
2Cor.   6v17 og {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  (will) {take into one’s favour}/receive  {specifically yourselves}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.10v20-22, 52v11  
2Cor.   6v17 = Therefore  you   (as “The Remnant” of Israel)   

{come out}/depart  {from out of}  of the  middle/amidst/among  {of them}   (as worldly thinking people  [of fleshly Israel]),   
also you be  divided/separated   (away from fleshly Israel by the methodology driving your mind) 
The  Lord/Master (Yahweh)  he  states/exclaims: 
Also  not  you  {attach yourself}/{touch (as a relationship)}   of the  impure/unclean/foul  thing   (worldly practices); 
(then, if so)  {I also}  will  {take into My favour}  {specifically yourselves}  (into My exclusive Family,  to become a future son of God). 

 

The  Lord/Master (Yahweh sourcing  “The Word of God” = JC)  states: 
  Therefore  (The Spiritual Remnant)  you come from out of the middle of them   (The  Fleshly/Animalistic  Minded  “Israel”), 
  also not you  (mentally)  attach yourself of the impure thing   (worldly methodology  [= underwritten by “Religion”;  hence Rev.18v4]) 
  (then by doing this)  I  (Yahweh)  will take specifically yourselves (TCs)  into My (Yahweh's)  favour   (to become a son of God). 
 

A 4th revision addition. 
Notice as I keep repeating almost to ad-nausea on this website  “FutureLife.Org” - 

JC and Paul (as do all the apostles)  use  “the physical”  to teach of  “the spiritual”. 
Simply the reason is,  humans cannot grasp “The Spiritual”  they need mental hooks to grasp  “The Physical”  to then understand the spiritual aspect,  
where it is all about  “Mind Reform”  away from the practices of the World that are presently to “self-indulge to the neighbour’s hurt”! 
This is exactly what Yahweh set up throughout the ages of the last 6000 years,  thousands of prophetic allegories are placed within the Tanakh given at 
the physical level which become expressed at the spiritual level in The Gospel Age and on into The Millennium.  Sadly,  our  worldly Christian  
leaders/theologians/scholars  seem to exhibit  “a brain deadness”  in their resolute rebuttal to the contents laying just under the surface level,  I just 
simply think it is their worldly sophisticated mind refuses to subject itself to The Omnificence of Yahweh!   I can only assume they consider themselves of 
superior mind to everyone else  - and that includes “God”,  so they place themselves in their ivory tower overlooking the peasants below them!    
Therefore,  they  must  repent,  first,  before they can truly imbue The Magnificence of what Yahweh has laid out before us in His Mighty Word  (exactly 
what John the Baptist said of them at Matt.3v7-10).  I realise this is a generalisation,  but only said in the manner as JC spoke of The Pharisees  (noting 
there was the odd exception). 
Returning to my older revisions. 
I know I seem to keep repeating verbatim   

“And this is not what we are taught by  worldly Christian Leaders”  –  because sadly,  again  it true!   
They spin The Truth in a manner to condone worldly practices as being part of God’s system  –  when The Bible distinctly tells us,  worldly practices are 
driven by Satan’s methodology  –  “for the self”.  
Again,  here in this verse we are told to  get out  of worldly practices  (condoned/magnified  by  “Religion”,  noting the advice at,  Rev.18v4),  and not to 
condone worldly practices.   I should have no need to list the  “1001 examples”  here where  worldly Christian leaders mix Yahweh’s Word in with The 
World to make The World appear to be “Okay”.  If a robust attack via the email route is given then I will launch into cited examples within the last 
decade  (just simply taken off the internet with a couple of phrases made through a search engine)  to show the veracity of what I state  –  perhaps I could 
then fill a small book! 
However,  the point being made is that    “TCs”  as  “The Remnant”  will be  elected/selected  out of Israel’  (= The Christian Nation)  during The 
Gospel Age to join Yahweh.   These elected individuals shall become part of His Family as the future  “Sons of Yahweh”,  and in The Millennium the  
resurrected people who  (1) repent  and then  (2) reform their lifestyle  to imitate JC  (during The Millennium)  shall become  “The Remnant”  taken out 
of 3rd Epoch Israel’  (= The Resurrected World).  They shall join Yahweh’s Family as  “Sons of JCg”  (and thus become the  “grandchildren of 
Yahweh”). 
In every instance  “The Remnant”  is to come out,  and away from people addicted to worldly practices that dominate this present worldly system 
(presently under Satan’s heaven/domain [singular])  –  so they,  as  “The Resultant of JC’s activities”,  might thus personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
2Cor.   6v18 og [Prophecy,  2Sam.7v8,14 ]   Also  (I [Yahweh]) {shall be}/{come to pass}  {to yourselves}  into/unto   
2Cor.   6v18 og (the) father/forebear, 
2Cor.   6v18 og also  {specifically yourselves}  (you) {shall be}/{come to pass}  {to me}/my/mine  into/unto  (the) sons   
2Cor.   6v18 og also  (the) daughters;   
2Cor.   6v18 og (he) states/exclaims  (the) Lord/Master   
2Cor.   6v18 og (the) {All Ruling}/{Absolute Universal Sovereign}/Almighty/Omnipotent. 
2Cor.   6v18 Also  I  (Yahweh)   {shall be}  the  Father  unto  {to yourselves},   

also  {specifically yourselves}  (TCs)   {shall be}  sons  also  daughters  unto  Me (Yahweh)  says  The Lord -   
The  Almighty/Omnipotent. 

 

Also I (Yahweh)  shall be  The (Adopting) Father  unto yourselves   (= “The Early Adopters” =   [1] The Prophets,   [2] 144000 TCs), 
also specifically yourselves (TCs)  shall be sons  also daughters unto Me  (Yahweh)   
says  The  Lord/Master  -  The  Almighty/Omnipotent  (Yahweh). 
 

Paul again quotes from the Tanakh where Yahweh is drawing out   “The Other Flock”  (John.10v16)  and JC’s  “The  Small/Own  Flock”  (Luke.12v32)  
from the two eras of  pre and post JC’s ministry.  When I state for simplicity  “Sons of God” in many places,  it must be understood there shall also be  
“Daughters of God”  as we read here  -  please see the most important note below.  The daughters  (like their spiritual brothers)  shall be those women 
through the ages who do  not  thrust themselves forward into high positions during the 1st part of their physical life and contravene any aspects contained 
within The Bible  (particularly as read in various places of the first epistle to the Corinthians).   The Bible tells us all people both “The Sons and 
Daughters”  must  operate in  genuine/sincere/unfeigned  humility by following precisely what The Bible instructs of them to stand any chance of 
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becoming a future  “Son of God”.  An example of how Yahweh’s daughters would behave,  would be like Sarah, the wife of Abraham.   This will be made 
perfectly clear to The World in The Millennium when all is publicised so clearly  (Luke.12v2-3),  being the highly honoured state Yahweh gives to these 
specific people  –  who  (personally)  took  The Last/Least  position in society today and  given  (by Yahweh)  The First/Most  position in society in The 
Millennium  (because they truly  have  the proven correct mindset built upon  “The Word of God”). 
A quick note on the term  “sons” and “daughters”. 
Upon our resurrection we all shall be neuters,  because the sole reason of genitalia is to fill The Earth  (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  and that has been successfully 
done when Yahweh carefully chose the number of 144000 TCs  to coincide with  “The Filling of The Earth”.  Therefore,  shall be no more procreation 
required,  and thus explains JC’s comments at Matt.22v30, etc.  Where we can reason this is  logical and sensible reasoning for the future,  counter,  to 
the obviously worldly sourced reasoning in the Quran that male martyrs will arrive in paradise to have  many  virgins for their ease!   Hardly likely,  and 
thus  obviously false,  because also this teaching sadly devalues  “women”  as being uniquely individual and a wonderful complement for men in a  one 
to one  equal  partnership  (Gen.2v20, 24)!     It seems,  “Religion”  just cannot get anything correct! 
 
 
44th Comment – Because of the promises  (gift/benefit/salvation)  yielding the  possibility  to be a future Son of God then: 
59th Instruction – The Brethren  (The Christian Nation)  having these promises must purify themselves away from all 
pollution of the  animalistic/carnal  mind  (of self-indulgence),  and gain the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of complete  
holiness/purity/innocence/{separate from this world of sin}   in deference to Yahweh and JC as  “The Word of God”. 
Once doing this  then  we become a TC as deemed by Yahweh  (and not fraudulent leaders claiming to represent Yahweh). 
60th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must  not  hurt/offend  (be unjust)  to other people  (over worldly issues)   
61st Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must  not  corrupt/waste  other people  (over spiritual issues). 
62nd Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must  not  defraud/{profit from}  other people  (over any issue).   
45th Comment – An interesting collection of instructions –  that our “Leaders of Religion” should care to read –  which is 
precisely why,  together with their nonsense exegesis, “Religion”  will become an embarrassment to sane reasoning minds 
hence in a few years “Religion” shall become wasted –  destroyed by secular forces as foretold in Rev. chapters 17-18. 
72nd Reasoning – The Brethren  (The Christian Nation)  is to imbue what TCs state to them,  to become TCs in their own 
capacity.  Because TCs have  not  wronged/hurt/offended,  ruined/wasted/defiled,  overreached/{made gain}/defrauded 
any human,  and thus they  can  be trusted  –  compare this with today’s leaders of  politics/religion/commerce! 
18th Good News – TCs sincerely  agapao/{edifying love}  people within their care,  their advice is given  not  to condemn 
but rather to edify and embolden The Brethren  (The Christian Nation)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of every individual. 
46th Comment – Paul stating:  “we die and yet live together”  is a rally call  to martyrs  and not to a general populace! 
With some 1/3 of the human populace calling themselves “Christians”  -  they are hardly likely to respond to this type of 
call –  and thus Paul is  only  speaking to  “The Early Adopters”  – who shall become the future martyrs for The Cause! 
Paul is after  Quality  for Yahweh’s Pleasure,  but because  “Leaders of Religion”  want  Quantity  to milk the returns for 
their  own  pleasure,  then they give  appeasing/alluring  soundbites to engage the worldly populace  (Matt.24v23-26)! 
2Cor.   7v1 og these/those (specifically)  Therefore/Then  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having    
2Cor.   7v1 og the  announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises,   (the) {dearly/well-loved}/beloved,   
2Cor.   7v1 og (let us) {to cleanse}/clean/purge/purify  {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]   
2Cor.   7v1 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) all (things)   
2Cor.   7v1 og (of the) stain/blemish/immorality/filthiness/defilement/pollution   
2Cor.   7v1 og (of the) flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded},   also  (of the)  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
2Cor.   7v1 og (the) {fulfilling further/completely}/executing/accomplishing/perfecting/performing   
2Cor.   7v1 og (the) sacredness/holiness  in  (to the [= within]) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/deference  (of the) God. 
2Cor.   7v1 = Therefore/Then  having  these  specific  announcements/pledges/promises,  the  beloved   (brethren aiming to become TCs);   

let us  cleanse/purge/purify  ourselves  off/away/from   
of the  all   (worldly)   defilement/filthiness/pollution  of the  {animalistic/carnal minded},   
also  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  {fulfilling completely}/perfecting/accomplishing  sacredness/holiness   (becoming pure) 
within the  awe/deference/fear/terror  of the  God (Yahweh). 

 

Therefore,  having these specific promises   ([1] the possibility to become  “The Heirs”  [2] The Millennium to reform  “The Inheritance”) 
the beloved   (Paul’s exhortation to the brethren  actively aiming  to become TCs) 
Let us   (an inclusive exhortation,  led by Paul’s example)   clean/purify  ourselves  away/from  all  (worldly)  defilement/filthiness 
of the  animalistic/carnal  mind   (being  “worldly methodology”  –  “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”,  that consumes our available time), 
also of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  accomplishing holiness   (become  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}) 
within the  awe/deference  of the God  (Yahweh)   (treat Yahweh with  The  Respect/Honour  He  deserves   [not  like a person of “Religion”]) 
 

Therefore,  having the promises that Yahweh will be our adopting Father and we  (as TCs)  are  able to become His sons and daughters.   
However,  this will  only  occur  if  -  as this verse tells us - 

We  as individuals  must  purify/cleanse/purge  our  animalistic/{carnal minds}  (operating to satisfy  “The Immediacy”)  away from all forms 
of defilement  -  being anything of  self-gratification  that hurts or harms our neighbour.  This means doing anything to  “get one over our 
neighbour”  in whatever form,  will damage our synapses construction with regards to Sonship,  and that is specifically  why  we must remove 
any form of  “one-upmanship”  from out of our mind.  In this manner worldly defilement is removed  –  while we are active in edifying our 
neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Thus we realise that  if  we are just teaching  “worldly yarns”  (as   “worldly Christianity”)  -  and 
being paid by The World to do so,  then  this is hardly  “edifying our neighbour to our own hurt”  to become future TCs!    
Clearly the neighbour is not being taught to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and we likewise are not fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  –  where,  we both 
being spiritually blind,   fall into the ditch  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39). 

Thus if we are imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  then in this manner our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  become the  one/same  with Yahweh who 
through  {Principle Love}/{edifying love}/agapao  desires to edify all entities within any society  (and ultimately  “The Society of The Universe”  
comprising of many forms of intelligent life). 
By changing our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  away from that of The World  (being the methodology of the 1st part of our physical life  –  as having 
nurtured since a child)  to become separate from the  reasoning/machinations/sin/imperfection  of The Present World,  then our reasoning becomes  
separated/holy/purified/blameless  in our  sincere/genuine  regard/reverence/awe  of Yahweh.  Clearly  if  our awe is not  sincere/genuine   then  we will 
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not be reformed!   Furthermore,  Yahweh having read our synapse construction mapping  (1Sam.16v7-13  for The Anointing of future kingship)  shall 
immediately know that we were  not  genuine  –  as He presently does with the  charlatan/iniquitous  and  worldly Christian leaders! 
Nonetheless, clearly there  are  some good Christian leaders,  and they  are  marked out to become Sons of God.  However the good Christian leaders as 
deemed by Yahweh will obviously  not  be the same Christian leaders being  “supposedly good”  and fawned over by The World  –  because Yahweh and 
The World use  totally different standards  to make The Judgement  (John.17v15-25)!   All as  we  are told  throughout The Bible  –  but  conveniently  
ignored by those leaders who claim to know  (for the worldly return in making such presumptuous and audacious assertions)! 
Thus our thoughts should follow  “The Law of JC”  (Mark.12v30-31)  which becomes demonstrated through our works to fulfil  “The Spirit”  behind   
“The Law of Moses”,  inasmuch our  “spirit”  (of JC’s Law)  drives our works  (of Moses’ Law).  Consequently,  worldly self-gratification,  being the 
love of money,  power,  prestige,  political advantage expressed as the basic selfish advantage over another person is removed from our  spirit  
(personality/desires/traits)  and thus we have become TCs where our lifestyle has become separate,  away from a lifestyle followed by worldly people.  
Because we are assiduously aiming to become TCs follow this methodology,  then we automatically become  The  Last/Least  within the present world  –  
and precisely why our leaders of today  (if unrepentant)  as  The First/Most  (political/religious/commerce)  in society today  are unable  to be leaders of 
The Millennium  –  they  use worldly methodology  to become leaders of The World that itself operates under “worldly methodology”!   

Can the reader understand this obvious inductive logic?    
Naturally,  this will not be taught by our leaders today  presently taking  The First/Most  in society  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.)! 
2Cor.   7v2 og (you) {be in (or) give space}/{to pass/enter}/hold/admit/contain/{have place}/receive  us/our/we;   
2Cor.   7v2 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)   (we have) {been unjust}/wronged/offended/hurt/suffered,   
2Cor.   7v2 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)   
2Cor.   7v2 og (we have) pined/waste/shrivel/wither/spoil/ruin/deprave/corrupt/defiled,   
2Cor.   7v2 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)     
2Cor.   7v2 og (we have) coveted/{overreached}/{gained an advantage}/defrauded/{made gain}. 
2Cor.   7v2 = You  {give room}/admit/space  to  us (TCs),    (accept/imbue  our teaching of  “The Word of God”  within your mind.) 

{not even one}  (person)   have  we  (TCs)   wronged/hurt/offended,   
{not even one}  (person)   have  we  (TCs)   wasted/corrupted/defiled/ruined,   
{not even one}  (person)   have  we  (TCs)   overreached/{gained advantage}/defrauded/{made gain}    (at the recipient’s expense)}. 

 

You  (brethren aiming to be TCs)  give room to us   (TCs)    (You brethren imbue God’s Word into your very existence,  by listening to us), 
not even one person have we (TCs)  wronged/hurt   (Can  any  “Leader of Religion”  truly state this?   Yahweh knows!),  
not even one person have we (TCs)  wasted/corrupted   (Can  any  “Leader of Religion”  truly state this?   Yahweh knows!), 
not even one person have we (TCs)  overreached/defrauded   (Can  any  “Leader of Religion”  truly state this?   Yahweh knows!). 
 

This verse prompts us to muse upon these questions - 
How many people can honestly say what was stated within that verse?  
Can our  worldly Christian leaders say the same thing,  when they have  comprehensibly corrupted “The Word of God”  to suit their lifestyle? 

I then think of the  charlatan Christian leaders exciting the crowd to then milk them of their money  –  it makes me so righteously angered  –  and this is 
one of the reasons why I have put all this work of 50,000+ hours of my own free time into this website  –  to awaken people from their slumbers! 
Then I cast my mind to other  worldly Christian leaders within the pomp and ceremony,  glorying in every minute of it from their adoring devotees and it 
makes me feel sick and disgusted,  when I compare that attitude to the honesty and sincerity with which JC and the apostles gave as  “The Word of God”  
to edify the crowds to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire rather than milk another generation for the present leaders’ self-gratification. 
However there  are  TCs as Christian Leaders  (in their own specific manner – as viewed by Yahweh),  and by contrast,  they are working in poverty at a  
“one to one”  personal level  in  “the front line”  with recipients who were  “poor in knowledge”  –  carefully explaining  “The Word of God”  by both 
word and deed.   These TCs are  “The Real,  and Great Christian Leaders”  who shall shine in The Millennium as  “master luminaries”  –  where being  
The Last/Least  now in society  –  they shall become  The First/Most  in society as  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.)  within The 
Millennium,  all as JC taught us at Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.! 
2Cor.   7v3 og No/Not/None  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {sentencing adversely}/condemning 
2Cor.   7v3 og (I) state/exclaim;   
2Cor.   7v3 og (I have) predicted/{said already}/foretold/{said before}  for,   
2Cor.   7v3 og because  in  to the [= within]  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of/from us}  {you are/belong},   
2Cor.   7v3 og into/unto  the  (to) {decease/die in company with}/{be dead with}  also  (to) {co-survive}/{live with}. 
2Cor.   7v3 = I state  not  toward  the  {sentencing adversely}/condemning   (yourselves),   

for   (as)   I  have  {said already}/foretold,   
because  {you are}  within  our  hearts/{seats of motivation}:    (we,  TCs,  are motivated for your salvation);   

unto/for  (us [TCs])   {to die in company}/{be dead together}   (with yourselves/brethren),   
also  (TCs + The Brethren)  {to co-survive}/{live together}. 

 

I state not towards the condemning   (of yourselves),   
               (Paul is only desirous to redirect them in a  “pre-audit”  before  “The Main Audit”  by Yahweh) 
for  (as)  I have said already 
because you are within our  hearts/{seat of motivation}   (TCs are correctly motivated  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”) 
for  (us  [TCs + brethren aiming to be TCs])   to die in company   (away from worldly methodology,  but live in Yahweh’s Methodology) 
also  (TCs + brethren aiming to be TCs)   to survive together   (live for an eternity,  internally operating upon Yahweh’s Methodology). 
 

The TCs are  not  motivated for self-gain  but are actively trying to save humans from worldly systemic decay that comes from pleasing  “The Self”.   
Start edifying our neighbour so they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire will not only save us,  but also save them!   

Thus,  by  accurately  explaining  “The Word of God”,  then people will understand they must die away from this present worldly methodology,  but in 
doing so,  they guarantee an everlasting existence upon their  awakening/rousing  into The Millennium. 
The TCs together,  form the  one/same  body of Christ  –  precisely imitating  his  ministry/lifestyle  as we are told in 2Cor.6v9.  
I must emphasise the TC does  not  do it for the works  -  but rather that the  “synapse construction”  becomes correctly mapped to become humble while 
edifying our neighbour  –  so that  “The Self”  becomes submissive  and  not  dominant.  Because  ONLY  in this state of complete humility can the  
“synapse construction” become   fully trustworthy  to correctly express Yahweh’s HS upon resurrection as a future Son of God.   Else, perhaps will 
occur  “the next Satan”  “on the loose”  at some point in the distant future  -  after  “The First Satan”  of the  “6000 year reign”  has been removed and 
placed in  “The Lake of Fire”,  Rev.20v10.  Please read my local commentaries  –  because  as usual,  this does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian 
leaders  erroneously teach us! 
 
47th Comment – TCs cheerfully go through much worldly  affliction/persecution  for The Brethren in their care,  to give 
hard advice for their wellbeing,  but also to boast in The Brethren’s growth to maturity (= to become TCs). 
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73rd Reasoning – The TCs will be genuinely joyous over The Brethren  ‘aiming to become TCs’  working hard to imitate 
their spiritual Elders who taught them earlier everything they knew.   Does this occur today in “Religion”,  –  perhaps it 
does and that is why the congregational members know  so little  about The Old and New Testaments! 
48th Comment – TCs and The Real Brethren are  lowly/humble/contrite  and take  The Last/Least  position within society. 
49th Comment – TCs will work continuously in their ministry having no relief and being persecuted by The Religious 
Authorities while they innocently promote The Gospel.  Battling against external threats and fearing what the next day 
might hold for them!   However,  Yahweh through JC will provide relief  (1Cor.10v13). 
Warning – repeat - Being a TC in Satan’s world will illicit  persecution/suffering/affliction  by imitating JC’s ministry,  
being principally  “Religious Leaders”  because only they are motivated to retaliate when having their hypocrisy exposed. 
Warning – repeat - Those people aiming to become TCs will also illicit  persecution/suffering/affliction  from The World 
for the same reason as TCs,  because  “The Public”  actively like or are indifferent to  Brethren/TCs  imitating JC. 
50th Comment – Those of The Brethren (= The Christian Nation)  who aim to become TCs will be yearning for The 
Millennium,  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire with much  ardour/zeal  that will cause earlier generation TCs to rejoice. 
2Cor.   7v4 og (The) many/much/plenteous  {to me}/mine  [= I have much]   
2Cor.   7v4 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {all out speaking}/frankness/bluntness/publicity/plainly   
2Cor.   7v4 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}.   
2Cor.   7v4 og (the) many/much/plenteous  {to me}/mine  [= I have much]   (the) {a matter of glorying/boasting/rejoicing}     
2Cor.   7v4 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves};   
2Cor.   7v4 og (I have been) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished   
2Cor.   7v4 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty,   
2Cor.   7v4 og (I am) {over/above super-abounding}/{beyond excelling/superfluous}/{abound much more}/exceedingly   
2Cor.   7v4 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy  over/upon/concerning  (to the) all (persons)  
2Cor.   7v4 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution  {of/from us}. 
2Cor.   7v4 = I have much  {plain speaking}/{boldness of speech}  towards  {specifically yourselves}.   

I have much  glorying/rejoicing/boasting/publicising  {for the sake/behalf  of}  {of yourselves}.   
I have been  {made replete}/{filled up}  in  the  solace/exhortation/comfort,   
I am  overflowing/abounding  with  the  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/joy  over/concerning  in  all  our  (TCs’)   affliction/persecution. 

 

I have much  plain/bold  speaking  towards specifically yourselves   (brethren,  to redirect your thinking back to “1st Century Christianity”). 
I have much  glorying/boasting  for the sake of yourselves   (brethren,  because you have improved since my other communication to you). 
I have been filled up in the  solace/comfort   (of your progression away from The World and  “on The Road”  to  “The Ideal Goal”  of Sonship) 
I overflow with the  cheerfulness/joy  concerning in all our (TCs’)  affliction   (to make possible your ecclesia, by your hearkening to us) 
 

Paul states from the beginning,  he is most pleased with the progression of The Brethren’s lifestyle  (if only the elders  –  rather than perhaps the 
delinquent ones  –  as stated in his 1st epistle to the Corinthians,  and at the end of this epistle). 
Paul then states to them,  it has been worth his while to suffer  affliction/persecution  from  “The Religious Authorities”  (following him around to 
ferment trouble)  -  and he  (Paul)  is most pleased with his TC’s lifestyle of  affliction/persecution  from  The World  has produced Brethren and possible 
future TCs.). 
Most importantly,   can we say the same of ourselves  -  as instructed at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.,  as did Paul at 2Tim.4v6-8? 

If not,  then  why  not? 
Who is stopping you? 

2Cor.   7v5 og also  For  (of the having) accompanied/appeared/come [plural]  {of/from us} [= we]   
2Cor.   7v5 og into/unto  Macedonia  {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)   (he/she has) taken/possessed/obtained/had   
2Cor.   7v5 og (the) relaxation/relief/eased/liberty/rest  the  flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}  {of/from us},   
2Cor.   7v5 og but  in  (to the [= within]) every (thing [way/side])   [= from whichever way, from every side] 
2Cor.   7v5 og (the being) {to be crowded}/afflicted/narrowed/thronged/{suffered tribulation}/troubled;   
2Cor.   7v5 og externally/outside/outward/without  (the) {to battle}/controversies/fightings/strivings   
2Cor.   7v5 og {from inside/within}  (the) alarms/frights/fears/terrors/awe/reverence/dreads. 
2Cor.   7v5 = For  also   (since)   we  (TCs)   accompanied/came  into  Macedonia,   

{not even one}  {of us}  (TCs)   has  taken/possessed/had  rest/relief/liberty/ease  of the  flesh/body,   
but  within  all  things  the being  crowded/{suffered tribulation}/troubled/afflicted,   
outside/external  the  battling/striving,    (against personal attacks from  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”),   
{from  within/inside}  the  alarms/fears/frights.    (of personal worries about their physical death initiated by  “Leaders of Religion”). 

 

For  also  (since)  we (TCs)  came into Macedonia,  not even one of us (TCs)  has taken rest of the  flesh/body, 
but within all things the being  crowded/troubled/afflicted   (from all angles) 
external battling   (rebuffing attacks from  “Leaders of Religion”  instigating trouble to suppress  “1st century Christianity”  from gaining a foothold) 
from inside  alarms/fears   (personal worries of possible physical hurt sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  “protecting their patch”). 
 

This verse tells us very clearly  “The Worldly Religious Representatives”  dislike TCs  (just as John.16v1-4 tells us),  – precisely as Paul performed when 
he was Saul operating for  “The Religious Authorities”  (Acts.8v1-3, 9v1-2)!   Exactly as we have all witness throughout The Gospel Age  (John Wycliffe, 
William Tyndale to name a notable two)!   But the difference is that Saul,  became Paul,  and he sincerely repented and  then did something about it  –  
to become one of the greatest apostles  (= The 12th  personally invited  by JCg – Acts.9/22v3-12, 1Cor.15v8),  desperately striving  to undo  what he had 
done earlier  (1Tim.1v12-16, Gal.1v13-14,  etc.)! 
2Cor.   7v6 og But  the (one [specific god])   
2Cor.   7v6 og (the) {setting beside}/{calling near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseeching/exhorting/ 

/entreating/urging/comforting   
2Cor.   7v6 og the (persons [TCs/Brethren])  depressed/lowly/humble/{low esteem}   
2Cor.   7v6 og (he) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated{urged/comforted   
2Cor.   7v6 og us/our/we,  the  {specific god},  in  to the [= within]  parousia/presence/coming  (of the) Titus; 
2Cor.   7v6 = But  “the specific god”  {calling near}/beseeching  the  (people  [TCs/The Brethren])  lowly/humble/{low esteem}   
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He  {called near}/beseeched/comforted  us  (TCs)   within the  coming/presence  of  the Titus. 
 

But  “the specific god”  calling near the  lowly/humble  people   (TCs and Brethren). 
He called near us (TCs)  within the  presence/coming  of Titus   (Titus becoming a TC to further Yahweh’s Desire in the aiding of the brethren). 
 

Again  “the specific god”  is used as the double pointer depending to whom the  “lowly/humble/{low esteem}”  might be. 
If they are  “TCs or The Active Brethren”  then it is Yahweh,  but those people of The World who are  “poor in spirit”  (= actively  searching  for The 
Truth)  then it is JCg who shall knock at their door  (Rev.3v20)  to sup with them  (so that they might enter into  “The Brotherhood”). 
Note the use of the word  “coming/presence”  by Paul here,  being the  “controversial”  word  “parousia”,  only to be as such because some members of 
the religious community have absolutely  no  understanding as to  why  it is specifically used  (pleased see  “coming”  and  “presence”  in glossary)! 
It is specifically used for the reason it is given  –  it means  “Presence”  and  “Coming”  in either order for the same recorded event! 

What do I mean?  -  How can it be used for the same recorded event? 
Either there is  “To Come”  or just  “The Presence”? 
The answer is  both  “Yes and No”. 

The point I am trying to stir up within the mind is that in a human sense,  “They Come”  being  “The Event”,  but because of their  
character/charisma/{wealth of knowledge}  they have such an effect on the people that the specific person leaves  “Their Mark”  upon the congregation.  
Consequently,  when  he/she  physically leaves the congregation,  he/she  has left a  “long lasting impression”  upon the congregation  –  the person has 
left  “The Presence”  behind within that congregation because of  “The Event”  having occurred. 
That is with a human  “coming”  and leaving a  “presence”. 

Within a specific individual during The Gospel Age,  then  JCg as having the  “parousia”  within us  -  is the other way around! 
JCg  as  “The Word of God”  has a permanent  “Presence”  within a TC during the 1st part of their physical life  through  “The Word of God”  
(Rev.19v13)  having been carefully imbued to yield  “The Real Faith” (through the required 3 stages)  to purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life.   
However,  when the TC dies  (becomes “asleep”),  the next thing they immediately understand upon their  “awakening/rousing/resuscitation” (= 
resurrection)  would be “The Coming” of JCg at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= JCg’s 1st 2nd C)  to collect his Bride of 144000 TCs  (Isa.66v8, 1Pet.2v9) 
becoming  kings/priests  in their own right,  ready for  “The General Resurrection”  of fleshly people  (perhaps in 100 year stages,  Isa.65v20)  into The 
Millennium starting some 3.5 years later. 
2Cor.   7v7 og no/not/none  merely/alone/only  And  in  to the [= within]  parousia/presence/coming  (of the) him,    
2Cor.   7v7 og but  also  in  to the [= within]  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/encouragement   
2Cor.   7v7 og {to whom/which}   
2Cor.   7v7 og (he was) {called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/comforted   
2Cor.   7v7 og over/upon/concerning  {to yourselves},   
2Cor.   7v7 og (the) announcing/declaring/reporting/showing/speaking/telling  {to us}  the  {of yourselves}   
2Cor.   7v7 og (the) {longing for}/{earnest/vehement desire},  the  {of yourselves}  (the) moaning/lamination/mourning,   
2Cor.   7v7 og the  {of yourselves}  (the) zeal/passion/ardour/drive/motivation/devotion   
2Cor.   7v7 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of me}/my/mine,  thus/{insomuch that}   
2Cor.   7v7 og I/me/my  (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  
2Cor.   7v7 og (to be) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting. 
2Cor.   7v7 = And  not  merely/only  within the  coming/presence  of the  him (Titus),  

but  also  within the  comfort/exhortation/consolation  {to which}  he  (Titus)   
was  {called near}/exhorted/entreated  over/concerning  {of yourselves}   (Brethren), 
the  announcing/declaring/reporting/speaking  {to us} (TCs)     (Titus reported back to Paul and the other TCs) 
{of your}  (the Brethren)   longing/{earnest desire},     (= to fulfil Yahweh's Desire by aiming to become TCs) 
{of your}  moaning/longing/anguish,    (= hardships brought upon them by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
the  zeal/passion/ardour  {of yourselves}  {on behalf}/over  of  me    (The Corinthians deep appreciation towards Paul for his teaching) 
insomuch  that  I rejoice  even more.    (Paul is pleased they are  (1) aiming to become TCs and  (2) thanking Paul for his ministry to them) 

 

And not only within the  coming/presence   ([1] physically  and  [2] what spiritually remained)  of him   (Titus = a “next generation” TC), 
but  also within the  comfort/exhortation/consolation  to which he was called near  concerning yourselves  
announcing to us   (TCs   Paul, Peter, John, Apollos, etc.)   of your  (the Corinthian Brethren)   earnest desire   (to become future TCs) 
of your  moaning/anguish   (of hardships perpetrated by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”), 
of your  zeal/passion/ardour  on behalf of me   (The Corinthian brethren had great regard for Paul and of his teaching) 
insomuch that I rejoice even more   (Paul is pleased that they are  [1] aiming to be TCs  [2] they appreciate what Paul has done for them). 
 

Paul had a high regard for Titus,  calling him his  (spiritual)  son,  and became Paul’s emissary to The Brethren in Corinth carrying this epistle to them.  
Thus,  Titus perhaps like Apollos would be extraordinarily strong in  “The Real Faith”  having full  accurate  Knowledge,  Assurance and practised 
Fidelity in what he knew to be classed as a TC.  Titus was called to The Corinthians and brought comfort to them and was then able to tell Paul when 
reconnected in Macedonia,  the Corinthian Brethren thought very highly of Paul  (which Paul returns his appreciation in this return letter). 
 
51st Comment – TCs must give instruction for guidance and it is painful for the recipient  (and equally so for the TC)  but 
the joy that comes from the  readjustment/reform  greatly outweighs the initial painful correction period. 
Sadly,  this does  not  occur within  worldly Christian communities,  but the much worse occurs,  abominable practices are 
condoned or covered-up  especially within and among the  (iniquitous)  Christian leaders of these worldly communities! 
63rd Instruction – It is a requirement,  TCs must guide those people of whom they are responsible –  and on occasions it is 
painful –  but correction must be metered out –  for the recipient’s own good if they are desirous to reform.  Else they 
should be rejected  (as stated Paul at 1Tim.1v20, etc.,)  during the 1st part of their physical life – because they have The 
Millennium as the last opportunity,  being that of the 2nd part of their physical life within which to reform. 
74th Reasoning – We must understand, Yahweh is seeking His 144000 TCs,  He cannot have dissidents spoiling  (at both 
extremes)  the flock away from the required correction – in an ideal ecclesia.   Most churches are  far from ideal  and thus 
allowed to sink into the mire of worldly  myth/hearsay/methodology, -  with the leaders to be held  culpable/accountable. 
52nd Comment – Grief is a painful emotion and forces people to work hard within things they might otherwise reject! 
Likewise TCs are motivated to edify those people in their charge and it must occur,  else TCs become culpable to Yahweh 
for not providing the necessary correction within  “the children”  (The Brethren  weak/new  in  “The Real Faith”).  
75th Reasoning – The mind that grieves for  “Righteousness”  shall lead to salvation for those people involved,  but the 
mind that causes grief within The World will result in death  (for the perpetrator). 
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20th Warning – Those people claiming to represent Yahweh and are not prepared to correct their congregational members 
in matters of  “The Word of God”  are delinquent  –  and thus,  do  not agapao  their spiritual children!   
Though they might put on the wonderful endearing smile  –  with wonderful soundbites oozing out of their mouth and yet 
these leaders are entirely rejected by Yahweh,  because they are only fulfilling their desire and not Yahweh's Desire. 
2Cor.   7v8 og Because  if  also  (I) {saddened/distressed/grieved/heavy/sorrowed  (from)  pain/distress/trouble/affliction}   
2Cor.   7v8 og {specifically yourselves}  in  to the  [= within]  {written message}/epistle/letter,  no/not/none   
2Cor.   7v8 og (I) {change my judgment after past events/conduct}/{care afterwards}/regret/repent [middle voice],   
2Cor.   7v8 og if  also   
2Cor.   7v8 og (I) {changed my judgment after past events/conduct}/{cared afterwards}/regretted/repented [middle voice],   
2Cor.   7v8 og (I) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}  for  because  the  {written message}/epistle/letter   
2Cor.   7v8 og {that one}/those,   
2Cor.   7v8 og if  also  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}   
2Cor.   7v8 og (it) {saddened/distressed/grieved/heavy/sorrowed  (from)  pain/distress/trouble/affliction}   
2Cor.   7v8 og {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor.   7v8 = Because  if  also  I  grieved/sorrowed  {specifically yourselves}  within the  letter/epistle,    (If you were grieved by my letter) 

not  I  personally  regret/repent,     (Not I repent over shocking you into reform) 
also  if  I  personally  regretted/repented     (However I repent for distressing you in so many areas) 
for  I  behold,  because  {that one}  letter/epistle   (being his 1st Letter to The Corinthians) 
also  it  grieved/sorrowed  {specifically yourselves}  if  (only)  toward/for  a  (period of)  time.      (= only short enough to cause necessary 
reform) 

 

Because if  also I grieved specifically you within my  (first)  epistle   (= if I upset you in my first epistle,  then it was necessary), 
not I personally regret  (because it was necessary that I should chastise and redirect  you back to  “1st Century Christianity”  to drive your mind), 
also if I personally  regretted  for I behold,  because that one letter  (= it hurts me equally to chastise you in that specific letter) 
also it grieved specifically you if  (only)  toward the portion of time  (being the period of digesting its implications over your whole life). 
 

Paul is stating that he does not regret writing the 1st letter that distressed The Brethren over their behaviour because it brought reform upon them  –  
guided them back onto the  tight road’  of the  “small gate”  (Matt.7v12-14).  But Paul states that he does regret the distress it brought for a short 
period of time before The Brethren understood how they must bring about internal personal reform  –  hence v9. 
It is hard and difficult to bring about the necessary reform,  –  but those persons who care about the recipient’s  wellbeing  will trouble themselves to 
speak out with  “Agape Love” (of charity works/time)  driven through  “Agapao love”  (by principle of The Mind)  to promote edifying reform. 
2Cor.   7v9 og Now/Presently/Immediately  (I) {am cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting [pres.]   
2Cor.   7v9 og no/not/none  because  
2Cor.   7v9 og (you were) {saddened/distressed/grieved/heavy/sorrowed  (from)  pain/distress/trouble/affliction},    
2Cor.   7v9 og but  because   
2Cor.   7v9 og (you were) {saddened/distressed/grieved/heavy/sorrowed  (from)  pain/distress/trouble/affliction}     
2Cor.   7v9 og into/unto  (the) {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance;   
2Cor.   7v9 og (you were) {saddened/distressed/grieved/heavy/sorrowed  (from)  pain/distress/trouble/affliction}   
2Cor.   7v9 og for  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) God [Yahweh],   
2Cor.   7v9 og that  in  (to the [= within]) {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
2Cor.   7v9 og (you may) injured/{experience detriment}/{receive damage}/{suffer loss}  {from/out of}  {of/from us}. 
2Cor.   7v9 = Now  I  {am cheerful/glad}/rejoice,  not  because  you  (Brethren)   were  distressed/grieved/sorrowed,    (for a little while),   

but  because  you were  distressed/grieved/sorrowed  unto  the  reformation/repentance,    (for a personal lifestyle improvement),   
for  you were  distressed/grieved/sorrowed  according  to the  God    (being of His requirements) 
that  within  nothing  you  {may suffer loss}/{experience detriment}  {from out of}  {of us} (TCs). 

 

Now I am cheerful,  not because you (brethren)  were distressed   (for a time,  while you considered how to reform your life), 
but because you were distressed unto repentance   (from fledgling  worldly Christianity and back to “1st Century Christianity” as taught by Paul) 
for you were distressed according to God   (you were distressed in a godly manner,  you determined your actions to be faulty,  as would Yahweh) 
that within nothing   (being what is required to achieve  “The Goal”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”)   
you  (brethren)  may suffer loss from out of us   (the TCs have given everything they can to edify their neighbour to the TC's hurt). 
 

Thus Paul now rejoices  (not for the short period The Brethren grieved,  but)  because The Brethren  (those people who hearkened)  were self-motivated 
unto repentance according to Yahweh’s requirements of humans  –  so The Brethren might not be  cut-off  from the Apostles. 
Paul is stating,  he is pleased the people who positively responded preferred to  repent/reform  so they might stay in  “The Real Faith”  of “1st Century 
Christianity”  along with the TCs,  thereby possibly achieving their ideal goal of  “Sonship to Yahweh”.  

It must be stated,  Yahweh requires every one of us to repent from our present worldly lifestyle of self-indulgence. 
Thus,  the TC tells “The Truth”  “as-it-is”,  including the future suffering to be faced by The Brethren from the worldly representatives of  “Religion”.  
The Truth must be told,  -  not only from our previous lifestyle practices  (in this verse)  but also what to expect from The World  (given elsewhere and 
either side of this verse).  This allows The Brethren to realise that   “much is expected of them”.   

Sadly,  this is  NOT  preached/taught/explained  today within  worldly  Christian congregations,  but just the “nice bits” = half  the message!  
To preach  half  The Truth is  not  Yahweh’s Desire of us,  (aiming to become TCs)  and thus a twisted message is given,  which helps no-one,  thereby 
the seduced recipients are  “suffering loss”  in the hands of our millions of  worldly Christian leaders  (Matt.23v13)!   
Sadly,  “half-truths”  merely fuel  self-indulgence  within the minds of the recipients of the  one sided  and thus  unbalanced message,  given by 
“Religion”.  Thus,  modern  worldly Christian leaders are  NOT  teaching/practising  this verse  –  for which they will need to answer before JCg upon 
their “awakening/rousing” (= resurrection). 
2Cor.   7v10 og the (sadness)  for  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) God  (the) sadness/grief/heaviness/sorrow   
2Cor.   7v10 og (the) {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance  into/unto   
2Cor.   7v10 og (the) rescue/deliverance/salvation/health/safety   
2Cor.   7v10 og (the) irrevocable/{without repentance}/enduring/unregrettable   
2Cor.   7v10 og (it) accomplishes/performs/finishes/fashions/{works out};   
2Cor.   7v10 og the (sadness)  and  of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/life  
2Cor.   7v10 og (the) sadness/grief/heaviness/sorrow  (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality   
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2Cor.   7v10 og (it) accomplishes/performs/finishes/fashions/{works out}. 
2Cor.   7v10 = For  the  (mind having)   grief/sadness  according  to  the  God    (being a repentance unto Yahweh's Requirements) 

it  accomplishes/performs/{works out}  unto  the  reformation/repentance  (of)  the  irrevocable/enduring  deliverance/salvation;    
and  the  (mind having)  grief/sorrow  of the  World    (never able to satisfy ever increasing lusts sourced by The World) 
it  accomplishes/performs/{works out}  the  death/fatality. 

 

For the sadness   (presently recognising our failures)   according to the God   (regretting our former life that is alien to Yahweh's Methodology) 
it accomplishes the  repentance/reformation   (of the mind,  yielding a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  away from The World unto Yahweh) 
unto the enduring salvation   (a worthy  “synapse construction”  that can last forever in a perfected body  -  where both together = “soul”); 
and the sadness   (of our future,  when reasoning according to)   of the world   (never able to satisfy self-indulgent lusts,  to our neighbour's hurt) 
it accomplishes death   (by an unworthy synapse construction  that must be destroyed,  else society wholly degenerates from within,  by its members). 
 

Paul is teaching us to reform our lifestyle through correction and adjustment.  Thus if we are  grieved/saddened  because we are falling short of 
Yahweh’s standards then this will cause us to repent of our worldly methodology and reform ourselves to imitate JC’s  Golden/Kingly  Standard of a 
Lifestyle that Yahweh would desire to maintain within us for an eternity. 
However the converse to this would be if we  grieved/saddened  because we are falling short of gaining what we can from The World by operating 
according to its methodology being that of self-indulgence, hedonism,  one-upmanship, consumerism,  where we desire all the things that The World 
offers.  Inasmuch moaning   “Why we cannot have the latest thing ...   All my friends have it ... why can’t I?” – etc.  This sort of attitude does not deliver  
repentance/readjustment  to Yahweh's Standards,  but rather fulfils  “The Desire of The World”  and thus  works/labours  to  Death/{The Deadly result}. 
Thus being another verse in The Bible that tells us it is  demonstrated  works of a complete life change to show  “Real belief”,  and  not  just having a 
“presumed belief”  in JC without  “The Necessary Works”,  and neither of  “The Required Readjustment”  in our personal  lifestyle/deportment. 
As typical,  our supposed millions of  errant worldly  Christian leaders  falsely teach  “we are only saved on faith and not works”  totally alien  to what 
The Bible  “really tells us”  ignoring what  “Real Faith”  means and what we are specifically taught at James.2v16-26.   It is this twisted spin on God’s 
Word that Yahweh detests and consequently,  spurns these false teachers  (beloved by their worldly Christian devotees)  away from His presence. 

I explain in great detail elsewhere,  how works are an  outward expression  of what occurs within the mind,  being exactly what The Bible 
teaches us,  thus  without the correct works,  then  “the faith is dead (meaningless)”  (to quote James). 

 
53rd Comment – TCs within their own ministry will see the active Brethren become equally motivated in The Ministry 
work because they too  “grieve for righteousness”  to pervade over all The Earth.      They being:- 
Defensive for Yahweh’s Word;  indignant for the sin operating within The World;  fearful of The Lord;  lusting for The 
Expectation of The Millennium;  passion to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire;  avenging the pandemic lies given in The Name of God 
(Yahweh);  thus in all things  The Active Brethren  (active Christian Nation)  are commended in the purity of their work. 
2Cor.   7v11 og behold/lo/look/see  For  it/same (thing)  that/this/there/here,   
2Cor.   7v11 og the (thing)  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) God   
2Cor.   7v11 og (to be) {saddened/distressed/grieved/heavy/sorrowed  (from)  pain/distress/trouble/affliction}    
2Cor.   7v11 og {specifically yourselves},   
2Cor.   7v11 og {how much}/{what amount}/{how great}  (it) accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{worked out}  
2Cor.   7v11 og {to [= in/with/by/on] yourselves}  (the) haste/dispatch/earnestness/diligence/eagerness/forwardness,   
2Cor.   7v11 og but  (the) {plea/apology}/{answering oneself}/defence,   
2Cor.   7v11 og but  (the) indignation/resentment/umbrage/chagrin,   
2Cor.   7v11 og but  (the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence/dread,   
2Cor.   7v11 og but  (the) {longing for}/{earnest/vehement desire},    
2Cor.   7v11 og but  (the) zeal/passion/ardour/drive/motivation/devotion,   
2Cor.   7v11 og but  (the) satisfaction/vengeance/punishment/{retributive justice}/avenge.   
2Cor.   7v11 og In  (to the [= within])  all (things)   (you) {set together}/{introduced favourably}/approved/commend/exhibit   
2Cor.   7v11 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]   (the) clean/innocent/modest/perfect/chaste/pure  {to be/exist}   
2Cor.   7v11 og in  to the [= within]  affair/deed/business/matter/thing. 
2Cor.   7v11 = For  (you)  behold/look/observe  this same thing, 

{specifically yourselves}  to be  distressed/grieved/saddened  according to  the  God  (Yahweh), 
{how much}  it  accomplished/{worked out}/performed  the  earnestness/diligence/eagerness  in  yourselves,   
but  the  defence,    (for God’s Word),   
but  the  resentful/indignant,    (of worldly sin operating around you),   
but  the  fearful/terrified,    (a very deep respect for God and JCg to follow Their requirements of each and every one of us humans),   
but  the  longing/lusting,    (for The Expectation of The Inheritance in The Millennium),   
but  the  zeal/passion,    (in the determination to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire),  
but  the  avenging/retribution/punishment.    (to replace Satan’s pandemic lying message,  with Godly Truth).  
Within  all  things  you  (are)  commended/approved  to  be/exist   pure/chaste/clear/clean  within  the  affair/business/matter. 

 

For  (you)  behold this same thing   (of taking careful note over this requirement to think and reason like Yahweh), 
specifically yourselves to be distressed according to the God   (realised of your backsliding into the world,  and wanted to change your ways), 
how much eagerness   (exercising  “The Real Faith”  once inculcating  “The Word of God”)   
accomplished in yourselves   (changing your direction and returning to imitate the actions of the TCs,  who likewise,  imitate JC), 
but the defence   (for Yahweh's Word,  noting Mark.8v38) 
but the indignant   (at worldly operations destroying  [1] humanity and  [2] the planet) 
but the fearful   (of Yahweh's Omnipotence) 
but the lusting   (for  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  of The Millennium) 
but the passion   (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire of us,  as individuals) 
but the avenging   (to replace “Religion”  [of whatever]  with  “1st Century Christianity”) 
within all things  (done,)  you  (aiming to be TCs)  are approved to be  pure/chaste  within the business   (that TCs do every day to imitate JC). 
 

An interesting verse that can be read two ways  –  but drawing to the same conclusion upon the last comment! 
Both the standard interpretations and my interpretation add to the original Greek. 
The traditional interpretation suggests that Paul is commending the Corinthians for remaining out of  “worldly vices”  listed above. 
However,  I think this seems a  “limp interpretation”  of what Paul is saying to the Corinthians. 
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I would like to think that Paul is being more proactive in his commendation to The Corinthians in the manner I suggest in the parenthesis above! 
The crux of the matter is that Paul has possibly three basic groupings within The Corinthians - 

3. The elders  –  being the leaders,  to whom Paul is addressing this letter –  and they are sincerely trying to become TCs. 
4. The spoilers  –  being dissidents who require significant correction -  of which Paul is trying to get those of (1) to deal with (2). 
5. The passives  –  being perhaps the greater majority  –  of whom Paul is trying to exhort,  excite and motivate to become TCs. 

Pretty much what we have in any congregation today  –  with  one very big  difference! 
The elders were  selected by 1st and 2nd generation TCs  (Peter, Paul  and then,  Timothy, Titus, under the guidance given in the epistles 1 and 2 Timothy, 
and Titus),  but today,  the  “elders”  are  selected by The World to give what The World wants to hear –  rather than what Yahweh wants to hear taught!   
Therefore,  Christendom today has effectively removed JCg as “The Goal”  for us to imitate  (by the filter of Rev.22v18-19)  to now have become 
rudderless and become  “all things to all men”.  Perhaps like Hinduism,  following any deviant lifestyle driven by worldly methodology  –  being  “The 
Idols”  (1John.5v20)   we choose to place within our mind  –  usurping JCg to become our betrothed  (Matt.25v1-12)! 
After these important observations,  then I ask  “The Reader”  to think carefully upon these things  

Replace Paul with a  worldly Christian leader. 
Replace the Brethren here with more or less  any  worldly Christian congregation from one extreme  (charismatic)  to the other (Roman 
Catholic)  –  or from any other of the 43,000 schisms being  viewed/judged  by Yahweh.  

Then ask yourself    
Does the  worldly Christian Leader speak to their congregations as Paul did to The Brethren in this letter and his earlier letter? 
Then ask   Why not? 
Then ask   If not,  then  how  can the  worldly Christian Leader be   1Cor.4v16, 1Cor.11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.  ? 
Furthermore,  some of these leaders pick and mix what they want to preach about Paul’s writings,  disowning themselves from some of them! 

This is  “the sharp speaking”  I am trying to bring to The World  –  to  wake-up  The World into fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  so The Millennium might 
come more swiftly because  “The True Message”  has been taught all to The World  (Matt.24v14),  thereby assisting Yahweh to have filled His 
prophesied quota of 144000 TCs.   This will allow Him to righteously move to  “The Next Stage of His Plan of Human Redemption”  (because it has  not  
yet finished with JC’s ransom sacrifice).   It is very important to understand this,  The Gospel Age is simple Phase 1 of Yahweh’s Plan for Human 
Salvation,  to gain “The Worthy Early Adopters”  to become future world Leaders of The Millennium.   Phase 2 for Human Salvation is the most 
significant for The World  (some 99.9+% of the approximate 6000 year population)  to draw out  “The Late Adopters”  while covered by JC in his Death 
over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (prophetic allegory to The Millennium). 
Therefore we can see how Paul is motivating The Brethren to become TCs  in their own right  –  just as  worldly Christian leaders  should  be doing to 
their “own flocks”  noting John.10v1-14 regarding robbers and hirelings)  –  thereby bringing them into  “The Small Flock of JC”  (Luke.12v32). 
These  “Religious Leaders”  must not keep these flocks as being separate groups  (divisions/schisms/etc.)  passive so they might be easily milked of their 
worldly patronage and thus remaining as part of The World under the very careful guidance of  “the thief”  (being through his cohorts),  by stealing 
these remote flocks away from JC  (John.10v1-6)! 
Quite frankly as far as Yahweh is concerned    If we turn-up to a social group,  say sweet words about God,  sing a few songs and then go back home 
again,  then regarding Yahweh’s view of this,  –  we need not have bothered  –  as  regard to fulfilling His specific Desire during The Gospel Age! 
That is why,  the religious leaders promoting this apathy are considered  “delinquent house masters”  worthy of many stripes  (Luke.12v46-48)! 

Why  does the reader think this 2000 years or so,  is supposedly called  “The Gospel Age”? –   
Why  does the reader think  “churches”  should really be called  “ecclesia”  =  “a Calling Out”  in an assembly of people  (The World)? 

Because we are certainly  not  getting it from our  worldly Christian Leaders  –  except to promote their own  “little empire”  (flock)  upon which to feed!   
I am exceedingly desirous for some  worldly Christian leaders to challenge me on this by the email route given on this website noting the terms and 
conditions  –  so I might answer most forcefully with innumerate examples publicly by return! 
But note   The  are  a  few  Christian leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  but we need to actively find them  –  for they are  actively  trying to find us! 
Please use the tools given on this website to  competently audit  Christian Leaders and then stay with the good ones  –  who,  themselves,  will actually 
expect you not to remain as spiritual children,  but rather to replace them! 
 
64th Instruction – TCs will give considered advice from outside the congregation and expect The Elders of The Brethren to 
administer appropriate course of action because they are closer to the situation and best able to judge the nuances of any 
particular problem.  In this manner the elders are being trained to become TCs to a competent level  (1Cor.6v2). 
19th Good News – The positive  adjustment/reform  of people in their charge gives much  comfort/consolation  to the TC. 
76th Reasoning – The TCs bring instruction and guidance  (both pleasing and painful)  to The Brethren because they are 
sincerely motivated for the Brethren's edification to become truthful future representatives of Yahweh.  This sincerity 
expressed by the TCs in their  diligence/earnest/carefulness  is witnessed by Yahweh in His 1st Judgement of the TCs. 
2Cor.   7v12 og Therefore/Thus  if  also  (I) wrote/scribed/engraved  {to yourselves},   
2Cor.   7v12 og no/not/none  {on account of}/{by reason of}/{for the sake of}  of the (person [hurtful perpetrator])   
2Cor.   7v12 og (of the) {being unjust}/{doing wrong}/offending/hurting/{making suffer},     
2Cor.   7v12 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  {on account of}/{by reason of}/{for the sake of}   
2Cor.   7v12 og of the (person [victim])   (being) {unjustly treated}/wronged/offended/hurt/{made to suffer},  
2Cor.   7v12 og but  {on account of}/{by reason of}/{for the sake of}  of the  [us]   
2Cor.   7v12 og (to be) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest/plain}/declared/revealed    
2Cor.   7v12 og the  haste/dispatch/earnestness/diligence/eagerness/forwardness  {of/from us}   
2Cor.   7v12 og the  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves}   
2Cor.   7v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor.   7v12 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
2Cor.   7v12 = Thus if  I also  write  {to yourselves},  

not  (it was) {by reason of}/{for the sake of}  of the person  {being unjust}/{doing wrong},    (= the hurtful perpetrator),   
nor  (it was) {by reason of}/{for the sake of}  of the person  being  injured/offended/wronged,          (= the victim),   
but  (it was) {by reason of}/{for the sake of}  of the  us  (TCs) 
to be  {rendered apparent}/{made manifest}  of our  diligence/earnest/carefulness 
{for the sake/behalf of}  {of yourselves}  towards  {specifically yourselves}  {in the face/midst/sight of}  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Thus, if I also write to yourselves, 
not  (it was)  on account of the person being unjust   (I did not chastise to specifically condemn the evil doer) 
nor  (it was)  on account of the person being wronged   (I did not chastise to specifically protect the person hurt) 
but  (it was)  on account of us   (TCs,  as The Overseers steering the correct course to yield the next generation of TCs for Yahweh’s Pleasure) 
to be rendered apparent of our  diligence/carefulness   (TCs truly care for their charges' growth in  “1st Century Christianity”) 
            (TCs sufficiently care to correct errant behaviour,  which is  never  done in Christendom,  just repudiate “whistle-blowers” and “auditors”! 
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for the  sake/behalf  of yourselves   (being their required spiritual growth to become the next generation of TCs to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.) 
towards specifically yourselves in the midst of the God   (Yahweh's  Special/Greater 1st Judgement made upon Christians for future Sonship). 
 

Thus Paul was writing harshly in his 1st letter not to specifically attack the perpetrator,  nor to add specific support for the victim,  but only to act as a 3rd 
party auditor and referee to be giving instruction so they might sort the problem out themselves  (1Cor.6v1-3),  but always under the godly guidance 
expressed under the concern that Paul had for them. 

Is this the same concern our  worldly Christian leaders have of their congregational members?     (Now, we should answer honestly!) 
2Cor.   7v13 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here   
2Cor.   7v13 og (we have been) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/ 

/entreated/urged/comforted   
2Cor.   7v13 og over/upon/concerning   
2Cor.   7v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/encouragement  
2Cor.   7v13 og {of yourselves},    
2Cor.   7v13 og (the) {earnestly driven super-abundantly}/vehemently/{more frequently super-abundantly}   
2Cor.   7v13 og and   (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better   
2Cor.   7v13 og (we) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting   
2Cor.   7v13 og over/upon/concerning  to the  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy  (of the) Titus,   
2Cor.   7v13 og because  (it has been) reposed/refreshed/{taken ease}/{given/take rest}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
2Cor.   7v13 og (of the) him  off/away/separated/from  (of the) all (persons)  {of yourselves}. 
2Cor.   7v13 = Through reason of this,     (the reported readjustment and work of yourselves,  given by Titus to Paul)   

we  (TCs)   have been  comforted/exhorted  over/concerning  on  {of your}  (The Brethren’s)   imploring/consolation/comfort,   
and  the  {earnestly driven}/{super abundantly}  more  joyfully/rejoice  over/concerning  the  cheerfulness/gladness/joy  of  the  Titus, 
because his  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (operating  thoughts/reasoning)   has been  rested/calmed  from all  {of yourselves}. 

 

Through reason of this   (of this report from Titus to me  [regarding your change of direction,  and have now a returned to how TCs should behave]), 
we (TCs)  have been comforted concerning in your consolation,   (The Brethren have tried to reform to the TC 's requirements) 
and earnestly driven more joyfully concerning the cheerfulness of Titus   (Titus was pleased and gave a good report back to Paul) 
because his  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (yielding a  “presence/parousia”  within the Corinthian congregation after he was gone) 
has been rested  (Titus felt relieved they had improved)  from all of yourselves   (actively returning back to  “1st Century Christianity”). 
 

Paul is showing his intense pleasure towards The Elders of The Brethren  (hopefully to ripple down to all The Brethren and the new members)  insomuch 
they had readjusted the congregation to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and importantly conformation of this has been seen by Titus on his visit to them and 
reported back to Paul who acknowledges all this in his 2nd letter to them  (as by reply). 
Titus has seen your commendable lifestyle and is calmed to see you are still in  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity). 
 
54th Comment – TCs will boast to other TCs about the spiritual edification of those people in their charge to become TCs, 
but contrary,  worldly Christian leaders will boast of the numbers of  “cattle they get through the doors to be milked”! 
55th Comment – The Brethren true to  “The Real Faith”  will  revere/respect  TCs knowing they have true agapao  for 
those people within their charge and carry  The Authority  of Yahweh upon their shoulders because they come in  The 
Character  of JC  (unlike many of those  iniquitous Christian leaders who presumptuously come in  “the name”  of JC). 
56th Comment – Other ecclesia will support the role of the TCs during their ministry work with  gifts/services  for the 
fleshly body to perpetuate the spiritual ministry work given by the TC who themselves live in hardship –  with nowhere to 
lay their head  (to quote JC of himself).  Compare with  worldly Christian leaders who like the communist leaders excuse 
themselves thus:  ‘We do not own what we have,  it belongs to the people –  but we administer the use of it!’ 
While some leaders in  Africa/USA  have their own personal aircraft  (sequestrated from funds  “to spread God's Word”)! 
77th Reasoning – The ecclesia in  hardship/persecution  will give what they have to support the TCs in their ministry work, 
and will ask for nothing in return,  this is true  agape/{Charity love},  and thus this mighty work of support further 
encourages the TCs to produce other mighty work in their ministry of The Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
20th Good News – It furthers Yahweh’s Desire to increase  “The Word of God”  throughout The World to bring into His 
Family 1440000 TCs who have been elected by Yahweh during the 2000 years,  or so,  of The Gospel Age. 
2Cor.   7v14 og Because  if  {some/any/certain thing}  (to the) him   
2Cor.   7v14 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor.   7v14 og {of yourselves}  (I have) boasted/vaunted/gloried/joy/rejoiced,   
2Cor.   7v14 og no/not/none  (I was) {shamed down}/disgraced/{made to blush}/confound/ashamed,  
2Cor.   7v14 og but  {in that manner}/likewise/as   (the) all (things)   in  (to the [= within]) truth/verity   
2Cor.   7v14 og (we) spoke/uttered/said  {to yourselves},   {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
2Cor.   7v14 og also  the  {matter of glorying/boasting/rejoicing}  {of/from us} [= we],   
2Cor.   7v14 og the  over/upon/concerning  (of the) Titus  (to the) truth/verity  (it) {became to be}. 
2Cor.   7v14 = Because  if  I have  boasted  {some/certain thing}  to the  him   (Titus)   

{for the sake/ behalf of}  {of yourselves}   (The Brethren),   
(then)   I was  not  ashamed/disgraced,    (because you were able to correctly reform and not embarrass Paul as a TC, – being Paul’s fruitage) 
but  {in that manner}/as  all  (things)   we  (TCs)   spoke/said  {to yourselves}  within the  truth/verity    (of unadulterated Word of God) 
{in this manner}/so  also  we  the ,  glorying/boast/rejoice  over/concerning  Titus  it  (your reform)   may  {become to be}  the Truth. 

 

Because if I have boasted something to him  (Titus)   for the  sake/behalf  of yourselves   (The Brethren), 
then I was not ashamed   (I am pleased you did reform,  to validate what I said to Titus that you can reform  away from the new  worldly Christianity) 
but in that manner all things we (TCs)  spoke to yourselves within The Truth   (of God’s Word to bring about this internal reform). 
so  also we (TCs)  glory/boast  concerning Titus   (being  “The Results of The Reform”  having occurred within  “The Hearkening Brethren”) 
it may become to be The Truth   (The Brethren are aligning their mind to become TCs  -  and some persons may be elected by Yahweh). 
 

Paul is congratulating the active Brethren  -  they have not let him down!    
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Clearly Paul had been telling Titus there were some very good and diligent Brethren at Corinth,  hence Paul’s request towards Titus,  asking him to go 
and give them some guidance and support.  Titus,  as Paul’s emissary,  found the Corinthian Brethren  Elders  as Paul had stated,  faithful and genuine 
in trying to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  by going through the necessary reform  –  after having dangerously slipped near to the edge of returning back to 
the world,  while still thinking they are  “the most wonderful of Christians”  (1Cor4v8-10). 

I might ask myself   Where might have I heard that stated before? 
Note   “The Boasting”  for the TCs is  never  for themselves  -  but rather  in their fruitage  being a worthy offering to Yahweh for  His Glory.    

Again,  we should ask,   is this what we see with our  charlatan Christian leaders today  (of Matt.24v23-26)? 
Titus  (truly a  competent  auditor)  verifies other TCs accurately teach  “The Disclosing Truth”  in works as correctly displayed within The Brethren  –  
being the TC’s fruitage  –  having the  one/same  spiritual DNA operating within them). 
2Cor.   7v15 og Also  the  intestines/{inward affections}/bowels/{tender mercies}  (of the) him   
2Cor.   7v15 og (the) {earnestly driven super-abundantly}/vehemently/{more frequently super-abundantly}  into/unto   
2Cor.   7v15 og {specifically yourselves}  {they/it are/is}  (of the) reminding/recollecting/remembering/recalling [mid voice] 
2Cor.   7v15 og the  all (persons)  {of yourselves}  (the) {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission,    
2Cor.   7v15 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  {amid/together/with (meta)}   
2Cor.   7v15 og (of the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence/dread,   also   
2Cor.   7v15 og (of the) trembling/{quaking with fear}  (you) received/accepted/took/welcomed [middle voice]   (the) him. 
2Cor.   7v15 = Also  his  (Titus)   bowels/{inward affection}/{tender mercy}   

it is  abundantly/{greatly increased}  unto  {specifically yourselves},   
the  remembering/recollecting  all  of  {to yourselves}  {attentive hearkening}/obedience/submission   (to The Real Faith’s requirements),   
{in that manner}/as  together/with  the  alarm/fear/deference,    (inasmuch The Brethren recognised Titus to be  a competent auditor) 
also  trembling/{quaking with fear}  you  (Brethren)   personally received  the him  (Titus).   (Would they be acceptable after their audit) 

 

Also his (Titus)  inward affection is greatly increased unto specifically yourselves   (being of The Brethren’s active improvement) 
            (These Corinthian Brethren had hearkened to Paul’s 1st letter and  internally reformed  themselves  away from  “worldly Christianity”) 
remembering together with  alarm/deference   (The Brethren recognised Titus to be  a competent auditor  - knowing they could not deceive him) 
also the trembling,  you (brethren)  personally received him  (Titus).     (Would the Audit by Titus based upon their reform be successful?) 
 

Titus has great compassion for you Brethren,   now he has seen your reform,  where your lifestyle faithfully mirrors what is in your mind,  demonstrating 
your obedience to  “The Real Faith”  that  “1st Century Christianity”  delivers,   and your consequential deference to him as my emissary. 

Would we see any of this in today’s world? 
Is there even  one  competent auditor of our  worldly Christian leaders,  to call them to account about what we are taught in The Scriptures? 
If so – where?   (Except the present,  last generation of TCs coming through at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”  –  by both word and deed). 

Things will be  so vastly different  in The Millennium!   Precisely as The Bible teaches  –  but absolutely  not  taught today by  worldly Christian Leaders 
who merely teach The World what The World desires to hear  (being   “business as usual”  for the last some 6000 years)  –  because  “those people who 
pay the piper,  call the tune”!   Hence,  they pulled by two masters  (please see my commentaries at Matt.6v24, 22v21). 
Thus they become  “Professional Leaders of Religion” –  intrinsically preaching what all leaders of “Religion” teach  –  being  “supposed love”  and  
“God”  without explaining what these terms  really mean  –  because that would be too difficult,  and the personal ramifications of personal reform 
would be too imposing!   So, a  “hypocritical love”  and a  “God only to their religion”  (hence a god of this world, 2Cor.4v4, John.5v19)  is taught  
throughout all  of “Religion”,  any part of which when thoroughly questioned by at least three levels of  “why”  just becomes like a  “vain/worthless  
belief”  built entirely upon sand  (Matt.7v25-27).   “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by  “The Original JC”  (counter to that of  worldly 
Christianity of a “New Jesus”, 2Cor,11v4)  can withstand an  infinite  number/levels  of  “Whys”  and  still remains righteously solid,  having been built 
upon  “The Rock Mass”  of  “God’s Word parts 1 and 2”. 
Consequently,  we comprehend,  they receive their reward today  -  but they shall have  no  reward in The Heavens  being of what could be loaded into a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon their  “awakening/rousing”  into The Millennium! 
2Cor.   7v16 og (I) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting  therefore/then   
2Cor.   7v16 og because  in  (to the [= within]) every (thing)    
2Cor.   7v16 og (I am) {exercise courage}/{be bold}/{have confidence}  in  {to [= within] yourselves}. 
2Cor.   7v16 = Therefore/Then  I  {am cheerful}/rejoice,   

because  within  everything  I am  {exercising courage}/assured/confident  within  yourselves   (your righteous lifestyle driven by agapao) 
 

Therefore,  I rejoice,  because within everything I am  assured/confident  within yourselves    
               (That after this foray into the fledgling  worldly Christianity,  you have returned,  to stay with  “1st Century Christianity”  that I taught to you)! 
 

Wonderful words of encouragement from Paul,  regarding the reform back to  “1st Century Christianity”  after having degenerated into  “worldly 
Christianity”  over a couple of years  -  being so easy to do  (as we have witnessed in some 2 billion Christians today having about 1700+ years to follow 
the same decline of the 1st Epoch Israel,  before JC came)! 
 
 
2Cor.   8v1 og (we) {to make known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}  And  {to yourselves}   
2Cor.   8v1 og brothers/{The Brethren},  the  grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  of the  God  the [gifts/knowledge]   
2Cor.   8v1 og (the having been) given/bestowed/granted   
2Cor.   8v1 og in  to the [= within]  {calling outs}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches  of the  Macedonia, 
2Cor.   8v1 = And  we  (TCs)   {make known}/declare  {to yourselves}  brothers/{The Brethren},   

the  gift/favour/benefit  of the  God  (Yahweh)   having been  given/bestowed  within the  churches/ecclesiae  of the  Macedonia. 
 

And we make known to yourselves,  brothers   (of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
the  gift/favour/benefit  of the God having been given within the  ecclesiae/{calling outs}  of Macedonia. 
               (Being what  “The Word of God”  truly  yields within a  hearkening/contrite  mind  [operating  far away  from  “Religion”]) 
 

Paul now unites the different ecclesia through  “social networking”  where he,  Titus and other TCs were initially  “the connecting hubs”,  but Paul is 
trying to get the ecclesia to all talk amongst one another  without  “the connecting hubs”  –  always knowing that this present generation of TCs will not 
be around too long.  The  new generations  of TCs are required to take upon themselves  “The Weight of Responsibility”  of behaving as necessitates a 
TC,  to fill those 144000 places over the next 2000 or so years! 
Now for “gift/favour/benefit”. 

What is the  gift/favour/benefit  of God? 
Do our  worldly Christian leaders  (really)  know? 
Do they teach it  (by both word and deed)? 
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This is mentioned so many times in The New Testament  –  but it is  never  taught correctly  (by   “You know who”). 
Also,  we are taught of the  gift/favour/benefit  of JC. 
And we might ask ourselves the same set of questions - 

What is the  gift/favour/benefit  of JC? 
Do our  worldly Christian leaders  (really)  know? 
Do they teach it  (by both word and deed)? 

Sadly they are  hopelessly lost  in their  unrighteous and  unscriptural Trinity myth  –  having  not a clue  what these terms mean with respect to the 
individual Entities  (as taught by The Bible)  because their seminaries have stripped both  “thought and reason”  out of the acolytes’ minds to become 
mindless clones!   It makes me wonder what they are taught in their seminaries  (Matt.25v15)?   I suppose being just about anything  -  except what 
Yahweh Desires to be taught! 

Let me stop my rant  –  I need to let out my frustration at times  –  because it just boils-over,  as we read here! 
The  “gift/favour/benefit”  is different from the  two  Entities  –  because  the respective positions  of Authority are different,  being what They yield. 
JC provided the gift of his 1st Advent that yields  two  things - 

1. The Ministry to reform our mind away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology in the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life. 
2. The Ransom Sacrifice to  enable  Yahweh to  righteously  resurrect us into the 2nd part of our  physical  life. 

Yahweh's premier gift to all entities within The Universe is to ensure  “Righteousness”  pervades throughout His Domain,  and to this end,  for us on the 
planet Earth,  He provides the gift of His  “Word of God”  through JC enabling us to have an eternal life  –  out of which yields two things - 

1. “The Ideal”  which becomes  “The 1st (Firstfruits) Resurrection” (Rev.20v6)  unto a  Son of God (Yahweh)  and  guaranteed  everlasting life 
within an incorruptible  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 

2. For most individuals an awakening in  “The 2nd (Main) Resurrection”  into a perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  for the  possibility  of 
becoming a future  Son of JCg  (and thus  “a grandchild”  of Yahweh)  during The Millennium  provided  we imitate JC’s lifestyle based 
entirely upon Yahweh’s Methodology. 

From out of all the above,  then people finally have The Gift of a  perfected society  which is able to exist for an eternity,  within which  all  humans 
mutually  “edify their neighbour to their own hurt”  being the application of  “The New Driver/Heaven”  (singular,  thus becomes  “The Local 
Authority”)  being “Yahweh’s Methodology”   

“Yahweh Methodology”  operates as agapao in our mind,  delivering  agape/charity  as works within our lives. 
The reader can clearly recognise this  absolutely does not occur now  –  and our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  instead of representing Yahweh  
(being His Methodology operating within them to yield agape  freely/simply),  they behave as an amalgamation of  political/commercial representatives  
of The World operating according to  worldly methodology  (with a few  “Religious things”  “thrown-in”  -  to supposedly endorse their position within 
society)!   This is precisely what The Bible tells us within the sections,  worldly Christian leaders choose to cut out of their own bible   (Rev.22v18-19)!  
What a scam!   This is precisely why my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will quickly take the reader to those sections our “Leaders of Religion” 
desire to be kept in the dark!   Consequently,  what must Yahweh be thinking when He is assaying “Christians”  during The Gospel Age?   

I would think He considers them worse than The Jews prior to JC’s 1st Advent!    
I give all the reasons as to specifically why elsewhere. 

This is given in kindness,  only to wake up-people from their slumbers,  to bring forth personal reform,  in the same manner as does Paul and people like 
him.  because  we care  for your future. 
We are to start thinking about what all this means at  a personal level –   rather than as JC states   “People will be singing and dancing”,  “eating and 
drinking”  (noting that JC and the TCs are not reasoning likewise,  Matt.11v17, Luke.7v32)   and then “The End”  will come  - “just as it was in the days 
of The Flood”   (Noah – Matt.24v38-39, Luke.17v27-31)’  -  inasmuch the majority of people do not care,  and are only interested in worldly things,  but  
not  personal Godly reform to bring about The Millennium.   
Likewise,  our  “Leaders of Religion”,  because they  never  teach any of this,  knowing their paying  (by whatever)  clientèle do not what to hear this. 

The question must be    Who really agapao who?   Being the long-term future wellbeing of Mankind? 
That is precisely why JCg  will  bring in  “The Regime Change”  in The Millennium for  “The Resurrected World”  (2Pet.3v8-13, etc.)  as soon as 
Yahweh achieves His 144000 TCs to be the  demonstrably proven future administrators  (Luke.19v16-19). 
2Cor.   8v2 og because  in  (to the [= within]) much/plenteous   
2Cor.   8v2 og (to the) testing/assaying/trustiness/experimentation/trialling/proving   
2Cor.   8v2 og (of the) affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution  the  surplusage/superabundance/superfluity   
2Cor.   8v2 og of the  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy  {of them}      
2Cor.   8v2 og also  the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) profundity/extent/depth   
2Cor.   8v2 og (the) beggary/indigence/poverty  {of them}   
2Cor.   8v2 og (it) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}  into/unto   
2Cor.   8v2 og the  wealth/possessions/abundance/riches   
2Cor.   8v2 og of the  singleness/simplicity/{generosity without self-seeking}/{bounteous without strings attached}   
2Cor.   8v2 og {of them}. 
2Cor.   8v2 = Because  within much  testing/trialling/assaying/proving  of the  affliction/trouble/persecution/tribulation   

the  overflowing/superabundance/excelling  of their   (Macedonia Brethren)   gladness/joy/delight,   
also  the  extent/depth  according to  {of their}  poverty/beggary,   
it  abounded/{be the better}/excelled  unto  the  (spiritual)   riches/wealth  {of their}  simplicity/{generosity without strings attached}. 

 

Because within much  testing/assaying  of  affliction/persecution   (organised by “Leaders of “Religion” exposed as hypocrites by God's Word)  
the  overflowing/excelling  of their (Macedonia Brethren)  gladness/delight   (by remaining faithful to God's Word), 
also the extent according to of the  (physical)  poverty   (by rejecting worldly methodology  –  “to take”  from their neighbour), 
abounded/excelled  unto the  (spiritual)  riches   (being  “The Word of God”  having reformed their mind unto Yahweh's Methodology). 
of their generosity without strings attached   (freely  [1] spiritually;  teaching God's Word  [2] physically;  helping in alms)  
 

Note  “simply”. 
The Macedonian Brethren through trials of affliction from worldly humans,  proved themselves faithful  (Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity),  from which 
they receive personal delight in knowing it serves Yahweh’s Desire of them.  In their gratitude to  The Apostles/TCs  back in Jerusalem  (who themselves 
were living in physical poverty)  for spreading  “The Absolute Truth”  to them in the form of spiritual welfare,  the Macedonian Brethren reciprocated 
with physical welfare by way of return.  Because this accurate Truth had been imbued within their very existence,  then they fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire of 
them to imitate JC’s ministry.  They,  imitating The Apostles  (as best they could),  had trials of affliction because in worldly physical poverty  (for no 
personal reward)  they  accurately  taught The Gospel News generously  (with no worldly  self-gratification/indulgent  return)  to other people for which 
they obtain  “treasure in the heavens”  being a  possible  “awakening/rousing”  (= resurrection)  as a Son of God.  

Thus we need to ask    
       Is this the lifestyle of a  worldly Christian devotee  –  or our  worldly Christian leaders in their opulence through the hierarchies? 

Half-truths abound and thus I have a need to quote this worldly commentary to show the reader the limitations of  worldly Christian reasoning -  
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“Paul connects the grace of God to sacrificial giving,  not just general giving.  The Macedonian Christians gave out of their poverty so their 
spiritual brothers and sisters in Judea might be sustained during famine and persecution.  Giving sacrificially is God-like,  as evidenced by 
Christ sacrificing himself for us v9,  it becomes an evidence of the grace of God at work in the giver” 

Though accurate at half a level  –  it is  not  the full picture  –  being merely  “the picture”  those leaders living off the back of their acolytes today are 
desirous to give  (Acts.20v29)! 
Sadly,  everything is so degenerate that I need to be verbose in  untangling  the current malaise that just covers worldly thinking as a veil  (2Cor.13-18)! 
I probably need the size of a book to fully untangle that quotation in precise detail  –  but I shall skimp it here as I cover it elsewhere on the website and 
thus just keep the  “untangling”  very short. 
“Paul connects the grace of God to sacrificial giving,  not just general giving”,   The author of this quote muddles the two Gods of a supposed Trinity 
myth.  JCg volunteered his very existence as a ransom sacrifice to save his personal creation from annihilation  (a species  wipe-out  off this planet)  
through the  self-indulgent  nature of this top creation of JCg’s,  principally at  “Leader level”  by definition of  “Leader”  administrating this present 
World under its current methodology  (as sourced by 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19).  This was The Sacrificial giving,  being JCg’s Gift/Favour  (Grace). 
However,  Yahweh’s Grace is His Righteous Nature and Omnipotence in The Universe is to ensure all things rightfully operate within His Domain.  
Yahweh expresses His HS  (His Desire made manifest within The Environment)  to ensure that ultimately His Desire is fulfilled to the righteous 
edification of  all  entities within The Universe  (so  “The Righteous Yahweh”  Himself could never be correctly accused of  “unrighteousness”  –  by 
Satan for example). 
The reader can now begin to see how  “The Muddle”  is forming within  worldly Christian reasoning  –  and then  “just loses all sensible reasoning”! 
Yahweh God has no need to sacrifice anything  (except through the linkage of  agapao/{edifying love}  then this procedure would have been intellectually 
most painful)  –  but JCg sacrificed his very  potential existence and suffered extreme torture  at the same time! 

Please can the  very  best  worldly Christian theologian on this planet  tell me by email the inaccuracies of this statement by  quoting  The 
Bible to me  –  I welcome their input  –  so that I might publicly answer on this website for The World to view! 

“The Macedonian Christians gave out of their poverty so their spiritual brothers and sisters in Judea might be sustained during famine and 
persecution.”   A correct statement but clouded by the deceit which occurs today within  some  (not all)  Christian’  communities whose leaders  “rip-
off”  their devotees by living off them like parasites.  The devotees effectively become cattle to be milked and effectively slaughtered  (as a sacrifice to  
the god of this world’,  1John.5v19)  to feed the indulgences of their leaders  (Matt.7v15, 10v16, Acts20v29)!  

It disgusts me  –  and motivates me to continue this work  on  “FutureLife.Org”  to  wake-up  The World to  “The Absolute Truth”  as given in The Bible,  
that should not be minced merely for the  self-indulgent  leaders to live off the back of Yahweh’s beautiful Word that should only be used to reform people 
back to Yahweh.  The TCs being The Apostles as Leaders then,  were very different in nature to the worldly recognised leaders we have today  –  please 
compare the lifestyles to validate what I state,  but more importantly The Gospel given and  the type of fruitage  yielded by The Gospel given,  -  all adds 
credence to what I state  (being only quotes from The Bible).  Therefore,  these original leaders being the  apostles/TCs  and there are  apostles/TCs  
today – but they are absolutely  not  in the positions of worldly power today.  These apostles  (recognised as such by Yahweh)  are operating at  “field 
level”  with very little established support,  who interface directly at the  “one-to-one”  level carefully explaining  “The Word of God”  and imbuing the 
understanding within their recipient  (1Cor.9v17-23).   
This is a far cry from what we witness from the established  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who personally climb up the  worldly  ladder to become  
“The First/Most”  now –   always  ever further away  from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire as they climb up within  “The Worldly Religious Establishment”,  
of whatever it might be,  This is true even in a religion based upon “Fairies at the bottom of the garden”! 
“Giving sacrificially is God-like”  again this is a little deceptive.  (1) see explanation in the first section.  (2) There are other gods,  for example   Satan, 
also JC quoting that  “men were gods” (John.10v34-35),  then  The Giants/Fellers  among men prior to The Flood,  then there are all  “the gods”  that 
certain humans  invent/make  for themselves,  being  absolutely  anything  that consumes personal time.   
So I ask the question   Do these gods give sacrifices or is it men giving sacrifices to these gods? 
I am just trying to be objective and provocative to cause reasoned thought  –  to extract understanding from The Evidence given. 
Moreover,  there is  “supposed sacrificial giving”  of which charlatans  outwardly  “sacrificially give”,  for example Judas’ comment at John.12v5, and 
what occurred at Acts.5v2,  -  is this God-like?   Being importantly – The Motive behind the giving  (supposedly without apparent strings attached). 
“as evidenced by Christ sacrificing himself for us v9,”   an absolutely correct statement and yet we notice a quote is used  –  but there were no other 
quotes elsewhere to support the more errant reasoning  (which obviously they cannot).  The point I make,  is these “worldly wise”  writers weave in and 
out of  fact/fiction  and unless we  intimately know  “The Subject Matter”  then  we  will  be deceived -  which is what the epistle writers often write down 
for our warning!   That is why I want to  bring/tease  these academics out by email  –  so that I might expose their  “wanton exegesis”  to The World! 
Sadly,  the  absolutely vast majority  of literature available on this planet is of this type,  loose/inaccurate/unsubstantiated/deceptive  and thus  worthless. 
This is not confined just to  “Religion”  –  I have a scientific  background/education  and I am absolutely amazed even at  “professor level”  when they 
stray outside their immediate sphere of knowledge,  then the half-truths start issuing forth!   And it does not stay there!   When they get into “deep water”  
on any appropriate subject matter  –  immediately they try to muddy the waters with  “techno-speak”  to lose their prying questioner. 
This is in a scientific arena  where things  are  testable  –  think what occurs in the religious arena when most of what we hear  is absolute rubbish and 
untestable  based upon worthless hearsay,  that leads to  “blind faith”! 

That is  why  I state to the reader  thoroughly learn and understand a good quality Bible  else you  will  certainly  be deceived! 
“Confidence tricksters”  are very capable  –  they use our sincere  intent/enthusiasm  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and spin it back upon us by providing 
what we think we need,  but they are like parasites  “sucking us dry”  by return with a lovely smile on their face while they do it!  
 This is  The Hypocrisy  about which JC spoke in his ministry  (Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1). 

So I return to my usual mantra  (for which I apologise beforehand to  “the converted”). 
Yahweh’s Primary Desire of us is  not  to give worldly commodities,  but to  accurately  teach  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   
without  worldly reward!   This is precisely what v2 is telling us.   Because it  (1) enforces  the correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within us  and  (2) 
becomes a means to bring other people to think like us and closer to Yahweh. 

But (some)  worldly Christian leaders cannot preach that aspect because it flies in the face of their personal lifestyle! 
This  is  the worldly deception that Satan promotes  –  the reader must get underneath and see  behind the façade  of what is promoted within The World 
and thus we should aim to  become  holy  –  to be like an apostle  –  imitate  the apostles!   Satan is trying to make Yahweh’s Desire of us sound remote  – 
so that it does not apply to us,  and instead,  make us believe  “worldly things should apply to us”!   That is why,  for example,  worldly Christian Leaders 
promote   We should get into worldly politics  (under the deceptive guise)  to  “supposedly improve”  things  –  but all this is counter to what The Bible  
specifically teaches us.  It does not make us holy by being part of this present World!   Holy = “Separate from this world of sin”/blameless/innocent   
(and we cannot be  “blameless”  if we are involved within the machinations of this present worldly system)! 

Please see  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and  “Satan’s desire”  in glossary that explains precisely what is occurring within this world  -  today! 
2Cor.   8v3 og Because  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)    
2Cor.   8v3 og (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work} [singular],   
2Cor.   8v3 og (I) witness/reporter/testifier [as the person giving the evidence],   
2Cor.   8v3 og also  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor.   8v3 og (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work} [singular],   
2Cor.   8v3 og (the) {self-chosen}/voluntary/{of own accord}/{willing of the self} [plural]; 
2Cor.   8v3 = Because  according to  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work},   

I  (Paul)   testify/report   (this having occurred), 
also  they   (The Brethren)   were  {self-chosen}/voluntary  {for the sake/behalf of}  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}. 
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Because according to the mighty work   (“The Word of God”  bringing  personal reform  within originally hardened worldly minds),  
I (Paul)  report   (of this personal reform occurring within The Macedonian congregational members  [caused by “The Word of God”]), 
also they (The Brethren)  were voluntary for the sake of the mighty work   (to further The Ministry Work,  and Physical Aid for the TCs). 
 

The observant reader might question my interpretation of  “{Miraculous power}/{mighty power}” = The effect that  “The Word of God”  has upon a  
hardened/callous  worldly mind to reform it unto Yahweh's Methodology  -  and perhaps cite this verse to support their conjecture. 
However,  I would argue the opposite,  and cite this verse to substantiate my proposition. 
The crux is  not  the showy self-indulgent “{mighty work}” of which our  charlatan Christian leaders are only too please to shout out –  but rather it is - 

“The effect that  “The Word of God”  has upon a  hardened/callous  worldly mind to reform it unto Yahweh's Methodology.” 
So,  by a progressive reaction Yahweh will achieve 144000 TCs over some 2000 years to become The Trigger Threshold for The Millennium. 

Where we realise The Reform causes to the individual to fulfil Yahweh's Desire which is to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to  new  recipients. 
This is The Primary Goal to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  -  of which JC fulfilled  (Mark.1v28, Matt.24v14),  being the teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”. 

Now we have gone through a full righteous circle,  fully substantiating what I stated originally! 
Thus repeating     

“The Mighty Power of The Word of God”  from Paul's ministry is operating within them!   
Hence their actions as we read  –  freely  given! 

To be part of The Brethren aiming to become TCs,  then we must voluntarily push ourselves in the Lord’s  service/ministry  to the very best of our ability.   
All peoples’ capability is different,  that is why Paul tells us not to compare with each other,  but only to audit ourselves to The Bible’s requirements of us 
as individuals.  We are to set our standard just beyond what we feel we can achieve,  because setting this higher standard gives each one of us a goal 
towards which to aim.  It is not specifically  “The Quantity”  of what we do,  but rather  “The Intent”  behind what we do  to yield a  “Quality output”. 

Clearly Paul was most impressed by their achievements in the ministry work of those active within The Brethren. 
2Cor.   8v4 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  (of the) many/much/plenteous  
2Cor.   8v4 og (of the) imploring/exhortation/solace/comforting/consolation/entreating [singular] 
2Cor.   8v4 og (the) {begging, as binding oneself}/petitioning/beseeching/praying/{making request} [middle voice]   
2Cor.   8v4 og {of/from us}  the  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit,   
2Cor.   8v4 og also  the  partnership/association/participation/communicate/intercourse   
2Cor.   8v4 og of the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  of the  into/unto   
2Cor.   8v4 og the  blameless/{holy persons}  (to) receive/accept/take/welcome [middle voice]  us/our/we, 
2Cor.   8v4 = Together/With  of the  much  exhortation/entreating,    (from The Macedonian Brethren)  

they  personally  begged/beseeched/{made request}  {of us}  (TCs)    (to take)   the  gifts/favour,    (fleshly support),  
also  the  fellowship/communication/participation  of the  ministry/{servicing in the world}    (being the results of v3)  
we (TCs)  personally  receive/take/accept   (by ourselves)   unto  the  {holy people}/TCs.    (those elsewhere, specifically Jerusalem). 

 

With much exhortation   (from the Macedonian Brethren) 
they personally begged of us (TCs)   (to take)   the  gifts/favour/benefit   (of  [1] teaching God’s Word,  [2] fleshly support for the TC paupers) 
we (TCs)  personally  receive/take  (by ourselves)   unto the holy people   (the TCs living as paupers elsewhere,  specifically in Jerusalem). 
 

The Macedonian Brethren begged us  (Paul, Titus)  to take not only fleshly provisions of their labour,  but also tell of their spiritual labour in the service 
to Yahweh out towards other TCs within the body of JC throughout The World  (see next verse in context). 
2Cor.   8v5 og also  no/not/none  just/as/that/how/when  (we) expected/confided/entrusted,   
2Cor.   8v5 og but  {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   (they) gave/bestowed/granted   
2Cor.   8v5 og firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  to the  Lord/Master,   
2Cor.   8v5 og also  {to us}  through (reason of)   (of the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  (of the) God. 
2Cor.   8v5 = Also  not  just/as  we expected/entrusted,  but  they  gave/bestowed  themselves  firstly/chiefly  to the  lord/master,   

also  {to us}  (fleshly support)   through the  Purpose/Will/Desire   (expressing the HS)   of the  God  [Yahweh]. 
 

Also not  just/as  we (TCs)  expected,  but they gave themselves firstly to The Lord   (by the teaching of God’s Word  [else hypocrites]) 
also  (secondly)  to us   (of the fleshly support)   through the  purpose/desire   (of expressed HS)   of the God  (Yahweh). 
 

Paul was very pleased to see The Macedonian Brethren being so enthusiastic,  where first they gave to The Lord by  accurately  teaching His Word unto 
The World  (in Macedonia)  being the spiritual message  (“food”)  for The Mind,  and then secondly  (beyond Paul's initial expectation),  to us  (Paul and 
Titus)  they gave fleshly sustenance for The Body. 
We read The Macedonian brethren had the primary objective in mind  (after  “The Reform”  that  “The Word of God”  had upon their mind)  

To fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of increasing the size of JC’s body to ultimately be 144000 TCs,  being phase 2 of His 3 stage plan  (where JC was 
the culmination of the 1st Stage)  and to achieve these ends they gave both spiritual and physical support. 

And naturally all this  “occupational effort”  was expressing the HS  -  to be  “The Furtherance of Yahweh’s Plan”  incrementing forth through  The 2nd 
Epoch of Israel  (= The Christian Nation)  so that in  “The Culmination”  of Yahweh achieving His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs. 
Then these TCs become  “The Means  to Deliver”  JC’s 2nd Advent  (please see my commentaries at Rev.12v1-5)  which comes in  two stages  separated 
by a period of 3.5 years,  to then yield  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  of  “The Resurrected World in The Millennium”.  
 This is all  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders and theologians, because the required Personal Reform to accept this is too painful for them! 
2Cor.   8v6 og Into/Unto  the  (to) {set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort  
2Cor.   8v6 og us/our/we  (the) Titus,   that  just/as/that/how/when  (he) {commence already}/{begin (before)},   
2Cor.   8v6 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
2Cor.   8v6 og also  (he should) {fulfil further/completely}/execute/accomplish/perfect/perform  into/unto   
2Cor.   8v6 og {specifically yourselves}  also  the  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  this/that (specifically). 
2Cor.   8v6 = We  called/invited/urged  unto  the  Titus,   

that  just/as  he  {began before}   (with yourselves)   
also  {in this manner}/so  he  (Titus)   should  {fulfil completely}/accomplish/perfect  unto  {specifically yourselves}   
also  this specific  gift/favour/benefit. 

 

We called unto Titus,  that  just/as  he began before   (with yourselves  -  the Corinthian Brethren) 
also in this manner he should accomplish unto specifically yourselves   (to likewise assist in the same manner as did The Macedonian brethren) 
also this specific  gift/favour/benefit   (“firstly to The Lord  [spiritual teaching]  and  [secondly]  to give physical aid to the TC paupers”). 
 

Paul urged Titus to go to the Corinthian Brethren and fully embolden them in  “The Real Faith”  (= Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity)  to 
make them perfect and complete,  within The Mind built upon  “The Word of God”  (as exhibited by The Macedonian brethren),  and  then  to show this 
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through  agape/charity.   Real  agape/charity  operates at the two required levels of  (1) accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  by both word and 
deed,  and  (2) to give physical alms for the fleshly support of the TC paupers. 
 
65th Instruction - TCs will edify The Brethren by  accurately  teaching 'The Word of God'  so that The Brethren have some 
opportunity to gain  The Knowledge  upon which they might then have  The Assurance  upon which they might practice  
The Fidelity  to what they know!   TCs will  not  just feed worthless  platitudes/soundbites  in a repetitive manner! 
78th Reasoning – TCs aim to edify The Brethren so that they might become the next generation of TCs to steadily fill the 
144000 positions allocated by Yahweh before He will move to the next stage of His Plan for  “Human Salvation”. 
79th Reasoning – TCs teach The Brethren,  they are to understand what JC did for them in his  gift/favours.   
While JCg was wealthy  (and very safe)  in the Heavens –  he volunteered his  very existence  before Yahweh’s Decree on 
sin to leave that very safe position and place himself in the most unsafe position where he  could lose  his  very existence  
to become poor for specifically those  (TCs)  who respond  by recognising  they are spiritually poor now  (and thus imbue 
this knowledge within themselves),  will become exceedingly wealthy as Sons of God to be alongside him (JCg). 
80th Reasoning – For the above reason TCs would prefer The Brethren to start  even earlier  to become TCs! 
57th Comment – The Brethren understanding  “into what they are entering”,  fully reciprocate by imitating JC's agape 
that he showed to The World  “by helping in return”  the TCs who initially brought  “The Word of God”  to them. 
Allegory – repeat - poor = (physically without material goods) – but spiritually  it means  without “The Word of God”. 
Allegory – repeat - rich = (physically with material goods),  but spiritually it means imbue “The Word of God” to be a TC 
2Cor.   8v7 og But  {just as}/{exactly like}  in  (to the [= within]) every (thing)   
2Cor.   8v7 og (you) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed},   
2Cor.   8v7 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
2Cor.   8v7 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) word/sayings/topics/reasoning,   
2Cor.   8v7 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) knowledge/science/enlightenment,   
2Cor.   8v7 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) all  
2Cor.   8v7 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) hastiness/dispatches/earnestness/diligence/eagerness/forwardness,   
2Cor.   8v7 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on])  {from/out of}  {of yourselves}  
2Cor.   8v7 og in  {to [= within] us}  (to the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love,   
2Cor.   8v7 og that  also  in  this/that (specifically)  to the [= in/with/by/on])  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit   
2Cor.   8v7 og (you) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}. 
2Cor.   8v7 = But  {exactly like}  within  every thing  you  {super abound}/excel/abound,   

in The  Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  also  in  sayings/topics/reasoning    (of God’s Word accurately taught)   
also  in  knowledge/enlightenment,  also  in  all  earnestness/diligence/forwardness,   
also  within  {charity love}/agape  {from out of}  {of yourselves}   (Corinthian Brethren)  {to us}  (TCs),   
that  also  in  this specific  gift/favour  you  {super abound}/overflow/exceed. 

 

But exactly like within everything you super abound   (we are to grow upon  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued,  vigorously assayed) 
in the  (Real)  Faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    (once thoroughly understanding God’s Word,  then we operate in fidelity to it) 
also within the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   (“The Word of God”  delivered as  “1st Century Christianity”  to yield the 144000 TCs) 
also in  knowledge/enlightenment   thoroughly understand God’s Word  [not  at an  inadequate superficial  level of  worldly Christianity]), 
also in all  earnestness/diligence/eagerness   (we are to actively push ourselves forward to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of us,  personally), 
also within  agape/charity  from out of yourselves  (at all possible levels)  to us  (= [1] TCs  and  [2] possible future TCs by God’s Word taught), 
that  also in this specific  gift/favour/benefit  you super abound  (= so perhaps after the above,  you  could be equally  generous in  “charity”). 
 

Paul then jumps from praising the Macedonian Brethren to state that likewise are the Corinthian Brethren within many things,  except they have not yet 
progressed to   (real) “charity”. 
From this verse we personally learn  “Christians”  are instructed to  absolutely  know/understand/practice  The Truth  as  imbued/fused  within the brain 
to guide our thoughts.  This can  only  occur by learning The Bible  intimately  and applying what we have learnt with fidelity,  so that as we are told in 
Eph.6v17 to take  The Sword representing The Word of God’  that can be effectively used in both defence and attack against our opponents  (that sadly 
are many of those leaders who purport to represent “God”  –  but merely use His Word to feed their very worldly lifestyle)! 
Thus Paul acknowledges the spiritual growth of The Brethren with their righteous thoughts driving the  motivation/passion  of the heart to deliver works 
commensurate to The Knowledge being the selfless sacrifice in their works to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Is this what our  worldly Christian leaders inspire their congregations to do within their deportment? 
2Cor.   8v8 og Not  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) injunction/decree/authority/commandment   
2Cor.   8v8 og (I) state/exclaim;  but  through (reason of)  of the  other/different/altered [plural]  (persons)   
2Cor.   8v8 og (of the) hastiness/dispatches/earnestness/diligence/eagerness/forwardness  
2Cor.   8v8 og also  the [assaying]  of the  {your own}  (of the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love   
2Cor.   8v8 og (the) {legitimate (of birth)}/genuine/own/sincerity/trueness   
2Cor.   8v8 og (the) assaying/proving/testing/discerning/examining. 
2Cor.   8v8 I state not according to  command/decree,   

but through reason of the  earnestness/diligence/forwardness  of the  different/other  people     (speaking about your deportment) 
also  the  assaying/proving/testing  the  genuineness/sincerity/trueness   of  {your own}  {charity love}/agape. 

 

I state not according to  command/decree   (I do not force you to do this as a specific requirement) 
But through reason of the  earnestness/diligence/eagerness  of the other people   (The Macedonian people showing their charity) 
(then perhaps you too could be)   also proving the genuineness of your own  agape/charity. 
 

Paul is saying   I am not stating by decree your legitimacy to  “The Real Faith”  must be expressed by giving material  agape/charity  to the TC paupers,   
but if The Macedonian brethren volunteered charity,  then this is a good example for you to imitate  (as recognised by Yahweh). 

But this can only be done by demonstrating works of  “your (real) belief”  in JC  by imitating  his  ministry/lifestyle. 
It is the  {charity love}/agape  in the giving up of our time in the ministry work  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and physically helping where able  -  freely. 
This attitude will fulfil JC’s Two Laws to be found at Mark.12v30-31. 

1. Agapao Yahweh with all our  heart/mind/{conscious existence}/fortitude,  hence,  carry out His Desire to increase the number of TCs. 
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2. Agapao our neighbour as ourselves,  hence,  accurately teach  “The Word of God”  for their ultimate salvation. 
Furthermore,  to support  (1) and (2)  then provide daily fleshly sustenance to TCs and fellow Brethren. 
Importantly,  (for us of today)  no more should be given that would entice worldly self-gratification – as we witness much amongst charlatans! 

BUT - 
Should the Brethren fulfil items  (1) and (2)  then this demonstrates to The Judging World,  also the  extra-terrestrial  Entities of Yahweh and JCg,  we  
yearn  to carry out The Desire of Yahweh. 
I do not wish to belabour the point  –  but we must understand agape should not automatically be assumed to be  “the giving of alms”  which can be 
painless  (Mark.12v41, Luke.21v1)  –  but rather the more important thing  –  being the giving of our time in the pursuit of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  
which must be given absolutely freely  (for  no  worldly return of  whatever/whenever  [for example,  money/honour  or favours to be  called-in  at some 
time in the future]  hence the separation at Matt.6v24, 22v21).  The fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire is to precisely imitate JC which is for example   
Mark.1v38, Acts.6v4, Matt.24v14, etc. 
2Cor.   8v9 og (you) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}  for   
2Cor.   8v9 og the  grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  of the  Lord/Master  {of/from us}   
2Cor.   8v9 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2Cor.   8v9 og because  through (reason of)  {specifically yourselves}  (he [JC]) {to be a beggar}/{become indignant/poor}   
2Cor.   8v9 og (the) wealthy/{abounding with}  as/being/have; 
2Cor.   8v9 og that  {specifically yourselves}  to the  {that one}/those  (persons)   (the) beggary/indigence/poverty   
2Cor.   8v9 og (you may) {become wealthy/rich}/{be filled with abundance}. 
2Cor.   8v9 = For you are  {absolutely knowing/understanding}   

the  gift/favour/benefit  of our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed;   
because through reason of  {specifically yourselves},   
(JC)   the being  wealthy/{abounding with}   (in his position alongside Yahweh in the heavens) 
he  (JC)   {be a beggar}/{become poor}   (in his taken position alongside us on Earth);  
that  {specifically yourselves}  of those  beggars/poor   (originally Brethren aiming to be TCs)    
may  become  rich   (at a resurrection into a position of Sonship). 

 

For you   (brethren/sisters  actively aiming to be TCs have understood  “The Timeless Benefits”  that Yahweh’s Methodology yields to us) 
are absolutely  knowing/understanding  the  gift/favour/benefit  of our  lord/master  of the  Anointed Jesus; 
             (JC gave The Ministry, for us to purify our mind and The Ransom Sacrifice for Yahweh to righteously resurrected us into the 2nd part of our life.) 
because through reason of specifically yourselves   (being the disastrous  “the human condition”  of annihilation  [as only  recognised by TCs]) 
             (because it is only TCs who are actively  driven/responding  in the  one/same  manner as did JC –  all 144000 people as determined by Yahweh) 
(he [JCg])   being wealthy   (having  all-power over The Earth,  in his initial position alongside Yahweh in the heavens),    
he  (JC)  became poor   (took nothing from The World in his fleshly state,  became the  last/least  within society,  accepting the place as if a criminal); 
that specifically yourselves   (hearkening, are)  of those people  (spiritually)  poor   (The brethren  recognising their spiritually poor condition) 
may become rich   (gain  The Required  “Heavenly Treasure”,   to consequently become The Heirs over The Resurrected World,  as  did/does  JCg). 
 

Paul is stating   Because The Brethren  are  assiduously aiming to become TCs then,  of The Gospel Age  and now at the  personal present  time  
It is for  {specifically yourselves}  that JCg in the heavens  when having everything pertaining to this planet,  volunteered himself to become 
JC,  being poor with nothing  (compare with certain  worldly Christian leaders)  so that  {specifically yourselves}  who are poor,  shall 
become wealthy. 

Notice how Paul used the precise words  {specifically yourselves}  and not just  “you”.  This verse is only given to The Brethren  (aiming to become TCs 
note   1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  because we know that some  (many)  of these brethren will  back-slide  into The World and would  not  be part of this  “elected”  
grouping  (see next verse v10).   
So Paul is  not  speaking about  worldly  humans/Christians  who  are  part of The World because  no worldly  person really desires  (= imitates)  JC. 
Thus JC came to this world for those very specific people  (“The Early Adopters”  = The Firstfruits  [waved “Wheat”])  who sincerely  (= thoroughly 
demonstrated by righteous works)  wanted no part of this world and thus to imitate their  new leader  by  ministry/lifestyle  ruling  their mind as  “The 
Word of God”).   JC showed The Way and laid down  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  by coming in  “The Flesh”  at our human level  (in fleshly body,  
but at a spiritual level  [being “The Mind”]  JC was  non-worldly,  desiring no material wealth [hence  {son of man}/{son of God}])  and was personally 
driven for two reasons,  to give in “Real” Charity - 

(1) The Ransom Sacrifice for us to righteously be given a new physical body by Yahweh,  and  
(2) To give The Ministry/Deportment  which set  “The Golden Standard”  to allow Yahweh to elect 144000 humans who precisely imitated 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they were able  (whom I call  “TCs”).   

JCg originally in the heavens  having power,  became fleshly weak and took nothing from this world,  but also while in this state,  he was richly endowed 
to express Yahweh’s HS yielding  real/unfeigned  miracles  (and  not  the nonsense witnessed today)  to endorse his position  (Matt.9v3-8,  Mark.1v22, 
etc.,)  and moral capability,  to show what it will be like in The Millennium over all The World instead of the locality where his  “ministry of operations”  
occurred.   
We who strive to precisely imitate JC  (being driven by his methodology  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  created by  “The Word of God”  
within a  repentant/hearkening  mind to ideally yield 144000 future Sons of God for Yahweh from out of The Gospel Age)  now  during the 1st part of our 
physical life.  This shall principally occur within Character and these TCs shall also have his Name and Authority  –  as  spoken about by  other  people  
looking upon at us,  particularly as we are told   “become”  (thus in the future)  wealthy in the 2nd part of our physical life in the Millennium as future 
Sons of God.  This is made visible by having The Character,  Name  (as The Bride of JCg)  and Authority  (Mark.1v22, as Son of God)  demonstrated  
(recognised and remarked upon by outside observers  –  just as they spoke of JC being  “The Son of God”  (Matt.27v54, Mark.15v39, Luke.23v47)  –  
something that JC  never  said of himself  –  noting in particular,  my commentary at John.9v35). 
The TCs  (and Brethren aiming to become TCs)  are  not  to be materially wealthy during the 1st part of their physical life as errantly taught by  “The 
Money Grabbers”  of certain  worldly  Christian leaders  (particularly within the Americas and African countries, yet it is repeated elsewhere). 

Let me now carefully go through this verse. 
I perhaps need to clarify a couple of things about the writings.  I write as though JC only came to save those people who  consciously  {edifying 
love}/agapao  him.   

This  is  a totally accurate statement  now and for eternity  –  but this is  not  as we are taught by our  confused  worldly Christian leaders! 
How does this  righteous  (to Yahweh’s Requirements)  logical  statement reconcile itself with - 

1. Worldly Christian Doctrine. 
Well it does not!   It fails on several fronts - 
It states    If you do not accept JC then you cannot be saved  (by misapplying what JC stated,  by taking John.3v16 and likewise citations, out of context)  
-  thus the worldly practice of  “the last rites”  that is  not  found  anywhere  in The Bible,  but just a concocted  worldly  concept to give a presumptuous 
impression of  power/control.  But JC and the apostles teach us to  agapao/agape  (mind/physical)  {edifying love}  Yahweh God and inculcate Him  
(through  “The Word of God”)  upon our hearts to motivate us further in our present life.  If supposedly taking it on in our last gasps at the end of the 1st 
part of our physical life is hardly likely to fool Yahweh about our genuine motives  (Gal.6v7)!   
Moreover,  those leaders  practising/teaching  this monstrous fabrication have much to answer before Yahweh in the deception of  their  (not JC’s)  flock! 
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Then there are those people who never have the opportunity to know of JC in  (the 1st part of)  their  spiritual/physical  life  –  thus they are destined to 
everlasting death  –  based upon  worldly Christian  (demonstrably foolish)  “supposed logic”,   else why  insist/practice  “last rites”!   
That is hardly righteous from Yahweh  -   is it! 
Following from above,  if a person who has taken  “The Last Rites”  supposedly to  “save his soul from burning torment”  (being another lie)  then when 
resurrected as he was  (that is the whole point of Christianity surely,  else be a Hindu!)   then  what  makes him change his heart condition upon his 
resurrection?   If he was still a very selfish person  (as perhaps he may have been in the 1st part of his physical life)  then what is to stop him sinning 
again,  especially if operating on a selfish principle to  “save his own soul at the point of death”  –  because logically he will sin in the future!    This is 
the same reason why Islamic teaching  fundamentally fails  in its lack of righteous logic and is thus  another  false worldly religion,  alongside worldly 
Christianity,  together with the  “defunct Judaism”  as rejected by Yahweh to be  “The Means for Human Salvation”  after JC’s ransom sacrifice! 
           Does this mean they now must face  “everlasting torment”,  or only  “just be good”  through reason of the fear of retribution? 
This is  not  what Yahweh desires for an eternity  -  a subject operating according to a split personality  (see James.1v6-8  –  God cannot work with a 
person like this).  
I could go on and on,  but welcome email contributions for me to  logically answer  by targeted replies,  for this is the best way to teach The World. 

2. My Proposal.   
Explained as two levels   1. TCs (with The Brethren aiming to become TCs)  and,  2. Everyone else! 
TCs and The Brethren.  JC and Yahweh now  agapao/phileo  (= edifying/attractively love)   TCs and the hard  work/effort  put-in  to promote Yahweh’s 
Desire,  while Satan is doing everything he can to stop these  TCs/{Brethren aiming to become TCs)  through his cohorts  (= Professional Leaders of 
Religion” operating according to his methodology  [= “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”], 2Cor.11v13-15)!   Clearly the eager Brethren are 
encouraged to become TCs.  Therefore,  JC came for those  {specific people}  who truly agapao him  (as demonstrated to The Judging World  by works,  
and he agapao them  (it is a bilateral agreement  –  being that made at “baptism” and consummated by works).   This is absolutely true – irrespective of 
the unrighteous nonsense taught by worldly Christian leaders stating “we are only saved by faith” -  clearly they do  NOT  understand the word  “faith”  
ignoring James.2v16-26,  and by consequence – they are fraudsters! 
Thus,  these beloved people,  TCs,  are  guaranteed  salvation for an eternity,  they are  not  of split personality,  but single minded and focused on  one  
objective  –  to fully carry out The Desire of Yahweh and thus become  fully trusted for eternity  –  because they do  not  have two masters  (Matt.6v24).  
When resurrected,  these 144000 TCs will still  agapao/phileo  Yahweh and JC  (having been proved through fire 1Cor.3v13-16  –  please see my local 
commentaries),  and are thus able to become  fully trusted  Sons of God,  as  “The Bride of Christ”  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2,9, etc.). 
Therefore,  what more appropriate than equally to be given a commensurate  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body that can never die,  of which  “The 2nd 
Death”  has no power (Rev.2v11, 20v6)? 
         Everything given above are quotes from out of The Bible. 

What can our fraudsters give by counter  (naturally holistically supported by Bible context)? 
Everyone else.  We are falsely told by  worldly Christian leaders,  JC loves us all  (by implication “phileo”)  –  well that is  an utter lie!     
         How astounding! 
This  “lie”  fulfils Satan’s Desire  (see glossary)  because it makes Yahweh’s Word look stupid  –  Yahweh  (being at  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  with JCg)  does  not  phileo (= attractively love)  “sinful people”   –  He is perfect and moreover He directly killed many 
people in The Old Testament  –  so He most certainly did not phileo them in that specific state! 
So their  “worldly wise logic”  fails.  If JC phileo us all now,  then why does the Bible say Yahweh hates some people  (thoughts  drive  their  
actions/works  –  with  no distinction)  and  why  “the panic”  for The Last Rites for salvation?   We are told Yahweh hates sinners and they  will  die!  
 But  I hasten to add,  Yahweh  will love  those people in The Culmination  –  but we are  not  there yet! 

Thus Yahweh and JCg  agapao/(edifying loves)  Mankind for its reform,  and for those people who do reform,  will  be phileo loved in The 
Culmination  (= all those people of The 3rd Remnant of The 3rd Epoch Israel who successfully come through The Millennium.  These people 
may presently be sinful and thus cannot be phileo loved  as we presently stand  before  reformation).    
        Please see my commentaries at 2Cor.12v1-3 that explain this. 

The Millennium mechanism has been put in place by Yahweh  to provide salvation  for all those people who do not presently  agapao/{edify love}  JC or 
Yahweh  (for whatever reason).  But most importantly it is logically consistent with Yahweh’s Decree and JC’s selfless sacrifice  (else Satan would be 
quick to  point a finger’  as he did with Job  [Job.1v6-12, etc.]  –  worldly Christian doctrine fails this crucial test).  JC dies for us all  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  
to save us from what now becomes  “The 1st Death”  –  that is  why  JC said  “we are asleep”  (John.11v11-15),  for virtually all people to be resurrected 
in  “The General Resurrection”.   “The 2nd Death” is  “the annihilation”  which is as we understand = Real Death!   It is not as falsely described as 
“burning torture”  (another lie given out by   “You know who”)!   As I explain elsewhere,  Yahweh and JCg  will  agapao/phileo  (= edifying/attractively 
love)  all people who will ultimately  agapao/phileo  Yahweh and JCg.   Consequently,  everyone resurrected into The Millennium have then been given 
the opportunity to  agapao/phileo  Yahweh and JCg for which Yahweh and JCg will reciprocate their “love”  (agapao/phileo/storge).  Those people who 
still stubbornly refuse will be hated by JCg and Yahweh and shall face  their/”The  2nd Death”  of absolute personal annihilation  (so completely 
annihilated,  as not to even be aware that they do not exist)! 

The important thing to realise is that JCg has given everyone  “The Opportunity for Salvation”  from their present 1st part of their physical 
life and everlasting life to all people who ultimately (over their 2 part life)  practice  sinless belief in JC  (as Peter told us at John.6v68,  
counter to Judas at John.6v64). 

Everything stated here is totally consistent with  everything written  in The Bible  and thus an utterly  accurate  understanding/interpretation  for you the 
reader.  This is  The True “1st Century Christian”  message  as originally taught by JC and the apostles,  now  “resurrected”  again after so many 
centuries of cover  (by  worldly Christian leaders beholden to worldly methodology)   ready for the imminent close of The Gospel Age to herald in The 
Millennium  (Matt.24v14)  at some time in the mid-21st Century. 
All this righteous logic is  utterly unintelligible  to  worldly Christian leaders and theologians  –  because by definition,  this  heavenly [plural]  sourced 
knowledge is  absolutely alien to  “worldly sourced reasoning”  acquired from seminaries  (Matt.23v15).  While this is  “The Real Gospel”  which 
should be taught  –  being  “1st Century Christian”  Teaching  –  it is  never  taught by those people  (errantly)  claiming to represent The Almighty God!   
I ask the reader    

When did they last hear this being taught,   plus all the  very necessary  support structure from The Tanakh  (2Tim.3v15-17)? 
We are at a slight juncture regarding  “agapao”.    
I need to repeatedly clarify precisely what I am teaching  –  there is a necessary subtlety that requires clarification. 
The problem I face is that  worldly Christian leaders confuse everything in “love”  –  when they demonstrably do  not  actually understand what the 
word means  –  else surely they would explain the minimal four variants of the Greek word  (and subsets)  to their congregations  –  this is all part of  
“The Teaching”  we are taught to do within the scriptures! 
Because they do  not  (either fundamentally or superficially)   understand what  “love”  means,  they allow their congregation to form their own 
interpretations of  “love”  which now boarders on the  self-indulgent  “love”  closely associated with The World and thus be termed  “Eros” (love)  – 
which is actually not used in The Bible.   This shows just how far removed are our  worldly Christian leaders from  “The Disclosing Truth”!  
Yahweh and JC  “agapao”  The World being  what it  can  be.  Thus Yahweh and JC operate as Paul explains in Heb.12v5-14 these two Entities  
(rightfully ruling)  will  “bring to order”  a rebellious world that is  presently detested by Yahweh  (noting, Gen.6v5-6, because what is  intrinsically  
different now?}.    Furthermore,  we are told several times that it is JC who forgives us  (Matt.9v2-6 and numerous other places)  and  not  Yahweh Who 
forgives The World  –  but Yahweh  presently only forgives  those specific individuals who are demonstrably aiming to become like JC in both word and 
deed  –  because these individuals will become His future Sons of God. 
As I stated earlier  –  this is precisely what  The Whole Bible teaches us throughout –  and yet it is  counter to virtually everything  our  worldly Christian 
leaders preach to us,  because it is  not  in their worldly interests to teach us  “The Disclosing Truth”  – because they are focussed upon what The 
Present World can deliver and absolutely  not  what Yahweh will deliver through JCg in The Millennium. 
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It is  “The Vista”  of  “The Righteous Society in The Millennium”  that drives TCs to personally make this possible by solving  “The Mystery of God”,   
which is again precisely why  worldly Christian leaders  never  teach it –  it has  NO  meaning within their  worldly  “Religious”  life! 
2Cor.   8v10 og Also  (the) cognition/opinion/resolve/agree/judgement/mind/purpose  in  {to/with/by  this}/{the same}   
2Cor.   8v10 og (I) give/bestow/grant,  that/this/there/here  for  {to yourselves}   
2Cor.   8v10 og (it is) {bearing together}/contributing/profitable/{be better/good}/expedient/advantage,   
2Cor.   8v10 og who/which  no/not/none  merely/alone/only  the (matter)   
2Cor.   8v10 og (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,   
2Cor.   8v10 og but  also  the (thing)  (to) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}   
2Cor.   8v10 og (you) {commenced already}/{began (before)}  off/away/separated/from  {by-gone}/{last year}. 
2Cor.   8v10 = Also  I  give/bestow  the  opinion/judgement/advice  within  this same   (matter),  

for  this  it is  profitable/edify/expedient/advantage  {to yourselves}, 
who  not  only  do/practice  the  (matter),   
but   also  you  determine/desire/{be pleased}  the  (matter)   {commenced already}/{began before}  from  {last year}. 

 

Also,  I give the  opinion/advice  within the same   (matter of operating in  “charity”), 
for this is  profitable/advantage  to yourselves   (inasmuch it instructs the mind to be  [1] humble,  [2] generous,  [3] not self-interested) 
who not only  do/practise  this   (the remapping of  “the synapse construction”  only comes from doing this  [real/genuine]  charity work). 
             (Sadly,  I needed to add  “real/genuine”  because in my mind  “Charity”  is a much-abused word today  –  now being  “feigned  charity”), 
but  also you  determine/desire  began the matter  (of charity)  from last year   (you should have freely offered your charity a year ago). 
 

This can be read two ways  (and I give both for consideration) - 
Paul states - 

Also,  I give my  opinion/advice    
1st option: 

You would be better people if you had willingly done what you should have done last year,  rather than leave it to now!     
But that is a typical characteristic of many people –  “leave off from doing today what can be done tomorrow”  – rather than   “do not leave for 
tomorrow what can be done today”!   Unpleasant to hear the truth  –  but we all need to hear  “the truth”  about ourselves,  so those specific people who 
desire to reform can be awakened and motivated to become  “New People”  (1Pet.2v9)  rescued from worldly methodology. 
Yahweh Who is actively seeking out by  election/selection  His future Sons of God  who  are  personally self-motivated to entirely fulfil His Desire! 
Though it may be argued this verse could be read like this  (and only very tentatively supported in 9v2)  

2nd option: 
Paul congratulates them because they were edified by heeding the advice that he gave to them last year. 

While we can only speculate  (because we have Paul both congratulating them  [the elders as selected by Paul]  and admonishing them  (some of the 
congregation having come into the fold  –  of diverse natures])  –  we realise the Corinthians at the time would know precisely from which angle Paul 
was coming  (at the personal level of the respective recipient)  and responded accordingly. 
 
66th Instruction – The active Brethren aiming to become TCs will eagerly  ever-increasingly  perfect their work in their 
ministry to  “make complete what they know”  by  “practising what they know”! 
81st Reasoning – It is  only  those of The Brethren who are eager to  imitate  the TCs are accepted by Yahweh for Sonship,  
those people who are  not  eager,  are simply  not  accepted by Yahweh  –  because their synapse construction is wrong. 
67th Instruction – Some people may have  rest/ease,  and for others it may be  persecution/affliction -  but we are all to 
share what we have,  to be in equality,  to best provide relief. 
68th Instruction – Also those people with wealth are to give to those people with little,  so that all support each other. 
21st Good News – The people with  “The Word of God”  will do all they are able to  accurately  promote  “The Word of 
God”  into The World for absolutely  no  return.  Either  (1) directly at the leading-edge  teaching,  or  (2) providing the 
fleshly  needs/necessities  to enable the  accurate  teaching to occur from those people of (1).   
21st Warning – ONLY give physical support to someone you  personally know  at a one to one basis – NEVER give money 
to  “showmen in their crusades” – also if background music is played during an  “individual’s ministry” –  WALK AWAY! 
2Cor.   8v11 og {just now}/presently  and  also  the [matter]   (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice (of it)   
2Cor.   8v11 og (yourselves) {fulfil further/completely}/execute/accomplish/perfect/perform,   
2Cor.   8v11 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  {exactly as}/{precisely so}   
2Cor.   8v11 og the  predisposition/alacrity/{forwardness of mind}/readiness/enthusiasm/willingness/eagerness    
2Cor.   8v11 og of the (person)   (to) determine/{delight in}/desire/{being pleased}/will,   
2Cor.   8v11 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  the [matter] 
2Cor.   8v11 og (to be) {fulfilled further/completely}/execution/accomplishment/perfection/perform  
2Cor.   8v11 og {from/out of}  of the (person)   (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have. 
2Cor.   8v11 = And  {just now}  also  you  {fulfil completely}/accomplish/perform  to  do/practise/yield  the  (matter/thing/charity), 

{so that}  {precisely so}  the  alacrity/eagerness/willingness/enthusiasm   
of the  person  to  desire/choice/determine   (as you personally decide),   
also  {in this manner}/so  the  (matter/thing/charity)  
to be  perfected/completed  {from out of}  of the  person   (to) have/possess/obtain. 

 

And just now  also you accomplish to do the matter   (it is good to be giving charity  [1] spiritual ministry,  [2] physical alms to TCs), 
so that precisely so the  alacrity/enthusiasm  of the person  (giving)   
to  desire/{be pleased}   (so that you freely choose to offer  “charity”) 
also in this manner the matter  (of charity/giving)   to be  perfected/complete   
               (Thereby changing your  “synapse construction mapping”  away from  The World,  to become like a TC driven by Yahweh’s Methodology), 
from out of the person to  have/possess   (being the internal driver to make this charity occur,  both spiritually and physically). 
 

One level of understanding to which I do not subscribe,  would be,  Paul is  only  speaking about worldly  goods/{fleshly sustenance}. 
By example,  when JC speaks of wealth,  possessions,  poverty,  -  then  “The Trust”  of JC's teaching  is actually speaking about  spiritual matters  for 
“The Brain”  and  not  material things  (please see my local commentaries in the gospels). 
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If we consider in v7 Paul is speaking about spiritual matters  (inasmuch elsewhere Paul speaks of other congregations supporting his physical need and 
not  [initially]  The Corinthians).  And then in verse 8 Paul speaks of JC having everything  (pertaining to this planet)  and yet had nothing while 
physically on this planet  –  and then switches to mean that JC as  “The Word of God”  (being the most valuable thing we could have)  has made us 
wealthy with regard to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire when originally we were spiritual beggars  (recognising our spiritual need).  
Again,  Paul is copying the same format,  JC uses within his parables where the teacher  “pulls-in”  the listener with something they can recognise at  
“The Physical Level”  and then spins it around to get  “The Mind”  working upon  “the spin”  presented at  “The Spiritual Level”.  I will bring all this 
out within my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  under perhaps a topic entitled   “Allegoric Teaching”  that would become perhaps the largest topic  
(requiring many sub-groupings)! 

Thus rather than  “The Matter”  is  “the giving of alms”  (as a lessor “by-product”  of charity)  it is rather  “The Willingness  to grow up  
from a child to become a mature adult”  (thus becoming transformed from   “a minimal brethren”  to  “a maximum brethren = a TC”)  being  
the continual exhortation  of The New Testament  at a personal level. 

Consequently,  Paul is instructing The Brethren for continual improvement in their ministry  work/lifestyle  so they become ultimately acceptable to 
Yahweh,  so their  motives/works/labour  are to be completed to God’s satisfaction and thus acceptable as being on par to  “The Golden/Kingly 
Standard”  that is placed upon  all  “Christians”  against which  “The  Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement”  is  presently being made during The Gospel 
Age to possible Sonship. 
Then -  as an aside,  The Brethren  will  give  “aims by agape”  to support  The Ministry of The TCs  (being of the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits between The Brethren and TCs)  –  only because The Brethren  have  made the transition from The World to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire  –  else why should they?   And for this transition,  Paul then commends The Brethren for their spiritual reform and thanks them for “the 
physical alms”  (as he started with earlier in these suite of verses). 
2Cor.   8v12 og if  for  the  predisposition/alacrity/{forwardness of mind}/readiness/enthusiasm/willingness/eagerness   
2Cor.   8v12 og (it is) {to lie before the view}/{to be present (to the mind)}/{standing forth}/present/{be first},   
2Cor.   8v12 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  if/whenever  (he/she/it may/should) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
2Cor.   8v12 og {some/any/certain person}  (he/she is) {well received}/approved/favourable/accepted,   
2Cor.   8v12 og no/not/none  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  no/not/none   
2Cor.   8v12 og (he/she) held/took/possessed/obtained/has. 
2Cor.   8v12 = For  if  the  alacrity/eagerness/willingness/enthusiasm  is  {presented first}/{to stand forth}   (to the mind),   

whenever  according to  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  may/should  have/possess    
(then)   he/she  is  approved/acceptable   (by Yahweh),   
(yet)  not  according to   (that)   he/she  possessed/has  not. 

 

For if the  alacrity/enthusiasm  is presented first   (to be self-driven by The Mind  without  the TCs prompting) 
whenever according to some person,  he/she  might  have/possess   
                 (being what they give freely in “Real charity”,  ideally out of their Means  [Mark.12v43]  of  time/alms) 
(then)   he/she  is  approved/acceptable   (to Yahweh,  examining  “The Synapse Construction Mapping”  [1Sam.16v7-13 for future kingship]), 
(yet)  not according to  (what)  he/she  has not   (and Yahweh will not ask for what we cannot give  [either physically or spiritually]) 
                 (Note   The greatest sin would be  “feigning charity”  for a worldly return  –  this is an abomination to Yahweh!) 
 

Paul states  
Having the  enthusiasm/readiness  of the mind to be forward in giving what you are personally able to do during your present life,  both (1) 
personal works  (preaching for the spiritual support of the worldly community)  and  (2) materially  (fleshly for the physical support of The 
TCs bodily needs)  is all approved by Yahweh. 
Note   It is  not  “The Works”  that are specifically approved  –  but rather  “The Intent/Driver”  behind  “The Works”  that is approved,  or 
“Not approved”  if there is a  “clandestine motive”  behind the feigned charity. 

Clearly the converse is true as we are told at the end of the verse.   
If we do not have certain physical means or certain spiritual capability,  then Yahweh will not demand from us  (Matt.25v15). 
However,  if we are not willing to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (to agape The World – by imitating JC)  then we are  not  approved by Yahweh! 

There is nothing about being passive  (Rev.3v14-17),  or to practice  self-indulgent  worldly worship at  “the Meeting Place”  (of whatever,  albeit a 
cathedral, mosque, or synagogue).  As we read in context the  things/works  are given earlier in v9,10,11  –  where The Driver  (from  “The Word of 
God”)  is agapao yielding agape both in ministry to our neighbour and physical support for the TCs  (to continue their effectiveness in ministry unto The 
World). 
Important note here  –  again  twisted  by  worldly Christian leaders  –  because they do  not  (= choose not to)  understand  The  Thrust  of The Bible. 
The Thrust  (of The Bible):- 

We  personally  are to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  being  “The Real Gospel of 1st Century Christianity”  to our neighbour  for 
absolutely  no  worldly return  (we can do this if we are physical paupers,  it costs nothing to absolutely learn  “The Word of God”  from a  
good/trustworthy  source,  and absolutely  not   [1] seminaries [Matt.23v15]  or  [2] modern translations of The Bible [Rev.22v18-19]  or  
[3] worldly Christian leaders [Matt.6v24]  -  where  all three  sources teach us how  not  to be a TC). 
If like The Macedonian Brethren,  and we are not paupers  –  then we can assist The TCs in their ministry through physical support in alms  
(perhaps because we personally have family commitments  –  or not gifted for public speaking). 
That is where it stops  (without  the  “religious customs”  and  “social get-togethers”)  -  at something of which we can  all  do  as explained 
above –  also it is concentrated in the correct areas  –  and cannot be attacked from outside as being  “supposedly wrong”. 
Conclusion    It is from the above actions Yahweh can gain TCs from out of  both  groupings  (having the correct synapse construction)  –  so 
He might attain His 144000 TCs and bring forth The Millennium! 

The Twist  (given by  worldly Christian leaders,  operating to Satan's methodology):- 
(1) We have no need to personally learn The Bible  –  and thus have no need to imbue  “The Word of God”,  but we only need to turn-up at a 
weekly social get-together,  say a few nice things,  sing a few nice songs and go home again to behave like The World for the next week.   
Conclusion   From the actions of this grouping,  Yahweh  cannot  gain any of His future TCs! 
(2) We leave it to  “The Professionals”  and they are  paid by The World to deliver what The World wants to hear  (2Tim.4v3-4).   Thus these 
individuals fermenting the passivity above,  so-called experts  “explaining away”  The Bible into triviality,  and being paid by The World to 
do this,  have equally  not  fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire on several fronts.  Especially when what they do teach is so  hopelessly wrong  as I 
demonstrate when I rip apart their sermons line by line with a few examples on this website out of the very many hundreds of transcripts on 
my hard drives of which I have at my disposal when I have more available time to do so.   
Conclusion   From the actions of this grouping,  Yahweh  cannot  gain any of His future TCs! 
(3) Then we have  “The Giving of Alms”,  not to TCs for their own use  (being only given to support their  fleshly body unto The Next Day)  to 
promote  “The Word of God”  -  but to worldly people who are  not  able to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to become TCs  –  and thus a possible 
subject for attack from other religious leaders   Being that food is being used as a lever to convert people to “Christianity”.   
Note   Please see my exhaustive commentaries at Luke.10v30-38 because it does not entirely mean what we are taught  –  being the more 
important underlining message in  “The Parable of The Good Samaritan”  which sadly is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders! 
Conclusion   From the actions of this grouping,  Yahweh  cannot  gain any of His future TCs! 

And I could go on and on,  with many more examples to show how  “The Twist”  has occurred and is presently occurring. 
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The important thing to note is that Yahweh  will achieve  His 144000 TCs – being  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  that becomes Satan’s nemesis  
(Rev.20v1-3,10)  from  “The Thrust”,  and  “naturally”  (a carefully chosen word)  under  “The Twist”,   “Yahweh’s Desire that is separate from this 
world of sin to be made manifest within The Environment” (= the “HS”)  is  frustrated/opposed/satanic  by the actions of the leaders driving  “The Twist 
in God’s Word”! 

So who gains? 
Who loses? 
Who is  “blaspheming against the HS”?  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31)  Noting the composite definition of HS as given by “FutureLife.Org”. 

This all makes for serious consideration! 
2Cor.   8v13 og no/not/none  For  that  (to) else/different/more/other (persons)   (the) relaxation/relief/eased/liberty/rest,   
2Cor.   8v13 og {to yourselves}  and  (the) compressions/afflictions/pressures/burdens/persecutions,   
2Cor.   8v13 = For  (it is)  not  that  to  different/other  people  the  relaxation/ease/rest/liberty,   

and  the   affliction/burdened  {to yourselves}, 
 

For  (it is)  not that other people  (have)  the  relaxation/rest   (from the giving of their  “charity”  [having done so earlier]), 
and the  affliction/burdening  (now)  to yourselves   (I am not instructing you to commence  “charity”  from where the Macedonians left off) 
 

Again,  worldly  consideration is for  the fleshly body  –  which is precisely what our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  read into this verse. 
Inasmuch  it only means    

Some people have plenty of worldly means,  and others have little upon which to physically survive  –  so give from our excess and 
immediately we are  (supposedly)  “loved by God”!     

No!  -  It does not work like that!    
Yahweh is examining  “The Intent” and how much  “The Giving”  hurts  “The Giver”  -   that indicates  the genuineness  of  “The Giving”! 
Yahweh examines  “the synapse construction”  for future Sonship  (1Sam.16v7-13,  to become a future leader  [of The Millennium]) 

This now leads onto the second section  (being how  “the physical”  is driven by  “the spiritual”). 
While the above is certainly true at the physical level  –  we must understand The Bible Message is aimed directly at  “The Brain”,  being  “The Spiritual 
Level”,  JC and the apostles use physical examples  to explain  “The Spiritual”  (please see my all my commentaries throughout all The Gospels). 
Therefore -   Paul is speaking of the higher level  –  being spiritually  –  being  worldly methodology which must be surpassed by Yahweh's Methodology. 
The Bible is  not  about fleshly food that only gives temporary sustenance to the fleshly body that is to  perish away to nothing,   but rather it is all about  
“The Word of God”  giving  “spiritual sustenance”  to The Mind,  after which if a successful transformation occurs,  then Yahweh is only too pleased to 
transfer the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= the synapse construction mapping)  into a commensurate  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body at  
“The 1st Resurrection”  (Isa.66v8 based upon 1Pet.2v9, 1Thes.4v13-18. Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6). 
We are told the Brethren aiming to become TCs are materially poor  (we are told this in so many places)!    
Please read what Paul tells his  same  readers in his 1st letter at 1Cor.1v26-28  being the lowly people within society  –  by inference,  not  having much 
worldly means. 

So what does this verse  really mean  at  “The Spiritual Level”? 
Continuing from v12 we understand that  “The Macedonian Brethren”  are  willing/eager  and  are  afflicted/persecuted  (we are often told of this fact in 
the gospels and epistles),  but there are other persons who have  ease/rest/liberty  –  and by inference are  not  afflicted/burdened/persecuted  (choosing 
to escape it).   
If as I state,  then we understand that  “The Thrust”  is at  “The Spiritual Level”  and  not  “The Physical Level”.     
Thus,  at the spiritual level,  Paul does  not  want The Brethren to become  burdened/persecuted  through the fallout gained by the knowledge they have, 
inasmuch -    

Now having  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  means that we become  dutifully expected  by Yahweh to use it in The Ministry work  
–   if  we desire to become a Son of God. 

However if we do not have the inclination to follow through to Sonship  (because we are not suitably capable),  then we should not start and then fall 
away  (see numerous JC’s parables on this subject  –  the tower, army, plough, etc.   [Luke.14v14-22, 9v64]),   and thus become at  ease/rest/liberty  as 
per  worldly  humans from this requirement,  which has been faithfully undertaken by JC’s  faithful and capable stewards. 

However,  Paul then continues in the next verse  
“But from equality”  –  at which point,  Paul moves onto v14.   
Because there is  no  equality immediately in this verse  v13,  –  so  “the equality”  must be explained in the next verse  -  except inferred in the sense we 
will gain a reward in the 2nd part of our physical life for what we have done in the 1st part of our physical life  (an instruction often taught in The Bible). 
2Cor.   8v14 og but  {from/out of}  (of the) {likeness (in condition or proportion)}/equality, 
2Cor.   8v14 og in  to the [= within]  now/present/immediate  (to the) time/season/occasion  the [surplus]  {of yourselves}   
2Cor.   8v14 og (the) surplus/superabundance/{that what is left}/{over and above}  into/unto  the [need]  
2Cor.   8v14 og (of) {that one}/those [persons/TCs]   (the) deficit/poverty/{that which is behind}/lacking/penury/want/need,   
2Cor.   8v14 og that  also  the  [surplus]   (of) {that one}/those   
2Cor.   8v14 og (the) surplus/superabundance/{that what is left}/{over and above}   
2Cor.   8v14 og (it may/should) {become to be}  into/unto  the [need]  {of yourselves} 
2Cor.   8v14 og (the) deficit/poverty/{that which is behind}/lacking/penury/want/need   
2Cor.   8v14 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  (it may/should) {become to be}   
2Cor.   8v14 og (the) {likeness (in condition or proportion)}/equality, 
2Cor.   8v14 =  but  {from out of}  {likeness/equality (in  condition/proportion)}, 

within  the  present  time/season/occasion  your  surplus/abundance  unto  those   (people/TCs)   of  deficient/needing,   
that  also  those  (people)  of  surplus/abundance  it  may/should  {become to be}   (TCs/suppliers)   unto your need;   
so that  it  may/should  {become to be}  equality   (TCs gave spiritually you,  so you might give physically,  to continue their work). 

 

But   (rather than be an  instruction/command  from myself,  let you consider the following … … … ) 
from out of the equality (in condition/proportion)  within the present  time/occasion   (thus we should equally do it  now/today) 
your surplus unto the  deficit/need  of those people   ([1] TCs physical  daily sustenance,  to support  [2] world's spiritual  daily sustenance) 
that  also the people of surplus it might become  (suppliers)  unto your need;  so that it might become to be equality. 
               (It is a righteous balance,  the TCs supplied your spiritual need,  and you supply their physical need to continue spiritual growth in The World) 

 

Paul continues to complete his reasoning on  “equality” - 
Yahweh is using His  144000 agents/representatives  throughout The Gospel Age to show the qualities of The Millennium where they are to 
equally  help/assist/support  their fellow members - 

1. Spiritually by teaching our  receptive  neighbours  –  not forced,  but to let them know by both word and deed what drives us to be  different  
from The World,  and it is this that becomes our  active canvassing  for our  “New Political World Order”  of JCg physically being our ruler 
in The Millennium, Rev.19v16  (while being presently our spiritual ruler of our brain [as God’s Word, Rev.19v13],  Luke.17v21).   
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If this is our political party,  then why would  any  person  on this planet  expect us to participate within worldly politics  –  because the 
members of  present-day  politics  are  not  of  our  political party!   We are instructed to behave in  “The Manner”  as do  “The Members”  
of  “The New World Order”  by precisely imitating JC! 
Thus,  the Brethren/TCs  (as “The Body of JC”)  will give out spiritual food to bring everyone within  The World  to a level of righteous 
equality  (spiritually = righteous thoughts).  It will be the TCs as  The  Kings/Priests  giving what they know to those people who do not have 
this knowledge to  “personal righteousness”.  The TCs are practising this now as stewards  (causing their 5 talents to increase by another 5 
talents through more TCs coming into the body of JC  Matt.25v16-21,  1Cor.12v12-22)  in small things in the 1st part of their physical life,  to 
be given greater things later in The Millennium  (because they have perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”). 

2. Physically by showing agape  (driven by agapao)   to deliver  “Real/Unfeigned Charity”   principally directed to support the TCs in their 
active  front-line  ministry work  –  where they will need a team of support staff  (The Brethren)  to physically aid them.  This agape is  not  to 
be used to support The World and of its present machinations,  sadly leading to the fallout we witness within The World today  (aid being 
traded for weapons,  or trafficked by local war-lords,  or even simply to pay the leaders behind  “The Front”  of whatever  “charity”) 
All this is a modern day scam – to become a  “professional business”   as directed by  “The Leaders”  (noting the front-line workers are 
sincere –  as in most cases like this)!   

The Brethren are only duty bound by Yahweh to assist The TCs with agape  –  because they are Yahweh’s  “front line workers”. 
A most important Warning    

Charlatan Christian leaders having mass followings  (Matt.24v23-26)  are  intrinsically antichrist  (1John.2v18-19 4v1-4)  being  against  
producing the next generation of TCs for  “The Anointing”.  Consequently,  these beloved  (by the worldly minded people)  leaders should be 
absolutely rejected  –  we must not supply them with money  –  supposedly given for  “The Lord’s Work”.   

For someone like me,  it is just so very easy to spot a  charlatan Christian leader  “working the crowds”  like a very proficient conman  (Matt.24v23-26, 
Mark.13v21-23),  –  but for the  absolute vast majority  of  “Christians” –  they will  not  recognise the  “tell-tell”  signs,   and they  will  certainly 
become  bewitched/seduced  by the wonderful,  crafted sales spiel emanating from these  “endearing individuals”  -  operating as conmen,  Rogue 
Traders,  spiritual paedophiles  as we are warned within The Bible at numerous places  (Luke.17v2, etc.)! 
It is only by  thoroughly  knowing and understanding  “The Word of God”  are we able to have sufficient defence –  as we are to read later in chapter 9. 
2Cor.   8v15 og just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
2Cor.   8v15 og [Prophecy, Ex.16v18 ]  The (person)  the (thing)  many/much/plenteous,   
2Cor.   8v15 og no/not/none  (he/she) {had done/made}/{been more}/{super-abounded}/abundant/{made to increase},   
2Cor.   8v15 og also  the (person)  the (thing)  {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}  no/not/none   
2Cor.   8v15 og (he/she) diminished/{fell short}/{had lack/less}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Ex.16v18  
2Cor.   8v15 = Just as  it has been  written: 

The person   (having)   the much thing,  not  he/she  {been more}/{super-abounded}/{made increase},   
also  the person  (having)  the  puny/little/small  thing  not  he/she  diminished/{fell short}/{had less}. 

 

Just as it has been written: 
  The person having the much,  not  he/she  had more    (the person with great responsibility had more to use in freely giving to other people) 
  also the person having the little,  not  he/she  had less   (the person only able to cope with small responsibility,  should be assisted to grow)  
 

The context of the quotation is when The Jews were in The Wilderness,  and they were gathering quails to eat.   
They were instructed  only  to gather what they needed for the size of their family  –  being just enough for their  respective responsibilities  over their 
family  -  Yahweh was able to provide as  daily required   (to replicate  what  “The Word of God”  is supposed to be  nurturing/{make grow}  within 
receptive people  [TCs]  during The Gospel Age). 
 This quotation  (and similar throughout The Bible)  is  always  to be applied at the two levels  -  

1. Spiritual –  being the  accurate  teaching of  “The Word of God”  to  neighbours/strangers. 
2. Physical  –  supplying fleshly sustenance –  principally to those people who are  unable  (but not shirkers)  to provide for themselves. 

The spiritual nourishment through  accurate  teaching is to bring all humans  up to the required standard  so that each human might ultimately fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire. 
The fleshly nourishment is to keep the body functioning  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (of item 1). 
Ultimately both will occur in The Millennium within a  righteous/equitable/just  society. 

It should be understood physical donation from our own means should  not  be given to bolster-up a society that is in irrevocable decline  -  
we should leave  “the sinking ship”  early and join  “The Cause with a future”!   Physically support the TCs to spiritually teach The World! 

 
69th Instruction – TCs will always thank Yahweh for the benefits which He sources to us through JCg. 
58th Comment – TCs will always care for their charge and volunteer to minister when required. 
2Cor.   8v16 og (the) {grant favour}/{gratuitously in kindness}/forgive/rescue  And  to the  God [Yahweh]  
2Cor.   8v16 og to [= in/with/by/on] the (One [Yahweh])  giving/bestowing/granting  the  her/same   
2Cor.   8v16 og (the) hastiness/dispatches/earnestness/diligence/eagerness/forwardness   
2Cor.   8v16 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves}   
2Cor.   8v16 og in  to the [= within]  heart/{seat of motivation}  (of the) Titus. 
2Cor.   8v16 = And  the  {grant favour}/{gratuitous kindness}  to the  God  (Yahweh),   

in/by  The One (Yahweh)  giving/bestowing  the same  earnestness/diligence/commitment/enthusing   
{for the sake/behalf of}  {of yourselves}  within  the  heart/{seat of motivation}  of the  Titus. 

 

And the gratuitous kindness to the God  (Yahweh), 
in The One (Yahweh)  giving the same  earnestness/diligence/commitment   (“The Word of God”  had grown to maturity in Titus) 
for the  sake/behalf  of yourselves within the  heart/{seat of motivation}  of the Titus.   (Titus was motivated/committed  to feed these people). 
 

The Reader can see how Paul is developing his theme that we are all to maximise what we can do,  some people can do much,  while others can only do a 
little (Matt.25v15),  and Titus is a  “5 Talent/Star”  person,  like Paul and Timothy,  all able to do much in nurturing,  watering like Apollos  (1Cor.3v4-
6).  Note,  The Talent is defined as “The Weight of Responsibility”  taken to carry through to its conclusion what is required to be done. 
Paul recognises that  “all intrinsically  ideal/good  things”  come from Yahweh and gives due acknowledgement of that fact.   
Furthermore,  Yahweh desires His Plan to be successful and this Desire  only works  through His Faithful Apostles and absolutely  not  worldly Christian 
leaders purporting to come in His Name  –  but certainly  not  his  Character nor Authority (having competence to correctly teach)  by  not  being the  
one/same  with His  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits.   

Therefore Yahweh can  only  work through His Apostles who  first  show sincere commitment  (see 2Cor.8v7,10)  to  imitate  His Premier Son 
JCg  (truly having learnt “God’s Word part 1” [and for us “part 2” as well  -  because we  initially  do  not  have a  “Mind like JC”]). 
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Else Satan can always state  “foul”  (by spinning God’s Word back at Him in the midst of all the other reasoning entities of The Universe)  
against either the person helped,  or the person not helped!   Satan can play off one against the other in the minds of judging witnesses! 

We must realise,  Yahweh in His  “Righteousness”,  will  only  operate in The Environment by  accurately  spreading His Word,  and is  not  for the  
personal  worldly gain  (being whatever the fallout might be)  for any human taking upon themselves this responsibility.  We read here,  Titus was 
sincerely motivated to journey and  teach/aid/assist  in the edification of these brethren for them to become like JC  –  following the example set by Paul 
and then Titus. 

Can the reader understand this righteous logic?  
That is  why  Yahweh is  not  working with the  charlatan  “Charismatic Leaders”  in their  “staged acts today”,  manufacturing senseless hype! 
It would be  feeding the wrong aspects  of a person’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits –  they would become a  self-indulgent  child  (Heb,12v5-12)  and 
be  utterly useless  to become “The Heirs”,  with  “The Responsibility of Administrating”  “The Inheritance”  unto righteousness in The Millennium! 
2Cor.   8v17 og Because  the  truly/indeed/{that one}  
2Cor.   8v17 og (the) imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/encouragement   
2Cor.   8v17 og (he) received/accepted/took/welcomed [middle voice],   
2Cor.   8v17 og (the more) prompt/energetic/earnest/diligent [comparative] 
2Cor.   8v17 og and  (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving/being   
2Cor.   8v17 og (the) {self-chosen}/voluntary/{of own accord}/{willing of the self}   
2Cor.   8v17 og (he) issued/{came/went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded    
2Cor.   8v17 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor.   8v17 = Because  truly/indeed  the  exhorting/entreating/imploring  he  (Titus)   personally  accepted/welcomed   (on himself)   

and  being  earnest/prompt  he voluntarily  {came forth}/proceeded  towards  {specifically yourselves}. 
 

Because truly the  exhorting/imploring  he (Titus)  personally welcomed   (upon himself)    (Titus impressed upon himself that he must go) 
and being earnest   (for their spiritual  welfare/growth)   he voluntarily came forth toward specifically yourselves. 
 

Paul is using Titus as  “The Example”  of which,  ideally the Corinthian Brethren should be imitating  –  in their ministry to The World. 
Thus,  Titus had received pleas for his  coming/presence  to the ecclesia  and took it upon himself  [middle voice]  to earnestly come to them. 
Likewise,   “The Brethren/Christians”   (that means “us” likewise)  should be ideally imitating this role model! 
2Cor.   8v18 og (we) {dispatched in company}/{sent with}  and  {amid/together/with (meta)} 
2Cor.   8v18 og (of the) him  the  brother  {of whom/which}  the  laudation/{something commendable}/praise   
2Cor.   8v18 og in  to the [= within]  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  through (reason of)   (of the) all  
2Cor.   8v18 og of the  {a calling outs}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches. 
2Cor.   8v18 = And  we  (TCs)   {dispatched in company}/{sent with}  together/with  his   (spiritual)   brother, 

{of whom}  the  laudation/praise  within  the  {good news}/gospel  through reason of  all  the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae. 
 

And we (TCs)  dispatched in company  together/with  him,  his  (spiritual)  brother   
of whom the praise within the gospel through reason of all the  ecclesiae/{calling outs}. 
 

Paul sent with Titus,  the brother who was also praised with the gospel throughout all of the ecclesiae. 
This was another proven exemplar of how TCs should behave,  from whom the Corinthian brethren should take note. 
2Cor.   8v19 og no/not/none  merely/alone/only  and,  but  also   
2Cor.   8v19 og (the having been) {hand-reacher}/{raising of the hand}/voted/selected/appointed/chosen/ordained   
2Cor.   8v19 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  {a calling outs}/congregations/ecclesia/assemblies/churches   
2Cor.   8v19 og (the) {co-absentee from home}/{fellow traveller}/{companion in travel}  {of/from us}   
2Cor.   8v19 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
2Cor.   8v19 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  this/that (specifically)   
2Cor.   8v19 og to the  {waiting upon menially}/{servant assisting}/ministering  under/through/inferior/below/by   
2Cor.   8v19 og {of/from us}  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the [glory]   (of the) him  of the  Lord/Master   
2Cor.   8v19 og (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence,   
2Cor.   8v19 og also  (the) predisposition/alacrity/{forwardness of mind}/readiness/enthusiasm/willingness/eagerness   
2Cor.   8v19 og {of yourselves}. 
2Cor.   8v19 = And not only,   

but  (this brother)  also  the  having been  voted/chosen/ordained  by the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae  our  {fellow traveller},   
{united as companions}/{in union together}  with  this specific  gift/favour/benefit    (ministerial works given of in v8 to v18)   
through/under  our  {waiting upon menially}/ministering/serving    (through our  teaching/guidance)   
towards  His  (Yahweh’s)   glory/honour/dignity  of the  Lord/Master    (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”) 
also  {of your}  eagerness/willingness   (demonstrated). 

 

And not only  (had he been praised with The Gospel,)  
but  (this brother)  our fellow traveller  (within this world)  also having been  voted/elected  by the  ecclesiae/{calling outs}   
united as companions with this specific  gift/favour/benefit   (of ministerial works  –  of  accurately teaching  “1st Century Christianity”)  
through our waiting upon menially   (this person had  hearkened to Paul's teaching  and thus trusted  not  to be a new  worldly Christian leader) 
towards His (Yahweh’s)  glory/honour/dignity  of the  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh,  through JC as  “The Word of God”) 
also of your  eagerness/willingness   (to all help one another,  as one community,  universally driven by  “1st Century Christianity”). 
 

The Brother imitating Paul (TCs)  to promote and assist the teaching of   “The Word of God”  by whatever means possible  –  so that in the next verse it 
can be said that TCs do not avoid the  teaching/ministerial  work  –  being  “The Requirement of Yahweh”  laid upon   ALL  people calling themselves  
“Christians”  desiring to fulfil His Desire  (and  if  He so deems  –  to become future Sons of God). 
This avoidance is through  “putting up barriers”  to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire  (to gain more TCs)  either by shirking  (laziness)  or by worldly 
opinions  (often “political” in all the various forms). 
 
70th Instruction – TCs will avoid any issue that  could be negatively construed  “hence reflect badly”  on a TC’s ministry 
71st Instruction – TCs will always provide a virtuous ministry,  not only in the midst of The Assay performed by Yahweh 
(during His Special/Greater Judgement of Christians during the 1st part of their life)  but also before people so they might 
have the opportunity to become TCs  (without a cause to excuse their rejection before JCg in The Millennium). 
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2Cor.   8v20 og (the) {setting fast}/repressing/abstinence/avoiding/{withdrawing self} [mid. voi., plur.]   that/this/there/here,   
2Cor.   8v20 og no/not/none  {some/any/certain person}  us/our/we   
2Cor.   8v20 og (he/she may) {find fault with}/{to carp}/{censure (discredit)}/blame   
2Cor.   8v20 og in  to the [= within]  plumpness/liberality/abundance/bounty  this/that (specifically)   
2Cor.   8v20 og to the [= in/with/by/on]   {waiting upon menially}/{servant assisting}/ministering [singular]   
2Cor.   8v20 og under/through/inferior/below/by  {of/from us}. 
2Cor.   8v20 = The  personally  repressing/avoiding/abstaining  this,    (not to avoid our responsibilities in accurately teaching God's Word) 

not  {some/any/certain person}  should  censure/blame/complain    (in The Millennium – we did not know because we were not taught) 
to  us  (TCs)   within this    (Gospel message to be accurately taught,  being all the available time,  we can dedicate towards it)   
bountiful/abundance   (of Knowledge)   in the  {waiting upon menially}/ministering/serving  through/under/by  of/from  us, 

 

(We, TCs)  personally  repress/avoid  this   (possibility of reneging upon our responsibility to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  so that … … … )   
not some person should  (find)  censure/blame  in us  (TCs)    (to have any cause to falsely accuse in some manner,  hence TCs are “holy”) 
within this abundance  (of Knowledge)  in the waiting upon menially through us   (we,  TCs with much,  must  gift/give  much to The World). 
 

This is a  “Most Critical Verse”  wholly ignored by,  “You know who”  in both words and actions! 
We are to  avoid any reason  for a listener to use,  for  he/she  not to accept the wonderful abundance of The Gospel that we,  as TCs,  accurately teach. 
Thus TCs will always present themselves on hand  -  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to their neighbour for  no  worldly return,  else it could 
always be said by a person pointing an accusing finger to a future Son of God   “I could not become a son of God because the TC did not teach me!” 

This test becomes  one of the selection criteria  that Yahweh shall use in His selection of the 144000 future Sons of God!    
This accusation cannot be used as an excuse against any of the future 144000  kings/priests  (as to why a non-TC of The Millennium could state as to 
being the reason why  he/she  was not made a Son of God). 
2Cor.   8v21 og (We are) {considering in advance for maintenance}/providing   
2Cor.   8v21 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy [ministry]   
2Cor.   8v21 og no/not/none  merely/alone/only  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (of the) Lord/Master,   
2Cor.   8v21 og but  also  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men. 
2Cor.   8v21 = We are  providing  beautiful/ideal/virtuous   (ministry of The Gospel)  not only  {in the face/sight of}/midst  of the  Lord  

but  also  {in the face/sight of}/midst  of the  men.  
 

We are providing the  beautiful/virtuous/valuable  (ministry of  “1st Century Christianity”  [sadly never taught today –  only worldly Christianity]) 
not only in the  face/midst  of the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh making  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  made  only  upon “Christians”) 
but  also in the  face/midst  of men   ([1] to give an opportunity to become a TC,  [2] demonstrate the TCs worthy to be future Sons of God). 
 

Thus Yahweh is carrying out  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1),  hence auditing  all Christians (based upon “The Word of God” [JC]) 
-  so those individuals worthy to be called  “TCs”  for  “The Future Inheritance” by becoming  “The Heirs”  might be  elected/selected  by Yahweh,  and 
also  worldly people have the opportunity to likewise become  “holy”  –  to have the possibility of becoming TCs in their own right  (Rev.3v20). 

Where “Holy” = “blameless/innocent/pure/{separate from the world of sin}”,  ideally taking upon ourselves  “The Responsibility”  of  “the 
opportunity to become a TC by  accurately  teaching the message of God’s (Real) Word”. 

Logically,  those people in the position to hear cannot use the excuse  “they did not know”  –  when disgruntled at realising they missed Sonship upon 
their  “awakening/rousing/{collecting the senses}”  into The Millennium. 
The people most upset shall be the  worldly Christian Leaders who thought they had it all within the grasp of their hand,  but in reality had thrown it all 
away during the 1st part of their physical life  because  they chose to follow worldly self-indulgences!    (Matt.8v12, 13.42, 22v13, 24v51, etc.). 
 
Comment – repeat – TCs will always care for their charge and volunteer to minister when required. 
82nd Reasoning – Only those of The Brethren who have proved themselves to be faithful demonstrating  Fidelity  in their 
Assurance  to  The Knowledge  given specifically as “The Word of God” will be sent by TCs to assist in The Ministry work 
Good News – repeat - The positive  adjustment/reform  of people in their charge gives much consolation to the TC. 
2Cor.   8v22 og (we) {dispatched in company}/{sent with}  and  {to them}  the  brother {of/from us}  whom/which/that   
2Cor.   8v22 og (we) assayed/proved/tested/discerned/examined  in  (to the [= within]) many/much/plenteous  (things)   
2Cor.   8v22 og {many times}/frequently/{often-times}  (the) prompt/energetic/earnest/diligent  being/have,  
2Cor.   8v22 og {just now}/presently  and  (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) {more  prompt/energetic/earnest/diligent}  
2Cor.   8v22 og (to the) reliance/confidence/trust  (the) many/much/plenteous  to the  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor.   8v22 = And  we  (TCs)   {dispatched in company}/{sent with}  {to them}  (Macedonians)   our   (spiritual)   brother  

whom  we  proved/assay/tested  within  many  (things)   frequently/{often times}   (demonstrated as)   being  energetic/earnest/diligent,   
and  {just now}  the  much  {more/greatly  energetic/earnest/diligent}   
(we have)  in much  confidence/trust  unto  {specifically yourselves}. 

 

And we (TCs)  dispatched in company to them (The Macedonians)  our   (spiritual)   brother  
whom we  proved/assayed/tested  (him)  in many things   (especially how to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  by both word and deed) 
(he demonstrated)  being frequently  energetic/diligent   (entirely focused to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  [and not  “in it”  for the worldly return]), 
and just now the much more  energetic/diligent  in the much  reliance/confidence  unto  specifically yourselves. 
 

Thus a 2nd brother was also sent with Titus and the 1st brother mentioned earlier.  Paul has much confidence in the meeting between them all. 
2Cor.   8v23 og {If too}/Whether   over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the) Titus   
2Cor.   8v23 og (the) sharer/associate/companion/fellowship/partaker/partner  my/{of me}/mine  also  into/unto   
2Cor.   8v23 og {specifically yourselves}  (the) {companion in labour}/{fellow worker/helper},   
2Cor.   8v23 og {if too}/whether  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  {of/from us},   
2Cor.   8v23 og (the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}   
2Cor.   8v23 og (of the) {calling outs}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches   
2Cor.   8v23 og (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
2Cor.   8v23 = {If too}   (you enquire)   {for the sake/behalf of}  Titus,   (then he is)   my  sharer/companion/partner   

also  unto  {specifically yourselves}  the  {companion in labour}/{fellow worker},   whether  our  Brethren   (with him),   
(they are)  the  apostles/delegates/{appointed [by Yahweh, and not The World] to tell}  the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae 
the  glory/honour/dignity  of the  Christ/Anointed   (being of  The Appointment  as  The Goal  for  The Firstfruits).  
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If too  (you enquire)  for the  sake/behalf  of the  Titus,  (then he is)  my  sharer/companion/partner, 
also unto specifically yourselves  (he is)  the  companion in labour   
                (Titus tirelessly works to ensure  “1st Century Christianity”  is  accurately  taught alongside them) 
whether our Brethren  (shall be travelling along with him), 
they are  (all)  apostles   (= “appointed  [by Yahweh],  and not by the world]  to tell”)   the  ecclesiae/{calling outs} 
of the  glory/honour/dignity  of The Anointed  (by Yahweh to JC,  and all those 144000  persons who precisely imitate him – thus open to all of us). 
 

The Ministry of  “The (Real) Gospel”  is given to explain to Mankind precisely how Yahweh's Plan for  Human Salvation  operates in a  logical and 
righteous  manner.   It was given through  “The Word of God”,  firstly through His Prophets  (as part 1)  and most importantly through His beloved son 
JC  (as part 2)  showing us the way to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God” to become “The Wisdom of God”  which is quite simply stated as being - 

How is it righteously possible for members within a creation become like their creator? 
And quite simply  “the answer” is - 

To precisely imitate their creator! 
And  “Yahweh”  (= “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”)  as  “The 3rd Party Assessor”  is able to make 144000 TCs  (“Firstfruits”)  of The 
Gospel Age become future Sons of God at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6, Isa.66v8, 1Pet.2v9)  –  thereby becoming precisely like JCg  –  being his  
brothers/sisters  (Matt.12v48-50). 
Thus part of this message is obviously to  wholly teach  “The Word of God”  to enable people to become in the position to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  
but  also by so doing,  open up  “The Office/Appointment”  of  “Christ/Anointed”  by Yahweh to become His future Sons of God. 
All this is utterly  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  –  which is why it is all still a  “mystery to them”  –  because they have no desire to 
personally implement  “The Answer”,  because the consequences will be too unpleasant for them. 
Hence my vitriolic condemnation of the  charlatan Christian leaders that we witness throughout  “The Worldly Organisation”  of  Christianity’  under 
all its guises of the  sects/divisions/schisms  promoted as such for the leaders’ benefit  (to “Divide and Rule”)  over  their own  flock (hence the robbers 
and hirelings of John.10v1-14).   They demonstrably have  no  intrinsic value  for  [1] The Glory of JCg  and  [2] The Office potentially available for all 
those people who are sincerely trying to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  simply/freely   (but it only being a means for a worldly return)! 
2Cor.   8v24 og the  therefore/then  (the) indication/declaration/{evident token}/proof/display   
2Cor.   8v24 og of the  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  {of yourselves},   
2Cor.   8v24 og also  {of/from us}  (of the) {a matter of glorying/boasting/rejoicing}   
2Cor.   8v24 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves},  
2Cor.   8v24 og into/unto  {of them}  (you) indicate/show/display/demonstrate  
2Cor.   8v24 og also  into/unto  (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  
2Cor.   8v24 og of the  {calling outs}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches. 
2Cor.   8v24 = Therefore/Then,   the  {evident token}/proof/display  of  your  (Corinthian Brethren)   agape/charity   

also  of our  matter of  glorying/boasting  for the sake  of yourselves   
also  you  indicate/show/display  unto  them  {in the face/sight of}/midst  of the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae  (around about) 

 

Therefore you (Corinthian brethren)  display the proof of your  agape/charity   (in providing alms to the TCs in Jerusalem) 
unto them   (Paul's emissaries going to Corinth) 
also unto the  face/midst  of the  ecclesiae/{calling outs}   (in the regions,  -  that you are showing yourselves to be Christlike) 
also of our (TCs’)   (public)  glorying/boasting  for/on  behalf of yourselves. 
              (Being the reason  why  we were boasting about your turnaround  [away from worldly Christianity],  and return to “1st Century Christianity”.) 
 

Those people within The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs  demonstrate/show  they are ardent for  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + 
assurance + fidelity)  through their  lifestyle/works  –  and because of this,  Paul boasts about their commitment to all The Brethren in the ecclesiae. 
This boasting would be finally sealed if the Corinthian Brethren freely choose to give some alms for the TCs living in Jerusalem. 

 
 
59th Comment – Active Brethren imitating TCs are a great cause for rejoicing within the TCs. 
2Cor.   9v1 og concerning/about  truly/indeed  For  of the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  
2Cor.   9v1 og of the  into/unto  the  blameless/{holy persons}   
2Cor.   9v1 og (the) {super-abundant}/superior/pre-eminence/{very highly}/{beyond measure}/vehemently   
2Cor.   9v1 og {to me}/mine  (it) is  the  (to) write/scribe/engrave  {to yourselves}. 
2Cor.   9v1 = For  truly  concerning/about  of the  attendance/{servicing in the world}  unto  the  {holy persons}/TCs,   

{it is}  the  {super-abundantly}/beyond measure}  (= unnecessary/superfluous)   {to me}  to write  {to yourselves}. 
 

For truly concerning of the servicing in the world of the holy people   (TCs,  being in  “The Front Line”  of the ministry work) 
it is beyond measure  (= unnecessary)   for me to write to yourselves   (about how much  unpaid  work they do in The Ministry). 
 

Paul feels he has no need to expand upon the large amount  unpaid  work the TCs do in their  accurate  teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”,  being 
the reason why they need fleshly support in the form of clothing and any other non-perishable goods. 
2Cor.   9v2 og (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  for  
2Cor.   9v2 og the  predisposition/alacrity/{forwardness of mind}/readiness/enthusiasm/willingness/eagerness   
2Cor.   9v2 og {of yourselves}  whom/which/that  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor.   9v2 og {of yourselves}  (I) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice  (to) Macedonia,  because Achaia [= southern Greece]   
2Cor.   9v2 og (it was) {furnished aside}/{got/be/made ready}/prepared  off/away/separated/from  {by-gone}/{last year};   
2Cor.   9v2 og also  the [zeal]  {from/out of}  {of yourselves}   (the) zeal/passion/ardour/drive/motivation/devotion    
2Cor.   9v2 og (it has) stimulated/provoked/aroused  the [people]  more/greater/most. 
2Cor.   9v2 For  I  know/understand  {of your}  alacrity/enthusiasm/eagerness/willingness   

which  {on behalf}/over  {of yourselves}  I  boast/vaunt/rejoice  to  Macedonia  (Brethren),   
because  Achaia  (southern Greece)   it was  {made ready}/prepared  from  {last year},   
also  {from out of}  {of your}  zeal/passion/motivation  has  stimulated/aroused  the  many/more  people   (brought into The Fidelity). 

 

For I know of your  alacrity/willingness,   (of)  which I  boast/rejoice  to The Macedonian  (brethren)   on behalf of yourselves, 
because Achaia was made ready from last year,   (inasmuch they have heard of  “1st Century Christianity”  and many people are interested) 
also from out of your  zeal/passion   (exhibited)   has stimulated many more people   (to take the next stage in  “1st Century Christianity”). 
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Paul has publicised the  eagerness/willingness  of  “The Corinthian Brethren”  (of Achaia)  to  “The Brethren in Macedonia”. 
These brethren of Corinth have demonstrated their passion in works and this has brought much interest in  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century 
Christianity”   during the previous year by their ministry and many new people are becoming brethren . 
 
72nd Instruction – TCs are caring for The Brethren and will audit them according to the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire,  so 
that continual improvement might occur –  Paul warns of backsliding into The World. 
83rd Reasoning – TCs are desirous for their replacement by the next generation of TCs to come out of The Brethren. 
22nd Warning – Paul is very conscious that members of The Brethren can backslide and become leaders of their own  
dissident/apostate  sects through their fine words of eloquent speech beguiling their newfound audiences.  TCs will 
carefully audit those people within their care to ensure this will not occur –  and provide necessary guidance for reform. 
2Cor.   9v3 og (I) dispatched/sent/bestowed  And  the  brothers/{The Brethren},   
2Cor.   9v3 og that  not  the  boast/joyousness/rejoicing/glory  {of/from us}   
2Cor.   9v3 og the  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves}     
2Cor.   9v3 og (it may/should) {make empty}/abase/neutralise/void/vain/falsify   
2Cor.   9v3 og in  to the [= within]  apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  {in/with/by  this}/{the same},   
2Cor.   9v3 og that  just/as/that/how/when  (I)  stated/exclaimed:   
2Cor.   9v3 og (the having been) {furnished aside}/{got/be/made ready}/prepared  (you) might/may/can/should/be. 
2Cor.   9v3 = And  I  dispatched/sent  The Brethren   (Paul’s emissaries),   

that  not  {of our}  boasting/rejoicing  {for the sake/behalf of}  {of yourselves}   
it might  {make empty}/vain/void  within the  portion/share/participation  {in this}   (matter = continual growth to maturity of a TC),   
that  just/as  I stated:   You  may/should/be  having been  {made ready}/prepared, 

 

And I dispatched The Brethren  (Paul’s emissaries to audit their progress,  and steer any waywardness back to  “1st Century Christianity),   
that not our  boasting/rejoicing  for the sake of yourselves   (to the other ecclesiae)  
might make  empty/void  within the share of this matter   (being of their continual growth towards maturity of a TC,  to ideally become co-heirs) 
that  just/as  I stated:   You might have been made ready   (within the mind  –  being transformed to become Christlike). 
 

Paul sent the brethren to prepare them. 
He states   Lest some of you fell away in faithful works and our boasting over you becomes void  -  because I entrusted you were making 
yourselves ready to become part of  Christ's Bride  (Matt.25v1-12 who will be resurrected at the Rev.20v6)  and thus to have a  share/part  of 
the inheritance as  “co-heirs/co-regents” (Rom.8v17, 23,  in The Millennium). 

Paul was effectively giving them an audit  -  and the result was good   (for some of them)!   
The important reason for carrying out an audit is to compare  “The Procedures”  as contained within  “The Quality Manual”  against what is actually 
done by the people doing the work,  and  “Corrective Action Requests”  issued against bad practice.  The worst faults will have a ban issued  –  to  
stop/cease  errant practice  –  which is precisely what will occur to our  worldly Christian leaders at the changeover between The Gospel Age and The 
Millennium  -  all precisely as JC taught in many places within his parables.   
The preliminary Audit is performed!   We might be ready and adjust ourselves  –  before  the close of the 1st part of our physical life.  

But how often does this occur today within Christendom teaching their  near  “nonsense gospel”  with regards to  “Mankind's Salvation”? 
Being a time when we need it  “The Most”  because of the  dissident/apostate  material within and outside the  divisions/sects/schisms! 

That is  why  I am presenting  The Standard  reference material on this website to provide  “The Auditing Material”  that can give an opportunity for 
self-improvement  before  “That Great Day of The Lord”  that will soon come to herald in The Millennium.   
Sadly, our “Leaders of Religion”  hide  “The Necessities”  away from public scrutiny and give us it its place   Self-indulgent “Fluff”  (Matt.23v23, etc.). 
2Cor.   9v4 og {Not/lest somehow}/haply/perhaps  if/whenever  (they) accompany/appear/bring/come [middle voice]   
2Cor.   9v4 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  I/me/myself  (the) Macedonians   
2Cor.   9v4 og also  {to help on the road of life}/{succeed in reaching}/prosperous/successful  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor.   9v4 og (the) unready/unprepared  (we may/should be) {shamed down}/disgraced/{made blush}/confound/ashamed   
2Cor.   9v4 og {we ourselves},  that  no/not/none  (we) state/exclaim  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor.   9v4 og in  to the [= within]  {setting under (support)}/essence/assurance/confidence/substance  this/that (specifically)   
2Cor.   9v4 og of the  {a matter of glorying/boasting/rejoicing}. 
2Cor.   9v4 = Whenever  perhaps  the Macedonians  they  personally  accompany/come  {united as companions}/together  (with)  me 

also  {succeed in reaching}/locate/find  {specifically yourselves}  the  {not ready/prepared}  we ourselves  might be  ashamed/disgraced  
not  that  we state  {specifically yourselves}  within  this specific  assurance/confidence/substance  of the  boasting/publicising. 

 

Whenever perhaps the Macedonians personally come united as companions with me 
also find specifically yourselves not prepared   (to be  Christlike)    (then)   we ourselves shall be ashamed  (especially Paul),  
that specifically yourselves are not the substance of our stated boasting   (you are not as wonderful as we had claimed of yourselves). 
 

Thus Paul was always concerned about  “The Ideal”  to imitate JC,  and in this instance he was worried about some of  “The Corinthian Brethren”  not  
meeting the required standard of  “The Real Faith”  which at this point in time is the ardent  self-motivation  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of Sonship for the 
144000 places to be filled. 
The point I raised earlier between  “you”  and  “{specifically yourselves}”  indicates to me the two groupings within  The Brethren  (= Christians). 
There are the  “you”  =  worldly brethren  =  worldly Christians;  and the  “{specifically yourselves}”  to whom  (in this instance)  is levelled the praise 
being those Christians striving to become TCs and thus the epistle like others is coded at two levels.  Specific Praise to  {specifically those}  people 
endeavouring to become TCs and an exhortation to those passive ones to become like those  “{specific ones}”. 
It must be understood that  during the 1st Century  these  “specific ones”  would be the elders leading the congregations because they were originally 
hand-picked  by  “The 1st Century TCs”  (and not by  worldly Christian leaders today thinking themselves greater than the original apostles  –  and 
perhaps greater than  “God”  –  when we examine behind their polished public façade)!   But we know The Tree by examining The Fruit  (Matt.17-21). 
          How many TCs did Paul bring to Yahweh through the generations,  when compared with what  worldly Christian leaders  “bring to the(ir) party”! 
2Cor.   9v5 og (the) necessary/needful/required/indispensable/proper/{closely connected}  Therefore/Then   
2Cor.   9v5 og (I) {to lead}/commanded/deemed/considered/accounted/{ruled over}/thought [middle voice]   
2Cor.   9v5 og (to) {to set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort    
2Cor.   9v5 og the  brothers/{The Brethren},   that 
2Cor.   9v5 og (they) {go onward}/proceed/{go before/forward}/outgo/{pass on}  into/unto  {specifically yourselves},   
2Cor.   9v5 og also  (they may/should) {prepare in advance}/{make up beforehand}/{arranged earlier}   the   
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2Cor.   9v5 og (the having) {called forth to oneself}/predicted/promised/foretold/{had notice}/{showed before} [mid. voice]   
2Cor.   9v5 og (the) {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}/blessing/benefits/eulogy/flattery  {of yourselves},  
2Cor.   9v5 og this/that (specifically)   (the) fitness/adjusted/prepared/readiness  {to be/exist},   
2Cor.   9v5 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  {in that manner}/likewise/as  
2Cor.   9v5 og (the) {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}/blessing/benefits/eulogy/flattery    
2Cor.   9v5 og also  not  {just as}/{exactly like}  (the) avarice/fraudulence/extortion/{covetous practices}/greediness. 
2Cor.   9v5 Therefore/Then  I  personally considered/thought  the/(it)  necessary/needful/proper  to  exhort/urge/entreat  The Brethren  

that  they  {go forward}/{press on}  unto  {specifically yourselves}   (Corinthians),   
also  they  may/should  {adjust beforehand}/{prepare in advance}   
the having  personally  promised/foretold  {of your}  blessings/{fine speech},   
{this specifically}  to be/exist  the  ready/adjusted,    (being the  correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become Christlike) 
{in this manner}/so  {in that manner}/as  the  blessings/{fine speech}    (from genuine reform – rather than  “sweet nothings”) 
also  not  just/as  avarice/greediness/extortion/fraudulence    (inasmuch the gifts be taken without  due/righteous  process) 

 

Therefore,  I personally considered  (it)  necessary to exhort The Brethren that they go forward unto specifically yourselves  (Corinthians), 
             (The Brethren go to Corinth before Paul,  so they can organise  [1] collection of alms,  [2] ensure the Corinthians’ spiritual mind is Christlike) 
also they (Paul’s emissaries)  might prepare in advance the personal promise of your  blessings/{fine speech}, 
             (Paul wants to ensure everything is  “put in order” before he arrives afterwards for the  [1] alms and [2] accurate teaching) 

this  (blessing)  to be specifically ready  (for me when I come) 
             (the blessing of  [1] collected alms  and  [2] fine speech of well taught to yield  “1st Century Christianity”  in recipient minds) 
in this manner the  blessing/{fine speech}  (shall be received as a gift by me [Paul]) 
             (“The Word of God”  reforms The Mind to yield agape both  [1] physically in alms  and  [2] spiritually to reform recipients’ minds) 
also not  (it appear)  just as the  (last minute)  extortion   (when I come to receive some alms and give further detailed teaching from the Tanakh). 
             (Paul will further explain how the Tanakh is righteously answered by JC to yield The Millennium  [that fulfils Tanakh prophecy]) 
 

A most interesting verse! 
I have a problem with the standard translation given in “English bibles”. 

We have the word  given in this verse  “eulogeia” StrongsTM = 2129  to be  “blessing/{fine speech}/{eloquence of language}/commendation”  
from which is derived the English word  “eulogy” - as I faithfully translate in in this verse. 

However,  in our translators  “worldly wisdom”,  they translate the word to be  (physical)  “gift”  and I maintain   
They  mask  “The Point”  of Paul's Driver. 

I reason along these lines - 
If this was to be the correct translation then why did Paul not use  any of StrongsTM  1390, 1394, 1431, 1434/5, 3311, etc.  rather than 2129  
which means something quite different! 

Let us briefly discuss this. 
Perhaps taking the  worldly  view we might reason - 

The context is about physical gifts! 
Worldly  gratuity/return  seems to be the first thing in  “worldly minds”  –   hence perhaps the first thing in Paul's mind  (hardly)! 
Perhaps Paul is being tactful,  and thus evasive in what he is asking  (inasmuch “people will say nice things about you because of your gift”)! 

At this point I cannot think of any other  “supposedly plausible” reasoning to obtain a translation of  “gift”  from that given as   “fine/eloquent speech”! 
However,  by contrast then let us take an alternative understanding  –  based upon what  The Context of what The Bible Message specifically teaches us! 

The context is actually about  “gifts”  –  not only physical gifts  –  but actually  spiritual gifting! 
The point of Paul's Driver is  to educate  “The Mind”,  and  not  to feed  “The Body”. 
“The Body”  comes a distinct second to his mind  (this is one thing Paul learnt at 2Cor.12v7-9 and he tells us as such)! 
We should perhaps  “check-out”  the very next verse in context,  and the same Greek word is used  –  but worldly translations give another 
word  “bounteously”  for the  very same  Greek word  “eulogeia” StrongsTM = 2129  to be  “blessing/{fine speech}/{eloquence of 
language}/commendation”,  but again use the correct translation and we gain  “The Spiritual Understanding”  of what Paul is teaching,  not 
of  “gifts”  but  rather  “The Teaching of God's Word”.  Perhaps our translators do not want “God's Word” taught – being evidential in their 
poor translations,   here and much elsewhere  at critical junctures  of teaching and doctrine  (as I make public in my transparent translation)! 
Paul elsewhere  (Acts.18v1-3,  2Thes.3v6-12)  teaches us that we should not be expectant,  beholden to physical gifts  –  being parasitic. 
Actually when placed into  “The Real Context”  of this verse  (of the surrounding chapters)  we realise that Paul is really teaching us about a 
reformed mind  –  being  “The Spiritual Driver”  behind what we do  –  that should be Christlike  –  being the end of chapter 8,  and of  “The 
Spiritual Growth”  that is continued in the following verses. 
The previous chapter tells us about The Macedonian Brethren having  freely offered  without being asked  -  which was to Paul's surprise,  
because they were  not  asked  (8v2-5),  so we might reason   If they were not asked  –  then why should Paul be asking now?   
He was merely using The Macedonians  as an example  –  because at that particular time the TCs in Jerusalem were being particularly 
persecuted. 
Then we  move-on  within chapter 8 to see Paul praising their growth in  “1st Century Christianity”  (which is  not  “worldly Christianity” 
that is taught today)  which is  “imitate me as I imitate JC”  -  being specifically what Paul told them  TWICE  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  in his first 
letter to them!   They had strayed into  “worldly Christianity” – and that is why he had to pull them up quickly in his 1st letter and guide them 
back into  “1st Century Christianity”. 

The question must be on our mind is this  
What does  “imitate JC mean”? 
I think the problem we have,  is the translators  (beholden to their pay-masters)  give a translation that suits  “worldly Christianity”! 
Sadly,  the people who  “peddle”  (being  “The Operative Word”  here)  worldly Christianity,  do not know what  “imitate JC”  means! 
No,  rather – “They do not want to know”   what  “imitate JC”  means  -  hence  “preferring to be ignorant”,  “agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50). 

Now I have  “got that observation off my chest”  then let me please reason through what Paul is teaching us - 
To gain a mind built upon JC as  “The Word of God”  -  to become The Driver for our works.  

We reason beyond  “{the fine speaking}/blessings”  as simply a polite way of asking for  alms/gifts  but more,  being  “The Intent”  behind  “The Gift”. 
Paul wanted his trusted Brethren to audit the  (potentially)  fine speaking of  “The Corinthian Brethren”  and if necessarily prepare in advance  
how/what  they might need to adjust against whatever the auditors found.  Because Paul and his auditors had no desire to find the Corinthian Brethren 
behaving like other members of Christendom  (at the time)  using  {fine words}/{eloquence of speech}  in a  greediness/extortionate/fraudulent  manner. 
From the previous verse – Paul is concerned the brethren now going before Paul by a months or so,  may find  “The Corinthian Brethren”  not quite 
Christlike in the manner Paul had been boasting about their improvement in response to his first  letter/epistle. 
Consequently, I state   An interesting verse  –  it was occurring then,  and Paul was on the  look-out  for it amongst those people whom he taught. 
Today there is  no  Paul  The Apostle  (appointed  directly by Yahweh through JCg  to tell The World)  who is alive to audit the behaviour of our present 
“religious gangsters”  fraudulently living off the backs of their duped devotees!   Again,  not  all Christian leaders are like this  –  but very many are  -  
having a culture of some 1700+ years to  “perfect the craft of deviancy”  through the various  “Christian schisms”  that have grown up during that time. 
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Moreover,  these schisms are proliferating  ever-faster now that Satan knows his time is short  (Rev.12v12)  to his impending nemesis  (because that  
“Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  over The Gospel Age is becoming  ever-closer)  and thus allowing these deviant leaders to have  “their 
day”  (Rom.1v16-32),  so that Yahweh might show their  true  underlying character to The World  –  to be fully exposed in The Millennium  (Luke.12v3)! 
Thus,  imitating JC,  TCs do  not  take worldly returns  (of any  self-indulgent  description)  for our eloquent and  “effecting”  preaching work  (as by 
warning – 2Kings.5v27, Matt.10v8-9, 2Cor.11v7). 

Some 20,000  Worldly Christian sects in 1990s,  and now in 2009 CE, some 37,000 Worldly Christian sects  –  is the evidence I reproduce! 
In 2015 some 42,000 Christian sects,  and on my 4th revision at 2020 CE,  –  then I dread to think of how many there may be! 

One last comment - 
The reader may wholly disagree with me!   Fine  –  that is your prerogative! 

But  –  at least the reader  has an opportunity  to either agree or disagree with my account! 
The reader has  no  opportunity to examine Paul's actual words used in  worldly translations  and thus forced to accept it  –  'hook,  line and sinker'! 
That is what makes  my translation so much superior  to pandemic worldly translations  –  I give a  trustworthy transparent  translation for the reader. 

Perhaps our translators might like to respond? 
I always give them an opportunity to do so  –  where actually some of their translations are much more dire in consequence than this small example! 
 
60th Comment – People sowing sparingly will reap sparingly,  people sowing upon fine speech will reap fine speech. 
64th Allegory – Sow = The Ministry of God’s Word  freely  given to The World. 
65th Allegory – Fine Speech = The Accurate Teaching of God’s Word  freely  given to The World. 
66th Allegory – Reap – What the  minister/teacher  receives from The World in The Millennium upon resurrection. 
(Either as the next generation of TCs to stand alongside,  or  worldly Christians who require further teaching). 
84th Reasoning – Yahweh will  awaken/rouse  worldly Christian leaders  (having sowed thinly)  as fleshly humans to learn 
righteousness and what they should have done in the 1st part of their physical life. But TCs who gave the accurate teaching 
during the 1st part of their life shall be resurrected as Sons of God and be honoured by many resurrected fleshly people. 
61st Comment – TCs are not motivated from grief of the personal affliction, nor are compelled from outside pressure but 
rather motivated by  agapao/{edifying love}  of  “the specific god”  (Sourced by Yahweh – dispensed by JCg)  –  being The 
Knowledge from  “The Word of God”  changing their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be  one/same  with Yahweh’s HS 
62nd Comment – “The specific god”  will aid the TCs to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by operating within The Environment so 
the TCs are efficient and competent in The Ministry work. 
63rd Comment – TCs who  accurately  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire will abound into all intrinsically good occupational work. 
67th Allegory – Starving = A person  recognising they need nourishment,  always means:  Needing “The Word of God” 
Thus,  they are spiritually starving and  personally desire  “The Knowledge”  so they might reform. 
68th Allegory – Wheat = “God’s Word”  that is sown out by  accurate  ministry into The World. 
69th Allegory – Bread = Made from wheat.  JC took God’s Word and lived it  (lifestyle)  to become “The Wisdom of God” 
70th Allegory – Eating bread = A TC who precisely imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  inasmuch bread consists of calories 
which give energy  “to move the body” -  that is why it used to mean  “deportment”,  hence  “the body of Christ” (= TCs). 
85th Reasoning – The TCs will give an  accurate  ministry of God’s Word and for which,  they receive guaranteed 
everlasting life as a future Son of God,  metaphorically  “married to JCg”  (Eph.5v30-32, Rev.21v2, 9, etc.). 
73rd Instruction – TCs will imitate JC and  accurately  sow  “The Word of God” given by JC as “1st Century Christianity”  
wherever the HS might give direction,  so the mature TCs might gain the next generation of TCs to  follow afterwards. 
2Cor.   9v6 og that/this/there/here  And,  the (person)  sowing/{receiving seed}   abstemiously/stingily/sparingly,   
2Cor.   9v6 og abstemiously/stingily/sparingly  also  (he/she will) harvest/reap,   
2Cor.   9v6 og also  the (person)   sowing/{receiving seed}  over/upon/concerning   
2Cor.   9v6 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}/blessing/benefits/eulogy/flattery  [plural]   
2Cor.   9v6 og over/upon/concerning   
2Cor.   9v6 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}/blessing/benefits/eulogy/flattery  [plural]   
2Cor.   9v6 og also  (he/she will) harvest/reap. 
2Cor.   9v6 = And  this   (matter of agape  [1] physically in alms and  [2] spiritually in teaching  “The Word of God”),   

the  person  (worldly Christian [leader])   sowing/seeding  thinly/stingily/sparingly/parsimoniously,   
also  thinly/stingily/sparingly/parsimoniously  he/she  harvest/reap;   
also  the  person  (TC)   sowing/seeding  upon  with the  {fine speeches}/{eloquence  of language},    (in what  Yahweh desires to hear) 
also  with the  {fine speeches}/{eloquence  of language}  he/she  will  harvest/reap.     (see commentary). 

 

And  (concerning)   this   (matter of agape yielding physical alms  and spiritual teaching  [from our work and in our own time]),   
the person  (worldly Christian leader)  sowing  thinly/sparingly   (has truly little real agape), 
also  he/she  will  harvest/reap  thinly/sparingly   (Paul is speaking spiritually  –  being the failure to achieve  “The Goal”  of Sonship) 
Option 1  (the most likely understanding), 
also the person sowing concerning the  blessing/{fine/eloquent language}   (of  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”), 
also  he/she  will  harvest/reap  concerning the  blessing/{fine/eloquent language}   (by receiving much praise  at/after  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
           (Teach God's Word to gain the next generation of TCs,  and the TCs are  blessed/praised  for this by “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium) 
Option 2  (given as an alternative to yield the inverse future), 
also the person sowing  (thinly/sparingly)   concerning the  blessing/{fine/eloquent language}   (of accurately teaching “The Word of God”) 
also  he/she  will  harvest/reap  (thinly/sparingly)   concerning the  blessing/{fine/eloquent language}   (given no praise after a resurrection). 
           (Religious leaders are not well practised to be given The Role of Sonship to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  Luke.19v20-23) 
 

Please read my commentary to previous verse  –  being a critical entry to this verse.  Our translators get Paul's Driver wrong! 
I give both positive and negative options,  but my understanding is - 
Paul is writing by similitude,  not  by contrast!   Again,  our translators  “get it wrong”  and must  bend the Greek  to derive their translation! 
Check out your bible! 
This verse teaches us,  as did JC,  being what is demonstrated to The World,  the harvest resultant is  proportional to the work put in at the beginning.   
Thus,  the Harvest in The Millennium during the 2nd part of our physical lives is proportional to the work put in by  “The Christian”  during the 1st part 
of  his/her  physical life. 
That is  “The General Statement”. 
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But it can be made more specific. 
Presently  (during The Gospel Age)  Yahweh is most desirous for His Sons of God  –  these people are those specifically imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  
as best they are able during the 1st part of their physical life. 
“Sowing sparingly”  does not necessarily just mean  “being passive in  preaching/teaching  God’s Word”. 
I would class this person as being the vast majority of  “Christians”  of whom we would find within a  “Christian congregation”. 
It also refers to  “The Quality”  of what is taught  –  that could be verbose  –  full of  eloquence/{fine speaking}  (being the words used here – see later)  
but  they are worldly  and  not  sourced by Yahweh  -  yet desired by The World for The World,  “silver-tongued”  words that play to the listeners' 
sensibilities  -  rather than to be of  instruction and correction  –  exhorting  self-correction  away from  The World and of its “Norms”. 
Thus,   the very poor quality of teaching  with  eloquence/{fine speaking}  to delude the congregations would come from  worldly  Christian leaders  –  to 
maintain a  “worldly hold over their flock”.  The worldly extreme would be the  charlatan  leaders of The Christian Sects that have sprung up since JC’s 
ministry,  who are  highly skilled  and very manipulative to sound so convincing,  just as are confidence tricksters so capable of doing to gain a worldly 
return.  Clearly these disgusting individuals  (but beloved by millions upon millions of humans)  will have no harvest  (in  “The 1st Resurrection”  –  
reserved  only  for TCs,  (Rev.20v6)  –  and many people within the charlatans’  duped congregations upon being taught  “Righteousness”  in The 
Millennium shall be successful in their perfected DNA fleshly bodies in  “The 2nd Harvest”. 

Now for the 2nd part of this verse. 
Paul is speaking about TCs who might  not  be  eloquent/{fine speaking}  in the terms they are  not  an “easy listen”  (2Pet.3v15-16),  but what they do 
speak is music to Yahweh’s ears  (fine fragrance to His senses  –  just like Yahweh’s  acceptable  priest,  offering real  sacrifice/worship).  Because the  
Word/Sayings/Topics/Reasoning  spoken is correctly crafted to  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  to  motivate/{bring on}  new TCs to produce the full quota of 
144000 TCs to be elected from out of The Gospel Age.  Clearly the large harvest is the large quantity of TCs of the following generations,  being the fine 
fruitage from the work put in by the earlier generation TCs working in sowing the seed in the  “blessing/eloquence/{fine speaking}”  of  real edification 
(of The Mind)  and instruction which is displayed in The Fruitage. 
Then finally the  “blessing/eloquence/{fine speaking}”  occurs  after  “The Harvest of TCs”  (in  “The 1st Resurrection”)  who shall all be fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire during their ministry work  in The Millennium  as  kings/priests  teaching The World  “Righteousness”,  so that finally the maximum 
amount of fruitage shall occur by bringing  all possible people  within  “The Resurrected World”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  as  “the grandchildren”  
of Yahweh. 

This is what this verse  really means  –  irrespective of what  worldly Christian leaders choose to tell us to the contrary,  masked by most 
deviant Greek translation,  aiding and abetting  worldly Christianity that excuses the mind away from truly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (and 
by consequence,  pollutes  “The Word of God”)! 

2Cor.   9v7og Each/Any/Every (person)  just/as/that/how/when   
2Cor.   9v7og (he/she) {chooses personally before another thing (prefers)}/{proposes (intends)}/purposes   
2Cor.   9v7og to the [= in/with/by/on]   heart/{seat of motivation},  not  {from/out of}  (the) sadness/grief/heaviness/sorrow    
2Cor.   9v7og or/than/either/rather  {from/out of}  (of the) constraint/distress/{must needs}/necessity,   
2Cor.   9v7og (the) propitious/merry/’hilarious’/prompt/willing/cheerful  For  (the) giver   
2Cor.   9v7og (he) {loves by principle}/{edifying loves}/agapao  the  {specific god}. 
2Cor.   9v7 = Each/Every  person  just/as  he/she  {chooses over other things}/purposes  in the  heart/{seat of motivation} 

not  {from out of}  grief/sorrow,  nor  {from out of}  {must needs}/necessity/compelled/constraint,   
for  “the specific god”  {loves by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the  propitious/cheerful/willing/happy/prompt  giver. 

 

Each person just as  he/she  chooses over other things in the  heart/{seat of motivation}   (as the fancy  “of whatever”  takes us) 
not from out of sorrow  (being made to feel guilty),  nor from out constraint   (being browbeaten)    (in the giving our time to imitate JC)  
for  “the specific god”  agapao/{edifying loves}  the  cheerful/willing  giver   (to be imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
 

First note Paul uses StrongsTM = 25 and not 26,  because the individuals are driven by  agapao/{love by principle}  operating within  'The Mind’. 
So,  what does this verse really mean? 

Rule one  –  always  put the verse back into context! 
(Actually    Being “The Context”  as given by  “The Original Greek”  and  not  what errant worldly translations give to us!) 

Verses either side speak of  “seed”  being put out into The World.   
The Bible speaks of  “The Word  (Sayings/Topics/Reasoning)  of God”  (Yahweh)  as being  “The Seed”  spread out into The World  (Matt.13v18-23).   
This seed dies into new people,  being those specific individuals who  “hearken”/{listen positively},  to then grows as new fruit within these new people,  
so they too may  accurately  spread  (as new seed)  “The Word of God”  by both word and deed  –  thereby  accurately  imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
The seed dies  (to The World of self-indulgence)  to yield  “The Next Generation of TCs”  in our wholesome teaching of God's Word,  repeated 
generation after generation until Yahweh achieves His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  to yield JC's 2nd Advent. 

Therefore,  in context what does this knowledge mean? 
The spreading of  “The Word of God”  means the work of the sower (in context),  who , between the limits of either  (1) lazily spreads the seed  thinly  (= 
not  much time given  in the Lord’s work)  v6,  or  (2) the sower who works hard  (= much time given)  by  accurately  spreading The Word  thickly  
throughout The World  (to gain  new  people). 
We read here in v7,  the worker driven by agapao  (StrongsTM = 25)  within the mind is a person who cheerfully desires to  “give”  (StrongsTM = 26 
{charity love}/agape)  of their  time  (being the  most  precious commodity  of any human)  to do what Yahweh most desires of His representatives.  
They give of their time  freely/simply  because The Word was given freely to them  (Matt.10v8-9, 2Cor.11v7)  –  they must receive absolutely  no  
material/worldly  self-indulgence  of  whatever/whenever/wherever/however  (power/leverage/money/glory/sex/pension/{debilitating habits}/etc.). 

Why? 
Because the  “True Agape/Charity Giver”  does it freely because in their mind they  {agapao/edifying love}  JCg  in recognition of what he freely did for 
them,  through  StrongsTM = 25  agapao/{love by principle}/edifying love}  becoming  The Lord/Master of their mind.  Furthermore,  the giver  {edifying 
loves}/agapao  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  sourced by Yahweh and desires to bring more TCs unto Yahweh  –  being they edify Yahweh by 
bringing Him more  “Sons of God”  (people who precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle)  in the mature TC’s personal sacrifice.    
This type of person has  “The Correct Sensibilities”,  for them collectively,  to be  worthy/trusted  leaders to become  “The Heirs” (Sons of God)  of  
“The Inheritance” (“The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium).   These people are entirely objective in what they give to The World  (not despoiled 
by worldly interests). 

Can the reader see  “The Righteous Circular Nature”  of what is being taught here? 
Unfortunately,  any failure in this virtuous circle means we do  not  “agapao Yahweh” –  and He will  not  adopt us as future Sons of God  (Heb.12v8). 
Once understanding this,  then we soon realise,  worldly Christian leaders fail at numerous places within this virtuous circle and thus have  no  HS  
(noting its composite definition and  not  the nonsense taught by  charlatan/worldly  Christian leaders)  because they have taken themselves outside this 
virtuous circle. 
Thus by imbuing JC as  “The Word of God”  to gain his  presence/parousia  within ourselves enables us to gain  “The Real Faith”  (of its required three 
stages)  to yield the HS and thus furthering the  gifts/abilities  of the  “True Charity Giver”  to make  he/she  more effective in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
As the reader will see,  this piece has absolute nothing to do with worldly material giving,  except only those people who are unable to teach but carry 
out the necessary support roles of providing material sustenance  (not indulgence)  for the  true/faithful  teacher’s fleshly body to survive into the next 
day in the most lowly manner possible  –  hardly what we see around The World today amongst its leaders! 

Again,  note the dual nature of  “the specific god”  based upon context and why it is specifically used here –  as I copiously explain elsewhere. 
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2Cor.   9v8 og (the [is]) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  And  the  {specific god}  (the) all   
2Cor.   9v8 og (the) grace/{gift/favour}/benefit   
2Cor.   9v8 og (to) {super-abound}/excessively/overflow/exceed/{more than needed}   
2Cor.   9v8 og into/unto  {specifically yourselves},   
2Cor.   9v8 og that  in  (to the [= within]) every (thing)   (the) {every when}/{at all times}/always   
2Cor.   9v8 og (the) all  (the) {self-satisfaction}/contentedness/competence/sufficiency  
2Cor.   9v8 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   
2Cor.   9v8 og (you may/should) {super-abound}/excessively/overflow/exceed/{more than needed}  into/unto  (the) every   
2Cor.   9v8 og (the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  (the) {intrinsically good}/{wellbeing}/ideal. 
2Cor.   9v8 = And  “the specific god”  (is)  the  powerfully/capable/{make possible} 

the  all  gift/favour/benefit  to  abound/excel/exceed  unto  {specifically yourselves},   
that  within  everything,  always  the  having/possessing  all  the  {self-satisfaction}/competence/contentedness, 
you  may/should  abound/excel/exceed  unto  the  every  {intrinsically good}/ideal  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour/deed. 

 

And  “the specific god”  is the  powerfully/capable  (to enable)   every  gift/favour/benefit  to  abound/excel  unto specifically yourselves, 
that within everything always having all the  {self-satisfaction}/contentedness   (always knowing we are doing the very best for Yahweh), 
you might  abound/excel  unto every intrinsically good/ideal  occupational effort   (to become The Best, when imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
 

Because JC fulfilled Yahweh's Desire to start  “The Process of Mankind's Salvation”  (thereby demonstrably showing him to be of the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh)  then Yahweh was able to righteously reciprocate  by lavishing  gift/favour/benefit  
through miracles to endorse JC's Authority over Mankind  (and of its debilitating curses).   Everything JC did was performed to truly bring internal 
reform to humans rather than today,  to be self-indulging humans  –  both for the leader and  his/her  minions  –  operating symbiotically to feed the 
other's  self-indulgences  as is done in all “Religion”  vainly giving  (worldly)  worship for a  self-indulgent  return  –  operating according to worldly 
methodology  –  where nothing is done  simply/freely  (without strings attached)!   
Noting   “We”  behaving  “as the minions”  worship  “God”  because we want something back  –  and the leaders place themselves in the position to 
extract whatever from their minions for placing themselves between Yahweh and The People  (Matt.23v13).   All this is operating according to worldly 
methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)  and not Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)! 
JCg as  “The Word of God”  becomes a platform upon which we can personally build the new  creature/creation  (of spiritual DNA)  within our mind 
which ultimately yields his Father’s HS within those specific individuals who expresses Yahweh's HS as  gifts/favours.  That is why  “ho theos”  (= the 
specific god)  is used because it is JCg yielding his Fathers HS within those TCs who look to The Father as  “The Adopting Father”  –   again 
demonstrating the dual nature of the relative pointer. 
2Cor.   9v9 og just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
2Cor.   9v9 og [Prophecy,  Psa.112v9 ]   (He) {penetrating (to dissipate)}/{flight/waste}/liberal/{disperse/scatter abroad},   
2Cor.   9v9 og (he) gave/bestowed/granted  to the (persons)  {to toil for daily subsistence}/starving/poor,   
2Cor.   9v9 og the  righteousness/equality/justification  (of the) him  (it) stays/remains/abides/dwells/endures/stands   
2Cor.   9v9 og into/unto  the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.112v9  
2Cor.   9v9 Just/As  it has been written: 

He  (Yahweh)   scatters/{disperses abroad}   (the Word of God through  [1] the prophets,  [2] JC,  [3] 144000 TCs),   
He  (Yahweh)   gave/bestowed   (the knowledge on how we are to please Him)   to the  people  starving/hungry,   (having no knowledge)   
His  (Yahweh)   righteousness/equality/justification   (as The Standard)   remains/abides  unto  the  age/perpetuity   (forever). 

 

Just/as  it has been written: 
  He (Yahweh)  scatters abroad   (“The Word of God”  through His faithful representatives   [1] prophets,   [2] JC,   [3] 144000 TCs) 
  He (Yahweh)  gave   (The Knowledge on how we can meet His Standard that ultimately leads to  “The Perfect Society”) 
  to the  starving/hungry  people   (most importantly these specific people  realise/recognise  they  are  starving of  “The Word of God”) 
           (Therefore,  these people repent and hearken to God's Word,  just as people knowing they are sick,  then go to the  physician/doctor  to be cured) 
  His (Yahweh)  righteousness/equality   (of  “The Required Standard”  that shall lead to  “The Perfect Society”) 
  remains unto the age   (for an eternity). 
 

Note   Starving/hungry  from the Greek word = “penes”, StrongsTM =  3993  =  “one who labours for daily sustenance”. 
Thus,  accurately explained,  this verse means   

JC as  “The Word of God”  has been distributed amongst the people of The World who are presently striving in The Darkness of worldly 
methodology  –  not knowing how to please Yahweh.   Every person of The World is daily labouring for very little  worldly  reward except of 
the  guaranteed death  for the work they presently put in.  These people,  as we are told elsewhere,  suffer much affliction from The World for 
their personal efforts.  These people are conscious of their spiritual need and JC has come to bring release  (Matt.5v1-15  –  please read my 
local commentaries because this teaching naturally does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders naturally tell us).  Where it is those 
people who physically  have very little,  become motivated to look outside the present worldly norms  and thus become suitable vessels within 
which  “The Word of God”  might grow   (hence JC’s comment at Matt.19v23-24, Mark.10v23-25). 

Interestingly,  when Paul became a TC he took very little from The Environment  (2Thes.3v6-12)  and behaved as a sojourner within The World and thus 
became weak,  but it was having  “The Word of God”  from both The Tanakh and JC via the original disciples that made Paul internally very strong – 
because he was operating within Yahweh’s HS  during his daily labouring of  accurately  spreading  “The Word of God”  –  always knowing Yahweh 
was operating within The Environment around him. 
The coronary of this statement is those people who suffer little,  and receive much from this world are,  by definition of being worldly,  are unlikely to 
imbue  “The Word of God”  which requires a person to become  humble/contrite  and thus submissive to gain  “The Real Faith”  –  before  attaining 
Yahweh’s HS. 
Because,  by the converse,  as we read here,  –  they are  not  starving in The World,  and feel  strong/secure  in The World  –  and thus  have “no need”  
of  “The Word of God”  correctly imbued to bring repentant humility  (thereby  not  gaining Yahweh’s HS,  see Paul’s comment at 12v10)  hence they 
have  not  placed their mind into the receptive position to gain HS  –  irrespective how much they fraudulently claim to  (supposedly)  have Yahweh’s HS. 

Quite simply their attitude is wrong for  “The New Creature/Creation”  to grow within  “The Brain”  upon  “The RNA of The Word of God”   
and thus have no HS within them! 

This verse continues by stating that JCg as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  not only becomes The Means to yield the HS within a penitent,  receptive 
individual,  but also his proven  “Righteousness”  (during,  and at the end of his ministry  –  to  “The Required Standard”  sourced by Yahweh)  will last 
forever,  particularly when he is  “The Lord of The Millennium” (Rev.19v16)  where  “Righteousness”  will be taught to all people resurrected in 
perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (given in trust). 
2Cor.   9v10 og the (One [Yahweh])  And  (the) {furnishing besides}/{fully supplies}/contributes/nourishes   
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2Cor.   9v10 og (the) seed/offspring/issue  to the  sowing/{receiving seed}/sower,  also  (the) bread/loaf   
2Cor.   9v10 og into/unto  (the) eating/feeding  (He wish to) {chorus/dance leader}/{furnish/give/minister  direction},   
2Cor.   9v10 og also  (He wish to) increase/multiply/abound/augment  the  seed/offspring/issue  {of yourselves},   
2Cor.   9v10 og also  {to grow}/enlarge/{give increase}  the  offspring/produce/fruits/generation [plural]   
2Cor.   9v10 og of the  righteousness/equality/justification  {of yourselves}. 
2Cor.   9v10 = And  The (One [Yahweh])   {fully supplies}/contributes  seed  (JC [The Word of God])   to the  sower   (righteous TCs),   

also  the bread  (JC’s deportment)   unto  the  eating/food    (we precisely imitate JC’s deportment when imbuing “The Word of God”)  
he  (JC as “The Word of God”)  wish to  {give/furnish direction},     (on how we are to behave within The World),   
also  he wish to  multiply/abound  the  seed/offspring  {of yourselves}    (the next generation of TCs as a gift for Yahweh) 
also  {to grow}/increase  the  offspring/fruits  {of your}  righteousness.    (Adherence to Yahweh’s standard as set by JC to yield new TCs). 

 

And The One (Yahweh)  fully supplies seed   (“The Word of God”  –  personalised by JC to become  “The Wisdom of God”) 
to the sower   (Yahweh's truly faithful servants   [1] the prophets,   [2] JC,   [3]  the 144000 TCs) 
also the bread   (being the  physical manifestation   of  “The Word of God”  developed  as the  “lifestyle/deportment  of JC”) 
unto the eating   (we  input  and then  digest  “The Word of God”  to develop a  precise clone  of JC's deportment) 
he (JC as  “The Word of God”)  wish to give direction   (being The Instruction to our mind  [hence  The Lord/Master  to our mind]), 
also multiply the seed of yourselves   (“The Word of God”  accurately  taught to generate  the next generation  of TCs) 
also to grow the offspring/fruits  (of The Tree,  Matt.7v16-19)  of your righteousness   (to grow The Mountain in The Gospel Age,  Dan.2v35, 45). 
 

Paul is speaking to The Brethren and  actively encouraging  them all to become TCs.   
Paul intercedes on their behalf to ask through JCg to Yahweh for the full  “Word of God”  to be given and imbued upon their  hearts/{seat of motivation}  
also for this motivation to drive them to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (= “eating the bread”  representing JC’s body,  Matt.26v26,  Mark.14v22,  
Luke.22v19).  Then from this occurring,  Paul further intercedes by asking that JCg may give them direction to make them  efficient/profitable  in their 
work so that the seed  (being  “The Word of God”  multiplying within  new  next generation TCs  –  being originally  neighbours/strangers)  so that  the 
fruitage of  new TCs  increases likewise.  All this produces righteousness  =  The Equability to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of each one of us at  a personal 
level  –  that we equal  (as determined by Yahweh)  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  set by JC ministry/lifestyle. 
Important notes   We cannot judge ourselves,  nor anyone else as  “being righteous”.  Only  Yahweh decides who is righteous  (Matt.20v23 for Sonship). 
“Wheat” = “Word of God”,  was  expressed as wisdom in JC’s deportment is metaphorically  made as bread,  thus we imitate JC’s lifestyle by taking in  
“The Bread”.,  being an applicable simile because  “Bread”  has calorific value to yield the energy burnt in our deportment.  Just as a light shining out 
God’s Word from a lamp burns energy  -  as we  accurately  teach God’s Word both in our words  and deportment.    

Can the reader see how all these biblical illustrations are physically linked to be useful similes of what we should be doing? 
 
64th Comment – Those people aiming to become TCs fully give The Ministry for  no  worldly return,  demonstrating the 
authenticity of the TC’s teaching in which the TCs will glorify Yahweh  (by bringing more TCs unto Yahweh). 
86th Reasoning – The ministry work is not only to give “The Word of God”  to those people without it,  but also the 
resultant further glorifies Yahweh through His HS demonstrated within their work  (for more TCs).  Inasmuch it is the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within the TC as that operating within Yahweh  (John.17v21-26). 
87th Reasoning – TCs prove themselves in their ministry work and glorify Yahweh by explaining The Righteousness of His 
Plan for Human Salvation.  It also shows the TCs’ submission to  “The Requirement of The Ministry Work”  in which it is  
freely  given for absolutely  no  worldly return,  to unite all people  (and thus bring more TCs to Yahweh). 
65th Comment – TCs will make petition for The Brethren desiring them to fully use the DNA physically sourced 
gifts/favour  of which  “The Word of God”  harnesses and redirects to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  that yields spiritual gifts 
from a reformed  spirit/personality/desires/traits  -  all of which was sourced by Yahweh through JC. 

Can the reader understand this – with all the mystery removed? 
22nd Good News – It is impossible to describe how unlimited is Yahweh’s HS that comes through JC as “The Word of 
God”  operating within individuals who are fulfilling Yahweh's Desire by employing both physical and spiritual gifts. 
2Cor.   9v11 og in  (to the [= within]) every (thing)   (the being) {made wealthy}/enriched  into/unto  (the) all   
2Cor.   9v11 og (the) singleness/simplicity/{generosity without self-seeking}/{bounteous without strings attached},   
2Cor.   9v11 og {which some}/who  (it) accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{works out} [middle voice]    
2Cor.   9v11 og through (reason of)  {of/from us}  (the) {act of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks} 
2Cor.   9v11 og to the  God [Yahweh]. 
2Cor.   9v11 = Within  every  thing  the being  {made [spiritually] wealthy}/enriched  into  all  {simplicity/generosity without self-seeking} 

which  it  {works out}/{fully accomplishes}/completes  through reason of  {of us}  the  thanksgiving/gratitude  to the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

Within everything being made  (spiritually)  wealthy into all the generosity without  {self-seeking}/{being mercenary/egoistic}, 
which fully accomplishes through reason of us giving thanks to the God  (Yahweh). 
 

The enrichment process is the maturing of  “the synapse construction mapping”  to become Christlike,  “holy/blameless/innocent/pure”  and hence  
“operates under a methodology that is  alien  to this present worldly methodology”.  
But this can only become effective through a  long period of time,  being termed   “The Refining”  occurring through a TC’s righteous works truly 
demonstrated by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly self-indulgent return.  It is  “The Disclosing Truth”  expressed within a TC’s lifestyle 
that drives the TC to gratefully complete Yahweh’s Desire that makes them  fit/worthy  for the future Inheritance as future Sons of God  (as determined by 
Yahweh). 
Again notice  “{singleness/simplicity/generosity without self-seeking}/{bounteous without strings attached}”  where everything is done according to 
Yahweh’s Methodology  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  –  shows a true concern for our neighbour’s welfare.  This cannot be said for  
“Professional Leaders of Religion” cannot offer  absolutely  nothing  to yield our salvation – and so what good are they for our society when they 
cannot do the one thing they fraudulently claim they can do?    When “1st Century Christianity”  exposed this truth in the day of JC,  then it dawned on 
The Populace these religious leaders were no more than parasites to the community  (hence John.11v47-53). 

Why is this so true? 
Because - 

1.  JC gets us into the 2nd part of our life both physically and spiritually. 
2.  When we have  “The Word of God”  (either 1st or 2nd part of our physical life)  then it becomes our  personal  responsibility to  personally  
reform our mind to imitate our saviour of (1) above. 

So,  I ask again - 
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What conceivable part do  worldly Christian leaders  (or any “Religious Leader”)  have in our salvation? 
Can you see the words  “Religious Leader”  in those two  wholly accurate  statements given above that yield our salvation? 

As I state elsewhere,  worldly Christian leaders of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  like their counterparts,  The Jewish leaders of   “The 1st Epoch Israel”  are 
each a continuum out of which Yahweh may draw His  “Early Adopters”  as  “The Remnant of Israel that returns back to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22). 
2Cor.   9v12 og Because  the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}    
2Cor.   9v12 og of the  {public function (as priest/alms-giver)}/ministration/service  (of) this/that (specifically)   
2Cor.   9v12 og no/not/none  merely/alone/only  (it) is  (the) {filling up further}/{furnishing fully}/{making up}  
2Cor.   9v12 og the (things)  deficit/poverty/{that which is behind}/lacking/penury/want/need   
2Cor.   9v12 og of the  blameless/{holy persons},   
2Cor.   9v12 og but  also  (the) {super-abounding}/excessively/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}  
2Cor.   9v12 og through (reason of)   (of the) many/much/plenteous   
2Cor.   9v12 og (of the) {acts of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks}  to the  God [Yahweh]. 
2Cor.   9v12 = Because  the  attendance/{servicing in the world}  of the  ministration/{public functionary} 

of specifically this  (selfless support)   it is  not  only  the  {fully supplying}/replenishes   
the  things  needs/deficiencies/lacking  of the  {holy persons}/TCs,   
but  also  the  abounding/excelling/overflowing  through reason  of the  many  {acts of gratitude}/thanksgivings  to the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Because the servicing in the world of the public functionary   
of specifically this   (selfless support to The World in our  free  servicing of  precisely imitating  JC's ministry) 
is not only fully supplying the  (physical)  needs of the holy people   (TCs,  e.g. if destitute then we offer accommodation to them), 
but  also  abounds/overflows  in the many acts of gratitude to the God  (Yahweh) 
              (= Because of what Yahweh has done to us through JC as  “The Word of God”,  then we are duty-bound to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle.) 
 

It is important to note - 
“the  attendance/{servicing in the world}  of the ministration”  is written effectively as  “the minister of the minister”  to mean that Paul has 
now  moved-on  to speak of the  “support arm”  being secondary to the  “preaching service”  spoken of earlier. 

Those people of The Brethren not gifted to be on  “the front line”  of  “the ecclesia”  are still required to give the best they are able to support the needs 
of those people on  “the front line”  and are not excused from doing what they can in the  publicising/teaching  work of the ministry within their locality. 
Again,  this is directly pointed to those people within today’s  “Christian congregations”  –  this is precisely the position they are in,  and are thus being 
instructed by Paul to go out and canvass locally within their neighbourhood all about The Millennium. 

Do  worldly Christian leaders 1Cor.4v16, 1Cor11v1, Gal.4v12  instruct their congregational members to do likewise? 
If not  -  why  not? 

There are at least three very worldly reasons  why  they  choose not  to do what is specifically instructed of them! 
I let the reader consider as to what they might be  –  I do answer this question elsewhere in several places. 

Can the reader see  why/how  worldly  Christian leaders are  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  and thus  why  they  cannot  be classed as TCs? 
Moreover,  specifically why  they do  not  have the HS,  irrespective of their profusive and fraudulent claims to supposedly have the HS! 

2Cor.   9v13 og through (reason of)  of the  {to test/assay}/trustiness/experiment/trial/proof/audit   
2Cor.   9v13 og of the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  (of) this/that (specifically) 
2Cor.   9v13 og (the) {rendering glorious/honour}/{highly esteeming}/magnifying   
2Cor.   9v13 og the  God  over/upon/concerning  to the  subordination/subjection/submission   
2Cor.   9v13 og of the  acknowledgement/confession/professed/agreement/assent/consent  {of yourselves}  into/unto   
2Cor.   9v13 og the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   also  
2Cor.   9v13 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) singleness/simplicity/{generosity without self-seeking}/ 

/{bounteous without strings attached}   
2Cor.   9v13 og of the  partnership/association/participation/communicate/intercourse  into/unto  {of them}   
2Cor.   9v13 og also  into/unto  (the) all (persons). 
2Cor.   9v13 = Through reason  of the  proving/assay/testing  of the  attendance/{servicing in the world}    (by imitating JC) 

that specifically  the  {rendering honour to}/glorifying  the  God  (Yahweh),    (new TCs fulfilling Yahweh’s Will from our ministry work) 
concerning  to the  submission/subjection  {of your}  agreement/acknowledgement    (utter dedication by ourselves to The Requirement) 
into  The  {Good News}/Gospel  of the  Christ/Anointed,    (being The Office available by Yahweh through JC) 
also  in the  {simplicity/generosity without self-seeking}  of the  fellowship/intercourse  unto  {of them}  (TCs)  also  unto  all  people. 

 

Through reason of the  proving/assay  of the servicing in the world   (only by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
                 (The proof of our ministry is the ever-increasing number of TCs who are imitating us  - as we imitate JC) 
that specifically  (they)  rendering honour to the God  (Yahweh)   (the next generation of TCs fulfilling Yahweh's Desire from our ministry work) 
concerning to the  submission/subjection  of your  agreement/acknowledgement   (utter dedication by ourselves to  “The Requirement”) 
                 (Inasmuch,  they too are like yourselves having entered into  “The Bilateral Agreement”  to achieve the same Goal as did JC  … … ) 
into The Good News of the Anointed   (being made by Yahweh for  “The Office of The (co) Heir” over The Inheritance  [Rom.8v17, 22]) 
also in the generosity without  self-seeking/mercenary/egotistic  of the fellowship unto of them (TCs)  also unto all people. 

                 (This is only borne out [demonstrated]   in the selfless acts of real charity of both alms and active ministry work imitating JC) 
 

Therefore,  we understand that it is the  “supporting of the  {holy people}/TCs  daily fleshly needs”  that shows the credentials of their  heart/{seat of 
motivation}  to edify their neighbour in the best possible manner that the person is able,  which holds them in the correct condition within the mind to be 
successful within The Millennium.  Thus it is the  {holy people}/TCs  up at  “the front line”  ministerial work to  accurately  spread  “The Word of God”  
(= The Spiritual Food to grow the mind),  but it is equally important for The Brethren to support the  {holy people}/TCs  (in The Fleshly  
food/sustenance/provisions)  for the whole body  (1Cor.12v12-22)  of JCg to operate. 
Consequently,  this secondary ministerial work is ultimately  “towards all people”,  because by supporting the TCs,  The Brethren are supporting The 
World by assisting The TCs to spread  “The Word of God”  to all humans for their ultimate salvation of what shall be our 2 part life  that requires 
144000 TCs to make The Millennium occur.  This salvation only occurs if the members of The World personally desire to take upon themselves “The 
Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge = assurance + fidelity)  either now in the 1st part of their physical life  -  or later,  at their last opportunity within 
The Millennium during the 2nd part of their physical life. 
Notice also this verse means utter dedication to  “The Personal  Bilateral  Agreement”  taken at baptism between ourselves and Yahweh. 
It being - 

“I promise to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and by return Yahweh promises  “The Same”  as He gave to JC upon  awakening/rousing.” 
It was unto Sonship,  but sadly virtually all people baptised,  fail to keep their part of The Agreement and sadly Yahweh cannot offer Sonship to them. 
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However,  because of what JC did,  Yahweh can offer an  “awakening/rousing”  into a perfected fleshly DNA body  (given in trust)  for a  possible  
everlasting life  provided  the individual then  chooses to imitate JC’s lifestyle  when taught  “Righteousness”  by those individuals  (TCs)  who proved 
themselves righteous to  “The Bilateral Agreement”  (as “The Early Adopters”). 
Thus again,  we realise  “The Gospel of Anointed”  is  “The Good News  for a place of Office/Appointment”  in The Millennium,  being The Position of 
Kings/Priests   (Rom.8v17,22, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.)  as  “The Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance of The Resurrected World”. 

Unfortunately,  all this is completely  unintelligible  to our  worldly  Christian  leaders/theologians  –  because they  never  teach it!    
Consequently,  they are personally  not interested in that position either for themselves,  or for their minions (Matt.23v13, etc.)  which fulfils Satan’s 
desire because he does not desire his nemesis    “The Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”.  Hence we see the shenanigans of our  “Leaders of Religion”  
as his cohorts (Cor.11v13-15),  operating according to his methodology  (= “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”)  to decry what  “The Word of 
God”  really means by both word and output.    Satan allows these people to follow their own desires (Rom.1v16-32)  and furthermore,  encourages 
disunity throughout Mankind  (by exploited technology)  –  because he knows his time is short  (Rev.12v12)  and the number of 144000 is becoming ever-
closer to close The Gospel Age of some 2000 years! 
2Cor.   9v14 og Also  {of them}  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) want/petition/prayer/request   
2Cor.   9v14 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves}   
2Cor.   9v14 og (of the) yearning/{doting upon}/{intensely craving}/{greatly desiring/lusting}  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor.   9v14 og through (reason of)  the  {throwing beyond the usual}/surpassing/exceedingly/excelling/passing   
2Cor.   9v14 og (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  of the  God  over/upon/concerning  {to yourselves}. 
2Cor.   9v14 = Also  {of their} (TCs)  in the  want/request/petition  {for the sake/behalf  of}  {of yourselves}   (The Brethren) 

of  your  longing/lusting/desiring,    (The TCs desire The Brethren to become fully acquainted with  “The Word of God”),   
through reason of  the  excelling/surpassing  gift/favour/benefit    (God's Word to give understanding how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)   
of the  God (Yahweh)  over/concerning  {to yourselves}.     (Thereby gaining the HS which is the  one/same  as Yahweh's) 

 

Also of their (TCs)  want/petition/request  for the  sake/behalf  of yourselves   (The Brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
of your longing/desiring   (The TCs desire The Brethren to become fully acquainted with  “The Word of God”  and put it into practice), 
through reason of the excelling  gift/favour/benefit   (God's Word gives  understanding/direction  on how we are to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
of the God (Yahweh)  concerning to yourselves   (thereby gaining the HS which is the  one/same  as that which operates in Yahweh).  
 

Paul is trying to urge The Brethren to enter into a  two-way  partnership/commitment  between The Brethren and the TCs.  
The TCs  (by definition of a TC)  desire to  bring-on  The Brethren to maturity  (to become TCs in their own right)  and thus Paul is exciting The Brethren 
to realise the TCs are constantly petitioning/supplicating  (prayer with a vow to personally make it happen)  that The Brethren might become the next 
generation of TCs.  In this manner The Brethren become more united in  desire/drive/motivation  to become like the TCs,  to imitate JC’s deportment of 
ministry/lifestyle. 
From this  –  shall come Yahweh’s HS operating within these Brethren which has been built solely upon  “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued to 
further the capability of those individuals who show The Desire in the first instance,  as we are told here.  Paul implores The Brethren to make that move  
-  ideally to become on the short-list for Yahweh's “Anointing”  (Matt.20v23). 
2Cor.   9v15 og (the) grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  And  to the [= in/with/by/on]   God  over/upon/concerning    
2Cor.   9v15 og to the  {not expounded (in full)}/unspeakable/unutterable  (of the) Him   
2Cor.   9v15 og (the) {a gratuity}/{gift (especially sacrificial)}. 
2Cor.   9v15 = And  the  gifts/favour/gratitude  by the  God  (Yahweh)   

concerning/about  the  {not expounded (in full)}//indescribable/{no words can express}  of His  gratuity/gift   (through JC). 
 

And the  gift/favour/benefit  by the God  (Yahweh)   (being what He offers to His beloved TCs  [by means of bilateral contract through JC]) 
concerning His unexplainable gift   (because it comes through the requirement of personal sacrifice  -  of which  worldly people cannot  speak/do) 
                (Furthermore, “unexplainable”  in human terms to yield what JC acquired  “Sonship”, 1Cor.13v12  -  that is solving  “The Mystery of God”) 
 

2Cor.   9v1-15 Sadly the NIV translation is so bad in its delivery here,  that really it is no more than an interpretation,  and worse,  wholly 
inaccurate in that respect regarding what Yahweh wants taught!   Being transcribed by humans with a  worldly  understanding and  not  having 
Yahweh’s understanding  –  irrespective to what they might self-indulgently write about themselves in the foreword  (in a presumptuous pious manner)! 

Why? 
Because the whole tenure of chapter 8 and 9 is about Paul speaking of acquiring,  and then  accurately teaching with fidelity  “The Real Faith” (= 
accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity).  Furthermore,  to do this work,  Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  reveals/exposes  
talents/capabilities/gifts  within the TC  (and The Brethren aiming to become TCs)  to maximise their DNA given capability  (the TC being self-motivated 
to exploit everything they have)  in this work so Yahweh might achieve His 144000 TCs to then  bring-on  The Millennium.   Once this occurs,  then 
Yahweh can bring forth salvation to  “The Resurrected World”.  Because the TC has shown this aptitude to maximise what they have  (Matt.25v15)  
which has been fully liberated by  “The Word of God” operating in our physical capability  (to give profit to Yahweh,  that being of the future TCs -  
Luke.19v16-19),  then Yahweh reciprocates by operating within The Environment to open metaphoric doors around the TC  (see examples in Acts).  In 
this manner,  Yahweh can make their ministry more effective,  so Yahweh gains His 144000 TCs over The Gospel Age to become the required trigger 
threshold for  (1) “The 1st Resurrection” and then  (2) “The Millennium”  start some 3.5 years later. 

It absolutely does  not  work as our  charlatan Christian leaders exhibit in their showman like staged performances  (Matt.24v23-26, etc.)! 
Also the  primary focus  has absolutely  nothing  to do with the worldly giving of physical tithes except the very last few verses as being very much  a 
secondary function  (still very necessary)  to support  the main goal  of the  accurate  teaching work  (initially by JC [Mark.1v38]  and of the TCs  
[Acts.6v1-3] –  which is back to the primary function again  –  so that  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 is achieved,  Rev.14v1-4)! 

Sadly,  this is just another example of modern-day mass  misinformation  of which I implore the reader to be so very careful! 
Yahweh’s requirement is  not  primarily the giving of worldly fleshly support that merely feeds The Body  (that itself is going to rot away into nothing),  
but rather it is of the  accurate  teaching  of  “The Real Faith” (= accurate  Knowledge  from which comes  Assurance  and ideally then practised  
Fidelity  to what is known,  thus completing the circle)  to The World  (and we get so precious little of it today).  Because it is the reformed “synapse 
construction”  that is to be captured by Yahweh  –  for Him to use in our  awakening/rousing/Resurrection (Eze.37v1-12)   –  being  “The Heavenly 
Treasure” (which is the most valuable thing we have,  being that it precisely defines us as individuals,  that is safely stored in the heavens)  to then be 
placed within a perfected body that need not die. 
Thus,  tithes are only asked for as  a secondary support  operation for The Brethren in their support of the TCs out on the front line.   

Regrettably,  the NIV tells us  nothing  of this  –  let the reader personally judge the veracity of what I state. 
That is precisely why it is such a  useless and dangerous  translation  –  being merely a  “fairy-story”  in what it presents,  that clouds what 
Yahweh truly desires from His slaves who desire this position  –  knowing that it brings glory to Yahweh and  no worldly return to ourselves. 

Hence it is all part of  “The Anti-Christ”  being  “Anti-Anointing”  that fulfils the prophecy given in Revelation chapter 8 
I raise this as a particular issue because it is Satan’s aim while he is in control  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19),  to  slide-in  misinformation  to beguile humans 
(2Pet.2v1)  about  “The Disclosing Truth”  that Yahweh desires of us  (Yahweh desires to obtain His future Sons of God who precisely imitate JC). 
By consequence,  this makes worldly  “Christianity”  no  more different  (on the surface)  to the mass of other  worthless  worldly religions  (regarding   
“Mankind’s Salvation”)  that effectively glorify Satan  (by nullifying Yahweh’s Desire being fulfilled within “Mankind”  [for society's long term gain]).  
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That is  why  we  need  The Millennium to straighten out peoples’ reasoning faculties,  so that they  all are  able to make an  informed/educated  decision  
knowing  both  Good and Evil systems of our 2 part physical life.  This is true  “Righteousness”  exhibited by Yahweh,  a faultless plan that no human on,  
or any entity off this planet can argue against,  for the  individual  person's ultimate salvation within the present Mankind.  
I challenge any dissenter to propose an alternative postulation and let the best hypothesis reign supreme  - that is what is done in the science community! 
Something that any representative of “Religion” would cringe away from doing  -  never wanting their views to be challenged for obvious reasons! 

Read more on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  to discover logically how everything operates,  and what is expected from each one of us. 
Now compare the above with what we are taught in “Religion” about Mankind’s Salvation – what is  “The Most Credible”? 

 
 
74th Instruction – TCs urge The Brethren to imitate the qualities of JC so that they might be  lowly/humble  amongst 
themselves.  But those Brethren who have been taught by TCs will know this  and be practising it already. 
75th Instruction – Copy the TCs who are not self-assured  in a worldly sense  (for example,  “walking over people”),  and 
TCs are  never  to be deporting themselves in a worldly manner to fulfil worldly self-indulgence of whatever. 
76th Instruction – In the process of readjustment  (to put on the new ‘clothing’)  then The Brethren are to wage an inner 
war to remove the worldly instincts that put up a barrier to imbuing The Knowledge of God and practising it in our life.   
23rd Warning – There  will  be people flirting  ideas/concepts  draw people unto themselves – to become new leaders  
“taking control”  over people  –  for the worldly returns this brings to them!   If we are weak in  “The Knowledge”  then 
very carefully  assay/test/prove  what they state against what The Bible states  in its entirety  else with certainty these 
people will be like a spider ready to pounce upon their spiritually entrapped victim!   But once having “The Knowledge”  
(as do I)  then confront these individuals using  “The Word of God”  like a Sword and cut down their machinations of the 
mind.  The reader can be like me –  by gaining an deep understand of how Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan operates. 
66th Comment – The Methodology of The World can be  removed/destroyed  within a person by the greater strength of 
reasoned exegesis sourced by Yahweh within a receptive mind that complies to JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits.  
88th Reasoning – In the above  manner/process  of readjustment then we will be able to withstand any future disobedience 
(of intentional sin),  and thus make us fully obedient to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire  –  which is ultimately to have a 
sane/reasoned  educated society  that freely chooses to imitate JC’s lifestyle.  It is as simple as that,  without mystic waffle! 
23rd Good News – Paul speaks for all of us aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  we once “ walked according to worldly 
methodology”!   But  “The Word of God”  has cut our past away from us –  and we now walk looking forward to The 
Millennium, where JCg and his bride of 144000 TCs will rule with Yahweh’s Methodology to edify The Resurrected World 
2Cor. 10v1 og he [= myself]  And  (emphatic) I/me  (the) Paul   
2Cor. 10v1 og (I) {to set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort    
2Cor. 10v1 og {specifically yourselves}  through (reason of)  of the  gentleness/humility/meekness/kindness/forbearance   
2Cor. 10v1 og also  (of the) suitableness/equity/mildness/clemency/gentleness/forbearance/lenity   
2Cor. 10v1 og of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  who/which/that  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
2Cor. 10v1 og (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  truly/indeed/{that one}   
2Cor. 10v1 og (the) depressed/lowly/humble/{low esteem}/modest  in  {to [= within] yourselves},   
2Cor. 10v1 og (the) {being away}/absent  and  (I) {exercise courage}/{be bold}/{have confidence}   
2Cor. 10v1 og into/unto  {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor. 10v1 = And he,  emphatic I/me,  Paul,   

exhort/urge/beseech/entreat  {specifically yourselves}  through reason  of the  gentleness/meekness/humility,    (the qualities of a TC) 
also  of the  suitability/forbearance/appropriate  of the  Christ/Anointed,    (being what is required for those people  attaining this Office) 
who  accordingly to  the  {frontal visage}/countenance/{as viewed}  truly/indeed  the  lowly/humble  within  yourselves,   
and  the  {being away}/absent  I  {have confidence/encouragement}  unto  {specifically yourselves}: 

 

And myself,  emphatic I Paul  exhort/entreat  specifically yourselves through reason of the  gentleness/meekness/humility   (TC's qualities) 
also of the  suitability/appropriateness  of the Anointed   (being qualities required for  “The Office/Appointment  to rule The Resurrected World”) 
               (these are  not  qualities visible in a leader of  Politics, Religion, or Commerce  for the last some 6000 years under Satan’s Methodology) 
I who am truly the  lowly/humble  according to the frontal visage within yourselves   (I am humbled when I am physically with you) 
and I have  boldness/confidence  unto specifically yourselves  (while I am)  absent   (I am confident you will succeed as TCs when I am away).   
 

Thus,  Paul is urging The Brethren   Listen to me - 
As a mature TC having  gentleness/humility  for the  suitability/appropriateness  of  “The Office/Appointment”  of  “The Anointed”  to be 
viewed as being truly humbled  by yourselves  (being that you have made great strides in personal reform),  then while I am not with you then 
I  am confident you will succeed as TCs if you continue making progress,  noting - 

The TC  must be,  as quoted  “gentle/humble/meek”  for  “The Office of The Anointing”  to be truly like JC. 
I now ask the reader to observe worldly Christian leaders and  charlatan Christian leaders –  do they display these qualities in their lifestyle?  

By contrast,  we see worldly Christian leaders take pride of place,  and worse,  the charlatan charismatic Christian leaders doing all manner of things 
alien to being, and I quote (again)   “gentle/humble/meek”  in their staged performances in some instances screaming down the microphone to a  hyped-
up  audience running on adrenaline  –  but having no  “sane/reasoning  mind”  to again quote Paul  (Titus.2v2-8). 

Beware  -  as we are warned  “even the elect might be deceived” (Mark.13v22)  by these charlatans –  so what chance do the  uneducated  
masses  (in the deep scriptures 2Tim.3v15-17,  and taught not to search)  within the congregations themselves to recognise deception? 

I state all this so the reader might just    
“Beware/Look/Watch”  because there  will  be  “the most wonderful impostors”  “smooth talking leaders”  taking Yahweh’s glory for 
themselves by hijacking His Word for their self-indulgences.   

I simply ask  
Is this the correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which is operating within Yahweh? 
Therefore,  do they really have any “HS”  (as sourced by Yahweh)  noting its correct definition – even though they claim to have so much! 

It is my considered opinion they have much  “WS”  (Worldly Spirit,  as sourced by Satan)  as Paul told us at Eph.2v2 from 1John.5v19. 
Paul continues his exhortation to The Brethren - 
2Cor. 10v2 og (I) {beg, as binding oneself}/petition/beseech/pray/{make request}/implore [middle voice]   And 
2Cor. 10v2 og the [present]   no/not/none  (the) {being near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present [singular] 
2Cor. 10v2 og (to ) {exercise courage}/{be bold}/{have confidence}   
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2Cor. 10v2 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  reliance/confidence/trust/assurance  who/which/that   
2Cor. 10v2 og (I) reckon/calculate/reason/think  (to be) daring/confident/{boldly venturing}/courageous   
2Cor. 10v2 og over/upon/concerning  {some/any/certain persons}   
2Cor. 10v2 og the (persons)  reckoning/calculating/reasoning/thinking  us/our/we  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
2Cor. 10v2 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}  
2Cor. 10v2 og (the){treading all about}/walking/{deporting oneself}/{occupying one’s life}. 
2Cor. 10v2 = And  I  personally  {beg in self-binding}/request/urge,    (that when)  the being  {near at hand}/present 

not  to  {be bold}/{have confidence}  with the  (self)  reliance/assurance   (to speak my mind),  -   
that I  reckon/reason  to be  bold/daring/courageous  upon/concerning  {some/any/certain people},   
(being)  the  people  reasoning/reckoning  us  (TCs)   the  deportment/walking/lifestyle  {in that manner}/as 
according  to  the  animalistic/{carnal mind}. 

 

And I personally  beg/beseech  (you brethren)    (that when)  the being present  (amongst yourselves), 
not  (I have)  to exercise boldness with the  (self) assurance   (being what I know and have validated) 
that I reckon to be bold   (by means of a verbal confrontation)   concerning some people  (who are decrying Paul’s credentials to teach) 
(being)  the people reckoning we (TCs)   (have)  the deportment in that manner according to the animalistic mind. 
 

Paul has a problem on his hands! 
He has brought the Corinthian Brethren into  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  –  and yet - 

Behind his back,  while he is away,  there are new  charlatan Christian leaders  (whom John calls the “antichrists"  1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3)  
undermining what Paul has taught and slandering what Paul represents to The Corinthian Brethren.   
It also occurred to The Galatians  (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, etc.),  The Thessalonians  (1Thes.2v2-6),   and elsewhere  (3John.v9-10)  and so on. 
Essentially these are people who are trying to gain the  upper-hand  to control the flock  (John.10v1-6),  by operating according to Satan’s 
methodology to  “self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”,  just as the Pharisees said of John the Baptist and of JC,  Luke.7v33-34.  

But precisely  the same thing occurs today  and has done for the last some 1900 years!   
The same type of character arises generation after generation to take control over a grouping of people  for worldly gain. 
Worldly Christian leaders will  personally  attack those individuals who are fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  and yet TCs will not do so!   

TCs will  only  teach  “The Knowledge”  and allow the recipients to make the personal,  but now educated decision on who is truly giving  “The Word of 
God”  in an entirely selfless manner for absolutely no return,  but  abuse/persecution  from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.16v1-4).   
This occurs because Yahweh during The Gospel Age is  only  seeking out   (actually awaiting for their existence and assay to occur)  those people who 
are truly searching for  “The Disclosing Truth”  that requires personal assessment and hard-work  over many years  before  they can gain the HS. 
    (Please read my important commentaries at Acts.10v15-48  that explain what  really  occurred  [it is  not  as we are told by charismatic leaders]).) 
Yahweh is not presently interested in people who soak up  “lovely self-indulgent soundbites”  with copious quantities of the word  “love”  thrown in  –  
without explaining what  “agapao”  and  “phileo”  really mean!   Because virtually all   “Leaders of Religion”  (Muslims, Sikhs, Hindus, etc.)  say these  
“sweet-nothings”  to please the ears of their listeners!  –  Does that make them become individuals who are specifically fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire?    

Obviously not!   And likewise,  with Christian leaders  “turning the same self-indulgent handle”   (of “eros love”)! 
Thus as a counter,  Paul is then declaring that if any person states TCs behave like ordinary worldly people  –  then Paul will  
daringly/courageously/boldly  refute that claim and demonstrate how people should live  (according to the principles of The Millennium  –  being only to 
precisely imitate JC)  –  rather than just listen to what pleases the ear  (2Tim.4v3-4, etc.). 
Again,  the reader should ask of themselves - 

1. Is this what the reader as individual is like in  his/her  life? 
2. Is this what  worldly Christian leaders are like in their deportment? 
3. And if the reader knows of a TC  –  what is their lifestyle like  (1Pet.2v21-23)? 

The point being made,  is that The TC stands out as  being so  vastly different  to normal people of The World. 
The TCs’ world is  not  to climb the ladder in this present,  “disgustingly behaved”  world,  operating for  “the self” (“naturally”  led  by the  leaders  
[politics, Religion, and Commerce]  setting  “The Example”  of which The Public try to follow). 
The TC’s world is a world where our neighbour is edified  (rather than being held in subjection),  this is  “The New Worldly System of The Millennium”  
under JCg’s rule that shall operate according to Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  that shall be mutually applied 
throughout society  -  else dissenters shall be severely dealt with – most forthrightly with a  100% detection rate  BEFORE  the crime was committed! 
2Cor. 10v3 og in  (to the [= within]) flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}  For  
2Cor. 10v3 og (the) {treading all about}/walking/{deporting oneself}/{occupying one’s life},  
2Cor. 10v3 og no/not/none  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}   
2Cor. 10v3 og (we) {serve in a military campaign}/soldier/{arduous apostleship}/{wage war} [middle voice]. 
2Cor. 10v3 = For   (while)   the  walking/{occupying one’s life} /{deporting ourselves}  within  the  animalistic/flesh   (physical body)   

we  (TCs)   personally  {wage war}/fight/soldier  not  according to  the  animalistic/flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded},  
       (Paul states we are not to have a worldly mind representative of our present faulty DNA worldly fleshly body). 

 

For  (we [TCs] while)   the deporting ourselves within the  animalistic/fleshly  (physical body) 
we (TCs)  personally wage war not according to the  animalistic/fleshly  (worldly mind). 
 

Again,  Paul uses the physical to explain the spiritual. 
He tells us that while we are in the physical bodies,  we must  not  follow the worldly methodology that pervades all around us Eph.2v2. 

Therefore,  we must think in the same manner as would JC about a situation facing us and not behave as would worldly people! 
To best do this means we must personally learn everything we can about what he did,  what he taught and what other people said about him. 

The differentiation is this, 
Worldly people operate according to worldly methodology  (self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)   in their dealings with The World,   
TCs  must behave differently,  being driven by Yahweh's Methodology  (edify our neighbour to our own hurt)..   

It must be clearly stated – this  “differentiation”  is directed to “The Leaders” of two wholly different societies. 
Leaders  (people taking control over other people)  of this  present  World  (the present leaders of religion,  politics, and commerce). 
Leaders  (people taking control over other people)  of the  next  World   (the TCS who shall become The Heirs of The Resurrected World). 

The members of The Public generally  “follow the leaders”  -  and hence the Bible’s direction is “to The Leaders – both now and future World”,  whose 
responsibility is to then accurately teach The Public on how to behave  -  as typified by JC’s illustration at Luke.12v46-48. 
TCs  must accurately  represent  “JCg's New Kingdom of The Millennium”  within their dealings with The World,  because they are being driven by  
“The Word of God”  imbued from within and  must accurately  represent JC by both  ministry/lifestyle. 
They must behave in this manner else in The Millennium some resurrected person would otherwise being in the position to point an accusing finger at 
one of the 144000 TCs and state    

“I know that you are not worthy to be in that position because …  !”    
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This accusation,  if justified,  would reflect badly upon Yahweh’s Decision making for that person to be “An Heir”  over  “The Inheritance of 
The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium!   Consequently,  this person would  not  be  “Holy”  -  hence  not  “innocent/blameless/pure”. 

This cannot occur,  and that is why  the selection process is very extreme  –  and precisely why there  is  only  144000 TCs elected out of some 3 billion 
Christians of the Gospel Age lasting for about 2000 years  (as we are told at Heb.4v4, etc.). 
Thus TCs themselves fight against the methodology of the  carnal/animalistic  mind,  being all the resultant  activities/works  of which we witness within 
The World practised by those people who  climb/profit/gain  within the present worldly system  often by defrauding other people  (as  we are profusely 
told  in The Bible). 
That is  why  Paul tells us in Rom.7v23,   he is constantly engaged within an inner war in himself while aiming to become like JC,  which means to be 
personally perfecting the new  creature/creation  growing inside us  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, etc.,)  based only upon the metaphoric spiritual RNA of  “The 
Word of God”. 
2Cor. 10v4 og the  for  {busy with implements/utensils}/armour/weapons   
2Cor. 10v4 og of the  {military service}/{apostolic career (of hardship and danger)}/warfare  {of/from us}   
2Cor. 10v4 og no/not  (the) flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded} [plural],     
2Cor. 10v4 og but  (the) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty [plural]  to the [= in/with/by/on]  God    
2Cor. 10v4 og toward/nearness/{accession to}   (the) demolition/extinction/destruction/{pull down} 
2Cor. 10v4 og (of the) fortifications/{holding safely}/castles/strongholds.  
2Cor. 10v4 = For the  {busy with implements}/weapons  {of our}  warfare/{apostolic career}  are  not  animalistic/fleshly,   

but  powerful/capable/mighty  in the  God  (Yahweh)    (inasmuch The Word of God accurately taught will turn around minds) 
to  {pull down}/demolish/{make extinct}  (worldly)  strongholds/{safe places}/refuges    (being upon what humans rely) 

 

For the  “busy with implements”  of our warfare are not  animalistic/fleshly   (we do not use physical tools to  “win people over”) 
but  powerful/capable  in the God  (Yahweh)    (“The Word of God”  accurately  taught will turn reasoning minds around to Yahweh’s thinking) 
to demolish  (worldly)  strongholds   (present  worldly  systems/procedures/protocols  [2Pet.3v10-13, etc.]  upon which humanity coalesces) 
 

Paul is stating    
We as TCs,  are  not  to use the same things of which  worldly  human leaders use  –  being  physical  tools of The Flesh - 

1. Limbs of the physical body, 
2. Extensions to the limbs of our body being our tools  (guns, bombs, weapons of any description). 
3. Further extensions being a  militia/cohorts/grouping/army/{or whatever}  driven by a leader. 
4. Where (1), (2)  and (3) are ultimately driven by a selfish mind operating according to  “worldly methodology” to “self-indulgence”. 

Thus any  “Christian grouping”  (by any definition of  “group”,  from a sect to a nation)  that relies upon the physical  armaments/ordnance  at any level 
(of 1 to 3 above)  within its society  is worldly  and has  no  relationship with Yahweh  –  they are  not  TCs!  (look at JC’s comments at Luke.13v1-5). 

There is  no  wriggle room here for  worldly Christians to use  –  this  is  “The Word of God”  given to us through  “The Apostle Paul”. 
Thus,  TCs rely on   “The  Word/Sayings/Topics/Reasoning  of God”  as their weapons  (as “fire out of their mouths” Rev.11v5, etc.,)  and will avoid all 
forms of conventional fleshly warfare  –  this is what it tells us here  –  again there is  no  wriggle room,  because quite simply,  all these physical 
expressions are sourced by worldly methodology! 

This is exactly how JC behaved and was so effective that it was recorded  “no person dared ask him a question”  (Matt.22v46). 
Because he thoroughly knew and understood his  “Subject matter” – and thus spoke with  “Authority”  (Mark.1v22). 

That is exactly how we should behave  -  and thus we must first  thoroughly learn The Bible  -  else we reject ourselves for this role. 
Ultimately  “The Word of God”  being to edify,  rather than to belittle  (by whatever means),  will survive into  The Culmination  because the selfishness 
of Man will cause society to implode at the end of The Gospel Age and Yahweh will, by necessity, step in with The Millennium to teach  “Righteousness”,   
and those people who  “blaspheme against the HS” (see glossary)   shall be removed at  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation by the use of Yahweh’s infinite 
capability that fully expresses His HS.  
However in the meantime  (during The Gospel Age),  it is the TC’s responsibility to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  so that it has  “sensible 
meaning”  and thus becomes  the power  to  “change the mind”  of a reasoning atheist or a person of “Religion”  (including  “worldly Christianity”)  so 
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  become modified because of the  accurate/reasoned  knowledge gained.  Thus,  the weapons of God we use in attack,  
would be His Word as  “The Sword of Truth”  that cuts through  deceit/machinations,  see also Eph.6v13-17 to reform a person’s mind.   
This is also what JC taught us at Luke.22v36,  please see all my local commentaries to this commentary. 
2Cor. 10v5 og (the) computations/reasonings/imaginations/thoughts   
2Cor. 10v5 og (the) lowering/demolishing/{casting/pulling/taking down}/destroying, 
2Cor. 10v5 og also  (the) every (thing)   (the) {elevated thing/place}/altitude/barrier/height   
2Cor. 10v5 og (the) {rising up}/{exulting self}/{poising (lift/take) up}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)    
2Cor. 10v5 og of the  knowledge/science/enlightenment  of the  God,   
2Cor. 10v5 og also  (the) {bringing into captivity}/{making prisoner of war}     
2Cor. 10v5 og (the) every  (the) perception/purpose/intellect/disposition/device/mind/thought  into/unto   
2Cor. 10v5 og the  {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
2Cor. 10v5 = (“The Word of God”  accurately imbued  to yield  “Real Faith”  within an individual will be:-)  

The  lowering/demolishing/{casting down}/destroying   (worldly)  computations/reasoning/thoughts/imaginations 
and  every  {elevated place}/barrier/{high (authority)}  {rising up}/{exulting self}  against  of the  knowledge/enlightenment  of the  God 
also  the  {making captive}/{prisoner of war}  every  perception/purpose/intellect/disposition/thought   
unto  the  {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

        (“The Word of God”  accurately  publicised within The World will be -)   
Demolishing  (worldly)  computations/reasoning   (the machinations of worldly  religious/political/commerce  leaders’  self-indulgence) 
and every elevated place   (worldly authority  [operating within all forms of religion, politics, and commerce])    
rising up against of the  knowledge/enlightenment  of the God  (Yahweh), 
also making captive every  perception/disposition   (being how we see The World and of its operations as now being  “The Acceptable Norm”) 
unto the attentive hearkening of the Anointed   (being what  “The Office”  exemplified by JC shall yield to society in The Millennium). 
 

This operates at two levels. 
1. Spiritually,  during The Gospel Age it is JC as  “The Word of God”  that is able to reform a  callous/hardened  mind that has previously been 

built upon worldly methodology  –  where Yahweh is drawing out TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  for the future Millennium.  Likewise,  in The 
Millennium as  “The Resurrected World”  is taught “Righteousness”  based upon  “The Word of God”  to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

2. Physically,  during The Millennium it is JCg   (Rev.19v16)  as a physical reality fully assigned with  “The Authority/Capability of Yahweh”  
who shall rule with  “The Rod of Iron”  to ensure that  “Righteousness”  operates (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).   This shall occur after having 
physically removed  all  “World power”  at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”  (Dan.12v11-12, Rev.19v16-21)  –  to  spiritually  draw out all 
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remaining people desirous of personal reform during The Millennium.   They as  “The Late Adopters”  become  “The  (3rd) Remnant of  (the 
3rd Epoch of )  Israel that returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22). 

“Worldly  computations/reasoning/thoughts/imaginations”  take on a more appropriate description  “machinations/deception/craft/wiles”  for the self-
indulgence of those  “people in power/authority”  (= “{elevated places}/barriers/{high (authorities)}  {rising up}/{exulting self}”)  -  for that is the 
underlining reason  why  the  “Leaders of  The World”  (Political, Religious, Commerce)  climb into that position  –  where those people underneath,  
serve the leader rather than what we are  errantly  indoctrinated  “The leader serves those below!”    

This  is  “The Hypocrisy”  of which JC spoke  (Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1)! 
However in The Millennium it will be  the other way around,  where the leaders comprising of JCg and the 144000 TCs  will  freely/simply  serve  “The 
Resurrected World”  to edify  the members so that they  do  truly have an opportunity to have eternal life within a perfected society. 
Note   The TC is  not  in captivity to The World,  because they  have  been freed into  “The service of The Lord”  and thus  “already obedient”. 
(Matt.10v24, 23v11, 24v46, 25v21,23, Mark.9v35, 10v44, Luke.12v43, 47, 17v7-9, 19v17, 19, John.12v26, 13v16, 15v20, Rom.1v1, 1Cor.7v21-22, 9v19, 
etc.).   Hence the lead-in to the next verse. 
2Cor. 10v6 og Also  in  (to the [= within]) fitness/adjustment/preparation/readiness   
2Cor. 10v6 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   
2Cor. 10v6 og (to) vindicate/{execute right and justice/punishment}/{proportionate retaliation}/avenge   
2Cor. 10v6 og (the) every  (the) {erroneous or imperfect hearing}/inattention/disobedience,   
2Cor. 10v6 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  (it is) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished     
2Cor. 10v6 og {of yourselves}  the  {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission. 
2Cor. 10v6 = Also  possessing/having  within  fitness/readiness/preparation   

to  vindicate/avenge/punish  the  every  inattention/disobedience   
whenever  {of your}  {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission  it is  imbued/fulfilled/{made replete}. 

 

Also having within  fitness/readiness  to vindicate every  inattention/disobedience   (TCs have entirely reformed their mind to be Christlike), 
whenever your attentive hearkening is fulfilled   (because TCs fully imbued and inculcated  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
 

Again,  this is a two-part fulfilment - 
1. Ideally to yield the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age  as  “The Early Adopters”  (“Firstfruits” [of the early harvest]) 
2. For virtually all humans  –  it shall occur during the 2nd part of their physical life in The Millennium from out of which shall yield  “The Late 

Adopters”  during the 1000 years that completes  “The Week”  - by use of  “The Great Sabbath Day”  that JC covered in his death. 
The ideal follows directly on from v5 being during the present part of our life where we are to aim for  “The Appointment of Office”  –  of  “Anointed”. 
Very few  individuals  (about 1 in 100000 people)  will make  “The Ideal Appointment”  of being  “Anointed by Yahweh”,  –  only 144000 TCs will do so 
during The Gospel Age  (Rev.14v1-4)   –  but that does  not  mean we should stop trying to fulfil Yahweh's Desire which is to  precisely imitate  JC  –  so 
He might righteously gain His 144000 future Sons of God.  Taking special note of what JC taught us at Matt.21v28-31  –  please see my local 
commentaries that go deeper into what JC is teaching us.  If we try to imitate JC now while pressurised by Satan’s prevailing methodology  (as  
dictated/exemplified  by today’s world leaders)  then it shall be  much easier for us to personally succeed  in The Millennium when we shall be 
encouraged by Yahweh’s prevailing methodology  (as  taught/exemplified  by the future world leaders [144000 TCs).   That was a “most important  
sentence” – the words have been chosen most carefully. 
Thus individually,  whenever active members of The Brethren fully imbue  “The Word of God”  within their mind to yield a  ministry/lifestyle  
commensurate with that given by JC  then  they become accepted in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  by Yahweh as being part of  “The Body of 
JC”  worthy for Sonship.  It should be noted,  these assiduous brethren are  “The  hearkening/responsive  people”  within The Christian Nation”  (about 
1 person in about 20/30 thousand Christians truly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle to become  “The Early Adopters”)  hence Matt.20v16, 22v14.      
It is only within this manner have they then made themselves  fit/adjusted/prepared/ready  to  remove  “every form of worldly methodology  (of  
inattention/disobedience  to Yahweh's Desire)”  out of their very existence.  By consequence,  their obedience to The Fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire is  
fulfilled/{made replete}  -  which is to  personally  bring forward  “The Salvation of Mankind”  in the most Righteous manner over our 2 part life.   
When  that number of TCs throughout The Gospel Age reaches 144000,  then  Yahweh will  move-in  with The Millennium as the next stage of His Plan. 
Therefore,  we logically reason - 

The timing of when Yahweh  moves-in  at Rev.19v16-21 to  bring-in  The Millennium,  solely depends upon us as individuals,  are we going to 
imitate JC  to  personally fulfil  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  (Rev.14v1-4 of “The Early Harvest”)? 

Furthermore,   we can logically deduce. 
Because “Professional Leaders of Religion”  demonstrably do  not  imitate JC – then they  actively delay  the onset of The Millennium! 
(Inasmuch there have been millions of Christian Leaders and if they fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire,  the 144000 allotted target should have been 
reached within the 4th Century CE! 
Moreover by consequence,  they prolong Satan’s present worldly system and thus actively endorse its operations,  which is why they pray to 
the  (present)  “god of this world”   (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)! 

Finally - 
Be virtue of the above being true  (as can be  both  logically and righteously argued),  then we conclude  “Leaders of Religion”  are  
“Blaspheming against the HS”!    Please read my commentaries to Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32. 

 
67th Comment – Interestingly,  “Do we look to the public façade  –  professionally  presented by the  preacher/teacher?   
24th Warning – If the  preacher/teacher  presents him/herself  “as something”  then to Yahweh they are  nothing/worthless 
Consequently,  they should think again –  and start a  new  process of readjusting their  “synapse construction” (learning) 
71st ‘Allegory’ – Christ/Anointed = “The Office of Appointment”  in the future as  elected/chosen  by Yahweh,  only made 
possible by:  The Enabler = Jesus  Christ/Anointed.  To become a future  king/priest  to rule  “The Resurrected World”. 
25th Warning –  Charlatan Christian leaders shall  present themselves  as “Christ/Anointed  by God”  to preach 
“sweet/endearing things”  to their huge flocks of “minions”,  and  many millions  of duped Christians shall flock to these 
leaders around The World  (Matt.24v23-26, etc.,) – but they are  only  self-anointed  for the worldly returns of this world! 
72nd ‘Allegory’ – “something” = an exulted person who wears distinguishing clothing,  to take better places (Luke.20v46). 
89th Reasoning – If the  preacher/teacher  claims to be of JC then they should have a  methodology/lifestyle  of a TC! 
77th Instruction – For our care,  use both  (1) the lifestyle and  (2) the reasoning behind  The Teaching of JC and the 
apostles  as a measuring gauge  to  examine/assay  whether the person speaking  -  is to be later anointed by Yahweh! 
2Cor. 10v7 og The (things)   down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
2Cor. 10v7 og (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
2Cor. 10v7 og (you) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}?  
2Cor. 10v7 og If  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she has) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confidence/assured   
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2Cor. 10v7 og (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  {to be/exist},   
2Cor. 10v7 og that/this/there/here  (let him/her) reckon/calculate/reason  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   
2Cor. 10v7 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself],   
2Cor. 10v7 og because  just/as/that/how/when  he  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
2Cor. 10v7 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  {we ourselves}  (of the)  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
2Cor. 10v7 = (Do)  You  behold/look  according to   (the outward)   {frontal visage}/aspect/appearance? 

If  {some/any/certain person}  {confidently assumes}/persuades  himself  being/existing  of the  Christ/Anointed    (as that of The Office) 
(then of)   this   (assumption)   let himself  reckon/calculate/reason  from  anew/again/{back once more},   
because  just/as  he  (claims)  of the  Christ/Anointed,  likewise also  {we ourselves}  (are)  of  the Christ/Anointed   (being of The Office) 

 

(Do)  You behold according to  (the outward)  frontal visage   (of the feigned works and smooth speech   [from  charlatan Christian leaders])? 
If some person confidently assumes  him/(her)self  being of the Anointed   (presumptuously assumes to be a TC as  [only]  elected by Yahweh) 
(then of)  this  (presumption)  let  him/(her)self  reckon from anew   (let this person  re-evaluate  what makes  he/she  think they are Christlike), 
because  just/as  he/(she)   (claims to be)  of the Anointed   (being of  “The Appointment of Office”  made available by JC’s actions),  
likewise,  also we (real TCs)  ourselves  (truly are)  of the Anointed   (having demonstrated to have  precisely imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 

             (Inasmuch we TCs also claim to represent Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”  -  so this begs the question   “Who is correct?”) 
             (Paul now moves on in the next two chapters to discuss this question – so we can make an educated decision.) 
 

What a simple and yet powerful verse  –  of  self-reflection  and  self-audit! 
Moreover,  how many Christians truly know this verse exists within The Bible? 

I look around me and feel utterly saddened by the duped worldly  “millions upon millions”  of Christians throughout The World all confidently  (yet 
vainly)  “believing”  (without understanding what this word  really  means  –  noting John.6v64 please see my local commentary)  they are of what? 

Just because they state they  “believe in JC”  –  being simply  “he existed” and say a few nice things about him   –   and it stops there! 
Because at that point in  believing in JC’  -  they are like members of  any  religion believing upon their leader of  “The Religion”  who sacrificed their 
life  (in some manner [spiritually/physically])  away from The World to  (supposedly)  make The World a better place!    
Furthermore,  the devotees likewise  “believe”  these founder leaders also spoke on behalf of “God”! 

So  specifically what  makes a Christian  any  different than any other person in “Religion”  if we,  who claim to be Christians,  do not 
personally strive for  “The Office of Appointment”  [“Christ”]  -  given by Yahweh through what JC did for us  –  as Peter told us at 
John.6v68,  Matt.19v27?   Counter to that of John.6v64. 
         Please see my local commentaries that deeply explain into what JC was  really  teaching us  –  being very specific for us of today! 

Sadly,  if we do not take the stance of which Peter and Paul did with their lives,  then quite simply we are  not  “cut out for The Office Appointment”! 
This does  not  make specifically you  “evil”  for  “not  precisely imitating JC”  -  if you choose not to. 
Nor does it make me  “evil”  for simply stating  “The Goal”  of which Yahweh desires of us!    

However,  it  does  make those individuals who  cut this requirement out  of The Gospel,  “exceedingly evil”  –  and are by definition   “blaspheming 
against the HS”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc. – please see my local commentaries)  because they are opposing  “Yahweh’s Desire which is 
separate from this world of sin to be made manifest within The Environment”  (= the HS). 
Consequently,  we realise the vast majority of  “Christians”  are just  wasting  the 1st part of their physical life and shall  not  achieve  “Sonship”  
because their  worldly leaders are  not  correctly instructing them how to  really  “believe in JCg”  (and are thus  not  imitating Paul to The Brethren – 
1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.).   

Therefore,  we  reason/calculate/reckon  all this deviancy  fulfils  “Satan’s desire”  –  see glossary. 
Interestingly all these innocent passive  “Christians”  (Rom.16v17-18)  will clamour against these formerly  worldly Christian leaders who will have 
been brought low in The Millennium,  because they will realise it was their  worldly Christian leaders  –  leading them astray for  self-indulgent  reasons!  
Consequently,  the resurrected congregational members will understand these millions of Christian leaders truly had  not  the  best “long-term interests”  
at  heart/{seat of motivation}  for the congregations during the 1st part of their physical life  –  hence  “The Shrewd Steward parable”  (Luke.16v1-10)  
that  was  written directly for  worldly  Christian leaders of The Gospel Age  –  please see my local commentaries. 
Thus,  Paul speaking of those people of v2,  and of other people considering themselves as being  self-righteous,  but we are told to  assay/audit/test  
ourselves according to what The Bible specifically teaches us  - being the requirement to imitate JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Pet.2v21, etc.) 
A useful question would be this  

How often is this knowledge taught?  -  I have  never  heard it taught in mainstream  worldly  Christian congregations! 
Just as I have  never  heard  Luke.17v7-9  taught,  nor will it ever be taught by  any  worldly (or worse, a charlatan)  Christian leader! 

Therefore,  I ask the reader   
How many people has the reader seen precisely imitating either JC or Paul,  as specifically commanded? 
But all  “Christians”  (supposedly)  “believe”  they  “go to heaven”! 

Only - because that is what their  errant  Christian leaders tell them  –  but it is  absolutely  not  what The Bible  tells us! 
What a conundrum for them to explain to us! 

Therefore,  who then,  is really fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  if the many Christian leaders are only teaching  lies  (or at best  –  “half-truths”)?    
They teach  “what is  not  in The Bible”  –  or  “minced-up”,  “out of context”,  to mean something  different to what was originally intended! 

But how does anyone know  -  unless they  regularly read large portions of The Bible  to know what is in it,  and then  to understand it? 
Because very sadly,  our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  have  not  the faintest idea  of what most of The Bible means  –  please 
compare their  near useless commentaries  to my commentaries of which I have  feely given  to The World for examination and scrutiny  –  by those 
people fraudulently claiming to be  “The Very Best”!   

In the world of Science    The Best Hypothesis that fits The Facts -  rules!   Let the same be said in  “Christianity”! 
Because what is taught on  “FutureLife.Org”  closing The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14)  will rule  in The Millennium! 

 
68th Comment – A TC will boast about  The Authority/Capability  given to  him/her  by Yahweh  only  inasmuch  to edify 
The Brethren  to bring them unto maturity so they might personally become  TCs/Apostles,  but not to pull down anyone. 
90th Reasoning – A TC might be  terrifying/scolding  to The Brethren in letters where the exegesis is  weighty/burdensome,  
forceful/strong  but when the TC is with The Brethren the bodily appearance may appear  puny/weak  and yet the  
words/sayings/topics/reasoning  are  contemptible/despised  (= hurt worldly self-indulgence of an unreformed person). 
26th Warning – Beware of people  (opposing what The Bible teaches),  who snidely comment about a TCs’ personality and 
actions  (just as The Religious Leaders said of JC)  rather than discussing  “The quality of The Exegesis taught”! 
27th Warning – To the people devaluing a TC  (and I hear it said about Paul today)  -  then they are wrong – because a TC 
is  sincerely the same  within their exegesis during their occupational work,  either with The Brethren  or when away! 
2Cor. 10v8 og if/whenever  both  for  also 
2Cor. 10v8 og (the) {super-abundant}/superior/pre-eminence/{very highly}/{beyond measure}/vehemently   
2Cor. 10v8 og {some/any/certain thing}  (I may/should) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice  concerning/about  
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2Cor. 10v8 og of the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  {of/from us},   
2Cor. 10v8 og {of whom/which}  (he [lord/master]) gave/bestowed/granted  the  lord/master  {to us}  into/unto   
2Cor. 10v8 og (the) structuring/building/confirmation/edify/embolden,   
2Cor. 10v8 og also  no/not/none  into/unto  (the) demolition/extinction/destruction/{pulling down}  {of yourselves}],   
2Cor. 10v8 og no/not/none  (I will be) disfigured/disgraced/{feel ashamed (of oneself)}. 
2Cor. 10v8 = For  whenever  both   (1)  I may/should  boast/rejoice  {some/certain thing}  {more abundantly}/{beyond measure}   

concerning/about  {of our}  authority/capacity  (as a TC)   [{of which}  our  Lord gave/bestowed  unto  the  edifying/{building up},   
also  (2)  not  unto  {of your}  {pulling down}/demolition]    (then)   not  I will be  disgraced/shamed  (myself  [of this responsibility]). 

 

For whenever both  (1) I might  boast/rejoice  something beyond measure   (being how The TC deports  him/herself  to be imitating JC) 
concerning our  authority/capacity  (as a TC)  of which our Lord gave unto the edifying   (to improve all people,  and thus society as a whole), 
also  (2) not for your demolition   (a TC is only motivated to edify people and not to destroy them underfoot  [by robust accusation]) 
(then)   I will not be disgraced   (of my  duty/responsibility  to use my authority of God’s Word to edify any hearkening recipient for Sonship.) 
 

Paul must start to disarm these dissenters trying to take control over the local ecclesia by slandering Paul’s deportment while he is away,  being of 
standard practice  -  sowing the seed of division -  “to divide and rule”!   The easiest way is to make him appear like all  “Leaders of Religion”  by 
saying he is only taking this position so he can rule over and then tythe the devotees. 
Therefore,  Paul begins    

Look at us.  We could boast with what Yahweh has given to us to edify people to become TCs,  but in our Authority we do not  “Lord it”  over 
you that would lead to your future destruction,  and thus disgrace us before Yahweh's  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”. 
It is our responsibility to use our authority wisely and carefully,  to internally build the mind of The Recipient to learn  why/how to imitate JC. 

Paul is establishing his authority over The Brethren,  but only inasmuch to  guide/help  their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become more like that of 
JC’s  spirit/personality/desire/traits  so they can be  edified/{built up}  ready to be TCs and judged worthy of Sonship by Yahweh. 
Furthermore,  because Paul is sincerely interested in their future welfare  (into the eternity)  and of their true spiritual growth to become Christlike,   
then he has every intention to be fully explicit within his writings to cause  self-examination  and thus the necessary personal adjustment within the 
recipient. 
We must understand the following - 

1. Paul was quite pointed when stating his concerns to bring about necessary reform within their mind – and spoke his mind, pulling no punches 
2. When appropriate,  Paul states his intense concern within his writings to draw wayward people back into JCg's fold  (see next verse)  –  he 

must never have any accusation made of him in The Millennium by any resurrected person that -   
      “It was Paul who stopped me  (as the complaining individual)  from becoming a possible TC!” 

We might usefully ask ourselves - 
What does  worldly Christianity today exhibit throughout its various schisms? 

We have very many schisms whose leaders have  absolutely no intention  in reforming their congregational members to become Christlike,  because they 
are only interested in having many members upon which to sequestrate the given physical gifts from seduced people (Matt.7v15, Luke.10v3, Acts.20v29)! 
Furthermore,  within many other schisms we have the members decrying specific individuals because of this,  that,  or the other  –  invariably  not  based 
upon The Scriptures  –  but only based upon worldly methodology  -  and in the process,  turn people away from  “The Word of God”. 

Confoundingly,  the perpetrators  (led by their leaders)  are so confident they are on their route to  “heaven”  when they die! 
Virtually everything in The Bible is contrary to what these specific Christian leaders teach!    
Yet how do these deluded devotees know?   –  When they do not read the Bible to  “learn and understand”! 

This website becomes their auditor  –  and calls them   To publicly account  –  prior to their personal Judgement made by Yahweh! 
At least this website gives these  leaders/dissenters  an opportunity to repent and reform  –  just as JC recommends throughout Luke chapter 15. 
2Cor. 10v9 og That  not  (I) think/{be accounted}/deem/suppose/presume  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
2Cor. 10v9 og wish/suppose  (to) {frighten utterly}/terrify  {specifically yourselves}  through (reason of)   
2Cor. 10v9 og of the  {written messages}/epistles/letters. 
2Cor. 10v9 = that  not  {in that manner}/as  I  wish/suppose  to  think/presume/deem   

to  {frighten entirely}/terrify  {specifically yourselves}  through reason  of the  epistles/letters. 
 

That not in the manner I wish to  think/deem  to frighten entirely specifically yourselves through reason of these letters. 
 

Thus,  as I stated in v8,  Paul has their best  long-term  interests at  heart/{seat of motivation}.   
Consequently he continues by telling them,  he does not wish to terrify The Brethren with his forceful instruction –  but it is only written to cause self-
adjustment in their lifestyle,  to start them thinking about what they are doing with their life.  Likewise,  I write in a similar manner,  only to provoke 
internal reasoning,  to start an internal thinking process based upon the subject matter  – rather than to personally criticise.  
To further disarm the dissenters,  Paul is trying to explain he truly cares for their future wellbeing and feels dutybound to express his authority over them 
-  only in a manner to improve their standing in the midst of Yahweh’s Judgment,  else he is not fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
2Cor. 10v10 og Because  the (ones [epistles])   truly/indeed  (the) {written messages}/epistles/letters,   
2Cor. 10v10 og (he/she/it) shows/{make known one’s thoughts}/affirms/says,   
2Cor. 10v10 og (they are) weighty/burdensome/grave/grievous/heavy   
2Cor. 10v10 og also  (the) forcible/boisterous/mighty/powerful/valiant,   
2Cor. 10v10 og the  and  parousia/presence/coming  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  (the) feeble/impotent/sick/weak,   
2Cor. 10v10 og also  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  
2Cor. 10v10 og (the being) contemptible/despised/{least esteemed}/scorned/{counted worthless}. 
2Cor. 10v10 = (For they  [= Paul’s opposition]  say:)    

Because  truly/indeed  he  (Paul)   {makes known his thoughts}/shows   (by explanation)   (in)  the  epistles/letters:   
They are  weighty/grievous/burdensome  also  the  forcible/strong/powerful,   
and  the  presence/coming  of the  (Paul’s)  body  (is)  the  feeble/impotent/weak   
also  the  (Paul’s)  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  the being  contemptible/scorned/despisable. 

 

       (For they  [= Paul’s opposition]  say -) 
Because truly he (Paul)  makes known his thoughts  (by explanation)   (in)  the letters: 
They are  weighty/burdensome  also the  forcible/powerful, 
and the  presence/coming  of the  (Paul’s)  body is  feeble/weak 
also the  (Paul’s)  word/sayings/reasoning  being  contemptible/despisable. 
 

There are various interpretations to this verse,  some translations take  “he”  as being “it”,  and other translations insert “they” within the translation 
as the people making these statements!   However,  I give a transparent translation and the reader can see how the correct translation should be derived. 
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Then at another place within this verse we have another poor translation where  worldly  translators mistranslate  StrongsTM = 3056  “logos”  to imply 
the physical action of  “speech”  instead of the correct translation that I give here as being  “word/topics/sayings/reasoning”  being   “The Intellect”  
behind what was said.  There are about four Greek words that could have been used if Paul desired  “speech”  to be  “the sense”  of his writings  –  but 
he did  not  use them!    

But how is The Reader able to know  –  unless  he/she  has an objective   transparent   translation of which I offer here? 
I leave the reader to ponder over the ramifications of unrepresentative translation in virtually all our English translated bibles.   However it is  “The 
Instruction”  that Paul gives within his  “word/topics/sayings/reasoning”  which becomes  “contemptible/scornful/despising”  being  “The Content”  
within  both  his speech  and  his  letters/epistles  (hence v11)  because many people find  “adjustment”  to their own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  too 
difficult and painful  (thus  “The Content”  being  “contemptible/scorned/despised”  within the mind of the recipient)!    
Paul is only repeating to us   “The Word of God”! –  

Why should this be distasteful? 
Why is Paul’s  Word/Sayings/Reasoning/Topics  on certain subjects dismissed today? 

At my 3rd revision  (1st June 2015)  I have heard some female priests’ state    
“We should change Mescaline God into Feminine God”  -  apparently in the vain hope more people would be interested!    

What a fallacious argument!   It is not  The Gender  (noting Yahweh is actually  “Neuter”)  causing the problem,  but unfortunately,  it is the  inane 
nonsense they preach  (as this example shows)  that makes them,  and what they claim to represent,  an absolute nonsense to a  sane/reasoning  mind!    
They just   “Do not get it”  (because  “their mind is veiled”  by  choosing not to understand  their subject matter)!  

The recipients do  not  desire to become beholden to  “The Word of God”  –  and are thus  not  suitable material to represent Yahweh if they 
rebel against what Yahweh is teaching us through His proven representatives  (see 2Cor.11v24-28)  –  because my example given a few 
sentences earlier is hardly representative of what Paul would teach! 

Let me return to Paul. 
Paul is being very candid with these Corinthian brethren  –  and opens up so that he might separate himself from the false  worldly  religious leaders 
assuming leadership by pretending to represent Yahweh,  yet having  no intent to edify  The Brethren to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in direct contrast to Paul. 
These worldly leaders give endearing platitudes to “win over”  weak minded innocent people by  bewitching/beguiling  speech,   so the leader(s) might 
then live off the duped devotees like parasites!   

What is so different today  -  in many  sects/{religious groupings}? 
No depth of The Tanakh is explained,  nor explaining how JC righteously answered The Tanakh – neither do they explain how Yahweh’s Plan 
for Human Salvation is righteously unfolding to yield The Millennium,  and finally why The Millennium is necessary and who is to lead it! 

Today,  mirrors what it was like then with these new dissidents coming in with a “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  being a gospel of Excuses to remain human 
– while by contrast Paul with  “1st Century Christianity”  is trying to mentally transform people away from The World and become wholly Christlike. 
Consequently,  Paul tells them directly what he accurately presumes certain dissidents are slanderously saying about him – while he is away. 
We must realise,  Paul has an authoritative persona  –  his  extensive scriptural knowledge of The Tanakh,  and constructed reasoning is flawless.  This 
naturally becomes intimidating to those people who have their desired lifestyle threatened by his carefully reasoned exegesis  –  based entirely upon The 
Scriptures  –  and where it is not,  –  then he states it is of his own understanding. 

But - 
We can see from these writings that his physical stature might be  weak/feeble  and thus not worthy of any respect! 
Therefore it was Paul’s  power through  “The Word of God”  working/translated  via his intellect which was contemptible to those people refusing to 
reform,  and interestingly his stature from a worldly viewpoint was equally contemptible  -  “puny/week/feeble/impotent”. 
Hence as we are told elsewhere it was  “The Word of God”  that sustained Paul through his missionary journeys up to,  and including,  his presumed 
physical martyrdom in Rome. 
Note   Paul uses  “parousia” (= “coming/presence”)  for the precise reason as I explain elsewhere   

When he  comes  to instruct them  –  he desires to leave his  presence  within their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  by  reform/adjustment 
based entirely upon  “The Word of God”  accurately  explained. 

With JCg it is the other way around.  
He has his  presence  within TCs during the 1st part of their physical life as  “The Word of God”  faithfully operating within them,  and then 
physically  comes  to collect them  (in “marriage” – Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= JCg’s  1st 2nd C)  to start the 
2nd part of their physical life as  kings/priests  of The Millennium  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.,)  and then begin the great restoration 
of  “The Resurrected World”. 

That is  why  “parousia”  is  used in both instances  –  this key understanding is  never  explained by Christian theologians (as far as I know)  to anyone! 
I again presume,  they  “choose not to understand”  (“agnoeo”)  these  relatively simple things,  because of the personal ramifications it would bring! 
2Cor. 10v11 og That/This/There/Here  (let he/she) reckon/calculate/reason/think  the (person)  
2Cor. 10v11 og {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones};   because  {as such}/{what sort}   
2Cor. 10v11 og {we are/being}  to the [= in/with/by/on)   (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
2Cor. 10v11 og through (reason of)   (of the) {written messages}/epistles/letters  (the) {being away}/absent,   
2Cor. 10v11 og (the) {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}   
2Cor. 10v11 og also  (the being) {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present    
2Cor. 10v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed. 
2Cor. 10v11 = Let  he/she  {truly this}  the person  think/reason  this; -   

because  {what sort}  {we  (TCs)  are/being}  in  The  Word/Sayings/Topics/Reasoning   (do we live in the manner as we teach?) 
through reason  of the  epistles/letters  the  {being away}/absent     (are we hypocritical when physically away from you),   
also  the  {such ones}  (TCs)   the being  {at hand}/present  in the  {occupational effort}/labour/work    (in the ministry). 

 

(To)  the  such ones  (people opposing  “1st Century Christianity”  by slandering Paul)   thinking this:- 
  Because what sort we (TCs)  are/being  in The Word/Sayings/Reasoning   (Do we live according to what we state within our letters) 
  through reason of the letters  (while)  being absent   (are we TCs being hypocritical when being absent from you brethren and yet … … …) 
  also in the occupational effort the such people (TCs)   (when)  the being present   (TCs showing a pleasing façade in works when with you.) 
 

Paul continues with his reasoning - 
To those  critics/dissenters  of my  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  claiming we (TCs)  are hypocrites to what we state in our epistles. 

Paul is to explain he also lives to what he states and thus the epistles are a true reflection of his lifestyle,  inasmuch what we state should be done  –  so 
also we do in our  lifestyle/deportment  precisely what we teach,  and therefore we TCs are  not  hypocrites to what we state in our advice of others. 

Is this what we witness within The World today  –  by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”? 
Paul can confidently state -  

What I write in my letters is as I am  -  and I will act likewise when I am with you! 
 
78th Instruction – TCs will  never  compare themselves in a  {judge-like}/ranking  manner with other people.  
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69th Comment – Worldly people  (including  worldly Christians)  will compare themselves in a  {judge-like}/ranking  
manner with other people,  consequently their  “synapse construction”  becomes corrupted and  not  suitable for Sonship! 
2Cor. 10v12 og no/not/none  for  (we) dare/confidently/boldly/courageously   
2Cor. 10v12 og (to) {to judge in}/{count among}/{make of the number}/{collate by contrast}/{rank with}   
2Cor. 10v12 og or/than/either/rather  (to) {judge between/with}/compare/contrast   
2Cor. 10v12 og (the){my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]   (to the) {some/any/certain persons}  of the (persons)   
2Cor. 10v12 og (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   
2Cor. 10v12 og (the) {setting together}/{introducing favourably}/approving/commending/exhibiting;  
2Cor. 10v12 og but  they  in  (to the [= within]) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   
2Cor. 10v12 og (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   (the) {a measuring}/metering/{limited apportioning},   
2Cor. 10v12 og also  (the) {judging between/with}/comparing/contrasting  (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   
2Cor. 10v12 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves],   
2Cor. 10v12 og not  (they are) {to put together}/{mentally configured}/comprehending/understanding. 
2Cor. 10v12 = For  not  we  (TCs)   dare/confidently/boldly  to  {judge in}/{count among}/rank   (ourselves above other people),   

or  to  compare/{judge between}/contrast  ourselves  to the  {some/certain people}   (worldly Christians),    
of the  people  themselves  the  commending/exhibiting/showing   (as supposedly wonderful people); 
but  they within  themselves  the  measuring/metering  themselves   (by  [1] gossip,  [2] social standing,  [3] standing with God) 
also  the  {judging between}/comparing  themselves  with themselves,   (God’s Word is that,  we must  never  judge each other) 
not  they are  comprehending/understanding   (God’s Word,  where the requirement is that  only  Yahweh judges  “Christians”). 

 

For not we (TCs)  dare to  {count among}/rank   (but our  “Leaders of Religion”  presumptuously seem able to do this,  see their tier structure) 
or to  compare/contrast  ourselves to some people   (but our  “Leaders of Religion”  presumptuously seem able to do this). 
(being)   of the people  commending/exhibiting  themselves    (as do  worldly  humans/Christians  leaders  [by definition])   
but they  (are)  measuring themselves within themselves   (as we witness between and within the schisms of Christendom) 
also they are not comprehending   (what is required by  “The Word of God”,  it has made no impression upon  worldly Christians,  [by definition]) 
by comparing themselves to themselves   (as is witnessed between our hypocritical  worldly Christian leaders within Christendom’s schisms). 
 

Quite simply Paul is teaching us this - 
TCs consider themselves not to be in the position to accurately judge the innermost  feelings/commitment/sincerity/endurance/patience  of a 
person to their suitability as  “a future Son of God”.  Thus a TC must  not  be partial  (= “no respecter of persons”  when imitating JC  -  
Luke 22v21, 1John.2v2)  unto whom they present  “The Ministry of The Gospel”, –  for it is Yahweh in  “The Special/Greater (1st) 
Judgement”  Who ultimately decides who within  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age shall be worthy of That Honour.    
Where this TC must  prove to The World  of  his/her  own  “{occupational efforts}/work/labours”  of imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during 
the 1st part of  his/her  physical life  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 

Furthermore,  a TC will  never  compare  his/her  own  position/capabilities  over/against/with  those  attributes/capabilities  of another person  to gain 
kudos/prestige/honour/worthiness  –  for that is all  “worldly”  -  and will ultimately  scar/calcify  “the synapse construction”  in forming something that 
would have otherwise been worthy for Sonship.  For surely that is what Satan did  (represented by The King of Tyre,   as we are told in Genesis  [chapter 
3]  and by representation in Eze.28v11-19)! 

We must always be conscious of JC’s teaching at Matt.7v3-5,  Luke.6v41-42  on spiritual matters of The Mind. 
Thus,  to keep the correct mindset,  TCs shall remain  humble/demur  and only speak  mightily/strongly/forcibly  to  honour  Yahweh   in what they do. 
In contrast to the TCs,  -  worldly people  (including  worldly Christians and more so,  their leaders)  not  understanding/comprehending/{mentally 
assembling} Yahweh’s Desire  (as contained within His Word of  “1st Century Christianity”  as given by His Apostles).  These people compare 
themselves and  “climb up the Worldly ladder”  within their peers because  they presume  they are  better  and thus more worthy for that position  –  and 
sadly use all forms of worldly attributes to achieve their goal  (which ultimately shall be dissolved  2Pet.3v8-13)!   This is true for  all  leaders in the 
positions of power  politics/commerce/religion  for the  self-indulgent  returns that occurs from  “Controlling People”.  Verified by one ex- member of 
The Houses of Parliament publicly told me  –  while the policies are different between the various factions  –  there is  one  common  denominator  –  
“They all want to control people”.   This is absolutely  not  the  “synapse construction”  Yahweh desires in His future  “Sons of God”  –  He desires  
meek/humble/contrite  people like Moses  (Num.12v3)  to  “control”  “Israel”  (understand the definition of “Israel”)  and those powerful people like 
David had a   contrite/faithful/repentant  heart to Yahweh and when mentally adjusted,  would fulfil Yahweh’s uttermost command. 
Consequently,  I ask the reader to  carefully understand and mentally digest  what is being stated within this verse and then extrapolate its contents to 
what is seen within The World today and logically understand,  those people claiming to represent Yahweh and yet preferring to operate within the 
present worldly system  (being its methodology)  are misguided!   

For surely the obvious conclusion is,  these Christian  leaders of present worldly edifices  unto which they clamour,  cannot  believe in the 
better  “New World Order”  that is coming for an eternity  –  else surely,  they would  not  take these present positions of power  –  if 
recognising these present things are only temporal (2Pet.3v8-13)  and that the future will be so much better  –  and lasts for an eternity! 

Where truly is their focus?  –  It is as shown by what they  really do  (in private)! 
Then we return full circle to what Paul is teaching us here! 
 
79th Instruction – TCs will only boast to a specific ministry standard appropriate for the recipients can reach themselves – 
inasmuch to become an  attainable  goal The Brethren might achieve.   In this manner  “the specific god”  works through 
the TCs who stretch themselves to reach potentially new Brethren in their extensive teaching work. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
70th Comment – A TC when speaking about The Brethren,  he/she  has personally formed can then state:-  
I have not overreached myself in my desire  (of having come to them)  because The Elders are becoming like TCs. 
91st Reasoning – A TC will not boast immoderately while they  toil/labour  amongst strangers always having the 
expectation that existing Brethren will be extolling the virtues on behalf of the TC during their teaching work. 
24th Good News – TCs are so ecstatic when through  accurate teaching,  receptive people suddenly realise how Yahweh’s 
Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation pans out as a marvellous vista in The Mind –  giving us a goal to aim towards! 
It is worth all the  pain/suffering  the TC must experience to get this knowledge out into The World within  sane/reasoning  
minds to counter the plethora of  nonsense religious  myths/hearsay/customs  that are presently sapping human strength! 
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2Cor. 10v13 og {we ourselves}  and  {not indeed}/{did not}  into/unto  the (things)  
2Cor. 10v13 og immoderate/{without measure}/unlimited  (we will) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice,   
2Cor. 10v13 og but  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  {a measure}/metered/{limited portion}   
2Cor. 10v13 og of the  {a straight reed}/{a rule}/{measuring stick}/standard/boundary/line/{sphere of operations}   
2Cor. 10v13 og {of whom/which}  (he) {to part}/apportioned/divided/distributed  {to us}  the  {specific god}   
2Cor. 10v13 og (of the) {a measure}/metered/{limited portion}  (to) {arrive upon}/{extend to}/stretch/reach   
2Cor. 10v13 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  also  {of yourselves}. 
2Cor. 10v13 = And  not indeed  {we (TCs) ourselves}   

will  {boast/vaunt/rejoice  immoderately/{without measure}/unlimited  unto  the things   (that we do in the ministry work),   
but  according to  the  measure/portion  of the  standard/{measuring rule}  {of which}   
“the specific god”  he  divided/apportioned/distributed  {to us}  (TCs)   
of the  measure/portion  to  {arrive upon}/reach  {as far as}  also  {of yourselves}  (The Brethren). 

 

And we ourselves (TCs)  will indeed not unlimitedly  boast/vaunt  for the things   (we do in our ministry and deportment),   
       (As TCs,  we will  not  boast beyond what we do   [unlike some members of Religion for the hype and kudos of which the fraudulent claims bring) 
but according to the  measure/portion  of The Standard   (being JC as “The Word of God”  laying down his  ministry/lifestyle  to be The Standard) 
       (As TCs,  we will only precisely imitate both what JC did and equally as important  not  do,  what JC did not do   -  as  “The Required Standard”.) 
of which  “the specific god”  divides/apportions  to us   (TCs,  who  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle  -  as  “The Standard”)  
       (Yahweh sources “The Word of God” through JC displaying “The Wisdom of God” by deportment,  TCs imitate JC as our DNA apportions to us.) 
of the  measure/proportion  (of The Standard)   to reach as far as  also of yourselves   (The Brethren,  by TC's ministry/lifestyle  imitating JC). 

       (Importantly,  JC as  “God’s Word”  controls our mind to maximise our given DNA capabilities in  the correct direction to yield  new  TCs.) 
 

Not quite  “The Sense”  as given in some of our  worldly translated bibles  –  please check your version! 
TCs will certainly not through any means  (of public showiness)  excessively  boast/rejoice  about themselves or their capabilities.   
This type of attitude would be an absolute affront to a TC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which  is  the  one/same  as that which operates 
within Yahweh! 

This truism becomes a useful identifier of the  charlatan Christian leaders taking centre stage to much hype and excitement  -  with music thrown–in  to 
make  “The Ambience just right”  (as subliminal mind control to play on “the Emotions”)  for the reception to desire more of what these leaders give  –  
thereby yielding the worldly return of which both parties so crave! 
We should realise the TCs will allow  “The Obvious”  be displayed within their fruitage  –  being those recipients who learn to precisely imitate the TC 
just as Paul imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  thereby personally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to become the next generation of TCs. 
This shall enable Yahweh to achieve His Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000  (Rv.14v1-4)  as “The Early Adopters”  of His Methodology to then 
righteously bring in The Millennium  and thus the final stage of  “The Salivation of Mankind”  to yield  “The Late Adopters”  of His Methodology. 

Exactly as Paul told us earlier  –  he allows The Brethren to boast on behalf of The TCs    “You  become  our  boasting”. 
Inasmuch the recipients’ output becomes like that of The Mature TC teaching them  (The Fruitage of a Good Tree, Matt.7v16-19). 

The TCs  never  behave like  (spiritual)  Rogue Traders  (spiritual paedophiles)  by selling themselves on empty words  (on the back of  “God’s Word”  –  
but allow The Fruit  (being The Congregational Members)  tell others of the TC’s qualities by both words and deportment. 
In that same manner as JC  never  said he was the  “Son/Child of God  –  but allowed other  receptive  people make that comment about him  (noting my 
important commentaries given in John chapter 9 on this subject)!     By contrast,  our  worldly Christian leaders say,  they and their congregational 
members are  “Children of God”,  noting what JC said about this at Matt.20v23  -  surely a disconnect somewhere within their reasoning  -  yet we all 
know why they preach this deceptive hogwash  (as Paul tells us later, 2Cor.11v4, 13-15)! 
Therefore,  as the 2nd part of the verse tells us - 
It is what  “the specific god”  (sourced by Yahweh dispensed through JCg  as  “The Word of God”  –  hence “ho theos”)  gives to the TCs to be taught 
by reaching as far as the ever-increasing  New Brethren,   that shows the true TCs’ character and capabilities.  This becomes  “the measuring rule”  (as  
“The Golden/Kingly Standard”)  by which Yahweh will use in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of  all  humans claiming to be  “Christians”  –  
being  “How they compare with JC’s ministry/lifestyle”,  and most importantly  “of their motive”! 
Notice how the  praise/honour  of a TC’s lifestyle is always sincerely returned to  “the specific god”  which ultimately feeds through to Yahweh  (through 
JCg)  being The Source of all intrinsically  ideal/good/virtuous  things as the person positively progresses in spiritual maturity. 
This is precisely what The Gospels tell us  -  and is at complete variance to what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us,  as the copies I have of many 
hundreds of their sermon transcripts testify  –  of which I will publicly audit in the future and put online for the world to see! 

Can they get anything correct regarding “1st Century Christianity”  as  originally taught  by JC and 1st Century Apostles? 
“No!”   Is the simple and correct answer to that question! 

2Cor. 10v14 og no/not/none  for  {in that manner}/likewise/as  not   
2Cor. 10v14 og (we have) {arrived upon}/{extended to}/stretched/reached  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor. 10v14 og (we) {stretched inordinately}/{stretched over/beyond}  {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves];   
2Cor. 10v14 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  for  also  {of yourselves}   
2Cor. 10v14 og (we) beforehand/anticipated/precede/attained/{arrived at}/{became first}   
2Cor. 10v14 og in  to the [= within]  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
2Cor. 10v14 = For  we (TCs)  have not  {arrived upon}/stretched/reached   (beyond what we ably expound to others nearer) 

{in that manner}/as  (if)  we  not  {over stretched}  ourselves  unto  {specifically yourselves};   (to become the receptive Brethren) 
for  also  we  attained/{became first}  {as far as}  unto  {of yourselves}    (travelling to Corinth,  many miles away from Jerusalem) 
within  the  {Good News}/Gospel  of the  Christ/Anointed.     (to personally explain  “The Gospel of The Office of Appointment”) 

 

For we (TCs)  have not over stretched ourselves   (being of our commission in reaching out to yourselves,  far from  The Centre of Jerusalem) 
in that manner as if we not reached unto specifically yourselves   (implying by the negative  [dual “not”]    We did reach out to yourselves) 
             (Paul is answering his critics,  he is motivated to edify them – by putting himself through distinct hardship to come out unto them) 
for also we (TCs)  became first as far as unto yourselves   (Yes!  We specific TCs,  were certainly first to reach you,  to teach of  “The Anointing”) 
within The Gospel of The Anointed   (Paul teaches The Good News   “The Anointing”  by Yahweh unto Sonship is possible  [Acts.10v34-35]). 
 

Notice Paul’s switch in  “{specifically yourselves}”  and of  “of yourselves”  in the verse.   
Those people  hearkening  to The Message are  specifically reached by Paul  (inasmuch these specific people have imbued  “The Word of God”),  but he 
travelled to Achaia to deliver The Gospel to all people in the area  (and thus the generalised “you”)  –  there is a subtle difference. 
Continuing Paul’s theme    

A TC demonstrates  his/her  inner commitment and personal fidelity to  “The Word of God”  by what they do in  “occupational work”  being 
The Resultant as demonstrated within their fruitage  (being the next generation of TCs). 

This is what the reader must examine within  “The Christian Congregations of The World”  the members,  of whom are to be judged against  “the 
measuring rule”  of JC  that then reflects upon the worthiness of the Christian leader  (as The Tree over its Fruitage –  Matt.7v16-19). 
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The two “not”s might seem confusing. 
The sense is to understand it like this - 

1. Paul is stating he,  and his companions,  have  not  stretched themselves too far by reaching out to them with The Gospel,  and in doing so,  he 
has demonstrated himself to be a competent teacher because the Corinthians have started to imbue  “The Word of God”  to begin the path of 
gaining  “The Real Faith”  –  so they might become possible TCs in the future. 

2. Paul then is stating as a continuation to the 1st statement   For not we spiritually reached your mind?   
(To imply the negative answer – Yes, we have reached you  -  and  [most of]  you have responded favourably)! 

2Cor. 10v15 og No/Not/None  into/unto  the (things)  immoderate/{without measure}/unlimited   
2Cor. 10v15 og (we are) boasting/vaunting/glorying/joyous/rejoicing   
2Cor. 10v15 og in  (to the [= within]) another/foreigners/{not akin}/hostiles (persons)  
2Cor. 10v15 og (to the) {sapping toils}/pains/{strength wanes in labours}/weariness,   
2Cor. 10v15 og (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence  and  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having,   
2Cor. 10v15 og (the) growing/enlarging/{giving increase}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {of yourselves}   
2Cor. 10v15 og in  {to [= within] yourselves}  
2Cor. 10v15 og (to) {make/declare great}/increase/extol/enlarge/magnify/{show great}    
2Cor. 10v15 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
2Cor. 10v15 og the  {a straight reed}/{a rule}/{measuring stick}/standard/boundary/line/{sphere of operations}   
2Cor. 10v15 og {of/from us}  into/unto  (the) surplusage/superabundance/superfluity/overflowing. 
2Cor. 10v15 = Not  we are  boasting/vaunting/rejoicing  unto  the things  immoderate/{without measure}    (not beyond what we can do) 

in the  {sapping toils}/pains/weariness  within  other/foreign/{not akin}  people;    (we do not claim for ourselves what others have done) 
and  the  having/possessing  the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence,  
{of  your}  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  the  growing/enlarging/{giving increase}  within  yourselves 
to  {make/show great}/increase/enlarge  according to  {of our}  standard/{measuring rule}  unto  the  superabundance/overflowing. 

     (= Paul is confident that The Corinthian Brethren will go on to exceed the standard that Paul is presently setting in his ministry). 
 

We are not  boasting/vaunting  the things beyond  (our)  measure   (we do not boast about things of which we have not done) 
(we make no claims)  within other people's sapping toils   (we are not parasitic to the efforts made by other people  [compare with today]) 
and having the  anticipation/expectancy  of your faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   
growing within yourselves   (as you  “sup with JC [as The Word of God]” Rev.3v20,  meaning,  we  carefully reason  upon God’s Word and  fulfil it) 
to make  (it [their faith])  great according to our Standard  (of  “The Real Faith”  that precisely imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle)   
unto super-abundance   (to  draw-in  more people to ideally produce the next generation of TCs for Yahweh’s Pleasure), 
 

Just restating a common theme.  Check with your bible,  the latter part of the verse is not quite as stated within my verse.   
Again , we read of both The Urgency and specific feature of  “Faith”  is removed out of the text by our translators!   This is to be expanded below. 
Moving to the first part of the verse,  we read - 

TCs do not  boast/vaunt  themselves on the back of other peoples' efforts in their  labour/weariness/toiling  to assist  neighbours/strangers  
into  absolutely  understanding Yahweh’s Word and what it really means to be fulfilled as Godly wisdom in the recipient’s lifestyle. 

Furthermore,  a TC will assiduously work with The Brethren providing spiritual support so The Brethren themselves become TCs in their own right to 
form  “The Body of Christ”  comprising of 144000 TCs throughout the Gospel Age of some 2000 years.  Thus,  the TCs provide this mental support for 
the correct  “synapse construction”  by the  rewiring/routing  within those people personally eager to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
This ministry work yields the expectation to  grow/enlarge  their  (active)  Real Faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  as laid down by 
The Standard of existing mature TCs  to yield a  greater number  of next Generation of TCs  (hence the  “super-abundance”). 
This becomes a rally call from Paul as an exhortation for The Brethren to imitate his activities to yield more TCs (super-abundantly)  –  however there 
are very few people during the Gospel Age who surpass Paul’s  “occupational toil”  to actively promote Yahweh’s Desire. 
Again,  I must ask these obvious questions  
        Do our  worldly Christian leaders,   

(1) Make this exhortation to their congregation members?   
(2) Provide in-depth explanation of Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation with all the support structure to be found in The Tanakh?    
(3)  Guide their members to become teachers themselves  –  thus enabling them to be competent in accurately teaching their neighbours  “The 
Word of God”?    
(4)  Finally,  to do all this freely for absolutely  no  worldly return  (glory/money/leverage/worship/sex/pension/prestige/etc.)? 

The answers to the above show,  the congregational members are  not  placed in the position to be,  or understand,  why they should become TCs!    
Moreover,  because the congregational members are  not  being taught correctly  (in the same manner as did JC and Paul and the other apostles)  then 
obviously these  worldly Christian leaders cannot be TCs either!   Therefore,  how is Yahweh going to attain His future Sons of God?   

Never  -  through the standard routes that we call “Religion”  -  being an utter detestation to Yahweh  (hence Rev.18v4) 
That is precisely why it is taking Yahweh some 2000 years over the Gospel Age to only find 144000 individuals who truly fulfil His Desire,  being those 
specific individuals who are  working  outside  “Religion”  as JC warned at John.16v1-4, etc. 
Note,  my use of  “to find”  is a slightly inaccurate term,  because Yahweh knew from The Beginning of Mankind who these 144000 TCs would be 
(Rom.8v29, etc.),  that is why His prophecy of 144000 (Rev.14v1-4)  shall be fulfilled,  but all humans and likewise,  the TCs themselves,  do not know 
who these 144000 TCs shall be  –  until made known at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 
 
80th Instruction – TCs will keep extending themselves beyond the immediate Brethren  unto new fields  so more Brethren 
might be gathered into  “The Real Faith”.  When operating in new pastures then a TC will not be making any claims for 
The Resultant gained from the work put in by another TC. 
71st Comment – If  TCs/Brethren  boast with The Lord to magnify Yahweh by bringing more TCs to Him,  then it is good! 
92nd Reasoning – But it is  not  for a  TC/Brethren  to boast about themselves,  only  The Lord will approve of the 
individual.  Compare this with what we witness  –  worldly Christian leaders  boasting/magnifying  worldly men  (clearly,  
they have  not  read this part of the Bible  [or - Rev.22v18-19]  or much else in The Bible when auditing their output)! 
2Cor. 10v16 og Into/Unto  the (places/areas/regions)  {above those parts}/{still further}/beyond  {of yourselves}   
2Cor. 10v16 og (to) {announce The Good News}/{preach the Gospel},   
2Cor. 10v16 og no/not/none  in  (to the [= within]) another/foreigner/{not akin}/hostile (person)   
2Cor. 10v16 og (the) {a straight reed}/{a rule}/{measuring stick}/standard/boundary/line/{sphere of operations}   
2Cor. 10v16 og into/unto  the (things)  fitness/adjusted/prepared/readiness  (to) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice. 
2Cor. 10v16 = To  {announce The Good News}/{Preach the Gospel}  unto  the  (places/regions)  {still further}/beyond  {of yourselves},  
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(and)  not  to  boast/vaunt/glory  within  another/foreigner/{not akin}  person's  standard/{measuring rule}  
into  the things  adjusted/prepared/readied.    (to be bringing the next generation of TCs unto The Lord in our own  ministry/lifestyle) 

 

To announce The Gospel unto the places beyond of yourselves   (TCs ensure The Real Gospel of The Required Standard is told to The World), 
(and)  not to  boast/vaunt  within another person's  standard   (being what has been laid down by another person's preaching) 
unto the things  adjusted/prepared   (to bring forth the next generation of new TCs until Yahweh's Desire of 144000 has been completely fulfilled). 
 

This can be taken several ways  –  I understand the (1) below to be the most likely  
1. Paul will go to new areas in The World so he can righteously boast in the work that he has put in for The Result obtained  –  and not claim 

any of the credit that should have gone to another TC who might have been working in the same area. 
2. Do not make yourself appear better than other people who are working hard in their own way to be loyal to The Real Faith’s requirements. 
3. Do not backslide into The World and set  (or follow)  another standard  (= worldly standard)  within which to boast that is foreign to The 

Absolute Standard as set by the original TCs.  
However,  I take all the options as being accurate warnings that must be written upon the reader’s  heart/{seat of motivation}. 

Sadly,  we see these warnings ignored today  –  particularly the last! 
By consequence,  The World must groan (Rom.8v22)  even longer for the 144000 “Trigger Threshold to Occur”  to then  enable  “The 1st Resurrection”. 
2Cor. 10v17 og the (person)  and  (the) boasting/proclaiming/vaunting/elevating/joyful/rejoicing,   
2Cor. 10v17 og in  (to the [= within]) Lord/Master  (let him/her) boast/proclaim/vaunt/elevate/joy/rejoice. 
2Cor. 10v17 = And  the person  (TC)   he/she  boasting/proclaiming/vaunting/elevating,   

(then)  let  him/her  boast/proclaim/vaunt/elevate  within  the  lord/master. 
 

And the person  boasting/vaunting,  let  him/her  boast/vaunt  within the  Lord/Master   (importantly,  only  to  “The Lord's Requirements”). 
 

The word  “kauchaomai” is derived from the two words  {1. boast/proclaim}  and  {2. vaunt/elevate}  translated to be  boasting/publicising/rejoice  here.  
Standard translations are misleading and just translate this word to be  “boasting”  or perhaps  “glorifying”  –   when left like that,  then the translation  
inference  is wrong to the standard person’s understanding of this verse.  
Verified by  worldly Christians proudly claiming   

 “We know we are  “Christians”  because we boast in “the name”  of JC”   (while sadly it is  not  in the  character nor authority  of JC). 
This is all wrong,  and the leaders only perpetuate this myth as a  “rally call”  of the  “duped faithful”  to passiveness,  rather than to  real  works. 
Furthermore,  other worldly Christian leaders put the negative spin on this word as they do upon the word  “proud” and claim it is evil to be proud and 
some even go as far to say it is one of the deadly sins!   Which  “kind of shows”  what  “type of take”  they have of the word within their  worldly mind! 
There is Yahweh’s  “Boast and Pride”  and there is the World’s “boast and pride”. 
     Yahweh’s Boast and Pride is acceptable to any person who is pleased to edify Yahweh by fulfilling His Desire  (to gain 144000 TCs) as The Least. 
     The world’s boast and pride is not acceptable if it is a means for a person to elevate him/herself above the neighbour by presumptuously The Most. 
The same words – but  The Motive  is  entirely opposite.   Yahweh is examining  “The Motive of each Christian”. 

Therefore,  what is Paul  really  trying to say here? 
Look at the two words carefully and then put back into context.  

What does it mean now? 
Context    
Paul is speaking of himself coming out to all nations to  accurately  publicise The Knowledge for us to initiate,  and thus ideally create  “The Real Faith” 
within a recipient’s mind,  and further,  other people are to imitate him,  to the same standard that he has set.  By doing so,  these Brethren becoming 
TCs in their own right,  effectively become  The Boasting/Vaunting  of the original TC who gave these Brethren the  accurate  knowledge in the first 
instance  (5v12, 7v4 and compared against 11v5-6). 

He says   We are proud to do this in the service of The Lord. 
Therefore,  what do these two words mean  –  let us go over it again - 

Two Words   1. Boast/proclaim = publicise and  2. Vaunt/elevate = actively promote above other things. 
Then putting the two words together in context. =  “Actively publicise”  to The World  “The Real Faith”  above all other things  (that may be taken for 
the self). 
Now place this reasoning into v17 so that by getting inside Paul’s head,  we now understand what he means in v17  

The TC has a lifestyle that puts first the  active publicising  of  “The Real Faith”  of  The Lord to The World.   
If the TC does this,  then let  him/her  continue this active work,  because Yahweh will favour  him/her  to further the TC’s capabilities. 

This message is completely consistent with the whole  message/requirement  of Yahweh as stated everywhere in The Bible. 
What this verse does  not  mean is that we are to boast in The Lord as roughly translated and understood by  worldly Christians  (certainly charlatan 
Christian leaders),  because it contravenes v12.  
Where they effectively boast in The Lord   I am so pleased  because  I do  it  more than you  –  Look at my position before you’ 

Analyse our thought processes when we claim this? 
The  “it”  is the key word  –  what does it mean? 

(1) Is the “it” serving  “the self”  for self-indulgence?  -  Or - 
(2) Is the “it” edifying  “a neighbour/stranger”  into understanding how they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire?  

Thus in - 
(1) To make us personally feel good =  the glorifying of ourselves either to ourselves  and/or  others  (and/or  within a community)! 
(2) To  glorify/worship  Yahweh by bringing in a new person to understand how  he/she  too might personally  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 

For us to perform  (2) we need  firstly  to know what  is  “Yahweh’s Desire”,  -  to be in the position to fulfil it  –  please see glossary,  because  very  few  
people  on this planet know what Yahweh’s Desire really is of us,  as individuals  –  while  millions  of religious leaders pretend to know what it means.  
and  “millions upon millions”  think  they know what it is  - but they are  all  demonstrably  wrong! 

The Bible tells us  to be humble before others  so we produce no obstacle to those people in The World coming into  “The Real Faith”  to 
ideally precisely imitate  us/JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12). 

Putting ourselves on a pedestal before others is wrong.   
Paul says   I become like a Jew to collect a Jew,  a Gentile to collect a Gentile  (1Cor.9v19-22).   And likewise,  here! 

JC in The Millennium will answer those people who personally claimed  (of themselves in the 1st part of their physical life)  
“Did we not do all this in your Name?  

And he will say  (Matt.7v21-23)   
“Get away from me  –  I do not know you!”   
To which by answer,  they will,  Matt.8v12, 13v40, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30, Luke.13v28. 
Please read all my local commentaries. 

They failed  “The Test for Sonship”  because their heart condition was  not  correct,  –  their thought processes were  not  like JC’s.   
Their thought processes were  self-centred  and thus they did not operate in The Character  (spirit/personality/desires/traits  [as that sourced by Yahweh]  
that operated/s with JC/g)  and hence they had  no  Authority over their subject matter that can only be sourced by Yahweh  (counter to The Authority 
that oozed from out of JC  –  Mark.1v22). 

I only expand this to plead with the reader to  think very carefully  about all that is done in the  “name”  of JC today  –  is it  really  Biblical? 
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JC’s Law is  for the mind,  our thought process is to become  lowly/contrite  in the midst of all other people to promote  (boast/glorify)  Yahweh’s Name  
(Character/Authority)  above all cognitive entities,  and  not  on the back of our own name! 
Being supposedly of what we claim to be  -  and of what would naturally be said   “It is in the name of god” –  but we should ask,  “Which one?”   
Inasmuch is it in the character (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  of the present god of the  (local) heaven  (Eph.2v2)  =  Satan  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 

After this necessary clarification,  then we move to v18  (in context)  as the  follow-on  warning for us. 
2Cor. 10v18 og no/not/none  For  the (person)  {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   
2Cor. 10v18 og (the) {setting together}/{introducing favourably}/approving/commending/exhibiting,   
2Cor. 10v18 og {that one}/those   (he/she) is  (the) acceptable/approved/tried [after assay/testing],   
2Cor. 10v18 og but  whom/which/that  the  lord/master   
2Cor. 10v18 og (he) {sets together}/{introduces favourably}/approves/commends/exhibits. 
2Cor. 10v18 = For not  the person  commending/approving/exhibiting  himself   (in the  works/stance  for worldly consumption)    

is  accepted/approved   (after  test/assay  by Yahweh),   
but  (only)  whom the  Lord/Master  commends/approves/verifies   (against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  of JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 

 

For  (it is)  not the person  commending/approving  him/herself   (by personal works for “The Public Image”  of public elevation in The World)   
is  accepted/approved   (by Yahweh,  for the  position/office/appointment  of  “future Sonship”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”) 
but whom the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh)  commends/approves   (as having righteously achieved the same standard as laid down by JC). 
 

It is all back to  genuine internal  personal humility and  not  The Pretence of  “humility”  for personal worldly gain of approval  (readily witnessed). 
Everything we do is based upon  “Motivation”,  is it to  “edify our neighbour”  -  or to  “self-indulge the self”.  
Naturally,  confidence tricksters in the millions upon millions pretend “the first” but perform “the latter”  (in  “darkness” = “Under cover”). 

For us humans to determine “The Motivation”  then we must analyse the results of their output  (Matt.7v16-19). 
Yahweh can examine  “The Motivation” directly for the position of Sonship,  TCs must exhibit this to prove themselves to The World. 

Therefore,  we realise,  it is  not  the person who  commends/approves  him/herself as being worthy of the ministry work  (for whatever reason). 
Importantly,  it is the person who  The Lord decides  as being worthy for  (1) receiving the invitation  of  “The Word of God”  as a “Christian”  to bring 
about the  possible  internal reform during the 1st part of their physical life and  if  personally successful,  then  (2) worthy of election  unto Sonship with 
unlimited authority to express Yahweh's HS.   This shall occur after having been further  commended/approved/verified  as being  thoroughly  worthy by 
The World because of the persecution endured during the 1st part of the TCs’ physical life  –  being assaying through fire  (1Cor.3v13-16,  please see my 
local commentaries). 
For it is  not  the people believing they are doing God’s work that has their work accepted by The Lord,  but only the person who has righteous works 
that is accepted by The Lord  (then we are back to the separation of the sheep and the goats in JC’s parable given in the explanation of v17).    
Noting that in the secular world,  many people think they are following The Rules,  but when audited  -  it is evident they are following “the rules” of 
their own invention – being preferential to “The Rules”  as given in The Quality Manual.   The same occurs in Christendom,  wholly ignorant of The 
Rules as given in The Bible that are required to yield a perfected society,  which is precisely why we have our  present  society of suffering! 
This is what Paul teaches us about Abraham at Rom.4v1-8 and by extension at Heb.11v8-19,  see my local commentaries.   

I have  never  heard any of this taught to  worldly Christian congregations,  being the promotion of  active/regular  self-assessment  but only 
to maintain the present status quo of  “business as usual” – to  “remain human”. 

The obvious extension of this is back to the  charlatan Christian Leaders who approve of themselves by the showy display of pretending to have the HS 
when people are supposedly  “slain in the spirit”  (a term  nowhere  to be found in The Bible)  that simply ramps the self-indulgent hype  –  and does 
nothing for an intoxicated synapse construction running on adrenalin and beta-endorphins  (see Paul’s teaching at Titus.2v2-8)! 
Based upon The Evidence,  we realise the HS  (of the correct composite definition  –  as I profusely give elsewhere)  is nowhere to be seen in the building 
at these type of circus like events! 
These charlatans are  “having their day now”  –  but will face  their/”The  2nd Death”  of annihilation come early at the end of their present existence. 
Yahweh knows,  and is making that assessment today in   “The  Special/Greater  (1st)  Judgement”  to refuse Sonship for them,  but perhaps one of 
annihilation  –  inasmuch Yahweh shall ignore these types of Christian Leaders for an eternity = annihilation. 
I would be most grateful for one of these charlatans to volunteer themselves into an email dialogue in an attempt to defend what  he/she  does based upon 
The Scriptures  –  and I shall make all correspondence  public for The World to read on this website  –  please see the conditions of acceptance. 
However,  we should not ignore  worldly Christian leaders making great claims for certain worldly men  –  being politicians or other such people  –  
against specifically what The Bible states here  (even though the person here in the verse has much greater claim to being good’).  Then we might also 
consider what Paul states at Rom.4v1-5 for example about what men might say about Abraham.  Also ignoring what JC said at Luke.18v19,  which really 
makes me wonder if they ever read The Bible  –  but perhaps they do,   being their own censored versions against the warning given at Rev.22v18-19.   
It is a constant battle to try and  readdress/balance  the nonsense they preach to The World – and they claim to represent Yahweh, –  how depressing! 
 
 
72nd Comment – Paul continues his defence against the  Charlatan Religious Upstarts  (of the new  “worldly Christianity)  
trying to usurp Paul's righteous position over The Brethren –  and for what reason?   Is Paul’s2 the same as The Upstarts? 
Clearly not!   Paul wants to edify the recipient for Yahweh,  the Upstarts want to “Control people”  for the worldly return! 
93rd Reasoning – Paul has a sincere desire to bring new TCs to Yahweh –  to be bringing genuine worship within these 
new minds as they precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  and the contrast?   Charlatan Religious Upstarts taking people 
away  from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  so they worship the leader placed between  “the minions”  and Yahweh! 
73rd Comment – TCs will use numerous approaches to break through  “the defensive shell”  that recipients often put up 
because they invariably  “resist personal reform” – always thinking they know best! 
Often,  they “agnoeo”  (= “prefer to be ignorant”)  so they can continue in their pleasurable worldly manner! 
73rd ‘Allegory’ – betrothed = a promise of fidelity to a future union of fidelity.  This means we,  who are aiming to become 
TCs have betrothed ourselves to  “The Word of God”  for that future physical union with our husband JCg in The 
Millennium that will occur at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.). 
94th Reasoning – By becoming betrothed to  “The Word of God”  to  “wholly control our mind”  then we  entirely leave 
worldly methodology  (to self-indulge over our neighbour)  and consequently,  we are  “spiritually dying away from The 
Present World and it norms”.  We are living in  “The Expectation of The Millennium”  – which shall be operating under 
Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour)  made a reality by JCg ruling over  “The Resurrected World”. 
28th Warning – Beware!   Do not slide back into spiritual fornication and lose the status of a virgin  (pure,  away from 
worldly methodology polluting ourselves).  We must have a methodology that is pure like our Master and future Husband. 
Allegory – repeat - Virgin – Not soiled to worldly interests that are ultimately sourced by Satan and his methodology. 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = “The Office of Appointment”  in the future as  elected/chosen  by Yahweh,  only 
made possible by:  The Enabler = Jesus  Christ/Anointed.  To be a future  king/priest  to rule  “The Resurrected World”. 
95th Reasoning – However TCs only put themselves  “on a spot”  because they have a sincere concern for the future 
welfare of the recipient and will speak out to  help/edify  –  even if it is painful for either person! 
Many worldly people will keep agreeing to a person’s face,  but when away,  will slander the person behind their back. 
2Cor. 11v1 og {Sum accruing}/Owing/{Failing a duty}/{Become indebted}/{Oh ought/would that  [as an interjection]} 
2Cor. 11v1 og (you) {held oneself up against}/{bore with}/endured/forborne/suffered  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
2Cor. 11v1 og (the) {small space of time/degree}/little/while   
2Cor. 11v1 og to the  senselessness/egotism/recklessness/folly/foolishness,   
2Cor. 11v1 og but  also  (you) {hold oneself up against}/{bear with}/endure/forbear/suffer  {of me}/I/me/mine/my. 
2Cor. 11v1 = Oh would that  you  endure/bear/allow  {of me}  the  {small interjection}/little  to the   imprudence/recklessness/egotism? 

But also  you  endure/bear/allow  me  (to state):   
 

Oh would that you endure of me the little imprudence? 
But  also endure me  (to state):- 
 

2Cor. 11v2 og (I am) {having warmth of feeling}/desirous/covet/jealous/zealous/fervent  For  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor. 11v2 og (of the) God  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) zeal/passion/ardour/drive/motivation/devotion,  
2Cor. 11v2 og (I have) joined/{to  wooed/betrothed}/espoused  for  
2Cor. 11v2 og {specifically yourselves}  (to the) one/singularly  (the) man/husband/fellow   
2Cor. 11v2 og (the) virgin  (the) clean/innocent/modest/perfect/chaste/pure   
2Cor. 11v2 og (to) exhibit/constitute/commend/approve/substantiate  to the  Christ/Anointed. 
2Cor. 11v2 = For I am  jealous/fervent/zealous  (concerning)  {specifically yourselves}  with the  Godly  zeal/ardour/devotion. 

For  I have  betrothed/joined/wooed  {specifically yourselves}  to the  one  Husband  (JCg) 
(you to ideally be)   the  chaste/pure/innocent/perfected  virgin   (for me)   to  exhibit/present/substantiate  to the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

For I am  fervent/zealous   (concerning)   specifically yourselves with the Godly  ardour/devotion. 
               (Paul actively drives himself to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to gain the next generation of TCs) 
For I  betrothed/wooed   (placed God’s Word for hearkening reform,  in the mind of the brethren,  leading to  the possibility  of a future marriage) 
specifically yourselves brethren  (aiming to be TCs)  to the one Husband   (JCg)   (where JCg is waiting for his bride of 144000 TCs). 
(you to be)  the  chaste/pure/innocent  virgin   (given a new start by JC,  and  “The Word of God”  remains faithfully inculcated  within our mind) 
to  exhibit/substantiate  to the Anointed   (to have a mind  worthy to be anointed  by Yahweh as a future Son of God alongside JCg).  
 

Noting it is to the one Man  (JC as  “The Word of God”)  first,  and to  “the remaining a virgin”  that can lead to  “the appointment of the Anointed”. 
In the first sentence Paul speaks of a  “righteous Jealousy”.  This is the correct form of jealousy and is often used in The Bible to mean  

“A  careful  regard/interest  in what is best”  for a particular individual  (or grouping)  recipient.”  (Not for the giver.) 
Often in The Bible it is directed from a powerful entity providing a form of protection towards a lesser entity because   “they are worth it”. 
Thus,  Paul as a foremost apostle is thus able to say it to “specific” Brethren being  “The Elders of The Brethren”  and as a rally call for those people 
more passive within The Brethren the following exhortation - 

Through his  toil/labour/{occupational effort}/work,  Paul has presented and explained  “The Knowledge”  to people,  and those specific 
individuals who have  imbued  this knowledge within their hearts to become motivated themselves,   then become like Paul.   
In this manner,  Paul  (as we are told here)  is adding more people to become part of  “The Bride of Christ”  (in total,  144000 TCs are to be  
elected/taken  out of The Gospel Age).   (Matt.22v1-10, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.) 

Thus,  as we read -- 
They  can  become TCs in the future while presently learning  not  to be defiled by The World having been sanctified,  by becoming holy = 
separated away from things of The World,  thus likened to virgins,  pure without blemish.  This has occurred within their re-wired  “synapse 
construction”  having been created by  “The Knowledge”  operating from an adjusted  spirit/personality/desires/traits  all based upon “The 
Word of God”  correctly taught and then imbued to create Real Faith by the very necessary 3 stage process  (accurate Knowledge + 
Assurance by assay + Fidelity to what is imbued). 

This is the specific route the TCs  (those pure, “not worldly” = holy)   become  “The Bride of Christ”  collected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= JCg’s 1st 
2nd C)  to be trained for 3.5 years,  to then  return  from The Heavens  (Rev.19v16-21,  at JCg’s 2nd 2nd C)  to remove the present old worldly system  
(2Pet.3v8-13)  over a period of 45 Days  (Dan.12v11).  This 45 days is the required time to remove  “The Old Guard”  with  “The New Guard”  –  to 
entirely sweep away  “The Old System” that had been operating over the whole planet for some 6000 years).   
This “New Guard”  are the 144000 Kings/Priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v5)  shall then start to teach The World  “Righteousness”  at the 
beginning of The Millennium  (Rev.20v1+ and Rev.21v2,  being two snapshots of the same event seen from different vantage points  –  please see all my 
local commentaries). 
On my 2nd revision I added  
Carefully notice what Paul states here. 

With zeal/passion,  I Paul betrothed  {specifically yourselves}  brethren to the  “one husband”. 
I present you as a  clean/chaste  virgin  to  exhibit/present  to the Anointed. 

We might ask ourselves - 
What does this  really  mean,  other than what our  worldly Christian leaders errantly tell us? 
(Which by definition of  “worldly”,  would mean that what they teach is  inherently wrong  –  hence Rev.18v4,  having come through their 
worldly seminaries which is perhaps arguably  the worst place  to learn about Yahweh  [Matt.23v15],  being taught  how to contest Yahweh)! 

Let us go through it - 
1. Paul has been driven by an intense desire  (and puts in the effort)  to prepare The Corinthian Brethren for their new position. 
2. Betrothed means,  “promise of marriage”  –  but it has  not  yet occurred  –  other things must occur first. 
3. {specifically yourselves}  –  As I state elsewhere,  means this  “specific grouping of people”. 
4. “To the one”  means just that,  –  not  to any other  name/character/authority. 
5. Husband means,  a  complementary union forever. 
6. I present  –  means (again),  that Paul has put in much effort on their behalf to make this occasion occur. 
7. Clean/chaste  means,  the former condition has been removed  (not by JC dying)  but by  “The Word of God”  changing their mind. 
8. Virgin means,  that in their new state –  they have not sullied themselves with other entities  (by returning back to worldly methodology). 
9. Exhibit means,  “publicly exposed unto a position”. 
10. Anointed means,  “a public declaration to a position of authority”  made  “Just So”  by   “The Higher Authority”. 

Before we move on  –  I ask the reader - 
Please go through the listing several times and carefully consider the ramifications of what is contained within those lines. 
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We realise this is a bit more  (rather,  much  more)  than what our delinquent  worldly Christian leaders teach us  –  who barely teach any of the above,  
because they demonstrably understand  none  of it  –  else sure they would realise it is The Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”! 
I am in two minds here to write perhaps many pages of commentary to expound what each of these lines really mean,  but should have no need because I 
have already explained what they mean throughout my commentaries of The New Testament in total of some 4,000,000+ words.  
I sometimes ask my myself at this type of juncture  
Do I push myself further-on,  in time and effort,  to write again the  same  things to  “win over minds”  who are not prepared to read my other 
commentaries explaining their local context  –  or personally realise that Yahweh is only seeking those individuals who are prepared themselves “ to 
seek so that they might find”  (Matt.7v7-8)  –  where I have written and explained what all these lines mean elsewhere!  Where something is only truly 
appreciated  –  if worked for it!   This is the type of Mind that Yahweh desires! 

I leave it in Yahweh’s hands  (1Cor.3v6)  for I have appropriately planted and watered,  comprehensibly by the witness of my works. 
 
74th Comment – The Bible throughout,  teaches us Satan is a physical entity,  Paul recognises this and starts at the 
beginning of (human) time – telling us about Satan targeting the weaker entity – Eve;  and used her to seduce her partner. 
Satan had to intervene physically in the beginning – and when his methodology had been established,  he then freely 
allowed it to envelope The World  without the need of his direct intervention in daily affairs  (The Die had been set)!   
Charlatan Christian leaders are the weaker entities  (to  worldly/Satan's  methodology)  and Paul warns the 
congregational members from being seduced by these leaders  taking away  the future position of Sonship. 
29th Warning – Satan allows his methodology to pervade throughout The World because it is  his escape plan  to avoid  
censure/demise  during his forthcoming confinement –  he desires humans to annihilate themselves  before  the full quota 
of 144000 TCs is attained  –  as stated by Yahweh before The Millennium will start  (see “Satan’s Desire” in glossary). 
96th Reasoning – It is  not  specifically Satan in this instance deliberately put it in the mind –  but we  “as gods”  are 
allowed to think of all options and we choose the one that we feel  best for us –  hence self-indulgent,  then it is attributed 
to Satan because it is he who being adversarial to Yahweh has robbed from Yahweh what should be given to Yahweh. 
This is precisely what  charlatan Christian Leaders do in their supposed millions,  to millions upon millions of Christians! 
74th Allegory – “a different  Jesus” = “a different Word of God”  leading to  “a different  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  
yielding  “a different  (= self-indulgent)  ministry/lifestyle”  away from that given by JC  (and the apostles/TCs). 
30th Warning – Thus humans will self-indulge themselves being  “The Methodology of The World”  following the example 
set by Satan and thus makes him our god if we follow his selfish example.  Thus,  aspiring worldly  Christian leaders will 
pervert  The Absolute Truth to gain a position over a duped congregation for what they can get from it!   This occurs in so 
many places and equally it occurred then –  just some 25 years or so after JC’s ministry –  as Paul clearly warns. 
97th Reasoning – In this instance there are deviant doctrines starting only because individual leaders aspiring to self-
indulge from admiring people on the back of God’s Word are putting themselves forward to get in the way thereby 
shutting the door to Sonship (Matt.23v13).  By contrast,  TCs receive nothing from their position over  JC’s Flock  where  
everything  is directed to Yahweh through JCg  (just as did JC state many times during his ministry). 
81st Instruction – The Brethren are instructed to tolerate this deviant,  only for a short time while they work upon The 
Deviant to bring  him/her  around to the correct way of thinking, because this is the  correct/virtuous  thing to do,  yet we 
are told elsewhere:  If reform is not forthcoming,  then they must be expelled  (so they do not pollute the whole ecclesia). 
2Cor. 11v3 og (I) {be frightened/alarmed/afraid}/awe/revere/fear/respect/defer  And  not  {in what manner}/how,   
2Cor. 11v3 og {in that manner}/likewise/as   
2Cor. 11v3 og the  {Sharpness of vision (metaphoric)}/snake/artful/cunning/malicious/Satan/serpent  [= Satan/Devil] 
2Cor. 11v3 og (the) Eue/Eva/{Chavvah (first life/woman)}/Eve   
2Cor. 11v3 og (he [Satan]) {seduced wholly}/{completely beguiled/deceived}/{entirely deluded}   
2Cor. 11v3 og in  to the [= within]  adroitness/trickery/sophistry/cunning/craftiness/subtlety  (of the) him,   
2Cor. 11v3 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
2Cor. 11v3 og (it may be) wasted/shrivelled/withered/spoiled/ruined/depraved/corrupted/defiled   
2Cor. 11v3 og the  perceptions/purposes/intellect/dispositions/ideas/mind/thoughts 
2Cor. 11v3 og {of yourselves}  off/away/separated/from   
2Cor. 11v3 og of the  singleness/simplicity/{generosity without self-seeking}/{bounteous without strings attached}   
2Cor. 11v3 og of the (thing [methodology/mind/thoughts])  into/unto  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
2Cor. 11v3 = And  I  fear/{be alarmed}  {not how}/lest,    

{in that manner}/as  the  artful/cunning/snake/Satan  beguiled/deceived/seduced  Eve  within  his  adroitness/craftiness/subtlety,   
{in this manner}/so  it may be  spoiled/corrupted/defiled   {of your}  thoughts/ideas/purposes   
off/away/from  of the  singleness/purity/{generosity without strings attached}  of the  (methodology)  unto  the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

And I fear lest, 
as the  artful/cunning  (entity [Satan])  beguiled/seduced  Eve within his  adroitness/craftiness/subtlety, 
in this manner your  thoughts/ideas/purposes  may be  spoiled/corrupted/defiled    
away/from  the generosity without strings attached  (real charity)   of the  (methodology/thoughts/actions)   unto the Anointed. 
 

This is  “The Constant Problem”  throughout Mankind  -  members who simply think  “they know better” -  and hence  refuse to heed warning! 
The Bible throughout,  teaches us that Satan is a physical reasoning entity,  Paul recognises this and starts at the beginning of  (human)  time  –  by 
telling us,  Satan targeted the weaker entity  (being more subjective to charm,  as we witness today  [Charmers deceiving money out of their female 
victims,  please see the TV reality court-cases “Judge Judy” or “Judge Rinder”,  and online dating fraud,  as my evidence])  –  Eve;  and then used her 
to seduce her partner, Adam.  Satan intervened physically in the beginning  –  and when his methodology had been established,  he then  freely allowed  
it to flourish and envelope The World  without the need of his direct intervention.  Because the First Human Pair elected Satan’s methodology to rule 
their mind and this continued around them,  therefore rejecting Yahweh’s Methodology,  being His  “Right to Rule”  our mind.   Yahweh has 
subsequently allowed this to be  “played-out  to its natural conclusion”  while The Earth is to be filled  (Gen.1v28, 9v1).   
When  (1) this instruction is fulfilled,  and  (2) Yahweh has achieved His 144000 TCs  and  (3) The World is at a point “where no flesh could be saved” 
(Matt.24v22,  for the  “die-hards”  who presently, consistently say    
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Give us enough time  [under Satan’s methodology]  to solve’  the world’s problems  -  to be proved wrong]  then  and only then,  Yahweh 
shall physically intervene with The Millennium. 

After that necessary 3rd Rev. Interjection  
Charlatan Christian leaders are  weaker  (= self-indulgent)  entities  (to  worldly/Satan's methodology)  and Paul warns the congregational members 
from being seduced by these  “very capable”  leaders  (behaving like Satan  –  selfishly taking more,  while giving a little lure to entrap)  thereby taking 
away the future position of Sonship which is available to us all  (provided we imitate JC).   They use God’s Word as a tool to gain worldly return,  
having crafted the sales spiel to entrap the mind of their victims,  they give the sense of Godliness,  but God’s Word has not reformed their mind  
(2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.). 
Thus as we are told in Rev.12v9, 20v2,  Satan was  The  (Metaphoric)  Snake who  beguiled/seduced  the reasoning within  Eve/her  “synapse 
construction”,  and likewise he will do the same with all forms of worldly wisdom  presently allowed  to proliferate so  “the front line”  sifting occurs,  
thereby  freely allowing  Yahweh  to grade  “Christians”  (in  His  Special/Greater [1st] Judgement,  James.3v1).   This is  “The Most Righteous Route”  
that enables Him to righteously  elect/select  His demonstrably faithful  (during persecution)  144000  “Sons of God”  who themselves,  precisely imitate 
Yahweh’s premier Son of God,  JC,  to the very best they are able. 
To  spoil/corrupt/defile  the reasoning faculties of a mind away from Yahweh’s point of view,  means to become self-indulgent and thus become worldly 
as we witness within The World today,  in order to succeed   (on a temporal basis only).   
Gaining  “The Correct Methodology”  directs us to be putting  agape/{Charity Love}  first within our life,  ideally to use all our time edifying other 
hearkening people to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  means,  we are personally attaching ourselves to JCg as does a  faithful  bride to her  adoring  husband. 
Please note,  “of the him”,  would suggest  (as in many other places),  Satan is a reasoning entity having personal intelligence greater than that of 
humans because he is able to seduce us  –  rather that of  equal  intelligence pandering to self-indulge  ourselves,  thereby showing Christadelphians to 
be fundamentally wrong in their belief.   A concept that makes Satan happy  –  because if people think he does not exist –  then they are not positioning 
themselves  “to form any protection”  away from his machinations –  he can  worm-in  undetected through  non-existent  defences! 
2Cor. 11v4 og if  truly/indeed/{that one}  For  the (person [messenger])  accompany/appear/bring/coming [middle voice]   
2Cor. 11v4 og (the) else/different/more/other  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh Saves}  
2Cor. 11v4 og (he/she) heralds/proclaims/publicises/broadcasts   [“to seduce your mind”  -  as occurred previously in v3] 
2Cor. 11v4 og whom/which/that  no/not/none  (we have) heralded/proclaimed/publicised/broadcast,   
2Cor. 11v4 og or/than/either/rather  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (the) other/different/altered   
2Cor. 11v4 og (you) {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive/attain 
2Cor. 11v4 og whom/which/that  no/not/none  (you) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received/attained,   
2Cor. 11v4 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {good news/message}/{the gospel}  (the) other/different/altered   
2Cor. 11v4 og whom/which/that  no/not/none  (you) received/accepted/took/welcomed [middle voice]    [this person] 
2Cor. 11v4 og {(appears/looks) well/worthy/honestly}  (you) {hold oneself up against}/{bear with}/endure/forbear/suffer. 
2Cor. 11v4 = For  if  truly/indeed/{that one}  the  person  (messenger/angel)   personally  accompanying/coming   (to yourselves) 

he/she  heralds/proclaims/publicises  the  different/other  Jesus    (a distorted, hence a worldly gospel/message to “please the ears”) 
whom  not  we have  heralded/proclaimed/publicised,    (thus  not  “The Real Gospel”  as taught by the TCs of The Gospel Age) 
or  you  {get hold of}/{take away}/grasp  the  different/other  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (a new [worldly] methodology) 
or  the  different/other  {good news}/gospel  which  not  you  personally  received/took/welcomed   (from us, TCs)    
(this person)   {(appears/looks) good/well/worthy}  you  endure/{bear with}   (him)     (you need to live with your choices,  good or bad)! 

 

For if that one person   (in the strictest sense   “messenger/angel”  = a  “bringer of tidings”  [fraudulently]  “claiming to be of God”)   
personally coming   (to yourselves,  to  seduce your mind  with  “pleasantries”  to  “puff up yourself”  -  to be supposedly  “a Child of God”) 
(and)  he/she  proclaims a different “Jesus”  (= “Yahweh saves”)   (thus becomes a  different person  to that of whom supposedly  “Yahweh Saves”) 
               (Exactly as Satan did to Eve, Gen.5v1-5  in  direct opposition  to what Yahweh said at Gen.2v17,  so likewise this  “Worldly Christian Leader”) 
whom we (TCs)  have not publicised   (inasmuch TCs  truly imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to set  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  on behaviour) 
or you grasp a different  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (effectively returning to  “worldly methodology”  via  “worldly Christianity”) 
               (This is the return  “worldly methodology”  under another guise  -  but is  still different  to  “The Uniqueness”  of Yahweh’s Methodology) 
or the different Gospel   (of  [1] The Anointed as “The Goal”,  [2] The Millennium within which  “The Resurrected World”  can reform to imitate JC) 
which not you personally received   (from us,  TCs – who  accurately  teach God’s Word for absolutely  no  worldly return) 
(then this person)  appears worthy  (that)  you endure  (him/her)    (This person seems to have bewitched you with their fancy, endearing speech) 
               (This person has captivated their reasoning by offering a supposed  “Easy route to Salvation”  [that opposes Yahweh’s  only route]) 
 

Note   The reader might find this a far more  accurate  translation than that given in standard bibles,  because there are numerous  subtleties/nuances  
which need to be brought out to fully grasp what Paul is teaching us  –  these I will discuss later. 

Firstly,  what is Paul teaching us? 
1.  He is warning The Brethren  (The Fledging Christian Nation)  there will be people coming onto the scene who will teach of a  different  “Jesus”.  
Somewhat of a pun for Paul because  “Jesus”  was a fairly common name meaning  “Yahweh saves”  –  and thus  very likely  for someone to speak of a 
different  “Jesus”  where  “The Jesus”  in the specific instance the  “Anointed (by Yahweh) Jesus”  was  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)! 
What Paul means is that  “a different message”  will be  slid-in  alongside  (2Pet.2v1)  in a surreptitious manner  –  being various  half-truths  to  grey-
out’/obscure  the  black/white  nature of  “The Word of God”  accurately taught.   This is precisely as Satan did to  [1] Eve,  [2] Jesus,  [3] Peter  -  and 
does so,  every day through the proliferation of every conceivable  half-truth  this world can provide to  deceive/delude/beguile  people from knowing 
how to perfectly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (see 2Cor.11v13-14)  by leaders  self-indulgently  promoting their  own  ideas which  cannot  be substantiated 
upon  “The Word of God”.  Hence the reason for this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to become that  Prime Reference Standard  to counter the dangerous 
subliminal nonsense taught by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  today. 
Only when a person becomes thoroughly educated in  “The Subject Matter”  can  he/she  separate fact from fiction,  -  virtually all people are not in this 
educated state concerning The Bible and thus become  “easy meat”  for the preying wolves  (Matt.7v15, Luke.10v3, Acts.20v29, etc.). 

Next section - 
2.  Paul then moves onto  “{getting hold of}/grasp”  spirit/personality/desires/traits  attained from  “The Word of God”  accurately  given by TCs. 
There is much in this part of the verse which is different to that given in worldly translated bibles. 
“{getting hold of}/grasp”  is the more informative translation rather than a limp “receive”.  My informative translation that transparently reveals  “The 
Original Greek”  shows us how the individual becomes  {captivated in}/{part of}  the imbuing process of  “The Knowledge”  transforming the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the specific individual motivated to become Christlike. 
As I said earlier,  having two  (or more)  different knowledge bases with the conflicting ideas interacting between the two  (or more)  will cause problems 
within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and cause stupendous difficulties within  “the self”  and within society  –  all as we witness today. 
It is only because leaders  ignore  “The Absolute Word of God”  and  twist it  to suit their own  present  worldly desires and traits because they would 
rather  change  “The Knowledge”  (by passing it through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19)  than make the required adjustments to their lifestyle with which 
they presently feel comfortable  –  being the chaos of  worldly  wisdom within which they have nurtured since a child! 

The penultimate section - 
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3.  Similarly with The Gospel = The Good News.  Actually very,  very few people in the period from about 100 CE to perhaps about 2000 CE have heard 
“The Whole Gospel Message”  being  “The Whole Good News”  being what this website   “FutureLife.Org”  screams out to The World in an almost 
apparent  “vacuum of righteous reasoning”.  People beholden to worldly “Religion”  are  “taught  not  to think and question The Subject Matter”  – else 
be labelled a heretic!   –   Is this really what Yahweh desires  –  when JC commanded us to seek for  “The Disclosing Truth”  (Matt.7v7-8)  and then to 
tell other people about it  (Matt.10v5-15, etc.)? 
Thus sadly all these  “millions upon millions”  of people only hear  garbled/incoherent   fractional “half-truths”  with the other half being variations of  
“The Lie”  to cause people to become lost in darkness,  to suit Satan’s aim of being  “let-off-the-hook”  from his impending confinement  (Rev.20v1-3,10,  
please see  “Satan’s Desire”  in Glossary). 
Final section - 
4.  Paul speaks of this person  “appears to be better”  to The Brethren,  because they appear to prefer the teaching  of  “The (new) Gospel of Excuses”  
to  “remain human”  as a supposed route to salvation.  Ultimately,  while under this present system where  “Satan’s methodology rules”  then we should 
be exceedingly careful – just as we should be of all forms of fraudsters  -  using every single opportunity to defraud us by  guile/deceit. 
It was done in the olden days – by selling “snake oil” as an example out of millions in the secular world,  selling promises of a better  life/society  by 
politicians,  preaching of salvation by religious leaders  -  most are fraudsters – spinning a yarn to captivate our senses,  just as does a Trojan Virus 
capture the operations of a computer.  There is absolutely  no  difference. 

In the End it is a  personal  decision to how we imbue “ Information” to gain “Knowledge”  that ideally yields “Wisdom” 
 Ideally  “The Source”  should be from  “The Word of God”  –  being  “The Original Greek”  scriptures and  absolutely not  through 3rd and 4th world 
standards of translations and  interpretations  which finally yield  worldly Christian leaders who have studied much at their seminaries.   Yet what comes 
out of these  very worldly institutions  seems  not  to have been based upon  “The Word of God” –  but rather  The Word of Peers’  past and present  
“The Gurus/Sages of Old”  –  hence JC’s very apt comment at Matt.23v15. 
I have scanned  (not being worth much more than this)  the output from the supposed  “sages of old”,  and it is all vanity  –  utterly worthless  in  “The 
Grand Scheme of Things”  -  but how do they know  – it is  “The Blind leading the blind and the both fall into the ditch”  (Matt.5v14, Luke.6v39)! 
But that is what our  worldly leaders of Christianity study  -  “worthlessness”  and they get a  (worldly)  doctorate for it  –  how so very bizarre! 

I would now like to draw the reader’s comment again to a popular observation that I make within The Scriptures. 
Notice the word   “Jesus”  is used,  and not  “Christ/Anointed”.    

What should this be teaching us  –  being those people choosing to reason upon the subject matter? 
We see how Paul has swapped over and made this  “personal”  again at this specific location  –  because he is  not  speaking of  “The Office of 
Appointment”  towards which we should all be personally striving.  Paul is speaking about  The Content  that comes from out of these specific 
individuals  both by word and deed! 

How do these individuals teach us to personally acquire the HS?   
Importantly,  to counter the nonsense taught by  “Leaders of Religion” –  just for  “The Record”  then,  the HS has the following composite definition - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

Thus,  we understand,  it is Yahweh's Desire that we attain the  one/same  spirit/personality/desire/traits  that operates within Him,  hence JC’s comments 
at John.14v20, 17v21-26,  please see my exhaustive local commentaries. 
JC demonstrated this and gave us  “The Word of God”  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment which means all entities that operate 
within The Universe.  Which means  “us” as individuals  –  over our 2 part life  –  that ideally should occur in the 1st part of our physical life. 

Can the reader see how all this righteously operates  –  in a full virtuous circle? 
Furthermore, we can see straight through the shenanigans performed by  charlatan Christian leaders profusely claiming to have the HS,  -  clearly they 
have  none  (but plenty of “worldly spirit”) - 

Where,  instead of edifying their neighbour to the religious leader's own hurt,  –  the leader will  self-indulge  to their neighbour's hurt by 
behaving as a spiritual paedophile  (Matt.18v6, Luke.17v2)  –  charging for a poor service  (but dearly loved by their  duped/seduced  
devotees)  –  and thus the leaders are behaving like this are acting as  “rogue traders”,  conmen upon their victims (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29)! 

In the limit – it is about these individuals – of whom Paul speaks here and in several other places within his  epistles/letter  being pandemic today! 
 
75th Comment – Paul considers when it comes to  “knowledge and workload”,  he is not  lacking/behind  the Apostles. 
82nd Instruction – Paul states,  he is  blunt/tactless  in his  word/sayings/topics/reasoning,  but  not  in knowledge because 
in every manner all things in  “The Real Faith”  have been thoroughly explained to The Brethren. 
76th Comment – Paul asks if he committed a sin by humbling himself,  thereby enabling The Brethren to become exulted in 
“The Knowledge of God’s Gospel”  (being that of  “1st Century Christianity”)  of which he has freely given to them. 
77th Comment – TCs may not be eloquent and beguiling –  but they take nothing when preaching The Truth  in humility. 
31st Warning – Beware of Christian leaders who may display any of these attributes:  eloquence, endearing, captivating, 
exultant, miracle worker, having “a sizeable following”, solicit  gifts/payment, because it is a façade to beguile us into  
their  enslavement by providing entertainment to titivate our senses – this is  not  what The Bible teaches us by example! 
However,  these leaders are hardly likely to make these passages known to their deluded devotees  (Rev.22v18-19)! 
This will be one of my titles in my electronic “Concordance of Topics” – “How to spot a charlatan Christian Leader”. 
2Cor. 11v5 og (I) reckon/calculate/reason [middle voice]  For  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
2Cor. 11v5 og (to have) {be later}/inferior/{fall short}/destitute/lack/suffer/need/behind  of the (persons [apostles])  
2Cor. 11v5 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor. 11v5 og (the) much/exceeding/great/chiefly/highest/foremost   
2Cor. 11v5 og (of the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointed to tell}. 
2Cor. 11v5 = For  I  personally  reckon/calculate/reason  (myself)  

to have  lack/deficient/behind  {not even one}/nothing  of the  (apostles) 
over/beyond/{behalf of}  of the  great/paramount/foremost  of the  apostles/{appointees to tell}/TCs. 

 

For I personally reckon to have lacked nothing,   (Yahweh has worked with [hearkening] me,  to give me  “The Knowledge/Understanding”) 
on behalf of the  great/foremost  apostles/{appointed to tell}/TCs   (to continue on behalf of  “The Work of The Great Apostles”) 
 

Not quite as some standard bibles interpret what Paul is telling us  –  especially when we read of Paul confronting Peter in Gal. chapter 2  –  so clearly 
there is an error in the  worldly  translation/interpretation  (as given in some bibles)  –  but I know what I would rather believe! 
I understand the original Greek to tell me    In Paul’s maturity he fully understands  “The Word of God”  –  just as do  “The Foremost Apostles”  (Peter 
and John)  and thus though He came into the fold of JCg  after  The 11 Apostles,  he is now up there and no longer deficient,  nor behind. 
As I further claim,  Paul replaces Judas Iscariot  (having been  personally  invited by JCg, Acts.9/22v1-12)  rather than Matthias invited only by material 
lots  (Acts.1v26)  -  and as demonstrated by subsequent works. 
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Thus Paul is telling The Brethren to accept what he states,  because he is alongside  “The Pillars”  (Gal.2v9)  even though he might not be of much 
stature  (2Cor.10v10)  nor be very tactful  (see next verse  –  which again,  some standard bibles seem to  “lose the sense”  given by Paul in the original 
Greek  –  as I carefully explain). 
2Cor. 11v6 og if  And  also   (the) {private (person)}/ignoramus/idiot/rude/unlearned/unskilled   
2Cor. 11v6 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  word/sayings/topics/reasoning,   
2Cor. 11v6 og but  not  to the [= in/with/by/on]  knowledge/science/enlightenment   [Paul’s exegesis];   
2Cor. 11v6 og but  in  (to the [= within]) every (thing) 
2Cor. 11v6 og (the having been) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest/plain}/declared/revealed   
2Cor. 11v6 og in  (to the [= within]) all (things)  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor. 11v6 = And  if  (I)  also   (be)  rude/tactless/blunt/ineloquent  in  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning,   

but  not   (unlearned/unskilled)   in  the  knowledge/enlightenment,   
but  within every thing  the having been  {rendered apparent}/{made visible}/declared   
within  all  things  unto  {specifically yourselves}. 

 

And if (I, Paul)  also  (be)  rude/tactless  in the  word/sayings/reasoning   (I  “call a spade,  a spade”  and do not  “beat about the bush”), 
but  (I am)  not  (an ignoramus)  in  knowledge/enlightenment   (pertaining to The Tanakh comprising of Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation), 
but in everything having been rendered apparent   (Paul’s Word of  accurate  ministry,  faithfully representing Yahweh’s Interests) 
within all the things   (Paul’s time, religious persecution, physical poverty,  only to  freely  give God’s Word)    
unto specifically yourselves   (The Brethren). 
 

Standard bible translations state  “speech”  instead of the correct translation  “words/sayings/topics/reasoning”  as I stated earlier in 2Cor.10v10 and 
the context of both together enforces the correct translation that I give,  rather than  poor  and deviant translations given by  “worldly wisdom”. 
We know Paul went to the foremost Jerusalem Rabbinic School of Gamaliel  (Acts.5v24-40, 22v3)  from about the age of 10 years to perhaps his late 
teens,  and their philosophy was to participate within  verbal debate  over The Scriptures;  and if that was so  (which it was)   -  then I hardly think Paul 
was  not  “unlearned/unskilled  in  speech”  (see v16)!   
So obviously translators of standard renderings of the English bibles were  not  aware of that specific fact  –  or  (more likely)  just ignored it!   
However,  Paul is acknowledging he is  direct/forceful/tactless/blunt  in deliverance of his exegesis,  and if someone insists on an errant understanding,  
then Paul will not give way but  adhere/cleave  to what he understands  “The Word of God”  tells him.   

Why? 
Because Paul is objective to  “The Disclosing Truth” –  he has no motivator to spin  “truth”  into a  “lie”  as do  “Leaders of Religion”. 

Paul is  not  beguiling  -  as he warns his readers within his epistles about those false  teachers/leaders  worming their way up through the congregations 
to then lead the congregations astray  –  and  -  what is different today – having some 1900+ years  “to perfect”  “The Art of Deviancy”  –  as we have 
comprehensibly witnessed throughout the Gospel Age! 
However Paul is confident The Brethren will see from the sincere manner in which he cares for their future edification,  and the righteous exegesis that 
he presents ensures they will cleave to what he has taught them,  and they are to remain firm in  “The Absolute Truth”  that he has taught to them,  
keeping them far away from  “The Worldly Christianity”  (of all its forms)  insidiously creeping through  “the ranks”! 
Thus Paul,  like The Apostles,  like TCs over The Gospel Age explain  “The Real Faith” –  with  no  mysteries  searching for The Truth to their own hurt!   
Because the TCs thoroughly understand what they need of  The Scriptures  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire for  the specific  time/season/occasion  appropriate 
within The Gospel Age  but now  at the close  of The Gospel Age - “FutureLife.Org”  is able to  fully explain  how The Bible teaches of Yahweh's  “Most 
Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  without any mysteries.   It is my responsibility to do so  –  else I stand utterly condemned for remaining silent! 
2Cor. 11v7 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  (the) sin/fault/offense  (I) do/work/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice   
2Cor. 11v7 og (the) {my own}/myself  (the) depressing/humiliating/abasing/{bringing low}/humbling (self)   
2Cor. 11v7 og that  {specifically yourselves}  (you may/should be) elevated/exalted/{lifted up}?   
2Cor. 11v7 og Because  (the) gratuitously/{without a cause}/freely/{for nothing}  the [gospel]  of the  God   
2Cor. 11v7 og (the) {good news/message}/{the gospel}   
2Cor. 11v7 og (I have) {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel} [middle voice]  {to yourselves}. 
2Cor. 11v7 = Or I  work/perform/practice  the  sin/fault/offense 

the  humbling/abasing/humiliating  myself  that  {specifically yourselves}  may/should  be  exalted/{lifted up}/elevated?   
Because  {without a cause}/freely/{for nothing}  the  {good news}/Gospel  of the  God  (Yahweh) 
I have  personally  {announced the good news}/{preached The Gospel}  {to yourselves}. 

 

Or (, as a question   Do)  I  work/perform  the  sin/offense  humbling/abasing  myself that specifically yourselves might be exalted? 
               (Is it a sin that I humble myself to be like a worthless slave that you might become educated TCs ready to be anointed as Sons of God?) 
               (Observation   Hardly what we would witness by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”!) 
Because for nothing  (worldly)  I have personally preached The Gospel to yourselves of God’s Good News   (of 1st Century Christianity”). 
               (Because I have charged absolutely nothing for teaching you  “1st Century Christianity”,  unlike “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
               (Observation   Hardly what we would witness by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”!) 
 

Just a simple question  
Do we see this today in our  worldly Christian leaders? 
Professional Leaders of Religion” charge for what ultimately is a wholly worthless service – it does not yield Mankind’s Salvation! 
Thus by consequence I maintain –  “They are Fraudsters”  because  “They fundamentally cannot deliver what they claim to deliver”! 

Paul urges the Brethren to recognise the sincerity with which he practised,  when he introduced them into  “The Real Faith”,  so they might cleave to his 
guidance for their own protection  (from the many religious charlatans out in The World),  and their consequential edification for their future wellbeing. 
Notice the problem Paul had to face with the Galatians at Gal.1v6-8, 3v1 and his observation of them at Gal.4v15 and particularly 4v14. 
Regarding this verse  

But what does this really mean? 
“humbling/abasing/humiliating  myself  that  {specifically yourselves}  might be  exalted/{lifted up}/elevated”,   

It means    
TCs will always take the lowest place  (as The Last/Least)  within society  (unlike  “Leaders of Religion”).   TCs do this so they might  
accurately  teach at a  “one-to-one  level”  to ensure  “The Knowledge”  is fully imbued by The Recipient  without  any mysteries. 

So, we might ask - 
What do the TCs teach? 

They teach  “The Word of God”  that becomes  “The Methodology sourced by Yahweh”  so that His Desire might be fulfilled within The Environment. 
Which is? 

To  righteously  bring about  “The Salvation to Mankind”  over a 2 part life  (comprising to 2 part spiritual and 2 part physical).   
To make this occur,  then Yahweh requires His “Early Adopters”  NOW  ready for the future   – being Yahweh's 2nd part of His Plan yet to occur.   
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This is  never  taught today  –  but by contrast,  The Bible teaches us of this  “Most Righteous Plan”  through much of its pages  (as FutureLife.Org 
shows)  –  and yet  it is all  utterly ignored  by our  worldly  Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  by both word and deed! 

At  “The Close of The Gospel Age”  it is now time to be so very brazen about it   (Matt.24v14)! 
Furthermore,  –  Paul humbles himself  –  to push  “The Real Gospel”  (= “1st Century Christianity”)  to recipients who may become  exalted/elevated. 
This  “exalted/elevated”  absolutely does  not  mean just the limp interpretation  “happy”  that our  worldly Christian leaders attribute to this  -  but 
rather,  Paul means  “The Office of Appointment”  as  “future Sons of God”  should be  made available to all people.   We ourselves are  not  to edit  
“The Word of God”  (Rev.22v18-19, Matt.22v17, etc.,)  to those recipients  –  but to give  all  “The Word of God”  (= “1st Century Christianity”)  and  
not  worldly myths  (as given by 4th to 21st Century Christianity)!   Thus,  Paul is opening up  “The Invitation to Sonship”  to the recipients of  “The Word 
of God”  –  being precisely what JC did to The World.  JC as The Firstfruit  “Barley”  led the way  by example  to make possible  “The Office of 
Anointed”  by Yahweh  (1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6,  to those people of 1Pet.2v9 being The Few TCs elected/selected  out of the many  “Christians”  invited 
Matt.20 v16, 22v14)  and to be transfigured in “one day” (Isa.66v8, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, etc.).  These few TCs totalling 
144000 in number  (Rev.14v1-4)  become  “The Early Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology   exhibited by The Temple  as The Firstfruit “Wheat” drawn 
out of The Gospel Age from  The 2nd Epoch Israel  (= Christian Nation)  out of what is to be the following Main Harvest of “Wheat” (= The Resurrected 
World)  in The Millennium.  All this is given by prophetic allegory Lev.23v5-25, Isa.10v20-22, etc. 
This is what should be  screamed out to The World  at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”  –  and not the unrighteous nonsense given as sycophancy by our  
worldly Christian Leaders  (by both word and deed)  to excuse themselves and their followers! 
Moreover,  there is so much more prophetic allegory  (by the  thousands)   given in The Tanakh that exactly overlays The Gospel Age and continues on 
into The Millennium.  

It is  this  that should be taught by our scholars  to  underwrite  Yahweh’s Plan  to The Public Masses! 
Thereby separating God’s Word from  “The Religion”  of The World in  all  its deceptive schisms  -  by its  underwritten validity! 
Sadly,  they do anything other,  than what Yahweh Desires  –  because quite simply    They do  not  care! 

Their world  now -  “is a better place for them”,  rather than  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  for  all  people! 
Rather impassioned outburst  –  but demonstrably true!    They should   “Wake up”  to reality! 
They should be “Rich” in The Bible,  and much is expected from them – but they are entirely delinquent in their duty  (Luke.12v46-48)! 

 
78th Comment – To help the new people to gain  “The Real Faith”,  then Paul calls upon the more mature Brethren to 
support  “The Ongoing Ministry/Teaching Service”  by providing  rations/provisions  for his daily survival. 
2Cor. 11v8 og Else/Different/More/Other  (to the [=in/with/by/on]) {the calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church   
2Cor. 11v8 og (I) stripped/despoiled/robbed   
2Cor. 11v8 og (the having) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received/attained   
2Cor. 11v8 og (the) rations/stipend/{daily requirements}/pay/wages   
2Cor. 11v8 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  {of yourselves}  (the) attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}. 
2Cor. 11v8 = On other  ecclesia/churches  I  rob/despoil  the having  taken/obtained  the  rations/provisions/wages   

towards your  ministry/{servicing in The World}. 
 

On other  ecclesiae/{calling outs}  I  despoiled/robbed  having taken rations   (for the fleshly body to carry me  only  into the  next day) 
(enabling me to survive,  and able to give)   towards your servicing in the world   (I take nothing from your fledgling grouping while teaching you). 
 

The more established churches or those communities with more wealth,  offer the excess of their provisions that Paul uses to support his ministry work. 
 
79th Comment – TCs will not burden themselves upon any person,  nor infer  indebtedness for The Ministry  freely  given. 
TCs will,  if possible,  keep and maintain themselves by secular work  (Paul was a tent-maker Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12). 
2Cor. 11v9 og Also  (the being) near/{at hand}/{time being}/present  
2Cor. 11v9 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor. 11v9 og also  (the) {being later}/inferior/{falling short}/destitute/lacking/suffer/need/want/behind   
2Cor. 11v9 og no/not  (I was) {being numb}/{growing utterly torpid}/slothful/burdensome/chargeable   
2Cor. 11v9 og (of the) {not even one}/{no one}/none (person).   
2Cor. 11v9 og the  For   (the) deficit/poverty/{that which is behind}/lacking/penury/want  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
2Cor. 11v9 og (they have) {to fill up further}/{furnish fully}/{made up}  the  brothers/{The Brethren}  
2Cor. 11v9 og (the having) accompanied/appeared/brought/come  off/away/separated/from  Macedonia,   
2Cor. 11v9 og also  in  (to the [= within]) every (thing)   (the) weightlessness/{not burdensome/chargeable}  {to yourselves}   
2Cor. 11v9 og (the) {my own}/myself  (I) {watched/guarded over loss/injury}/detained/maintained/{held fast}/kept  
2Cor. 11v9 og also  (I will) {watch/guard over loss/injury}/detain/maintain/{hold fast}/keep. 
2Cor. 11v9 = Also  the  {being near/present}  towards  {specifically yourselves},   

also  (physically)  lacking/destitute/deficient  I was  not  slothful/burdensome,   
of the  {not even one}  person.     (No person here in Corinth has supported Paul’s physical needs to feed his fleshly body).   
For  my  lack/deficiency  (of fleshly support)   
the  brothers  the having  come  from/off/away  Macedonia  they have  {furnished fully}/{replenished completely},   
also  within everything  the  {not burdensome}  {to yourselves},  I  kept/maintained  myself  also  I will  keep/maintain. 

 

Also being near towards specifically yourselves,     (while in your company teaching you  “1st Century Christianity”) 
also  (physically)  lacking/destitute  I was not  slothful/burdensome,  of not even one person   (I have asked for no physical support). 
For the brothers having come from Macedonia they have fully furnished my  lacking/destitution   (of  fleshly/physical  support/needs), 
also within everything   (I  [Paul as a TC]  was not)   not burdensome to yourselves   (of Corinth),   
I maintained myself,  also I will maintain   (I, as a TC,  solicited for  no  donations as a fee for my services). 
               (Observation   Hardly what we would witness by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”!) 
 

Paul states  
When I am with you,  I take nothing for my physical needs from yourselves   (The Macedonian brethren supply my needs). 
And in everything I do,  I keep myself,  so I was not a burden to any person while I  freely  taught  “1st Century Christianity”  to you. 

Paul and the other TCs,  did  not  take in excess  (compare with the  correct/incorrect  attitude of differing people of Old Israel when some took excess of 
God’s physical supplies of quail in The Wilderness [Num.11v31-35]  –  noting all the allegories between that incident  and what is occurring today).  
Likewise,   worldly  Christian leaders today taking in excess from their congregations  –  compare their lifestyle to that of the apostles.  
I just ask the reader  to audit these leaders’ lifestyle   (in particular the  wonderful/showy  charlatan Christian leaders so beloved by their bewitched 
devotees)  and content of their sermons to what The Bible specifically teaches us  –  as I have done,  and continue to do so during The Gospel Age! 
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80th Comment – TCs will continually  boast/rejoice  in The Truth of JC and will not be silent to wherever they might 
traverse on this planet – albeit locally within their district,  or abroad in other lands  (wherever a TC is located,  then this 
becomes the metaphoric altar of personal sacrifice for the TC – to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
98th Reasoning – Because TCs sincerely have the wellbeing of their recipient at heart which also fulfils Yahweh’s Desire. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
'Allegory' – repeat - Love = (Sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao” the highest form of Love being “Love by 
Principle” where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by worldly Christian leaders  –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  ‘love by principle’  operating within The Mind   to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of  (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly, needs to be explained)  JC commands us  “By Principle”  to Love your brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so as a TC,  he/she  is to fully commit their very  existence/being/methodology  of the 1st part 
of their life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  humans,  with no 
encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics  –  just as JC clearly showed us  –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
2Cor. 11v10 og (it) is  (the) truth/verity  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  in  {to [= within] me}  because   
2Cor. 11v10 og the  {a matter of glorying/boasting/rejoicing}  this/that (specifically)   
2Cor. 11v10 og not  (he/she/it shall be) {to stamp/attest}/{seal up}/{make private/finalised}  
2Cor. 11v10 og into/unto  I/me/myself  in  to the [= within]  {tracts of country}/regions  of the  Achaia. 
2Cor. 11v10 = Because  the  truth/verity  of the  Christ/Anointed  is within me,    

{specifically this}  the  boasting/publicising/rejoicing    
not  it  (God's Word)   shall be  silenced/sealed/{shut up}  into  myself  within the  regions  of the  Achaia. 

 

Because the truth of the Anointed is within me   (“The Goal”  has been made known to me,  and I am aiming for  “The Anointing”  alongside JCg) 
specifically this  boasting/publicising   (to freely make this knowledge of The Goal as given by  “1st Century Christianity”  known to The World), 
not it  (God's Word describing  “The Ideal Goal”  for  “Christians”)   shall be sealed in myself within the regions of the Achaia. 

               (While Paul is within Corinthian area,  he shall not be quiet,  but openly publicise  “The Goal of The Anointing”  that requires imitating JC.) 
 

Paul will not keep silent – he must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to yield  “The Real Faith”  and of the future 
appointment to be alongside JCg as  elected/selected  by Yahweh,  to exercise even more  “Responsibility”  over  “The Resurrected World”. 
We have seen what  “The Original Greek”  has told us  –  now check what some bibles give as an  interpretation/translation  (by our worldly reasoning 
translators)  -  and please closely reason upon the differing words used. 
You may disagree with my translation,  but at least I have been open and transparent  -  something our translators are not  –  with their efforts! 

Hence the next verse to differentiate between  “The Motive”  behind what we do - 
2Cor. 11v11 og {Through what cause}/Wherefore/Why?    
2Cor. 11v11 og Because  no/not/none  (I) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  {specifically yourselves}?    
2Cor. 11v11 og The  {specific god}   (he) knows/understands/{is aware}/sees/perceives. 
2Cor. 11v11 = Why?   Because not I  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  {specifically yourselves}?    

“The specific god”  he  knows/understands.    (Yahweh as The Heart-Knower can read the sincerity of Paul’s motivation) 
 

Why?    
Because not I  agapao/{edifying love}  specifically yourselves?   (TCs agape “love” their brethren/sisters,  worldly Christian leaders do  not) 
             (Why?  Because they do  not  teach their congregational members how to truly fulfil Yahweh's Desire.   They  only  teach   “Religion”.) 
The Specific God (Yahweh,  referenced to the TC)  knows/understands.   (In  “The Special/Greater  [1st]  Judgement”  made upon “Christians”.) 

             (Yahweh  knows/understands  “The Motive” behind what is done by “Christian Leaders”  (from the best [for life] to the worst [for annihilation]) 
 

Yes – “The Specific God”  knows the  sincerity/genuineness  of Paul  -  being the  heart-knower  of all humans  –  where  “the heart”  is the  “seat of 
motivation”  being the specific reason  why  an individual behaves in the manner that  he/she  does. 
Note how Paul uses  “agapao” (StrongsTM = 25)  to mean  {the principled love}/{edifying love}  that drives The Mind to deliver  “agape” {charity Love} 
(StrongsTM = 26)  being the physical works originating from within the mind  (within which the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  resides). 
Just to show the consistency of my reasoning alongside that of The Bible,  notice the use of  “the specific god”  (ho theos)  is used,  and also how the term 
“{specifically yourselves}”  is also used. 
Again,  to repeat  
“The specific god”  as a dual pointer to both JCg and Yahweh in this context because as I state elsewhere Paul,  as a TC,  looks directly to his adopting 
Father,  Yahweh,  but also has JCg operating as  “The Word of God”  within him that ultimately yields Yahweh’s HS into his (JCg’s)  personal creation  
(humans)  so that together they  (as  hearkening  people)  might become one  (John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.). 
{Specifically yourselves}  refers to The Brethren  Elders  to whom this letter is addressed  –  who themselves,  are actively aiming to become the next 
generation of TCs in their own right  (Yahweh judges [James.3v1]  according to what the individual does  –  according to their capability – Matt.25v15). 
 
81st Comment – TCs will occupationally  toil/labour  in The Ministry work  –  come whatever may. 
99th Reasoning – Why?   Firstly,  to bring TCs to Yahweh.  Secondly,  TCs have no desire to give reason for  worldly 
Christian leaders to  {presume within}/{boast outside}  themselves to be supposedly as good as TCs  (see next line)! 
32nd Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders are  spurious/false/pretending/beguiling  teachers/preachers,  
fraudulent/deceitful/crafty/subtle  workers having  transformed/disguised/transfigured  themselves into 
“apostles/delegates/commissioners  of JC”  (as my critique of their sermon transcripts clearly show,  I have 100s more). 
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100th Reasoning – Why?   Only to profit from worldly gain.  They give out lures of  “wonderful soundbites”  to make  “the 
minions”  feel good about themselves,  and then  he/she  becomes carefully positioned  to take  all manner of worldly dues 
(money/power/prestige/leverage/sex/pension/glory/{or whatever})  from their  bewitched/seduced/entranced  “minions”. 
Interestingly,  the deluded recipients would decry what I write here saying,  “That is not occurring to us!”   When it is!   
2Cor. 11v12 og who/which/that/what  and  (I may/should) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,   
2Cor. 11v12 og also  (I will) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice.   
2Cor. 11v12 og that  (I may/should) {to exscind}/frustrate/{cut down/off/out}/hinder     
2Cor. 11v12 og the  {starting point}/{means (to achieve an object)}/opportunity/occasion   
2Cor. 11v12 og of the (persons)  determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}/willing   
2Cor. 11v12 og (the) {starting point}/{means (to achieve an object)}/opportunity/occasion,   
2Cor. 11v12 og that  in  {to [= within] whom/which}  (they) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice [middle voice],   
2Cor. 11v12 og (they be) found/obtained/seen/perceived  just/as/that/how/when  also  {we ourselves}. 
2Cor. 11v12 = And  what  I  may/should  do/make/produce/perform,   also   (that)   I  will  (physically)  do/make/produce/perform.   

That  I  may/should  remove/frustrate/{cut down}  the  incentive/occasion/opportunity   
of the  people  desiring/determining  the  incentive/occasion/opportunity   
that  within  which  they  personally  boast/vaunt/rejoice  they be  found/seen  just as  also  {we ourselves}. 

 

And what I might (think/say to)  do/perform,  also  (that)  I will  (physically)  do/perform.   (What I say,  I do.   “My Word is my bond.”) 
That I might remove the  incentive/opportunity   (It is a learnt requirement for TCs to second guess what  “Leaders of Religion”  might do) 
of the people desiring the  incentive/opportunity   (“Leaders of Religion”  seeking opportunity to decry  “1st Century Christianity”) 
that within which they personally  boost/vaunt,   (“Leaders of Religion”  pretending to represent  “Yahweh”  [or  “The Almighty God”]) 
             (Importantly,  Paul does what he says he will do and thus exposes the  Religious Leaders’  claim to represent  “God”  to be fraudulent!) 
they be found   (their works expose them as being delinquent  [= false representatives]  while pretending to imitate what Paul does) 
just as  also we (TCs)  ourselves   (are found)    (the TCs' work exposes them as being righteous to The World  [as Yahweh's faithful Ambassadors]). 

             (Importantly,  Paul is stating,  these imposters are lying about what they do,  but said  only to make it appear they match what Paul  does!) 
 

What Paul thinks and states  –  he will make to occur in the environment.  Paul does not merely  “talk the talk”,  but he also  “walks the walk”! 
He does not say  “sweet nothings”  about  “love”  to sound endearing  –  to  entice/bewitch  his listeners  –  and then be sequestrating worldly return for 
“The Appearance”  in front of his audiences!   But no!  -  He gets down in with them  (1Cor.9v19-23)  –  talks through the difficulties that they have with 
understanding  “The Word of God”  –  and exhorts them to become like him  -  future TCs fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 

So  why  does Paul  (as a TC)  operate as he does?    
Because he  intensely desires  to operate as he does in fidelity to  “The Absolute Truth”  that requires 144000 TCs to then bring forth The Millennium! 
Paul,  as a TC,  intensely desires  The Accurate Version  of  “The Real Faith”   of  “1st Century Christianity”  to be broadcast throughout The World to 
fill peoples’ minds with  “The Absolute Truth”  of Yahweh’s Desire.   This must occur first,  before the false religious Christian leaders come in,  to fill it 
with their  worldly  fleshly ideas  of self-gratification and inactivity  (as “The Anti-Christ/Anointing”)  -   by taking worldly return from their clientele  -  
worldly dues  –  of whatever  (being  “The Driver”). 
Furthermore,  that is the  one/same  intense  motive/desire  of all TCs throughout The Gospel Age to bring-out  into The World  “The Absolute Truth”  as 
Yahweh chooses to release  “The Knowledge”  according to the specific time frame within His overall  “Plan for Human Salvation”.   
Satan throughout the age tries to frustrate this  “Knowledge being publicised”  (to stop the 144000 Trigger Threshold from occurring)  by using the self-
indulgences of  worldly Christian leaders as obstacles to the TCs actively fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  as the TCs are best able at their specific time 
during the last some 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
Yahweh is only specifically after those  “unique individuals”  as  “The Early Adopters”  of  God’s Word  (relative to the many thousands of people)  with  
“The Sincerity”  based upon the  solid knowledge  of the whole scriptures  (2Tim.3v15-17)  to produce the desired works that ultimately fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire  (being of His Plan to bring Salvation to Mankind over its 2 part life). 
These very  {specific ones}  are those individuals who become TCs,  who will by necessity  (being the purification process – 1Cor.3v13-16)  meet 
opposition as they expose the hypocrisy of those millions of  worldly Christian leaders who also fraudulently claim to come in The Name of Yahweh  (but  
not  His Character  nor  Authority)  –   please see the next verse and onwards in context. 

This is what Paul saying by answering his critics of the earlier chapter disputing his credentials to be a TC. 
Effectively they have been slandering his name, character,  and authority – in precisely the same manner as they did to JC! 
Moreover,  this has occurred for every generation of the TCs, and shall do until  “The 1st Resurrection”  occurs in about mid-21st Century CE. 

However,   worldly Christian leaders  can reform  (just as did Paul)  –  if they so choose  (Luke chapter 15)  and become TCs in their own right  –  
however they will face expulsion  (just as did Paul)  from those present  “Leaders of Religion”  who prefer The World as it is  -  rather than  “The New 
World Order”  that at the time of this 2nd revision  (at 2013 CE)  is  “just around the corner”. 
As always  it is a  personal  choice  –  Yahweh would prefer that you,  as an individual,  to make the correct choice and thus become ultimately a Son of 
God to progressively fill that  prophesied  Trigger Threshold  number of 144000  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  –  thereby enabling Yahweh to move to His next 
stage in His  “Plan for Human Salvation”   –  that begins in earnest for  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

{Specifically yourselves}   can  become part of JC’s Bride  –  just follow that advice given at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12,  and  in this manner 
we are able to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”.    Please see what this terminology means elsewhere. 

But we must beware of what is occurring around us  –  specifically as Paul’s  (and John’s)  warning of  “1st Century Christianity”  morphing into 
“worldly Christianity”  to become a subgroup of  “Religion”  beginning then,  some 1900+ years ago and thus consider how badly  “Christianity” (as 
we now know it)  must have  morphed away  from “1st Century Christianity”  during the intervening time.  We might reason 30 years to 1900 years ratio,  
suggests perhaps 63 times worse by linear progression,   I would propose it is  much worse  than that suggested multiple  (to be much worse than Sodom 
and Gomorrah,  and they did  not  have  “The Word of God”  with them!   Please see my commentaries at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13,  worldly Christianity,  
like its predecessor Judaism,  at the close of each epoch of  “Israel”  (“Israel” as determined by Yahweh)  has become  an  abomination  to Yahweh,  
hence of the prediction given at Revelation Chapter 8,  also see my local commentaries of that chapter) - 
2Cor. 11v13 og the (persons [preachers/teachers/theologians/leaders])  For  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}   
2Cor. 11v13 og (the) {spurious/beguiling apostles}/{pretend preachers}/{false teachers},   
2Cor. 11v13 og (the) toilers/teachers/labourers/workers  (the) {to be guileful/fraudulent/deceitful/crafty/subtle} [plural],   
2Cor. 11v13 og (the having) transfigured/disguised/transformed/transferred [middle voiced,  plural,  {themselves}]   into/unto   
2Cor. 11v13 og (the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
2Cor. 11v13 = For  {truly these}/{such like people}   (“Leaders of Religion”)    (being the  anti-Christs/Anointing  spoken by the apostle) 

are  the  {spurious/false/pretending/beguiling  apostles/teachers/preachers},    (they look good outside,  enticing people to themselves) 
the  {fraudulent/deceitful/crafty/subtle workers/toilers/labourers}    (spin “The Word of God” to look attractive so no reform is required) 
the having  transformed/disguised/transfigured  themselves    (The outward spiel sounds as though it comes directly out of The Bible) 
into  the  apostles/delegates/commissioners  of the  Christ/Anointed.    (They appear to be  “anointed”  by God to tell  “The Word of God”) 
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For truly these people   (“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  are  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders,  collectively  “The Anti-Christ/Anointing”) 
are  {spurious/beguiling  apostles/teachers}   (they look good and inviting from the outside to entice  “entrusting people”  unto them) 
the  fraudulent/crafty  workers/toilers   (they spin  “The Word of God”  to look attractive  [for a clan requiring  no  internal reform of The Mind]) 
               (“Religion”  only introduces customs to  “divide and rule”,  but Yahweh's Methodology is  to unify  unto  “edifying our neighbour to our hurt”) 
having transformed themselves   (The Driver inside is rotten  [Matt.23v27-32],  the external patter sounds beautiful to  the inexperienced novice) 
into the  apostles/commissioners  of the Anointed   (Anointed by  “The Almighty God”  to represent His interests  [but evidently not])! 

               (When analysing the fruitage of their output,  the fruitage does not  “imitate JC”,  and consequently the leaders are like  “The Diseased Tree”.) 
 

What a  sobering warning  by Paul.   
He saw it occurring within 25 years of JC’s ministry,  and now  (today)  we have had 1900+ years  for  every manifestation  of  “Religious Fraud”  to be 
demonstrated from man’s deceptive heart as Yahweh has allowed to occur  -  in order to show His Righteousness to all entities by allowing humans to 
display their  “full colours/character”  in  their own  time as applicable throughout The Gospel Age  (Rom.1v16-32) –  ready for  “The Restoration of 
The Millennium”.   
This procedure allows Yahweh - 

(1)  to draw out those specific  “Early Adopters” [TCs],   
(2)  show how society becomes when humans within it,  behave  without  “The (real) Word of God”,   
(3)  expose the delinquent  “Leaders of Religion”  (the worst being  worldly Christian leaders’)  –  who shall be severely chastised in  
      The Millennium  (Luke.12v46-48)  and finally   
(4)  The Worst faction of the  worldly Christian leaders  (charlatan Christian leaders)  shall be annihilated at the end of their present  
      existence  –  precisely as The Bible teaches us about iniquitous people entering  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation! 

Here we read of Paul speaking of some human Christian leaders and of their immediate acolytes - 
{Fraudulent/deceitful/crafty/subtle  workers/toilers/labourers}  who are called  “workers of lawlessness/injustice – adikia – StrongsTM = 93”  
by JC when he foretells what he will be saying  (as JCg)  to these people during their resurrection into The Millennium  (Luke.13v27).   

Thus it can be sensibly reasoned,  by us,  these people  will take  the very highest positions in  The Christian Nation  –  as  “Apostles”/Leaders  to 
become  The  First/Most  within society  (being where society is at present under Satan’s methodology  –  1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)  –  So Beware! 
We are to  {absolutely  know/understand}   a  good  Bible  (not  “The Watershed Bible”  for what was to follow,  being the NIV,  a  travesty  of a bible 
translation,  giving  serious errors at critical points  within  “The Original Greek”,  as I appropriately discuss within my  transparent  translation)! 
By  intimately  knowing/understanding  a good quality Bible,  then we become educated to discern these most  eloquent/engaging/endearing  speakers 
posing  as apostles of Yahweh bewitching their endearing crowds (Matt.24v23-26).   Else,  we as  “the impoverished”  on  “The (real) Word of God”  
become utterly deceived  –  for we are told that  “even the most  elect/favoured  [TCs] could be deceived”  (Matt.24v24,  Mark.13v22)  -  because that is 
how  competently persuasive  these crafted charlatans are in their beguiling capability.    However,  the TCs “could”  but  “are not”  deceived! 

This passage was written to emphasise  “worldly Christians”  in their  “billions”  will be deceived  by  “worldly Christianity”. 
It must be understood - 

These leaders are  highly intelligent  and  skilled,  practised public speakers  –  having crafted their gifts  solely for the  extortion  of worldly 
return  from the  “good will”  public members trying to come to Yahweh,  having judged these leaders on their own trustworthy standards  – 
that is how  conmen  are able to operate  –  on the  “good will”  of  The Public!    

These skilled  “conmen”  use  “The Word of God”  to extract worldly gain –  and it is against them,  Yahweh will turn His  Vengeance,  because they are  
attacking/maligning  His  personal  Word  within the minds of other  (innocent)  people (Rom.16v17-18)!   Furthermore,  because they  are  attacking 
“The Word of God”,  then  they are attacking JC  (Rev.19v13),  and because they are attacking JC,   then by definition,  they become  “The Anti-
Christ/Anointing”!   That is how it operates  irrespective  of how these eloquent wordsmiths might try to excuse themselves!   Perhaps they should start 
thinking of reasons to excuse themselves,  if fortunate enough to be resurrected in The Millennium. 

Know and  understand  The Bible,  and you shall be protected by gaining a 6th sense antenna to spot them  before  they open their mouth! 
I can spot a  charlatan Christian leader  before  he/she  opens the mouth  (by examining their deportment),  a conclusion easily confirmed when  heshe  
opens the mouth after a few uttered sentences! 
A 4th revision addition. 

By 2020 CE the World is now becoming  wised-up  to the professional scammers operating on The Internet stealing our  “Identity” and 
fraudulently using it to  “take from us”   (by emptying our bank accounts). 

However,  the vast majority of  “The Religious Public”  had not  wised-up  (until the last generation)  that the very same practice has occurred for the 
last 6000 years by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”!   Yet it is now even more crafted and subtle – because technology has enlightened us to fraud by 
the publication of its effects upon its prey,  to cause us  “to wise-up”  and become cynical of all things around us  (including that given on social media)   
-  which is perhaps why virtually all people under 30 are justifiably  “atheists”.   Moreover,  perhaps why the regular attendees to the major religious 
monoblocs are nearing the end of their life! 

Who made it like that? 
It was  not  Yahweh  –  but of His  supposed  representatives on this planet over  “the two epochs of Israel”   (Jews and then Christians)! 
These leaders should be most fearful of their future position –  if  resurrected to become conscious of the ferocity that is to come unto them! 

 
33rd Warning – Satan is capable of  transforming/disguising  himself into  “a bringer of tidings”  of  light/illumination! 
8th Prophecy – Satan will transform himself into the  angel/messenger/{bringer of tidings}  of apparently  “the word of 
god”  enticing people to follow his reasoning to deport their lifestyles  away from  “The Real Word of God”  –  thereby 
attempting to stop Yahweh from attaining His future 144000 TCs (Rev.14v1-4).  If Satan can ensure Mankind self-
destructs before  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  occurs then this releases Satan from his nemesis (Rev.20v1-3, 10). 
Allegory – repeat – Light = The Accurate Knowledge of Yahweh’s Desire for all people as given by JC and the TCs,  
enabling us to see how to correctly deport ourselves not fearing public observation upon our lifestyle. 
People who operate in the light have no fear of public examination of their private lives which match what they teach. 
82nd Comment – Interesting to consider the start of two  “major worldly religions”  after this was written  –  perhaps 
written as prophecy  (sourced by Yahweh through His scribe)  as to what would occur in the future  –  for our warning! 
34th Warning – Those religious leaders who have the same methodology as Satan will equally  transform/disguise  
themselves as  (apparent)  “ministers of  righteousness/justification”   beloved by millions upon millions of Christians! 
9th Prophecy – Cohorts of  “the methodology”  delivered by Satan into this world through both  Adam/Eve  will likewise  
transfigure themselves to be “supposed Ministers of Righteousness”,  but driven by worldly methodology make Satan their 
god   (even if they do not accept he exists), so that as pawns,  they fulfil Satan’s desire of  “Yahweh not attaining His TCs” 
35th Warning – These religious leaders will receive  “due recompense”  in The Millennium appropriate to their works. 
2Cor. 11v14 og Also  not  (the) {wonder at}/wonderful/marvel/admire,   he  for,  the  Opposer/Satan/Adversary   
2Cor. 11v14 og (he) transfigures/disguises/transforms/transfers [middle voiced]  into/unto   
2Cor. 11v14 og (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  (of the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance/luminosity. 
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2Cor. 11v14 = Also  not  the  wonder/marvel/admire,    (at this, being the ‘wonderful’ operations of the cohorts in the statement of v13),   
for  he,  the  Satan/Adversary/Opposer  personally  transforms/disguises/transfigures   (himself)  
into  the  angel/messenger/{bringer of tidings}  of the  light/illumination    (thus deceiving so many people as shown in their deportment). 

 

Also not  (you)  wonder/marvel   (at this,  being the  “wonderfully choreographed operations”  of the cohorts given in the previous verse) 
for he,  the  Opposer/Satan/Adversary  personally  transfigures/disguises   (himself,  so that we  must  be on our guard to  “deception”) 
into the   messenger/{bringer of tidings}/angel  of the  light/illumination   (supposedly showing how we should deport ourselves). 
 

Just musing upon this statement of given fact as stated by Paul. 
A thought comes to mind about the start of the Islam and Mormon worldly faiths? 

The first few decades of these large  worldly  faiths are so remarkably similar in how they started  -  perhaps Joseph was  “the last messenger of God”? 
Furthermore,  we should ask another question    

If the same messenger of “god” came to speak to Mohammed and equally to Joseph some 1300 years later and for them to have produced  
different  worldly faiths then we can reason either,  -  one is wrong,  or perhaps  both are wrong.  
Perhaps it being  “The Source of Lawlessness”  –  as we witness throughout The World today!   

I let the devotees of each religion discuss it  between themselves  as to who may have the correct  word of god’  –  because I am only a reporter 
reporting what I witness,  and be musing upon what I witness  –  why should I state a conclusion  –  I allow the reader to make that decision for 
themselves based upon  “The Word of God”  that I only reproduce upon this website   “FutureLife.Org”! 

And further,   
I let the reader to carefully reason with themselves  why  this might have occurred to start both of these subsets of “Religion”.  

This website explains very logically elsewhere,  precisely  why  this was done. 
Thus,  Yahweh through Paul was warning The World through prophecy here,  that  –  “It will occur!”  –  Just as we have witnessed in our history! 

I only write in this manner to provoke robust debate – that we all by iteration,  may expose  “The Disclosing Truth”.   
If we feel moved to use physical force and violence – then we have lost  “The Argument for The Mind”  and sunk to worldly norms  (as sourced by Satan)  
and rejected Yahweh in our mind! 

As a reasoning person,  I can only state the obvious!    Surely that is no crime – hence “holy”? 
2Cor. 11v15 og not  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great (thing)  Therefore/Then  if  also   
2Cor. 11v15 og the  {runners for errands}/attendants/{waiters on duty}/ministers/servants  (of the) him 
2Cor. 11v15 og (they) transfigure/disguise/transform/transfer/figurative/illustrative [themselves]   
2Cor. 11v15 og {in that manner}/likewise/as   
2Cor. 11v15 og (the) {runners for errands}/attendants/{waiters on duty}/ministers/servants   
2Cor. 11v15 og (of the) righteousness/equality/justification  {of whom/which}  the  goal/resultant/conclusion/end   
2Cor. 11v15 og {shall be}/{come to pass}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
2Cor. 11v15 og the  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  {of them}. 
2Cor. 11v15 = Therefore/Then  not the  big/great/mighty  thing,    

if  also  his  (Satan’s)   (worldly reasoning)  attendants/ministers/servants  they  transform/disguise/transfigure  (themselves)   
as  the  ministers/servants/attendants  of the  righteousness/justification,   
{of whose}  the  goal/end/conclusion  shall be  according to  {of their}  {occupational efforts}/works/labours. 

 

Therefore/then  not the great thing   (hence  “exceedingly likely to occur” … … … ),   
if  also his (Satan's)  attendants/servants   (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  operate according to his worldly methodology) 
they  transform/disguise  (themselves)  as the  ministers/servants  of  (supposed)  righteousness/justification   (in the untrained worldly mind), 
of whose  goal/end  shall be according to their occupational efforts   (they only desire this World,  and perhaps shall never  see The Millennium). 
 

If Satan can do this  -  as we have witnessed in the earlier physical examples,  being the results of his specific activity in The World,  then also those 
people having  “the  one/same  methodology operating as their  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  (creating their  “synapse construction”)  will behave in  
“the  one/same  manner”. 
It must be understood by the reader,  these individuals only have a fleshly livelihood through “Religion”  –  so their gains can  only  be through what 
they deliver to The World”    This can hardly be said as  “being objective”  (please see my commentaries at Matt.6v24, 22v21)!    

How can an auditor,  audit within  his/her  own department – it is impossible to be objective -  it must be done by an outside auditor! 
The precisely same can be reasoned within “Religion”  -  all its leaders are in the  one/same  “boat of fraud”  -  and they are hardly likely to break “The 
Unwritten Code”  of  “Thou shalt not slag-off a fellow religious leader”  -  else a collapse in “Religion”  shall occur – hence Luke.11v17-18. 
Thus,  we reason  (based upon the premise that  “He who pays the piper, calls the tune”)    

“Leaders of Religion”  deliver to The World,  what The World wants  -  given for  “The Return from The World”. 
Because  they  are  operating to this worldly methodology  (sourced by Satan  “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”)  then in this manner  

They become servants of Satan  (even if,  like atheists,  they do not believe he exists)  –  while  pretending  in the most amiable manner to be a  
“servant of God” they are nothing of the sort,  but a  “servant to themselves”!  Why?  Because that is their  only  source of self-gratification  
–  rather than  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”   to be given freely for  no  worldly return  (which clearly they cannot believe it will 
occur  –  because they  never  teach of it  –  but only a vain “hope”)! 
“Expectation”  is made to occur –  but a vain  “hope”  never materialises!    

Reason carefully upon that statement! 
As I state elsewhere  “misinformation”  abounds within today’s churches –  as this website exposes –  sermon transcripts full of  “soundbite platitudes”,  
where very little of what is stated is correct  (except the quotes out of a [good] bible),  with most being utter bunkum.  Similar “bunkum”  of which we 
also given from our political leaders of  The World  –  driven by the  one/same  mindset  being that of  “worldly methodology”  –  originally sourced by 
Satan to oppose Yahweh's Methodology.   And … …   “around the wheel”  we go again!    
      Are we firmly planted within this World  –  or merely sojourners in this World,  while living in the mind for The Millennium,  outputted in charity? 
 
83rd Comment – Paul states,  no person should presume Paul to be foolish,  but perhaps to accept him as being stupid if it 
gives Paul an opportunity to boast  (of The Lord  [and not of himself])  to bring more people unto The Lord.   
83rd Instruction – If a TC boasted in their self –  then it is not to The Lord,  and thus the boasting would be foolish. 
36th Warning – All boasting regarding human ability is utterly foolish  (but we see it  all the time  in The World today). 
2Cor. 11v16 og Anew/{Back once more}/Furthermore/Again,  (I) state/exclaim,   
2Cor. 11v16 og not  {some/any/certain person}  I/me/my  (he/she may/should) think/{be accounted}/deem/suppose/presume   
2Cor. 11v16 og (the) mindless/stupid/ignorant/egotistic/unwise/foolish  {to be/exist},   
2Cor. 11v16 og if  and  {and if}/even/yet/{at the least}/though  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
2Cor. 11v16 og (the) mindless/stupid/ignorant/egotistic/unwise/foolish  (you) receive/accept/take/welcome [middle voice]      
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2Cor. 11v16 og I/me/my,   that  (the) {a small space of time/degree}/little/while  {some/any/certain thing}   
2Cor. 11v16 og {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  (I may/should) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice. 
2Cor. 11v16 = I  state  again,  not  {some/any/certain person}   

let  he/she  think/presume/deem  me  to be  the  foolish/imprudent/egotistic,   
and  if  {at the least}/though  {in that manner}/as  the  foolish/imprudent/egotistic  (then upon yourself)   personally  receive/take  me;   
that  {I also}  may  boast/publicise  the  {small/little}  {some/any/certain thing}!  

 

        (And for those doubters to my authenticity  [as a TC wholly representing Yahweh],  then let me continue … … … ) 
I state again,  let not some person presume me to be  foolish/egotistical   (by overreaching myself in stating the earlier v13-15) 
               (Given for both  [1] in my defence of my critics and  [2] by means of a warning of what shall occur after me – without my direct intervention) 
and if at the least in that manner as the  foolish/egotistical   (in my wise and educated pronouncements for your wholesome guidance) 
(then)  personally receive me   (please bear with me so that you might hearken unto me … … … … ); 
that I also might  boast/publicise  the small something!   (Being what I would normally keep to myself  [is to be told over the next 12 verses]). 
 

I state this again that no person should presume me to be foolish,  and if yet they do,  then let them personally receive me – so that I might 
boast/vaunt/glory  myself a little  (to explain specifically why I initially might appear to be foolish by being a TC). 

Does this mean that Paul desires to be glorified? 
No,  as I explained earlier  –  all  Paul desires  -  is  to glorify Yahweh  by bringing in more people to imitate his ministry/lifestyle,  it is only to this end,  
being of the  boasting/glorying/vaunting/rejoicing  that Paul desires  –  hence the next verse. 
Interestingly  –  as I state elsewhere,  modern Christian theologians seem to dismiss swaths of Paul’s writings as being not relevant or wrong,  for 
today’s society –  well  “naturally”  they would -  presuming themselves more qualified through their worldly wisdom and having  “doctorates of worldly 
divinity”  as  worldly  accolades of presumed kudos by return (noting John.7v15, Acts.4v13).    
However,  they demonstrably do  not  have the  heart/{seat of motivation}  to  humbly/contritely  come to The Lord and offer their life in His service to 
become  His  slaves  -   meaning to,  “Fulfil The Master’s Desire”  and not to sequestrate anything off Him  (especially from His personal Word, JC)!  

Why should a  worldly leader in their subject matter want to become a slave?   When the two mindsets are  totally different! 
If I think,  as might a  worldly person reason  (without the required reform of which  “The Word of God”  truly brings)! 

2Cor. 11v17 og Who/Which/That  (I) speak/utter/say,   
2Cor. 11v17 og not  (I) speak/utter/say  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) lord/master,   but    
2Cor. 11v17 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  in  (to the [= within]) senselessness/egotism/recklessness/folly/foolishness,   
2Cor. 11v17 og in  this/that (specifically)  to the  {setting under (support)}/essence/assurance/confidence/substance   
2Cor. 11v17 og of the  boasting/vaunting/glorying/joy/rejoicing. 
2Cor. 11v17 = That/Which  I  speak/say   (if it is about myself),   

(then)  I  speak/say  not  according to  the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh),   
but  {in that manner}/as  within the  foolishness/egotism/folly,   
{this specifically}  within  the  essence/assurance/substance  of the  (human)  boasting/vaunting/glorying. 

 

That  (of which)   I speak   (if it is about myself), 
(then)  I speak not according to the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh through JC,  noting what JC said about himself likewise,  at John.8v54) 
but in that manner as within  foolishness/egotism   (if I exalted myself above other people,  I would be expressing  vanity/worthlessness) 
this specifically within the  essence/substance  of the  (human)  boasting/vaunting   (this is a product of  “worldly methodology”). 
 

Following from the previous verse we understand that all forms of boasting should only be used to elevate the position of Yahweh in the minds of the 
recipients,  which ultimately means precisely imitating JC  (Matt.3v17, 17v5).   

What does this really mean? 
We must remove ourselves from what is given in “Religion”  that just  “gratifies the emotional animal”  within us  (being that of a worldly 
animalistic/carnal mind lusting for the next fix of  sensationalism/hype/indulgence  of the immediacy – noting John.2v23-25).   We must thoroughly learn 
both  “God’s Word part 1”  (Tanakh/{Old Testament})  and “God’s Word part 2”  (New Testament)  to understand how JC righteously answers what 
Yahweh gave throughout millennia to ultimately yield Mankind’s Salvation that requires The Millennium for most of us. 

Once we have done this  (and “FutureLife.Org”  explains great swaths of this – but there is still much more to discover)  then it becomes our 
responsibility and great duty to explain all this to The World  -  so that people truly magnify Yahweh within their own minds for what He has 
down. 

This is what separates “1st Century Christianity”  from  “Religion”  that cannot do any of this  (being just worthless hot air)! 
Sadly,  what we see from our supposed Christian leaders is mystic waffle,  mystery and senseless  (= foolishness)  sermons,  where regrettably,  Yahweh’s  
“Name/Character/Authority”  is  not  magnified,  nor glorified in specifically those humans of whom the  worldly Christian leaders are  supposed (?)  to 
be  “a calling out”  (= ecclesia). 
Quite frankly,  many are so  utterly useless  that it would be much better if they  kept their mouth shut  and moved into another occupation  –  both for 
their congregations,  and moreover themselves  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42 and Luke.17v2  –  obviously important for it to be mentioned three times)! 
Then I look to many of the  charismatic/evangelical  leaders who promote themselves as a stage act for the worldly returns this gives to them and to those 
duped people who  turn-up  weekly for their  “quick–fix”  for the next week!   It seems like a drug user's  “supposed paradise/pantomime”! 

Especially when I listen to these sermons,  and I hear the scriptural errors of interpretation are rolling in at about a rate of about three  every  
minute within their speech! 

All as my audits of these sermons given by  worldly Christian leaders clearly show  –  and I have hundreds more when I have time to audit them! 
This is  utterly alien  to the fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  as Paul clearly shows and carefully explains through his exegesis. 

Paul is speaking about the  spirits/personality/desires/traits  that mould the personal  “synapse construction”  ready for transfer during the 
“awakening/rousing/resuscitating”  into a new physical body  commensurate to our mind  at our death,  –  either  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  (for a Son 
of God  –  as will be Paul)  or a perfected DNA fleshly based body  (given in trust)  being a much improved version of what we exist within now.   
But for those  iniquitous Christian leaders who follow Judas Iscariot’s example  (of  rebelling/blaspheming  against the HS, Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-
32)  shall  never  be resurrected,  having entered  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation at the end of their  present existence  (see Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 
2Pet.2v18-22, etc.).  

That is  why  it is foolishness to boast about  “the self”  because it  sears/scars  the individual’s  “synapse construction”  for the 2nd part of 
their physical life that ideally should be constructed to edify our neighbour for that perfect society in The Millennium. 

However in stating all this as being applicable to our  worldly Christian leaders,  it is not applicable to Paul  (because he does not demonstrate it –  as 
we are about to read in about six verses further on)  –  being that Paul is  “setting the scene of comparison”  about which he is to speak,   regarding 
himself when compared with  “Leaders of Religion”  (as the Christian’ subset)  coming to prominence around him as critics of his work,  and then 
endemic throughout The Gospel Age! 
 
84th Comment – Paul states,  you listen to men boasting of their capabilities,  then if I do likewise, you might listen to me! 
85th Comment – Worldly people gladly endure egotistic leaders while exercising their supposed  “intellectual skill”. 
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37th Warning – Worldly people accept  worldly  focused leaders enslaving,  devouring,  taking from,  elevating themselves 
and slap  “their minions” countenance  (while pretending to have  “their minions”  best interests at heart  –  being  “The 
Hypocrisy”  of which JC spoke within his ministry regarding  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”). 
2Cor. 11v18 og Thereupon/Since/Else/Otherwise  (the) many/much/plenteous  (persons [Leaders of Religion]) 
2Cor. 11v18 og (they) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice [middle voice]   down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
2Cor. 11v18 og the  flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  (I will) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice. 
2Cor. 11v18 = Thereupon/Since  the  many/much/plenteous   people    (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)   

they  personally  boast/vaunt/rejoice  accordingly to  the  animalistic/{fleshly mind}    (to self–indulge in  “The Immediacy”), 
(then)  I also  will  boast/vaunt/rejoice. 

 

Thereupon many people   (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  noting 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.,  and hence … ... … ) 
boast/vaunt  according to the  animalistic/carnal  mind   (worldly methodology operates within their mind) 
(then by subject contrast)  I will also  boast/vaunt   (to publicise what I consider  “the small matter”  v16,  of v24-28). 
 

Paul recognises even during this embryonic stage of  “The Christian Nation”  there are  many/much/plenteous   leaders who  are  
boasting/vaunting/rejoicing themselves over  their  flocks for the self-indulgent returns this brings from  their  flock and the  self-indulgent  nature of 
those people within the congregations who  sincerely  believe they are doing the correct thing to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Rom.16v17-18)  –  sadly  they 
are not! 
But  not  much be held against the congregational members  (being they are merely doing what they are told  Matt.23v3)  –  but rather much shall be 
held against their leaders (Luke.12v46-48).   These Leaders shall be held directly accountable for both their  (1) hypocrisy  and  (2) “preferring to be 
ignorant”  (“agnoeo”  StrongsTM = 50)  about  “The Word of God”  behind  “the painted and endearing smile”  (2Tim.3v5, Titus1v16). 

As it was then,  –  and as it is today,  with every type of blasphemy exposed in  words/works  (see “blasphemy” in glossary)  in between. 
Paul speaks of worldly  thoughts/opinions/soundbites  being some facet of The World in one fashion or another that fulfils  “the desire of The World”  
rather than  “The Desire of Yahweh”.  
Therefore,  Paul counters  

If that is what you desire to accept  -  then I will provide likewise  if  that means   You will start to listen to my defence. 
So that I might  then  guide you out of these ways to then  start  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  by imitating me  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.) 

2Cor. 11v19 og (the) sweetly/{with pleasure}/gladly/willingly  for   
2Cor. 11v19 og (you) {hold oneself up against}/{bear with}/endure/forbear/suffer   
2Cor. 11v19 og of the  mindless/stupid/ignorant/egotistic/unwise/fools,   
2Cor. 11v19 og (the) thoughtful/considerate/sagacious/{intellectual skill}/prudent/discrete/astute [plural]   am/being/have. 
2Cor. 11v19 = For  you  (brethren)  the  sweetly/{with pleasure}/gladly  {hold yourself up against}/endure/{bear with}/accept   

the  stupid/fools/egotistic  people  (“Leaders of Religion”)   being  thoughtful/sagacious/{intellectually skilled}   (with doctorates). 
 

          (I will now take the liberty to boast about myself in my defence against my critics,  because … … … ) 
For you (brethren)  with  (great)  pleasure bear with   (noting Matt.24v23-26,  Mark.13v21-23  at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”) 
the  stupid/egotistic  people   (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  because they reject  “The Reform”  that God's Word brings to The Mind) 
being  thoughtful/{intellectually skilled}   (with  worldly  doctorates,  noting by contrast with John.7v15, Acts.4v13).  

              (These are the people considering themselves  “suitably qualified to replace Paul”,  as  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do so today!) 
 

Paul makes the comment    
You enjoy listening to fools,  thinking yourself in wise council  -  while you imbue their  “worldly wisdom”  trying to undermine my work. 

I thought of this verse when I have seen various television programs produced by obviously  worldly Christian Theologians having  “doctorates of 
divinity”  critiquing The Bible’s credibility  –  all sound plausible if the recipient is  without  the background knowledge of which I extensively have of 
The Bible  –  and show within my writings. 
I then view the internet chat lines  –  and people state  (and I quote)   

“That was an interesting program  –  much knowledge brought to the surface!” 
However all I remember is being bombarded by  errors after errors  through  misquotations,  errant history and twisted reasoning,  leading to a 
“mishmash of falsehoods”  spun together making it difficult to unpick,  -  unless performed by a competent scholar of The Bible  (of which I am,  as my 
unique output shows). 
Clearly this was done to promote the egotism of those individuals making,  presenting and participating within the program  –  for the worldly returns 
and filling airtime to indulge their listeners!   Furthermore,  be gaining “honorary doctorates”  because of this,  that,  or the other for some worldly 
attribute.  
All of which is wholly alien to what we are taught in The Bible  –  but as I sate elsewhere    

Humans are so competently able to shift the boundaries around themselves,  so they come out favourably in Worldly Assessment  –  but this 
does not occur with Yahweh’s unchanging Assessment  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17)! 

This occurred then  –  with their facilities  –  and today  with technological tools to more effectively perpetuate  “self-indulgence”. 
I am after transcripts of some of these programs so that when I have time,  then I can  line by line  expose  by careful audit  the half-truths stated,  while 
errantly presented as fact!  The whole world just sinks into the mire of  untruth and deception  within its higher  “supposedly intellectual”  religious 
echelons  (presumably having greater mental faculties,  to merely self-indulge themselves)  –  this will be wiped away  (2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.19v16-21)  to be 
thoroughly cleansed by  “The Leaders of The Millennium”  having  “The Intellectual Mind”  of  The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  supporting them  
(John.14v20, 17v20-26)!    I know upon which side I would rather stand,  and it is unto Yahweh’s Honour I write the contents for  “FutureLife.Org”! 
2Cor. 11v20 og (you) {hold oneself up against}/{bear with}/endure/forbear/suffer  For   
2Cor. 11v20 og if  {some/any/certain person}  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor. 11v20 og (he/she) {enslaves utterly}/{bring into bondage}{reduce to absolute servitude},   
2Cor. 11v20 og if  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) {eats down}/devours,   
2Cor. 11v20 og if  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) {gets hold of}/grasps/{takes up/away}/has/receives/attains,   
2Cor. 11v20 og if  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) {rises up}/{exults self}/{poises (lift/take) up},   
2Cor. 11v20 og if  {some/any/certain person}  {specifically yourselves}  into/unto   
2Cor. 11v20 og (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
2Cor. 11v20 og (he/she) flays/scourges/thrashes/smites/beats. 
2Cor. 11v20 = For  you  {hold yourself up against}/endure/{bear with}/accept   (you appear to enjoy what these leaders give you) 

if  {some/any people}  {utterly enslaves}/{brings into bondage}  {specifically yourselves},    (captivates your mind on perverted reasoning} 
if  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  devours/{completely eats up}  {specifically yourselves},   (consumes your thinking, to be a zombie) 
If  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  {gets hold of}/{takes away}  {specifically yourselves},  (peer pressure to see Christs, Matt.24v23-26) 
if  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  lifts/elevates  himself/(herself),   (metaphorically climbs upon your back to gain advantage, a parasite) 
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if  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  lashes/whips/beats  unto  {specifically your}  face/countenance/appearance. (put to public ridicule) 
 

For you bear with   (you apparently enjoy what these leaders give you,  to please your ears  2Tim.4v3-4  with their crafted sales spiel) 
              (These people considering themselves  “suitably qualified to replace Paul”,  as  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do so today!) 
if some person utterly enslaves specifically yourselves   (captivates your mind with perverted reasoning,  like a conman entrapping their victim) 
if some person devours  (specifically yourselves)    (consumes your thinking  -  then you lose rational,  become subject to suggestion) 
if some person get holds of  (specifically yourselves)    (peer pressure  [mass psychogenic illness, mass convergence syndrome]  visiting “Christs”) 
if some person elevates  him/herself   (by whatever means,  climbs above our neighbour to gain out of their relative lower position) 
if some person lashes unto specifically your countenance   (bring you to public  ignominy/ridicule). 
 

It makes me weep  when I carefully examine what occurs around me by the many religious charlatans just  ripping-off  their congregations for their own  
self-indulgent  behaviour  –  it is this that becomes my spur to drive me forward to publicly expose these  evil/malicious  shenanigans,  all performed with 
a most wonderful and engaging polished smile  (all rehearsed beforehand)  to beguile their hapless congregations! 

So what is Paul teaching  (by warning)  us here? 
{utterly enslave} = with their lawless worldly  ideas  –  by keeping us away from slaving to Yahweh  (cannot serve two masters  –  Matt.6v24). 
{devours} = to kill our Biblical reasoning capability  (eating up The Knowledge)  =  become complicit with worldly  morals/reasoning/understanding.  
{gets hold of} = takes from you =  your virginity before JCg  (gaining other suitors),  by making us worldly unto Satan by deception. 
{elevates self} = the leader uses Yahweh’s Word to climb for personal  glory/wealth  - over us  or JC who humbled himself but was exalted by Yahweh. 
{lashes countenance} = thus  publicly despising our deep heart felt beliefs  based upon  “The Absolute Truth”;  by claiming The Bible cannot be 
completely trusted and thus leads us away from  “The Absolute Truth”  into a mire of mere half-truths.  
An important note    

The face is our front,  being how people see us as individuals  =  our personality demonstrated by works within the community. 
This  “distortion to Truth”  occurred then,  also during The Gospel Age,  and even more so today,  all given surreptitiously under worldly platitudes. 
An example would be the infamous one often quoted  God loves you’  without explaining what “love” out of the four Greek words,  plus their sub-
groups for “love” mean.   Where the context and how the word “Love”  is spelt tells us how to specifically understand “love”,  but sadly our  worldly 
Christian leaders muddle  “agapao”  with “eros” in the mind of the recipient,  and ignore  “phileo”  and “storge”  -  I explain all this in some of my 
commentaries and please see  “Love”  in glossary. 
Note for the record,  there are eight words,  for “love” - 

Agapao (edifying love) 
Phileo (attractive love) 
Storge (family love) 
Eros (self-indulgent love) 
Ludus (playful love) 
Pragma (committed love) 
Mania (obsessive love) 
Philautia (self-love) 

However,  I only speak of the first four as being relevant to us in The Bible. 
Furthermore,  “love”   as used in The Bible is stated with certain examples or caveats  –  when JC and the apostles discuss what this really means in 
context,  so obviously our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  understand the word  “love”  themselves,  of which  we witness within their deeds  (while 
they seem very capable to repeatedly state “love”,  verbosely able to  “give the talk”,  but  not  able to “do the walk”).   
Needless to say  “The Context”  is alien to how it is stated by our  worldly Christian leaders  (hence their half-truth  –  again)  –  I welcome  the world’s  
very best  Christian theologian to contact me regarding this so I might reveal passages in The Bible that  he/she  has perhaps not read,  ignored,  or 
misunderstood,  enabling me to publicly straighten out  his/her  faulty  “exegesis”  on this website  –  in  “The Midst of The World”!    
This I will do with my future electronic  “Concordance of Topics”. 
All I am doing is iterating to  “The Disclosing Truth”  and making it public for The World to counter  the plethora of  unrighteous  nonsense  taught by 
leaders of “Religion”  that makes Yahweh so wrathful against these  charlatan Christian leaders acting as  “rogue traders”  to their deluded clientèle!  
 
86th Comment – TCs  (conversely to  worldly  [religious] leaders)  speak in  dishonour/indignity  because they choose to 
be weak  (humble),  and those  worldly religious leaders boldly speak foolishness,  but TCs also speak boldly  (The Truth)! 
87th Comment – In Paul’s era,  the  worldly Religious Leaders  (Christians producing schisms + devout Jews protecting 
the “old order”)  claimed they had pedigree to preach The Word of God  but Paul has similar  (and driven differently)! 
88th Comment – Worldly [Christian] Religious Leaders,  are they ministers for JC?  (Asked in sarcasm). 
101st Reasoning – Let us compare  worldly [Christian] Religious Leaders with TCs:- 
For the sake of The Brethren  (Christian Nation)  the TCs are frequently toiled, beaten, jailed, fear of death from religious 
authorities, travelling disasters both natural and man-made,  robbers,  dangers from countrymen,  nations/cities/sea  and 
apostates.  TCs while labouring for God’s Word -  face hardship,  vigils,  destitution,  hunger,  famine,  thirst,  cold and 
naked!   And during this -  TCs care for those people of  JC’s  small/only  Flock  while apostates conspire around them. 
Is this how  worldly Christian leaders behave in their life?  –   For even today  there are  unpublicised  TCs experiencing 
this throughout all The World –  in  ALL  countries –  but a  few  in number fully 1Cor.4v16, 11v1  who  imitate JC. 

That is  why  there are  only  144000 TCs that Yahweh  can  elect from out of The Gospel Age! 
2Cor. 11v21 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) indignity/disgrace/dishonour/reproach/shame/vile  
2Cor. 11v21 og (I) state/exclaim,  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
2Cor. 11v21 og because  {we ourselves}   (the have been) feeble/weak/impotent/diseased;    
2Cor. 11v21 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  and  wish/suppose  {some/any/certain person}  
2Cor. 11v21 og (he/she may/should be) {assuming resolution}/daring/confident/bold/courageous   
2Cor. 11v21 og in  (to the [= within]) senselessness/egotism/recklessness/folly/foolishness  (I) state/exclaim,   
2Cor. 11v21 og (I) {assume resolution}/dare/confident/bold/courageous  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}. 
2Cor. 11v21 = I state  according to  the  indignity/dishonour/reproach,    (TCs operate in  indignity/dishonour  within The World) 

because  {in that manner}/as  {we ourselves}  the have been  feeble/weak;    (TCs will take the lowly position to their recipients) 
and  within  whatever  wish/supposes  {some/certain person}  he/she  may/should  be  daring/bold/courageous  
     (as performed within their life as presumed wonderful credentials)   
within foolishness I state,    (and thus as a counter – perhaps I am foolish – but I shall tell you about what I perform) 
I also  dare/boldly/courageously    (perform in this manner for you to compare between myself and  “Leaders of Religion”)!   

 

I state according to  indignity/dishonour   (this is how TCs operate in The World –  contrary to how  worldly Christian leaders operate!) 
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because in that manner as we (TCs)  ourselves have been  feeble/weak   (by taking the lowly places within The World,  and to the recipient); 
and within whatever supposes some person   (being a leader of  “Religion”  taking  The  Front/First/Best  position in the mind of their clientèle) 
he/she  might be  daring/bold   (being a  “Leader of Religion”  advertising  his/her  supposedly wonderful credentials to the flocking clientèle) 
(but perhaps)   in foolishness I state   (to counter the most wonderful things  worldly Christian leaders imply about themselves … … ) 
I also  dare/boldly   (state about what I have done … … ) 
 

Paul  righteously  stands up  “face to face”  with any human for the sake of  “The Real Faith”  (Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity). 
He detests false  prophets/leaders/theologians/teachers  that are springing up all around him,  living off the back  of Yahweh’s pure Word. 
Therefore,  Paul makes the bold claim    

You compare what  “Leaders of Religion”  do in their life,  with that which I do in my life –  and then see who is genuine to what they teach! 
The obvious difference apart from the quality of exegesis presented  –  would be Paul’s genuine sacrificial lifestyle that readily imitates that of JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  (see v23 onwards)  –  this shows the genuine nature of his gospel over those religious leaders around him using God’s Word to serve 
their own internal deceitful  (in its strict sense)  purposes. 
Within 25 years of JC,  Paul states his credentials  to counter  The Rogue Traders with God’s Word as  “the new kids coming onto the block”! 
Sadly,  today all  “the new kids on the block”  have become so entrenched in society,  as to have kicked out Yahweh’s  “1st Century Christian”  “kids”! 
However,  there are still a few TCs within The World aiming to complete The Goal of 144000 TCs to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of the last some 2000 years. 
2Cor. 11v22 og (the) Hebrews/Jews  {they are/be}!   {I also}/{even I}/{and me}!    
2Cor. 11v22 og (the) Israelites  {they are/be}!   {I also}/{even I}/{and me}!   
2Cor. 11v22 og (the) Seed/Offspring/Issue  (of the) Abraham  {they are/be}!   {I also}/{even I}/{and me}!   
2Cor. 11v22 = {Are they}  Hebrews/Jews!   I also!    

{Are they}  Israelites!   I also!    
{Are they}  seed/offspring/issue  of Abraham!   I also!  

 

Are they Hebrews!     I (Paul)  also   (am a Hebrew)! 
Are they Israelites!     I (Paul)  also   (am an Israelite  [prophetic of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”])! 
Are they the  seed/offspring  of Abraham!     I (Paul)  also   (am growing on  “The Word of God”  to become a future  “Son of God”)! 
 

Paul is making the point about these  “fellow”  Christian leaders  (very likely to have originally been Jews  [“to the Jew first and then The Gentile”])  
being the claims they make about their apparent authenticity to teach! 

And likewise, today! 
And I  (of FutureLife.Org)  say equally   “A Christian teacher  -  I also”! 
 “Part of the 2nd Epoch of Israel  -  I also”! 
 “Part of The Race  (1Cor.9v23-26, 2Tim.2v5)  whose prize is to become a future Son of God  -  I also”! 
And I also will stand  “face to face”  and exchange exegesis with those leaders who  fraudulently  come in Yahweh’s Name! 
For I am equally  righteously  jealous/zealous   for Yahweh’s Name to be upheld within this World! 
Consequently  I,  by gaining  “The Real Faith”,  shall also be coming in His Character and Authority! 

Yes – I am righteously wrathful against  “The Charlatan Christian Leaders”  behaving as  “Rogue Traders”  and  “Spiritual Paedophiles” 
victimising  their  groomed/bewitched  devotees  (Gal.3v1,  Matt.24v23-26, 1Thes.2v3-5 being what is occurring now  2Thes.2v3-12, etc.),  
using God’s Word as a tool to gain filthy lucre!   God’s Word must be undefiled from all the machinations of the World  (Matt.76v24, 22v21)! 

The reader must clearly understand -  Yahweh is examining  “The Internal Driver”  – being  “The Motivator”  behind what is externally seen! 
2Cor. 11v23 og (the) {Runners for errands}/Attendants/{Waiters on duty}/Ministers/Servants   
2Cor. 11v23 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  {they are/be}!    
2Cor. 11v23 og {Miss-think}/Insane/Silly/{As a fool}  (I) state/exclaim;   
2Cor. 11v23 og (the) over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (emphatic) I/me   
2Cor. 11v23 og in  (to the [= within]) {sapping toils}/pains/{strength wanes in labours}/weariness   
2Cor. 11v23 og (the) {earnestly driven super-abundantly}/vehemently/{more frequently super-abundantly},   
2Cor. 11v23 og in  (to the [= within]) strokes/wounds/stripes  (the) excessively/{beyond measure},   
2Cor. 11v23 og in  (to the [= within]) guarding/cages/holds/prisons   
2Cor. 11v23 og (the) {earnestly driven super-abundantly}/vehemently/{more frequently super-abundantly},   
2Cor. 11v23 og in  (to the [= within]) death/{deadly results}/fatalities  (the) {many times}/frequently/{often-times}. 
2Cor. 11v23 = {Are they}  ministers/servants  of the  Christ/Anointed?    

{As a fool}/Insanely  I exclaim: 
emphatic I  (Paul)  {for the sake/behalf  of}   (The Brethren)   
the  {more frequently abundantly}  within  the  {sapping toil}/pains/weariness;    
the  excessively/{beyond measure}  within  the  strokes/wounds,   
the  {more frequently abundantly}  within  the  cages/prisons/jails;   
the  {many times}/frequently  in  death/fatality  (situations).   

 

Are they  ministers/servants  of the Anointed   (they say they are – obviously!  -  But do their works show their sincerity,  let us examine this … )? 
       (As by comparison with what they profess to do.)   
Insanely  I state   (my claim to be also representing Yahweh,  and my credentials are -) 
  Earnestly driven super-abundantly within sapping  toils/pains   (I have driven my body beyond  “The Call of Duty”  in -)  
  Beyond measure within the  strokes/wounds   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?) 
  More frequently abundantly within the  prisons/jails   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?) 
  Many times in  (near)  death  (situations)   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?) 
 

Can this be said today of our  worldly Christian leaders  with regard to  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught? 
And if not? 
Why not? 

The answer is not  –  “Well,  The World is not like that now!” 
Utter nonsense!    
The World is  just as bad as it was  because it has the  one/same  “god”  controlling its methodology  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19),  Satan! 
Very selective filters are placed upon what we see and read between  “Then and Now”  to make  “our time”  appear  “good”  -  obviously,  to 
justify the position of our present worldly leaders  (who are operating under  “deception”  -  see the controversy over  WikiLeaks)!  
I would go further,  and say the World is perhaps a worse place than it was  - especially when have technology that should be used to improve 
“The Lot”  of The People  -  rather than be used to tear down the fabric of Society throughout The World  -  at/by  all layers of society! 
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Because  if  these people  were  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  then  their lifestyle would be approaching that as demonstrated by JC  “The Exemplar”  to 
what we are supposed to be doing  (hence Yahweh’s announcement  at Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.  as “Good to go [forward]”  markers for JC to proceed to 
the next stage)!    
As I stated earlier   The worldly situation has absolutely  not  changed  –  Satan is  still  ruling  –  but he now “knows his time is short” (Rev.12v12)  
because Yahweh is now rapidly  physically  filling those 144000 TC  “pre-named places”  to become  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  for Satan’s  
“nemesis of confinement”  (Rev.20v1-3, 10).   Naturally Satan will focus upon those people who  are  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and  make their life very 
difficult  –  and obviously ignore those leaders who are fulfilling Satan's desire of creating “ mysteries”  about how we should be fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire!    

Can the reader understand this righteous logic? 
Satan desires those leaders who are  “feathering their own nest”  to plug the gaps in the echelons of  worldly Christian Edifices,  so they cannot be filled 
by those individuals who might have some intention of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 

An obviously logical statement if we know,  and thoroughly understand the contents of a  Good Quality  Bible. 
2Cor. 11v24 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) Jews [Religious Authorities]  {five times}  forty  [strips/whippings]   
2Cor. 11v24 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  first/certain/one  (I) {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received. 
2Cor. 11v24 = Under/By  the Jews   (“Leaders of Religion”  at  “The Israel Changeover”  from  “Jews to Christians”)    

alongside  (= on)  five certain  (occasions)   I received thirty-nine lashes   (for teaching  “The Word of God”  to yield  “The Real Faith”). 
 

Under the Jews   (read this as being    “Leaders of Religion”  protecting their patch  –  for the worldly return this brings to them) 
(on)  five separate occasions  I (Paul)  received  thirty-nine  lashes   (for  only  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”) 
               (What Christian leader can state this?   Perhaps they are saved from this because they do  not   accurately  teach  “The Word of God”?) 
 

It must be understood  “The Jews”  simply means   “The Religious Authority”  at  “That Specific Time”  of  The Gospel Age. 
This distinction is made clear within  “The Gospel of John”  (and Revelations)  both written at the end of the 1st Century  (please see my commentaries). 
“The Religious Authority”  changes throughout The Gospel Age,  during both time and place,  as William Tyndale and many others  (nearing some 
144000 in number)  have discovered to their cost of  self-sacrifice  for  “The Word of God”  because “God’s Word” means so much to them. 
That is why they become faithful ambassadors for Yahweh and thus wholly trusted with much greater responsibility during The Millennium. 
It is all so evident and precisely what The Bible tells us  –  but  never  taught by   “You know who!”   For numerous obvious reasons! 
2Cor. 11v25 og {Three times}/Thrice  (I was) {stricken with a stick}/bastinadoed/{beaten (with rods)},   
2Cor. 11v25 og {one/single time}/once  (I was) lapidated/stoned,  {three times}/thrice  (I was) shipwrecked,   
2Cor. 11v25 og {a day and night}/{24 hours}  in  to the  [=within]  {the depth}/deep/sea   
2Cor. 11v25 og (I have) done/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised. 
2Cor. 11v25 = Three times  I (Paul)  was  flogged/beaten,   

once I was  lapidated/stoned,   
three times I was shipwrecked,   
a day and a night  within the sea  I have done. 

 

Three times  I (Paul)  was  flogged/beaten   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?) 
Once I was stoned   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?) 
Three times shipwrecked   (on missionary journeys because of  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?) 
A day and a night  (floating)  within the sea   (because Paul was driven to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  taking the least) 
I have done   (all these things,  what  “Leader of Religion”  supposedly representing  “The Real Faith”,  can  truly  state this of themselves?) 
 

All I can say is   “What a man!”   
There are not many like him  –  but only 143999 others,  out of  perhaps some  8 to 9 billion people during The Gospel Age. 

2Cor. 11v26 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) Travels/Journeyings/Progressings,  {many times}/frequently/{often-times}   
2Cor. 11v26 og (to the [= in]) dangers/perils  (of the) currents/brooks/freshets/{running waters}/floods/rivers/streams/waters,   
2Cor. 11v26 og (to the [= in]) dangers/perils  (of the) plunderers/brigands/robbers/thieves,   
2Cor. 11v26 og (to the [= in]) dangers/perils  {from/out of}  (of the) kin/countrymen/kinds/nations/offspring/stocks/race,   
2Cor. 11v26 og (to the [= in]) dangers/perils  {from/out of}  (of the) gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples,   
2Cor. 11v26 og (to the [= in]) dangers/perils  in  (to the [= within]) {town large/or with walls}/city,   
2Cor. 11v26 og (to the [= in]) dangers/perils  in  (to the [= within]) solitude/desert/wilderness,   
2Cor. 11v26 og (to the [= in]) dangers/perils  in  (to the [= within]) sea,   
2Cor. 11v26 og (to the [=in]) dangers/perils  in  (to the [= within]) {spurious brothers}/{pretended associates}/{false brethren} 
2Cor. 11v26 = Frequently in  Journeys/travels,   

in  dangers/perils  of the  rivers/streams,   
in  dangers/perils  of the  robbers/thieves,   
in  dangers/perils  {from out of}  (my)  kin/countrymen,   
in  dangers/perils  {from out of}  the  nations/peoples,   
in  dangers/perils  within the  city/town,   
in  dangers/perils  within the  desert/wilderness,   
in  dangers/perils  within the  sea,   
in  dangers/perils  within the  {spurious/false  Brethren/Christians. 

 

Frequently in journeys   (out in  The Ministry  “Occupational Effort”  to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
in dangers of rivers   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
in dangers of robbers   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
in dangers from out of  (my)  countrymen   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
in dangers from out of the nations   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
in dangers within the towns   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
in dangers within the wilderness   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
in dangers within the sea   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
in dangers within the spurious Christians   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
 

I can only repeat   “What a man!”   
There are not many like him  –  but only 143999 others,  out of  perhaps some  8 to 9 billion people during The Gospel Age. 

2Cor. 11v27 og In  (to the [= within]) {sapping toil}/pained/{strength wanes in labour}/weariness   
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2Cor. 11v27 og also  (to the) toil/sadness/painfulness/travail/hardship,   
2Cor. 11v27 og in  (to the [= within]) sleeplessness/{keeping awakes}/watchings/vigils   
2Cor. 11v27 og (the) {many times}/frequently/{often-times}, 
2Cor. 11v27 og in  (to the [= within]) destitution/{scarcity of food}/dearth/famine/hunger  also  (to the) thirst,   
2Cor. 11v27 og in  (to the [= within]) abstinences/{lack of sustenance/indulgence}/fastings   
2Cor. 11v27 og (the) {many times}/frequently/{often-times},   
2Cor. 11v27 og in  (to the [= within]) coolness/cold  also  (to the) nudity/nakedness. 
2Cor. 11v27 = Within  the  {sapping toil}/labour/weariness   

also  within  the  hardships/oppression,  the frequently  within the  sleeplessness/vigils;   
within  the  destitution/hunger/famine,  also  in the  thirst,   
the  frequently  within the  abstinences/{lacks of food}/fastings,  
within the  cold  also  in the  nudity. 

 

Within sapping  toil/labour   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
also within hardship   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
frequently within sleeplessness   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
within  destitution/hunger   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
also in thirst   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
frequently within  (externally imposed)  abstinences   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
within the cold   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
also in nudity  (having been robbed)   (for  only  precisely imitating JC  [what Christian leader can  truly  state that today]?), 
 

I will not repeat the obvious for the third time –  except about 1 person in perhaps  about  100,000 people at any point in time throughout The Gospel 
Age  will  achieve  “The Grade  of Sonship”  (giving a guide in magnitude only)! 
When knowing this ratio  -  then perhaps we should look around us for those TCs  -  because they  are  trying to find you in their  accurate  ministry work 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to end this present old worldly system of things  (2Pet.3v8-13, Matt.24v14)  by  personally fulfilling  “The Prophesied Trigger 
Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4)! 
Moreover  –  we should personally aim to  become like them  by imbuing  “The Word of God” as  The Knowledge  contained  within an  accurate  
translation of The Bible  (of at least pre 1950 CE  –  or use The New Testament translation  on this website)  and then  assay/test/prove  what we imbue to 
gain  assurance  and then operate with  fidelity  to what we know,  to gain  “The Real Faith”  based upon  “1st Century Christianity”. 
In this manner we become “The Wisdom of God”  personally operating within our local environment in the  one/same  manner as did JC.   
Finally,  to all these verses,   a Christian leader might be able to state    

“Yes that occurred to me!”   But could it be   “Yes”  to  all of them? 
But  the common denominator  is  “The Real Caveat”    

“For  only  precisely imitating  JC”  -  Need I state any more about this requirement? 
Now for a  “Spiritual Health Warning”    

Absolutely do  not  go to a  worldly (or worse, charlatan)  Christian leader else   Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39,  hence the instruction at Rev.18v4. 
2Cor. 11v28 og Separately/Apart/Without  of the (things)  {near outside}/besides/except/without,   
2Cor. 11v28 og the  conspiracy/{concourse (riotous/friendly)}/{that which comes upon}/{rising up} [middle voice] 
2Cor. 11v28 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  the  down/accordingly/intensely  (the) day/{period of time} [= day by day = daily],   
2Cor. 11v28 og the  {(concept of distraction)}/solicitude/care  (of the) all   
2Cor. 11v28 og of the  {a calling outs}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches. 
2Cor. 11v28 =  Separately/Apart  besides  of the  things  personally  {conspiring/rising upon}  me  {day by day}/daily,  

(then I also have)  the  care/guidance  of the  all  of the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae/congregations/churches. 
 

Separately besides of these things   (I have had to suffer within my life operating as a TC,  precisely imitating JC) 
personally conspiring upon me day by day   (daily opposing what I must do,  being … …) 
(then I also have the responsibility of)  the guidance of all the  ecclesiae/{callings out}.    
 

Thus,  as we read earlier  –  Paul daily faces persecution and affliction orchestrated by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  because who else would 
be  sufficiently motivated  to  relentlessly pursue  Paul on his missionary travels  (Acts.17v5, 18v12, 21v28, 36, 22v22, 23v14, etc.,)  to cause trouble 
during his ministry and subsequent journey to Jerusalem? 
Furthermore,  along with all this confrontation,  he has taken into his care all the ecclesiae  –  guiding The Elders in their responsibilities  (epistles to 
Timothy and Titus,  as “Overseer”  examples)  and also to be suppressing upstarts  (being the harbingers of what was worse to come throughout The 
Gospel Age,  and  entirely fills  the planet today at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”). 

Where it is from these letters of Paul that has continued to bring new TCs during The Gospel Age, long after his murder in Rome.   
As I stated earlier,  thoroughly imbuing  “The Word of God”  and moreover,  fully understanding its righteous operation throughout Mankind,   gives the 
recipient a 6th sense to spot  “deviancy”  -  I can spot a  charlatan  Christian leader  before  he/she  even opens the mouth,  by merely examining the 
deportment  (the opened mouth then confirms my earlier assessment)! 

Paul carries an enormous responsibility upon his shoulders to ensure that he correctly fulfils Yahweh’s Desire. 
 
89th Comment – Are people weak, –  then so are TCs! 
89th Comment – Are people ensnared by false religion?  –   TCs become  indignant/impassioned  over this! 
Evident from their sermons,  worldly Christian Leaders have no concern over this but “jump into bed” with false religion. 
91st Comment – TCs show they  are  like the common-man by exposing their weakness  (in circumstance,  not  character). 
92nd Comment – TCs are not robots without emotions –  they  aglow/impassioned  about The Environment both social and 
physical,  but while they are entirely autonomous,  they feely subject themselves  entirely as slaves to Yahweh  –  being His 
Word of God,  knowing that it is only He  (and the entities with the HS)  Who wishes the very best for us into the eternity. 
93rd Comment – TCs  sincerely  state,  Yahweh witnesses their work load and affliction,  being that He will judge 
appropriately in  “The  Special/Greater  Judgement”  made during a Christian’s 1st part of their physical life for 
appropriate positioning within The Millennium based upon the Christian’s  “synapse construction mapping”. 
Noting,  the judgment of any Christian can go  one  of  THREE  ways for any specific individual “Christian. 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
2Cor. 11v29 og who/which/what/whether  (he/she is) {being feeble/weak/impotent/diseased},   
2Cor. 11v29 og also  no/not/none  (I am) {being feeble/weak/impotent/diseased}?    
2Cor. 11v29 og who/which/what/whether  (he/she is) scandalised/entrapped/{caused to stumble/fall}/{enticed to sin},   
2Cor. 11v29 og also  no/not/none  (emphatic) I/me  {be ignited}/aglow/inflamed/burn/{be on fire}? 
2Cor. 11v29 = Who  he/she  is  weak/feeble?   Also  not  I am  feeble/weak?  

Who  he/she  is caused to  stumble/snared/{enticed to sin}?   Also  not  emphatic I (Paul)  aglow/inflamed/burn?  
 

Who  he/she  is  weak/feeble?   (Being an excuse  “Leaders of Religion”  will pose to  “defend”  their present lifestyle  [“we are only human …”].) 
          (“We are only human”  is precisely why  “Leaders of Religion”  are  rejected for  The Anointing,  however TCs do something about it, see context) 
Also am I not weak?   (I am human also – with my failings  [but I ardently drive myself as a  faithful slave  to The Lord/Master,  Luke.17v7-9]) 
Who  he/she  is caused to  stumble/snared?   (I am human and make mistakes  [however Paul’s mistakes are  genuine mistakes,  not  premeditated]) 
Also not  emphatic I (Paul)  aglow/burn?   (I am human and internally burn with anger at worldly affairs –  and speak out violently against them?) 
 

Paul is attempting to show the reader that  “he is human”  like his fellow man.   
Whatever he can do  –  so can any other person within reason  –  provided we try the very best we are able to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire!   

That is what Yahweh Desires being the 100% of what we are personally able  (Matt.25v15)  –  just as there is the 2 talent person and the 5 talent person.   
JC did not expect 5 talent interest from the 2 talent man  –  but the 100% yield for another 2 talents sufficed,  –  because that was all the 2 talent person 
was capable of delivering  –  but they did deliver - faithfully! 

They respectively exercised their  “weight of responsibility”  (being what the  talent/minas  means, Matt.25v19-22, Luke.19v16-19)  
Paul is showing us  not  to be apathetic and passive to Yahweh’s Word  –  but to personally get out onto the front line and start imitating him. 
Therefore, Paul asks the rhetorical question  

Are some people weak?   –  I too am weak! 
But also notice  why  he puts it like this for the further understanding  (to the standard understanding given above)  

Also,  I am weak to those people who are weak,  he brings himself to same level as the recipient to maximise knowledge transfer. 
Paul then moves onto the constant problem he faces  (through entrapment by worldly reasoning  –  distributed by worldly religious leaders)  

Are some people caused to  stumble/snared/{enticed to sin}  –  I empathise with them! 
But also notice how he empathises with them  

While it could be stated,  he also can become  inflamed/excited  over worldly matters  –  but he still contains it within. 
However,  we know from what he does,  he turns these inner human emotions into positive aid - 

He is not apathetic but has a burning  passion/zeal/desire  consuming his inside,  to help these people reform back to Yahweh. 
Rather than condemn the  “beguiled innocent”  he is moved to always help  –  and likewise we should also copy his example. 
In conclusion,  we must understand that TCs are not robots without emotions  –  they  aglow/impassioned  about The Environment,  both social and 
physical,  but while they are entirely autonomous,  they freely subject themselves  entirely as  slaves  to Yahweh  –  being His  “Word of God”,  knowing 
that it is  only He  (and those entities with the HS  [being the correct composite definition of the HS])  Who has our long term best interests  “at heart”. 
2Cor. 11v30 og If  (to) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must,  the (things)  of the   
2Cor. 11v30 og feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  (I shall) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice. 
2Cor. 11v30 = If  {it is necessary}/behoves  to  boast/vaunt/rejoice,   

I shall  boast/vaunt/rejoice  the things  {of my}  feebleness/infirmity/weakness. 
 

If it is necessary to  boast/vaunt   (about personal  abilities/capabilities) 
I shall  boast/vaunt  the things of my  feebleness/weakness   (a TC will  never  take  The First/Most  position in society,  but only  The Least/Last). 
 

I will only  boast/vaunt/rejoice  of my weakness,  so I shall not be elevated beyond my  position/station  within yourselves. 
Does this occur today within our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”?     
Where,  by definition  The  “Leader”  takes   “The First/Most  position”  in society! 

2Cor. 11v31 og The  {Specific God}  also  (the) father/forebear  of the  Lord/Master  {of/from us}   
2Cor. 11v31 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (he) knows/understands/{is aware}/sees/perceives,   
2Cor. 11v31 og The (One [Yahweh])  am/being/have  (the) adorable/blessed/{worthy of praise}   
2Cor. 11v31 og into/unto  the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods},   
2Cor. 11v31 og because  not  (I am) {deceiving by falsehood}/{uttering an untruth}/lying. 
2Cor. 11v31 = “The Specific God”  (Yahweh),   

also  The Father  (Yahweh)   of our  lord/master  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  -  He  (Yahweh)   knows/understands/sees,   
The One  (Yahweh)   being  blessed/{worthy of praise}  unto  the  ages/{Messianic periods},   
because  I am  not  {deceiving by falsehood}/lying. 

 

“The Specific God” (Yahweh),   also The Father (Yahweh)  of our  lord/master   (“The Word of God”   controlling  our  [TCs’]  mind) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (JC has been anointed by Yahweh unto Sonship,  and it is JC as God’s Word that controls a TC’s mind) 
He (Yahweh)  knows/understands/sees   (in “The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  of  “Christians”  [1Sam.16v7-13, Rev.4v6 for future Kingship]). 
The One (Yahweh)  being  blessed/{worthy of praise}  unto the ages   (plural = forever   [{1}  The Millennium,  {2} The Eternity afterwards]), 
Because I  (Paul,  as a demonstrable faithful TC,  see above verses v24-28 for his credentials)  am not lying! 
 

Paul is making the specific point,  “The Almighty God” (Yahweh)  is  “The Specific God”  and Father of our Lord JC -  and He is able to know and 
understand that Paul is utterly sincere in his wholesome teaching. 
Again,  it should be noted,  when  “anointed”  becomes personalised –  Paul uses “Jesus” -  rather than just  “The Appointment of Office”  by Yahweh. 
Again I state,  up to 2013 CE,  this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders,  because they  never  teach of The Goal of which Yahweh Desires! 
 
94th Comment – Paul gives an example immediately after his conversion  –  how TCs are immediately attacked by “The 
Professional Leaders of Religion”  leading a  “Hate campaign”  against any person teaching  “1st Century Christianity”! 
2Cor. 11v32 og In  (to the [= within]) Damascus  the  {governor of district}/{local ruler}/ethnarch  (the) Aretas   
2Cor. 11v32 og of the  {foundation of power}/sovereign/king   
2Cor. 11v32 og (he) {watched in advance}/{mounted a guard}/{hemmed in}/{kept (within a garrison)}   
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2Cor. 11v32 og the (city)   (of the) Damascus  (the) {town large/or with walls}/city,   
2Cor. 11v32 og (to the) squeeze/seize/arrest/capture/apprehend/catch/{lay hand upon}/take   
2Cor. 11v32 og I/me/my  (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}. 
2Cor. 11v32 = Within Damascus the  governor/{local ruler}  the  Aretas  of the  king,  

he guarded  the  city/town  of the  Damascenes,  desiring  to  seize/arrest  me. 
 

Within Damascus,  Aretas,  the governor of the king, 
He guarded the city of the Damascenes,  desiring to arrest me. 
 

Paul now enters the tail end of the account found in Acts. Chapter 9. 
2Cor. 11v33 og Also  through (reason of)   (of the) {an aperture}/window  in  (to the [= within]) basket (interwoven/wickerwork)   
2Cor. 11v33 og (I was) lowered/{let down}  through (reason of)  of the  wall,   
2Cor. 11v33 og also  (I) {fled out}/escaped  the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  {of them}. 
2Cor. 11v33 = Also  through reason  of the  window  within the  basket  I was  lowered  through reason  of the  wall,   

also  I  escaped   (from)   their  hands. 
 

Also through a window,  I was lowered within a basket through of the  (tall city)  wall. 
Also I escaped  (from)  their hands. 
 

Paul reciting what had occurred to him a few weeks after his conversion at Acts chapter 9. 
 
 
95th Comment – Paul as a TC speaks of an experience he had,  not to boast,  but only used so that people might become 
Brethren by understanding  why  he is a TC,  enduring affliction and persecution for  no  worldly return. 
96th Comment – Paul explains 14 years ago (41 CE) he had an experience  –  whether it was physical outside his body,  or 
merely a vision within the mind  (Yahweh firing Paul’s synapse mapping accordingly)  -  only Yahweh through JCg knows! 
10th Prophecy – Paul saw a vision of The Park in the 3rd  heaven/sky  and heard things that he could not publicly repeat. 
75th Allegory – The Park = Place of future happiness (paradise)  –  equivalent to The Garden of Eden –  under the perfect 
control of Yahweh’s regime administered by Yahweh’s faithful premier Son JCg that is to occur within The Millennium. 
A society wholly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of tranquillity, no pain, no fraud, no wars, no pollution, no tears (Rev.21v1-4). 
76th Allegory – 3rd =  “The Third Epoch”  being  “The Culmination of Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”  –  being  
“The Remnant”  extracted out of  “The 3rd  Epoch of Israel”  (where “Israel” then becomes “The Resurrected World”). 
77th Allegory – Heaven(s) = singular refers to the  authority  around  “The Earth”,  plural represents  “The Universe”. 
Thus,  singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens  refer to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our many near useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the 
translators seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word 
(Matt.23v13)  except in the NIV, they proudly state in the preface to ignore the plural in its entirety! 
78th Allegory – Unspeakable things = Yahweh through JCg explaining Paul’s position within this future arrangement. 
Where “unspeakable” means “beyond what words can express”  and in context  “not  ready for  public  consumption” – 
Paul is instructed  not  to publicise what he was told  –  because The World was  not  yet ready for it. 
102nd Reasoning – Yahweh explained to Paul that during  “The 3rd Epoch of Human Salvation”  all  “The Sons of God” 
shall be serving alongside JCg to teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”  within which they would finally 
judge alongside JCg who of The Resurrected World are to become  “The Children of The Special Marriage”  between JCg 
and The Bride of Christ  (being the 144000 TCs [= The Sons of God]  elected out of The Gospel Age). 
103rd Reasoning – Paul schooled in The Tanakh knew of  The Ancient  Worthies/Prophets  having been extracted from out  
“The 1st Epoch of Israel”  to become JC’s “Other Flock” (John.10v16);  now Yahweh  was/is  extracting out His  “Sons of 
God”  during  “The 2nd Epoch of  Israel”  (= The Christian Nation)  to become  JC’s Small/Own  Flock  (Luke.12v32, 
John.10v3)  –  of which Paul would be one of some 144000 in total;  and then in the future  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  will 
be  “The Resurrected World”  from out of which  “The Personally Reformed Peopled”  shall achieve salvation. 
2Cor. 12v1 og (To) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice  now/then/doubtless/therefore/must  not   
2Cor. 12v1 og (it is) {bearing together}/contributing/profitable/{being better/good}/expedient/advantage  {to me}/mine;   
2Cor. 12v1 og (I will) accompany/appear/bring/come [middle voice]  for  into/unto  (the) appearances/apparitions/visions   
2Cor. 12v1 og also  (the) disclosures/appearances/manifestations/revelations  (of the) Lord/Master. 
2Cor. 12v1 = Now/Then  to  boast/vaunt/glory,  not  it is  {to my}  profit/advantage/gain,   

for  I will  personally  accompany/come/bring  unto  (you)  the  appearances/visions   
also  the  revelations/disclosures/understandings  of the  lord/master. 

Now to  boast/vaunt,  not it is to my  profit/gain   (for a worldly return,  from what I am about to say   [unlike  “Leaders of Religion”]), 
for I will personally bring unto  (you)  the  appearances/visions   (being what was uniquely given to Paul) 
also the  revelations/appearances  of the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”). 
 

Paul chooses to boast here  –  not  for his personal gain,   but rather to assist The Brethren  (for their  gain)  into understanding what he has been 
through,  and is prepared to disclose to them,  which becomes an exhortation for them to become like him  –  being    What is on offer in The Millennium. 
Check out the NIV  –  the translators lose the  “{to me}/mine}”  and thus  “scramble the sense”   –  so typical of 100’s of examples throughout the NIV,  
it is best to either burn or compost it -  so that its worldly interpretation does not infect a victim’s mind! 
2Cor. 12v2 og (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man    
2Cor. 12v2 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  fore/{in front of}/prior  (of the) years  fourteen,   
2Cor. 12v2 og {if too}/whether  in  (to the [= within]) {whole/sound body}/bodily,   
2Cor. 12v2 og no/not/none  (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive,   
2Cor. 12v2 og {if too}/whether  (the) exterior/{aside from}/besides/outside/{out of}   
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2Cor. 12v2 og of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily,   
2Cor. 12v2 og no/not/none  (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive,   
2Cor. 12v2 og the  {specific god}  (he) knows/understands/{is aware}/sees/perceives]   
2Cor. 12v2 og (the) seized/{caught (away/up)}/plucked/pulled/{taken (by force)}   
2Cor. 12v2 og the  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such one}  (person) 
2Cor. 12v2 og until/{up to}/while  (of the) {third (part in time/place/rank)}/thirdly/3rd  (of the)  heaven/sky. 
2Cor. 12v2 = I  know/aware/understand  the man  (Paul)  within  the  Christ/Anointed  before/prior  (today,  by)  14 years,   

[whether within the  {whole/sound body}  not  I  know/understand,   
whether  the  exterior/outside  of the  {whole/sound body}  not  I  know/understand;   
“the specific god”  knows/understands],   
the  {caught up}/plucked/taken/seized  {truly this}/{such one}  person  (Paul)   
until/{up to}/while  of the  {third part/time/place}  of the  sky/heaven   (immediate zone above the ground  [as around the Earth])  

 

I (Paul)  know the man (Paul)  within the Anointed   (learning of  what is possibly available  as  “The Goal”  upon a Christian's resurrection) 
before  (today by)  14 years   (this occurred about 7 years after Paul was intercepted by JCg on  “The Road to Damascus”,  Acts.9v3-12  [34 CE]), 
whether  (I was)  within the whole  (physical) body,  not I  know/understand; 
whether  (I was)  outside the whole  (physical) body,   not I  know/understand; 
“the specific god”   (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  explaining to proven Paul about his future)   knows/understands, 
caught up truly this person  (Paul) 
up to of the third part of the heaven   (singular = the local zone above The Earth = sky,  but in this  prophetic  instance = 3rd Epoch of Authority). 
 

Paul tells us,  he is a man whose  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is the  one/same  as JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and 14 years earlier  
(whether this experience was outside the body,  or a vision within the mind,  only  “the specific god”  would know),  but he was caught up within this 
experience  until/{up to}/while  the 3rd  part/time/place  of the  sky/heaven. 

What does all this mean? 
Firstly,  let us establish the time when this event occurred, of which we can do by determining the writing of this epistle. 
This letter was written in 55 CE on his third and final missionary journey,  being a few months before Paul moved on from Macedonia to visit them for 
his second and last time.   Therefore,  we can reason Paul had this vision 55 CE – 14 years = 41 CE,  some 7 years after his conversion at 34 CE on the 
road to Damascus (Act.9v3-6),  of which I explain the derivation of this date in my commentary to Gal.2v1.  The full details of this experience Paul kept 
quiet and would have only shared it with those specific individuals being,  or becoming,  fully committed TCs  (see v4)  by mouth  (for example,  Apollos, 
Timothy, etc.).   
This is why he stated   “Unspeakable things”  inasmuch he was told things  beyond present worldly consumption  and we can assume Paul was 
instructed by JCg  not  to publicise what he had been taught  –  because all this should  unfold in due season  within The Gospel Age as now  precisely 
explained on this website  “FutureLife.Org”. 

Now the juicy bit! 
What does   “until/{up to}/while  the 3rd  part/time/place  of the  sky/heaven”  mean? 

I present this offering and  it stands steadfast  until someone else can produce a superior hypothesis  –  consistent with Yahweh’s Most Eminent Plan. 
Background explaining the several phases of Paul’s conversion. 
Phase one. 

Paul was a trained debater and an  exceedingly proficient scholar  of the Tanakh from a high-class Pharisee Family. 
He was fully convinced of Christianity to be heresy to The Jewish Faith,  diluting it and made filthy by  bringing-in  Gentile nations to become 
accepted as part of Abraham’s descendants. 
He was a  “receptive tool”  used by  “The Religious Authorities”  to  persecute/capture  and kill  “Christians”. 
He then travelled to Damascus on a mission to seek out,  and then destroy a Christian grouping found there. 

Phase two. 
Yahweh intercepted Paul and his entourage through JCg,  and stopped him in his tracks  –  brought Saul (Hebrew name)  to become Paul  
(Roman name)  to his knees  (Acts.9v3-12).  As I explained in my commentaries to this event in Acts,  Paul  sincerely thought  he was doing  
“The Correct Thing”  to support God’s Word (part 1)  as contained in The Tanakh – yet JCg made him question everything onto which He 
had earlier clung. 

Phase three. 
Paul withdrew himself for 3 years in Arabia (Gal.1v17-18)  for him to meditate upon  (1) what he had learnt,  schooled from a child 
(Acts.22v3, 26v3-6)  and (2) this devastating encounter with JCg (Acts.9v3-6, 1Cor.15v8)  that completely undermined what he had assumed 
to be correct  (as [errantly] taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”).   Paul would have known about JC’s teaching and perhaps been 
amongst The Crowd to gather evidence against JC,  yet he had dismissed JC’s interpretation of The Tanakh as being heretical. 
Consequently,  during these three years Paul would have been mulling over everything within his mind to try and understand how everything 
pieced together,  until it all dropped into place.  This would be hard work for Paul  -  completely tearing down what he knew and rebuild it 
metaphorically,  stone by stone. 

Phase four. 
Everything clicked into place within his mind and he returned to Damascus,  on the assumption the brethren there would accept him,  knowing 
he was subdued in their presence – and not the murderous monster  “1st Century Christians”  assumed him still to be. 
With Barnabas’ help,  Paul is accepted into the brethren and starts his local teaching within  Damascus/Israel,  and this  “turncoat”  was 
detested by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”.   Paul was proving himself to be a proficient teacher over these four years. 

Phase five. 
We now enter this section 2Cor.12v1-3 occurring in about 41 CE some six years before his first missionary journey out into Asia Minor. 
Paul had proved himself  -  ready for the next stage of his life,  consolidating the new Christian church in Antioch from whence he would start 
his three ministry journeys of these time frames 47 to 48, 49 to 52, and 53 to 55 CE. 
It was  after  some thirteen years since Paul’s interception on the road to Damascus by JCg,  did Yahweh intervene in Paul’s first missionary 
to smite an opposing magician  (Acts.13v6-11),  and then perhaps one miracle per year performed by Yahweh  to aid Paul in his ministry. 
Somewhat different to what we see today by our  charlatan Christian leaders performing their feigned miracles commensurate to  “dragging a 
rabbit out of the hat”  for the great audience applause and monetary donations!  

That gives some background behind what Paul is about to teach us here. 
Yahweh through JCg  re-straightened  the extensive knowledge  Paul had of the Tanakh to allow him to understand how Christians  (to include reformed 
Jews)  were to become “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (entrusted with God's Word having  evolved through JC  from The Tanakh)  from out which Yahweh was 
to  draw-out  by  election/selection  His future “Sons of God”.    These  “Early Adopters”  of  “God’s Word”  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so 
they might teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  in  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  in The Millennium,  to draw out  “The Late Adopters”  as  
“The Children from out of   JCg and Bride of TCs”  having attained Sonship to Yahweh  –  just as had JC became once again JCg upon his resurrection. 
This was the culmination of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19)  being the full growth period of humans from  “birth to harvest”,  
where the land was prepared  (repented)  in winter but barren of seed,  then God’s Word as the seed is sown in Spring and germinated in the dark  (= 
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Satan’s methodology covering The Earth for 6000 years),  then sprouting into the sunlight of The Millennium  (= Yahweh’s methodology)  being the 
Summer for the full growth to fruiting.   Then finally  “The Harvest”  to occur in the autumn  (of the metaphoric year). 

That is  “The Acceptable (being what is Righteous) Year of The Lord”  (= Righteous Yahweh)  of what is to occur to us. 
Paul was made privy to the situation within which he would exist during  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  –  where he would be ruling as a  king/priest 
(2Tim.4v6-8, Rev.3v21)  over  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  where  “Israel”  would be  “The Resurrected World”  learning  “Righteousness”. 
          Paul would be a leading part of  “The Organisation [New Jerusalem] over The Earth”  ruling over  (as sky/authority)  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”. 
Translated this means,  Paul in this vision would be - 

Personally  “in  The 3rd Epoch of the  heaven/sky/authority”  witnessing his duties over  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  in prophesy  being the 
reason why he  must move forward  to become a foremost Apostle (alongside the other original eleven),  so he might then make this future 
scenario occur as a reality  -  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  

Again notice how Paul uses  “ho theos”  because the context shifted from JCg as having originally invited him on  “The Road to Damascus”  (some 
seven years earlier),  and then it is Yahweh becoming  “The Adopting Father”  to Paul  “enslaved”  to this future resultant having proved himself during 
those seven years  “of completeness by oath”. 
Let me repeat – it is  not  a  “quick fix”  to become “An Early Adopter”  and thus gain the HS  -  but takes many, many years of the utmost dedication of 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire before Yahweh accepts us as a TC and ideally elects us for Sonship,  as  all  the examples in The Bible tell us  (please read my 
local commentaries to subdue and then clear the fog generators installed by the leaders of Christendom)! 

Any Christian leader who tells you otherwise is a fraudster to what Yahweh Desires! 
2Cor. 12v3 og Also  (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  the (person [Paul]) 
2Cor. 12v3 og {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such one}  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man,   
2Cor. 12v3 og {if too}/whether  in  (to the [= within]) {whole/sound body}/bodily,   
2Cor. 12v3 og {if too}/whether  (the) exterior/{aside from}/besides/outside/{out of}   
2Cor. 12v3 og of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily,  no/not/none  (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive,  
2Cor. 12v3 og “the specific god”  (he) knows/understands/{is aware}/sees/perceives, 
2Cor. 12v3 = Also  I  know/aware/understand  {truly this}/{such one}  the  person  (Paul)   a man.   

Whether  within the  {whole/sound body},   whether  the  exterior/outside  of the  {whole/sound body},   
not  I  know/understand,  “the specific god”  He  knows/understands. 

 

Also I (Paul)  know/understand  the person (Paul)  truly this man (myself)   
whether  (I was)  within the whole  (physical) body,   
whether  (I was)  outside of the whole  (physical)  body not I  know/understand; 
“the specific god”  (Yahweh instructing JC as  “The Word of God”  to invite Paul to become a Christian)  knows/understands, 
 

Paul is not certain whether it was a physical occurrence outside the body or perhaps something that was spiritually operating within his brain.   
Paul knows,  it was JCg speaking to him,  but it was Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= HS)  hence “ho theos” = “the specific 
god”  was used in the writings to show the dual nature of The Contact depending upon the frame of contextual reference  –  especially so upon reflection,  
Paul is accepted by Yahweh.   In this manner,  Yahweh becomes “The Specific God”  of Paul,  after  JCg was originally  “the specific god’  of Saul  
(Paul’s earlier name while a professed Jew)  who forgave Saul  (equivalent at Matt.9v2-6)  and invited him in to be part of JCg’s fleshly body here upon 
The Earth during The Gospel Age. 

Can the reader understand this simple exegesis? 
I write this for our  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  who would find this most difficult to understand  -  more so than  “The General Public”,  
hence JC’s repeated comment about  “The Babes”  understanding  “The Word of God”  by contrast to  “The Supposed Mature in Knowledge”. 
2Cor. 12v4 og because  (he [Paul] was) seized/{caught (away/up)}/plucked/pulled/{taken (by force)}  into/unto   
2Cor. 12v4 og the  park/{place of future happiness}/paradise,  also  (he [Paul]) heard/listened/understood/responded   
2Cor. 12v4 og (the) unsaid/inexpressible/unspeakable  (the) utterances/topics/narrations/words  who/which/that   
2Cor. 12v4 og no/not/none  (the) {it being publicly correct}/lawful/permitted  (to the) countenance/{human-being}/man   
2Cor. 12v4 og (to) speak/utter/say. 
2Cor. 12v4 = Because  he  (Paul)   was  {caught up}/plucked/taken/seized  into/unto  the  park/{place of future happiness}/paradise   

also  he  heard  the  inexpressible/unspeakable/{beyond explanation}  the  expressions/narrations,   
which  the  man  (is)  not  the  {publicly correct}/permitted/lawful  to  speak/utter/say. 

 

Because he (Paul)  was caught up into the  park/paradise   (being a vision of  “The Future Resurrected World”  in The Millennium) 
also he heard the unspeakable narrations   (instructed how  “The New System”  was to operate  –  and of his position within it) 
which the man  (Paul, is)  not publicly correct to  speak/utter   (Paul was instructed  not  to teach it – being of  his  very high  position within it). 
 

Therefore Paul is telling us in semi-coded manner,  he experienced a situation that  will occur  in the future  –  being of what I call  “The Millennium”  
based upon what we are told in The Bible at Rev.20v3-7, 2Pet.3v8 and “The Day of The Lord”  (being often used,  where .  JCg is  “The Lord of The 
Great Sabbath Day”  that  “is required for men to be perfected”  Mark.2v27-28.  This is what JC personally covered in death John.19v31, 20v1,  so that 
he could righteously cover us over The Millennium while we purify our minds within perfected DNA physical bodies (given in trust).  All this would be 
Overseen by the 144000 TCs  (of which Paul will be one)  in  heavenly/celestial  physical bodies  (1Cor.15v35-55)  as that of which JCg received upon 
his resurrection as  “The First”  of  “The Firstfruits”  (all as I explain elsewhere). 
I would understand that Paul experienced a taste of  “The Goal”  towards which he should be aiming  -  where this would become  “The Knowledge”  to 
assist him in what will become his future ministry.   
But he states    

It is  not  {publicly correct}/permitted  –  which simply means JCg instructed the contents within  “Paul's Vision”  was not for public 
consumption  (as commanded to John at Rev.10v4 of which I now thoroughly explain,  as time is now ripe for its disclosure),  especially here 
just after Paul had said  “I will boast of my weakness’ 11v30,  is hardly likely to say in the same breath    
       “By the way,  I am to be highly positioned to rule over The Whole Resurrected World in The Millennium!”  –  Is he! 
Also spoken like this,  Paul is not actively boasting,  but actually  “seeding the ground”  for us significantly interested to reason upon what he 
is teaching us in this somewhat clandestine manner.  Thus we realise  “The Knowledge”  has been laid and now enables people throughout 
The Gospel Age to actively search for  “The Knowledge”  – rather than everything –  “handed out on a plate”. 
It is a  well-known  fact,  people value for what they strive  –  and treat with almost disregard what is freely given,  – hence this becomes The 
Self-Imposed active  “Sifting Process of The Gospel Age”.   Yahweh is seeking out by  election/selection  those specific individuals to become 
part of the 144000 TCs  –  ready for  “The Next Stage”  of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Paul was instructed to guard this information because as we are told elsewhere,  there are certain things in The Bible that should be sealed until the time 
is right for them to be fulfilled (Dan.12v9, Rev.10v4, etc.).  “FutureLife.Org now explains what all these areas mean,  because The Gospel Age is about 
to close,  the approximate 2000 year Gospel Age is almost complete to close  The Working Week’ (Heb.4v4)  under Satan’s leasehold ready for Yahweh 
to bring in  “The Great Sabbath 7th Day”.   This is the time when we shall be at “Yahweh’s Rest”  (Heb. chapter 4)  from Satan’s machinations operating 
through his cohorts  (the present-day worldly leaders – particularly those  “Leaders of Religion”).  Paul tells us elsewhere,  he knows very much more,  
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but he must hold back,  else the listener becomes puffed up with self-pride.  Moreover,  as we read in the next verse  –  Paul has no desire to be a 
sensationalist,  and lure people to come for only supernatural experiences in that manner as  “a circus”  (likewise JC during his ministry when he 
performed a physical miracle  –  often he told the cured person not to tell people of the cure,  Matt.8v4, etc.,)  in direct contrast to the many  charlatan 
Christian leaders who magnify their staged events for the personal  worldly  returns from a mass  (worldly)  paying  (in some manner)  audience. 
It is for these given numerous reasons why Paul has not written the account in more detail within his letter.  Clearly by word of mouth to trusted TCs,  for 
example Apollos and Timothy on his travels,  then he would have said very much more.  Likewise,  when we know and thoroughly understand  “The 
Righteousness”  of  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  -  then we can piece together the jigsaw puzzle and gaze at the whole 
completed picture in stupendous awe. 
Sadly,  our  worldly Christian leaders/scholars/theologians  have knowledge to some part of the “puzzle pieces”  laid out in front of them  –  being only  
some  of the pieces they have tipped out of The Box  (but not all the pieces because of Rev.22v18-19).   By contrast,  FutureLife.Org has gathered  ALL  
the pieces,  and comprehensibly put all  “The Knowledge”  together by completely finishing the  “Picture Puzzle”  and can so very clearly see  “The 
Most Righteous Picture”  of Yahweh’s Perfect Plan pristinely presented  -  because I have passed nothing through Rev.22v18-19,  and been active to put 
together all the piece parts  (Matt.7v7-8). 
This is what I shall show The World in my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  and then  “Matt.24v14”  to physically bring in The Millennium. 
 
84th Instruction – TCs will only  boast/rejoice  in an experience that causes learning,  but  never  about their capabilities. 
Instruction – repeat - If a TC boasted in their self  –  then it is not to The Lord,  and thus the boasting would be foolish. 
97th Comment – Paul will boast in his weakness to counter The Experience he had of the future Millennium by vision. 
Comment – repeat - TCs show they are like common-men by exposing their weakness  (in circumstance,  not  character). 
104th Reasoning – TCs are internally driven by  “The Word of God”  that instructs us to be  humble/contrite  within The 
World because that is  the only route  that enables people to personally reform from out of present worldly methodology. 
If (most) people cannot do it in the 1st part of their physical life  (Leaders of politics, religion, and commerce)  then they 
shall be given their last opportunity in The Millennium,  after which if still rebellious,  then they shall be annihilated.  
85th Instruction – TCs speak truthfully of their weakness  (inference being  -  worldly people exaggerate their abilities), 
Thus,  enabling the recipient to make  his/her  own judgement if a TC is better than what is said about themselves. 
2Cor. 12v5 og Over/Above/Beyond/{For the sake of}/{Behalf of}/Instead  of the  (matter [experience])  
2Cor. 12v5 og {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such one}  (I will) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice  
2Cor. 12v5 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  and  (of the) {my own}/myself   
2Cor. 12v5 og not  (I will) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice  if  not [= except]   
2Cor. 12v5 og in  to the [= within]  feebleness/maladies/infirmities/weaknesses [plural]  {of me}/mine [Paul]. 
2Cor. 12v5 = {For the sake/behalf of}  of the  matter  (experience)   {truly this}/{such one}  I will  boast/vaunt/rejoice   

and I will not  boast/vaunt/rejoice  {for the sake/behalf of}  of the  myself  except  within my  feebleness/weakness/infirmities. 
 

For the  sake/behalf  of such this one matter   (supernatural experience,  being the opportunity to experience what The Millennium will be like) 
I (Paul)  will  boast/vaunt   (inasmuch,  Yes!   This event occurred to me  -  but I shall  not  make any worldly gain out of it … … ) 
             (= I will  boast/vaunt  only inasmuch   This  is  The Gospel Message  of  “The Goal of The Anointing”  being possible as determined by Yahweh)  
and I will not  boast/vaunt  for the sake of myself   (because it would be improper for me to boast that  “I will lead”  “The Resurrected World”) 
except within my  feebleness/weakness   (to keep my mind in  “The Correct Position”,  so that  Eze.28v12-19  does not likewise occur to me). 
 

We read in this incident Paul pushes it away from him into the 3rd person  –  because he does not want to be asked further questions on this subject – he 
is  not  a sensationalist knowing that true TCs will  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  for themselves over time.  Thus he only desires for the 
recipients of  “The Word of God”  to gain  accurate  knowledge,  opening the door  (Rev.3v20)  for Yahweh to then work through them as individuals  –  
for their own experiences that further His Desire to bring forward His  “Plan for Human Salvation”.   

But absolutely  not  given to titivate animalistic,  self-indulgent minds  -  as we witness throughout Christendom  (particularly of its leaders)! 
This has fully matured over the last 100 years giving the worldly animalistic euphoria in charismatic services that does  not  yield TCs. 

Thus Paul gives a very limited account of what occurred to him within this supernatural event,  because he desires the recipient not to lose sight of the 
internal  reform/adjustment  within the  “synapse construction”  that is required,  rather than draw their focus upon outside wonders.  This is contrary to 
the many  charlatan Christian leaders performing these illusions to set themselves and their  “magic acts”  apart/aloof  from the recipient,  as we are 
told at  Acts.8v9-23, 13v6-11  for our warning. 
The  charlatan Christian leader intrinsically does  not  want the recipient to become like the charlatan for several obvious reasons - 

1. He/she  personally becomes exposed as a fraudster  (“takes one to recognise one”  is a common expression). 
2. He/she  requires  “the river of self-indulgence”  to keep flowing towards  him/herself  (they do not want anybody on  “their patch”)! 
3. “Knowledge is power”  and the last thing they want is to teach “ Bible knowledge”,  other than a few frivolous repeated soundbites! 

But in sincerity,  Paul wants none of these worldly attributes,  but rather to reform the recipients  “synapse construction”  to become  worthy of Sonship 
–  so he sets the example for them to become like him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.,  becomes the constant reminder for us). 

Can the reader see the difference  in motives?  –  Being precisely what Yahweh and JCg view  (1Sam.16v7-13  for future Kingship)! 
Paul thus becomes humble and shows us his infirmities  –  because he knows we are all human and we all have our infirmities  –  he is just like us,  and 
he  implores us to become like him  (see above citations and also 1Cor.9v19-23 where he engages with us  –  and  not  to be an aloof  “Showman”)! 
Thus,  we realise  charlatan Christian leaders in their staged choreography are  not  TCs – but  anti-Christ/Anointing  for Sonship,  thereby suppressing 
the 144000 TCs from occurring and by consequence,  actively delaying The Millennium from occurring – that fulfils  Satan’s Desire! 

In this manner,   they oppose what Yahweh Desires! 
We return to exactly understanding what  “Yahweh Desires”   –  which is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders  (please see glossary). 
2Cor. 12v6 og if  For  (I may/should) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  (to) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice,   
2Cor. 12v6 og no/not/none  (I) {shall be}/{come to pass}  (the) mindless/stupid/ignorant/egotistic/unwise/foolish;   
2Cor. 12v6 og (the) truth/verity  for  (I will) say/utter/speak,    
2Cor. 12v6 og (I) abstain/{treat leniently}/forbear/spare  and  not  {some/any/certain person}  into/unto  I/me/my   
2Cor. 12v6 og (he/she to) reckon/calculate/reason [middle voice]   over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor. 12v6 og who/which/that  (he/she) beholds/sees/looks/beware/{takes heed}  I/me/my;  or/than/either/rather   
2Cor. 12v6 og (he/she) hearkens/hears/listens/understands/responds  {some/any/certain thing}  {from/out of}  
2Cor. 12v6 og {of me}/mine. 
2Cor. 12v6 = For  if  I may/should  determine/desire/{be pleased}  to  boast/vaunt/rejoice   (my infirmities)   

(then)  not  I shall be  the  mindless/foolish/egotistical;   for  I will  say/speak  the  truth/verity,   
and  I  spare/forbear  not/lest  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  to  personally  reckon/account/think  unto  me  
over/beyond/above  what  he/she  sees/beholds  (in/of)  me;   
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or  he/she  hears/understands  {some/any/certain thing}  {from out of}  {of me}.  
 

For if I should  determine/desire  to  boast/vaunt   (about myself –  in a  fleshly/worldly  sense) 
(then)  I shall not be  mindless/egotistical,  for I will  say/speak  The Truth   (as only sourced by Yahweh –  concerning what Yahweh Desires), 
             (I speak of this fact as having truly occurred to me,  not to boast – but only said to show what is  possible/available  provided we imitate JC) 
and I  abstain/forebear   (I hold back from speaking anything good about myself  -  that might inflame my ego), 
lest some person  he/she  to personally reckon  over/beyond   (upon showy words  [as might a stage performer lusting for personal glory])    
unto me what  he/she  beholds of me   (when visibly scrutinising what I actually do in life);  
             (I have no desire for a person to think of me to be better than I really am  [I must retain my humility and remain a slave in service to Yahweh]) 
or  he/she  hears/understands  something from out of me   (Paul would rather keep his mouth shut, than say words to vaunt his public stature) 
             (Nothing must be heard that may unjustly amplify Paul’s qualities within the recipient’s mind.  [Do we witness this amongst “World Leaders”?]) 
 

This verse is just so especially important because it helps us to determine  The Character  of those people who supposedly come in Yahweh’s Name;  -  or  
not  in Yahweh’s Name  but in some other  “adversarial”  name – being what  “Satan”  represents within this World.   
We can determine  The Character  of the individual by analysing the person’s output to discover  if  “The Word of God”  has had  “The Power”  to 
reform their initially  callous/recalcitrant  worldly thinking mind  (noting the warnings given at 2Tim.3v5, Titus1v16, etc.,  and throughout The Epistles). 
Once having been reformed by inculcating  “The Word of God”  we can then gain  “The Character”  of JC  once having studied  “God’s Word of parts 1 
and 2”  to output in in our life,  then we display  The Authority  of the TC’s teaching  (Mark.1v22). 

But this is  not the only  indicator to be used  –  so beware,  and we must go just a bit further in our examination. 
We are also to examine their fruitage.  –  What is   “The Fruitage”  like,  because it will be of the same spiritual DNA as The Tree  
(Matt.7v17-21, 12v33  and elsewhere)? 

Thus   TCs  lower  themselves  to enable them to engage with other people  at the same  “one to one”  level.   
TCs do  not  elevate themselves  over what is to be  JC’s flock  upon a stage with a microphone in hand,  because the TC is trying to bring The Flock to 
become like  him/herself  and thus replace the TC!    This is hardly what a  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leader desires  -  taking from their 
patch  (like any street vendor)! 
Moreover,  Yahweh knows  (just as does a TC –  having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate from this world of sin) it is  only  
by personal  humility/contriteness  of The Mind that begins  “The Path of full  Reform/Adjustment”  away from worldly methodology. 
So,  Paul states    

I do not make myself greater than reality when viewed or heard by someone else  (following on from JC teaching Luke.14v7-11).   
Paul kept himself  lowly/humble  as a standard  for us to  emulate/imitate/follow  if  we truly desire to become TCs. 

But what do we witness amongst our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  receiving money for what they  “supposedly give”? 
Quite simply what they supposedly give is a misnomer,  it is simply very much   “a worldly transaction”! 

 
86th Instruction – TCs realising  the highly responsible position  as given,  know that it is all too easy for people to 
become unstable with  knowledge/power  and become  harmful/hurtful  to those lessor people around.  Thus,  TCs must 
always keep in mind their disabilities so they might refrain from considering themselves as demigods with their  
“Knowledge”! 
79th Allegory – Splinter/thorn = Disability that hurt Paul,  to keep reminding him of his carnal minded nature  (presumed 
by scholars to be very poor eyesight;  – and from numerous nuances in his writings,  then I would concur with this). 
105th Reasoning – The Power of Yahweh firstly becomes –  “The Word of God”  operating within The Mind to cause a 
former  callous/hardened  mind to move away from worldly methodology and fully imbue Yahweh's Methodology.   
It is absolutely  not  the shenanigans performed by stage  actors/showmen  Christian leaders  feigning miracles for a  
worldly income of whatever – as might a  “ring-master”  of a circus!   It is an abomination – detested by Yahweh! 
98th Comment – Paul asked for this disability to be removed by Yahweh  –  knowing Yahweh was able to facilitate removal 
but choose not heal,  because Paul would have become less useful to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire with it removed. 
106th Reasoning – TCs will be given support and assistance by Yahweh through JCg to surpass their difficulties in their 
ministry of  “The Word of God”  carefully and  accurately  explained to those eager recipients for  “The Absolute Truth”. 
2Cor. 12v7 og Also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  {throwing beyond others}/{more excellent}/ 

/{beyond measure}/{far more exceedingly}   
2Cor. 12v7 og of the  disclosures/appearances/manifestations/revelations  that  not   
2Cor. 12v7 og (I may/should be) {raised oneself over}/haughty/{exulted self}/{be exulted above measure} [middle voice]   
2Cor. 12v7 og (it was) given/bestowed/granted  {to me}/mine   
2Cor. 12v7 og (the) {withered at the front}/point/prickle/{bodily annoyance}/disability/thorn   
2Cor. 12v7 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}  (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel   
2Cor. 12v7 og (of) Satan/Adversary/Opposer  that  I/me/my  (he/it may/should) {rap with fist}/buffet,  that  not   
2Cor. 12v7 og (I may/should be) {raised oneself over}/haughty/{exulted self}/{be exulted above measure} [middle voice]. 
2Cor. 12v7 = Also  in the  {throwing beyond others}/{far more exceedingly}  of the  revelations/disclosures/understandings   

(so)  that  not  I  may/should  be  personally  {raised over}/haughty/exult   (myself),   
it was  given/bestowed  {to me}  the  point/thorn/splinter/disability  in the  animalistic/{fleshly mind},   
the  messenger/angel  of  Satan/Adversary/Opposer  that  he/it  may/should  {rap with fist}/buffet 
that  not  I  may/should be  personally  {raised over}/haughty/exult   (over other people). 

 

Also in the throwing beyond others of the  revelations/disclosures   (By counter to the important revelation I made known to you in 12v1-4) 
(so)  that I might not be personally haughty   (I need to be pulled  “down to ground”  else I would think myself to be better than other people) 
it was given to me the  point/thorn  in the  animalistic/fleshly  mind   (a reminder that we must not vaunt ourselves,  while being mentally weak) 
the  messenger/angel  of  Satan/Adversary/Opposer  that  he/it  might buffet   (push against my possible  “delusions of grandeur”)  
that not I (Paul)  might be personally haughty   (in my position relative to other people,  they not having my prophetic knowledge). 
 

Paul makes the statement - 
To counter the important revelation I gave to you,  is this new revelation about me  (to show I am only human)  which is - 
I am  (1) imperfect and I have this disability to  (2) stop me from being haughty over other people  (as the recipients of my teaching). 

What a bombshell! 
We can see how Paul’s methodology is so vastly different to our  (political/religious/commerce)  worldly leaders’ methodology! 

We  never  hear this type of thing said by  “leaders of The World”  about themselves during  “the prime”  of their public life! 
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Would we expect to hear a  charlatan Christian leader state to  “the adoring crowd” - 
To counter all these  (feigned) “miracles”  and (invented) “revelations”;   it is that I have physical disabilities to stop me from being haughty –  
and I have prayed to Yahweh to remove this problem and  He has refused to answer my request! 

I really do not even think these sentiments would ever enter the mind of a  charlatan Christian leader giving out  “the patter”  for worldly return! 
This is one tool,  out of several we are able to use,  thereby enabling us to identify the difference between a TC and a  charlatan Christian leader! 
Now being warned,  I expect the more astute  charlatan Christian leader will cover their tracks  –  by throwing something like this into their sermons,  
being a  “feigned sentiment”  for  “political expediency”  (I chose my words carefully)  and thus we must fall back upon JC’s wise tool to  prise-open  
“deception”  (Matt.7v16-19). 
After that important interjection,  then let us consider  “Paul”  as someone to imitate. 
Paul’s ailment is generally understood to be very poor eyesight  (Gal.4v13-15)  either from a disfiguring illness or as a result of his encounter some 14 
years earlier at his conversion on the road to Damascus when the blinding light shone upon him and his entourage (Acts.9/22/26v1-16). 
Noting what occurred to  Jacob/Israel  at Gen.32.24-28  as  “a remembrance”  of  “The Covenant”  agreed between two parties. 
So Paul accepts he could easily become worldly  self-indulgent  with his additional knowledge that could be exploited for worldly gain,  and thus realises 
to  “keep him physically human  –  like everyone else with their infirmities”,  then Yahweh allows this disability to remain with him  –  because Paul is 
more effective to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire with the disability,  than without the disability.   

To paraphrase Shakespeare’s Macbeth recognising his failure   “Vaunting ambition that over-leaps itself and falls the other side”. 
I deliberately placed the alternative word for  “messenger” = “angel”  to provoke within the reader the understanding of  “aggelos”  StrongsTM = 32. 
Thus Paul is always particularly conscious how easy it is for a person to slide over from sanity to insanity when having a great responsibility within this 
present worldly system,  where Satan’s methodology is able to delude  (as witnessed in The World today),  and thus allow humans to become  “worldly”. 
Thus,  this disability will keep coming back to Paul  as a repeated warning  –  

“Paul,  you are human and thus  subject to sinning”  within this present system of things  (Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19)  being the whole ethos of The 
Echelons of Power,  could overtake your mind and become like everyone else,  rather than remain as  “The Bright Luminary of God’s Word”! 

Other notable instances might be worth recalling  (out of so many that could be used – where Yahweh stepped in to quash vanity) - 
King Nebuchadnezzar,  Dan.4v10-37;  King Uzziah,  2Chron.26v14-21;  King Herod,  Acts.12v21-23. 

2Cor. 12v8 og Over/Above/Beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor. 12v8 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  {three times}/thrice  the  Lord/Master   
2Cor. 12v8 og (I) {called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated,   
2Cor. 12v8 og that  (it may/should) {to remove}/{instigate (a revolt)}/desist/desert/depart/withdraw/{draw away}   
2Cor. 12v8 og off/away/separated/from  {of me}/mine. 
2Cor. 12v8 = {For the sake/behalf of}  {concerning this}  (disability)   

I  beseeched/requested  {three times}   (to)   the  Lord/Master (Yahweh)  that  it  may/should  depart/{draw away}  off/from  {of me}. 
 

For the sake of concerning this   (disability)  
I requested three times  (to)  the  Lord/Master (Yahweh)  that it (disability)  might depart  away/from  me (Paul). 
 

Paul tells us, he has prayed several times,  but Yahweh in His  foresight/wisdom  knew Paul would fulfil His Desire better with the disability than 
without.  Thus,  Paul’s request was  not  answered in the manner Paul desired  (hence the request was made three times)  but Paul understood later what 
was best in the long term  –  rather than the short-term relief.  It is all about the  “synapse construction”  for The Future  Millennium,  rather than an 
“emotional lust”  for  “The Immediacy”  of the present worldly system.   I would innocently suggest that Paul had more HS than all these  charlatan 
Christian leaders put together,  and yet Yahweh did not respond to Paul's fervent request this instance;  however, supposedly like  “a puppet on a string”  
these  charlatan Christian leaders are quite able to get  “The Almighty God of The Universe”  to do their bidding when they want!    

I think NOT!   (Matt.4v7). 
That is precisely why they are likely to face  “annihilation”  at the end of their present existence (Luke.12v4-5)  –  just like Judas Iscariot has done! 
2Cor. 12v9 og Also  (He) said/uttered/spoke  {to me}/mine:   
2Cor. 12v9 og (it) {(idea of) rising a barrier}/{ward off}/avail/{be satisfactory/content/enough/suffice/sufficient}   
2Cor. 12v9 og {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  the  grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  {of Me}/I/Me/Mine/My;   
2Cor. 12v9 og the  for  (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  {of Me}/I/Me/Mine/My   
2Cor. 12v9 og in  (to the [= within]) feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness [singular] 
2Cor. 12v9 og (it is) complete/accomplished/{consummated (in character)}/furnished/fulfilled/{made perfect}. 
2Cor. 12v9 og (the) {with great pleasure}/{most/very gladly}  Therefore/Then   
2Cor. 12v9 og {greater degree}/{more than}/better  (I will) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice   
2Cor. 12v9 og in  to the [= within]  feebleness/maladies/infirmities/weaknesses [plural]  {of me}/mine,   that   
2Cor. 12v9 og (he/it may/should) {tent upon}/overshadow/{abide with}/{rest upon}  over/upon/concerning  I/me/myself   
2Cor. 12v9 og the  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
2Cor. 12v9 = Also  He  (Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”)   said to me:   

{Rise above it}/Enough/Sufficient  {to thee}  (is)  My  gift/favour/benefit    (= JC as The Word of God yielding the HS),   
for My  {miraculous  work/power}    (JC as  “The Word of God”  perfecting The Mind to be yielding the HS within The Environment)   
within  the  feebleness/weakness/infirmity  it is  perfected/{consummated in character}/{made complete}.   (chasten a son, Heb.12v5-12) 
Therefore/Then  the  {with great pleasure}/{most gladly}  I will  boast/vaunt/rejoice  within my  feebleness/weakness/infirmity,   
that  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of the  Christ/Anointed    (The Ministry of JC yielding The Appointment for The Mind) 
it  may/should  overshadow/{abide with}/{cover over}/tent    (The Knowledge operating within our mind to  protect/guide  our deportment)  
over/upon/concerning  me.    (We personally imbue  “The Word of God”  to bring about reform within our mind) 

 

Also He (Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”)  said to me: 
  Rise above it; -  to thee  (is)  My  gift/favour/benefit   (“The Word of God”  transforming/driving  the mind allows you to “ride over” problems). 
  For My mighty work   (JC as  “The Word of God”  perfecting The Mind enabling us to yield Yahweh’s HS within The Environment) 
  within  feebleness/weakness  it is perfected   (a weakened  humble/contrite  mind is responsive to  “The Word of God”  reforming The Mind). 
Therefore,  most gladly I will  boast/vaunt  within my  feebleness/weakness   (it is when we are weak,  do we imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
That the mighty work of The Anointed   (being JC as  “The Word of God”  yielding by reform,  “The Office/Appointment  for The Mind”) 
it   (being  “The Mighty Power”  of  God’s Word  reforming our mind to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for us to become Anointed as a future Son of God)   
might cover over   (Godly Knowledge will protect us from expressing worldly methodology within our deportment) 
concerning me   (Paul recognises  “God’s Word”  will chasten a person to become an adopted  “Son of God”  thereby attaining  “The Goal”).  
 

Important Note    
JCg’s physically left the planet after his resurrection (Acts 1v9-11,  Matt.25v14-15)  and he had sowed  “The Seed “ of  “The Word of God”  within 
principally his disciples and future Apostles who were to  personally  move Yahweh’s Plan forward throughout The Nations during The Gospel Age to 
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achieve the 144000 member parts of JCg's physical body  (1Cor.12v12-22).  These 144000  “Early Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology  (as given by 
“The Word of God” [JC])  shall demonstrably show to  “The Judging World”  they  precisely imitate  the DNA of The Tree  (Matt.7v17-21)  being the 
process where Yahweh will be  {grafting in}/{cutting out}  the branches  (TCs/{Christian leaders})  on The Vine  (John.15v1-8, Rom.11v15-25).   
JC has physically departed on a long journey far away  (into the heavens)  and will  not  be physically coming back for about 2000 years  
(Matt.25v14,19, Luke.19v12-15, etc.)  -  irrespective of what our  charlatan Christian leaders might indulgently state  –  they obviously choose  not  to 
read The Bible in its entirety  (Rev.22v18-19). 
Thus JCg has left for us his  presence/parousia  upon The Earth for the some 2000 years as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  within those very specific 
individuals who personally have imbued  “The Word of God”  and made JC  effectively become alive within themselves  by  precisely imitating JC's 
ministry/lifestyle.  These specific individuals have become a  physical  part of the body of Christ to operate within the physical world driven by The Mind 
controlled by The Master,  JC as  “The Word of God” –  precisely as The Bible tells us.   Furthermore,  because the TC ardently fulfils The Master’s 
Desire  -  absolutely and completely,  sequestrating  nothing,  then JC’s presence/parousia  is  “absolutely and completely”  driving their mind in 
precisely the same manner as would JC behave. 
This behaviour of a TC interfacing within The World,  demonstrably shows how  “The Word of God”  operates within  “Christians”  that is being daily 
reviewed and audited by Yahweh for His future sons of God to be given greater responsibility to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”   (to 
Yahweh’s  Desire/Requirements).   Importantly,  it is this behaviour of a TC that  both  (1) teaches hearken people and  (2) condemns rebellious people in 
precisely the same manner as we are told at Heb.11v7 regarding Noah.  This prophetic example gives exactly the same resultant for us,  noting that for 
TCs it has ratcheted up a level to mean “guaranteed life”  –  while for the World  “it is life”  while its members imitate JC’s deportment  –  else personal 
annihilation for any rebellious person after JC’s cover over The Millennium has been removed. 
It is very important to realise the following  “Absolute Truth” - 

1. The people who keep publicly professing they are  “Christians”  and make great public claim to be coming in the name of  “Jesus”,  are very 
likely  not  to have JC's presence/parousia  within them.  These individuals have quite  “a nice little earner”  in making this fraudulent claim 
for  “The Public Acclaim”  and worldly returns this might bring to them. 

2. The people who regularly (daily)  and  actively/accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to their neighbour  without  hype,  custom and 
ceremony on a  “one to one”  basis –  in  humility/contriteness  for absolutely  no  worldly return  (except abuse from  “Leaders of Religion”)  
are much more likely to have JC's  presence/parousia  within themselves!   Because logically   What else can be their driver? 

There is nothing mystic in this verse  –  but pure inductive reasoning teaches us  “The Benefit”  that comes from Yahweh is initially  “The Word of God”  
which operates within a hearkening individual having a mind to reform and personally grow upon  “The Word of God”.   

This absolute reform brings about  personal protection  from the pitfalls within The World  –  because we make the correct decision  not  to 
follow Worldly Reasoning in our course of  actions/deportment. 

This keeps us  “out of trouble”  with other people  –  our interaction is  “only to edify people”  and  “assist them to fulfil Yahweh's Desire”  at  “no cost 
to themselves”  by return to the TC originally giving God’s Word  freely/simply  (Matt.6v1-8, 10v8, etc.). 
Because of this and most importantly,  our  “utter neutrality  within  all  forms of  worldly affairs”,  mostly,  avoiding worldly politics like the plague 
that it is,  where our  “active political canvassing”  is  only in the promotion of The Millennium by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  will bring 
further gift/favour/benefit  from Yahweh than just simple protection from worldly problems!   Yahweh will open  “metaphoric gates”  around us within 
The World to make our teaching more effective in the community,  giving wonderful feedback and intense internal  pleasure/joy  that another individual 
having been relieved out of The World's present misery.  A hearkening person,  formally  “poor in spirit”  not knowing how The World will extricate 
itself out of its present malaise  (please see my commentaries at Matt.5v1-12,  because as usual,  this sermon given by JC does  not  precisely mean what 
our  worldly Christian leaders  errantly  tell us).   
Finally the absolute best result if imitating JC,  Yahweh may decide (Matt.20v23)  that we  might/maybe/perhaps  just personally become eligible to  
“The Appointment of The Anointing”  by Yahweh to become a future Son of God within The Millennium.  All this occurs because we truly have become 
demonstrably faithful stewards of  “The Word of God”  and thus have personally gained the HS  (John.14v16, 15v26, 16v7,24,26, etc.)  being what its 
composite definition really means  (and  not  the nonsense taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”). 

That explains  “The Miraculous Power”  of  “The Word of God”  and what it ultimately means to  “overshadow us” 
It is absolutely  not  the nonsense taught to us by  charlatan Christian leaders  (noting by warning of 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.). 

For all this to occur  –  then we  must  personally recognise our spiritual (= mental reasoning)  feebleness/weakness  for the present worldly 
methodology and then  repenting  (that is precisely why John the Baptist had to come first,  before JC as “The Word of God”).  It is only by doing this,  
are we able to have The Desire to  personally reform  upon  “The Word of God”  to yield Yahweh's Methodology operating within us. 
Thus we conclude,  Paul reasons,  with JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  overshadowing him  (giving protection from spiritual worldly interaction)  because 
of Paul’s accepted weakness,  then Paul becomes strong knowing that in his weakness he has The Greatest Power  (Yahweh)  in The Universe working 
with him!   What greater comfort can there be than this?   Thus,  Paul is now evenly balanced and maximised to fully complete Yahweh’s Desire without 
overreaching himself   –  the overreaching comes from the HS in operation,  and not from Paul. 

Can the reader see this righteous logic that Paul is giving to us? 
 
107th Reasoning – TCs will accept their weaknesses as being necessary for their completeness  (delivers a contrite heart 
and synapse construction eager to imbue Yahweh’s Knowledge)  –  but use this as a  ‘springboard’  to work so much 
harder in The Ministry work to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
108th Reasoning – A TC knows that in their weakness,  Yahweh through JC will step in with His HS to cause appropriate 
effect within The Environment to further fulfil Yahweh’s Desire = bring in more TCs to fill that number of 144000. 
In this manner the TC will become stronger than any human,  because it  is  Yahweh,  Who  is  manipulating  The 
Environment around the TC  while  they fulfil His Desire  (which a TC does  all  their life  –  of 2 parts  hence  sonship)! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = “The Office of Appointment”  in the future as  elected/chosen  by Yahweh,  only 
made possible by:  The Enabler = Jesus  Christ/Anointed.  To be a future  king/priest  to rule  “The Resurrected World”. 
99th Comment – Paul states it is The Brethren putting him in the position to boast,  yet only for him to spur them forwards! 
109th Reasoning – Paul knows,  he has become part of  “The 12”  because of his experience of some 14 years ago (41 CE) 
87th Instruction – TCs through their ministry work bring forth The Brethren from the “heathens”,  and this becomes 
accomplished in TCs proving their election by Yahweh -  and fully accomplished within the generations when 144000 have 
occurred –  as  chosen/elected  by Yahweh  (and  not  by leaders  deluding  themselves to be  “God”  in beatifications)! 
110th Reasoning – TCs demonstrate  patience/endurance  in their  afflictions/persecutions  while Yahweh performs  
wonders/{miraculous works}  around them to improve their ministerial work  to bring forth  new  TCs. 
Reasoning – repeat  – The Power of Yahweh firstly becomes –  “The Word of God”  operating within The Mind to cause a 
former  callous/hardened  mind to move away from worldly methodology and fully imbue Yahweh's Methodology.   
It is absolutely  not  the shenanigans performed by stage  actors/showmen  Christian leaders  feigning miracles for a  
worldly income of whatever – as might a  “ring-master”  of a circus!   It is an abomination – detested by Yahweh! 
100th Comment – Paul asks  (and on behalf of future TCs): –  Do the Brethren lack anything from the work of a TC? 
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2Cor. 12v10 og Therefore/Consequently  (I) {think well of}/approved/{thought it good}  
2Cor. 12v10 og in  (to the [= within]) feebleness/maladies/infirmities/weaknesses,   
2Cor. 12v10 og in  (to the [= within]) insolences/{over-bearings}/insults/injuries/harms/hurts/reproaches,   
2Cor. 12v10 og in  (to the [= within]) constraints/distresses/{must/dire  needs}/necessities,   
2Cor. 12v10 og in  (to the [= within]) persecutions/chaises/pursuits,   
2Cor. 12v10 og in  (to the [= within]) {narrowness of room}/calamities/distresses/anguishes,   
2Cor. 12v10 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2Cor. 12v10 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  for  (I am) {being feeble/weak/impotent/diseased},   
2Cor. 12v10 og then/{at the time}  (the) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  (I) am/exist. 
2Cor. 12v10 = Consequently  I  {think well of}/approve:- 

within  (my)  feebleness/infirmities/weakness,  
within  (my)  insolences/insults/injuries/outrages/hurts/reproaches,     
within  (my)  constraints/{dire needs}/necessities,   
within  (my)  persecutions,   
within  (my)  distresses/calamities/anguish   
{for the sake/behalf of}  of the  Christ/Anointed,    (we are prepared to accept all this for the possible position of Sonship to Yahweh) 
for  whenever  I am  feeble/weak,    (recognising our weakness to worldly methodology – requiring reform to become Christlike) 
then  I am  the  powerful/{make possible}/mighty.    (Our mind being driven by Yahweh's Methodology overpowers worldly influences) 

 

Consequently,  I approve:-   (because these things demonstrate I am truly working for Yahweh   -  while  precisely imitating  JC) 
within  (my)  feebleness/weakness   (please see reasoned commentary) 
within  (my)  insults/outrages   (please see reasoned commentary)  
within  (my)  constraints/{dire needs}   (please see reasoned commentary) 
within  (my)  persecutions   (please see reasoned commentary) 
within  (my)  distress/anguish   (please see reasoned commentary) 
for the  sake/behalf  of the Anointed   (being “The Goal” which Yahweh gave to His  [proven in adversity]  son JCg)  
for when I am  feeble/weak   (in my lowly position within The World during the 1st part of my physical life  [preparing my mind in humility]) 
then I am  powerful/mighty   (having attained   "The Goal”  for my everlasting role in The Millennium and beyond in the 2nd part of my physical life) 
 

Paul states about himself  
JC as  “The Word of God”  guiding me to fulfil Yahweh's Desire will ultimately yield Yahweh’s HS that will enable me to  function/work  more efficiently 
within the teaching work of publicising  “The Real Faith”  to  worship/glorify  Yahweh by moving forward His Plan to completion.  Thus,  the HS 
operates  to promote Yahweh’s Desire and  not  Paul’s worldly desires.  We should carefully reason upon this obvious conclusion,  that fully exposes the 
antics of those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  falsely claiming to represent Yahweh today,  promoting  “the self”  in what they do!    
Yahweh's Desire is  only  to  perfect society for the eternity  through The Route as precisely described within The Bible and fully explained on this 
website  “FutureLife.Org”.    Yahweh's Desire is absolutely  not  to  self-indulge  individuals for  “The Immediacy”,  to the ultimate hurt of society as we 
witness by the shenanigans of our  worldly  (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders by both word and deed. 
It must be clearly understood  (as taught throughout The Bible,  and witnessed every day in The World)    

1.  Leaders react against the people outside  “the clan”  who  hurt  the leaders' position within,  or income from,  society  (John.11v47-53). 
2.  The same leaders will  charm/flatter  people inside  “the clan”  providing  the leaders' support base  (position/money  within society). 
3.  The people inside  “the clan”  providing the  income/support  to their leaders  cannot  understand what drives people outside “the clan”. 
4.  The people inside will continue to support and nurture the leaders,  who reciprocate by continued charm and flattery  (2Tim.4v3-4). 
5.  This symbiosis continues within  “the clan”  until there is an enforced regime change from the outside  (Rev.19v16-21). 

“The Minority”  are the people taking themselves outside  “the clan”  become as  “The Early Adopters  (= The Remnant)”  of the external regime 
rejected by the people within  “the clan”  feeling so comfortable in the present symbiosis operating within  “the clan”. 
Where both The Leaders and The Majority operate according to worldly methodology  (“The Immediacy” = self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt). 

(A) The Leaders become  “leaders” to take more from The World than what would be possible if they were  The Last/Least  within society!  
(B) The Minions support  “Their Leader”  because the leader gives to The Minions what  'The Minions'  think  they want! 

However - 
“The Early Adopters”  of  “The External Regime”  operating according to Yahweh's Methodology  (“The Long Term Good” = to edify our neighbour to 
our own hurt)  must be  (1) entirely neutral in all worldly matters and  (2) be model law-abiding secular citizens,  and in this manner they become 
protected by a metaphoric “Teflon”  (PTFE) coating  -  nothing worldly will stick upon them.  Consequently  The Only  persecution must come  not  
from  “The Secular Authorities”  (Rom.13v1-5),  but  only  “The Religious Authorities”  feeling personally threatened by the clear teaching of both 
words and  non-hypocritical  deeds,  thereby exposing both the nonsense teaching of “Religion” and the religious leaders' hypocritical works!   
Therefore in The Culmination when viewed back to The Gospel Age,  it will be clearly seen that  “Leaders of Religion”  were motivated for what they 
could get out of The World  (on the back of God’s Word),  rather than what they could give to Yahweh  (Matt.6v24, 22v21,  by using God's Word wisely). 
      Thus Paul is stating   I am an outsider (John.17v15-25)  suffering pain and affliction  (sourced by Religious Leaders)  for only teaching by both word 
and deed,  Yahweh's Methodology which is detested by the leaders operating with hypocrisy under the present worldly methodology  (1John.5v19). 

That is what this verse means! 
2Cor. 12v11 og (I have) {became to be}  (the) mindless/stupid/ignorant/egotistic/unwise/foolish   
2Cor. 12v11 og (the) boasting/vaunting/glorying/joyous/rejoicing.   
2Cor. 12v11 og {specifically yourselves}  I/me/my  (you) necessitated/compelled/constrained.   
2Cor. 12v11 og (emphatic) I/me  for  {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated   
2Cor. 12v11 og under/through/inferior/below/by  {of yourselves}     
2Cor. 12v11 og (to be) {set together}/{introduced favourably}/approved/commended/exhibited/ 

/evinced/{put in striking view},   
2Cor. 12v11 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  for  
2Cor. 12v11 og (I) {be later}/inferior/{fell short}/destitute/lacked/suffered/needed/wanted/behind   
2Cor. 12v11 og of the  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor. 12v11 og much/exceeding/great/chiefly/highest/foremost  
2Cor. 12v11 og (of the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell},   
2Cor. 12v11 og if  also  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (I) am/exist. 
2Cor. 12v11 = I have  {become to be}  the  egotistic/foolish/imprudent  (in)  the  boasting/vaunting/rejoicing.    (of my woes from teaching)  

{Specifically yourselves}  compelled me!    (By saying,  other  “Leaders of Religion” were as good as Paul but obviously not, then or today)! 
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For  emphatic I (Paul)  {become indebted}/ought  to be  {introduced favourably}/approved/commended  by  {of yourselves} .   
    (= After all this I do,  then surely, I Paul,  should be commended by you,  and not rejected for other  “Leaders of Religion”) 
For  nothing  I  lacked/{fell short}  over/instead  of the  foremost/paramount  apostles/{appointees to tell},    (the 11 original disciples)   
if  also  I am  {not even one}/nothing.   (Paul not of the original 12 physically with JC,  but later invited to become the new 12th Apostle). 

 

I have become to be  egotistic/imprudent  (in)  the  boasting/vaunting   (in what Paul has been teaching of his woes  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire) 
               (This boasting by Paul about his woes underwrites that he  has been  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire by  teaching  “1st Century Christianity”) 
               (Worldly Christian leaders cannot make this boast because they avoid trouble by teaching  worldly Christianity,   against  Yahweh's Desire!) 
Specifically yourselves compelled me!   (You follow leaders peddling  new worldly  Christianity,  I need to show my  contrasting  credentials) 
For emphatic I (Paul)  ought to be commended by yourselves   (after all that I have freely given to you – being  “The Disclosing Truth”) 
For I lacked nothing   (inasmuch I purely act to imitate JC)   over of the foremost apostles   (I behave like the original 11 disciples) 
if  also I am nothing   (even though I take the lowest position  [replacing Judas]  amongst the original 11 disciples). 
 

Paul throws in some mild sarcasm  (only to provoke the brethren to think about what is occurring to them) - 
You think  “Leaders of Religion”  are wonderful in what they do,  then you compare them with what I have done  –  do they behave likewise? 
And for all this,  “Leaders of Religion”  persecute me for what I have just described in the previous verse! 

Therefore,  you compelled me to boast a little about what I have done! 
But Paul only states this,  not  to personally boast  –  but to protect these brethren from the  fraudulent nature  of  “Leaders of Religion”! 

Thus,  Paul has switched around to stimulate the reader to think deeply about the situation,  and what they should be personally doing. 
Paul is trying to grab their attention,  and mentally draw them away from the  deceit practised  by religious leaders hijacking  “The Word of God”  for 
their own use!   Paul is exhorting them to become like him  mentally/spiritually  strong in  “The Word of God”  –  which means learn it from a good 
quality source –  and absolutely  not  from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.   He concludes by saying,  I was not part of the original 12 disciples and 
thus become as nothing to them*,   –  but I work just as hard,  and if not harder,  to promote  “The Real Faith”  into The World  –  and  {specifically 
yourselves}  can be like that! 

You were not part of the original 12,  like me  –  and you are feeble like me,  –  but you gain the  accurate  knowledge that I give to you,  and 
you too can be like me! 

So if I can be commended by you because of what I have brought you  –  then likewise you too can be commended by those people to whom you go out 
and visit with  “The Real Faith”  accurately  taught and explained. 

And likewise,  you,  the reader,  are in the same position, –  you too can be like Paul and could become part of the 144000 future sons of God! 
Because JCg has not yet come at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to collect his bride  –  so there are still places available! 

*Please Note   Paul sometimes uses this expression of being  “the least amongst The Disciples”,  because of the intense hurt he had inside him – a great 
guilt that he could not shake from out of his mind  -  being the guilt of his former actions against the early Christian Ecclesia when he blasphemed in 
ignorance  (1Tim.1v12-16,  noting what Ananias stated at Acts.9v10-16). 
2Cor. 12v12 og the [signs]  truly/indeed/{that one}  (the) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders   
2Cor. 12v12 og of the  apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell}   
2Cor. 12v12 og (it was) accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{worked out}  in  {to [= within] yourselves}   
2Cor. 12v12 og in  (to the [= within]) all  (to the) patience/endurance/{patient continuance},   
2Cor. 12v12 og in  (to the [= within]) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders   
2Cor. 12v12 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) prodigies/omens/wonders/{signal acts} 
2Cor. 12v12 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {miraculous forces/powers/strengths}/{mighty works}. 
2Cor. 12v12 = Truly/Indeed  the  signs/indications/tokens  of the  apostles/{appointees to tell}   

it was  accomplished/performed/{worked out}  within  yourselves  within  all  patience/endurance  within  signs/indications/tokens    
also  in  wonders/prodigies/omens,   also  in  {miraculous powers}/{mighty works}.  

 

Truly the  signs/indications  of the apostles were accomplished   (being the efforts in getting The Word to The Nations  [Acts.2v4-8,  12v6-19]) 
within yourselves within all  patience/endurance  within  signs/indications   (being how their mind responded to  “The Word of God”) 
also in  wonders/prodigies,  also in mighty works   (being how  “The Word of God”  [as 1st Century Christianity]  is spreading around The World) 
 

This verse is entirely twisted by  charlatan Christian Leaders today in  “The Pretence”  to validate what they preach,  by presumed cause and effect! 
They might errantly state    

This verse shows the 1st Century Apostles  “had the HS to create miracles”,  and naturally because they  (1st Generation of TCs)  could 
practise miracles,  then they were apostles sanctioned by Yahweh. 

Then their presupposed  (yet errant)  inductive reasoning goes    
If we too can show wonderful things  (as “supposed miracles”)  to occur,  then by the same presumptuous extension,  we too are apostles 
sanctioned by Yahweh! 

However,  I am knowing the Bible as well as I do,  can  categorically state - 
No!   It does  not  work like that! 

The  charlatan Christian leaders have conveniently ignored three things in their reasoning - 
[1]   It is  “The Mind Condition”  being  “The Motive”   why  these powerful works occurred in the first instance. 
[2]  “The Works of Power”  are  not  what these  charlatan Christian leaders claim  (being what correctly brings about [1]  above)! 
[3]  What is done by both Yahweh and TC,  must  incrementally move forward  Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation. 

This all seems rather cryptic  –  so what do I mean? 
The clue is in the first part of the verse,  which is deliberately ignored within their reasoning! 
This becomes the key that shows the  charlatan Christian leader's  “delinquent nature”  (and thus is  not  the  one/same  with the HS) - 

“The signs of the apostles were accomplished in yourselves”. 
So,  what  was/is  accomplished in the  two  different  groupings of Christians  ( [1] 1st Century Christians and  [2] today’s Christians)? 

As we are told    
The Brethren were instructed to imitate Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.),  and we have Paul’s epistles to show us what Paul had to 
face within The World  (1Cor.4v9-13 and 2Cor.11v22-28)  and The Active Brethren were like this  -  because Paul commended  {specifically 
yourselves}  being those people who were trying to imitate him. 

So,  the leading question would be -  
What are these  charlatan Christian leaders actually achieving  (in supposedly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)? 

1. When doing these  “supposed miracles”  themselves?    (What is the outcome?) 
2. Instruct their devotees to do the same?       (Inasmuch,  Paul instructed us to imitate him,  do these leaders ask us to do this?) 
3. What ministry do they really give?    (Does it educate the mind, to understand God’s Mind,  or to arouse our emotions making us malleable?) 
4. Is this ministry to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  or the desire of the  charlatan Christian leader? 
5. What is the desire of the  charlatan Christian leader for his flock?   Is it the same desire that Paul had  for the flock of JC? 
6. How is it,  that what a  charlatan Christian leader does is able to increment forward Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation? 
7. Why would Yahweh underwrite a  charlatan Christian leader with two to three miracles every week,  yet to Paul maybe only once every year? 
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8. Analyse the reasons for the miracles given in The Bible  and do likewise with those  “supposed miracles”  done today! 
I could perhaps write a large book to show the differentiation between the two groupings by citing practical examples from The Bible and from what we 
witness today to clearly show the  fraudulent nature  of what we witness today!   Also please see my document entitled   The Difference between  “1st 
Century Christianity and Religion”.   Being a great many differences! 
All this was as foretold in Mark.13v6, 22, Acts.20v29,  as just a few examples out of a number that instantly came to mind as I write this. 
So we can reason through  “putting on a show”  these  charlatan Christian leaders come in Christ’s name for our “gifts/favours”,  the “grace” from the 
congregations,  hence the  “grace”  does  not  come from JC,  but rather from The World for entertainment to The World!   All this glorifies Satan! 
Being his methodology practised to  self-indulge  to our neighbour's hurt,  in their pretence  it is  (supposedly)  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire!    
What a twist in  “The Truth”! 

What does JC think of this by those leaders who claim to represent Yahweh? 
Then please read    

Mark.12v38-40 because only  the name  of the practitioners is different in time  –  but their practice is  precisely the same throughout time! 
I have answered the cryptic question I posed earlier in many places elsewhere  –  but I shall do so again here. 

“The  Powerful/Mighty  Works”  of The Apostles made a reality within The Brethren is only  “The Word of God”  accurately  given  
freely/simply  (= without strings attached noting  Matt.6v24, 10v8, 22v21)   to bring about  reform/adjustment  within a  hardened/callus  
mind  (previously built upon worldly methodology)  to yield Yahweh's Methodology.    
Yahweh desires this to occur because He requires 144000 individuals to  “prove themselves worthy”  to The World  as  its future rulers. 
Consequently,  this  “Word of God”  becomes  JC's presence/parousia  within the individual to bring forth the HS  (being of its composite 
definition I give elsewhere)  to bring forth more TCs until Yahweh achieves His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of  “The Early Adopters”  
to bring in The Millennium and then yield salvation for  “The Late Adopters”.   This route becomes a  righteous/virtuous  circle. 

This  is  what Yahweh desires in The World,  and He will work alongside those specific individuals to make all this occur  (to become a reality). 
As the Reader will realise this has  not  occurred within the minds of  charlatan Christian leaders  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.,)  motivated to use  “The 
Word of God”  as a tool  not  to bring about worldly reform  within in recipients’ minds  –  but only the  worldly goodies sequestrated off the deluded 
devotees  for the leaders' own personal gain!   

Therefore,  charlatan Christian leaders are fraudulent,  and scamming  off both (1) the millions of deluded devotees and (2) wrathful Yahweh! 
By giving a pretence they are in God's Favour,  charlatan Christian leaders destroy the real meaning of what Yahweh Desires with His  “Word of God”  
and pretend to give  “feigned miracles”  to bolster their supposed credibility in the midst of their bewitched audience, – who come for a  “good time”. 
Everything is done for  “The Immediacy”  (as entertainment for an animalistic mind)  and  not  for the long term of  real reform  to lead unto a perfected 
society that starts in earnest at The Beginning of The Millennium.    
There is no real reform of the mind occurring as I likewise witness on some television reality court programs  (for example “Judge Judy”)  some of the 
participants disclose they are “Christians” or even “Ministers”!   Clearly ignoring JC’s and Paul’s teaching at Luke.12v58, 1Cor.6v6-8.   
Not only are the  “Christian”  defendants clearly in the wrong when examining the evidence,  in some instances it is shown the  “Christian”  plaintiffs 
are wrong in their accusations against the defendants – how bad is that!   It makes me cringe and wince in pain when I witness such things! 
Then after the judicial decision,  they still maintain their innocence – when clearly the evidence has shown them to be in the wrong! 
This shows the unrepentant nature of these people ignoring what they purport to represent! 
Humans show an incredible trait of  “excusing themselves”  supposedly  “absolving themselves of any responsibility”  in what they do! 
This will be fully brought into the open in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)  and all people will be made to account for what they have done,  under the All-
Authority of the Extra-terrestrial intervention dictating reform  –  after the  shell-shocked  World has passed through  “The Great Tribulation”  
(Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v9-13)! 
2Cor. 12v13 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  for  (it) is  who/which/that   
2Cor. 12v13 og (you were) {made worse}/vanquished/{rated lower}/inferior/overcome/{were less}/{been lacking}   
2Cor. 12v13 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  the  {remaining ones}/residues/rest   
2Cor. 12v13 og (of the) {a calling outs}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches,   
2Cor. 12v13 og if  not [= except]  because  he [= myself]   (emphatic) I/me  no/not/none   
2Cor. 12v13 og (I) {to be numb}/{grow utterly torpid}/slothful/burdensome/chargeable  {of yourselves}?    
2Cor. 12v13 og (You) {Grant favour}/{Gratuitously in kindness}/Forgive/Rescue  {to me}/mine   
2Cor. 12v13 og the  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness  this/that (specifically). 
2Cor. 12v13 = For  what  (of anything)   

is it  that  you were  {been lacking}/{made worse}  over/{behalf of}  the  rest/remaining  of the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae? 
Because  except  myself,   not  emphatic  I  {be numb}/slothful/burdensome  {of yourselves}?    
You  {grant favour}/forgive  to me  (of)  {this specific}  unrighteousness/wrongfulness! 

 

For what  (of anything)   is it that you were made worse   (how have you been harmed by what I have done to you?) 
over the remaining  ecclesiae/{calling outs}   (have you suffered more than the other ecclesiae by your association with me?) 
Because except myself,  not I be  slothful/burdensome  of yourselves?   (I am always attentive to your needs)   
You forgive me  (of)  this specific wrongfulness!   (Because  if  I have wronged you in some manner  –  then please forgive me) 
 

Again,  Paul throws in some mild sarcasm  (only to provoke the brethren to think about what is occurring to them) - 
Have you been lacking anything over what I have given to another ecclesia? 
Furthermore,  I have not ignored you,  nor have I become burdensome to you! 
Because if I have  (in some manner)  –  then please forgive me for any unrighteousness! 

All the time,  Paul is trying to motivate The Brethren to understand what  “The Real Faith”  should mean to themselves personally,  and why The 
Apostles put themselves out  “on a limb”  for  no  worldly gain to help motivate The Brethren to imitate the Apostles. 
None of this occurs within  worldly Christian groupings  –  but only to perpetuate the groups’  customs/ideals  rather than Yahweh’s Ideals  (please see 
“Yahweh’s Desire”  in glossary to explain what we should  really be doing). 
 
101st Comment – Paul plans a new visit to The Brethren  in a month or so during his 3rd missionary journey,  –  to keep 
them correctly guided and maintain the required resoluteness of which “1st Century Christianity” demands. 
Comment – repeat - TCs will not burden themselves on any person,  nor infer indebtedness for The Ministry freely given. 
TCs will,  if possible,  keep and maintain themselves by secular work  (Paul was a tent-maker Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12). 
88th Instruction – TCs build-up their treasure in The Heavens  through their spiritual Children  (likewise imitating JC) 
they bring to Yahweh –  who likewise,  when mature,  these next generation TCs personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
80th Allegory – Children = People with truly little knowledge of The Faith –  there are two types  (please see glossary). 
81st Allegory – Parents = Mature people = TCs who know,  but more importantly  understand  The Bible.  Then  they 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of them to  accurately  teach The Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World. 
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82nd Allegory – Treasure = Heavenly Treasure = Ideally worthy  “synapse construction mapping”  stored by Yahweh. 
111th Reasoning – The treasure of a  “synapse construction”  (wholly describing “themselves”)  created by the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  being the  one/same  with Yahweh’s HS  (see glossary)  is stored for the parent by Yahweh 
upon their “asleep”.  Importantly,  in creating this  “Heavenly Treasure”  for the Parent,  they are equally guiding the 
child’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to adjust their  “synapse construction mapping”  to equally be the  one/same  with 
Yahweh’s HS  –  so they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and create a worthy  “synapse construction mapping”  for 
Yahweh to store on the individual’s behalf.   That is how it works,  and this is what Paul means! 
2Cor. 12v14 og Behold/Lo/Look/See!    
2Cor. 12v14 og (the) {third (in time/place/rank)}thirdly/3rd [time]  {in readiness}/ready/prepared   
2Cor. 12v14 og (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  (to) accompany/appear/bring/come  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
2Cor. 12v14 og {specifically yourselves},   
2Cor. 12v14 og also  no/not/none  (I will/shall) {be numb}/{grow utterly torpid}/slothful/burden/charge   
2Cor. 12v14 og {of yourselves},  no/not/none  for  (I) seek/search/endeavour/inquire  the (things)  {of yourselves},  
2Cor. 12v14 og but  {specifically yourselves},   
2Cor. 12v14 og no/not/none  for   (he/she/it) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated   
2Cor. 12v14 og the  children/daughters/sons  to the [= in/with/by/on]  parents   
2Cor. 12v14 og (to) amass/reserve/{layup treasure}/{keep in store},   
2Cor. 12v14 og but  the  parents/forebears  to the [= in/with/by/in]  children/daughters/sons. 
2Cor. 12v14 = Look/Behold!    

I  have/possess  {in readiness}/prepared  the third  (time)  to  appear/come  towards  (= visit)  {specifically yourselves},   
also  not  I shall  {be numb}/slothful/burden  {of yourselves}  –   
for  not  I  seek/inquire  {of your}  things   (being to take your worldly goods as do  “Professional Leaders of Religion”),    
but  {specifically yourselves}   (= to reform your mind,  so that you personally reform to imitate JC and become a future  “Son of God”).    
For not  {become indebted}/owing  the  children  (as immature Christians)   to the  parents,    (as mature Christians,   ideally TCs),   
to  {lay up treasure}/{keep in store},     (spiritual treasure = synapse construction mapping stored in the heavens), 
but  the parents  to the  children.    (= Mature Christians  are responsible  for the synapse construction of congregational members), 

 

Behold! 
I (Paul)  have prepared the third  (time)   to come towards specifically yourselves   (in my imminent visit to Corinth), 
also I shall not burden yourselves   (I shall self-cater towards my own requirements during the stop-over), 
for not I seek of your things   (being of your gifts of money,  or worldly goods  [unlike  “Leaders of Religion”]  as supposed  “innocent donations”) 
but specifically yourselves   (being only,  that  you reform your mind  to  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
For not the children   (as the immature Christians)     (this is the beginning of  “a rhetorical statement/question”  by Paul) 
become indebted to the parents   (the mature TCs  [but  not  “Leaders of Religion”  behaving as  “Rogue Traders”,  scamming off the “children”]) 
                (The children should have  no  need to be supporting the Mature [but not infirm] Parents,  who are still able to nurture their children) 
to lay up treasure   (it is the TCs'  responsibility to  reform/perfect  the children's  “synapse construction”  for Yahweh to use in The Resurrection) 
but the parents for the children   (it is The Parent's responsibility to nurture the child to be a perfect citizen of society,  by inference   “Christlike”).  
                (Inasmuch by extension,  the presently mature TCs  [in their selfless sacrifice]  make the next generation TCs as the treasure for Yahweh!) 

 

It seems Paul had made earlier but abortive attempt to visit them for a second time.  However,  he is determined to make a second visit a physical reality 
on his third attempt,  of which he does in a few months’ time after this letter,  to become his second and last visit,  because of his arrest in Jerusalem by 
disgruntled pious religious leaders. 
This is another important verse out of countless many within The Bible,  yet sadly another of so very many verses ignored by the World today in deeds! 
Truly,  it is the  worldly Christian leaders who ignore these key verses given to straighten-out our mind,  and by ignoring these verses in their teaching 
leads to the problems we have in society today!   They have so much for which to answer in The Millennium  (Luke.16v1-8 and hence 20v16,  Matt.8v12). 
Paul desires to come to them for a second time as a third attempt  –  and he yearns to bring them ever closer to The Lord  –  but he does not want 
anything from them. 
He has  no  desire for  glory/prestige/money/gratuities  or  “mindless zombies incapable of thought”  –  but rather those people who absolutely know and  
thoroughly understand  the scriptures so they too might become the next generation of TCs to be truly following  within the footsteps  of Paul. 
Therefore.  Paul comes not for what The Brethren might physically have  (being what supports “Religion” behind the façade of appealing lures  
driven/orchestrated  by their leaders),  but Paul is  only  interested in their ultimate salvation being  “The Perfecting”  of their  “synapse construction”  
that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire,  rather than the desires of  any  “worldly religious leader”  –  as we see of the  millions  within The World today. 

It is this that separates a TC from a  “Leader of Religion”  (perpetuating mindless mystique and myth for personal worldly gain)!  
It is this separation that motivates me to write this website   “FutureLife.Org”  to express  “the warning differentiator”  between the two! 

Then Paul uses the worldly simile to explain the spiritual knowledge that  only  a TC can and does give. 
Please see  “Heavenly Treasure”  in glossary  being what JC taught us at  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  where it is our  “synapse construction 
mapping”  that  personally and  uniquely  defines  “us”  as  “individuals”,  becomes the most important thing for us  –  therefore being our  
“Treasure”  safely stored for us by Yahweh to use in our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (= resurrection)  in the 2nd part of our physical 
life  (Eze.37v1-20)  and beyond. 

 
102nd Comment – TCs gladly incur cost and give time freely to deliver  “The Word of God”  to The Brethren  (Christians). 
38th Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders place an  “inducement”  to receive recompense for  their  time either at the 
event or called upon in a future.  TCs will  never  charge for anything as recompense for their time and effort! 
This is a  sure/certain  sign the religious leader  is  a charlatan,  if a solicited “kick-back” by return is  suggested/implied! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is not an allegory but a  very 
necessary definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by leaders who claim to know  –  but obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word in this website  –  that clearly explain what the word  really  means! 
103rd Comment – TCs are driven by  {edifying love}/agapao  to deliver  {charity love}/agape  as  “works of benevolence”  
in  freely  using their time  freely  working to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to edify The Brethren to their maximum capability. 
104th Comment – A sad,  but true comment by Paul,  the more  'love'  expended upon a recipient,  then more indulgent and 
self-centred they become –  thus the TC must know when to step back and allow children to learn from their own mistakes. 
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(This is precisely what Yahweh is presently doing now during the 6000 years of Satan’s mismanagement  –  Yahweh  only  
responds to those very specific humans who  “agapao”  Yahweh,  and through  “agape”  works to fulfil His Desire.) 
This is absolutely true  irrespective  of what errant  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  might state to the contrary! 
2Cor. 12v15 og (emphatic) I/me  and  (the) {with great pleasure}/{most/very gladly}   
2Cor. 12v15 og (I will) expend/{(in a good sense) to incur cost}/consume/spend  also   
2Cor. 12v15 og (I will be) {expended (wholly)}/exhausted/spent  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor. 12v15 og of the  breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  {of yourselves},   
2Cor. 12v15 og if  also  (the) {earnestly driven super-abundantly}/vehemently/{more frequently super-abundantly}   
2Cor. 12v15 og {specifically yourselves}  (I) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao,   
2Cor. 12v15 og (the) {slightly worse}/less  (I am) {loved by principle}/{edified loved}/agapao. 
2Cor. 12v15 = And  {with great pleasure}/{most gladly}  emphatic I (Paul)  will  expend/{incur cost}    (Paul’s real charity,  in time)   

also  I will be  expended/exhausted  {for the sake/behalf of}  {of your}  breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences}.   
If  also  I  {by principle love}/{edifying love}/agapao  {specifically yourselves}  the  {more abundantly}    (to make possible  real reform) 
(and)  the  {slightly worse}/less  I am  {by principle loved}/{edifying love}/agapao.      (by being overly instructive to you – for your good). 

 

And  emphatic I (Paul)  with great pleasure incur  (personal)  cost   (This is  real charity by Paul and  not  the feigned charity we witness today) 
              (This is the point   Lowly people  [like Paul]  give real charity today,  but leaders give feigned charity on the back of other peoples' real charity) 
also I will be expended  (Paul's real charity given to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle)   for the sake of your  lives/souls/{conscious existences}. 
If I also  agapao/{edifying love}  specifically yourselves more abundantly   (Paul's  real concern to nurture them  makes him  “overbearing”) 
am I the less  agapao/{edifying loved}   (by yourselves,  because I am instructing you to become better people that becomes personally painful)? 
 

Interesting comment by Paul  
“If I {edifying love}/agapao  {specifically yourselves}  more abundantly  then less I am  {edifying loved}/agapao  (by yourselves)?” 
What does this mean? 

This is a most strange paradox within humans. 
“The more”  a person freely gives  –  then  “the less”  a recipient worldly person appreciates what is given. 

Either it becomes  “to be expected”  or  “to be resented”  depending on  “passive acceptance”  or  “requiring reform”. 
Especially  “the more”  we help  to edify  someone  –  then  “the more”  they refuse it! 

If the teacher (TC)  has so much more knowledge than a spiritual child,  and is therefore able to anticipate what will go wrong in someone’s life,  
moreover,  being desirous to provide teaching to  “head off the disaster”  –  the recipient of this  loving guidance  may even  “shut-off”  and utterly rebel 
against good advice! 

That is  precisely  why  Yahweh is  “standing off'”  and operating His Plan  in parallel  to “Religion”,  thereby in this manner,  Yahweh is 
drawing out His  demonstrably proven  “Early Adopters”  who freely welcome advice from God's Word,  being The Prophets  (of “The 1st 
Epoch Israel”),   and later,  His TCs  (of “The 2nd Epoch Israel” – imitating JC)  ready for The Millennium.    

Please see my most important commentary given at John.10v16. 
Most people have need to learn from their mistakes –  and thus require the whole of the 1st part of their life to be taught this sad truth bumping up against 
one  self-induced  problem to the next,  operating in almost in a masochistic manner to learn from the errors they made in the 1st part of their physical 
life.  Then in the 2nd part of their physical life when given a fresh start  (a RESET condition,  by JC’s atonement)  then hopefully most people will hearken 
to  “righteous instruction”  (just  “good advice”)  in The Millennium when society is wholesome without the  “1001 curses”  we have today.   

These many curses having been created by the  self-indulgent  nature of our present system created by  its leaders  (wherever in society) 
following Satan’s Methodology  (= to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt).  

Regrettably,  there will be a sizeable grouping of resurrected persons who will rebel even after all this instruction given during The Millennium,  and 
they shall personally experience  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation when they demonstrably refused the wonderful society  (= paradise/park),  and hanker 
after the  self-indulgent  society delivering the experienced pain and suffering of the 1st part of our physical life! 
Notice the switch in  “you” and “{specifically yourselves}” where Paul puts out his Charity Love  (“Agape” StrongsTM = 26)  in practical time and effort 
for all people  (generally a one-way flow).  However, it is those specific individuals who are  “specifically receptive”  to perhaps become future TCs that 
Paul  “loves by principle” (“agapao” StrongsTM = 25)  within the mind to become part of the future Bride of Christ  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9). 
Note   This does not nullify  {Edifying Love}/Agapao  driving the mind to produce the  {Charity Love}/Agape  displayed in works for  all people  without 
distinction –  but rather “beloved”  from the mutual empathy that bidirectional edifying love that two entities have practising Agapao  as ideal members 
of  one family  cooperating with one another.   Agapao becomes bidirectional to mutually edify the other entity that will ultimately cover The Earth after 
The Millennium within the 2nd part of our physical life  (provided we have personally purified the 2nd part of our spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  
to ultimately imitate JCg our creator and saviour).    

Lamentingly,  this is all  unintelligible  to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  as we all witness by both their word and deed. 
 
105th Comment – TCs do not burden The Brethren  (Christian Nation). 
106th Comment – TCs do not behave craftily,  using wiles, guile, ploys, decoys,  deceit to capture any Christians. 
39th Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders place usurious burdens,  behave adroitly and are deceptive to the members of 
The Christian Nation  giving pleasing inducements  to receive a worldly return  (of whatever)  from their duped devotees. 
107th Comment – TCs will  never  overreach/profit/take  from The Christian Nation.   It is against their principles. 
40th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders  will  overreach/profit/take  from members of The Christian Nation. 
(See financial statements of religious edifices/sects, results of  pilgrimages/{services rendered}, spiritual/financial  returns 
- it becomes very quickly apparent that  all  are worldly based businesses,  are run like worldly businesses and thus their 
focus is  “The Bottom Line”  rather than a focus of The Millennium whose  “bottom line”  is  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)! 
112th Reasoning –  All TCs behave the same –  they  all  have the same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JCg which is 
the same as Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  blameless/{which is separate away from this World}  = the HS. 
113th Reasoning – All TCs behave the same – they  all  live the same lifestyle as did JC and The Apostles  (throughout The 
Gospel Age),  imitate JC’s ministry to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to all people  without  favour/distinction. 
114th Reasoning – All TCs behave the same – to edify those people within  “The Christian Nation”  desiring to imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and thus hasten The End of this presently horrible system. 
Comment – repeat – TCs  sincerely  state,  Yahweh witnesses their work load and affliction,  being that He will judge 
appropriately in  “The  Special/Greater  Judgement”  made during a Christian’s 1st part of their physical life for 
appropriate positioning within The Millennium based upon the Christian’s  “synapse construction mapping”. 
Noting,  the judgment of any Christian can go  one  of  THREE  ways for any specific individual “Christian. 
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2Cor. 12v16 og {let it be}/{let them be}  and,  
2Cor. 12v16 og (emphatic) I/me  no/not/none  (I) {weighed down}/{imposed upon}/burdened  {specifically yourselves},  
2Cor. 12v16 og but  (the) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave   
2Cor. 12v16 og (the) {(faculties) all working}/adroitly/shrewdly/craftily,   
2Cor. 12v16 og (to the [= in/with/by/on) decoy/{a trick (to bait)}/wile/craft/deceit/guile/subtlety/intrigue   
2Cor. 12v16 og {specifically yourselves}  (I) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received/attained. 
2Cor. 12v16 = And  {let it be}  (= And moving on)  -  not  emphatic I (Paul)  {imposed upon}/burdened  {specifically yourselves}.   

but  the  {begun under}/behaved  the  adroitly/shrewdly/craftily,   
with  {trick (with bait)}/wile/craft/deceit  I  {got hold of}/{took up}  {specifically yourselves}?! 

 

And let it be  (you know what I have said is true about myself),     emphatic I (Paul)   (have)  not burdened specifically yourselves. 
            (Two possible interpretations … … … ) 
(I ask you,  but)  (have)  I behaved  adroitly/craftily  (and)  I grasped specifically yourselves with  wile/craft/deceit? 
(But  [some of]  you say)   I behaved  adroitly/craftily  (when)  I grasped specifically yourselves with  (supposed)  wile/craft/deceit! 
 

Paul moves on from emphasising,  he is truly desires to edify them,  and then confirms this by stating,    “I have not burdened you!” 
Option 1: 
Then he states   
               (I ask you,  but)  (have)  I behaved  adroitly/craftily  (and)  I grasped specifically yourselves with  wile/craft/deceit? 
So obviously it occurred then by the roving religious leaders in Paul’s day  -  and even more so today,  where we have  “millions upon millions”  of 
humans milked by the religious organisations all over The World  –  for what?   

“To be saved”  (from what was to be  “The Death of Annihilation”  at the end of our life)?   
Yet JC did that  for  all  of us  in just  one  action  for no worldly return  –  but at considerable cost to himself! 

Therefore,  what  do these  “world religions”  intrinsically do for Mankind,   except fragment it to the leaders’ benefit?   
Noting  “The Worst”  is “Worldly Christianity”  having all The Knowledge,  and yet its leaders treat it with utter disdain  (Luke.16v19-21+)!  

Ultimately  “Religion”  provides the leaders with an excuse to  just take  from their devotees for  empty returns! 
This is  a parasitic relationship,  because in the fullness of time they have offered  absolutely nothing  to The World but only taken for a fleshly existence! 
Thus these religious leaders throughout The World are stealing the glory that should  only  be given to JCg -  for it was  only  JCg who gave  all  humans 
another opportunity (1John.2v2, 4v14),  by providing a  righteous means  to be escaping what has now become  “The 1st Death”  (that would have been 
“The Certainty of Annihilation”).  We therefore accurately reason,  these  “Leaders of Religion” cannot save us  –  but they only  take  from us! 

They give  “sweet nothings”  and take a worldly income for providing  “vain flattery”  to please the ears  (2Tim.4v3-4)!   
They promise something,  of which  they cannot deliver   “Believe in us,  and what we teach for everlasting life!” –  What utter rubbish! 
Then we muse,  -  what else can they  really  do  (Luke.16v3)? 

Yahweh has  no  desire for  empty  verbose religious worship  (every day/week, or “x” many times a day)  –  it is an utter  anathema  to Him  (see what 
Yahweh thought of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  at Isa.1v11-16, Amos.5v20-23, etc.). 
Yahweh is at present,  seeking out the future Sons of God,  being  “The Early Adopters”  ready for  the next stage  in His  “Plan of Human Salvation”. 
Everything I have stated in this commentary is  precisely what JC taught  as  “1st Century Christianity”  (I have invented  none of this)  and this is 
precisely the reason why the  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  detested JC and plotted to kill him  (John.11v47-53).   But obviously it is not what 
they are likely to teach us … …   –  is it? 
Option 2: 
Then he states   
               (But  [some of]  you say)   I behaved  adroitly/craftily  (when)  I grasped specifically yourselves with  (supposed)  wile/craft/deceit! 
This appears to be the opposite viewpoint to option 1,  and yet it is not – because of The Commons Denominator between the people wishing to take from 
other people by expressing worldly methodology.  Paul is now aggressively going on the attack to defend himself from unjustified slander by people 
wishing to usurp his position while he is away.  They are attempting to make it seem,  Paul is trying to dominate and become  “a king over them”! 

It is so interesting such like people offering this type of argument  -  are the very people with that thought uppermost in their mind,  for that 
position to be taken for themselves!   

Therefore,  Paul makes the following observations based upon what the Corinthian brethren have witnessed –  to see  the common trait for  all  TCs,  it 
being of  selfless-service  without taking anything  for the service they give  (that is to truly edify the recipients of the TCs’ teaching in how to imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle),  as we are to read in the next few verses. 

Can  any  “Professional Leader of Religion”  on this planet state the same thing? 
Of course,  they cannot by definition  (of the word “professional”)! 
2Cor. 12v17 og Not  {some/any/certain person}  {of whom/which}  
2Cor. 12v17 og (I have) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned    
2Cor. 12v17 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}  through (reason of)   (of the) him [Titus and another]  
2Cor. 12v17 og (I) covetous/{over-reach}/{get an advantage}/defraud/{make gain}  {specifically yourselves}? 
2Cor. 12v17 = Not  {some/any person}  (TC)  {of whom}  I  (Paul)   have  {set apart}/dispatched  towards  {specifically yourselves},   

through reason  of the  him  (Titus)   (did)  I  overreach/{gain advantage}/defraud/profit  {specifically yourselves}?  
 

Not any person (TC)  of whom I (Paul)  have dispatched towards specifically yourselves  (Brethren), 
through reason of him (Titus)  did I  overreach/defraud  specifically yourselves? 
 

Then Paul asks  
Did I  covert/take/defraud  from  {specifically yourselves}  through any TC  {of whom}  I dispatched to yourselves?  

Clearly something  commonly practised throughout history  by “Religious Leaders”  -  hence Paul’s declaration in the form of a rhetorical question. 
Obviously,  the answer is  “No!”   –  a TC will take  nothing  for the work  he/she  provides  –  but perhaps  only  ask for a day by day subsistence  (and 
that is only when the TC is utterly destitute and a  “bag of skin and bones”  –  compare that with your religious leaders of  whatever  worldly religion! 
All are  “tarred with the same brush”  (same mindset)  being the reason why they take their various positions within The Religious Edifice. 

And what do we receive by return? 
Is it  “Human Salvation”  by saying and doing  only  what a human leader  would want to hear and have done? 

Obviously not! 
Yahweh wants something totally different as  “FutureLife.Org”  clearly explains. 
2Cor. 12v18 og (I [Paul]) {called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated  (the) Titus,   
2Cor. 12v18 og also  (I) {despatched (on an errand) with someone}/{sent with}  the  brother  [a member of The Brethren],   
2Cor. 12v18 og not  {some/any/certain thing}  (he) coveted/{over-reached}/{took an advantage}/defrauded/{made gain}   
2Cor. 12v18 og {specifically yourselves},  Titus?    
2Cor. 12v18 og No/Not/None  to the [= in/with/by/on]  {to it}/same  (to the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
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2Cor. 12v18 og (we) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}?    
2Cor. 12v18 og No/Not/None  to the [= in/with/by/on]  {to them}/same  {to arrive}/tracks/steps  [we walk]. 
2Cor. 12v18 = I  urged/besought/exhorted  the  Titus,   also  {sent with}   (Titus)   the  brother   (in the real faith towards yourselves).   

Not  Titus  he  overreached/{gained advantage}/defrauded/profited   (from out of)   {specifically yourselves}?    
Not  in the  same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  we  walk/{deport our self}/{occupy our lifestyle}?    
Not  in the  same  steps/tracks   (we all  walk/{deport ourselves})? 

 

I  urged/exhorted  Titus,  also sent with  (Titus)  the brother   (in  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   to you). 
Not Titus  overreached/defrauded  (from out of)  specifically yourselves?    (Evidently,  Titus took  nothing  from them!) 
Not in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  we (TCs)  deport ourselves?   (All  TCs operate in precisely the  one/same  manner). 
Not in the same tracks  (we tread)?   (The TCs are so identical in their deportment that they behave  “as one”  [hardly true in  worldly Christianity]). 
 

Thus Paul is laying it down now,  to show the  separation/differentiation  between TCs and  worldly  religious leaders of his day  (and likewise today,  
because  the same mindset of people  take the various positions within  “Religion”  generation by generation  precisely as JC told us several times). 
Then Paul explains what he did  

He gave further spiritual sustenance via Titus to these Corinthian Brethren. 
Then,  did Titus take from them?  –  Obviously No! 

So clearly Paul and Titus have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is also the  one/same  with Yahweh  ({edifying 
love}/agapao as the driver for the mind to deliver the  {charity love}/agape  for Charitable works to deliver  Accurate  Knowledge). 
Also the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to have a lifestyle that conforms to the fruits of that  one/same  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is sourced by  Yahweh to make His Desire manifest within The Environment” (= “HS”)  –  again driven 
by  {edifying live}/agapao.    

Thus,  Paul and Titus are TCs actively desiring the spiritual growth to edify The Brethren so they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for  no  worldly gain 
themselves.    Can we say this of  “Leaders of Religion”?    Especially when they can offer  absolutely  nothing  to bring forth Human Salvation! 
2Cor. 12v19 og Anew/{Back once more}/Furthermore/Again  (you) think/{be accounted}/deem/suppose/presume   
2Cor. 12v19 og because  {to yourselves}   
2Cor. 12v19 og (we are) {giving an account (legal plea) of self}/exculpating/{making defence}/ 

/{answering/excusing self} [middle voice]? 
2Cor. 12v19 og {Directly in the face of}/{Within the presence}/{In sight of}  of the   God   
2Cor. 12v19 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (we) speak/utter/say;   
2Cor. 12v19 og the (things)  and  (the) all,   
2Cor. 12v19 og (the) {dearly/well loved}/beloved [plural]   over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
2Cor. 12v19 og of the  {of yourselves}  (of the) structuring/{building up}/confirmation/edifying/emboldening. 
2Cor. 12v19 = Because again,   you  presume/deem  we are  personally  defending/{giving account of}  (our actions)  {to yourselves}? 

{Directly before}/{In the Face}  of the  God (Yahweh),   within the  Christ/Anointed  we  say/speak;   
and  the  all  things    (of  “The Real Faith”  clearly explained)   
{for the sake/behalf of}  of the  {building up}/edifying  {of yourselves},   the  {dearly loved}/beloved.    (people aiming to become TCs). 

 

Because again,  you presume we are defending  (our actions)  to yourselves? 
                  (Yet,  TCs have done nothing for which they need to defend themselves against -  hence  “holy/innocent/blameless/pure”) 
                  (It is only  “The Rumour Mill”  of the  “Leaders Religion”  from whom TCs have need to defend – as that which occurred to JC.) 
Directly before of the God  (Yahweh)    (His Special/Greater [1st] Judgement of Christians during The Gospel Age for Sonship,  James.3v1)  
within the Anointed we speak   (TCs imitate The Golden Standard as laid down by JC that shall result in “The Goal”  to be anointed by Yahweh) 
and all the things   (being  all  aspects of  “1st Century Christianity”  thoroughly explained to the recipient  [so the recipients can achieve The Goa]) 
for the  sake/behalf  of the edifying of yourselves   (these recipients are being taught  how to become  TCs,  -  by mature TCs), 
the beloved.    (Paul is truly motivated to bring through the next generation of TCs for Yahweh's ultimate pleasure  [to achieve 144000 TCs]). 
 

Thus Paul is not defending himself to them in any manner  –  because Yahweh is able to witness in His Special/Greater (1st) Judgement what is occurring  
-  but Paul is making clear what TCs do in their life that is apparently  not  appreciated or recognised by those  people of The World  round about.   
TCs are rarely thanked by The World because The World does not appreciate  the specific  type  of work  that  only  TCs do  –  that is specifically  why  
they are called TCs  (but  not  by The World)!   Also it is very obvious by definition,  a TC will  never  receive worldly honours and accolades  –  because 
the work that they do is  “Anti-world”  (2Pet.3v8-13, John.17v15-25)  –  their world is for a  “new future world order”  for which they actively canvass  
by both word and deed  –  and thus how can they receive or accept anything from this present worldly system which is to be soon removed? 
Again notice that Paul is speaking in what is required for  “The Appointment of The Future Office”  (if as deemed appropriate by Yahweh)  of which JC 
originally set up  (being [1] his Ministry as  “The Word of God”,  and  [2] his Ransom Sacrifice)   as  “The Enabler”  for the 144000 TCs to be  
elected/selected  from out of The Gospel Age  (and then Yahweh has His Tools to draw out  “The 3rd Remnant  [Late Adopters]  from out of The 3rd Epoch 
Israel”  [of “The Resurrected World”]  in The Millennium). 
 
108th Comment – TCs will audit members of The Christian Nation in their care to ensure they do not become wayward 
and thus become too closely associated with The World and its abhorrent practices to our fellow  person/neighbour. 
41st Warning – Worldly Christian leaders do not carry out personal audits upon people within their charge because they 
do  not  intrinsically care to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to  hasten-on  The Millennium upon this planet of  “The Restitution”! 
109th Comment – Worldly Christians participate within quarrelling,  strife,  wrangling,  contention,  variance,  jealousy, 
fury,  anger,  wrath,  indignations,  divisions,  rivalries,  intrigue,  vilifications,  {evil speaking},  defamation,  slandering,  
whisperings,  gossip,  haughtiness,  inflations,  boasting,  turbulences,  disturbances,  tumults,  confusions,  commotions, 
within  families/friends/colleagues/associates,  within nations and between nations  –  none of this  should/(will)  occur! 
115th Reasoning – This is  why “we” do things in this present system, because our “synapse construction”  is so wayward  
– that is  why  we need The Millennium  (if ever taught today)  to bring-in  The Restitution on how people should behave! 
2Cor. 12v20 og (I) {be frightened/alarmed/afraid}/awe/revere/fear/respect/defer  for  not  {in what manner}/how  
2Cor. 12v20 og (the) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming  no/not/none  (the) {as such}/{what sort} [plural] 
2Cor. 12v20 og (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/willed  
2Cor. 12v20 og (I) find/obtained/see/perceived  {specifically yourselves}.  
2Cor. 12v20 og {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  (I be) found/obtained/seen/perceived  {to [= in/with/by/on] yourselves} 
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2Cor. 12v20 og (the) {as such}/{what sort}  no/not/none  (you) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/willed;   
2Cor. 12v20 og not  {in what manner}/how  (the) quarrellings/wrangling/contentions/debates/strife/variances,   
2Cor. 12v20 og (the) zeal/passion/ardour/drive/motivation/devotion [plural]   [in the negative sense],   
2Cor. 12v20 og (the) {passions (as if breathing hard)}/fierceness/indignations/wrath,  
2Cor. 12v20 og (the) intrigue/factions/contentions/strife/rivalries,   
2Cor. 12v20 og (the) defamations/{back-biting}/{evil speaking}/slanderings/vilifications,   
2Cor. 12v20 og (the) slanderings/whisperings/{secret detractions/calumniators},   
2Cor. 12v20 og (the) inflations/haughtiness/swellings/{puffings up},   
2Cor. 12v20 og (the) instabilities/disorders/commotions/confusions/tumults;   
2Cor. 12v20 = For  I  fear/{be alarmed/afraid},   not  how   (= lest/else/perhaps)   the  accompanying/coming   

not  {as such}  I  determine/desire/{be pleased}  I  find/see  {specifically yourselves}.    (Paul is worried he may be disappointed) 
Not  you  determine/desire/{be pleased}   {I also}  be  found/seen  {by yourselves}:    (The Brethren will see Paul  differently/wrathful) 
not  how   (= lest/else/perhaps):- 
the  quarrellings/strife/wrangling/contentions/variances,  
the  jealousy/fury/anger/wrath/indignations, 
the  divisions/rivalries/intrigue/factions/machinations,  
the  vilifications/{evil speaking}/defamations, 
the  slandering/whisperings/gossip/{secret detractions/calumniators},  
the  haughtiness/inflations/boastings/swellings/pride,  
the  turbulences/disturbances/tumults/confusions/commotions; 

 

For I fear,  lest/perhaps  the coming,  not as such  (to the required level)  I be pleased to  find/see  specifically yourselves. 
              (They need to reform , having slipped away from  “1st Century Christianity”  to become embroiled in  worldly Christianity,  pandemic today) 
Not you be pleased I also be  found/seen  (wrathful)  by yourselves   (Surely you do not want me to be wrathful to yourselves -) 
lest/perhaps   (I see amongst yourselves -) 
the  quarrellings/strife/wrangling/contentions/variances   (being what we see within  [the leaders of]  worldly Christianity), 
the  jealously/fury/anger/wrath/indignations   (being what we see within  [the leaders of]  worldly Christianity), 
the  divisions/rivalries/intrigues/factions/machinations   (being what we see within  [the leaders of]  worldly Christianity), 
the  vilifications/{evil speakings}/defamations   (being what we see within  [the leaders of]  worldly Christianity), 
the  slandering/whisperings/gossip   (being what we see within  [the leaders of]  worldly Christianity), 
the  haughtiness/inflations/boastings/pride   (being what we see within  [the leaders of]  worldly Christianity), 
the  turbulences/disturbances/tumults/confusions/commotions   (being what we see within  [the leaders of]  worldly Christianity), 
 

Paul speaks of his next visitation in a month or so  -  and then of his possible apprehension. 
Paul is probing  –  asking   

Perhaps there is something within your grouping of which you may wish me  not  to see? 
Then he promptly lists some of the things he sees operating within the worldly community! 
Perhaps this occurs within the echelons of worldly religious communities – or  snuffed-out  by more senior leaders to   “Just keep the matter quiet”! 

This is  not  to occur within The Brethren,  and absolutely  not  within the TCs   –  nor  will it occur within The Millennium  (Luke.12v3). 
2Cor. 12v21 og Not  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  (the having) accompanied/appeared/brought/come   
2Cor. 12v21 og I/me/my  (he may) depress/humiliate/abase/{bring low}/humble (self)  the  {specific god}  {of me}/mine   
2Cor. 12v21 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves},   
2Cor. 12v21 og also  (I shall) grieve/mourn/wail  (the) many/much/plenteous  of the (persons)   
2Cor. 12v21 og (having) {sinned previously (prior to conversion)}/{sinned already},   
2Cor. 12v21 og also  not  (the having) {thought differently/afterwards}/{reconsidered (feel remorse/compunction)}/repented   
2Cor. 12v21 og over/upon/concerning  to the  impurity/blemished/uncleanness   
2Cor. 12v21 og also  (to the) harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication  also  (to the) licentiousness/{lustful acts}/wantonness   
2Cor. 12v21 og {to whom/which}  (they have) {habitually practised}/{repeated deeds}. 
2Cor. 12v21 = (When)  the having  appeared/come  {back once more}/again   (to visit yourselves) 

not  “the specific god”  will  depress/abase/humble  me  towards  {specifically yourselves},   
also  I shall  grieve/mourn/wail  the many  of the  people  (because I will expel them),   having  {previously sinned}   
also  not  the having  {reconsidered to remorse}/repented  upon/concerning  to the  impurity/blemished/uncleanness,   
also  to the  harlotry/incest/fornication/prostitution,   
also  to the  licentiousness/lustfulness/wantonness  to which  they have  {habitually practised}/{repeated deeds}. 

 

(When)  having come back once more   (to visit yourselves) 
not  “the specific god”  will  depress/abase  me towards specifically yourselves   (Because Paul would not have been doing his job correctly) 
also I shall  grieve/wail  (for)  of the many people having previously sinned   (because I may be forced to expel them), 
also  (they)  not having repented concerning the  impurity/uncleanness   (being The Mind operating according to worldly methodology), 
also in the  harlotry/fornication   (with  worldly Christianity by forsaking our supposed  betrothal to  JCg  as  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]) 
also in the  lustfulness/wantonness   (to please’  “The Immediacy”  of an animalistic mind operating according to worldly methodology)  
to which they have habitually practised   (this is  “no repentance”,  but as we witness today are  “excused practises”  in  worldly Christianity!). 
 

Not quite as given within  worldly bible translations  –  inasmuch the direction is wrong  –  especially when we know how Paul thinks and reasons  
(especially as we are to read in the next verses,  in particular,  13v2). 
Paul,  like JC,  will forgive people in their innocence and give them numerous opportunities to reform away from The World,  –  but as we read here,  if 
people  do not reform,  nor repent  –  but operate in a repeated manner to remain iniquitous with habitually practised deeds  then they  will  be expelled. 
Paul will not relish this action and he will be distressed and mournful over this action  –  but he will not allow repeated offenders to contaminate the 
remainder of the congregation  (see also JCg's instruction in Rev. chapters 2 and 3)   and thus they will be expelled from the Christian congregation. 
Just like today  except with a  distinct difference - 

1. The whistle blowers of corruption and iniquity are expelled by the leaders.   How perverse! 
2. Those persons practising iniquity are  welcomed/protected  by  peers/leaders!   How perverse! 

How so very bizarre this should be occurring,  being the exact opposite  (hence “Antichrist” meaning  “anti-achieving 144000 TCs”)  to what we are 
instructed in  “The (real) Bible”  (and not one passed through Rev.22v18-19)  -  when these leaders are supposed to be representing Yahweh! 
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Clearly,  they do  not  represent Yahweh!   They might by  “name”,  inasmuch they state they come in  His Name’ -  but any  “rogue trader”  can do 
that  –  and millions do!   Yet clearly  they do  not  come in Yahweh’s  Character  nor Authority. 

If people choose to contend with me  –  then I suggest they search the internet for examples first  –  else I shall do it and embarrass them! 
That is the difference between Paul, as a TC and those  worldly Christian leaders of today who have not the true interests of Yahweh within their own 
heart  (being to edify the congregations to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within themselves).  That is to say  –  they are  not  motivated for Yahweh’s Standards 
that will lead to a perfected society  –  but only for The World’s Standards for the  self-indulgent  returns in an imperfect society! 

“The Scam”  being,   worldly Christian leaders change Yahweh’s Laws to become  blemished/contaminated  like The World’s Laws under the  
half-truth  of  “Love”  (Jude.v4)   –  twisted to  (eros, to)  create chaos within society  –  all as we witness today! 

They need not answer to me  –  but they shall be called to account on  The Day  (The Millennium)  which clearly they do  not  expect to occur  –  else 
surely they would not criminalise themselves within what they state in both words and deeds  –  in the subject matter they profess to be knowledgeable! 
 
 
110th Comment – TCs will use The Bible  (and not The World)  as their guide when taking evidence and making decisions. 
111th Comment – More than one person must concur to ensure validity of the evidence given – but in The Millennium  (as 
we are told)  Yahweh becomes  “The Spoken Witness”  of what of what occurs and thus validates judgement made by the 
future JCg and his 144000 TCs   (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, Rev.14v1-4, 20v4, etc.). 
112th Comment – TCs during their audit will give opportunity to reform,  so  “the practice”  of the future  “Kingdom of 
God”  operates within them  now  to get  the correct  “synapse construction”  ready for The Millennium of which they are 
to rule.   However,  if  readjustment/reform  is refused by rebellious people,  then they must be expelled,  perhaps they 
need  “The Reality of The Millennium”  before reform personally occurs.   Note:  Only those people who “habitually 
practise”  will be targeted,  occasional  errors/transgression  will be tolerated. 
83rd Allegory – “The kingdom of God” = a society that operates under  (thus fulfils)  Yahweh’s Desire.  
2Cor. 13v1 og {third (in time/place/rank)}thirdly/3rd  that/this/there/here   
2Cor. 13v1 og (I am) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
2Cor. 13v1 og {specifically yourselves}:    [It is written]   
2Cor. 13v1 og [Deut.19v15 ]   Over/Upon/Concerning  (the) {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face   
2Cor. 13v1 og dual/both/two  (of the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}  also  (of the) three  (people  [witnesses])  
2Cor. 13v1 og (it shall be) {stand staunch}/established/{held up}/appointed/abided/settled   
2Cor. 13v1 og (the) every  utterance/speech/narration/declaration. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.19v15  
2Cor. 13v1 = This third  (time)  I am  accompanying/coming  towards  {specifically yourselves}.   (It is written in Deut.19v15): 

Upon/Concerning  the mouth  of the  two  witnesses/{people for the cause}   
also  of the  three  people  (giving evidence)   the  every  utterance/word/narration   it shall be  accepted/established/settled  . 

  

This third  (time)  I am coming towards specifically yourselves   (whether the abortive second or including Titus’s visit,  as the second visit): 
Concerning the mouth of two witnesses  also of the three persons   (giving evidence)   every  utterance/word  shall be established. 
 

Paul means business  –  he accurately quotes The Bible to be his Golden Reference upon which he will make judgement. 
But also it is a foreshadow of what is to occur within The Millennium where we are told,  Yahweh becomes The Witness  to validate  The Judgement 
made by JCg and his 144000 TCs  (then to be  kings/priests  of The Millennium)  upon  “The Resurrected World”  (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
2Cor. 13v2 og (I) predicted/{said already}/foretold/{said before}   
2Cor. 13v2 og also  (I) {state/exclaim  beforehand}/predict/foretell/{tell before}  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
2Cor. 13v2 og (the) {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present  the  {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd,   
2Cor. 13v2 og also  {being away}/absent  now/present/immediate  (I) write/scribe/engrave  to the (persons)   
2Cor. 13v2 og (the having) {sinned previously (prior to conversion)}/{sinned already}  also  to the (persons)   
2Cor. 13v2 og {remaining ones}/residues/rest  (to the) all (persons),  
2Cor. 13v2 og because  if/whenever  (I) accompany/appear/bring/come  into/unto  the (place [Corinth]) 
2Cor. 13v2 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again,   
2Cor. 13v2 og no/not/none (person)   (I will) abstain/{treat leniently}/forbear/spare. 
2Cor. 13v2 = I  {said  before/already},   

also  I  predict/foretell  {in that manner}/as  the  {being near at hand}/present  the  second time   (to yourselves),   
also  {being away}/absent  presently/now   (from you)   I write  to the  people  the having  {sinned previously}   
also  to  all  the  remaining/residue  people,  
because  if  I  accompany/come  unto  the  place/(Corinth)  again,   I will  spare/{treat leniently}  no  person! 

 

I  (have)  said already   (in effect  “I will spare no person”  as you were to read in my 1st letter), 
also presently I state beforehand in that  (same)  manner as the second time   (to yourselves), 
also presently being away   (from yourselves)   
I write to the people having previously sinned   (to repent and reform),   
also to all the remaining people   (to administer yourselves according to “1st Century Christianity”), 
because if I come unto the  place/(Corinth)  again,  I will treat leniently no person! 
 

Paul is adamant    
The iniquitous people will be expelled from the  ecclesia/church! 

This warning is a foreshadow of the present Gospel Age. 
When  “we”  (as Christians)  personally have  “The Knowledge”  (during the 1st part of our physical life as  “Christians”)  and also in The 
Millennium  (in the 2nd part of our life  –  for  “The Resurrected World”  at large)  have  “The Word of God”.  
We are warned in the 1st part of our physical life  not to sin (worldly)  this being our  first  warning.   
We are resurrected through JC’s selfless action by Yahweh’s capability  –  being  “Yahweh's Desire  [which is separate from this world of 
sin]  made manifest within The Environment” (= the “HS”)  now righteously able to operate under His Decree.  
Then during The Millennium,  we are warned the  second  time during our education period to learn of  “Righteousness”.  At the end of The 
Millennium period when Satan is released for the short while  (Rev.20v7-12),  righteously for 3.5 years,  then those people who choose to sin 
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will be expelled from their total life comprising of two parts  (having entirely rejected Yahweh's Methodology for  [1] self and  [2] society's 
improvement)  being  “The 2nd Death”  to permanent annihilation. 
Noting that it will be JCg and the 144000 TCs  (of which Paul is one)  who will be making the judgment and sparing no sinful person! 

Those people who  “live according to works of righteousness”  (to Yahweh’s Desire)  in the 1st part of their physical life because they have hearkened to 
JC’s ministry and have JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  growing within them a  new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as a new  creature/creation  
(2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  within the metaphoric womb of our present fleshly body.   Where from this womb,  we who are aiming for  “The Goal”  might  
ideally  be wholly  “born again”  by Yahweh as  The Midwife’  at  “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6)  having gained Yahweh’s HS within us,  for us  
ideally  to pass through this as  Kings/Priests  of The Millennium.  My electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will pull all this together. 

Can the reader see the righteousness of  “1st Century Christianity”,  being  “The Absolute Truth”  of Yahweh’s wonderful plan for us? 
Is this what  worldly  Christian leaders preach to us in their present  absolute error? 
Do they  know or understand  what The Bible  really  means? 
Do they  choose not  to know or understand  (“agnoeo”)? 
Why  do they choose  not  to know or understand? 

Clearly,  these are rhetorical questions  -  of which I answer elsewhere within this website  – while obviously they will vociferously argue to the contrary! 
However,  it is by their fruits that you shall know them   (Matt.7v16-19  –  please see my local commentaries). 

 
89th Instruction – TCs will carry out Audits on people in their charge because that is the requirement of those specific 
individuals appointed by Yahweh for The Future Office of being  “Anointed”  as future  kings/priests  of The Millennium. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = “The Office of Appointment”  in the future as  elected/chosen  by Yahweh,  only 
made possible by:  The Enabler = Jesus  Christ/Anointed.  To be a future  king/priest  to rule  “The Resurrected World”. 
85th 'Allegory' – “JC speaking within me” = JC as  “The Word of God”  operating as a  presence/parousia  within a TC 
yielding  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates in JCg  (God’s Word entrusted within us 
while JCg is presently on his distant journey, Luke.19v12)  as that which operates within Yahweh  (to bring forth the HS). 
It is  not  the frivolous nonsense taught by  charlatan Christian leaders  (having  no  HS)  to their deceived devotees! 
113th Comment – TCs will always have their integrity questioned –  often by resentful people within The Christian Nation,  
suggesting TCs feel vindictive,  or “kill-joys”,  or desire to “rock the boat” supposedly imposing over other people. 
114th Comment – However JCg’s  presence/parousia  within  -  and Yahweh’s HS operating within The Environment will 
keep the TC protected because  “the charge is made, is without a cause”  by those people wanting their publicity. 
116th Reasoning – TCs know,  JC was publicly executed in feebleness of the fleshly DNA body,  but was  (as JCg) 
“awakened/roused”  (into a body  not  of worldly DNA)  through the miraculous power of Yahweh’s capability  “to make 
manifest what Yahweh Desires  [which is separate from this world of sin]  occur within The Environment”  (the “HS”).   
11th Prophecy – Likewise will TCs be  “awakened/roused”  (into a body  not  of worldly DNA)  through the miraculous 
power of Yahweh’s capability  (of displayed HS)  at the 1st 2nd C of JCg  (The 1st Resurrection)  to collect his Bride to be. 
2Cor. 13v3 og Thereupon/Since/Else/Otherwise  (the) {to test/assay}/trustiness/experiment/trial/proof/audit   
2Cor. 13v3 og (you) seek/search/endeavour/inquire  of the [Anointed]  in  {to [= within] me}  (the) speaking/uttering/saying   
2Cor. 13v3 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  who/which/that  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor. 13v3 og no/not/none  (it is) feeble/weak/impotent/diseased,   
2Cor. 13v3 og but  (it is) efficient/mighty}/{be powerfully capable}  in  {to [= within] yourselves}. 
2Cor. 13v3 = Thereupon/Since  you  seek/inquire  {to assay/prove}/trial/test  of the  Christ/Anointed  within  my  speaking/uttering,  

which  it is  not  feeble/weak  into/unto  {specifically yourselves},   (The Brethren have a good working knowledge of The Word of God) 
but  it is  {efficiently powerful/mighty}  within  yourselves.    The Brethren are able to operate according to  “The Knowledge”) 

 

Since you seek to  assay/test  the Anointed   (being  “The Responsibility”  of what  “This Position of Office”  really means) 
within my speaking   (it is JC as  “The Word of God”  that has reformed Paul’s mind to become worthy of  “The Office of The Anointed”), 
which it is not  feeble/weak  unto specifically yourselves   (inasmuch you know what is required for that position of  “The Anointed”), 
but being efficiently powerful within yourselves   (provided you ultimately reform your mind so that you imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
 

Paul speaks what might be on their mind  –  especially after reading the  “rebukes”  in 12v20-22 and then 13v1-2. 
What right has Paul to assay their activities!    
As with all worldly humans  -  their first defence is to nullify any charge by - 

1.  Blame someone else  (it is not my fault)  -  or 
2.  Denial  (I did not do it)  and then be ignoring it internally – or 
3.  Excuse themselves  (there are mitigating circumstances)  -  or 
4.  Be attacking the messenger! 

And likewise, here! 
Paul states   He shall carry out  “The Audit”  and also implement  “The Action”  resulting from  “The Audit”. 
They would be wondering   

By what Authority has he to condemn  “our friends”  within our cosy grouping! 
The fact that Paul gave them all  “The Knowledge”  of which they possess to give them an opportunity to become Christlike  –  but when The Audit 
occurs based upon  “The Quality Manual of Procedures”,  then  “the hurt”  impinges  –  when all that is forgotten,  and immediately   “What 
right/authority”  -  is used to supposedly excuse the detected errors! 
Precisely the same shall be spoken by the recipients against all those TCs appointed by Yahweh  –  just as was JC questioned by The Scribes and 
Pharisees  –  only because personal reform  was/is/shall  not desired by unreformed minds  –  and thus  “turn the tables”  to detract from the personal 
requirement for reform!   Thereby refusing to accept  accountability and reneged on the ownership by not taking responsibility. 

Being a worldly human trait  –  which itself obviously needs reform firstly,   –  else no required  personal  reform shall occur! 
2Cor. 13v4 og also  For  if   
2Cor. 13v4 og (he [JC] was) {impaled upon fixed stakes}/{nailed on stakes/posts/poles}/ 

/{publicly executed (physical or spiritual)}  
2Cor. 13v4 og {from/out of}  (of the) feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness,  but  (he [JCg]) lives/exists   
2Cor. 13v4 og {from/out of}  (of the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  of the  God [Yahweh].   
2Cor. 13v4 og also  for  also  {we ourselves}  (we are) {being feeble/weak/impotent/diseased}  in  (to the) him [JCg],   
2Cor. 13v4 og but  (we shall) live/exist  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
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2Cor. 13v4 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) him [JCg]  {from/out of}  
2Cor. 13v4 og (of the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  (of the) God [Yahweh].   
2Cor. 13v4 og into/unto  {specifically yourselves}. 
2Cor. 13v4 = For also  

if  he  (JC)   was  {impaled upon fixed stakes}/{publicly executed}  {from out of}  of the  feebleness/weakness   (of a fleshly body),   
but  he  lives/exists   (in a heavenly/celestial body)   within the  {miraculous power/work}  (capability)   of the  God  (Yahweh).  
For  also  indeed  {we ourselves}  (TCs)   are  {being feeble/weak}  within  him    (JC in fleshly body driven by God's Word)  
but  we  (TCs)   shall  live/exist  {united as companions}/{in resemblance}  with  him    (JCg  -  to be his bride at the 1st 2nd C)   
from out  of the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  (of God's Word)  of the  God (Yahweh)   (working)   into  {specifically yourselves} 

 

For also, 
if he (JC)  was impaled upon a post from out of the feebleness/weakness   (of a  fleshly  body – while  mentally  taking  The Last/Least  position) 
            (Crucially it was JC’s mind that ruled the day,  his  spirit/personality/desires  conquered that of the Religious Leaders’,  in Yahweh’s Judgment) 
but he (JCg)  lives/exists  (in a  heavenly/celestial  physical body)  within the mighty work  (capability)   of the God  (Yahweh). 
For  also indeed we ourselves (TCs)  are being  feeble/weak  within him   (as a physical body,  mentally driven to take  The Last/Least  position) 
            (Where it must be understood that  “within him”  means,  we are driven by precisely the same rules that governed JC’s mind). 
but we (TCs)  shall  live/exist  united as companions with him   (JCg,  as a co-heir over  “The Inheritance”  of  “The Resurrected World”) 
from out of the mighty work of The God  (Yahweh,  sourcing  “The Word of God” [JC]  working)  into specifically yourselves. 

            (Yahweh sourced  [1] JC as The Word of God,  [2] underwrote what JC did  [3] resurrected him as a Son of God  [4] He does likewise with TCs) 
 

I must state  the obvious  again  –  “The Word of God”  that came through JC  (who himself operated by expressing the “HS”)  to ensure the righteous 
route establishes  “Yahweh’s Desire is expressed within The Environment”  using His unlimited  power/capability  that establishes His Authority and  
“Right to Rule”.  This brings the HS operating within intelligent entities fulfilling Yahweh's Desire and thus Yahweh's HS operates within The 
Environment by  “Yahweh's  Power/Capability”  to ensure this ultimately occurs.     

The HS is absolutely  not  a personage as we are  errantly taught  by our  worldly Christian leaders. 
However,  the HS becomes personalised  within an entity that entirely fulfils Yahweh's Desire  (for instance  within the 144000 TCs). 

Christian Trinity  (“old wine” - Luke.5v37-39)  doctrine is  utterly deviant teaching  –  please see appropriate sections within glossary and my very many 
inter-verse commentaries on this topic within The New Testament that  fully support  what I have stated.  I will show all this within my electronic  
“Concordance of Topics”  together with my many thousands of commentaries to quash this unrighteous nonsense  -  once and for all time! 
After one of my justified little rants  –  to let  “off steam”,  then continuing. 
JC publicly executed himself at two levels - 

1. The Ministry of  “The Word of God”   where JC  mentally  sacrificed himself away from what The World can deliver through its methodology. 
2. The Ransom Sacrifice where JC  physically  sacrificed himself away from the world in the most painful manner  (where we must understand 

the  “Leaders of Religion”  use this  “ultimate sanction”  to intimidate heretics,  to their  [worldly]  methodology,  into submission!) 
And thus after all this  –  having perfected himself unto Yahweh's Requirement  –  JC was able to  live/exist  in the continuance of The Mighty Power 
soured by Yahweh  –  because JC had  no right  to die  (be murdered)  for he had  not  sinned  –  thus he had  not  contravened Yahweh's Law on Sin  –  
which is effectively stated as being   “In the day you sin you will  (begin to)  die  (for an eternity)”  based upon Gen.2v17. 
We who are aiming to become TCs by precisely imitating JC to the very best we are able,  are very weak within this world because we are  not  worldly 
leaders  (driven by worldly methodology  –  to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  to take  The  First/Most  within our present society.   
Thus we who are aiming to be TCs appear weak by imbuing  “The Word of God”  and to be operating according to Yahweh's Methodology  –  because 
we deliberately take  The  Last/Least  position within society  –  precisely as did JC driven by Yahweh's Methodology.  Because of this,  then likewise 
those people whom Yahweh deems as TCs shall become the 144000 future Sons of God  to rule alongside JCg  (Matt.12v48-50, 20v23, Rom.8v17, 23, 
etc.,) in The Millennium 
Again,  note the  “{specifically yourselves}”  used.   
Paul is stating,  just as TCs are presently  “The Body of Christ”  –  they will become fused  “to become as one”  in  “The Special Marriage”  with their 
bridegroom JCg to rule in The Millennium  –  all as The Bible teaches us  (1Cor.12v12-22, Eph.5v30-32, Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9,  
and the warning at 1Cor.6v16).  Once the spiritual union was proved in the 1st part of the TCs’ lives with JC,  then the physical will not become  “as one 
flesh”  based upon DNA  (a creation of JCg  - Gen.1v28, 2v24, John,1v1-3),  but rather,  become a physical  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body creation  
of Yahweh  appropriate to their perfected  “synapse construction”  (during the 1st part of their physical life).  This physical union will occur at  “The 1st 
Resurrection  (Rev.20v6)  “as one heavenly body”  at this metaphoric  “marriage,  to become the 144000   kings/priests  of The Millennium  (Rev.7v4-8, 
14v1-4)  –  again precisely as The Bible tells us  –  but is  never  taught by our  “Anti-Marriage, Anti-Anointing, Anti-Christ”  worldly Christian leaders!   
I assume they believe none of it,  and as such,  they  if  they were honest,  then  they should not pretend to represent Yahweh if they are not prepared to 
teach  “The Ideal Goal”  for all Christians to please Yahweh!   From which we can reason they are  not  honest people  (to what Yahweh Desires)! 
Further,  Paul is explaining this future scenario  is  possible for  “{specifically yourselves}”  =  those of The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become 
TCs in their own right  by nurturing the correct  “synapse construction”  by becoming  “the  one/same”  with JCg’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
 
115th Comment – Christians must  audit/assay/examine  if they truly belong to  “The Real Faith”  (= knowledge + 
assurance + fidelity)  where if there is  no  knowledge  then there cannot be  assurance  nor  fidelity  to  “The Disclosing 
Truth”  given  within  “The Knowledge”  as originally sourced by Yahweh and  not  by  “The World of Religion”! 
117th Reasoning – Therefore Christians must  audit/assay/examine  themselves to determine whether JCg has a  
presence/parousia  within them by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  We need the  accurate  “Word of God”  (of both parts 
1 and 2)  imbued within us and not just what people have told us –  because what they say is  Most Likely  to be  wrong –  
but The Bible as  “The Prime Reference Standard”  is not! 
42nd Warning – Presently (2009 CE) with some 37000 variations of Christianity  (and constantly increasing)  then there is 
a high probability 37,000 : 1 that  you are  within a flock that does  not belong to JCg’s “small/own/single flock”! 
116th Comment – However TCs demonstrate through personal audit  (ultimately by Yahweh)  of their  lifestyle/ministry  to 
that of  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as given by JC are not  “castaways/rejected/disqualified”  from The 
Responsibility of future Sonship by people taking upon themselves ownership and accountability of God’s Word. 
117th Comment – TCs will  wish/will/pray  people of their charge will not revert to The World,  being of its methodology. 
The auditing by the TC is  all part of the physical  “wish/will/pray”  by a vow to bring reform rather than  just  “praying 
into the air”  as performed  billions  of people  (of the  three  “harlots”)  within The World to  “a supposed God”. 
However,  Yahweh has closed His ears to these  “billions”  of people many years ago,  –  all as The Bible  so very clearly  
tells us  (numerous citations which are listed elsewhere on this website)! 
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118th Reasoning – With TCs  wishing/willing/praying  by vow,  make the reform occur within those receptive humans all 
to the ultimate  glory/magnifying/honouring  of Yahweh with those specific people proven worthy of Sonship. 
43rd Warning – We are told by The Apostle Paul that Christians are  not  to  “work/produce/provide/yield/perform  
depravity/worthlessness/hurt/harm/evil/wickedness/badness”  not even  one  of them within The Christian nation of some 
two billion people  (if they desire Yahweh to listen to their prayers).  Only  by being worthy,  are we personally approved 
by Yahweh in His Special/Greater Judgement to Sonship and thus become a fitting mate alongside His premier son JCg!  
2Cor. 13v5 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]   (you) {to test}/endeavour/scrutinise/assay/examine/prove/tempt   
2Cor. 13v5 og if  {you are/belong}  in  to the [= within]  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
2Cor. 13v5 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]   (you) assay/prove/test/discern/examine.   
2Cor. 13v5 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  no/not/none   
2Cor. 13v5 og (you) {know upon some mark}/recognise/{full acquaintance}/acknowledge/perceive   
2Cor. 13v5 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves],   
2Cor. 13v5 og because  (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  in  {to [= within] yourselves}  (he) is?    
2Cor. 13v5 og If  not  [= else]   {some/any/certain persons/things}   
2Cor. 13v5 og (the) unapproved/rejected/worthless/reprobates/castaways/disqualified  {you are/belong}. 
2Cor. 13v5 = Test/Examine/Scrutinise/Assay  yourselves,   if  {you belong}  within  The  Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}.  

Test/Assay/Prove/Discern  yourselves!         
Or  because  not  you  {know upon some mark}/recognise/{fully acquaint}  the  Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed  he is  within  yourselves?   
If not  (= else)   {you are}  {some/any/certain people}  the  reprobates/castaway/rejected/disqualified! 

 

Test/Assay  yourselves  (to see/determine)  if you belong within  The (Real) Faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)! 
Test/Assay  yourselves! 
Or because not you recognise the Anointed Jesus  (as  “The Word of God”  explaining  “The Goal”)  is within yourselves?  
Else you are the certain  reprobates/disqualified  people   (and hence,  not worthy  to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”). 
 

Another key verse that sadly is  utterly ignored  by  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons  –  but it is Paul stating this in his sermon to The Brethren. 
If we call ourselves  “Christians”  –  then we must carefully examine ourselves to discover the quality of our worthiness –  before  “The End”  to the 1st 
part of our physical life  –  else we shall miss  the  once  only  Yahweh’s  better goal  for us to become future Sons of God  (“The Ideal Goal”)  in the 2nd 
part of our physical life. 
Do we as  “Christians”  really  “belong within the faith”  (as determined by Yahweh for quality [to feed The Resurrected World]  and absolutely  not  by 
our  worldly Christian leaders only after quantity  [upon which to personally feed])  where crucially to be successful,  then we must accept this simple 
equation - 

(Real) Faith = Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity. 
If we do  not  have  “Accurate Knowledge”  then it is utterly impossible for us to even get off the starting square  –  because  assurance  and  fidelity  
require  “The Accurate Knowledge”  upon which to build  –  else our  “faith”  becomes like that of suicidal bombers who obviously have large amounts 
of  (blind)  faith but  very little accurate  knowledge! 

Do we really want to be termed like that  –  having blind and thus  useless  faith? 
Clearly it becomes incumbent for all of us who personally desire to become TCs  (in the  eyes/judgement  of Yahweh)  to gain the  accurate  Knowledge 
as contained within a well translated Bible  (not  the NIV or equivalent genre)  –  then from the certainty of the  accurate  knowledge  which has been  
thoroughly/vigorously  assayed/tested/proved  comes  assurance  and competence/authority.  Finally if   fidelity  is practised to the assurance and 
knowledge  –  then  we shall be marked out as being a TC as determined by Yahweh.   This spiritual mark shall be clearly visible  (operating through our 
personality/character  for public  view/judgment)  as if a physical mark had been  “written/branded  upon our forehead”. 
We will not only  stand-out  in Yahweh’s eyes,  but also as being viewed a little different in The World by other people –  this difference becomes that 
metaphoric  “Mark on the forehead”  of which The Bible speaks  -  where our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  delivering our works becomes that Mark 
for all people to clearly see  (without  the unnecessary fancy worldly  trinkets/garb/idols  “hanging off “  the person). 
Therefore,  Paul makes the point - 

Else you are a certain  reprobates/castaway/rejected/disqualified  person! 
The point is - 

Rejected/Disqualified  –  from of what?    
What does this mean? 

It is clearly  not  succumbing to  “The 1st Death”  that would have been one of Annihilation,  because JC died for  all  humans with “no strings attached”  
JC stated that with  no  qualifiers within the given context.  Noting that  “believing in JC”  can occur over a 2 part physical life to yield eternal life. 

Thus,  it must mean something else. 
We know from JC’s teaching there are the vineyard workers who receive wages  (Matt.20v1-12),  also the 5,2 and 1 talent stewards  (Matt.25v14-23)   –   
they are not being paid with salvation  –  because in the case of the vineyard,  they are tending The Vineyard  for the future crop,  and the 5,2 talent 
stewards are given charge of greater things 10 and 5 cities  (cities which must have many habitants within)  –   so what is this disqualification warning? 
Noting the progression of The Vineyard of Luke.20v9-15 onto new cultivators at 20v16 – there is continuation  (please see all my local commentaries). 

As this website   “FutureLife.Org”  constantly screams out to The World - 
JC is speaking about the  people taking upon themselves responsibility  – being  worldly Christian leaders  supposedly  over The World and he is not 
speaking about the duped minions acquiescing to what they are given on a plate  (to emotionally enjoy  -  to please an animalistic mind)! 
“The person  (worldly Christian leader)  disqualified”,   becomes like  “the 1 talent man”  who has made no investment  –  or not tended The Vineyard 
correctly  –  or being the diseased branch cut out by The Vine-dresser (Yahweh)  -  or the cursed fig tree   (I irrationally assume Christian leaders should 
know of these illustrations without the need for me to put citations)!  
These specific individuals have  not  made  “The Grade”  to become Sons of God  –  being  “The Essence of The Gospel Age”  for Yahweh to draw out 
His  “Sons of God”  ready for  (as we read)  the future Harvest of The Grapes,  The Ruling of 10 or 5 cities, etc. 
Clearly these individuals who have  not  made The Grade are  not  “Non-Christians”  because  “Non-Christians”  have  not even entered  “The Race”  
(1Cor.9v23-26)   –  they are merely watching  “The Race”  from the side-lines! 
Consequently,  Paul is speaking to The Brethren  –  He is speaking to  “us”  –  as declared  “Christians”,  and principally those people with more 
responsibility  (Luke.12v46-48, etc.).  

Do we personally make The Grade?    
Do we even know whereabouts in The Bible lays “The Knowledge”  upon which to make an accurate self-audit? 
Or do we passively rely upon what  conmen/women  tell us  -  because we like what they say and keep paying them,  because we like what we hear? 

Or are we disqualified for one of those 144000 places of Sonship? 
Hence the next verse in context - 

2Cor. 13v6 og (I) expect/confide/entrust/{have confidence}  and  because   
2Cor. 13v6 og (you will) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  because  {we ourselves}   
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2Cor. 13v6 og no/not/none  {we are/being}  (the) unapproved/rejected/worthless/reprobates/castaways/disqualified. 
2Cor. 13v6 = And  because  I  entrust/expect  you  {absolutely know/understand}    (I expect you realise from what you clearly see … … ) 

because  {we ourselves}   (apostles = TCs)   we are  not  castaways/rejected/disqualified.    (Yahweh has not rejected us from Sonship) 
 

And because I expect you will absolutely  know/understand   (I expect that you realise from what you clearly see … ...) 
because we ourselves  (as apostles/TCs)  are not  castaways/disqualified   (from the role of being elected as future Sons of God). 
 

Paul very clearly tells us - 
We  TCs/Apostles  are  not  rejected to teach God’s Word now as truly faithful stewards,   and thus from what we have demonstrated to The 
World in the 1st part of our physical life we are responsible to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium! 

Furthermore,  the point Paul made earlier  –  is that  we all can be like Paul  –  we all are  “flesh and bone”  like Paul   –   we all have our splinters 
pricking us in our  feebleness/weakness  –  but we  can  personally become like Paul  =  TCs apostles  –  perhaps  not  precisely like Paul,  a solid 5+ 
talent man,  but perhaps a 2 talent man  –  doing the very best that we are able with what we are given  (Matt.25v15). 

Please read this website to  understand what you too can do  to fulfil  “Yahweh’s Desire”. 
2Cor. 13v7 og (I) wish/will/pray/desire  and  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  God [Yahweh],   
2Cor. 13v7 og not  (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor. 13v7 og (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing.   
2Cor. 13v7 og No/Not/None  that  {we ourselves}  (to be) acceptable/approved/tried [after assay/test]   
2Cor. 13v7 og (it should/may) {cause to appear}/{be visible}/lighten/show/enlighten,  
2Cor. 13v7 og but  that  {specifically yourselves}  the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
2Cor. 13v7 og (you  may/should) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,   
2Cor. 13v7 og {we ourselves}  and  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
2Cor. 13v7 og (the) unapproved/rejected/worthless/reprobates/castaways/disqualified  (we) might/may/can/should/be. 
2Cor. 13v7 = And  I  wish/will/pray/desire  towards  the  God (Yahweh),   

{specifically yourselves}  not  to  make/produce/provide/yield/perform   
{not even one}/nothing  the  depravity/worthlessness/hurt/harm/evil/wickedness/badness . 
Not  that  {we  (TCs)  ourselves}  may/should  {cause to appear}/show  to be  approved/qualified/acceptable  (after assay),   
but  that  {specifically yourselves}  may be  working/producing/providing/yielding/performing  the  good/virtuous/beautiful (things),   
and  {we ourselves}  {in that manner}  might be  reprobates/castaways/rejected/disqualified. 

 

And I  wish/pray/desire  towards the God  (Yahweh), 
specifically yourselves  (are)  not to  make/perform  not even one  depravity/hurt/harm/badness   (can “Leaders of Religion” state the same?) 
Not that we (TCs)  ourselves might cause to appear to be  approved/qualified  (after assay), 
             (we TCs do nothing to make it outwardly appear,  we are qualified  [as do “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to make personal worldly gain]) 
but that specifically yourselves might be  working/producing  the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy/valuable  (things [= edify humans]), 
             (Inasmuch you become the same fruit as our TC tree,  same spiritual DNA,  to edify other people to personally become like JC) 
and we ourselves in that manner might be  castaways/disqualified.   (That you brethren ultimately become better than us – TCs). 

             (You do not require us anymore, you become mature TCs producing new TCs.  [Do we see this aim in the output of Religious Leaders?  -  No!]) 
 

Another verse where we might ask    
Is this verse  ever read  by our  worldly Christian leaders   –   or  just ignored,  -  like  so very many others  in The Bible? 

Let me explain myself in the following manner  
We read Paul is  not  “just praying”  to God  “useless and self-indulgent soundbites”  as inferred by poor bible translations,  and further watered down 
by our   worldly Christian leaders in their sermons,  but rather,  his motivation is to promote Yahweh’s ideals being his  “wish/desire/prayer”  inasmuch 
his whole being is so connected to Yahweh  as to be the   one/same  with Him.   Paul intrinsically desires to edify all people so they too might fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire,  rather then what we see today – remain  “passive – or – hyped”  (or anything  in between),   but in  all  instances  so very   remote 
from actually fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 
The crux of Paul's statement is this   

It is not  “the Performance”  as a preacher  –  to indulge the recipients’ emotions and worldly desires  (as one would go to a circus)! 
But rather - 

Paul instructs, teaches. explains  why  Yahweh  is  worthy  -  and thus self-motivates ideally  all  his recipients  to  replace  him! 
That is hardly what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders are likely to teach  –  they do  not  want anybody on their patch! 
It might be countered  (by  worldly Christian leaders vainly attempting to defend  “their indefensible actions”)    

'We always want more people to come into The Establishment' - there are  not  many people going into  “The (supposed) Faith”  as official 
“Leaders of Religion”! 

Precisely exemplifies what I am stating. 
1. Not many people going into “Religion” because they see it as a sham that it is!   It has  no  credible meaning in their life  –  because only 

“unrighteous myths and hearsay”  are taught that have  no  righteous substance  (Matt.7v26-27). 
2. Present leaders only want more recruits  –  not  to magnify Yahweh within the minds of recipients,  but rather merely to support the leaders in 

the manner as does the base of a pyramid and then into old age as their pension!   Again it is to feed self-indulgence,  being the inhabitants of 
The Establishment rather than to edify Yahweh's position within The World which itself is being  accurately  educated upon  “The Word of 
God”  when  correctly taught. 

3. I personally would never want to be associated with “Religion” as given by The Establishment (Rev.18v4) –  being a  detestation  to Yahweh! 
Thus we understand the mission of a TC is to bring forth the next generation of TCs so that Yahweh ultimately achieves the 144000 TC  “Prophesied 
Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4),  which then becomes  “The Enabler”  for Yahweh to move to the next stage of His  “Plan for Human Salvation”. 
Which is   (1) The 2nd Advent of JCg to collect his bride consisting of 144000 TCs  (at  “The 1st Resurrection”, Rev.20v6). 

(2) The return of JCg and the 144000 TCs  (Rev,19v16-21)  3.5 years later  (Dan.12v11-12)  to  replace  absolutely  all  worldly  
power/leaders,  with themselves  (JCg and the 144000 TCs)  and suitable understudies  (principally The Ancient Worthies and The Prophets 
of The 1st Epoch Israel) as  “The New Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v2).    Moreover,  for the lower positions,  suitable “Christians”.  who have not 
quite made The Grade to be Sons of God,  but certainly qualified to be underlings to The Sons of God.  This will take about 45 days 
(Dan,12v11-12)  to completely implement and becomes  “The Great Tribulation”  to world leaders  throughout society (from the drug pusher 
at street level to the highest world leader of any country at the time).  People who are  not  worldly,  are not affected by this,  hence  not  “a 
tribulation” to them! 
(3) Then the Millennium will start Rev.20v4-7, 21v1-4 etc.     Amen! 

Now moving on. 
Is the 2nd part of the verse suggesting TCs can be reprobates? 
Absolutely Not! 

Paul is trying to use his work level as  “The Standard”  they can achieve and surpass  –  but it is a relative,  rather than an absolute reference. 
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Paul is trying to elevate the  goal/objectives  of the readers.  He knows The Good Brethren readers hold him in highest esteem with holy standards  (=  
not  worldly standards)  having worked so hard to promote  “The Real Faith”  (as read earlier).  
Thus,  Paul is saying   

Do not be led astray towards worldly self-gratification of any sort.   
We,  TCs,  are just like you  (so you can become like us,  even though we may appear not qualified by the existing religious establishment),   
therefore,  it is possible for you to become the ideal person  (TC).  If you become a TC by working hard like us to publicise  “The Real Faith”  
by both word and deeds to strangers,  then you become better than are we,  though we still appear to The World as a whole,  disqualified to 
represent God and produce righteous people like you,  being the whole of Yahweh’s Desire fulfilled within us. 

The point being made is that most TCs are absolutely  not  recognised by  “The Religious Authorities”  as having any legitimacy to preach  “The Word 
of God”  (John.16v1-4)  because they do not have a worldly qualification  –  but in answer to that we are told - 

1. The Pharisees where amazed at JC  and asked   From whence is his learning  (John.7v15)” ? 
    Likewise with the apostles (Acts.4v13). 

When compared with - 
2. To save writing it out  -  Matt.23v15, 23  being what religious authorities can do! 

Yahweh is  only  interested in  “The Circumcision of The Heart”  (being the motivation behind what is done – Rom. chapters 3-5)  and  absolutely not  
worldly paper qualifications that mean  nothing  to Him.   But  “worldly papers”  mean everything to  “worldly religious”  leaders/scholars/theologians! 

That is why  any  person in the street can be a TC as  “the Babe”  unto whom Yahweh looks most favourably! 
 
118th Comment – TCs themselves  (by definition  of a TC as demonstrated)  are  not  able to work against The Truth,  but 
rather they work alongside The Truth  (because they intrinsically desire The Truth to operate within their very existence). 
119th Reasoning – TCs are cheerful when they are shown to be weak by the strength of The Brethrens’ mighty work 
operating within their  ministry/lifestyle  and TCs  wish/will/pray  by vow for The Brethren’s full  perfection/completeness  
through  experimentation/trial/determination  to what Yahweh Desires from each of them. 
119th Comment – Obviously our  worldly Christian leaders do not think likewise  –  else they would be keen to  accurately 
teach  “The Word of God”  to  “their minions”  but obviously they do not  care/agapao  the members of their 
congregations,  by cutting out the most wonderful thing for us – to become a possible future £on of God  (Matt.23v13)! 
44th Warning – We must be exceedingly conscious,  worldly and charlatan Christian leaders do  not  agape us,  but agape 
themselves  -  and they give a sales spiel of blandness to  pacify/endear  the present worldly methodology operating within 
us.  This is as The Bible  consistently tells us  all through its so many pages  -  and yet is unknown to the deceived devotes 
and hidden in  “darkness”  by our  “Professional Religious Leaders”  living off their devotees  (Acts.20v29 of many). 
2Cor. 13v8 og no/not/none  for  (we) able/possible/capable  [= can do]  {some/any/certain  person/thing}   
2Cor. 13v8 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  of the  truth/verity,   
2Cor. 13v8 og but  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  truth/verity. 
2Cor. 13v8 = For not  we  able/possible/capable  [= can do]  {some/any/certain thing}  against  The Truth,   

but  {for the sake/behalf of}  of The Truth. 
 

For we (TCs)  cannot do  some/any thing against The Truth   (TCs intrinsically have no other driver other than to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
but  (only)  for the  sake/behalf  of the Truth   (TCs can  only  operate in “Truth”  -  their mind operates in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh). 
 

Quite simply,  Paul is telling us that ultimately  “The Truth”  will prevail,  and what he does shall quash the slanderous statements made by people trying 
to usurp Paul’s position over The Corinthian Brethren.   
Yahweh  is  “The Absolute Truth”,  and His Absolute Truth  as given within The Bible  (accurately translated)  will ultimately occur to provide salvation 
to all those people who personally choose to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire over their 2 part life  (2 part physical, 2 part spiritual). 
It is just that TCs astutely learn early,  to become  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology,  and thus fulfil His Desire in the 1st part of their 
physical life for  The Bonus  (The Prize)  of the future Sonship to Yahweh alongside His beloved and premier son JCg  (Matt.20v23)  provided the TCs 
run according to The Rules (2Tim.2v5  [= imitate JC])! 
2Cor. 13v9 og (we) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting  For  
2Cor. 13v9 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  {we ourselves}  (we are) feeble/weak/impotent/diseased,   
2Cor. 13v9 og {specifically yourselves}  and  (the) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty   
2Cor. 13v9 og (you) might/may/can/should/be,   that/this/there/here  and  also  (we) wish/will/pray/desire,   
2Cor. 13v9 og the  {of yourselves}  (the) {through experiment to fully complete}/perfection. 
2Cor. 13v9 = For  we  (TCs)  cheerful/{calmly happy}/rejoice  whenever  {we ourselves}  are  feeble/weak,   

and  {specifically yourselves}  might/be  powerful/capable/mighty   
and  this  also  we  wish/desire/pray  of your  {through experiment to fully complete}/perfection. 

 

For we (TCs)  rejoice whenever we ourselves are  feeble/weak   (by taking  The  Last/Least  place  to give  accurate  teaching to the recipient) 
             (Inasmuch we push you to become motivated to  Take the lead in The Ministry – that first requires gaining  “Real Faith”  by it three stages) 
and specifically yourselves  might/be  powerful/mighty   (by the brethren truly hearkening,  to ideally become like Paul,  or better) 
and this  also we  wish/pray/desire  of your progression unto perfection   (TCs work to aid The Brethren's progression towards The Goal). 
 

Paul is saying   
When we see our standards  (being of the  last/least  in society to be best positioned to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  at a  “one-to-
one”  level)  being exceeded by the growth in your works matching or surpassing ours,  then we will be joyful and rejoice.  
But until that occurs we  wish/pray/desire  (in our union with Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  for you to  change/adjust/reform  
your  lifestyle/deportment  from that of being worldly,  to become a holy  (= pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  
lifestyle.  In following this manner,  Yahweh’s HS can work within  {specifically yourselves}  to make  {specifically yourselves}  {fully 
complete through experiment}/perfected  as a TC with fruits of the HS displayed in your life  (Gal.5v22-23)  imitating both JC’s ministry and 
lifestyle. 

Where  “The Caveat”  to the  “wish/pray/desire”  is that we  personally make it occur  – as did Paul in his wirings and ministry. 
Paul absolutely did not sit back wishfully thinking and praying   “Yahweh, we think of them …  - You help them …, etc.”  in this  “most hypocritical” 
manner that we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders' prayers given to congregational members,  – a stance  detested  by Yahweh! 

Yet these self-indulgent prayers as fed by “Religious Leaders”  to fulfil the desires of the congregational members of being supposedly 
concerned enough to  “Let Yahweh know”  (just in case He did not)  and then  “Over to Him to sort it out”  now we told Him! 

Again,  we must ask - 
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Is what Paul is saying here the same as we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders up on their dais  (both spiritually and physically)  
feeding off  “their audience”  who personally  “come for a show”,  innocently knowing no better about what Yahweh truly desires from The 
Congregations  (Rom.16v17-18, etc.)! 

Note the original Greek word means  
“{through experiment to fully complete}”. 

Thus we are required to   “go through testing as by experiment to yield perfection”  –  inasmuch we are to be reformed by fire  (1Cor.3v13-16)  being a 
path of persecution by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.16v1-4)  because what we teach by both word and deed disturbs the cosy lifestyle of 
our  “Religious Leaders”  and they retaliate  “to remove us out of circulation”.  This is precisely why the  “1st Century Christians”  were martyred  –  
because we must understand  “1st Century Christianity”  was so  vastly different  to the  “worldly Christianity”  of which we are taught today   –   being 
now,  merely a subset of “Religion”  having morphed into what we have today during the 2nd to 4th Century CE.   

This website  “FutureLife.Org”  is rekindling  “1st Century Christianity”  back into The World at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”. 
 
120th Comment – Paul setting The Example for future TCs,  desires not to cut dissident members out of The Brethren,  but 
rather reform them to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  because Paul  (and the TCs)  having  “The Authority of The Word of God” 
operating within them  -  solely desire to edify with God’s Word rather than to use it to  destroy/{cut down}. 
120th Reasoning – Christians must ensure they are  adjusting/reforming  their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to create a 
worthy  “synapse mapping”  that Yahweh Desires to retain for it to be placed within a body that is not sourced by This 
World,  but rather by Him –  to become a Son of God to teach The World  “Righteousness”  during The Millennium. 
121st Reasoning –  If  Christians  personally perform this  adjustment/reform  then  JCg’s  presence/parousia  will be with 
them and thus  will  have a same mind having the same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  being peaceable with all of them. 
2Cor. 13v10 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  these (things)   (the) {be away}/absent  (I) written/scribed/engraved,  
2Cor. 13v10 og that  (the) {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present  not  (the) {(to cut) abruptly}/peremptorily/sharply.   
2Cor. 13v10 og (I may) {by employment/intercourse}/{occupation specification of body}/use/{personally deal with}   
2Cor. 13v10 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power   
2Cor. 13v10 og whom/which/that  (he) gave/bestowed/granted  {to me}/mine  the  lord/master  
2Cor. 13v10 og into/unto  (the) structuring/{building up}/confirmation/edification/emboldening,   
2Cor. 13v10 og also  no/not/none  into/unto  (the) demolition/extinction/destruction/{pulling down}. 
2Cor. 13v10 = Through reason of  this   (to edify of The Brethren unto possible sonship),   

I  write/scribe  these things   (while)   {being away}/absent,   
that   (when I am)   {being near}/present   (with you)   not  to  {cut sharply/abruptly/severely}/sever.    (not to cut out people) 
I  may/should  employ/intercourse/deal  according to  the  authority/capacity/competency    (Paul's instruction given by JC) 
which the  Lord/Master  gave/bestowed  to me  unto  the  {building up}/structuring/edification    (Paul edifies by teaching God's Word) 
also  not  unto  the  {pulling down}/demolition/destruction.    (Paul is not presently sanctioned to judge humans – that is for Yahweh) 

 

Through reason of this   (being to edify The Brethren to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
I write these things  (while)  being absent   (from yourselves), 
that  (when I am)  present  (with you)  not to  {cut sharply}/sever   (people out of   The  Calling/Invitation   to become possible  “Sons of God”) 
I might  employ/deal  according to the  authority/competency  which 
the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”)  gave to me unto the  {building up}/edification   (of people for  “The Goal”). 
also not unto the  {pulling down}/demolition   (by  rejecting/suppressing  people from  “The Goal”  –  only Yahweh is Authorised to do that). 
               (This is why JC did not first reject Judas,  - else it could be said  “JC rejected Judas for Sonship”,  only Judas could make that choice) 

 

Paul desires to edify The Brethren through  knowledge/understanding  to then be applied as godly wisdom within their lives to build up The Brethren 
rather than to expel any of The Brethren.  Essentially it is Yahweh Who will be making that decision as  “The 1st Judgement”  during The Gospel Age,  
but Paul has only been instructed to  {build-up}/edify  The Congregation  (including those people who are very weak).   
However,  in  edifying/{building –up}  the congregation,  he is instructed to remove the obviously iniquitous and unrepentant individuals who will 
ultimately pollute the whole congregation.  Where  “iniquitous”  means  “the individual knows what they do is wrong  –  but moreover they enjoy what is 
wrong and have no intention of repenting”.   
This iniquitous behaviour is witnessed today  –  and  they are made  (worldly)  priests  over  their (own)  flock  as “the robbers”  (which sadly cannot be 
part of JCg’s flock,  John.10v1-7)! 

Why? 
Because  “The Knowledge”  cannot be accurate  because it is being  filtered/manipulated  by a  deviant/wayward  character at  “the top”. 
Being that if they are prepared to excuse themselves in one thing  –  then,  where does it stop?    The  “synapse construction”  becomes  seared/scarred. 
2Cor. 13v11 og (the) remaining/besides/finally/rest/moreover,   
2Cor. 13v11 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  (you) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting;   
2Cor. 13v11 og (yourselves) {complete thoroughly}/{been fitted}/{make ready}/repair/restore,   
2Cor. 13v11 og (yourselves) to set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort   
2Cor. 13v11 og the  it/same  (you) {exercise the mind}/{interest oneself}/regard/think/mind,   
2Cor. 13v11 og (you) {be peaceful}/{live peaceably};   
2Cor. 13v11 og also  the  {specific god}  of the  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love 
2Cor. 13v11 og also  (the) peace/prosperity/rest  {shall be}/{come to pass}  {amid/together/with (meta)}  {of yourselves}. 
2Cor. 13v11 = (For)  the  rest/remaining  (instructions from me),   the brothers,   you  {be cheerful}/{calmly happy}/rejoice;   

adjust/repair/restore  yourselves ,    (ensure your  thinking/actions  are conforming to Yahweh’s requirements),   
encourage/beseech/urge/exhort  yourselves   the same  you  {exercise the mind}/regard,   you  {be peaceful}/{live peaceably};   
also  “the specific god”  of the  {charity love}/agape,   
also  the  peace/prosperity/rest  {shall be}  together/with  you.    (If you fulfil all these things,  I have instructed of you). 

 

For the remaining   (instructions from me), 
Yourselves be cheerful  (spiritual)  brothers   (because I have nothing specific upon which to comment,  but generally -) 
{complete thoroughly}/adjust  yourselves   (away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology) 
encourage/exhort  yourselves,  yourselves exercise the same mind   (to be of the  one/same  thought) 
             (To exhort each other to  think the same  =  all are operate according to “1st Century Christianity” as taught by JC and the apostles)     
you live peaceably  (do not involve yourselves within  “The Politics of The World”  at any level,  else you become tainted with its methodology); 
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also  “the specific god”  of the  agape/charity   (JC  as God's Word having  invited  you,  Yahweh  to ideally  adopt  you,  Both give gifts) 
also the  peace/prosperity/rest  shall be with you   (being The Gifts that both JC and Yahweh unlock for us operating to  “1st Century Christianity”) 
 

Therefore do these things to minimise the worldly problems that you shall face,  then the only problems shall occur from accurately teaching  “The Word 
of God”  –  that will show two things in the fullness of time - 

1. The TC is  in harmony  to Yahweh’s Desire being fulfilled,  to imitate His premier Son’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. The aggressors  (being religious leaders purporting to represent Yahweh)  are behaving in a manner  alien  to Yahweh’s Desire. 

That is simply one reason out many why a TC must avoid worldly politics like the plague  –  so persecution can be demonstrably seen as  only  to have 
occurred through their  accurate  teaching work   (and  absolutely not  for involvement with this World and of its politics).  
Their teaching and deportment  (of being   not  of this world)  of  “precisely imitating JC”,  and being attacked  only for this  by  “Professional Leaders 
of Religion” clearly show these  “Leaders of Religion”  are  “Antichrist”  and thus anti  “The Goal of The Almighty God – Yahweh”  -  being anti  
“Yahweh's Desire being made manifest within The Environment”.   By consequence,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  “blaspheming against the 
HS”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31)  of which there is no forgiveness by Yahweh! 
Consequently because The TCs have remained clean and undefiled by The World and of its machinations,  they remain as pure virgins in methodology to 
Yahweh's Methodology and thus  “The Demarcation Line”  can be clearly seen by The World in The Culmination  -  nothing is cloudy or undefined. 

Where is the crime in that?    
Clearly none  (hence TCs are innocent/blameless/pure/holy)  –  and that is the specific point being made! 

 
121st Comment – Paul seals the epistle with his characteristic ending  “Greet one another with a  holy  kiss.” 
25th Good News – It is Yahweh,  Who through His HS is able to establish  “The Active Brethren”  to fulfil His Desire to  
accurately  teach of  “The Good News”  as given by JC during his ministry –  that is:- 

1. The Anointed =  “The Office of Appointment”  to become a future  king/priest  to administer (2) below. 
2. The Purification Process of  “The Resurrected World”  to ultimately yield a  park/paradise  on this planet. 

122nd Comment – TCs will always sincerely recognise the hierarchy of  The TWO Entities and give all due praise to Both. 
26th Good News – The gifts and favours of JCg as God's Word yielding Yahweh’s HS upon us,  TCs and brethren. 
27th Good News – “Yahweh's Desire that is separate from this world of sin is to be made manifest within The 
Environment”  (the “HS”)  shall operate within the TCs and The Brethren  (assiduously aiming to become TCs). 
28th Good News – The spiritual  {Edifying Love}/Agapao  of a TC is expressed physically as  {Charity Love}/Agape  being 
the works freely given to put the wellbeing of their neighbour first over the TC’s own comforts. 
90th Instruction – It is a requirement by Yahweh these expressed qualities are to ultimately rule over The Earth! 
122nd Reasoning – It is a requirement by Yahweh these expressed qualities  must first  be inculcated within the TCs who 
are to become The Leaders of  “The New World Order”  who shall ultimately rule over the World living on the Earth!   It 
is the demonstrably proven methodology within these individual TCs who shall be  elected/selected  by Yahweh to 
righteously lead with this correct methodology alongside JCg  in The Millennium.   
This is all  precisely as The Bible teaches,  but  never  taught by: “You know who!” -  For several  very obvious  reasons! 
2Cor. 13v12 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  {one another}/mutual/together   
2Cor. 13v12 og in  (to the [= within]) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) kiss. 
2Cor. 13v12 og (they) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  {specifically yourselves}   
2Cor. 13v12 og the  blameless/{holy persons}  (the) all (persons). 
2Cor. 13v12 = You  Greet  {one another}  within the   holy/{separate from this world of sin}/pure  kiss.  

They  greet  {specifically yourselves}  all the  blameless/{holy people}/TCs. 
 

You greet one another within the  innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  kiss. 
All the  {holy people}/TCs  greet specifically yourselves  (Corinthian Brethren). 
 

“Holy”  to mean  “separate from this world of sin”  thus having no  self-indulgent  undertones (of eros). 
By contrast,  it is the  “phileo”  (StrongsTM = 5368 = close friendship  “driven by the head”  “attraction”)  form of Love where each other is mutually 
united within  “storge”, “The Family”  of The  Lord against this present worldly diseased system of corruption,  pain and hurt of which we witness.  
Thus the  “holy kiss”  is a uniting bond to symbolise the new system of The Millennium where we are all to become as brother and sister of one family 
with this  “family friendship kiss of edifying attraction”. 
2Cor. 13v13 og The  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit   
2Cor. 13v13 og of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2Cor. 13v13 og also  the  benevolence/charity/dear/love  of the  God [Yahweh],   
2Cor. 13v13 og also  the  partnership/association/participation/communicate/intercourse  of the   
2Cor. 13v13 og holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits [= HS]   
2Cor. 13v13 og {amid/together/with (meta)}   (of the)  all (persons)  {of yourselves}.   
2Cor. 13v13 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
2Cor. 13v13 = The  gifts/favour/benefit  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   

also  the  {charity love}/agape  of the  God  (Yahweh),   
also  the  partnership/{communion ship}/association/intercourse   
of the  holy/pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
(be)  together/with  of the  all  persons  {of yourselves}.   
Amen/{so be it}. 

 

The  gifts/favour/benefit  of the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind  [TCs being JC’s physical body here on Earth]) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (The Goal assigned by Yahweh upon “Yahweh Saves”  as  “The Standard and Goal”  for us who claim to be “Christians”) 
also the  agape/charity  of the God   (Yahweh,  sourcing all  intrinsically  ideal/good  things for our ultimate wellbeing,  provided we hearken), 
also the  partnership/association/intercourse   (the unity of thought that collectively drives TCs to entirely fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
of the  innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits   (the holy spirit = a personality/character like Yahweh) 
(be)  together/with  all of yourselves   (by operating according to “1st Century Christianity”  [else the HS will  not  be operating within yourselves]). 
Amen. 
 

It is most important to understand the following. 
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JC gave us  (1) his ministry of  “The Word of God” driving his mind  and   (2) The Ransom Sacrifice while in a fleshly body. 
We need  both  for us to  personally survive  into The Eternity. 

(1)  For us to personally  purify our mind to imitate JC  (else “The 2nd Death”  shall personally annihilate us,  as individuals). 
(2)  For Yahweh  to righteously give all of us a  new  perfected physical body  (A) celestial or  (B) fleshly  (1Cor.1rv35-55). 

JCg  “awakened/roused” (resurrected)  into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body to be alongside his Father  (Yahweh)  and he has left his 
presence/parousia  within The World as  “The Word of God”  which perfectly operates within The TCs and thus yields his Father’s HS within those 
specific individuals to whom he is attracted  -  being entirely mutual to become the TCs truly hearkening to The Word of God and inculcating it. 

These TCs shall become stewards now with  “The Word of God”  and these proven faithful stewards to be future Sons of God as decided by 
his Father  (Yahweh, Matt.20v23). 

Yahweh God is The Source of His HS and is thus operating under  {charity love}/agape  by expending  time/effort  in making manifest His HS within The 
Environment to ensure that His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  succeeds through the various  epochs/stages  within His Plan. 
Yahweh’s HS is the uniting  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of all the entities actively involved in moving forward Yahweh’s Plan where - 

Yahweh is The Source  –  Who sets  “The Required Standard”  for success  in operating within His HS  (see the composite definition). 
JCg fulfils Yahweh’s Desire by being the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
The TCs  (ultimately 144000)  earnestly work as  faithful  stewards operating  only  upon  “The Word of God”  that yields Yahweh’s HS 
operating within them to create a new embryonic individual within their unique synapse construction worthy for Sonship  (see “Born Again” 
in glossary).   In this manner then John.14v20, 17v21-26  is fulfilled. 

That should remove all the mystique out of those terms being the confusion that  worldly Christian leaders yearn to wallow within  -  to the glory of Satan  
–  The Adversary of Yahweh! 
 
 
A supplementary note  
The congregational members of a  “church”  do  not  have the HS,  by people within merely stating   

Come to the congregation that is growing and must have the HS because it has a good preacher  (noting Matt.24v23-26).  
That is called   “a staged performance”  –  not  “worship”  by the congregation,  merely because   “they feel good”! 
Just  “feeling good”   emotionally is exceedingly dangerous  –  professional conmen  (charlatan [and some worldly] Christian leaders)  manipulate this 
attribute to their own ends  -  to feed off their victim  (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29)! 
Godly worship is where the teacher actively encourages others within the congregation to take his place,  moreover,  also emulate  him/her  to fellow 
strangers they personally meet during their daily work.  This is godly worship,  where the scriptures are  accurately  written upon the  heart/{seat of 
motivation}  of every individual member of the congregation who should  accurately  know and  understand   why  they all should be actively becoming 
like the minister in a  lawful and respectful  manner.  This occurs within those people taking upon themselves  “Responsibility”  when grasping personal  
“Ownership”  and prepared to bear the  “Accountability”  of which Yahweh will demand from those people claiming to represent Him  (James.3v1).  

This  is  the sweet odour of worship that Yahweh will find acceptable. 
I invite the dissident reader to find any scripture in context within The Bible that says to the contrary.   I having translated the whole New Testament and 
written commentaries for its verses over four revisions of some 4,000,000+ words  (during 50,000+ hours in my spare time)  absolutely know  there is no 
such scripture that supports the activity of which we see within Charismatic groupings at one extreme,  and The Most Orthodox at the other  (and much 
between)!  Moreover,  there is much given in The Bible that opposes their shenanigans!     

This has become my driver to create the website  “FutureLife.Org”  so that Yahweh might be correctly represented to The World! 
Finally - 

I have given details of  “My Authority”  above to speak as such on this subject,  what comparable authority has your  “Professional Leader of 
Christendom”  to do likewise? 
Do you know?  Have you asked them? 

A worldly accredited paper Doctor of Divinity is  likely to be  a credential for disaster – as reference to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!   
(Matt.23v15, John.7v15, Acts.4v13,  furthermore by example, Acts.9v1-3, Gal.1v13-15, because of Acts.22v3) 

A 4th revision addition. 
I was discussing an article in “Scientific American” with my life-long friend,  a  “Professional Technical Futurologist”  where a contributor boldly 
suggested there is a 50 50 probability we are in a “computer simulation” – a bit like the “Matrix” film concept.  This lead my mind rolling that 
conceptually Yahweh can know the future using an  “equivalent means”,  by running a computer simulation  of the human species  before  their creation, 
from an initial set of conditions and allowing it to fractal develop.  Now clearly this is like weather forecasting – where only tiny input perturbations can 
magnify enormously the output after many years of simulation.   However,  if  (1) understanding the subject matter infinitely better than we humans are 
able  (we, presently living to  “learn about ourselves”)  and  if  (2) having the capability to input controlled perturbations to steer the simulation in the 
direction required – then an Entity in this unique position  could know  (predict)  the future when  “The Simulation”  afterwards,  was  “Acted out in real 
life”  – as it has been for Mankind over the last 6000 years.  
I make mention of this – to show it is not just  “a daft supposition”  to assume a mystic blind faith in a greater entity able to predict the future! 
By extension,  being a counter to the above and given as a warning.  We must not to involve ourselves with the occult  (and hence actively cast off 
Yahweh’s protection from it),  would be by contrast,  demons cannot see in the future  (by the means above)  but rather  living through time  can make a 
prediction happen in the future by personally involving themselves within an individual aspect of it.  This is subtlety different to the above. 
Actually,  any human  can do this,  and often do!   We should note many of these demonic predictions are about negative things occurring to people – 
which is so easy in this present world of hurt!   Often murderers plan something to occur in the future to facilitate the murder their victim,  there is 
nothing remarkable about it -  and thus likewise about clairvoyant predictions about our demise in the future – made possible by demonic intervention of 
which we have  (by involvement)  become  “their mark”  in the future!   For such  “a service”   the unscrupulous practitioners (mediums) charge money, 
– Oh that reminds me of certain “Religious Leaders”! 
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though 
they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much 
superior to the more popular schisms  (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 


